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Introduction
Many auction houses claim to have an international presence. Few, however, can compete with the worldwide reach of the 
Global Philatelic Network. Comprised of Heinrich Köhler in Germany, Corinphila in Switzerland and the Netherlands, 
John Bull in Hong Kong, and H.R. Harmer, the Global Philatelic Network provides customers around the globe with 
unmatched expertise and customer service.

Last October H.R. Harmer concluded a hugely successful year with our Sale 3012, which featured specialized collections 
of the United States First Bureau Issue and Foreign Contingents in the Boer War. Following two auctions at World 
Stamp Show-New York 2016, the October sale continued the company’s growth and revitalization, demonstrating H.R. 
Harmer’s place as one of America’s most prestigious philatelic auction houses.

We are proud to be holding two auctions this spring; our regular sale of United States and worldwide material, as well 
as the Richard D. Miggins Collection of the Philippines. The amount of material we have to offer necessitates a four-
day auction, rather than our usual three-day format. We are hopeful that all collectors will be able to find something of 
interest amongst the more than 3,800 lots that will be auctioned.

Sale 3013
One of the most interesting items to come from Sale 3013 is a set of 15 imperforate sheets presented by Postmaster 
General James A. Farley to the Third Assistant Postmaster General in 1934. No more than a handful of these sheets were 
ever produced from the original printing, and many have since been broken up or ended up in museums. Therefore, 
these sheets represent rare chance to own a true piece of philatelic history.

As always, there are many other items of interest in our regular sale. A massive dealer stock of United States and worldwide 
postal history and a collection of high-grade mint United States stamps are just two of the properties we are proud to be 
offering; with over 175 unique consignors, this sale represents our most diverse offering in quite some time. 

Sale 3014: The Richard D. Miggins Collection of the Philippines
The Richard D. Miggins Collection of the Philippines is undoubtedly one of the finest ever assembled for this country. 
Whereas many collections specialize in merely one era of the Philippines’s history, Mr. Miggins was able to acquire many 
key items from the Spanish, American, and Japanese administrations. It is our hope that the catalogue of his collection 
will be an important resource for generations of collectors to come.

Changes to the Catalogue
Last year we began to restructure our catalogue, and with Sales 3013 and 3014 we are continuing to make significant 
changes. A new logo, a single-column format, and a “start price” system (rather than estimates) are just a few of the 
improvements to be found in this catalogue. The last of these developments—using start prices in lieu of estimates—is 
something we are particularly excited about, as it facilitates more transparency for bidders and consignors alike.

Whereas an estimate is oftentimes ambiguous and open-ended, with lots opening at and selling for a fraction of the 
estimate, a start price allows bidders to know exactly where the bidding for an item will start. For longtime bidders who 
are used to submitting a bid lower than the low estimate, we must make it explicitly clear that we will not consider bids below 
the listed start price.

As always, we at H.R. Harmer appreciate your support and patronage. As we enter our 78th year of philatelic auctions, we look 
forward to providing you with the same high-quality service that our company was founded upon all those decades ago.
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OBviOuS REpRinTS

Forgeries, fake cancels, and badly defective stamps are 
normally not included in catalog totals unless noted. 
However, as with any large group of stamps, some stamps 
may prove to be bogus, misidentified, or defective. 
Descriptions of quality are meant to apply to the overall 
condition of the lot. Lots described as being “mixed” quality 
or condition should be expected to contain some faulty 
material.

OwnER’S CATAlOG vAluE 

In some cases an “owner’s catalog value” is given. Such a 
figure is just that. An owner’s value may be useful as a guide 
but H.R. Harmer does not guarantee the accuracy of such 
a figure.
Stamps described as “mint” can be expected to have 
original gum (OG), but should be expected to be hinged 
unless specifically noted as never hinged (NH).

ExpERTizinG MARkS 

We sometimes mention an expert’s signature or guarantee 
mark on a stamp. However, while we believe that the vast 
majority of stamps so described are genuine, H.R. Harmer 
implies no warranty to that effect.

vAluATiOnS 

A Start Price is given for each lot. We do not accept 
any bids below the start price. All collection lots or lots 
containing in excess of 10 stamps offered in this auction are 
sold “as is” and are not returnable for any reason whatsoever.
Please be certain to read the full Terms & Conditions of Sale 
at the rear of the catalog. All bidders will be bound by those 
Terms & Conditions of Sale.

S y M B O l S  

A    –  Autograph 
E    –  Essay 
P    –  Proof 
S    –  Specimen 
1 1  –  Mint, never hinged 
1  –   Mint, hinged, or without gum as issued 
2   –  Mint, no gum (unused) 
1, 3   –  Mint & used 
3 –  used    
5 –  on piece 
6  –  cover

Condition of Collections And large lots

All bids are in u.S. dollars

no bids below the Start price will be accepted!
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Bidding increments
Bids of    Increase by
Up to $100   $5
$100 to $300   $10
$300 to $725   $25
$750 to $1,450  $50
$1,500 to $2,900  $100
$3,000 to $7,250  $250
$7,500 to $14,500  $500
$15,000 to $29,000  $1,000
$30,000 to $72,500  $2,500
$75,000 to $145,000  $5,000
$150,000 to $290,000  $10,000
$300,000 and up  $25,000

Bids that do not conform to the above 
increments will be reduced to the next 
appropriate bid. No bids accepted below the 
start price.

limit Bids
Individuals who wish to restrict their total 
purchases to a fixed amount (not less than 
$1,000) in any given auction may do so by 
advising us of the maximum amount they 
wish to spend. We will execute bids only until 
lots in the indicated limit are secured. The 
buyer’s premium will be added to the total, 
after the limit has been reached. All estimates 
are in U.S. Dollars. All times listed are Pacific 
time (unless noted). A Buyer’s Premium of 
18% will be added to the hammer price of 
each lot.

Absentee Bidding
Bid directly on www.hrharmer.com and also 
by phone, fax, email or mail. Register now to 
start bidding at www.hrharmer.com.

Telephone Bidding
Telephone bidding for our auction is on a 
limited and priority basis only. If you are 
interested in telephone bidding, please 
contact Bill Bergstrom at 714-389-9178 no 
later than 72 hours before the day of the sale, 
with your contact information and a list of the 
lots that you wish to bid on.

live internet Bidding

We invite you to utilize live internet 
bidding via www.stampauctionnetwork.
com for our sales. In order to bid during 
our live auction, you must be registered 
and approved for bidding with both Stamp 
Auction Network & H.R. Harmer. If you are 
registered at Stamp Auction Network, have 
been approved for bidding by H.R. Harmer 
and are ready to start bidding: Login at  
www.stampauctionnetwork.com, go to the 
Table of Contents for our sale, and select 
“Join the Public Auction in Progress.” You will 
be assigned a paddle number and are ready 
to start bidding. Lastly, if you are bidding 
actively on a lot and the bidding has passed 
your maximum bid, kindly use the “Pass” 
button to help expedite the sale.
Please note: Once a lot is announced as 
sold by the auctioneer on the floor, no late 
Internet bids will be accepted, nor will lots be 
reopened to the Internet once they have been 
sold on the floor. If you have any questions 
or concerns about Internet bidding or the 
registration process please do not hesitate to 
contact our office at 714-389-9178 or you can 
email us at info@hrharmer.com.
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From los Angeles intl. Airport – 
42 miles

South on World Way toward World WayTake ramp 
onto CA-1/S Sepulveda BlvdTake ramp onto I-105 
EastTake exit onto I-405 South toward Long BeachEx-
it Bristol and turn rightVenue is on the left

From long Beach Airport – 
22.3 Miles  

South on E Donald Douglas Dr toward Barbara 
London Drive Right to stay on E Donald Douglas Dr, 
Right at CA-19/N Lakewood Blvd. Take I-405 ramp 
to San Diego. Keep left at fork to continue toward 
I-405 S and merge onto I 405 S. Exit Bristol and turn 
rightVenue is on the left

Directions to Auction venue

The Hilton Costa Mesa
3050 Bristol Street, Costa Mesa, California, United States 92626

From John Wayne Airport: Follow signs to the 405 
Freeway North. Exit Bristol Street and turn left. Drive 
over the bridge, turn left on Hotel Way. 

From 405 Freeway Southbound: Take 405 South to 
Bristol Street exit (just past Harbor Blvd and Hwy 73 
interchange). The hotel is located directly across from 
the exit on the left. 

From 405 Freeway Northbound: Take 405 North to 
Bristol Street exit. Exit left onto Bristol. Drive over the 
freeway and turn left on Hotel Way. 

From the 57 Freeway: Take the 57 South to I-5 South 
to Hwy 55 South. Exit Baker and turn right. Turn right 
again at Bristol Street and the hotel will be on the right 
hand side. 

From the 91 Freeway: Take 91 West to Hwy 55 South 
to 405 North. Exit at Bristol, turning left. Drive over the 
freeway and turn left on Hotel Way. 

From the 73 Freeway: Take 73 North, exit Bear Street, 
and turn right, right on Paularino, and left on Bristol.

Directions to Auction venue From Orange County
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Franklin D. Roosevelt

Alfred H. Caspary

Alfred F. Lichtenstein

We are proud to announce our sale of
Part II of the "Erivan" Collection of U.S. and Confederate Postal History 

being held at StampShow 2017 in Richmond, Virginia.

Great collectors put their trust in H.R. Harmer…
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being held at StampShow 2017 in Richmond, Virginia.
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Alfred H. Caspary Alfred F. Lichtenstein

Global Philatelic Network

1863 illustrated cover of General McClellan and his staff
One of the many Civil War-era highlights we will be offering

1863 illustrated cover of General McClellan and his staff
One of the many Civil War-era highlights we will be offering
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We are currently accepting consignments for our fall auction
which will be held October 26 - 28, 2017.
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1001           US COMMEMORATIVE COIN COLLECTION.   Postal Commemorative Society folders with US 
commemorative coins, including 1925 California half, 1893 Columbian half, 1924 Huguenot Walloon half, 
1925 Lexington half, 1918 Lincoln half, 1926 Oregon half, 1920 Pilgrim half, and 1926 Sesquicentennial 
half (and a few others), plus some modern commemorative items and a collection of pennies, most coins 
appear to be AU if not better, an attractive group of items 300

Proofs and Essays
1002 (*)          72-E7g, (formerly 62aP4)1861 90c Dark blue,   plate essay on semi-transparent stamp paper, ample 

margins to slightly irregular and barely into design at right, unused, Fine. 2016 Crowe certificate. (Scott 
$5,500 as o.g. pair). 300

1003           P 152P3-55P3, 15c-90c National Banknote Co. Proofs,  plate proofs on india, mounted on card, all Very 
Fine. (Scott $145). 80

1004           224TC1ae, 1890 6c Deep Orange red, Large Die Trial Color Proof,  on 2-3/8x2-3/8 india paper, couple 
natural paper flaws, characteristic of this delicate paper, Extremely Fine. (Scott $400).   100

1005           P 226TC5a-l, 1890 6c Garfield Trial Color Proofs,  eleven pairs + strip of 4 (orange red)  complete in all 
colors, o.g., a couple with minor gum flaws, majority are lightly hinged, an exceptional intact offering,  Very 
Fine. (Scott $2,880). (see online scans). 1500

1006           P 256P1, 1894 6c Garfield Large Die Proof,  on india, die sunk on sensibly reduced 4-78x5-1/8 in. card, 
Extremely Fine. (Scott (250 120

1007           P 256P1, 1894 6c Garfield Large Die proof,   sensibly reduced large die proof on india, mounted on 
45x47mm card, Extremely Fine. (Scott $250). 90

1008           P 558P1, 1922 6c Garfield Large Die Proof,  die proof on india, die sunk on 6x7-15/16 in. card, typed 
"Approved November 10, 1922" and signed by Acting Postmaster General, traces of light oxidation 
(trivial), still Extremely Fine. (Scott $1,000),  500

1009       S    P 6c Garfield Proof & Specimen Balance,  six unusual items: 1890 trial color pairs (2); 1890 P4  proof on 
card;  256 stamp with "pre-printing paper fold"; 271P5 pair without gum (small fault); 305 "Specimen", 
an attractive group for "Garfield" specialist.  (see online scans). 130

1010           P J1TC4, 1879 1c Black, Trial Color Proof,  block of 4, trial color plate proof on card, Very Fine. (Scott 
$400). 75

(Photo = 1 12)
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H.R. Harmer, GPN, Inc. 
Public Auction No. 3013

First Session 
United States Stamps and Covers
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3050 Bristol St. 
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Wednesday, May 31, 2017 at 9:00 AM (PDT)
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1006/$120

Ex 1005/$1500

1004/$100

Ex 1003/$801002/$300
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1011           P J1P1-J7P1, 1879 1c-50c Brown, Large Die Proofs, complete set of seven large die proofs on india, die 
sunk on fill size cards with gilded edges, a few with some light card stain spots, all well away from die 
sinkage, overall Very Fine. (Scott $1,750). (see online scans). 400

1012           P J1P2-7P2, 1903 1c-50c Brown, Roosevelt Small Die Proofs,  complete set of small die proofs on original 
but sensibly reduced gray card, Extremely Fine, Choice set, only 85 exist of each value. (Scott $700). (see 
online scans). 200

1013           P J1P4-7P4, 1879 1c-50c Brown,  complete set, plate proofs on card, rich color, Very Fine, includes original 
printed envelope (scarce). (Scott $105). (see online scans). 90

1014           P J15P4-J21P4, 1887 1c-50c Red brown, Plate proofs on card, fresh, well centered and Very Fine (Scott 
$135) 50

1015           P J15P4-21P4, 1884 1c-50c Red brown, Plate proofs on card, includes the third printing distribution 
envelope, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $135) 50

1016 **          SS16, 1935 $3 Social Security Sample (Essay) Revenue,  coil pair, NH, Very Fine, scarce value. 100

Postmasters‘ Provisionals
1017 (*)          New York, NY; 9X1, 1845 5c Black, "ACM" connected,  margins to barely touching or slightly into design 

at lower left, unused, Fine. 1983 PF certificate. (Scott $1,500 as o.g.). 250
1018   6        New York, NY; 9X1b, 1845 5c Black, "ACM" not connected, No periods between initials, single with 

double transfer at top, ample margins though a small repair at right, tied on outer FLS to Philadelphia by 
red New York "5 cts" 9/25/(45) cds, matching red arc "Paid", pen cancelled in black, Very Fine (Scott 
$950).  300

1019  3         New York, NY; 9X1e, 5c Black, "without signature", ample to close margins, pen stroke cancel, tiny scuff 
on lower right frameline, otherwise near Very Fine. 2016 PF certificate. (Scott $950). 150

(Photo = 1 12)
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Ex 1011
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1020  3         1-2, 1847 5c Red brown, 10c Black,  both near four margins, fresh and attractive, ea. with small flaws, 
10c with additional pen cancel (cat. as such), both Fine appearing, ideal for collector on budget. (Scott 
$875) 300

1021  3         1, 1847 5c Red brown,   ample to large margins, bold blue circular grid cancel, Very Fine. 2008 PF 
certificate. (Scott $415). 250

1022  3         1, 1847 5c Red brown,  ample margins to just touching across top, very attractive blue town cancel, Fine 
(Scott $415).  100

1023  3         1, 1847 5c Red Brown  pretty color, clear to ample margins, light red grid, trace of manuscript ink al 
bottom (reverse only), Fine. (Scott $375). 100

1024  3         1, 1847 5c Red brown,   four close but clear margins, attractive blue cancel, a few small faults, not 
detracting from overall appearance, Fine. (Scott $415). 75

1025  3         1, 1847 5c Red brown,  two singles, each a different shade, both margins to touching or slightly into frameline, 
design intact, couple very insignificant small flaws, Fine and attractive. (Scott $750). 180

1026   6        1 Variety, 1847 5c Red brown, "Dot in S" Variety,  two singles, left single near Very Fine, four margins, 
"dot in S" variety, other Fine, margins to barely touching, both tied together and tied on outer FLS to 
Baltimore, Md. by red grids, matching Boston, Mass. 6/29/(50) cds, each stamp with traces of light paper 
"bleaching" in margin (trivial), Very Fine cover. (Scott $825). 350

1027   6        1, 1847 5c Brown,  crisp impression and ample to clear margins, tied on cover to Washington, NY by 
attractive blue Troy, NY 2/26/(49) cds, major cover toning not affecting stamp, about Fine cover. (Scott 
$450). 300

1028   6        1, 1847 5c Brown,  ample margins although somewhat irregular, cancelled but not tied on cover to New 
York by centrally struck blue grid, matching Philadelphia, Pa. "5 cts"  8/14/(50) cds, couple spots of light 
soiling, otherwise Very Fine cover, with contents. (Scott $450). 250

1029   6        1, 1847 5c Red brown,  large and mostly well balanced margins, tied on 1849 FLS to Lynchburgh, Va. by 
multiple red grids, matching Richmond, Va. 7/15 cds, heavy splitting along some folds, otherwise near 
Very Fine cover. (Scott $450). 250

1030   6        1, 1847 5c Red brown, four margin single tied on outer FLS to Bellefonte, Pa. by blue Philadelphia, Pa. 6/9/
(49) cds, vertical filefold, well away from stamp and cancels, Very Fine cover. (Scott $490). 250

1031   6        1, 1847 5c Red brown,  margins to just clear at top, vertical filefold affects stamp, tied on 1850 printed notice 
(dissolution of partnership) by red grid, matching Richmond Va 10/10 cds, Very Fine (Scott $450) 150

1032   6        1, 1847 5c Red brown,   single with ample margins (clearing at top) tied on outer folded letter sheet 
to Pittsburgh by attractive red grid, matching Cleveland, O. 5/26/(50) cds, trivial horizontal file fold 
through address panel, Fine cover. (Scott $450) 100

1033 (*)          2, 1847 10c Black,  well balanced margins, unused, Fine, scarce and extremely fresh. 2017 PSE Graded 
F 70 certificate (SMQ $7,500). 4500

1034  3         2(E), 1847 10c Black, Double transfer Type (E),  double transfer in some letters of "Post Office" and top 
line recut, ample to large margins, attractive blue cancel, Very Fine, scarce variety. (Scott $2,200). 900

1035           2, 1847 10c Black,  four margins, red grid cancel, light crease at right, near Very Fine appearing. 2016 
PSE certificate. (Scott $825).  250
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1847 Issue (1-2)
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1036   6        7, 1851 1c Blue, Type II, Position 4R1L, single with ample top and bottom margins, clear or slightly into 
at sides, tied on local "drop" cover to Brunswick. Me. by pen cancel, light tone "speckling" at top, Very 
Fine cover franked with the only Type II position (without recut) on Plate 1 Late (Scott $350 for used 
single; unpriced on cover) 120

1037  3         8A, 1851, 1c Blue, Type IIIa,  tight margins but mostly clear or touching design, shows large break at top, couple 
trivial flaws, seen only from reverse, about Fine, nice example for the budget conscience. (Scott $500). 90

1038 *          11, 1853 3c Dull red, Type I,  bottom sheet margin single, ample to clear margins, o.g., trace of light 
hinging, some oxidation, Very Fine. (Scott $275). 50

1039 *          11, 1853, 3c Dull red, Type I,  horizontal pair,  tight margins to touching across top left stamp, full o.g., 
hinged, Fine, bright and fresh. 2017 PSE certificate. (Scott ($650). 200

1040  3  4       11A, 1853, 3c Dull red, Type II,  block of 4,pos. 41-2, 51-2R3, ample margins to barely in at bottom, 
bottom left single with slightly irregular margin, attractive grid cancels, Fine. 2016 PSE certificate. (Scott 
$1,000). 300

1041   6        National Hotel, George Seeley, New York,  blue ornate embossed corner card on cover to Temple, NH, 
3c (11A), four margins, tied by Bridgeport, Ct. 10/5 cds, Extremely Fine 90

1042  3         12, 1856 5c Red Brown,  rich color, margins to clear or barely touching at bottom, light and "face free" CDS, 
trace of tiny margin thin at upper right, Very Fine appearing. 2016 PF certificate. (Scott $700). 150

1043  3         12, 1856 5c Red brown,  horizontal pair, large margins to touching or slightly in at bottom, other margins 
with parts of adjoining stamps, bright, rich color, Fine. 1984 PF certificate. (Scott $1,650). 250

1044   6        12, 1856 5c Red brown,  most margins clear of design (octagonally cut prior to usage), tied on on outer 
FLS to France by New Orleans 7/28/(56) cds, red New York 8/6 transit, handstamped accountancy rate, 
ms. notation "Per British Steamer", red London 8/16/56 transit backstamp, appropriate Frech receiver 
and transits, cover with major splitting and separation along some filefolds, still Fine cover, 2000 APS and 
2012 PSE certificates.  (Scott $1,650). 250

1045   6        12, 1856 5c Red brown,  vertical strip of three, ample margins to just clearing at bottom left, parts of 
adjacent stamps at right, tied on FLS to France by multiple New Orleans 6/20/(57) cds, additional 
contemporary pen mark ties central stamp, red New York 7/6   "Paid 12" transit, appropriate French 
receiver and backstamps, Very Fine cover. 2016 PF certificate. (Scott $5,750). 5500
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1046   6        14, 1855 10c Green, Type II,  exceptionally fresh and bright single with mostly large and well balanced 
margins tied on cover to "Hon. J.W. Denver" Washington, DC by light San Francisco Cal. cds, couple 
small cover margin nicks across top and partial backflap from slightly rough opening, cover appears 
to be expertly cleaned, otherwise Very Fine and attractive cover. (Scott $200). Around the time of this 
letter, California pioneer James W. Denver had just ended a term in the U.S. Congress, and would soon 
be appointed Governor of "bloody" Kansas Territory (which included the future Territory of Colorado, 
where a new city would be named in his honor). 200

1047   6        14, 1855 10c Green, Type II, variety without position dot in upper left corner,  ample margins to close 
at right, tied on immaculate cover to Wilmington De. by light San Francisco, Cal. cds, Wilmington, Del 
receiving backstamp, Very Fine; 1991 Rendon certificate. (Scott $200).  200

1048   6        14, 1855 10c Green, Type II,   horizontal pair (one stamp with slight overhang which created some 
"softness" in paper), ample margins to just clear at bottom, tied on cover to France by blue Wiscassett, 
Me. 1/28/(56) cds, additional pen cancels not tying pair, partial Boston, Mass. Br. Pkt.  transit cds (with 
additional identifiable strike on backstamp), ms. docketing "Steamer America via Boston 30th Jany.", large 
"96" accountancy handstamp, French receiver, appropriate backstamps, front side of cover expertly 
cleaned, still attractive and Very Fine appearing cover. (Scott $350). 350

1049  3         15, 1855 10c Green, Type III,  four exceptionally large and well balanced margins, very light cds, barest 
trace of faint corner crease, Extremely Fine appearing. (Scott $150). 75

1050   6        15, 1855 10c Green, Type III,  stamp with margins to barely touching, tied on cover to San Jose, Cal. by attractive 
Danville, NY cds, exceptionally clean and Very Fine cover; 1982 SPA certificate. (Scott $200). 200

1051  3         17, 1851 12c Black,  margins to just clearing, extremely attractive red grid cancels, Very Fine. (Scott 
$355). 100

1052  3         17, 1851 12c Black,   fresh and crisp impression, well margined to just touching at bottom left, light 
cancel, Fine. (Scott $325). 75

1053 5          17, 1851 12c Black,  strip of 3 + 4 singles, tied on piece by indistinct cancels, few small flaws, mostly small 
margin nicks, Fine appearing, impressive multiple. (Scott $1,825). 650

1054   6        17a, 1851 12 Black, Diagonal Bisect paying 6c trans-continental rate on FLS to Boston, San Francisco, Ca. 
8/1/(53) cds ties across bisect, some mending and cover repairs, still impressive and Very Fine appearing 
cover. (Scott $2,500). 750

1055   6        17a, 1851 12c Gray black, Diagonal Bisect,  tied across bisect by San Francisco, Cal 8/1 CDS, on cover 
to Oakdale, Pa., cover stain at upper right, scarce and much better than usually seen, Fine cover. 2004 PSE 
certificate. (Scott $2,500). 750
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1056 **          24, 1857 1c Blue, Type V,  exceptionally bright and fresh, NH, Fine. (Scott $140 as o.g.) 100
1057  3         25, 1857 3c Rose,   bright and fresh, rich color, well centered for issue, attractive partial "Steam" 

handstamp, Fine. (Scott $190). 100
1058  3         25A, 1857 3c Rose, Type II,  pos. 27R3, fresh, centered to bottom, light blue cancel, about Fine. 2016 

PSE certificate. (Scott $900). 270
1059  3         25A, 1857-61 3c Rose, Type II,  pos. 51L3, rich color, small corner crease, Fine. 2016 PSE certificate, (Scott 

$900).  270
1060  3         27, 1858 5c Brick red, Type I,  true rich color, attractive town cancel, small corner repair at bottom left, 

still an extremely attractive and Very Fine appearing single. 2016 PF certificate. (Scott 1600). 150

1061   6        27, 1858 5c Brick red, Type I, single with natural straight edge plus vertical pair all tied on large part 
outer FLS to France by multiple New Orleans 5/2/(59) cds, red New York "Paid 12" transit cds, French 
receiver, Very Fine and scarce cover. 1985 PF certificate. (Scott $5,750). 1250

1062   6        29, 1859 5c Pale brown, Type I,  vertical strip of 3, Fine, two stamp uncancelled, scissor trimmed perfs 
affecting left side of two stamps, stamps removed and hinged back in place, tied on outer FLS to France 
by red Boston "Paid 3" 4/27/(60) CDS and blue octagonal French transit, red and blue small boxed 
"PD", approrpiate backstamps, Fine cover. 1972 PF certificate. (Scott $4,025, as unused pair + single on 
cover).  2000

1063   6        29, 1859 5c Brown, Type I  vertical strip of three with rich color tied on FLS to France by multiple New 
Orleans 12/22/59 cancels, red Boston "Paid 6" 12/30 transit cds, ms. "P America", French receiver and 
appropriate backstamps, Very Fine (Scott $1,275). 400

1064  3         30A, 1857 5c Brown, Type II,   fresh and well centered with clear and balanced margins, light town 
cancels, short perf, Very Fine appearing. (Scott $400). 50

1065 (*)          32, 1857 10c Green Type II,  unused, small tear at top, Very Good; 2011 PSE certificate (Scott $2,150)
290

1066 */(*) 3         23/38, 1857 1c/30c ISSUES ASSORTMENT.  10 singles (8 different), used include: 23, 26 (x2), 28, 30A, 
37, 38, mint include: 35 (trace o.g.), 36b and 38 (both o.g.), mixed condition but generally Fine with 
flaws/faults present. (Scott $6,200). 500
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1067  3         35, 1857 10c Green, Type V,  pleasing example with well centered margins and extremely attractive bold red grid 
cancel, full and complete scissor trimmed perfs at bottom, approaching Very Fine. (Scott $72) 65

1068  3         35, 1857 10c Green, Type V,  extremely attractive, bold red New York integral "Paid" cds, near Very Fine, 
lovely stamp. (Scott $72). 65

1069  3         35, 1857 10c Green, Type V,  two singles with interesting and attractive cancels: New York integral small 
grid "ocean mail" cancel; other with large and bold red grid, both Very Fine. (Scott $137). 75

1070  3         35, 1857 10c Green, Type V,  small balance of 8 stamps, 4 with red cancels, 3 black and 1 blue, few small 
flaws but overall an attractive and Fine group. (Scott $555). 100

1071   6        35, 1857 10c Green, Type V,  tied on 10c entire (U15) to New York by San Francisco, Cal 3/4/61 cds, ms. 
"Overland Mail" upper left, light soiling at bottom right, otherwise Very Fine cover, extremely attractive 
combination. 75

1072  3         36, 1857 12c Black, Plate 1,  fresh and well centered for this difficult issue, light black and red cancels, 
Very Fine. (Scott $325) 80

1073 *          37, 1860 24c Gray lilac,  fresh, rich color, o.g., Fine. (Scott $1,450). 160
1074  3         37a, 1860 24c Gray,  exceptional margins for this difficult issue, light grid cancel, reperfed at bottom, 

Extremely Fine appearing. 2017 PSE certificate. (Scott $400). 75

August 1861 Issue (55-62B)
1075 *          56, 1861 3c Brown rose "Premier Gravure" (now 65-E15h),  plate essay on semi-transparent paper, perf 

12, bright and fresh, somewhat aged o.g., Fine. (Scott $475). 100

1861 Issue (63-78)
1076  3         63b, 1861 1c Dark blue,  deep intense color, light grid cancel, Fine. (Scott $850). 150
1077  3         64, 1861 3c Pink,  fresh true color, well centered for issue, unobtrusive grid cancel, a few scissor blunted 

perforations at top, Very Fine for issue. 2012 PSAG Certificate. (Scott $675).   300

1078  3         67, 1861 5c Buff,  well margined for this typically "tight" issue, bold town cancel, Very Fine. 2010 PSE 
certificate. (Scott $800). 375

1079  3         67, 1861 5c Buff,   rich color, well centered for issue, attractive blue town cancel, Fine, (Scott $800).
150

1080 *          72, 1861 90c Blue,  fresh and fairly well centered for this issue, large part o.g. appears partially sweated, 
Fine. (Scott $3,250). 350

1081  3         72, 1861 90c Blue,  bright, fresh and exceptionally well centered, beautiful San Francisco "cog" cancel, 
Very Fine. 2015 PSAG certificate. (Scott $600). 350

1082   6        73, 1863 2c Black, single with dramatic pre-printing paperfold, tied on 2c drop cover to Greensboro, Vt. 
by trace of grid cancel, Very Fine and unusual cover. 300

1083 (*)          75, 1861 5c Red brown,  unused, reperforated at left, Fine, a fresh and attractive stamp; 2015 PSE certificate 
(Scott $2,100) 375

1084            No lot.
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1085  3         75, 1862 5c Red brown, fine pair plus a single (all with scissor trimmed perfs) tied on legal sized outer 
letter sheet by Bainbridge, O. 5/16 cds, cover faults but still Fine and unusual use. (Scott $1,550).

150
1086 *          76, 1861 5c Brown,   attractive shade, o.g., Fine, nice appearance for this issue; 1985 Pinchot certificate 

(Scott $1,400) 200
1087  3         76, 1863 5c Red brown,  intense shade, normal centering for this "tight" issue, very attractive blue open 

grid cancel, Fine. (Scott $455). 90
1088  3         76, 1863 5c Brown, huge margins for this exceptionally difficult issue, deep rich color and light cancel, 

Very Fine. (Scott $120.00).   75
1089  3         78a, 1862 24c Grayish lilac,  well centered for this, heavy cork cancel, Very Fine. (Scott $425). 60

1867 Grilled Issue (79-101)
1090  3         83, 1867 3c Rose, "C" Grill,  good color, typically centered, light cork cancel, niibed perf, otherwise 

Fine. (Scott $1,100). 90
1091  3         84, 1868 2c Black, "D" Grill, "double grill" variety (unlisted), blue segmented cork cancel, paper breaks 

from double impressed grill points, small creases at top right, otherwise Fine appearing. 2016 Crowe 
certificate. (Scott $4,500 as normal variety, this being unlisted). 300

1092  3         85B, 1868 2c Black, "Z" Grill,  fresh, typical centering, strong grill impression, light cancel, couple short 
perfs, about Fine. (Scott $1,200). 120

1093  3         86, 1868 1c Blue "E" Grill.  deep intense color, fresh and well centered for this difficult issue, bold 
segmented cork cancel, near Very Fine. (Scott $425). 150

1094 *          90, 1868 12c Black, "E" Grill,  typically centered for this issue, o.g., reperforated at right, Very Good, an 
attractive example of this rare grill; 2014 PSE Certificate (Scott $4,750) 525

1095  3         90, 1868 12c Black, "E" Grill,  intense color, fresh and well centered, attractive segmented cork and red 
transit cancels, Very Fine. 2016 PF Graded VF 80 certificate. (Scott $475).  150

1096  3         90, 1868 12c Intense black "E" Grill  exceptionally well centered with balanced margins, lightly cancelled, 
couple small perf flaws/faults, Extremely Fine appearing. (Scott $400). 100

1097  3         90, 1868 12c Intense black, "E" Grill.  intense color and crisp impression, light grid cancel, fresh and 
about Fine (Scott $400). 80

1098  3         90, 1868 12c Black, "E" Grill,   fresh and well centered, deep color, several small thins, Very Fine 
appearing. (Scott $400). 70

1099  3         91, 1868 15c Black, "E" Grill,  very well centered for this typically difficult issue, attractive bold "leaf" 
cancel, Very Fine. 1992 and 2015 PF certificates. (Scott $625). 250

1100 (*)          92, 1868 1c Blue, "F" Grill,  stunningly bright, well centered for issue, unused, nibbed perf, near Very 
Fine. (Scott $1,000). 200

1101  3         96, 1868 10c Green, "F" Grill,  "thin paper" variety, fresh and well centered, barely visible light blue cork 
cancel, Very Fine. (Scott $260). 100

1102  3         96, 1868, 10c Green, "F" Grill,  well centered, couple blue target cancels, couple blunted perfs, near 
Very Fine appearing. (Scott $235). 70

1103 (*)          97, 1868 12c Black, "F" Grill,  typical centering for this difficult issue, regummed, Very Good; 2014 PSE 
Certificate (Scott $1,100 for no gum) 120
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1104  3         97, 1868 12c Black, "F" Grill,  deep color, well centered for this difficult issue, attractive segmented cork 
cancel, certificate states "slightly toned at top right" (overly harsh), Very Fine. 1989 PF certificate. (Scott 
$260). 75

1105   6        98, 1868 15c Black "F" Grill,  well centered single tied on reduced cover to France by fancy cork cancel, 
bold red "New York, Paid 12, Jan 9" (1869) cds, small red boxed "PD", red French transit and black 
receiver, Very Fine cover, ex-Hubbard, Klein. (Scott $300). 80

1106 *          100, 1868 30c Orange "F" Grill,  unused, disturbed o.g., gum stains in the grill and two short perfs at the 
right, Very Good; 2015 PSE certificate (Scott $9,500) 1000

1107  3         100, 1868 3c Orange, "F" Grill,  rich color, typically centered for this "tight" issue, face free segmented 
cork cancel, 2016 PF Graded F-VF 75 certificate (SVG $700).  375

1108  3         100, 1868 30c Orange "F" Grill,  bright color, typically centered, bit heavy cork cancel, Fine. (Scott $950).
75

1109 (*)          101, 1868 90c Blue, "F" Grill,  regummed, some irregular perfs, about Fine. 2016 PSAG certificate. (Scott 
$5,500). 500

1110  3         101, 1868 90c Blue, "F" Grill,  beautifully centered with bright color, light black and red cancels, couple 
small faults, Very Fine appearing. 2013 PF certificate. (Scott $2,250). 250

1111  3         101, 1868 90c Blue, "F" Grill,  light cork cancel, couple trivial short perfs, typical Fine centering for this 
elusive issue (Scott $2,250). 150

1869 Issue (112-122)
1112 *          112-14, 1869 1c-3c Pictorials,   all bright and fresh, full o.g.. couple insignificant perf flaws on 2c-3c, 

generally Fine or better. (Scott $1,375). 290
1113 **   4       113, 1869 2c Brown,  block of 4, NH, design slightly cut in at left, very slight crease at upper left (only 

visible on gum side), a few perf separations at left, VG, very rare as NH (Scott $3,750 as o.g.) 1000
1114  3         114, 1869 3c Ultramarine,  ten singles, several with attractive cancels, few small flaws/faults, overall Fine. 

(Scott $175). 50
1115   6        Kniffen Mowing Machine Co.,  illustrated corner card of two horses pulling a man on a mower, 3c (114) tied 

by cork killer with barely-legible Worcester, MA cds, Very Fine, an attractive advertising cover 50
1116  3         115, 1869 6c Ultramarine,  pretty shade, red "Paid All" handstamp, Fine. 2004 PF certificate. (Scott $325).

90
1117  3         116, 1869 10c Yellow, deep rich color, well centered, lightly cancelled, Very Fine. (Scott $125). 75
1118  3         116, 1869 10c Yellow, bright, fresh and well centered, large part fancy cancel and traces red cds, Very 

Fine. (Scott $125). 75
1119  3         116, 1869 10c Yellow, two singles, distinct shades, one lightly cancelled, other attractive and unusual grid 

cancel, both possibly reperfed, otherwise Very Fine. (Scott $240).  70

1120 (*)          117, 1869 12c Green,  bright and fresh, unused, 2006 PF Graded VF-XF 85 certificate (SVG $825). 400
1121  3         117, 1869 12c Green,  rich color and exceptionally centered, impressive red cork cancel, Extremely Fine 

and choice; a premium stamp; 1998 PF certificate. (Scott $275). 120
1122  3         118, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type I,  bright colors, well centered, light cork cancels, small thin spot, 

Very Fine appearing. 2016 PSAG certificate. (Scott $850). 150
1123  3         118, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type I,  fresh and attractive, unobtrusive segmented cork cancel, Fine. 

(Scott $850). 150
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1124  3         118, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type I,   fresh colors for this often pale appearing stamp, light town 
cancel, Fine. (Scott ($850). 90

1125 (*)          118, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type I,  bright and fresh color, unused, two short perfs at upper left, VG-
Fine 2015 PSE certificate (Scott $3,250) 400

1126 (*)          119, 1869 Brown and blue, Type II,  regummed and reperforated at right, Very Good; 2011 PSE Certificate 
(Scott $1,150) 170

1127  3         119, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type II,  rich colors and exceptional centering, unobtrusive cork cancel, 
Very Fine. (Scott $210) 70

1128  3         119, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type II,  two singles, each with deep rich colors and well centered, both 
extremely fresh, each with slightly short perf, Very Fine appearing. (Scott $420). 100

1129  3         121, 1869 30c Blue and carmine,  intense deep colors, well centered, attractive geometric cork and partial 
red cancels, Very Fine, stunning. 1989 PF certificate. (Scott $425). 120

1130  3         122, 1869 90c Carmine and black,  deep colors and crisp impression, attractive segmented cork cancel, 
Fine. (Scott $1,900). 350

1131  3         122, 1869 90c Carmine & black,  decent color, well centered for this difficult issue, appears unused, 
cancel expertly removed and reperforated at left and right, Very Fine appearing. 2016 PSE certificate. 
(Scott $1,800). 300

1132  3         122, 1869 90c Carmine & black,  typically centered for issue, decent color, about Fine. (Scott $1,800).
300

1875 Reissue of the 1869 Issue (123-133)
1133  3         123, 1875 1c Buff re-issue,   exceptional centering, light unobtrusive cancel, Very Fine. 2015 PSAG 

certificate. (Scott $450). 275
1134 *          129, 1875 15c Brown and blue re-issue,  fresh colors, somewhat aged o.g. (as noted in Scott), small non-

detracting flaws, Fine, only 1,981 issued. (Scott $1,350). 300
1135           P 130TC4k, 1881 24c Blue and brown, "Atlanta" Trial Color Proof,  exceptional colors, well balanced large 

margins, Very Fine and choice; 2016 PSE certificate. (Scott $375). 100
1136  3         133, 1880 1c Buff re-issue,  fresh and well centered, faint thin spot and paper tone spots (seen on reverse 

only), Very Fine appearing. (Scott $550). 80

1870-71 National Banknote Grills (134-144)
1137  3         135, 1870 2c Red brown, Split "H" Grill, wonderfully fresh and well centered, attractive grid cancel, faint 

and barely perceptible small diagonal crease, still Extremely Fine. (Scott $90).   60
1138 (*)          138, 1870 7c Vermilion, "H" Grill, appearing fresh and well centered for issue, fairly strong grill 

impression, unused, small light paper tone spot and light soiling mostly on reverse probably caused by 
o.g., Fine. (Scott $1,550). 150

1139 *          138, 1871 7c Vermilion, "H" Grill,  disturbed o.g., "nibbed perf at the left and one at the bottom" noted 
on cert, fresh and attractive color, Very Good; 2015 PSE certificate (Scott $4,250) 500

1140 (*)          139, 1870 10c Brown, "H" Grill,  regummed, minor scuffs at lower left (noted on cert), Very Good; 2015 
PSE certificate (Scott $2,550 for no gum) 250

1141  3         139, 1870 10c Brown, "H" grill,  bright and fresh, attractive geometric cancel, somewhat weak grill with 
several points visible, Fine. (Scott $850). 100

1142 *          141 var., 1870 15c Orange, "H" Grill, double grill variety,   disturbed o.g., tiny tear at top left and 
reperforated at left, Very Good, a rare mint example of this variety; 2015 PSE certificate (not priced in 
Scott; Scott $7,500 for normal stamp mint, $4,500 for double grill used) 1100

1143 (*)          143, 1870 30c Black, "H" Grill,  beautiful color and sharp impression, unused, Fine. 2002 PSE certificate. 
(Scott $7,500).  1500

1144  3         139A, 1871 10c Brown, "I" Grill,  segmented cork cancel, unobtrusive faults,  about Fine, scarce grill 
variety. 2016 Crowe certificate. (Scott $8,500). 300

1145  3         141A, 1870 15c Orange, "I" Grill, fresh color, attractive rosette cork cancel, small corner crease at lower 
right, about Fine, 2016 Crowe certificate. (Scott $7,500).  300
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1146 *          147, 3c 1870 3c Green,  bright and fresh, well centered, full o.g., trace of light hinge, near Very Fine. 
(Scott $225) 75

1147 *          148, 1870 6c Carmine,  bright, full o.g., NH, trivial perf tip crease, Fine. (Scott $1,000). 90
1148  3         149, 1871 7c Vermilion,  bright and fresh, well centered, attractive NYFM fancy cancel, trivial slightly 

rounded corner, Very Fine. (Scott $100). 75
1149 (*)          154, 1870 30c Black,  bright and fresh color, regummed and reperforated, VG-Fine; 2011 PSE certificate 

(Scott $2,750) 325
1150  3         154, 1870 30c Black,   extremely fresh and well centered, lightly cancelled, Very Fine. (Scott $300).

80

1873-75 Continental Banknote (156-66, 178-79)

1151 **          158, 1873 3c Green, well centered, fresh and full o.g., NH, Very Fine. (Scott $110 as o.g.).   150
1152 **          158, 1873 3c Green,  bright and fresh, NH, Fine, unpriced as NH, photocopy 2014 PSE certificate for block 

of 9 (Scott $110 as o.g.) 100
1153   6        15c Banknote Covers to Cape of Good Hope,  3 covers, each singlely franked with 15c Banknote issues: 

163 "Wells"  correspondence;  189, "Landfear" cover; 189 "Brown" correspondence, all covers clean and 
attractive, mostly with clear and well struck markings, Fine to Very Fine covers. (Scott $525). 400

1154 *          165, 1874 30c Gray black,   o.g., fresh and attractive, Very Good; 2015 PSE certificate (Scott $4,000)
600

1155  3         165, 1873 30c Gray black,  fresh and well centered, bold fancy geometric grid cancel, near Very Fine. 
(Scott $140). 100

1156 *          166, 1875 90c Rose carmine,  o.g. with hinge remnant, light creases, Fine, nice appearance (Scott $2,250)
200

1879 American Banknote Soft Paper (182-191)
1157 **          183, 1879, 2c Vermilion,  bright and fresh, NH, Fine. photocopy PF certificate for imprint block of eight from 

which this single originated (Scott $370).  100
1158 *          186, 1879 6c Pink,  o.g., previously hinged, Fine. 2009 PF certificate. (Scott $900).  250
1159  3         191, 1879 90c Carmine,  rich color and nicely centered, "Philadelphia 12" double oval cancel, Very Fine. 

(Scott $360). 75

1881-88 Re-engraved American Banknote (205-218)
1160 *          205, 1882 5c Gray brown,  fresh and well centered, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine. 2011 PSE Graded 

VF 80 certificate, VF 80 (SMQ $275) 150
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1161 *          206, 1881 1c Gray blue,  bright and well centered, previously hinged, inconsequential trace of blue ink in 
upper right margin (not mentioned on cert.), 2012 PSE Graded XF-Superb certificate (SMQ $425) 150

1162   6        207, 1881 3c Blue green,  not tied on cross border cover to Marysville, NB by Holliston, Mass cds, cover 
forwarded to Wolloston, Mass with Canada 3c (37), tied by segmented cork cancel, Fredricton, NB 
7/26/82 forwarding cds, Very Fine cover.  600

1163 **          210, 1883 2c Red brown, exceptional color and centering, NH, Extremely Fine. 1991 PF certificate; 2006 
PF Graded XF 90 certificate (SVG $475) 300

1164 **          211, 1883 4c Blue green,  deep color, NH, Very Fine. 2011 PSE graded VF 80 certificate (SMQ $950) 500
1165 **          213, 1887 2c Green,  fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $120). 80
1166 **          214, 1887 3c Vermilion, bright, fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1995 PF Certificate for block of four, 

this being lower right single. (Scott $180) 100
1167 **          215, 1888 4c Carmine,  rich color, NH, near Very Fine. (Scott $550) 200

1168 **          216, 1888 5c Indigo,  deep rich color, well centered and extremely attractive, NH;  true NH examples of 
this issue are quite scarce, 2000 PF certificate; 2006 PF Graded VF-XF 85 ertificate (SVG $1,200) 500

1169 *          217, 1888 30c Orange brown,  intense color, exceptional centering, o.g., trace of light hinging, Very Fine. 
1993 PSE certificate; 2011 PSE Graded  VF-80 certificate. (SMQ $325) 150

1170  3         217, 1888 30c Orange brown,  fresh and extremely well centered, light registry oval cancel, Very Fine and 
choice; 1985 PF certificate. (Scott $100). 50

1890-93 Small Banknotes (219-229)
1171 **          219, 220-22, 225, 1890-93 1c/8c Small Banknotes,  five values all selected for freshness and centering, 

all but 8c are NH, 8c barest trace of hinging, generally Very Fine or better, extremely attracrtive group. 
(Scott $650). (see online scans).  150

1172 **          219D, 1890 2c Lake, rich, bright color, well centered, NH, Very Fine. 2006 PF Graded VF 80 certificate (SVG 
$550) 200

1173 *   4       220a, 1890 2c Carmine, Cap on left "2",   imprint, "TT", and bottom plate no. 235 plate block of 14, 
natural straight edge at right, most stamps just clear of design at top, slightly disturbed gum at positions 
6-7 and 13-14, NH except for hinge reinforcement at bottom between positions 9-10, Fine and extremely 
rare, (Scott $12,000 for o.g. plate block of 10; plus $1,275 for 3 NH singles and $150 for 1 o.g. single; 
total Scott $13,425) 2700
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1174 **          224, 1890 6c Brown red,   intense color and exceptional centering, NH,  Extremely Fine.  a premium 
stamp,1994 PF certificate, (Scott $190) 250

1175 *          226, 1890 10c Green,  deep color with essentially perfect centering, o.g., Superb Gem. 2003 PF certificate; 
2014 PSE Graded Gem 100 certificate; the only example with this exalted grade with none grading higher (SMQ 
$2,150) 1200

1176 *          227, 1890 15c Indigo, extremely rich color and near perfect centering, o.g. with barely perceptible hinging, 
a premium example; 1996 PF certificate, 2013 PSE Graded XF-Superb 95 certificate (SMQ $850) 450

1177 *          228, 1890 30c Black,   intense color and very well centered, o.g., lightly hinged,  Extremely Fine and 
choice. 2014 PSE Graded XF-90 certificate (SMQ $725)  400

1178 *          229, 1890 90c Orange,   bright, intense color, large "Jumbo" margins, Very Fine and choice. 1976 PF 
certificate; 2012 PSE Graded 80J certificate (SMQ $600). 300

1179  3         229, 1890 90c Orange,  well centered with large margins, Very Fine. 2015 PF Graded VF 85 certificate (Scott 
$150). 50

1893 Columbian Exposition Issue (230-245)
1180 */**          230-41, 1893 1c-$1 Columbians,   complete to $1, all exceptionally fresh and bright with a minimum 

amount of small or trivial flaws, 1c-2c NH, $1 sound with slightly disturbed o.g., others o.g., overall Fine 
selection (Scott $2,675). 500

1181 */(*)          230-45 1893 1c-$5 Columbians,  complete set, all bright and fresh appearing, mostly o.g. or sweated o.g., 
regumming on most higher values, $1 damaged corner, $3 o.g. with expert handstamp (tiny thin spots), , 
generally Fine, mixed condition, higher values being somewhat better centered. (Scott $6,149). (see online 
scans). 1000

1182 */**          230-32, 1893 1c-3c Columbians, attractive, fresh and  and well centered, 1c-2c NH, 3c trace of hinging, 
1c 2006 PSE Graded  VF-XF 85 certificate, 2c 2002 PSE certificate, Very Fine; 3c near Very Fine (Scott $108). 
(see online scans). 80

1183 **          231, 1893 2c Columbian, beautiful color, exceptionally large and well balanced "Jumbo" margins, NH, 
Extremely Fine. 1989 PF certificate 2012 PSE certificate; 2007 PF Graded XF-90J certificate (SVG $110). 90

1184 **          233, 1893 4c Columbian,   stunning color and exceptionally well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 2010 
PSE Graded XF 90 certificate (SMQ $400). 200

1185 **          234, 1893 5c Columbian,  NH, balanced margins at top and bottom with jumbo margins at the sides, 
Extremely Fine, a visually stunning stamp with exceptional centering (Scott $160) 400

1186 **          234, 1893 5c Chocolate,  rich color, sharp impression and exceptionally well centered, NH, Extremely 
Fine. 2006 PSE Graded XF 90 certificate.  (SMQ $500). 250
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1187 **          235, 1893 6c Columbian,  rich color, exceptionally centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 2009 PSE Graded XF 90 
certificate (SMQ $400). 200

1188 **          235, 1893 6c Columbian, fresh as the day it was purchased at the post office, NH, Very Fine (Scott $160)
110

1189 **          236, 1893, 8c Columbian,  brilliant color, NH, Very Fine and choice. (Scott $160) 80

1190 **          237, 1893 10c Columbain, exceptionally fresh and well centered, NH. 2002 PF certificate; 2007 PSE Graded 
XF-Superb 95 certificate (SMQ $1,425).  750

1191 *          238, 1893 15c Columbain, fresh and bright, exceptionally well centered, o.g., 2008 PSE Graded XF-Superb 
95 certificate (SMQ $700).  350

1192 **          238, 1893 15c Columbian,  fresh and bright, NH, Very Fine. 2013 PSE certificate for block of 4, this being lower 
left single. (Scott $675). 250

1193 *          238, 1893 15c Columbain,   fresh and well centered, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. (Scott $225). 
90

1194 **          239, 1893 30c Columbian, deep intense color, exceptionally well centered, NH. 1990 PF certificate; 2013 
PSE Graded XF-Superb 95 certificate (SMQ $2,650).  1500

1195 */**   4       239, 1893 30c Columbian,  block of four, deep intense color, upper right stamp o.g., trace of light hinge, 
others NH, one with small tear (lower right single), couple insignificant perf flaws, otherwise F-VF (Scott 
$2,415).  400
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1196 **   4       239, 1893 30c Columbian,  bottom imprint, "N" and plate number 59 plate block of 8, deep intense color, 
extremely well centered, NH, completely natural ink spot in bottom selevdge (we believe from printing 
process),an Extremely Fine and attractive block and certainly one of the finest extant. 2017 PF certificate. 
(Scott $20,000). 15000

1197 *          240, 1893 50c Columbian,  deep rich color, exceptional centering, o.g., Extremely Fine. 2010 PSE Graded 
XF 90 certificate (SMQ $725). 350

1198 *          240, 1893 50c Columbian,  rich color, o.g., trace of light diagonal bend, Very Fine. (Scott $500).
100

1199 *          240, 1893 50c Columbian,  bright and fresh, o.g., barest trace of hinging, somewhat rounded corner 
upper left, Fine. Photocopy 2016 PF certificate for block of four, this being lower left single. (Scott $500)

90
1200 (*)          241, 1893 $1 Columbian,  bright color and extremely well centered, unused, Very Fine. (Scott $550).

150
1201  3         244, 1893 $4 Columbian,  rich color, light "face free" cancel, trace of small thin, Fine appearing. (Scott 

$1,050). 150
1202 *          245, 1893 $5 Columbian,  very fresh, o.g., pulled corner perf, Fine. (Scott $2,400). 400
1203  3         245, 1893 $5 Columbian, very well centered with couple of unobtrusive target cancels, reperf at bottom, 

Very Fine appearance; 2016 PF certificate (Scott $1,200) 300
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1204 **          247, 1894 1c Blue,  bright color, fresh and well centered, NH. 1999 PF certificate; 2007 PF Graded VF-XF 85 
certificate (SVG $350). 200

1205 **          247, 1894 1c Blue,  NH, bright and fresh, Very Fine, a very attractive and well-centered stamp (Scott 
$190) 100

1206 **          249, 1894 2c Carmine lake, Type I  deep intense color, exceptional centering, NH, Extremely Fine. 2003 
PF certificate; 2005 PSE Graded XF 90 certificate (SMQ $1,250). 750

1207 **          249, 1894, 2c Carmine lake, Type I,  rich color, NH, couple light diagonal gum bends, near Very Fine. 
(Scott $450).  100

1208 **          250, 1894 2c Carmine, Type II,   intense color and exceptional centering, NH, Very Fine. 1996 PF 
certificate. (Scott $90). 75

1209 **          251, 1894 2c Carmine, Type II,  top partial imprint single, NH, 2004 PSE Graded F-VF 75 certificate (SMQ 
$750). 400

1210 **          252, 1894 2c Carmine, Type III,   attractive pale shade, nicely centered, NH. 1987 PF certificate; 2004 
PSE Graded VF-XF 85 certificate (SMQ $575). 300

1211 **          253, 1894 3c Purple,  beautiful shade, exceptional centering, NH, Extremely Fine. 1998 PF certificate. 
(Scott $325). 300

1212 **          253, 1894, 3c Purple,  part bottom imprint single, NH, one somewhat "wild perf", Fine. (Scott $325). 
75

1213 *          254, 1894 4c Dark brown,  rich color, exceptionally well centered with large and well balanced margins, 
o.g., previously hinged. 2015 PSE Graded XF-Sup 95J certificate (SMQ $625). 300

1214 *          256, 1894 6c Dull brown,  exceptionally fresh and well centered, o.g., trace of light hinging, Extremely 
Fine. (Scott $160). 80

1215 *          258, 1894 10c Dark green,  bright color, exceptionally centered, slightly disturbed o.g. (not mentioned on 
cert.), Very Fine. 2013 PSE certificate. (Scott $275). 100

1216 *          260, 1894 50c Orange,  beautiful color, exceptional centering, o.g., very lightly hinged, 2008 PSE Graded 
XF-Sup 95 certificate (SMQ $1,750). 900

1217 *          261A, 1894 $1 Black, intense color and crisp impression, well centered, o.g., Very Fine. 2005 PF certificate. 
(Scott $2,100)  1000

1218 *          262, 1894 $2 Bright blue,  bright and fresh, fairly well centered for issue, o.g., near Very Fine. 1984 and 
1991 PF certificates. (Scott $2,750). 1000

1894 Bureau Watermarked (264-278)
1219 *          268/74, 1895 3c-15c Bureau Issue, Watermarked,  all selected for deep rich colors, all full fresh o.g., lightly 

hinged, includes 268-70, 272, 275, generally Fine or better. (Scott $395). (see online scans). 90
1220 **          268, 1895 3c Purple, deep color, exceptional centering, NH, Very Fine and choice. 1995 PF certificate. 

(Scott $325).  150
1221 **          268, 1895 3c Purple, plate no single #447 bottom, unblemished o.g., NH, fresh and Fine (Scott $115) 60
1222 **          271, 1895 6c Dull brown,  rich color, NH, near Very Fine. 2001 PF certificate. (Scott $475). 150
1223 **          272, 1895 8c Violet brown,  deep intense color, exceptional centering, NH, Extremely Fine. 1999 PF 

certificate for top imprint pair, this being right single. (Scott $475). 200
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LotNo Start Price

1224 **          273, 1895 10c Dark green   beautiful color, extremely fresh and exceptionally well centered, NH, 
Extremely Fine. 1996 PF certificate. (Scott $280). 200

1225 **          274, 1895 15c Dark blue,  deep intense color, particularly well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 1993 PF 
certificate for block of 4, this being top left single.. (Scott $625). 300

1226 *          275, 1895 50c Orange, nicely centered with deep color, o.g., 1985 PF certificate. 2012 PSE Graded VF 80 
certificate (SMQ $260).  100

1898 Bureau UPU Colors (279-284)
1227 **          280, 1898 4c Rose brown,  partial imprint and plate number 792 top strip of three, NH, fresh and Fine 

(Scott $240 as singles). 50
1228 */**          281/283, 1898, 5c-10c Bureau, UPU Colors,  three stamps, all selected for freshness and centering, 5c-6c 

NH, 10c previously hinged, all near Very Fine. (Scott $390). (see online scans). 90
1229 **          282, 1898 6c Lake,  fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $140). 80
1230 **          282c, 1898 10c Brown, Type I bright, fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1997 PF certificate. (Scott 

$525).  300
1231 **          283, 1898 10c Orange brown, Type II,  bright color, fresh and well centered, NH, near Very Fine. 1996 

PSE certificate. (Scott $450). 200
1232 **          284, 1898 15c Olive green,  exceptionally bright, fresh and well centered, NH. 2012 PSE Graded VF-XF 85 

certificate (SMQ $875). 450

1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition Issue (285-293)
1233 **          285-90, 1898 1c-10c Trans-Mississippi,  complete to 10c, selected for freshness, NH, F-VF (Scott $1,568). 

(see online scans). 400
1234 **   4       285, 1898 1c Trans-Mississippi,  block of four, NH, Fine. (Scott $300). 100
1235 **          286, 1898 2c Trans-Mississippi, Imprint and Plate Number Pairs,  ten pairs, NH, about Fine to Fine, all 

exceptionally fresh and bright. (Scott $1,600). 200
1236 **          288, 5c Trans-Mississippi,  bright and fresh, NH, almost Very Fine. (Scott $275).  90
1237 *          290, 1898 10c Trans-Mississippi,   fresh and exceptionally well centered, barest trace of hinging, Very 

Fine. (Scott $150). 80
1238 *          291, 1898 50c Trans-Mississippi,  bright and fresh, o.g., Very Fine. 1992 PF and 2015 PSAG certificates. 

(Scott $600). 400
1239 *          291, 1898 50c Trans-Mississippi,   intense color,  o.g., Very Fine. 1982 PF certificate. (Scott $600).

200
1240 *          291, 50c Trans-Mississippi,   extremely fresh, nice color, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. (Scott $600).

150
1241 *          292, 1898 $1 Trans-Mississippi,   bright and fresh, decently centered, o.g., Very Fine. (Scott $1,400).

500
1242 *          292, 1898 $1 Trans-Mississippi,  fairly  fresh and decently centered, o.g., possibly NH but with small gum 

anomaly, near Very Fine. (Scott $1,400 as o.g.). 400
1243  3         293, 1898 $2 Trans-Mississippi,   rich and strong color, attractive New York double oval cancel, faint 

corner crease, Fine. (Scott $1,100). 200
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LotNo Start Price

1244 **          294, 1901 1c Pan-American,  NH, Extremely Fine, very choice for this issue (Scott $42.50) 75
1245   6        1901 Registered Cover to Germany,  1c (3), 2c-4c Pan Ams plus 1c "Porto Rico" (210) overprint 2c 

entire (some affixed on the back side), all tied by non-descript brush strokes, purple double circle "San 
Francisco, Reg. Div.", 6/7/01 cancel, purple double "Reg‘y Div. New York" transit, German receiver, red 
NY registry label overlaps couple of the stamps and the indicia, opened on three sides for exhibition, 
Very Fine 75

1246 **          295, 1901 2c Pan-American,   intense colors, near perfect centering, NH. 2005 PSE  Graded XF-Sup 95 
certificate (SMQ $325). 160

1247 **          296, 1901 4c Pan-American,   deep intense colors, very well centered, NH, 1987 PF certificate; 2008 
PSE Graded XF-Sup 95 certificate (SMQ $1,000). 500

1248 **          297, 1901 5c Pan-American,  extremely bright and fresh, exceptionally well centered, NH; 2008 PF Graded 
XF 90 certificate (SVG $375).  200

1249 **          298, 1901 8c Pan-American,  intense colors, very well centered within large margins, NH. 2009 PSE Graded 
XF-Sup 95 certificate (SMQ $1,400). 700

1250 **          299, 1901 10c Pan-American,   excellent centering within large margins, bright colors, NH, 2005 
PSE Graded XF 90 certificate (SMQ $850). 400

1251 **          299, 1901 10c Pan-American,  fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $300). 80

1901-08 Regular Issue (300-322)
1252 **          300-02, 304, 306, 308, 314, 319-20, 320A, 1c-13c 1903/08 Issue,  ten singles, all selected for freshness and 

centering, all NH, F-VF or better (Scott $785). (see online scans). 250
1253 */**          300b, 1907 1c Blue green, Booklet pane of six,   usual centering and typical light even toning from 

interleaving, o.g., four stamps NH, Fine. (Scott $600). 150
1254 **          303, 1903 4c Brown,  rich color and very well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1984 PF certificate. (Scott $140).

100
1255 *          305, 1903 6c Claret, intense color and exceptional centering, o.g., trace of light hinging, Extremely Fine. 

1990 PSE certificate. (Scott $60).  80
1256 *          305, 1903 6c Claret,  lightly hinged, bright and fresh, Superb, an incredibly attractive and well-centered 

stamp (Scott $60) 75
1257 **          307, 1903 10c Brown,  fresh, NH, Very Fine. 1980 PF certificate. (Scott $150). 100
1258 **          309, 1903 15c Olive green,  deep rich color, well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1990 PF certificate. (Scott $475).

250
1259 *          311, 1903 $1 Black,  deep intense color, well centered for this difficult issue, o.g., 2005 PSE Graded VF-XF 

85 certificate (SMQ $650). 300
1260 **          312, 1903 $2 Dark blue,  deep intense color, fairly well centered for this difficult issue, NH, Fine. 2004 

PSE Graded  F 70 certificate (SMQ $1,300). 600
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LotNo Start Price

1261 **          315, 1908 5c Blue Imperforate,   left margin single, PO fresh with deep color, ample margins, NH, 
Extremely Fine. (Scott $600). 400

1262 **          319, 1903 2c Carmine, Type I,  bottom partial imprint vertical strip of three, exceptionally bright, fresh 
and well centered, note near perfect centering of bottom single, NH, Very Fine or better. (Scott $45).

75
1263 **   4       319g, 1903 2c Carmine, Booklet pane of six, pos. F, NH, Very Fine and choice (Scott $240). 100

1904 Louisiana Exposition Issue (323-327)
1264 **          324, 1904 2c Louisiana Purchase, bright, fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. 2015 PF certificate. (Scott 

$65).  60

1265 **          325, 1904 3c Louisiana Purchase,  rich color and crisp impression, NH, Extremely Fine; 1988 and 2006 
PF certificates (2006 graded XF 90), 2009 PSE Graded XF 90 certificate (SMQ $475). 250

1266 **          325, 1904 3c Louisiana Purchase,   rich color and well centered, NH, near Very Fine. (Scott $185).
70

1267 **          326, 1904 5c Louisiana Purchase, rich color, exceptional centering, NH,  2005 PF certificate; 2011 
PSE Graded XF 90 certificate (SMQ $525).  300

1907 Jamestown Exposition issue (328-330)
1268   6        328-30, 1907 1c-5c Jamestown Exposition,   unusual postal usages for each value; 1c used on small 

miniature business card from North Branch, KS; 2c on very large and unusual three-fold ppc of a man 
in a suit with very large feet asking, "Winder if I need a shine?"; 5c used to England on a combination 
franked cover with UK KEVII 1p added for forwarding within the country, F-VF; all unusual for this issue 
and the last is rarely, if ever, found on a combination franked cover! (see online scan) 90

1269 **   4       329, 2c Jamestown,  pane of 50, NH, missing one section of selvage, and light soiling in right margin,  a 
few small flaws affect about 5 singles otherwise bright and with intense color, centered better than usually 
seen, Fine or better. (Scott $3,750 as singles). 750

1908-09 W-F Perf 12 Dbl Line Watermark (331-342)
1270 */**          331/340, 1c/15c 1908-09 Washington Issue,   ten singles, all selected for freshness and centering, NH 

except 2c, 8c, 13c with barest traces of light hinging, includes 1c (2 shades), 3c-5c, 10c-15c, generally F-VF 
or better. (Scott $854). (see online scans). 300

1271 **          336, 1909 6c Red orange,  bright, fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $150). 100
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1272   6        339, 1909 13c Blue green,   tied on legal sized registered cover to Manila, Philippines by Boston, Mass 
double oval, purple double circle Boston, Mass Registered 6/16/10 cds on attached registry form, 
ms. "Return Receipt Demanded" and "AR" in purple circle, San Francisco transit backstamps and Manila 
7/17/10 receiver, Very Fine 110

1273 *   4       340, 1909 15c Pale ultramarine,  top imprint and plate number 4954 block of six, o.g., Fine and fresh. 
(Scott $650). 100

1274 **          341, 1909 50c Violet,  bright and with exceptional centering, NH, Extremely Fine. 1995 PF certificate. 
(Scott $700). 400

1275 **          342, 1909 $1 Violet brown, deep rich color, fairly well centered for this difficult issue, NH, near Very Fine. 
1996 PF certificate. (Scott $1,100). 600

1276 *          342, 1909 $1 Violet brown rich color, well centered, o.g., Very Fine; signed Jakubek (Scott $475). 150

1908-09 W-F Imperfs and Coils (343-356)
1277 **          346-47, 1908-09 4c-5c Imperfs, pairs with vertical guidelines. rich colors and well margined, NH, Very 

Fine. (Scott $190). (see online scans). 80
1278 **          347, 1909 5c Blue,  pristine pair, NH, Extremely Fine and choice. (Scott $130). 80

1279 **          348. 1908 1c Green coil, Guide line pair,  deep rich color and exceptionally well centered, NH, 2001 
PF certificate; 2008 PSE Graded XF-Sup 95 certificate; only 3 line pairs have been accorded a higher grade (SMQ 
$2,000) 1000

1909 W-F Bluish paper (357-366)
1280 **          357, 1909 1c Green on bluish,  deep color, well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1989 PF certificate for block of 4, 

this being upper right single. (Scott $180). 100
1281 **          358, 1909 2c Carmine on bluish,  rich color, fresh and well centered, (Scott $170). 80
1282 *   4       358, 2c Carmine on bluish,  right side imprint and plate number 4863 plate block of six, o.g., bottom pair 

NH, other stamps o.g., Fine. (Scott $1,000). 100
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ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.

LotNo Start Price

1283 **          366, 1909 15c Pale ultramarine on bluish,  intense color and nicely centered for this difficult issue, NH, 
Very Fine and choice; 1977 and 2005 PF certificates. (Scott $3,000) 1500

1284 **          368, 371, 373, 1909 2c Imperfs  fresh, large margins, NH blocks of 4: 368, 373; 371 two pairs, all Very 
Fine. (Scott $560).  100

1285 **          369, 1909 2c Carmine on bluish, fresh and extremely well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 1996 PF 
certificate. (Scott $320).  150

1286 **          369, 1909 2c Carmine on bluish,  fresh and well centered, NH, near Very Fine. (Scott $320). 100
1287 **          369, 1909 2c Carmine on bluish,  rich color, NH but with small gum adherances, Very Fine, photocopy 2015 

PSE certificate for the block of nine from which this single originated (Scott  $150 as o.g.) 75
1288 **   4       370, 1909 2c Alaska-Yukon,  block of 8 with partial top imprint and plate number 5209, NH, Very Fine. 

(Scott $128 as singles). 50

1910-11 W-F Perf 12 Single Line Wmk (374-382)
1289 *          374-79, 381, 1c/10c, 1910 Perf 12 Single Line Watermark,  7 different values, all selected for freshness 

and centering, all o,g., most with light hinging, includes 1c-6c, 10c, Very fine and fresh, 3c is "Jumbo". 
(Scott $228). (see online scans). 75

1290 **          374, 1910 1c Green,  intense color, large and well balanced  "Jumbo" margins, NH, Extremely Fine. 1996 
PF certificate. (Scott $15). 100

1291 **          376, 1911 3c Deep violet, rich color, unusually large and well balanced margins, NH, Extremely Fine. 
1996 PF certificate. (Scott $45).  100

1292 **          377, 1911 4c Brown,   rich color and extremely well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 1989 PF certificate. 
(Scott $70). 80

1293 **          377, 1911 4c Brown,   large and well balanced margins, NH, fresh and Extremely Fine (Scott $70).
80

1294 **          380, 1911 8c Olive green,   rich color, exceptionally centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 2000 PF certificate. 
(Scott $225). 150

1295 **          382, 1911 15c Pale ultramarine,  rich color, fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1999 PF certificate. 
(Scott $525). 200

1910-13 W-F Imperfs and Coils (383-396)
1296 **          385, 1910 1c Green coil,  pair with deep rich color, NH, Extremely Fine. 2004 PSE certificate. (Scott $240).

200
1297 **          390, 1910 1c Green coil, guide line pair,   rich color and very nicely centered, NH, Extremely Fine and 

choice. (Scott $73).   100
1298 **          391, 1910 2c Carmine coil, giude line pair,  additional partial stamps at top and bottom, extremely fresh 

and well centered for issue, NH, Very Fine. 2005 PSE Graded VF 80 certificate (Scott $575). 250
1299 *          394, 1911 3c Deep violet coil, guide line pair,  rich color, barest trace of light hinging, Extremely Fine, 

1979 and 2007 PF certificates (latter graded XF 90)  (SVG $600).  300
1300 **          395, 4c Brown coil,   fresh and well centered pair, NH, near Very Fine (Scott $325). 100
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LotNo Start Price

1301 **          395, 1912 4c Brown coil, guide line pair,  rich color and extremely well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 
2006 PF Graded XF 90 certificate (SVG $1,900). 1000

1302 **          396, 1913 5c Blue coil,  pair, deep intense color and well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1992 and 2006 PF 
certificates (latter graded VF 80). (Scott $375). 180

1303 **          396, 1913 5c Blue coil,  bright, fresh and very well centered, NH, couple natural gum skips, Very Fine. 
(Scott $375). 150

1304 *          396, 1913 5c Blue coil, guide line pair,  bright and fresh, o.g., Very Fine, 1996 PSE and 2003 PF certificates. 
(Scott $425).  225

1913-15 Panama-Pacific Exposition Issue (397-404)

1305 **          397, 1913 1c Pan-Pacific,  intense color and near perfect centering, NH, a gem; 2008 PSE Graded Superb 
98 certificate (SMQ $600). 300

1306 **          398, 1913 2c Pan-Pacific,  rich color, large and exceptionally well balanced margins, NH, 2013 PSE Graded 
Superb 98 certificate (SMQ $650). 300

1307 **          399, 1913 5c Pan-Pacific,  deep intense color, large and well balanced margins, NH. 2014 PSE Graded  XF-
Sup 95 certificate (SMQ $650). 300

1308 **          399, 1913 5c Pan-Pacific,  brilliant color, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $160).   80
1309 **          400, 1913 10c Pan-Pacific,  deep intense color, very nicely centered, NH. 2001 and 2007 PF certificates 

(latter graded VF-XF 85), (SVG $360). 200
1310 **          400A, 1913 10c Pan-Pacific (Orange),   deep intense color, nicely centered, NH. 2005 and 2007 PF 

certificates (latter graded VF-XF 85). (SVG $500). 250
1311 **          401, 1914 1c Pan-Pacific, Perf 10,  deep color, large and well balanced margins, NH. 2000 and 2007 PF 

certificates (latter graded XF-S 95). (SVG $300). 150
1312 **   4       401, 1914 1c Pan-Pacific, Perf 10,  top plate number 6875 plate block of six, NH, one stamp with natural 

gum skip, F-VF (Scott $600). 100
1313 *          402, 1915, 2c Pan-Pacific, Perf 10,   beautiful pale shade, exceptional centering with large and even 

margins, barest hint of a hinge mark, Extremely Fine and choice (Scott $70). 80
1314 **          403, 1915 5c Pan-Pacific, Perf 10,  deep rich color, mostly large and well balanced margins, NH. 2014 

PSE Graded VF-XF 85 certificate (SMQ $500). 250
1315 *          404, 1915 10c Pan-Pacific, Perf 10,  deep intense color and very well centered, o.g., slightly short corner 

perf, typical of the perf 10‘s, Very Fine (Scott $700). 150
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LotNo Start Price

1316 **          407, 1914 7c Black,  deep intense color, exceptional centering for this difficult issue, NH, Extremely 
Fine. 1995 PF certificate. (Scott $160). 200

1317 **          410, 1912 1c Green coil, guide line pair,   two pairs in distinctly different shades, exceptionally well 
centered, NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott $130). 80

1318 **          411, 1912 2c Carmine coil, guide line pair,  rich color and exceptional centering, NH. Extremely Fine, 
1993 PF certificate. (Scott $125).   100

1319 **          412, 1912 1c Green coil, guide line pair,  rich color and exceptional centering, NH, Extremely Fine. 1996 
PF certificate. (Scott $260).  200

1320 **          413, 1912 2c Carmine coil,  pair, fresh and well centered, NH, corner crease left single, couple nibbed 
perfs right single, o/w Very Fine. 2006 APS certificate. (Scott $260). 50

1321 **          414, 1912 8c Pale olive green,  stunning color, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $100). 60
1322 **          415, 1914 9c Salmon,   bright color, well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1992 PF certificate, (Scott $120).

80
1323 **          416, 1912 10c Orange yellow,  plate no single #5773 right, glowing color, exceptionally well centered with 

large and well balanced margins, NH, Extremely Fine and choice (Scott $100). 120
1324 **          417, 1914 12c Claret brown,  deep intense color, fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $100).

80
1325 **          418, 1912 15c Gray, attractive pale shade, exceptional centering, NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott $190). 

120

1326 **          419, 1914 20c Ultramarine,  rich color, very well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 2000 PF certificate. (Scott 
$400). 300

1327 **          420, 1914 30c Orange red,  beautiful shade, fairly well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1989 PF certificate. (Scott 
$250). 150

1328 **          421, 1914 50c Violet,  bright color, well centered for issue, NH, Very Fine. 1999 PF certificate. (Scott $775).
300

1329 **          422, 1912 50c Violet, bright, fresh and well centered for issue, NH, Very Fine.1998 PSE certificate; 1999 PF 
certificate. (Scott $500).  250

1330 **          423, 1912 $1 Violet brown,  deep color, well centered, NH. 2007 PSE Graded VF-XF 95 certificate (SMQ 
$1,500). 750
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LotNo Start Price

1331 **          427, 429, 432-34, 1913/15 4c/11c Definitives,  five different, all selected for centering and freshness, NH, 
Very Fine or better. (Scott $445). (see online scans). 200

1332 **          428, 1914 5c Blue,  deep rich color, well balanced margins for this somewhat difficult issue, NH, Extremely 
Fine. 1996 PF certificate. (Scott $75). 90

1333 */**   4       428, 1914 5c Blue, bottom left corner margin block of four with siderographer initials, paper foldover 
causes "crazy perforations" and an appendage to the 3rd stamp, top pair o.g., bottom pair NH., an eye-
catching "freak" (Scott $215 as singles). 90

1334 **          430, 1914 7c Black,  bright, fresh and well centered, NH, some natural offset, Very Fine. (Scott $200).
100

1335 **          431, 1914 8c Pale olive green, perfect color and outstanding centering, NH, Extremely Fine. 1987 PF 
certificate. (Scott $83). 100

1336 **          433, 1914 10c Orange yellow, bright and fresh, well centered, NH, Very Fine. 2016 PSAG certificate. (Scott 
$160).  60

1337 **          435, 435a, 1914 12c Claret brown; 12c Copper red,  both stunning shades, NH, Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine. (Scott $133). 70

1338 **          437, 1913 15c Gray,  fresh, well balanced margins, NH, Extremely Fine. 1998 PSE certificate for block of 4, 
this being lower right single. (Scott $280). 150

1339 *          437 1914, 15c Gray,   beautiful shade, o.g., near very Fine. (Scott $125),  75
1340 */**   4       437, 1914 15c Gray,  block of 4, top pair o.g., bottom pair NH, couple short perfs at bottom right (typical 

for perf 10), Fine or better. (Scott $810).  90
1341 **          438, 1914 20c Ultramarine,  pretty shade, well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1978 PF certificate. (Scott $430).

150
1342 *          438, 1914 20c Ultramarine,  beautiful pale shade, exceptional centering, o.g., previously hinged,  Extremely 

Fine. (Scott $190) 80
1343 **          439, 1914 30c Orange red,  top plate no. 6899 single, exceptionally rich color, NH, Very Fine. 1990 PF 

certificate. (Scott $500). 200

1344 **          440, 1915 50c Violet, rich color and well centered for this difficult issue, NH, Very Fine. 2001 PF certificate. 
(Scott $1,050).  400

1345 **          442, 1914 2c Carmine coil, guide line pair,  rich color, NH, fresh and F-VF; 1983 PF certificate. (Scott $130).
80

1346 *          443, 1914 1c Green coil, guide line pair,  deep color, particularly well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 1999 
PF certificate. (Scott $325).  150

1347 *          444, 1914 2c Carmine coil, guide line pair,   brilliant color, exceptional centering, lightly hinged, 
Extremely Fine. 1988 and 2006 PF certificates (latter graded XF 90). (SVG $500). 250

1348 **          447, 1914 5c Blue coil,  pair, exceptionally deep color, excellent centering, NH, Extremely Fine. 1998 PF 
certificate. for strip of five, this being right pair. (Scott $220).   150

1349 **          454, 1915 2c Red coil,  pair, rich color, exceptionally well centered. 2001 PF certificate; 2013 PSE Graded XF-
Sup 95 certificate (SMQ $1,150). 600

1350 *          456, 1916 3c Violet coil,  pair, bright color and exceptional centering, o.g., Extremely Fine; 1999 PF 
certificate. (Scott $550). 250
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1351 **          457, 1916 4c Light brown coil,  pair, beautiful shade, fresh and extremely well centered, NH. 2001 and 
2006 PF certificates (latter graded VF-XF 85). (SVG $170). 80

1352 **          458, 1916 5c Blue coil, joint line strip of four,  rich color, NH, fresh and F-VF; 2001 PSE certificate. (Scott 
$470 as line pair and two singles). 150

1353 **          459, 1914 2c Carmine, Type I, Imperforate coil,  bright color, well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1995 PF 
certificate. (Scott $300). 120

1354 **          459, 1914 2c Carmine, Imperf Rotary Coil, pair, exceptionally fresh and bright, NH, Very Fine, 2013 PSE 
Graded  VF 80 certificate. (Scott $650).  400

1355 **          461, 1915 2c Pale carmine red,   brilliant true color, NH, Very Fine. 1996 PF certificate. (Scott $325).
150

1356 **          461, 1915 Pale carmine red, Type I,  exceptionally fresh and well centered, NH, trace of light natural 
gum skip and small inclusion, Extremely Fine. (Scott $325). 150

1357 **          461, 1915 2c Pale carmine red, Type I,  rich color, exceptionally centered, NH, Very Fine and choice. 
(Scott $325). 90

1916-19 W-F Perf 10 Unwatermarked (462-497)
1358 **          464, 1916 3c Violet,   intense color and exceptional centering, NH, Extremely Fine. 1981 PF certificate. 

(Scott $175). 150
1359 **          465, 1916 4c Orange brown,  wonderful color, attractive centering, NH, Very Fine. 1996 PF certificate. 

(Scott $90). 80
1360 **          467, 1917 5c Carmine Error of Color, left single in pair with 2c (463), bright color and fairly well centered 

for this issue, NH, Very Fine. 2005 PF certificate. (Scott $860).   350
1361 **          468, 1916 6c Red orange, extremely bright, well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $190).  80
1362 **          469, 1916 7c Black,  fresh and fairly well centered, NH, near Very Fine. (Scott $270). 80
1363 **          471, 1916 9c Salmon red,   intense color, exceptionally well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 1996 PF 

certificate. (Scott $135). 100
1364 **          472, 1916 10c Orange yellow,  glowing color, typical centering for this difficult stamp, NH, Fine. (Scott 

$230). 80
1365 **          474, 1916 12c Claret brown, bottom plate no. 6913 single, bright color, well centered, NH, Very 

Fine. (Scott $115).  60
1366 **          475, 1916 15c Gray, bottom plate no. 6833 single, beautiful color, NH, Extremely Fine. 1989 PF certificate. 

(Scott $400)  200

1367 **          478, 1916 $1 Violet black, intense color, very well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 1998 PF certificate. (Scott 
$1,450).  750
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1368 *          479-80, 1917 $2-$5 High Values,  both exceptionally well centered and very fresh, o.g., $2 lightly hinged, 
$5 previously hinged, both Very Fine. (Scott $380). (see online scans). 140

1369 **          479, 1917 $2 Dark blue, deep rich color, NH, Very Fine. 2005 PF certificate. (Scott $475).  200
1370 **          480, 1917 $5 Light green,  beautiful color, fresh and well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. 1999 PF certificate. 

(Scott $375). 200
1371 **          487, 1916 2c Carmine coil, joint line pair,   bright, fresh and exceptionally centered, NH, 2010 

PSE Graded VF-XF 85 certificate (SMQ $375). 200
1372 **          492, 1916 2c Carmine coil, joint line pair,  intense color, well centered for issue, NH, Very Fine. 1997 PF 

certificate. (Scott $115). 80
1373 **          492, 1917 2c Carmine coil,  seven joint line pairs, NH, Fine or slightly better. (Scott $805), 90
1374 **          493, 1917 3c Violet coil, joint line pair, pretty shade, fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1991 PF 

certificate; 2006 PSE Graded VF 80 certificate (Scott $230).  100
1375 **          495-96, 1917 4c-5c Rotary Coils, joint line pairs,  NH, Very Fine. (Scott $225). (see online scans).

80
1376 **          497, 1922 10c Orange yellow coil, joint line pair,   fresh and bright, NH, Very Fine. 1996 PF certificate. 

(Scott $260). 150

1917-19 W-F Perf 11 (498-524)
1377 **          498-99, 501-04, 506-18, 1917/19 1c/$1 Definitives, complete, less the 2c Type 1a (500) and 5c error of 

color (505), all selected for freshness and centering, NH, includes several different shades of 11c, 12c 
and 13c,mostly Very Fine. (Scott  $836). (see online scans) 300

1378 **   4       499e, 1917 2c Rose, Booklet pane of six,  two panes in unexploded booklet (BK58), NH, panes are Fine, 
booklet Very Fine and fresh. (Scott $250). 75

1379 **          500, 1919 2c Deep rose, Type Ia,  right side plate no. 10208 single, deep intense true color, well centered for 
this usual poorly centered issue, NH, Very Fine and choice. 1994 PF certificate. (Scott $550). 250

1380 *          500, 1919 2c Deep Rose, Type Ia,  deep intense color, exceptional centering showing large and well 
balanced margins, disturbed o.g., Extremely Fine for issue. (Scott $250). 75

1381 *          500, 1919 2c Deep Rose, Type Ia,  fresh and attractive shade, typical centering for this stamp, traces of 
light hinging, about Fine. (Scott $225). 75

1382 **   4       500, 1919 2c Deep Rose, Type Ia,  bottom margin plate no 10208 combination plate block of 10 (position 
95-96 being type I), deep rich color, well centered for this elusive issue, NH, pencil notations in selvedge, 
couple insignificant light natural gum bends, Very Fine for issue, an extremely rare and seldom offered 
plate block (Scott $24,700). 7500
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1383 **   4       504/513, 1917 5c/13c Perf 11 Issues,  comprised of 504, 509 (block of 4 + 2 singles), 513 (two blocks of 
4 + 3 singles), all near Very Fine or better. (Scott $425). 100

1384 **          505, 1917 5c Rose, Error of Color,   fresh and well centered for issue, NH, near Very Fine. 1996 PF 
certificate. (Scott $625). 300

1385 **   4       505, 1917 5c Rose Error of Color, single error in block of nine, particularly well centered with fresh 
color and unblemished o.g., NH, barely noticeable natural paper translucency between stamps 8-9, 2016 
PSE Graded XF-Sup 95 Certificate (SMQ $2,150 for single) 800

1386 **          517, 1917 50c Red violet,   intense color and near perfect centering, NH, 2005 PSE  Graded  XF-Sup 
95 certificate (SMQ $500). 250

1387 **          518, 1917 $1 Violet brown, bright and fresh, well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $95). 50
1388 **          519, 1917 2c Carmine,   extremely bright and fresh, well centered, NH, Extremely Fine, a premium 

example of this oft-faked issue; 1989 and 2004 PF certificates. (Scott $850). 600
1389 **          519, 1917 2c Carmine,  exceptionally fresh and well centered for this difficult issue, NH, near Very Fine. 

(Scott $850). 200
1390 *          523-24, 547, 1918-20 $2-$5 High Values,  all exceptionally fresh and well centered, o.g., $2 (523) pinpoint 

thin from hinge removal, $5 lightly hinged, $2 (547) hinged, all Very Fine. (Scott $820).  150
1391 **          523, 1918 $2 Orange red and black, extremely fresh with bright colors, NH, Very Fine. 1997 PF certificate. 

(Scott $1,150).  500
1392 **          524, 1918 $5 Deep green and black,  rich color, NH, some light natural gum striations (trivial), Very Fine, 

(Scott $360).  150
1393 **          524, 1918 $5 Deep green and black,  rich colors, NH, near Very Fine. (Scott $360). 120
1394 *          524, 1918 $5 Deep green and black,  bright and fresh, o.g., Fine. (Scott $170). 60
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1395 **   4       528B, 1920 2c Carmine, Type VII,  block of six, NH, F-VF. (Scott $300). 75
1396 **          533, 1918 2c Carmine, Type V,   large and well balanced margins, NH, Very Fine, photocopy 2006 PSE 

certificate for the block of four from which this single originated. (Scott $175). 100
1397 **          533, 1920 2c Carmine, Type V, rich color, well balanced margins, NH, Extremely Fine. 1995 PF certificate 

for pair, this being right single. (Scott $175). 80
1398 *          534A, 1920 2c Carmine, Type VI,  vertical pair with horizontal guide line, ample to large margins with 

traces of adjacent stamps at top, bottom and right side, o.g., 2012 PF Graded VF-XF 85 certificate (Scott $85 
as singles) 40

1399   6        534B, 1920 2c Carmine, Type VII, Schermack Type III private perforations, exceptionally well centered 
single tied by Chicago Ill Oct 26 1921 machine cancel on neat locally addressed cover, Very Fine in every 
respect; 2017 PSE certificate (Scott $450) 150

1919-21 Issues (537-550)
1400 **          541, 1919 3c Violet, Type II, stunning shade, well centered for this very difficult issue, NH, Very Fine. 

1996 PF certificate. (Scott $100).  80
1401 **          541, 1919 3c Violet, Type II,  nine singles, typically centered for this most difficult issue, NH, fresh and 

Fine (Scott $900). 100
1402 **   4       545, 1921 1c Green,  block of four, NH, top stamps with natural straight edge at top and natural gum 

skips, bottom right stamp with small natural gum wrinkle, fresh and attractive, Very Fine; 2013 PSE 
certificate (Scott $1,800 as singles) 200

1403 **          546, 1921 2c Carmine rose, Type III,  deep intense color, very well centered for this difficult issue, NH, 
Very Fine. 1996 PF certificate. (Scott $230). 100

1404 **          547, 1920 $2 Carmine and black,  top plate no. 8179 single, rich colors, NH, Very Fine. 1996 PF certificate. 
(Scott $270). 150

1405 **          547, 1920 $2 Carmine and black,  fresh and bright, NH, near Very Fine. (Scott $270). 90
1406 **          547, 1920 $2 Carmine and black. well centered with deep rich colors, barest trace of hinging, 2016 

PSE graded "XF 90" certificate (SMQ $200) 75
1407 *          547, 1920 $2 Carmine and black,  deep color, fresh and well centered, o.g., Very Fine. (Scott $125). 50
1408 *   4       548-50, 1c-5c Pilgrim Tercentenary,  plate blocks of 6, 1c top plate number 12419, 2c bottom plate number 

12442, 5c bottom plate number 12426, all fresh and well centered for issue, o.g., 5c showing trace of expert 
perf strengthening in bottom margin, overall Very Fine. Impressive set. (Scott $600) 250

1922 Regular issue (551-573)
1409 **          551-73; 622-23, 1922/25 ½c-$5 Definitives,  complete set of all values including additional 11c shade, all 

selected for freshness, NH, generally Very Fine or better. (Scott $1,115). (see online scans). 350
1410 **   4       554c; (BK69), 1923 2c Carmine, Unexploded Booklet,  complete with two panes of six, NH, both panes 

surprisingly well centered and Very Fine. 2017 PSAG certificate. (Scott $400). 150
1411 **   4       558/623, 6c/$2 1922-23 Flat Plate Issues,  558-59, 561-62, 564 (block of 4), 568 (block of 4), 570, 572, 

622-33, all NH and selected for freshness and centering, Very Fine group (Scott $562). 150
1412 **   4       570, 1922 50c Lilac,  block of four, bright and fresh, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $300). 80
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1413 **   4       571, $1 Violet brown,   bottom sheet margin block of 4 with plate number 18680, bright color and 
exceptionally centered, NH, Extremely Fine (Scott $320 as singles). 150

1414 **   4       572, 1923 $2 Deep blue,  block of six with plate no #F14306 top, NH with slight natural gum bends, fresh 
and F-VF (Scott $840 as 6 NH singles)  120

1415 **          573, 1923 $5 Carmine & blue,  top plate number single, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $200).  75

1923-29 Issues (575-657)
1416 **          578-79, 1923 1c-2c Rotary Coil Waste,  both fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $310). (see 

online scans). 120
1417 **          579, 1923 2c Carmine,   exceptionally fresh and extremely well centered, NH, Extremely Fine and 

choice; photocopy 1990 PF certificate for pair from which this single originated (Scott $150). 100
1418 **          579, 1923 2c Carmine Rotary Coil Waste,  rich color, well centered for this difficult issue, NH, near Very 

Fine. (Scott $150). 70
1419 */**   4       579, 1923 2c Carmine, Rotary Coil Waste,  bottom sheet margin block of 4, top o.g., bottom NH, decently 

centered for issue, near Very Fine. (Scott $440). 140
1420 */**   4       579, 1923 2c Carmine, Rotary print,  two different "star" and plate number blocks of four; plate #14291, 

o.g., three stamps NH, small inclusion in one; plate #14117, NH, both Fine and typically centered for this 
difficult issue, (Scott $1,450). 150

1421   6        579, 1923 2c Rotary Waste, Perf 11x10,  tied on cover to Bristol, Me. by Madison Sq Sta., N.Y. 7/21/23 
machine cancel, Very Fine and scarce. (Scott $400).   90

1422 **          591, 1925 10c Orange Perf 10, fresh and well centered for this difficult issue, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $90). 
80

1423 **          595, 1923 2c Carmine Rotary Perf 11, rich color and exceptional centering for this elusive issue, NH, 
Extremely Fine. 1989 PF certificate. (Scott $475).  350

1424 **          597-99, 600-606, 1923/29 1c-10c Coils, joint line pairs, complete less 599A, all selected for freshness and 
centering, also includes joint line pairs: 656, 686-87, 721-23, all NH, generally Very Fine or better. (Scott 
$471). (see online scans).  150

1425 **          597, 1923 1c Green coil,  complete roll of 1,000 with green leader, NH and post office fresh, typical VG-
VF centering (with 442 pairs and 58 line pairs, total Scott $850+) 190

1426 **          599A, 1929 2c Carmine coil, Type II,  pair, extremely fresh and nicely centered for these, NH, F-VF; 2017 
PF certificate for strip of four, this being right pair. (Scott $425). 120
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1427 **          599A, 1929 2c Carmine coil, Type II, joint line pair,  rich color and fairly well centered for this issue, NH, 
fresh and F-VF; 1982 PF certificate. (Scott $1,350). 400

1428 *          599A, 1929 2c Carmine coil, Type II, Joint line pair, rich color, l.h., typically centered for issue, Fine. 
(Scott $550).  120

1429 **          603, 1924 10c Orange coil, roll of 500, with original leader, typical VG-VF centering (Scott approx. $5,000) 400
1430 **          603, 1924 10c Orange coil, roll of 500, with original leader, typical VG-VF centering (Scott approx. $5,000) 400
1431 **   4       621, 1925 5c Norse-American,  two different plate blocks of eight, each NH but with a few perfs expertly 

strengthened (as almost always with this difficult plate block) and with slightly modified selvedge, both 
Very Fine appearing. (Scott $1,400). 200

1432 *   4       621, 1925 5c Norse-American,  top arrow and plate no F16928-F16925 block of eight, o.g., barest trace of 
light hinging (appears NH), Fine. (Scott $450). 75

1433 **          623, 1925 17c Black, perfect stamp, NH, Superb (Scott $20).  80
1434 **          630, 1926 2c White Plains Sheet, pristine and exceptionally fresh and bright sheet with near perfect 

centering and devoid of all diagonal gum skips associated with this issue, all perfs strong and intact, NH, 
Extremely Fine and choice. (Scott $600). 250

1435 **   4       630, 1926 2c White Plains Sheet, intense color, NH, Extremely Fine, one of the best centered sheets we have 
seen. (Scott $600). 250

1436 **   4       630, 1926 2c White Plains Sheet, bright color, overall very nicely centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $600). 
175

1437 */**   4       630, 1926 White Plains Sheet, two sheets, one hinged in selvage, other NH, NH sheet with a few perf 
separations, both Fine and fresh. (Scott 950). 160

1438 **   4       630, 1926 2c White Plains Sheet, four sheets, NH, extremely fresh and well centered, one with light 
margin edge stain, Very Fine. (Scott $2,400). 500

1439 *   4       630, 1926 2c White Plains Sheet, bright and fresh, o.g., barest trace of light hinge above one stamp, Very 
Fine. (Scott $350). 80

1440 *   4       630, 1926 2c White Plains Sheet, five sheets, all extremely fresh and well centered for this issue, majority 
being lightly hinged in selvedge, overall Very Fine (Scott $1,750). 400

1441 **   4       634 Variety, 1926 2c Carmine, three blocks of 9, showing "long ear" variety in center stamp, NH, all about 
Fine. (Scott $525). 150
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1442 **          634A, 1928, 2c Carmine, Type II, upper left plate no. 19745 single, deep color and well centered for this 
issue, NH, Very Fine. 1996 PF certificate for block of 4. (Scott $650).  300

1443 **          634A, 1928 2c Carmine, Type II,  lower left plate number 19644 single, well centered for this difficult 
issue, NH, Very Fine, 2004 PSE certificate. (Scott $650) 300

1444 **          634A, 1928 2c Carmine, Type II,  extremely fresh, typically centered, NH, small inclusion on back only, 
Fine. (Scott $325). 80

1445   6        649-50, 1928 2c and 5c Aeronautics Conference, 2c Carmine rose block of four tied to "International 
Civil Aeronautics Conference of Washington" program by Dec. 17, 1928 Kitty Hawk, NC cds., and 5c Blue 
tied to same program in French, both addressed to Washington, DC, with matching airmail labels and 
1928 Christmas seals, signed by Kitty Hawk postmaster Elijah W. Baum, cacheted for the 25th anniversary 
of the Wright Brothers flight, some slight condition issues including an ink stain on the corner of the 
French program, but the binding of both programs appears to be in good shape, a very interesting and 
perhaps unique set of philatelic souvenirs, perfect for an exhibit 75

1446 **          656, 1929 2c Edison coil,  two strips + 5 pairs + 2 coil line pair (total 35 singles + line pairs), NH, runs F-VF 
to Very Fine or better. (Scott $913). 150

1929 Kansas-Nebraska Overprints (658-679)

1447 **          658-79, 1929 1c-10c Kans.-Nebr Overprints, attractive complete set with each value fresh and typically 
centered, NH, Fine or better. (Scott $962). (see online scans).  300

1448 */**          658-79, 1929 1c-10c Kans.-Nebr. Overprints, fresh, all NH with exception of 4c, Kans., 10c Nebr., 6c Nebr. 
regummed, generally Fine or slightly better. (Scott $465). 100

1929-37 Issues (680-802)
1449 */**          704-15; 740-49, ½c -10c Plate Block Sets  Washington set NH, Parks o.g., lightly hinged in selvage (most 

barely perceptable), all extremely fresh, mostly Very Fine. (Scott $485). 75
1450 */** 3 

6 4       

732, 1933 3c National Recovery Administration,   specialized collection on exhibit pages, including 
a selection of FDCs, commerical uses, precancels, perfins, a complete matched set of plate blocks 
(including several on cover), NRA meter mail, cigar tax paid stamps, cinderellas, and more, generally 
F-VF, a nice specialized collection of this issue 1000
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James Aloysius Farley was born May 30, 1888, the 
grandson of Irish Catholic immigrants who settled in 
Rockland County, New York. After attending Packard 
Business College, his political career began at the age 
of 23 when he was elected town clerk of Stony Point. By 
ingratiating himself with Tammany Hall and helping to 
secure the election of Alfred E. Smith as governor, Farley 
quickly worked his way up the ranks of the Democratic 
Party in New York State. In 1924, he befriended 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt at the Democratic National 
Convention; a friendship which would last for over a 
decade and a half.
After holding several other positions, including Port 
Warden of New York City and Chairman of the New York 
State Athletic Commission, Farley was instrumental in 
running Roosevelt’s 1928 gubernatorial campaign and 
his 1932 Presidential campaign. Paramount to Farley’s 
success was his ability to form the “New Deal Coalition,” 

which ensured Democratic control of the federal 
government for many years to come. 

Upon his inauguration in 1933, Franklin Roosevelt appointed James Farley Postmaster General, 
in addition to naming him Chairman of the Democratic National Committee. While PMG, Farley 
oversaw the construction of hundreds of new post offices, the first flight of the China Clipper, and 
the proliferation of commemorative stamp issues at a much higher rate than in the past. A born 
politician, Farley recognized the potential for stamps as propaganda, and utilized new issues to push 
Roosevelt’s New Deal agenda.

As the 1940 election drew near, Farley began positioning himself as a potential successor to Roosevelt. 
The decision for Roosevelt to run for an unprecedented third term effective ended the relationship 
between the two men, and Farley resigned from the administration. Although he remained involved 
in politics until his death in 1976, he is perhaps best remembered as Chairman of the Board of the 
Coca-Cola Export Corporation.

Despite his many accomplishments as Postmaster General, James Farley is perhaps best known today 
for the "Farley’s Follies" scandal of 1934-35. The story has been told countless times in the philatelic 
literature, most completely in Ralph L. Sloat’s 1979 book aptly-titled, Farley’s Follies. Although the tale 
is certainly familiar to most collectors of United States stamps, it will be retold here in brief.

The "Farley’s Follies"

James Aloysius Farley,
Postmaster General under President Franklin Roosevelt
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Near the end of 1934, reports began to surface of sheets of stamps that were completely lacking 
perforations. Immediately, collectors began demanding to know how such items ended up in the 
hands of the general public. It quickly came out that Farley had been presenting these imperforate 
sheets to friends and political allies as gifts, thereby creating philatelic rarities which the collecting 
public had no way of purchasing. After congressional hearings, legal actions, and other bits of drama 
that turned philatelic periodicals into tabloids, the Post Office Department decided to silence most 
critics by making imperforate sheets of stamps available to the general public at face value.
The original presentation sheets can be identified by the marginal inscriptions that Farley wrote to 
the recipients. According to Sloat’s census, 102 of the original imperforate presentation sheets were 
printed across all designs and denominations. The breakdown is as follows:

Third Assistant Postmaster General Clinton B. 
Eilenberger was a strong defender of Farley, 
going as far as to write a letter to members of 
Congress concerning the issuance of the original 
imperforate sheets. In his letter, Eilenberger 
compared the issuance of the imperforate sheets 
to the printing and distribution of die proofs 
by previous administrations. He concluded his 
letter by stating, “The Post Office Department 
has invariably adhered to a policy of providing 
commemorative stamps for sale to the public in 
such forms as to be readily usable for postage.” 
Somewhat curiously, nowhere in Eilenberger’s 
letter did he mention receiving a set of the 
imperforate sheets directly from Farley. 
Based on Sloat’s figure of 102 sheets, the 
Eilenberger holding represents about 15% of 
what was originally distributed by Farley. Given 
that a significant number of sheets are now 
held by the Smithsonian or were broken up, 
the number of existing sheets on the market is 
considerably lower than 102.

According to George L. Lee in a 1961 Stamp World article, the Eilenberger sheets were initially 
offered for sale at an ASDA show in the late 1950s by Stanley Gibbons. The sheets were not offered 
again until 1976, when they were offered in Robert A. Siegel’s “Rarities of the World” auction with an 
estimate of $25,000. They are therefore being offered publicly for the first time in 41 years.

Scott # Stamp Number of 
Imperforate Sheets

738 3c Wisconsin Tercentenary 5

739 3c Mothers of America 8

740 1c Yosemite 7

741 2c Grand Canyon 7

742 3c Mount Rainier 7

743 4c Mesa Verde 7

744 5c Yellowstone 7

745 6c Crater Lake 7

746 7c Arcadia 7

747 8c Zion 7

748 9c Glacier 7

749 10c Great Smoky Mountains 7

750 3c Mount Rainier S/S 7

751 1c Yosemite S/S 7

CE1 16c Airmail Special Delivery 5

LotNo Start Price

1451 *   4       738-751, CE1 var., 1934 Commemoratives, imperforate variety,
15 complete imperforate sheets of 200 stamps each (20 souvenir sheets for 750 and 751), each 
signed in the margin by Postmaster General James A. Farley to Third Assistant Postmaster General 
Clinton B. Eilenberger. Some very minor nicks and creases, as is to be expected with sheets this 
large. As these sheets are dated 1934, they are an imperforate variety of the original printing of these 
stamps, rather than the special printing from 1935. Extremely Fine and exceedingly rare, with only a 
handful of each sheet ever having been produced. 50000
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1452 *          738-49 var., 1934 Imperf Commemoratives,  singles of the 1934 Mother's Day, Wisconsin, and National 
Parks issues, each is stamped on the back "Stanley Gibbons / FDR", certifying that these came from the 
original imperforate sheets presented to President Franklin Roosevelt by PMG James Farley in 1934; 
therefore, they are unlisted varieties of Scott 738-49 and not Scott 754-65, the 1935 imperforate issue. No gum 
as issued, scarce and Very Fine. 80

1453 *   4       738-49 var., 1934 Imperf Commemoratives,   sheet margin blocks of four of the 1934 Mother's Day, 
Wisconsin, and National Parks issues, each is stamped on the back "Stanley Gibbons / FDR" (except 
the 9c Glacier), certifying that these came from the original imperforate sheets presented to President 
Franklin Roosevelt by PMG James Farley in 1934; therefore, they are unlisted varieties of Scott 738-49 and 
not Scott 754-65, the 1935 imperforate issue. No gum as issued, scarce and Very Fine. 200

Harold LeClair Ickes served as the 32nd Secretary 
of the Interior of the United States from 1933 
to 1946 (one of the longest serving cabinet 
members in history). A major force behind 
President Roosevelt’s New Deal, Ickes oversaw 
such programs as the Civilian Conservation 
Corps and Public Works Administration. His 
development of the National Park Service, 
which was less than two decades old when he 
took office, changed environmental policy in 
the United States for generations to come.
When presented with imperforate sheets of the 
1934 National Parks stamps, issued to promote 

tourism and appreciation of natural resources, Ickes took the unique step to send the sheets 
to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to have them gummed. Therefore, stamps from the 
Ickes sheets are the only ones from the initial 1934 printings with gum. The stamps being 
offered here, authenticated by PSE, are great 20th century philatelic rarities.

Franklin D. Roosevelt with Harold L. Ickes

Ex 1453

Ex 1452
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1454 *   4       CE1 var., 1934 16c Dark blue, imperf,  includes a bottom plate block of six (no. 21313), a single, and a 
sheet margin single, all stamped on the back, certifying that these came from the original imperforate 
sheet presented to President Franklin Roosevelt by PMG James Farley in 1934; therefore, they are unlisted 
varieties of Scott CE1 and not Scott 771, the 1935 imperforate issue. No gum as issued, scarce and Very Fine; 
also includes a photographic negative and several prints of the inscriptions by President Roosevelt and 
PMG Farley in the margin of the original sheet, wonderful collateral for an exhibit of this issue 100

1455 *   4       CE1 var., 1934 16c Dark blue, imperf,  includes an irregular block of 12 (containing bottom plate block 
no. 21313; small tear affecting only one stamp), partial sheet with 139 stamps (including two top plate 
blocks, top arrow block, right arrow block, center line block, etc), and left sheet margin strip of 12 with 
two additional stamps, the last of which is inscribed from PMG James Farley to President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, dated August 23, 1934, right part of inscription cut off, all stamped on the back, certifying that 
these came from the original imperforate sheet presented to President Franklin Roosevelt by PMG James 
Farley in 1934; therefore, they are unlisted varieties of Scott CE1 and not Scott 771, the 1935 imperforate 
issue. No gum as issued, scarce and Very Fine, incredible showpieces (see online scans) 1500

1456 **          740-49 var., 1c-10c National Parks, imperforate variety,   from the Harold Ickes Collection (Sec. of 
Interior), from the original printing intended for Roosevelt and a small circle of his friends. Ickes 
requested and the BEP consented to have his sets of imperforate sheets gummed (he received two 
complete sets), giving some to Roosevelt and friends. The set offered here is from the Ickes sheets, all 
are pristine and NH, 6c is a vertical pair, each has a 2015 PSE certificate, a few small flaws are mentioned 
on the 2c, 4c-6c, 9c-10c, includes photocopy of 2/7/37 letter of verification, Very Fine. These are not 756-
65, the 1935 special printing, but are rather a Scott-unlisted variety of the original 1934 printing, 740-49. 250

1457           740-49 var., 1c-10c National Parks, imperforate variety,   from the Harold Ickes Collection (Sec. of 
Interior), from the original printing intended for Roosevelt and a small circle of his friends. Ickes 
requested and the BEP consented to have his sets of imperforate sheets gummed (he received two 
complete sets), giving some to Roosevelt and friends. The set offered here is from the Ickes sheets, all 
are pristine and NH, each has a 2015 PSE certificate, a few small flaws are mentioned on the 5c and 
10c, includes photocopy of 2/7/37 letter of verification, Very Fine. These are not 756-65, the 1935 special 
printing, but are rather a Scott-unlisted variety of the original 1934 printing, 740-49. 250
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1458 */**   4       740-49 var., 1c-10c National Parks, imperforate variety,   from the Harold Ickes Collection (Sec. of 
Interior), from the original printing intended for Roosevelt and a small circle of his friends. Ickes 
requested and the BEP consented to have his sets of imperforate sheets gummed (he received two 
complete sets), giving some to Roosevelt and friends. The set offered here is from the Ickes sheets, all 
are center line blocks of four and mint, several NH, each has a 2015 PSE certificate, includes photocopy 
of 2/7/37 letter of verification, Very Fine. These are not 756-65, the 1935 special printing, but are rather a Scott-
unlisted variety of the original 1934 printing, 740-49. 1600

1459 *   4       740-49 var., 1c-10c National Parks, imperforate variety,   from the Harold Ickes Collection (Sec. of 
Interior), from the original printing intended for Roosevelt and a small circle of his friends. Ickes 
requested and the BEP consented to have his sets of imperforate sheets gummed (he received two 
complete sets), giving some to Roosevelt and friends. The set offered here is from the Ickes sheets, mint 
arrow blocks of four, some with small faults noted on certs, each has a 2015 PSE certificate, includes 
photocopy of 2/7/37 letter of verification, Very Fine. Of particular importance are the 2c (block of 8), 
3c (block of 8), and 5c (block of 12), each of which is signed "Harold L. Ickes / Secretery of the Interior 
/ Aug. 30, 1934" in the sheet margin. These are not 756-65, the 1935 special printing, but are rather a Scott-
unlisted variety of the original 1934 printing, 740-49. 2000

Harold L. Ickes and others in front of the White House
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1460 */**          745/49 var., 6c/10c National Parks, imperforate variety,   from the Harold Ickes Collection (Sec. of 
Interior), from the original printing intended for Roosevelt and a small circle of his friends. Ickes 
requested and the BEP consented to have his sets of imperforate sheets gummed (he received two 
complete sets), giving some to Roosevelt and friends. The stamps offered here are from the Ickes sheets, 
includes 745 NH, 745 mint, 748 NH, 748 mint, and 749 NH, each has a 2015 PSE certificate (graded XF-
90), includes photocopy of 2/7/37 letter of verification, Very Fine. These are not 756-65, the 1935 special 
printing, but are rather a Scott-unlisted variety of the original 1934 printing, 740-49. 100

1461 *   4       769-70, 1935 1c-3c National Parks S/S,  blocks of four, o.g., light gum wrinkles noted on certs, these two 
blocks come from the Harold L. Ickes (Sec. of the Interior) collection who had them gummed by the 
BEP, Very Fine 200
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1462 **   4       832-34, 1938 $1-$5 Prexies,  plate no blocks of four, NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott $472)  120
1463 **   4       832-34, 1938 $1-$5 Prexies,  plate number blocks of four, NH, barely modified selvage, all Very Fine. 

(Scott $472). 90
1464 **   4       832b, 1951 $1 Purple & black, "USIR" watermark,  block of four, NH but some light gum toning, Fine 

block (Scott $800 as singles). 100
1465 **   4       834, 1938 $5 Carmine and black,  "Top" block of 4, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $340 as singles). 100
1466 **   4       834, 1938 $5 Carmine and black,  centerline block of 4, NH, couple small natural gum bends, Extremely 

Fine (Scott $375),  100
1467 **   4       834, 1938 $5 Carmine and black, top plate numbers F22167-F22168 block of four, NH, Very Fine. (Scott 

$350). 100
1468 **   4       834, 1938 $5 Carmine and black,  top arrow and plate number F22167-F22169 block of four, NH, Very 

Fine (Scott $350). 100
1469 **          839-51, 1939 1c-10c Prexy Coils, joint line pairs,  selected for freshness and centering, NH, Very Fine or 

better. (Scott $140). (see online scans). 60

1938 to Date
1470 **   4       859-93, 1c-10c Famous Americans,  complete set in NH sheets of 70, generally F-VF (Scott $2,432 as plate 

blocks + 66 sets of singles) 350

1471  3         905b, 1942 3c Win the War, Reddish purple shade variety,  Los Angeles, CA bureau precancel, Fine; 2015 
PF certificate.(Scott $500) 120

1472 **          939/1201, 1946/62 3c, 4c Commems with PSE Graded "Gem 100" Certificates,  60 different issues, NH, 
SMQ $10,245 1800

1473 **   4       1053, 1956 $5 Black, pair, block of four, and LL plate number block of four, NH, all Very Fine or better. 
(Scott $520). 130

1474 **   4       1290b, 1967 25c Douglass, Magenta shade variety,  pane of 100, plate no. 37604 UR, NH, a few perf faults 
on four stamps from rough perforating, scarce shade variety, Very Fine, 2015 PSE certificate (Scott $2,550) 400

1475 **   4       1345-54. 1968 6c Historical Flags,  85 sheets of 50, NH, Very Fine. (Face Value $255) 120
1476 **   4       1398a, 1971 16c Ernie Pyle, Untagged, plate no block of four, Greensboro, North Carolina PSS type 87 

Bureau precancel, o.g., NH, selvage corner crease, Very Fine (unpriced in Scott; 2012 Durland $750) 
100

1477 **          1616bn, 1976 9c Capitol coil, untagged, Bureau precancel, narrow spacing,  NH line pair, narrow gauge 
between text lines, photocopy of 2013 APEX certificate for the entire roll (Brookman $575) 85

1478 **          1616bn, 1976 9c Capitol coil, untagged, Bureau precancel, narrow spacing,   lot of 10 NH line pairs, 
narrow gauge between text lines, photocopy of 2013 APEX certificate for the entire roll, no photo (Brookman 
$5,750) 700

1479 **          1616bn, 1976 9c Capitol coil, untagged, Bureau precancel, narrow spacing,  lot of 5 NH line pairs, narrow 
gauge between text lines, photocopy of 2013 APEX certificate for the entire roll, no photo (Brookman $2,875)

400
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1480 **          1908, 1984 20c Fire Pumper Coil,  two plate number strips of five; plate no.1, plate no. 2, NH, F-VF, scarce 
(Scott $515) 110

1481 **          1908, 1984 20c Fire Pumper Coil,  plate number 2 strip of five, NH, F-VF (Scott $425) 75
1482 **          1908, 1984 20c Fire Pumper Coil,  plate no. 2 strip of five, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $425).  75
1483 **          1908, 1984 20c Fire Pumper Coil,  plate no. 2 strip of six, NH, Very Fine; 1990 PF certificate. (Scott $425).

75
1484 **   4       3095b, 1996 32c Riverboats, Special Die Cutting,  7 panes of 20, NH, Very Fine and scarce. (Scott $1,260).  180
1485 **          3138/3535, 1997-2001, 32c-34c Warner Bro. Sheets,  two sets of 5, NH, includes: 3138, 3205, 3307, 3392 

& 3535, all Very Fine, (Scott $580).  140
1486 **          3205, 1998 32c Sylvester & Tweety,  63 sheets, Very Fine. (Scott $787, Face $201).  150
1487 **          3307, 1999 33c Daffy Duck,  42 sheets, NH, Very Fine. (Scott 630, Face $138) 80
1488 **          3392, 2000 33c Road Runner & Wile E. Coyote,  32 sheets, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $1,280, Face $108).  90
1489 **          3535, 2001, 34c "Thats All Folks",  22 sheets, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $$1,320) 90
1490 **          3633B, 2005 37c Flag coil, Die cut 9½ vertically,  coil of 100, completely sealed, Very Fine, scarce (Scott 

$920+) 230
1491 **   4       4428c, 2009 Contemporary Christmas booklet, die cutting omitted on side with 12 stamps,  minute crease 

in one corner, Very Fine, a very rare modern error (listed but not priced in Scott) 250

Errors, Freaks and Oddities
1492 **   4       1525/3033, 3c/29c Freak Sheets,  five different: 1525 sheet of 50 with foldover,; 1770 sheet of 48, misperfed 

vertically by 20%; 2111 sheet of 100, dramatic red tape repair; 2746 shhet of 50, 2nd & 3rd row magenta 
ink smear; 2022 sheet of 100, left vertical row magenta partially missing (dramatic), 2016 PSE certificate, also 
includes Pakistan block of 20 2Rs, top row partially printed, all Very Fine and dramatic.  150

1493 **          1519a, 1973 10c Coil, Imperf Error,  100 imperf pairs, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $3,500). 250
1494 **   4       1951, 1982 Love, Tagging Error,  sheet of 50, two vertical rows without tagging, NH, Very Fine, (Scott 

$1,200). 150
1495 **          2703b, 1992 (29c) Minerals , Silver (litho) Omitted,  control number strip of 4, NH, some overall ink 

smearing, Very Fine. 2016 Crowe certificate. (Scott $7,750). 1500
1496 **   4       2975v, 1995 32c Civil War Sheet, Partial Imperf,  sheet of 20, top row (a-e) perforated, g-k part perf, 

balance Imperf, NH, part envelope stuck to top panel, missing side and bottom labels, Very Fine and 
scarce error. (Scott $1,750). 300

1497 **          2904c, 1996 (5c) Mountains Coil, Imperforate,  NH, Very Fine. (Scott $250). 60

1498 **          C119a, 1988 (36c) Igor Sikorsky,  red, blue & black (engraved) omitted, NH, Very Fine, Rare modern 
error. PCS Stamp & Coin certificate. (Scott $2,500). 500

Air Post Issues
1499 *          C1-3, 1918 6c-24c First Airmails,  all selected for freshness and centering, each very lightly hinged, Very 

Fine. (Scott $195). 80
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1500 **          C1, 1918 6c Orange,  four singles, NH, one with tiny inclusion spot, Fine or better. (Scott $480). 100
1501 */**   4       C1, 1918 6c Orange,  bright and fresh block of four, bottom pair NH, top pair o.g., Very Fine (Scott $360 

as singles).  120
1502 **          C3, 1818 24c Carmine rose & blue,  rich colors, slightly "fast " airplane, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $140).

  60
1503 */**   4       C3, 1918 24c Carmine rose and blue,   fresh and attractive block of four, bottom pair NH, top pair o.g., 

light diagonal bend, near Very Fine (Scott $420 as singles). 120
1504 **   4       C4, 1923 8c Green,  38 stamps in various sized blocks, NH, all Fine or better. (Scott $1,920), 300
1505 **   4       C4, 1923 8c Dark green,  bottom plate number 14825 block of 20, NH, some weak or seperated perfs, none 

affecting the plate block of six, overall Very Fine, (Scott $890 as plate block plus 14 singles) 250
1506 **          C6, 1923 24c Carmine,  bright and fresh, very well centered, NH, Very Fine. 1995 PF certificate, (Scott 

$140) 75
1507 */**   4       C6, 1923 24c Carmine,  block of 4, two stamps NH, others o.g., fresh and Fine (Scott $420 as singles).

100
1508   6        C6, 1923 24c Carmine,  combination cover with Bermuda 2½d Caravel on 1925 cover to Waimea, Hawaii, 

the cover went by ship from Hamilton to NYC, thence by air to San Francisco, and then supposedly by 
Naval Air Flight from San Francisco in Aug/Sep 1925 (b/s on arrival in Waimea), few covers exist with 
Bermuda frankings and the first and second issue air mail stamps in the proper period, but this is a truly 
rare usage to the Pacific, with less than a handful known! 180

1509 **   4       C7/C24, 1926-39 6c-10c Plate Blocks,  seven different, all NH and Very Fine, includes: C7-9, C10, C17, 
C19, C24. (Scott $483). (see online scans). 90

1510 **   4       C9/12, 1927-30 5c-20c Airmail Issues,  four extremely fresh and attractive plate no. blocks of six, all NH, 
includes: C9 (2 top), C10 (top), C12 (left), all Very Fine or better. (Scott $500). 100

1511 **          C10a, 1927 10c Dark blue, Booklet pane of three,  impressive centering, not usually seen so nice, couple 
small natural gum skips, NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott $120) 70

1512 **          C10a; BKC1, 1927 10c Dark blue, complete unexploded booklet containg two panes of 3, NH, both panes 
centered exceptionally well, both covers especially fresh, Very Fine overall. (Scott $240)  90

1513 */**          C10a, 1927 10c Lindbergh, complete booklet of two panes of three (panes are NH) plus a single booklet 
pane (o.g. with couple light gum skips), all Fine or better. (Scott $310).  80

1514   6        C11, 1928 5c Carmine and blue,   unusual pair of combination franked card/cover from Egypt and 
Bermuda; the Egypt use is on a US air mail routes card that was carried by ship and then treated as airmail 
within the USA with the C11 tied by Chicago cds; the Bermuda air cover has all stamps tied with a Hamilton 
roller cancel addressed to a member of the House of Representatives (famed collector Ernest R Ackerman 
of New Jersey) in Washington DC and has a significant upward shift of the plane and tower into the frame 
(cover with small piece of tape at each end); Fine and unusual (see online scan) 120

1515   6        C11, 1928 5c Carmine and blue,  two covers, mixed issue frankings, on 1931 incoming cover from Chile 
(C11 not tied as per practice not to cancel domestic postage on incoming foreign mail), 1931 incoming 
from Newfoundland (a plate # single), cancelled but not tied, Very Fine; both unusual and sure to please 
the specialist (see online scans). 90

1516 **          C13-15, 1930 Graf Zeppelin,  NH, F-VF, fresh and attractive, (Scott ($1,875). 600
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1517 *          C13-15, 1930 Graf Zeppelin,  fresh and well centered,  o.g., $1.30 small h.r., F-VF (Scott $1,165)
400

1518 *          C13-15, 1930 65c-$2.60 Graf Zeppelin,  o.g., h.r., each with small thin, Very Fine appearing (Scott $1,165).
250

1519  3         C13-15, 1931 65c-$2.60 Graf Zeppelin,  plate no. singles, fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,140) 300

1520 **          C13-15, 1930 65c-$2.60 Graf Zeppelin,  vertical pairs, extremely fresh, bright and well centered, all NH, 
65c Very Fine, others Extremely Fine. (Scott $3,750 a singles). 2400

1521 **          C13, 1930 65c Graf Zeppelin, NH, typical natural light gum skips and bends, couple barely 
perceptable short perfs at left, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $265). 80

1522 **          C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin,  rich color, well centered, NH, 2017 PSE Graded VF-XF 85 certificate (SMQ 
$700).  250

1523 **          C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin,  rich color and exceptionally well centered for this (the most difficult of 
the set to obtain as such), NH, Very Fine. (Scott $625). 200

1524 *          C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin,  o.g., trace of light hinging, fresh and Very Fine. (Scott $400). 120
1525  3         C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin,  fresh and well centered, Very Fine. 2014 PSE Graded VF 80 certificate  (Scott 

$375). 200
1526  3         C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin,  bright and fresh, attractively cancelled with Northampton, Mass. double 

oval, Fine. (Scott $375). 80

1527 **          C15, 1930 $2.60 Graf Zeppelin,   bottom plate number 20092 single, rich color, exceptionally well 
centered with large and near perfect centering, NH, graded certificate states "with slightly disturbed o.g." 
(we consider this an overly harsh critism), what is evident is tiny pinpoint gum anomalies which are sometimes 
natural, 2017 PSE Graded Superb 98 certificate (SMQ fo NH in this grade $4,250). 1000

1528 *          C15, 1930 $2.60 Graf Zeppelin. fresh and well centered, barest trace of light hinging, bright, Very Fine. 
(Scott $575).  160

1529 **   4       C18, 1933 50c Graf Zeppelin,  block of four, exceptionally centered and lacking the usual diagonal gum 
bends, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $340). 100

1530 **          C18, 1933 50c Graf Zeppelin,  3 singles + pair, NH, couple natural diagonal gum bends, F-VF (Scott 
$425) 100

1531 **   4       C18, 1933 50c Graf Zeppelin,  top plate no 21177 block of six, NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott $700).
250
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1532   6        1937 Incoming Airmail Cover from Austria with US C19, E15 Franking, Austria C20, C27 tied by Wien 
31.8.37 cds any NY City Sep 9 duplex, the air and special delivery issues also tied by light strikes of the 
NY City duplex, "Fee claimed..." handstamp applied in Cincinnati, where backstamped Sep 10, Very Fine 
and quite unusual air special delivery use; nice showpiece cover for the specialist 120

1533   6        C19, 1934 6c Dull orange,  lot of three very unusual combination franked uses with stamps from Bermuda, 
Turkey, and Greece; the Bermuda usage is proper with the airmail tied by NY City duplex (stamp with 
foxing); the usage from Greece ties all stamps with a Greek roller cancel (C19 small tear) and cover 
marked "DUE 6 CENTS/ CHICAGO ILL M..D. No. 1"; the usage from Turkey shows additional postage 
due; some typical minor faults but Fine and unusual (see online scan) . 120

1534 **          C23a, 1938 6c Dark blue & carmine, Imperf horizontally,   left sheet margin vertical pair with vertical 
guide line, pos. 25, 30, NH, typical Fine centering (as always), signed Sanabria, Kessler (Scott $300).
  150

1535   6        C24, 1939 30c Dull blue,   lot of 10 covers, all POW or internee mail, an incredible grouping from a 
historical standpoint, a number of different censor markings, corner cards, etc., generally F-VF but some 
faults, perfect for the WWII postal historian, see online scans 300

1536   6        C24, 1939 30c Dull blue,  approximately 30 covers, each selected as particularly interesting, including 
mail returned to sender, censored covers, rare rates, registered, etc., many individually priced at $150+, 
some small faults but generally F-VF, a fascinating lot for the specialist, see online scans 1250

1537   6        C24, 1939 30c Dull blue,  approximately 35 covers to Asia and the Pacific, including destinations such as 
Hawaii, India, Australia, China, New Zealand, and Japan, many different markings and censors, generally 
F-VF, ideal for the exhibitor or postal historian (see online scans) 350

1538   6        C24, 1939 30c Dull blue,   approximately 36 covers to Africa and the Middle East, many with censor 
markings, auxiliary markings, interesting destinations, etc., generally F-VF, a wealth of research waiting 
to be done for the interested postal historian (see online scans) 450

1539   6        C24, 1939 30c Dull blue,  approximately 42 covers to North, Central and South America, many different 
rates, routes, censor markings, destinations, etc, generally F-VF, perfect for the exhibitor or postal 
historian (see online scans) 450

1540   6        C24, 1939 30c Dull blue,   approximately 51 covers, all to interesting destinations, everything from 
censors to uncommon rates, many items priced individually in the $50-200 range, generally F-VF, much 
of interest for the dedicated postal historian, see online scans 1800

1541   6        C24, 1939 30c Dull blue,  approximately 210 covers to Europe, a few first flights but the vast majority are 
non-philatelic, a wealth of auxiliary markings, rates, routes, censors, etc., many to England, France, and 
Germany, but note uncommon destinations as well, generally F-VF, the perfect basis for an exhibit of this 
issue (see online scans) 900

1542 **   4       C79 Variety, 1973 13c Carmine, "Tagging Mixture",  as described in Scott footnote, "mixture of red and 
green tagging", upper right plate number 34557 plate block of 4, NH, Very Fine, 2015 PSE certificate. 
(Scott unpriced). 60

1543 **   4       C149a, 2012 $1.05 Lancaster County, Die cutting omitted on front,  lower-left plate block of four, backing 
paper with normal die cutting but completely absent on front, Very Fine, a scarce modern error (Scott 
$1,600 as two pairs) 200
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1544 **          E3, 1893 10c Orange,  intense color, NH, Fine. (Scott ($675). 150

1545 **          E4, 1894 10c Blue,  fresh, NH, 1996 PF certificate, 2007 PSE Graded F 70 certificate (SMQ $1,100). 500
1546 *          E4, 1894 10c Blue,   fresh and well centered, o.g., hinge remnant, small flaws/faults, near Very Fine 

appearing. (Scott $850) 80
1547 **          E5, 1895 10c Blue,   bottom partial imprint single, deep intense color, NH, Very Fine,  photocopy 2009 PF 

certificate for the imprint strip of four from which this single originated. (Scott $500). 130
1548 *          E5, 1896 10c Blue,  bright and intense color, exceptionally well centered, o.g., fairly light hinge, Very 

Fine. (Scott $210).  80
1549 **          E6, 1902 10c Ultramarine,  top plate number 1482 single, fresh and bright, stamp NH, Fine. (Scott $525).

100
1550 *          E6, 1902 10c Ultramarine,  bright, fresh and well centered, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. (Scott $230).

80
1551   6        E7, 1908 10c Green,   used on 2c Washington envelope on August 27, 1909, from Milwaukee, WI to 

the SS George Washington in Hoboken, NJ, with the ship's name in a purple script handstamp and a 
manuscript "Too late," transit and receiving marks on reverse, E7 has BEP inscription in lower margin, 
light crease at right but otherwise a clean and attractive cover, Very Fine 60

1552 **          E9, 1914 10c Ultramarine,  fresh and bright, NH, couple blunted perfs at bottom, Fine, 1990 PF certificate. 
(Scott $425). 120

1553 **          E9, 1914 10c Ultramarine,  bright and fresh, NH, Fine. (Scott $425). 100
1554   6        10c Special Delivery Issues on Cover from Canada to USA, 10c perf issue (most likely E9) affixed 

on Canadian postal stationery mailed to the US; 1) 1915 on 2c Admiral postal card with the spec del 
issue affixed in Canada (just tied by the Toronto cds) and canceled again in Indianapolis with the "Fee 
claimed..." handstamp below; 2) 2c KG V envelope uprated with 1c KE VII canceled by circular grids with 
a 1917 Frampton Que cds, spec del issue ( jumbo margined single) affixed in Canada and canceled on 
arrival being tied by a portion of a light duplex cancel; each a bit of aging but still Fine and scarce; US 
special delivery stamps are very scarce on US postal stationery but even rarer on Canadian stationery, a 
great pair for the specialist of this issue (see online scan) 150

Postage Due Issues
1555 **          J2, 1879 2c Brown,  rich color, NH, Fine, photocopy 1992 PF certificate for the block of ten from which this single 

originated (Scott $1,050). 130
1556 **          J15, 1884 1c Red brown,  deep intense color, exceptionally fresh and well centered full fresh original 

gum, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $70).  50
1557 *          J20, 1884 30c Red brown,  extremely fresh and exceptionally centered, o.g., barest trace of hinging, Very 

Fine. (Scott $200) 100

1558 **          J25, 1891 5c Bright claret,   intensly bright color, very well centered, NH, Very Fine, photocopy 1989 PF 
certificate, 2015 PF Graded VF 80 certificate  (Scott $290). 170
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1559 **          J32, 1894 2c Deep claret,  bright and fresh right side vertical pair with part arrow, NH, Fine (Scott $480 
as singles). 120

1560 **          J35, 1894 10c Deep claret,  rich color, NH; 2015 PF Graded  Fine 70 certificate. (SVG $275). 190

1561 **          J36b, 1895, 30c Pale rose,  bright and impressive color, NH, 2014 PF Graded F-VF certificate (SVG $550). 300
1562 *          J37, 1894 50c Deep claret,  mint, "tiny hinge thin" noted on cert, Very Good, an attractive stamp; 2015 

PSE certificate (Scott $1,800) 220
1563 **          J41, 1895 5c Deep claret,  horizontal pair, extremely bright and fresh, NH, Fine. (Scott $560 as singles).

150
1564 **   4       J52, 1910 1c Deep claret,  block of four, bright and fresh, typical centering for this difficult issue, NH, 

just Fine. (Scott $880). 75
1565 *          J57, 1914 30c Carmine lake,  intense shade, o.g., Fine. (Scott $225). 60
1566 *          J60, 1916 2c Rose,  bright, fresh and true color, typical centering for this elusive issue, o.g., tiny trace of 

perf indent, Fine. (Scott $225). 50
1567 **   4       J63, 1917 3c Carmine rose,  stunning block of four (3mm spacing), NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott $155).

100
1568 *   4       J67, 1917 50c Carmine rose,  bright and fresh left sheet margin block of four, 3mm spacing, h.r., Fine. 

(Scott $600). 100

U.S. Postal Agency in China
1569   6        British-American Tobacco Co., Ltd. Perfin Cover to USA,  two 1c green Franklins tied by "SHANGHAI, 

CHINA/U.S. POSTAL AG'CY" May 23 duplex, both stamps with the "B.A.T./Co.Ld." perfin ("Catalogue 
of United States Perfins" #B26.5I; rated A, the rarest rating used in that catalogue), with matching British-
American Tobacco Co., Ltd. corner card, ragged at top and slightly creased at upper-right, otherwise an 
attractive cover with very scarce Shanghai commercial perfins 75

1570 */(*)  

6        

K1/K14, 1919 4c/$2 Offices in China Surcharges  11 mostly different on two stockcards, mint include: K2 
(2), K3 (2), K14 (2), K16, used include: K1, K4, KK12, K13, also includes US 2c (301) tied on cover with "US 
Postal Agency, Shanghai China"  3/23/04 duplex, missing backflap, Very Fine cover, an attractive group, 
all used with light cancels. generally Fine or better, (Scott $1,400). (see online scans). 200

1571 **   4       K3, 1919 6c on 3c Violet,  plate number block of 6, #8869 top, NH but large natural gum skip across top 
three stamps, strong overprint, Fine (Scott $1,150) 210

1572 */**   4       K3, 1919 6c on 3c Violet, three multiples: left side plate number 8869 block of six, NH, VG-F; block of 
four with plate number 8906, NH, Fine; block of four, top pair o.g., bottom pair NH, VG-Fine (Scott 
$2,170) 150

1573 **          K13, 1919 40c on 20c Deep ultramarine,  extremely attractive with "Jumbo" and well balanced margins, 
NH, Extremely Fine (Scott $300). 200
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1574 *   4       K14, 60c on 30c Orange red,  left side plate number 6921 plate block of six, slightly disturbed o.g., Fine, 
fresh.. (Scott $1,050). 150

1575 *          K15, 1919 $1 on 50c Light violet,  bright and fresh, small h.r., Fine. (Scott ($575). 100

Official issues
1576 *          O13, 1873 6c Executive,  bright color, fresh, slightly sweated full o.g., Fine, 1982 PF certificate. (Scott 

$900). 150
1577 *          O25, 1873 1c Justice,  bright, fresh and well centered, o.g., Very Fine. (Scott $250). 75
1578 (*)          O34, 1873 90c Justice,  well centered, regummed and reperfed, near Very Fine appearing. 2017 PSE 

certificate. (Scott $1,900). 150
1579 *          O62, 1873 10c State,  deep intense color, well centered, o.g., old paper hinge remnant, Very Fine and 

extremely fresh (Scott $230). 80
1580 *          O63, 1873 12c State,  deep color, part o.g., Fine. (Scott $310) 75
1581  3         O68, 1873, $2 State,  partial Washington DC cancel, about Fine. (Scott $3,000). 400
1582 *          O79, 1873 15c Treasury,  attractive pale shade, o.g., Fine, photocopy 2014 PF certificate for the block of four 

from which this stamp originated (Scott $300). 100
1583 *          O80, 1873 24c Treasury,  deep color, o.g., slightly sweated at top, Fine. (Scott $675). 100
1584 *          O89, 1873 12c War,  rich color, o.g., near Very Fine. (Scott $275). 60
1585 **   4       O90, 1873 15c War,  partial imprint and plate number 87 block of 10, NH, one stamp small india ink 

stain, otherwise Fine. (Scott $1,900 as NH singles). 400
1586 (*)          O94, 1879 1c Agriculture, Soft Porous Paper,  bright and fresh, well centered, without gum as issued, 

small faults, Fine appearing. 2017 Crowe certificate. (Scott  $6,000). 300

1587 *          O96, 1879 1c Interior, Soft Paper,  bright, fresh and well centered, full fresh o.g., Very Fine, 2014 PF 
Graded VF 80 certificate (Scott $300). 150

1588 (*)          O112, 1879 30c Treasury,  very fresh, unused, a couple barely short perfs at bottom, Fine and elusive. 
(Scott $875). 100

Newspaper and Periodical Issues
1589  3         PR16, 1875 12c Rose,  fresh and well centered, neatly pen cancelled, Very Fine. 2007 PF certificate.  (Scott 

$100). 50
1590 (*)          PR24, 1875 $1.92 Dark brown,  rich color and sharp impression, unused, nibbed perf not mentioned on 

certificate, Fine appearing. 2017 Crowe certificate. (Scott $775). 150
1591  3         PR24, 1875 $1.92 Dark brown,  exceptionally fresh and well centered, attractive blue "brush" cancel, 

couple trivial and barely short perfs, Very Fine appearing. (Scott $850). 100
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1592 (*)          PR41, 1875 24c Pale Rose, Special Printing,  beautiful pale shade, unused as issued, Fine, only 411 issued. 
2017 Crowe certificate. (Scott $2,100). 500

1593 (*)          PR95, 1894 12c Pink,  unused, small flaws/faults, Fine. 2017 Crowe certificate (Scott $525). 100
1594 *          PR110, 1895 $10 Green,  lightly hinged with small thin, reperforated at left and top, Fine, a fresh and 

attractive stamp; 2015 PSE certificate (Scott $2,500) 350
1595 *   4       PR115-16, 1898 2c, 5c Black,  imprint, arrow and plate number blocks of six, bright and fresh, stamps NH 

except 2c with hinge sliver between perfs for strengthening, some major perf seperations and in need of 
strengthening, Fine. (Scott $475). 80

Parcel Post Issues

1596 **          Q10, 1913 50c Carmine rose,  lower right corner sheet margin single, bright and fresh, NH, Very Fine, 
2006 APS certificate for the block of four from which this single originated  (Scott $600). 350

1597 **          Q10, 1913 50c Parcel Post,  bottom imprint ("Fifty") sheet margin single, NH, light gum skips, Fine. 
(Scott $600). 100

1598 *          Q10, 1913 50c Parcel Post,   exceptionally bright and well centered, o.g., h.r., Extremely Fine. (Scott 
$235). 80

Parcel Post Postage Due Issues
1599   6        JQ1, JQ3 Used as Postage Due on Covers,  trio of Parcel Post Due stamps used as postage dues during 

the WW I period, 1c on 1915 with incoming censored ppc from Ceylon; 5c on 1915 incoming censored 
from Germany and an unusual 1919 internal US use from Seattle to Tacoma with the 1c (precanceled) 
functioning as domestic postage due, mixed condition but a Fine, scarce and desirable use of these issues 
as "normal" postage dues (see online scan) 180

1600 **   4       JQ2, 1913 2c Parcel Post Due,  plate number block of 6, #6243 top, skillfully rejoined perfs along most of both 
vertical columns, stamps themselves are NH, Fine and scarce (Scott $4,850 for NH plate block) 700
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1601 **   4       JQ4, 1913 10c Parcel Post Due,  plate number block of 6, #6251 bottom, stamps are NH, lightly hinged 
in selvage only, skillfully rejoined along most of both vertical columns, Fine and rare (Scott $10,500 for 
NH plate block) 1100

1602 *   4       JQ4, 1913 10c Green,  bottom plate number 6252 plate block of six, o.g., expertly strenghtened  and hinge 
reinforced perfs, rejoined horizontally, still impressive plate block, Fine appearing. (Scott $7,500). 1000

1603 **   4       JQ5, 1913 25c Parcel Post Due,  plate number block of 6, #6247 top, NH, skillfully rejoined along most 
of first vertical column and half of second, Fine and rare (Scott $6,000 for NH plate block) 700

Postal Stationery Cut Squares

1604 *          U211 var., 1875 90c Carmine on white, Centennial special printing,  34x33mm cut square, a fresh and 
attractive example of this rare special printing, hinge remnants on reverse, Very Fine (UPSS $700 for 
entire) 375

1605 *          UO45, 1875 1c War Department red on amber,  30x34mm cut square, not regularly issued, bright and 
fresh, Very Fine (Scott $800) 220

Postal Stationery Proofs and Specimens
1606       S    U311S, U315S, 1187 2c Green, "UNIVERSAL POSTAL CONGRESS" Specimen Overprints Assortment, 

eight different entires, most with stuck backflaps, F-VF (UPSS 928-12, 930-12, 932-12, 933-12, 935-12, 943-
12, 949-12, 99-12, $800) 120

1607           P U333P, 1887 5c Blue on blue proof,  Thorp die 92, number 105h, in normal color, on issued paper with rounded 
corners, laid paper, watermark 8, Very Fine and quite scarce; ex-T.D. Perry. (UPSS E117h) 75

Postal Stationery Entires and Wrappers
1608 */**  6        U12/343, 19th Century Entires Assortment, group of 16, mostly different and large sized, includes: U12, 

U39, U60-62, U63 (2), U70, U181, U183, U109, U205, U211 (2), U342-43, few small flaws/faults but 
overall F-VF (Owner's Scott $2,500+) 300

1609   6        U32, 1860 10c Green,  entire, purported to be less than 10 known, light soiling and handwritten "1857" in 
address panel (most probably non-contemporaneous), light tone spot in bust, Fine and rare. 3000

1610 **  6        U62/U198, 1864-74 6c-15c Entires, Wells Fargo & Co. Printed Frank,  5 large sized entires, all with Wells 
Fargo printed frank, includes: U62, U70, U94, U198 (2), most with small flaws, U70 back flap seperated, 
generally attractive and F-VF. (Scott $785 without premium for printed frank). 90

1611   6        U68, 1864 12c Brown on buff,   legal sized unaddressed entire with printed "If not delivered to..." cc, 
printed Wells Fargo frank, light partially struck red Los Angeles company oval cancel, overall light soiling 
and light water stain across top, o/w Fine; ex-Marcus White (Scott $1,200 as used entire).  120

1612 **  6        Plimpton Centennial Issue, 1876 1c Light blue (UPSS 262),   Wmk 2, Size 6, Knife 18, die 47, square gum, 
Very Fine, scarce. (UPSS $500).  90

1613 **  6        Plimpton "Centennial Issue", 1876 1c Light blue (UPSS 262),  Wmk 2, Size 6, Knife 18, Die 47, square 
gum, Very Fine. (UPSS $500). 90

1614 **  6        Plimpton "Centennial Issue", 1c Light blue on amber (UPSS 269b)  Wmk 2, Size 6, Knife 18, Die 47, 
square gum, light toning, still Fine. (UPSS $500). 75

1615 **  6        Plimpton "Centennial Issue", 1876 2c Red on cream (UPSS 334),  Wmk 2, Size 8, Knife 36, light toning, 
still Very Fine. (USPS $500). 90
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1616 *  6        Plmpton "Centennial Issue", 1876 3c Green (UPSS 359a),   Wmk 2, Size 3, Knife 7, printed address, light 
tone line across embossing, otherwise Fine. (UPSS $500). 75

1617 *  6        Plimpton "Centennial Issue", 1873 3c Green on amber (UPSS 398a),  fresh and bright, printed return 
address, Very Fine. (UPSS $500).  90

1618 **  6        Plimpton "Centennial Issue", 1876 6c Rose vermilion on amber (UPSS 520a),  Wmk 2, Size 10, Knife 53, 
die 62, ever so slight toning, Very Fine. (UPSS $500).  90

1619 *          U282 var., 1883 2c Brown on manila, Without watermark, die 81, size 8, mint entire, Very Fine and 
choice; unlisted as such in UPSS; with authentication letter from the UPSS indicating as future listing 
number of 831a. 200

1620 *          U293, 1886 2c Grant letter sheet,  wholesale lot of 25 unfolded mint and 31 folded mint, some with light 
toning and other faults but generally F-VF (no photo; Scott $1,680) 200

1621 **  6        U358, 1899 2c Carmine, Double Print,   one albino, other partially struck on reverse, Very Fine and 
unusual.  60

1622 **  6        U454b, 1920-21, 2c on 2c Carmine, Die 5 (UPSS 2825),    Very Fine. (Scott $650). 150
1623 **  6        U462, 1920-21, 2c on 4c Chocolate (UPSS 2806),  Wmk 14, Size 21, Knife 100, Die 108, light soiling, still 

F-VF. (Scott $800). 150
1624 **  6        U463, 1920-21 2c on 4c Chocolate on Amber (UPSS 2808),  Wmk 14, Size 21, Knike 100, Very Fine. (Scott 

$1,200). 250
1625   6        Privatly Printed Bulk Rate Pictorial Stamped Envelopes of 1972,   set of five different from Imperial 

Albums Co. of Hartford, Vt (Permit 1),  VF, with research.  80
1626 *          UC1 var., 1929 5c Blue, Watermark 30a, five mint entires. F-VF. (UPSS AM7-30a, $1,000) 100
1627 **  6        UC1a, 1920 5c Blue, Orange and Blue Border type b,  light edge wear and aging, Fine, scarce. (Scott 

$375).  90
1628  3 6        UC1a, 1920 5c Blue, Orange and Blue Border type b,  two 1931 Flight covers with cachets, both with light 

edge wear and slight soiling/toning, still Very Fine, scarce. (Scott $900). 140
1629 **  6        UC3 Variety, 1934 6c Orange, Major Re-entry, Die 2a (UPSS AM24a-25a)   three entires, two without 

border, Very Fine. (UPSS $550).  90
1630 **  6        UC29, 1958 6c Orange + 1c Green Surcharge, Die 2c,  six entires, Very Fine, also includes unlisted size 

13 (UPSS AM78, UPSS Catalog $600. (Scott $300 + UPSS $600) 140
1631 **  6        UO26, 1873 12c Dark red,  large entire, Very Fine, also includes: UO20, same size, small pinhole, both 

signed Marcus White under flap. (Scott $290).  90

1632 **  6        UO75, 1987 22c Blue, Tag Bar Omitted (UPSS OM14),   Very Fine. This is the discovery copy and 
presumed to be Unique, also includes 29c UO84 with missing logo "Recycled" under flap.  150
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1633 *          UX1, 1873 1c Brown,  light scuffing on reverse, still Very Fine. (Scott $400; UPSS S1, $400). 75
1634 *          P Postal Card Duo, mint UX1 with ms notation on back "May 15th 1873 / cards just out, D"; 1879 (?) 2c 

card trial color proof in salmon, F-VF 75
1635 *          UX3/UX10, 1873/91 Postal Cards,  small group of cards: UX3 (3), UX5 (2), UX6 (10), UX7 (2), UX9a 

(2), UX10 (3),  some light soiling mostly Fine. (Scott $1,200). 100
1636   6        UX3a, 1873 1c Brown, Unwatermarked,  lightly cancelled, Very Fine, scarce. (Scott $775; UPSS S2j, $750). 

150
1637   6        UX5/UX21, 1875/1910, Unusual 1c Postal Cards,  8 cards, all selected for the unusual, includes UX5 

uprated with 2c Vermilion to Prussia, UX18 uprated to Germany, U18 hand drawn multi-colored to 
Alabama, UX21 uprated to Germany, others with minor printing flaws or color varieties, Very Fine and 
unusual. (see online scans).  90

1638 *          UX10, 1893 "Official Souvenir Postal Card World's Columbian Exposition",   series 1, ten of twelve 
designs, all Very Fine. 90

1639 *  6        UX12-13, 1894-97 1c Postal Cards,  nine cards: UX12 (4 mint, one used), note one mint with printing 
variety; UX13, 2 mint, others used to Switzerland & Germany, all Very Fine. (Scott $850). 150

1640 *          UX14, 1897 1c Black, "Official Postal Card Trans-Mississippi International Exposition",   multi-colored 
Exposition scenes, set of 10 different, few small edge flaws, still Very Fine (UPSS EX89-98, $1,000) 140

1641 *  6        UX14-15, 1897-98 1c Postal Cards,  interesting balance: UX14 (6) mint cards;UX14 (3) unused; UX15 
(3) mnt cards + 1 used, several with printing flaws, including UPSS S17, generally F-VF. (Scott listed $398 
+ unlisted) 90

1642 *          UX16/UX20, 1898-1908 1c Postal Cards, Listed & unlisted Varieties,   6 different printing varieties: 
UX16 Grommet missing above head; UX16 "Estats" with doubling; UX18 double entry below inscription 
bar; UX 19 (UPSS S24a) double frameline at bottom; UX19 (UPSS S24b), cracked plate, UX20 broken 
frameline, all Very Fine, ideal for specialist.     125

1643   6        UX18, 1902 1c Black on buff,  specialized lot of 8 hand drawn pictures on mainly properly used cards with 
some very nice usages including the star of the show showing a beautiful woman (very well executed), 
a geisha with umbrella, children reading "Two is company, three is a crowd", flowers, a beautiful boat 
house by the lake, etc., F-VF; a great holding for this popular card and for those that collect hand-drawn/
painted mail (see online scans) 110

1644 *          UX19/UX22, 1898-1910, 1c Postal Card Group,  small group in quantities: UX16 (20), UX18 (18), UX19 
(6), UX20 (5), UX22 (8), all clean and Very Fine. (Scott $1,364).  200

1645 *          UX21a, 1910 1c Bronze blue,  pristine mint card, Extremely Fine, scarce. (Scott $400; UPSS S28a, $425). 150
1646 *          UX21a, 1910 1c Bronze blue,  light corner toning from photo mounts, otherwise Very Fine, scarce. (Scott 

$400; UPSS S28a, $425). 75
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1647   6        UX21e, 19101 1c Bluish, "Four Arcs" Variety, Type 1,  St Louis, Mo. 8/19/10 machine cancel, Very Fine 
and scarce card. (Scott $600; UPSS S28f, 600).  150

1648 *  6        UX22/UX30, 1910-18 Printed Advertising Postal Cards, 7 different, 3 being multi-colored, two from Adpostal 
Corp, Allentown, Pa (both sides), all but one unused and Very Fine. 90

1649 *  6        UX32, 1918 1c on 2c Red Surcharges,  three cards: two mint, other unused, includes: S44-30 (Ogden, 
Ut.) both mint and unused, S44-26 mint (Minneapolis, Mn.), light toning (corners), otherwise Very Fine. 
(Scott $120+; UPSS $275)).   60

1650 *          UX33b, 1920 1c on 2c Red, Double surcharge,  mint card, Very Fine. (Scott $150).  75
1651 *  6        UX37/UY12, 1915/26 1c-3c Postal Cards,  five cards: UX37 used to Palestine; UY7r card unused; UY9r 

used from Palestine; UY9r used from South Africa, UY12 to Sweden, unused reply, all Very Fine, attractive.  60
1652 *          UX38c, 1951 2c Lake on buff,  10 cards, one with trivial tone spot, otherwise Very Fine, additional UX38 

for comparison, also includes: 3 used UX38, 2 having printing flaws, other with unusual "due" handling. 
(Scott $350; UPSS S54Ab, $375) 75

1653 *          UX41a, 1952 2c on 1c Green, Revalued, Inverted surcharge,  printed cc also inverted, Very Fine, only 600 
known. (UPSS S57f) 85

1654          E c.1974 "Zip Code" Postal Card Essay,  unadopted design similar to 10c (1511), proposed for international 
mail, Very Fine and Rare. 900
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1655 *          UX65a, 1972 6c Magenta, Tagging Omitted,  mint card, Very Fine (Scott $500; UPSS S82a, $200)
90

1656 *          UX153 var., 19c + 1c "Additional Postage Paid" ,  Columbus Ohio surcharge, Very Fine, purported issue 
of 5,000, less than 100 reported, extremely scarce.(UPSS S166-COH) 90

1657 *  6        Eclectic Postal Card, Postal Card Balance, twelve unusual or different cards: UX23, 1914 USMC Vera 
Cruz duplex; mint UX27 (2), mint pale green and regular cover; unused UX29c with mint normal for 
comparison; mint Government miscut UX120 variety; 2c (651 FD card (Planty 651-37); group 3 different 
1950 First Flights, UXC1, Boston/ Dusseldorf (2) + New York/ Dusseldorf, all Very Fine. 90

1658 *          UXC1a, 1949 4c Deep red, mint card, Very Fine, includes UXC1 for comparison. (Scott $550; UPSS SA1c, 
$450). 90

1659   6        UXC1a, 1949 4c Deep red,  cacheted FDC, Washington DC 1/10/49 machine cancel, Extremely Fine. 
(Scott $250; UPSS SA1c, $400). 75

1660   6        UXC1a, 1949 4c Deep red, Houston, Tex. 4/5/54 machine cancel, Very Fine and rare with less than ten 
used cards known. (Scott $450; UPSS SA1c, $400).  90

1661 *          UXC3b, 1960 5c Red on cream, Two lozenges at left double printed, red over blue,  mint card, Very Fine. 
(Scott $200; UPSS SA3a, $200).  75

1662 *          UXC14b, 1974 11c Stylized Eagle, Tagging omitted, mint card but signed by designer, Very Fine and rare. 
(Scott $500; UPSS SA13ad).  150

1663 *          UXC16b, 1975, 21c Weather Vane, Tagging omitted, mint card, Very Fine. (Scott $275; UPSS SA15b, 
$240) 75

1664 *          UY5, 1901 1c-1c Blue, two mint folded cards, Very Fine. (Scott $350; see online scans). 90
1665 *          UY6, 1911 1c+1c Green, mint folded card, light edge toning, message card with light corner crease, 

otherwise Very Fine. (Scott $175). 50
1666   6        UY7m, 1915 1c Green Message card, COLERIDGE, NEBRASKA Precancel,  a printed advertisement for 

a furniture auction to be held in Coleridge, Nebraska (Dec 15 1949); corner crease, still Very Fine; this 
precancel is not listed in "Precanceled Postal Cards 1874-1961" 50

1667 *          UY9, 1920 1c Surcharge on 2c Red, Unsevered Pair,  two unsevered pairs, one with additional surcharge 
on reverse of reply card, both Very Fine.   90
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LotNo Start Price

1668  3         R2c, 1862 1c Playing Cards, Perforated,  neat handstamp cancel, couple blunted perfs, near Very Fine. 
(Scott $210).  90

1669 *          R3b, 1862 Proprietary, Part perforated,  beautiful color, full o.g., Fine, catalog as used. (Scott $275).
100

1670  3         R17c, 1862 3c Playing Cards, Perforated,  light pen cancel, one pulled perf, Very Fine appearing. (Scott 
$175).  80

1671  3         R21c, 1862 4c Playing Cards, Perforated,  fresh, stunning color, 1863 pen cancel bleeds through to back 
in couple of spots, Fine, difficult stamp to find in "sound" condition. (Scott $800). 200

1672  3  4       R27c, 1862 5c Inland Exchange,  block of six showing dramatic "pre-printing" paper fold on right vertical 
pair, some minor perf seperations, Fine, stunning block 80

1673  3         R36a, 1862 10c Inland Exchange, Imperf,  deep color, unusual 1872 blue company handstamp, near 
Very Fine. (Scott $500). 100

1674  3         R37b, 1862 10c Power of Attorney, Part Perf,  vertical strip of 3, bright and fresh, light pen cancel, Fine. 
(Scott $100 as pair). 90

1675  3         R43a, 1862 25c Bond, Imperforate,  beautiful pale shade, mostly large and well balanced margins, neat 
1863 pen cancel, Very Fine. (Scott $300). 90

1676  3         R49b, 1862 25c Protest, Part Perf,  bright color, neat 1862 pen cancel, Fine. (Scott $1,100). 150
1677  3         R51a, 1862 30c Foreign Exchange, Imperf,  large margins including partial imprint at left, 1864 pen cancel, 

couple light creases, Very Fine appearing, nice positional single for plating. (Scott $200). 75
1678  3         R61a, 1862 50c Passage Ticket, Imperf,  lovely pale shade, mostly large and well balanced margins, light 

pen cancel, Very Fine (Scott $140). 75
1679  3         R62b, 1862 50c Probate of Will, Part Perf,  bright, intense color, very light pen cancel, near Very Fine. 

(Scott ($250). 90
1680  3         R65b, 1862 70c Foreign Exchange, Part Perf,   bright color, somewhat light pen cancel, Fine. (Scott 

$200). 90
1681  3         R66d, 1871 $1 Conveyance, Silk Paper, fresh and bright shade, usual 1871 pen cancel, Fine. (Scott $175). 

75
1682  3         R68d, 1871 $1 Entry of Goods, Silk Paper,  typical bright shade and light 1872 pen cancel, Very Fine. 

2011 Weiss certificate. (Scott $150). 75
1683 (*)          R74c, 1862 $1 Passage Ticket, Perforated,  ribbed paper, appears unused, Fine. (Scott $350). 90
1684  3         R79a, 1862 $1.60 Foreign Exchange, Imperf,  large margins to clear or touching along right side, neat 

handstamp cancel, Fine. (Scott $1,500). 150
1685  3         R80c, 1862 $1.90 Foreign Exchange, Perforated,  cut cancel, appears unused, near Very Fine. (Scott 

$200). 75
1686  3         R82a, 1862 $2 Mortgage, Imperf,  ample margins to clearing at bottom, bright color, 1863 pen cancel, 

Fine. (Scott $150). 75
1687  3         R85a, 1862 $3 Charter Party, Imperf,  deep intense color and proof like impression, ample margins, 

neat 1869 pen cancel, Very Fine. (Scott $200). 90
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1688  3         R88a, 1863 $5 Charter party, Imperf,  huge margins all around, 1863 pen cancel, Extremely Fine. (Scott $300). 100
1689  3         R91a, 1862 $5 Charter party, Imperf,  exceptionally large and well balanced margins, neat pen cancel, 

Extremely Fine. (Scott $200). 90
1690  3         R92a, 1862 $5 Probate of Will, Imperf,   large and well balanced margins, neat 1862 pen cancel, tiny 

pinhole in outer margin, Extremely Fine. (Scott $800).  100
1691  3         R93a, 1862 $10 Charter Party, Imperf,  mostly large margins, deep rich color, light pen cancel, Very 

Fine. (Scott $900).  200
1692  3         R94a, 1862 $10 Conveyance, Imperf,  well centered, light pen cancel, Very Fine. (Scott $175). 80
1693  3         R98a, 1862 $20 Conveyance, Imperf,  ample margins, bright intense color, neat 1865 pen cancel, Very 

Fine. (Scott $175). 80
1694  3         R100a, 1862 $25 Mortgage, Imperf,  mostly large margins, neat 1865 pen cancel, Very Fine. 1990 PF 

certificate. (Scott $2,700). 500
1695  3         R101a, 1862 $50 USIR, Imperf,  ample margins, couple minor faults, none detracting from overall Fine 

appearance. (Scott $325). 80
1696  3         R102c, 1862 $200 USIR, Perforated,  bright colors, unusual "Surrogate's Office" pen cancel, Fine. (Scott 

$950). 200
1697  3         R108, 1871 6c Blue & black,  very fresh, light pen cancel, Fine. (Scott $250). 80
1698  3         R114, 1871 40c Blue & black,  deep intense color, light company handstamp, Very Fine, Premium stamp. 

(Scott $130). 75
1699  3         R126, 1871 $3.50 Blue & black,   intense color, very well centered, light pen cancel, Very Fine. (Scott 

$500). 100

1700  3         R129, 1871 $20 Blue & black,  bright color & crisp impression, light pen cancel, near Very Fine. (Scott $1,150). 200
1701  3         R131, 1871 $50 Blue & black,  deep intense colors, near proof like impression, 1872 pen cancel, Fine. 

(Scott $1,400). 300
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1702  3         R149, 1871 $10 Green and black,   intense color, bold 1872 pen cancel, near Very Fine. (Scott $400).
90

1703  3         R150, 1871 $20 Orange and black, pale shade, light 1872 pen cancel, Fine. (Scott $800).  150
1704 *   4       R257, 1928-29 $1 Green,  block of 4, large part o.g., just Fine. (Scott $800). 270
1705 *          R679-83, 1954 $30-$500 Carmine,  five values, each with full tab from booklet panes, without gum as 

issued, Very Fine. (Scott $370). (see online scans).  90

Stock Transfer (RD)
1706 *          RD368, 1952 25c Green,  fresh and bright, without gum as issued, Fine. (Scott $550). 100

Silver Tax (RG)
1707 **          RG58-69, 1941 1c-$1 Gray, complete to $1, NH, 5c & 8c natural SE, 10c small bit of gum loss, otherwise 

F-VF. (Scott $522). (see online scans). 100
1708 **          RG71, 1941 $2 Gray, fresh and NH, Fine. (Scott $350).  90
1709 **          RG72, 1941 $3 Gray,  bright, fresh and NH, near Very Fine. (Scott $375). 90

Consular Fee (RK)
1710  3         RK1, 1906 25c Dark green,  two singles, both fresh and well centered, ea. pen cancelled, one with trivial 

short perf, both Very Fine. (Scott $240). 60

Revenue Stamped Paper (RN)
1711   6        Revenue Stamped Paper Collection, approximately 500 checks, circa 1870-90, sorted in envelopes 

by region, good run of types, illustrated engravings, different banks, etc., also includes 1st-3rd issue 
revenues on checks and 1898 battleship issues on documents, neatly organized and overall Very Fine. 80

Federal Duck Stamps (RW)
1712  3         RW1-73, Federal Duck Stamp Collection, 1934-2006, complete set of singles on White Ace pages, all 

signed, generally Fine or better. (Scott $1,450). (see online scans). 200
1713 */(*)/**          RW1/RW57 Collector Balance,  39 mostly different to 1990, many attractive appearing, most earlier with 

gum flaws, note RW1 (2), RW3-5, RW7-20 complete, then lacking  RW21, RW25-6, RW 28-9, RW31-4, etc., 
also includes small group of mixed condition but note several good used; two stockpages of later State 
issues: Minn., S. Dakota & Colorado, interesting and useful, please inspect. (see online scans). 150

1714 */**          RW3-RW74b, Federal Duck Stamp Collection, 1936-2007,  extremely attractive collection on White Ace 
pages, near complete and only lacking RW1-2, RW70A, RW72A to complete to 2007, some duplication 
includes RW66A-67A artist signed, o.g., mostly NH, few small flaws on couple earlier issues but generally 
Very Fine throughout. (Scott $4,700). (see online scans). 800

1715 **   4       RW40-RW75, 1973-2008 Federal Duck Stamp Plate Block Collection,  complete for years, NH, some light 
duplication with later $15 issues in plate blocks of 4 and 6, Exremely Fine; Face Value $3,600 1200

1716 **   4       RW68/76, Federal Duck Consignor Balance, exceptionally attractive balance of later $15 issues, NH, 
most in useful quantities, includes RW68, RW74-76 singles and plate blocks, includes many of the "die 
cut" sheetlets, also includes RW56-60 on Maxim cards and cancelled with First Day cancels, note special 
sheetlet with RW75 (see Scott footnote), Face $1,065 without FDC's or sheetlet ($90 as noted in Scott), 
all Very Fine. 300

1717   6        RW1-2, 1934-5 $1 Federal Duck Stamps on Licenses,   RW1 (California), RW2 (Wisconsin),   RW1 
unsigned, straight edges on two sides, RW2 signed, both Fine, (Scott $335). 80
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1718 **          RW1, 1934 $1 Mallards,  extremely fresh and perfectly centered, NH, natural diagonal gum bends (not 
detracting), Extremely Fine and choice. (Scott $725). 250

1719 **          RW1, 1934 $1 Mallards,  bright and fresh, NH, light natural gum bends, Fine, (Scott ($725). 140
1720 **          RW1, 1934 $1 Mallards, PO fresh, NH, light natural gum bends, Fine. (Scott $725). 140
1721 (*)          RW1, 1934 $1 Mallards,   exceptionally fresh and with large well balanced margins, without gum, 

Extremely Fine. (Scott $175). 60
1722 **          RW1, 1934 $1 Mallards,  bright and fresh, NH, light natural gum bends, just Fine. (Scott $750).

80
1723 **          RW2, 1935 $1 Canvasbacks,  outstanding single with bright, fresh color and very large and well balanced 

margins, NH, Extremely Fine and choice. (Scott $700).  250
1724 **          RW2, 1935 $1 Canvasbacks,  bright and fresh, NH, Fine. (Scott $700). 150
1725 *          RW2, 1935 $2 Canvasbacks,  intense color, barest trace of hinging, Fine. (Scott $350). 80
1726 **          RW4, 1937 $1 Scaup Ducks,   beautiful color, large and well balanced margins, NH, Extremely Fine. 

(Scott ($275). 100
1727 **          RW5, 1938 $1 Pintail Drake and Hen,   top plate number 138602 single, bright and fresh, NH, Fine. 

(Scott $400). 100
1728 **          RW6, 1939 $1 Green-winged Teal,  bottom plate number 141428 single, NH, Extremely Fine & Choice. 

(Scott ($225). 90
1729 **   4       RW10, 1943 $1 Wood Ducks,  top right plate number F152826 block of six, NH, light natural vertical 

gum crease affects right vertical pair, Fine. (Scott $700). 125
1730 **   4       RW16, 1949 $2 Goldeneye Ducks,  bottom left plate number 160791 block of six, NH, typical natural 

diagonal gum bends and skips, Very Fine. (Scott $425). 100
1731 **   4       RW18, 1951 $2 Gadwall Ducks, top sheet margin block of six with plate number 162127, NH, typical 

light natural gum bends/skips, Very Fine. (Scott $540).  100
1732 **          RW26, 1959 $3 Labrador Retriever,  exceptionally fresh and well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott 

$120). 60
1733 **   4       RW26, 1959 $3 Labrador Retriever, plate number block of four #167109 UL, NH, Very Fine. (Scott 

$550). 150
1734 **   4       RW32, 1965, $3 Canvasback Drakes, plate number block of four #168791 UR, NH, Very Fine, (Scott 

$450).   100
1735 **          RW38, 1971 $3 Cinnamon Teals,  wholesale lot of 5, NH, each with a 2005 PSE XF-Sup 95 graded certificate 

(no photo; SMQ $550) 100
1736 **   4       RW38, 1971 $3 Cinnamon Teals, plate block of four #171587 UR, NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott $175).

80
1737 **   4       RW38, 1971 $3 Cinnamon Teals,  upper right plate number 171587 plate block of four, NH, Very Fine. 

(Scott $175). 60
1738 **   4       RW40, 1973 $5 Steller's Eiders,  full sheet of 30, NH, one stamp with small gum disturbance, Very Fine 

(Scott $543 as plate block plus singles). 100
1739 **   4       RW53, RW56-58, 1986/91 $7.50/$15 Federal Ducks,  plate no blocks of four, NH, F-VF, Face Value $190

100
1740 **          RW63, 1996 $15 Surf Scoters, plate number single, NH, with 2017 PSE certificate graded Superb 98 certificate 

(SMQ $175) 85
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1741 **          RW66, 1999 $15 Greater Scaup,  remarkable centering, NH, 2017 PSE certificate graded Superb 98 certificate  
(SMQ $150) 75

1742 **   4       RW66, 1999 $15 Greater Scaup,  upper-right plate block of four, NH, exceptionally well-centered, 2017 
PSE graded Superb-98 certificate (SMQ $600 as singles) 250

1743 **          RW72b, 2005 $15 Hooded Mergansers S/S, Artist Signed,  attractive and scarce, NH, Very Fine, approx. 
750 were signed in black by artist. (Scott $1,900). 300

1744 **          RW73b var., 2006 Ross's Geese S/S, Signed by designer and engraver, NH, Very Fine; only about 5,000 
signed (Scott $160). 90

1745 **          RW73b, 2006 $15 Ross's Goose S/S, two artist signed S/S, NH, Very Fine (Scott $240). 80
1746 **          RW73b var., 2006 $15 Ross's Goose S/S,  two S/S, each signed by both artist and engraver (see Scott 

footnote), NH, Very Fine, somewhat scarce with only 5,000 signed thus; one with 2006 PSE Graded VF-80. 
(Scott $320) 100

1747 **          RW73b, 2006 $15 Ross's Goose S/S,  wholesale lot of 8, all signed by the artist and engraver and each 
with 2017 PSE graded XF-Sup 95 certificate (Scott $960) 475

1748 **          RW74b-RW76b, 2007-09 $15 Artist Signed S/S,  four signed S/S, includes: RW74b-75b, RW76b (2), NH, 
Very Fine. (Scott $295). 80

U.S. Taxpaids
1749 *          Distilled Spirit Stamps of 1940,  23 different, all with full coupons, including the Class "A" series from 

the same year, from 1 gallon to 130 gallons, also includes: 23 different  "Tax Paid"  stubs, unused, as issued, 
all Very Fine, unusual and attractive. (see online scans). 90

1750 *          Process Butter, Series of 1916, 10 lbs-100 lbs, (FB31b-37b),   set of 7, all unused as issued, Very Fine. 
(various retails around $350). (see online scans). 100

1751 *          Tobacco Strip Stamps, Series 123-24 (1953-54),  43 different on pages, all unused as issued, values from 
1/8 oz.-15 oz., all very Fine. (see online scans). 90

1752 *          Tobacco Stamps, Series 123-25 (1953-55),   70 different, attractive collection on pages, all unused as 
issued,  values ½ oz.-20 lbs, several better values present, Very Fine. (see online scans). 150

1753 *          Tobacco Strip Stamps, Series 125 (1955),  60 different, mounted on pages, values from 1/8 oz. to 16 oz. 
, all unused as issued, Very Fine, exceptionally fresh and attractive.  (see online scans). 90

1754 *          Cigarette Stamps, Class A Series 123-25, Class B Series 124-25,  71 different on album pages, all unused 
as issued, values from 5 cigarettes to 100 cigarettes, some better values present,  all Very Fine. (see online 
scans). 80

1755 *          Cigar Stamps, Series 123-25 (1953-55), Class A-G,  decent collection of 197 different on album pages, all 
unused as issued, all Very Fine, quick check of retail prices brings approx. retail to over $500. (see online scans). 90

1756 *          Snuff Stamps, Series 124-25 (1954-55),  55 different on pages, unused as issued, values from 1/8 oz.-5lbs, 
all Very Fine. (see online scans).  90

Postal Savings Stamps (PS)
1757 **          PS15, 1941 $5 Sepia,  six singles + vertical pair, all NH, mostly Very Fine. (Scott $420). 80
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1758 **          WS5, 1925 $5 Carmine,  bright color, well centered, NH, Very Fine and choice. (Scott $1,750). 500
1759 **          WS5, 1925 $5 Carmine,  bright and fresh, well centered, NH, traces of slight offset on reverse, trivial 

inclusion in bottom margin, Very Fine (Scott $1,750) 300
1760 **   4       WS11, 1945 $5 Violet brown,  block of four, NH, two with light gum tone spot showing only on reverse, 

Very Fine. (Scott $240). 80

Telegraph Issues
1761 **   4       1888 1c-25c American Telegraph Co., Complete Booklet, containing panes of six: 1c (4), 5c (6), 10c (5) & 

25c (4), NH,  minor edge staining, still near Very Fine intact booklet. (Scott $948 as singles). 190

Souvenir Cards
1762           Souvenir Card Collection 1970/90,  many dozens of cards, a mixture of mint and cancelled, includes 

USPS cards and BEP cards, light to moderate duplication, most appear VF but some have some toning 
or other flaws (2016 Brookman $1,250+) 75

Souvenir Pages
1763  3         US SOUVENIR PAGES 1972/1990.  hundreds of USPS Souvenir Pages, a high degree of completion for 

the years listed, some fading and one album with noticeable condition issues, but for the most part Very 
Fine (2016 Brookman $2,700+) 100

Test Booklets - Panes and Covers (TDB)
1764 **          TDB92a, 1997 Magenta Test Booklet,  lot of 10, fresh and attractive, Very Fine (Scott $2,500) 100

U.S. Possesions Postal History
1765 ** 3         Possessions Postal Cards, six different, best being Hawaii UX2, UX7, both mint, also includes mint 

Cuba, revalued from 2c to 1c by perforating machine, Canal Zone UX11, appears to be lake shade, 
broken "D" variety, US UX27 used in Canal Zone, etc, generally Very Fine.  80

Canal Zone
1766 *          1, 1904, 2c Rose,  fresh and well centered, tropicalized o.g., Very Fine. 1974 APS certificate. (Scott $650).

150
1767 *          2, 1904 5c Blue,  usual tropicalized o.g., Very Fine, an attractive stamp, 2017 PSE certificate (Scott $300)

80
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1768 *          3, 1904 10c Yellow,  fresh, slightly tropicalized o.g., Fine. 1982 APS certificate. (Scott $400). 150
1769  3         3, 1904 10c Yellow,  used, tiny tear at bottom right, Fine, 2017 PSE certificate (Scott $230) 75
1770 *          4-8, 1904 1c-10c Issues,  complete, o.g., 1c, 8c, 10c hinge remnants, also includes used 2c (5a), all Fine or 

better, fresh and attractive set. (Scott $485). 80
1771 *          7, 1904 8c Violet black, nicely centered with rich color, o.g., Very Fine; 1997 PF certificate (Scott $150)

90

1772 *          24c, 1906 5c Ultramarine and black, double overprint,   disturbed o.g., very clear double overprint, 
Extremely Fine, only 200 printed, 2017 PSE graded XF-90 certificate (Scott $500) 200

1773 *          39e, 1912 2c Vermilion and black, Inverted center,  fresh and well centered, o.g., near Very Fine. (Scott 
$750). 200

1774 *          48, 1915 2c Deep blue & black,  disturbed o.g., bright and fresh, Very Fine, an attractive stamp, 2017 PSE 
certificate (Scott $450) 150

1775 **          54, 1920 5c Deep blue and black, Type IV overprint, PO fresh and well centered, NH, choice Very Fine; 
1990 PF certificate (Scott $150 for hinged) 100

1776  3         58-59, 1920 50c-1b Pictorials,  both very fresh, well centered and lightly cancelled, Very Fine. (Scott 
$210). 100

1777 *          59, 1920 1b Dark violet and black,  fresh, slightly tropicalized o.g., Fine. (Scott $175). 100
1778 *          67, 1924 1c Green,  disturbed o.g. and light overall toning, Very Fine, 2017 PSE certificate (Scott $500)

150
1779  3         67, 1924 1c Green,  light and unobtrusive cancel, light diagonal crease and small tear at right, Very Fine, 

an attractive stamp, 2017 PSE certificate (Scott $200) 75
1780 *          1924 50c Orange,  disturbed o.g., Very Fine, stamp was prepared but never issued, only 600 were prepared 

and a small number made their way onto the marketplace (Scott $350) 150

1781  3         CO8-12, 1941 5c-40c Air Post Officials,  complete set of 5, fresh and mostly well centered, typical "roller" 
cancels as always, mostly Very Fine. (Scott $855). 200

1782  3         CO8, CO12 1941 5c Yellow Green, 40c Yellow,  low and high values to set, Fine or better. (Scott $350).
75

1783 *          J12-14, 1924 1c-10c Postage Dues,  complete set of 3, o.g., 1c bit of gum loss from hinge removal, all 
Fine. (Scott $415). 100
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LotNo Start Price

1784   6        Two Sagua La Grande, Cuba Covers,  Aug 1899 duplex cancel ties 1899 2c on 2c (Scott 222; faults) to 
patriotic envelope with stains, addressed to Cleveland OH, marked Unclaimed and Advertised, forwarded to 
Ft Thomas KY, Dead Letter Office triangle on reverse (scarce markings), other cover 1899 3c (Scott 229) tied 
by Apr 9 1900 postmark to very fine soldier's letter addressed to Cincinnati OH. Fine selection 50

1785           MIL. STA. No. 1 Puerto Principe Cuba N.Y.P.O. Apr 4 1899 duplex ties 1c overprint (small scuff) to 
folded printed circular addressed to Habana, light central vertical file fold, Fine 60

1786 **          221, 1899 1c on 1c Yellow green,  NH, post office fresh, large margins all around, beautiful centering, 
one of the nicest copies of this stamp we've ever seen, with 2017 PSE certificate graded XF-Sup 95J 80

1787 */**          E1, 1899 10c Blue,  top imprint and plate number 492 strip of three, o.g., two stamps NH, tear in top of 
selvage, right stamp rounded corner, still fresh and Fine, an impressive multiple (Scott $1,000).

190

Guam
1788 (*)   4       2a, 1899 2c Rose carmine,  bottom imprint and plate no 765 block of six, exceptionally bright and fresh, 

gum sensibly removed, F-VF  (Scott $325 as o.g.) 75
1789 *          E1, 1899 10c Blue, bright color and well centered, o.g., Very Fine, only 5,000 issued. (Scott $150). 

60

1790 *          E1 var., 1900 10c Blue, "Mandel" Special Printing, bottom partial plate single, o.g. additional red 
handstamp "Special Surcharge" on reverse, Very Fine, two panes of 50 were overprinted for the Paris and 
Pan-American Expositions of 1900-01, most were destroyed at the end of the Expositions, "JM Bartels, 
Special Surcharge, Rare" in pencil on the selvage, a truly rare Special Printing. (Scott $1,250). 500
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1791   6        1-8, 10-12, E1, 1c-$1 1899 Issues,  all Fine or better, 8c and $1 with light stains, all but E1 tied on 1900 
registered cover to "German Marian islands" by purple Agana, Guam SL's, purple Agana Guam CDS 
with manuscript "R183",  purple date stamp "Dec 24 1900" above obliterated name in address panel, 
appropriate Saipan receiver, a Rare and possibly Unique usage with near complete set, Fine cover. 1250

1792   6        1901 Cover to USA, 2c Ovpt tied by AGANA GUAM straight-line with JUL 13 1901 date handstamp (early 
use), backstamped San Francisco Aug 29, NY City Sep 4, stamp with natural se, cover bit roughly opened 
and with some edge wear at bottom, Fine use 150

1793   6        1902 Cover to Philippines, US 2c Carmine tied on envelope addressed "Sr Agente Del Chartered Bank 
Of Indian Australia and China / Manila" by partial Agana/ Island of Guam cds, backstamped Manila/ 
Transit Dec 28 1902, roughly opened at top with breaks sealed, Fine use 120

1794   6        7, 1899 8c Violet brown, tied on cover to Saipan by magenta "Agana, Guam Oct 4, 1900"  straight-line 
cancel, pen notation "to be Registered", Saipan, Marianen 10/10/00 receiver, Extremely Fine cover, a rare 
single franking. ex Diamond. (Scott $450).  300
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1795 *          9, 1861 5c Blue on "bluish"   extremely fresh, clear margins, o.g., trace of shallow thin, Very Fine 
appearing, handstamp on reverse. (Scott ($400). 80

1796 *          11, 1868 10c Dull rose,  fresh and bright, clear to just touching at upper left, o.g., Fine. (Scott $325).
80

1797 (*)          24, 1864 2c Black,  very fresh, large and well balanced margins, without gum, handstamp on reverse, 
Very Fine. (Scott $350). 150

1798 (*)          25, 1865 1c Dark blue,  fresh and nicely centered with well balanced margins,unused, shallow thin at top, 
Very Fine appearing. (Scott ($350). 75

1799 **   4       78, 1894 12c Blue,  top imprint block of 6, outstanding color and centering, NH, Extremely Fine to Superb. 
Premium block. (Scott $225 as singles). 300

1800 *          U8, 1884 5c Blue, Blue inside, mint entire, Very Fine (Scott $475; UPSS 14, $400) 300
1801   6        Wells Fargo & Co's Express, Kingdom of Hawaii,  printed company frank on unused cover (blue inside), 

1c & 2c Hawaii issues (35, two singles & 42), added to pre-pay envelope when used as paste-up, Very Fine.
150

1802   6        1892 Registered Cover to England, Honolulu Jan 13 1892 target killers tie 5c, 10c, 50c stamps to 10c 
legal sized entire (Scott 39, 44, 48 on U5), red postmark (MH #281.01 R5), red "R" MH#701 (R4) 
registry strike. ms "per SS Alameda" ship directive at upper left, complete wax seal of Theo Davis/ Agent, 
addressed to Colchester England, London transit cancel address side and Colchester arrival on reverse, 
cover vertical bend and slight wrinkles, still Very Fine. 1000
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1803   6        1895 Registered Cover with Return Receipt Requested Addressed to California, Honolulu May 1 1895 
red target killers tie 2c (2), 12c stamps to 4c entire (Scott 56, 66, 69 on U3), crisp well struck postmarks 
with red postmark (MH #274.01), red "R" MH#701 (R4) and "AR" MH#705 (R4) registry strikes. 
addressed to Hamilton Cal, backstamped San Francisco transit, Very Fine showpiece cover 500

1804   6        1895 Registered Cover to Denver,  Honolulu Dec 4 1895 red postmarks [274.01(R8)] tie 1c strip of four 
and 12c strip of three - the middle stamp having major double transfer of "lic" in "Republic" to overprinted 
10c legal sized entire (Scott 74 (4), 78 (3) on U13), addressed to Denver Col. red "R" [MH 701(R4)] and 
"AR" [MH 705(R4)] registry strikes, appropriate transit cancels, minor edge faults, Very Fine 1000
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1805   6        1896 Registered Cover to Iowa,   red Honolulu Oct 28 1896 postmarks [274.01(R8)] tie 12c, 1c (3) 
stamps to overprinted 10c legal sized entire (Scott 62, 74 (3) on U13), addressed to Council Bluffs IA, 
Red "R" [MH 701(R4)] and "AR" [MH 705(R4)] registry strike, transit strike on reverse, small edge 
faults and fold at left, Fine. 1000

Philippines 
(see also our 3014 sale catalog for the Richard D. Miggins Philippines Collection)

1806 * 3         214/296 1899-1917 2c-10p Balance,   twelve stamps on black cards, mostly O.G., some mixed condition, 
includes 214 used on small piece with full Military CDS, mint  233 & 233a,  unused 236, mint 237-38, 
mint 242b pane of 6 (no tab), mint 251, mint 254, mint 256 (3, shades), mint 273, used 273,  mint 280, 
mint 296, generally  Fine or better, useful group. (Scott $2,600). 290

1807 (*)          214b, 1899 2c Red, Booklet pane of six, without gum, Fine still fresh and attractive. (Scott $200 as o.g.).
50

1808 (*)/**          214b, 1901 2c Orange red, booklet Pane of Six,   two different panes: one NH, other with sheet line 
across top and without gum, both about Fine and fresh. (Scott $615). (see online scans). 100

1809 *          219, 1899 50c Orange,  block of four, somewhat tropicalized o.g., fresh and Fine. (Scott $575).  80
1810 *   4       222, 1901 8c Violet brown, Plate Block of Eight, top imprint and plate number 931, o.g., bottom strip 

NH, a few hinge re-inforcements, Fine, fresh. (Scott $2,135).   290
1811 *          223A, 1901 $1 Black, Type II,  fresh, o.g., Fine. signed Koslow.  (Scott $2,000). 300
1812 *          224, 1901 $2 Dark blue,  fresh and well centered, somewhat disturbed o.g., near Very Fine, only 1,800 

issued. (Scott $350). 90
1813 *          224, 1901 $2 Dark blue,  bright, fresh and fairly well centered o.g., appearing NH, couple trivial small 

thins, Fine, (Scott $350). 75

1814 *          225, 1901 $5 Dark green, nicely centered, o.g., fresh and Very Fine; 1981 PF certificate (Scott $600) 200
1815  3         225, 1901 $5 Dark green, particularly well centered and lightly cancelled, marred only by a laminated 

sealed tear at the upper left corner, Very Fine appearance; 1992 PSE certificate (Scott $900) 150
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LotNo Start Price

1816 *          227/237, 1903/04 2c/$1 Overprints,  6 different, all selected for freshness, many centered better than 
usually seen, o.g., includes: 2c, 5c (small thin), 6c, 13c, 15c and $1, all Fine or better. (Scott $506).

100
1817 *   4       227, 1903 2c Carmine, Plate Block of Six,  imprint and plate number 1678, o.g., small bit of hinge re-

inforcements, note broken "L" on third stamp, overall Very Fine plate block. (Scott $400). 100
1818 *          237, 1903 $1 Black,  bright and fresh, o.g., Fine. (Scott $300).  75

1819 *          238, 1903 $2 Dark blue, an especially well centered single with rich color, o.g., Very Fine and choice; 
1988 PF certificate (Scott $550) 200

1820 *          239, 1903 $5 Dark green,   deep intense color, o.g., small h.r., trace of light toned perf tip, otherwise near 
Very Fine, Scarce with just 746 issued. (Scott $800). 300

1821 */** 3         245a/284 1906-14 2c/10p Issues,  nine issues, mostly different, includes: 245a, block of 4 (NH), 246 imprint 
and plate number 21974 strip of 5 (NH), 253 (2, o.g.), 254 (2, o.g.), 276 used pane of 6, top selvage seperated, 
283 (NH), 284 (o.g.), fresh and useful balance. Owner catalog $1,250. (see online scans). 200

1822 *          273, 1911 4p Deep blue, Perf 12 Single Line Watermark. deep intense color, o.g., Fine. 1994 PF certificate. 
(Scott $550). 90

1823 *   4       276a, 1914 2c Green, Perf 10 Booklet Pane of Six,  two panes, one pos. "E", both o.g., ea, with small 
faults, pos. "E" pane Very Fine, other Fine. (Scott $1,500). 140

1824 **   4       284, 1914 Pale violet, Perf 10,  top sheet margin with plate number 22000 block of 4, o.g. all appear NH, 
at least two are NH, one with light natural perf indent, near Very Fine. expert handstamp "W.B. Manila" 
(Bruggmann). (Scott $1,000 as singles). 250

1825 *   4       292, 1916 6c Violet, Perf 11 Booklet Pane of Six,  lightly disturbed o.g., one stamp with bit fading and 
light toning, others extremely fresh, Fine, only 75 issued. (Scott $550). 75

1826 * 3         1926 Legislative Palace Assortment, includes 319-25 mint (most paper h.r.), 320 margin single imperf at right, 
O1-4 mint, O2 margin single imperf at right, O3 with "star in circle" cancel, etc., generally F-VF 100
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1827 **          319b, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, top left corner margin pair, stamps 
NH, hinged in the margin only, typical light evenly toned gum, Very Fine and choice (Scott $575 for 
hinged) 400

1828 **          321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horiz pair, Imperforate between, crisp colors and impression, NH 
but with some tiny bits of mount glaze along top edge and some perf thins in left stamp, Extremely Fine 
appearance (Scott $350 for hinged) 150

1829 *          323c var., 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Imperforate trial color proof, well margined single, light evenly 
toned o.g., light diagonal corner crease, Very Fine appearance, scarce with just 100 issued 300

1830 **   4       325, 1926 1p Rose lilac & black,  upper left corner block of 4, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $330). 80
1831 **          340-52, 1928 2c-4p Imperf Definitives,  complete to 4p, bright and fresh, 2c o.g., balance NH, Very Fine. 

(Scott $486). (see online scans). 90
1832 ** 3         340/352, 1925-31 2c/4p Imperfs, six different: 340, top plate number block of 70 (NH);  341 right side 

plate block of 56 (APS cert. as first printing); 341a plate block of 20; 350 arrow block of 4 (NH), 350a 
block of 4, bullseye cancel;  352 single (NH, PSE cert.); Very Fine group, sure to please the specialist. 
(Scott $915).  200

1833 *          340-53, 1928 2c-10p Imperf Definitives,  complete, bright and fresh, o.g., all with hinge remnants, couple 
small gum flaws, Very Fine and overall fresh and attractive. (Scott $339). (see scans online). 60

1834 *          340-53,1925-31 2c-10p Imperfs, complete horizontal pairs, extremely fresh with large and well balanced 
margins, o.g., Very Fine. (Scott $678). (see online scans). 150

1835 **   4       342a-43a, 1925-31 6c, 8c Imperf Color Varieties, Plate Strips of 20,  bottom right imprint and plate 
number strips, NH,  6c Plate number 21972, 8c plate number 21973, both NH and Very Fine, (Scott 
$870). (see online scans). 150

1836 **   4       342a, 1925 6c Deep violet, bottom imprint and plate no 21972 block of 20, unblemished o.g., NH, some 
light natural gum creases, Very Fine and choice (Scott $660 as plate block of ten + 10 singles) 250

1837 **   4       343a, 1925 8c Yellow brown, bottom imprint and plate no 21973 block of 20, unblemished o.g., NH, 
some light natural gum creases, Very Fine and choice (Scott $685 as plate block of ten + 10 singles)

250

1838 **          352a, 1925 4p Deep blue, rich distinctive color, NH, natural gum skips, Very Fine; 2007 APS certificate 
(Scott $3,500) 1000
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1839 **   4       395, 1935 5p Blue & black,  right side part sheet of 20, plate number F129938, NH, some light natural 
diagonal gum bends, Very Fine. (Scott $320 as singles) 80

1840 *          445, 1949 4p Blue and black, nicely centered, l.h., fresh and Very Fine (Scott $175) 60
1841 *          445, 1949 4p Blue and black, fresh colors, l.h., Very Fine (Scott $175) 60
1842 (*)          480/O40, 1944 "Victory" Overprints,  useful group with some duplication for specialist collector or dealer, 

mostly without gum, inludes, 480 (2, one with photocopy 1993 PF cert.), 481, two singles + block of 4, O38, 
O40 block of 4, all appear genuine, couple with expert handstamps. (Scott $2,000).   200

1843 *          C1-6, C9-12, C17, 1926 2c/1p Madrid-Manila Airmail Overprints, fresh colors with 1p being very well 
centered, o.g. or dist. og., h.r., 2c, 26c small thins, o/w fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,055) 150

1844  3         C1/17, 1926 2c-10P Madrid-Manila Flight Issue, complete, less rarities (C7-8, C16),  unused, 2P, 4P & 
10P with straight edge, some small flaws/faults, generally Fine, fresh appearing. (Scott $3,755 as o.g.)

300

1845 (*)          C2a, 1926 2c Carmine, Madrid to Manila Inverted Overprint,  fresh, without gum, Fine, only 100 issued, 
scarce. 1971 APS certificate. ex Oliver. (Scott $4,000 as o,g.). 750

1846 */(*) 3         C5/C17, 1926 10c-10p Madrid-Manila Flight Overprints,  five different: C5, unused block of 4;  C13 single, o.g.; 
C14, used; C15 unused; C17 o.g., all Fine or better. (Scott $3,225 as o.g.) (see online scans).  400

1847 *          C63, 1944 4c Rose carmine, "Victory"  bright, fresh and well centered, somewhat disturbed o.g. (most 
probably tropical), no evidence to suggest  hinging at any time, near Very Fine, only 122 issued. 2011 
APS certificate. (Scott $3,250).  900

1848 */**   4       E1, 1901, 10c Dark blue,  block of 4, intense color and exceptional centering, O.G., one stamp very 
lightly hinged, others NH, Extremely Fine, a choice and Premium block. (Scott ($655).  250

1849 */**          E2/E6a, 1906-31 20c Special Delivery,  four different: E2 single, o.g., Fine; E4 single, o.g ,Very Fine; E6 
block of 4, o.g, Extremely Fine; E6a block of 4, NH, Choice, exceptionally fresh and attractive group. 
(Scott $660). (see online scans). 100

1850 **   4       E4, 1916 20c Deep ultramarine, top margin block of four with part imprint and plate no 22620, rich 
color, NH, bottom stamps with natural gum skips, F-VF (Scott $1,100 as singles) 400
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1851 *          E9, 1944 20c Blue violet, "Victory",  bright anf fresh, o.g., Fine. 2014 PSE certificate. (Scott $550).
150

1852 */**          J1-J3, J6, 1899-1901 1c/6c Deep claret,  J1-J3 imprint & plate no strips of 3, J6 plate number strip of 3 
+ block of 4, o.g., several singles NH, 3c strip with original interleave, overall Fine. (Scott $700). (see 
online scans). 75

1853 **   4       J1, 1899 1c Deep claret,  block of 16, NH, Fine, fresh. (Scott $180 as singles). 100
1854 *   4       J3, 1899 3c Deep claret, bottom imprint and plate no 71 block of six, part tropicalized o.g., some hinge 

re-inforced perfs, typical Fine centering, scarce multiple. (Scott $2,000) 190

1855 *          O43, 1944 20c Light olive green, "VICTORY" overprint, well centered, wax paper interleaving adhering 
to gum, couple short perfs bottom left, o/w Very Fine; copy of 1991 PF certificate for the block of ten from which 
it originated (Scott $1,750) 400

1856 **  6        U12/U32, 1899-1908, 2c-4c Entires,  three different: U12, U14,  U32 (cracked die variety), all Extremely 
Fine. (Scott $269). 75

1857 **  6        U29, 1906 Carmine on Oriental Buff,  Very Fine. (Scott $225).  75
1858   6        W6 (UPSS), 1908 2c Rizal, Green on Manila,  140x265mm wrapper, "W.A. Dumas, 1st Lt. Infantry D.D.L." 

handstamp return address, unfolded, Very Fine. (UPSS $320). 50
1859 (*)          Southern Cebu Guerrila Forces, 2c, Sheet of 10,  on ungummed salmon colored paper,  one with stamp 

staining, note "2" in different fonts, fresh and Very Fine. (Scott unlisted). 90
1860           Philippines Emergency Currency & Japanese Occupation currency or 1943-45, group of about 90 

notes 1c-1,000p, includes early "emergency treasury certificates" of 1942-3 (4, one unlisted), local bank 
emergency currency, 1c-500p Japanese invasion currency (called "Jim" by locals), early "Victory" notes to 
20p, etc, mixed condition but note many Very Fine or better.  90

Philippines - Bandholtz"OB" Overprints
1861 5          224, 1901 $2 Dark blue, Bandholtz "OB" Blue Overprint,  fresh and scarce, tied on small piece by partial 

duplex, partial printed "Penalty for ...Official"   frank,   faint diagonal corner crease, still Fine usage, 
signed "Champion". (Scott unlisted) 190

1862 **   4       241 var., 1906 2c Deep green, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, Broken "B" variety, top margin 
block of nine with part arrow, 6th stamp (pos 13) the variety, NH, F-VF 100

1863 **   4       241 var., 1906 2c Deep green, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, imprint and plate no 21971 top block 
of ten, NH, F-VF 270

1864 **          241-50 var., 1906 2c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, NH, 6c, 10c, 26c tiny bits of 
gum disturbance, F-VF 150

1865 **          241-50 var., 1906 2c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in red, fresh colors, NH, 6c, 8c, 26c tiny 
bits of gum disturbance, overall F-VF 250

1866 **          241-50 var., 1906 2c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in red, fresh colors, NH, 2c, 6s slight 
gum disturbance, F-VF 120

1867 **   4       241-50 var., 1906 2c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in red, blocks of four, 6c, 10c with 
natural se, NH, fresh and VG-VF 1000

1868 *          241-50 var., 1906 2c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in blue, in quantities of 3-8 each, 12c 
(5 with se), usual tropicalized and/or disturbed gum, VG-VF (see online scan) 500
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1869 *          241-51 var., 1906 2c-1p Perf 12 Definitives, Bandholtz "OB" Overprints,   set to 1p (believed to be 
complete), o.g., Fine; It is thought very few sets exist, also includes E2 variety with paper adherance. 
ex-Plass. (see online scans) 300

1870 **   4       242 var., 1906 4c Carmine, bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, Broken "B" variety, top margin block 
of nine with part arrow, 6th styamp (pos 13) the variety, NH, fresh and VG-Fine 100

1871 **   4       242 var., 1906 4c Carmine, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, imprint and plate no 22006 top block 
of ten, NH, fresh and Fine 270

1872 **   4       242 var., 1906 4c Carmine, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, bottom imprint and plate no 21981 
block of 20, NH, tiny nick in the margin, NH, F-VF 150

1873 **   4       244 var., 1906 8c Brown, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, Broken "B" variety, top margin block of 
six with bottom right stamp the variety, NH, fresh and Fine 100

1874 **   4       244 var., 1906 8c Brown, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, imprint and plate no 21973 top block of 
ten, NH, fresh and F-VF 350

1875 **   4       244 var., 1906 8c Brown, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, bottom imprint and plate no 21973 block 
of ten, NH, fresh and VG-Fine 150

1876 **          245 var., 1906 10c Blue, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, strip of eight, overprint shifted down 
vertically with small portion appearing at top, NH, fresh and Fine 150

1877 *          245-50 var., 1906 10c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprints in black, red and blue for each value, 
o.g. or h.r., F-VF, difficult group to assemble 150

1878 **   4       246 var., 1906 12c Brown lake, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, imprint and plate no 21974 top 
block of ten, NH, some minor perf separations, F-VF 450

1879 **   4       247 var., 1906 16c Violet black, Bandholtz "O.B." oveprint in black, bottom imprint and plate no 21979 
block of ten, NH, some perf seaprations and a small break in the margin, o/w Fine 200

1880 **   4       247 var., 1906 16c Violet black, Bandholtz "O.B." oveprint in black, top imprint and plate no 21979 
block of 20, unblemished o.g., NH, F-VF 300
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1881 *   4       248 var., 1906 20c Orange brown, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in blue, imprint and plate no 21985 top 
block of ten, tropicalized o.g., some margin perf separations, VG-Fine 400

1882 **   4       249 var., 1906 Violet brown,Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, imprint and plate no 21991 top block 
of ten, NH, VG-VF 300

1883 **   4       249 var., 1906 26c Violet brown, Bandholtz "O.B." oveprint in black, bottom imprint and plate no 21991 
block of ten, NH, VG-Fine 200

1884 **   4       249 var., 1906 26c Violet brown, Bandholtz "O.B." oveprint in black, bottom imprint and plate no 21991 
block of sixteen, NH, fresh and F-VF 300

1885 **   4       270 var., 1911 30c Ultramarine, Banholtz "O.B./" overprint in black, Double overprint, block of four, 
lower right stamp with a broken "O" variety, NH, fresh and Fine 100

1886 **   4       271 var, 1911 1p Pale violet, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, Double overprint, block of four, well 
centered, NH, lower left stamp tiny thin spots, o/w Very Fine 100

1887 *   4       271 var, 1911 1p Pale violet, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, bottom margin part imprint block of 
six, slightly disturbed o.g., VG-VF, only one sheet of 100 was overprinted 250

1888 **   4       FREE PHILIPPINES / GUERRILA POSTAL SERVICE 2c blue label, full pane of 25 and a lower left 
corner margin single, each with the tissue interleaving (not affixed but leaving the o.g. a bit dulled), 
fresh and Very Fine; only 500 stamps were issued for use in Mindanao ((20 sheets) and it is believed 
there are only about a half-dozen intact sheets extant  1000

1889 */(*)          PHILIPPINES - FILIPINO REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT Spanish Outposts, Zamboanga, 1898 
1m/60c Alfonso XIII, "C./ 1898/ RESELLADO/ 1899/ T." Overprints, the overprint on 1m, 2m, 3m, 
5m, 1c, 3c, 5c, 8c, 15c,20c, 60c 1898 Alfonso XIII issue, 60c unused, others o.g. or part o.g., usual rough 
perfs and most with small fault (thin or crease), Fine appearance and a scarce offering; Zamboanga 
was a safe zone for Spanish soldiers awaiting transport back to Spain, lack of stamps resulted in the 
overprinting of excess Spanish period stock for postal use and sometimes for other proofs of payment. 
(see online scans) 500

1890 *          La Union Locals Issue Assortment, four singles - 2c violet, 3c violet, 5c violet (2), all type A overprints, 
one of the 5c toned o.g. and sound, the others typical dist/ toned gum, h.r. and small thin(s), o/w Fine 
and scarce 80

1891           1899 Registered Censored Cover to Switzerland, 1c-10c overprints (213-17) tied by circular grid 
cancels with a partial strike of MIL. STA. No. 1 Philippine Isls./ Registered"  Dec 4 1899 cds alongside, 
boxed registry handstamp, red censor handstamp of "W.E. Arthur / Major & Surgeon U.S.A." lower 
left, backstamped Brindisi and St Gallen plus a "M.D. SCHRAGE U.S. Army Hospital Ship Missouri" 
handstamp, 10c stamp some small faults, still a Fine use The freighter Missouri, a steel ship of 320 feet 
with a 41-foot beam, initially operated under the British flag. She was a ship of humanitarian service 
long before she was converted and commissioned for hospital usage and was offered to the Surgeon 
General of the Army by her owner B. M. Baker of Baltimore for use in the Spanish-American conflict. 
She was readily accepted. When the British colors were hauled down, the officers who were mostly 
British, applied for American citizenship and the Stars and Stripes was raised. Dr Arthur was presumably 
one of the doctors serving aboard the Missouri. 150

1892   6        434, 1940 4c Yellow green, single tied on envelope addressed to USA by Manila Jun 21 1941 slogan 
cancel, sender's handstamp indicating the letter can be opened for inspection, small portion of the 
backflap missing, a Fine single franking with this issue being especially scarce on cover with probably less 
than a dozen known 75
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1893   6        C1-6, C9-13, C17, 1926 2c/2p Madrid-Manila Airmail Overprints, straight-edged singles tied on large 
envelope addressed to Germany by unusual Manila May 21 1926 Rec'd cancels, cover slightly reduced at 
each end and some staple holes, most of the stamps showing some perf toning, still Fine and attractive 
(Scott $1,432 as used singles) 300

1894  3 6        1899/1900 Cancels Assortment, four covers, 4 on piece plus one single; cancels include Dagupan & Manila 
RPO on piece (about 10 known), Cavite Mil Sta No. 2  nearly complete strike on piece, 1900 Iloilo duplex 
on cover to New Orleans, 1900 Dagupoan transitional postmark, scarce "Mil. Sta. No 2 / Cavite" on cover 
to NY City, etc., usual mixed condition, Fine group for the specialist (see online scans) 100

1895   6        1918 Censored Postal Card (UX13) to USA, uprated with 2c Rizal with perfin "CBI", canceled by Manila 
Apr 4 1918 duplex, circled "PBC" handstamp, two receiving handstamps of "The Bank of Cal N.A.S.F. / 
Eastern & For. Dept. / 1918 May 2", Very Fine and unusual 200

1896   6        1927/41 Covers Selection, three covers; 1927 Cebu-Manila flight cover (AAMC  17r) with "Via 
ARMY  SEA  PLANE" handstamp with scarce 7-line Cebu cancels, US  Army Air Service backstamp, 
(cover evenly toned); 1931 cover to England "via Siberia" with ms "Registered" notation but with 
"NOT IN REGISTERED MAIL" handstamp (possibly applied on Trans-Siberian RR as this stamp not 
known for Filipino or British mail), 1941 censored first flight to Singapore with nice strike of the scarce 
circular flight cachet; typical bit of postal wear, etc., Fine group   150

1897   6        288, 1898 5c Trans-Mississippi, Used in Philippines,   two covers, both single franking, one tied by 
"Military Sta. No.1, Philippine, Islands, Manila" other similar but "Sta. 3, Iloilo", small   cover/stamp 
flaws, still Fine and scarce. 100

1898   6        PHILIPPINE STATION / SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. AUG 6 1898 duplex cancel on unfranked envelope 
addressed to NY City, US 2c postage due affixed and canceled on arrival in NY, backflap with soldier's 
address and officer's censor, some toning, small cover faults but a Fine use; rare pre-Manila cover 
dispatched from Cavite eight days prior to the opening of the Manila post office 150

1899   6        PHILIPPINE STATION / SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. AUG 6 1898 nice strike of duplex cancel on 
unfranked envelope addressed to USA, light red censor handstamp, backstamped New Brighton Pa Sep 
9, cover bit worn and with small edge break top center, Fine use of the first military postmark used at 
Camp Dewey before Manila was occupied 100
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1900   6        PHILIPPINE STATION / SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. AUG 13 1898 duplex cancel on Spanish period 
3c reply postal card, unaddressed and with no message on back, Very Fine, card canceled day before 
the official opening of the Manila post office, just a handful of these Aug 13 cancels are known (all on 
Spanish period cards) 200

1901   6        MIL. STA. No. 1, PHILIPPINE ISLS. / SAN FRANCISCO Dec 1 1898 cds ties 2c Trans-Miss to envelope 
addressed to San Francisco where two different backstamps applied on Jan 5, embossed arms of "U.S. 
Cruiser Olympia" on backflap, Fine and unusual USS Olympia is a protected cruiser that saw service in 
the United States Navy from her commissioning in 1895 until 1922. This vessel became famous as the 
flagship of Commodore George Dewey at the Battle of Manila Bay during the Spanish–American War 
in 1898. The ship was decommissioned after returning to the U.S. in 1899, but was returned to active 
service in 1902. 200

1902   6        MIL. STA. No. 1, PHILIPPINE ISLS. / SAN FRANCISCO Dec 24 1898 duplex (plus the same as a 
backstamp) ties US 2c Trans-Miss to patriotic cover from "Co. M, 1st Nebr. Inft., U.S.V." showing flag and 
"REMEMBER THE MAINE", bit of edge wear and the stamp with some creasing, Fine 100

1903   6        Mil P. Sta. San Fernando, PHN ISLANDS,  violet duplex ties faulty 2c (217) on cover to Bradford, Mass., 
Fine cover, also includes Patriotic cover, 2c US, small flaws, tied by identical cancel, additional "Soldier's 
Letter", Chaplains handstamp,  Fine cover. 200

1904   6        MIL. STA. No. 1 MANILA PHIL. ISLS. AUG 28 1899 duplex cancel ties us 1c, 2c, plus 2c Philippines ovpt 
on cover addressed to US, soldier's letter from "Co. I, 20th Inft. Manila", backstamped Georgetown Ky, cover 
bit postal wear (small discoloration lower left) and roughly opened/ slightly reduced at right, Fine mixed 
issue franking to pay 5c UPU rate though overpaid by 3c for a domestic soldier's letter 75

1905           Mil. P. Sta, San Francisco / PHIL ISLANDS SEP 29 1899 duplex on soldier's letter from "1st Lieut 9th 
Infantry Comdg Co. B" and addressed to USA, straight-line "POSTAGE DUE TWO CENTS" handstamp 
with pair of 1c postage dues affixed and tied in Philadelphia, backstamped Chicago and Philadelphia 
plus another indistinct, cover roughly opened on two sides and with edge tears/ creases at bottom, o/w 
Fine and nice example of this station postmark 75

1906   6        FIRST RES. HOSP. Sta. Manila, Phil Isls. Dec 21 1900 legible duplex cancel on US 1c postal card (UX14) 
uprated with US 1c Green and addressed to Germany, Manila Dec 21 transit and Wuerzburg 29 Jan 01 arrival 
cancels on face, message conveys Christmas and New Year's greetings, Fine and unusual use 75
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1907   6        MIL. STA. ANGELES. / PHIL. ISLES.  duplex cancels on two 1900 covers to US, March 3 (earliest reported 
date) cancel ties 2c ovpt on envelope with return address of the 2nd Div Field Hospital at Angeles; March 
23 on unfranked soldier's letter with a US 2c postage due affixed and crayon canceled, Fine and scarce 200

1908   6        MIL. STA. ZAMBOANGA, / PHIL ISLES. JAN 28 1901 duplex cancel on U8 addressed to USA, return 
address "From WE Cabell / Capt 31st Inf USV / Cutto Bato P.I. / Island of Mindanao", backstamped Richmond 
Ky Mar 8, cover opened at left and bit edge wear with some wrinkling at right, Fine, a nice clear cancel 
from this scarcer office in southern Philippines 100

1909   6        1900/02 Military Station Cancels, three covers; 1900 ppc to Switzerland with Mil. Sta. No. 1 Apr 2 
duplex and French paquebot transit; 1901 cover to USA with Mil Sta Zamboanga Mar 12 duplex (earliest 
recorded date); 1902 "Station A / Manila" on registered cover to US (stamps and cover faulty), the first 
two listed covers Fine, useful group (see online scan) 150

1910           Two Official Covers, 1906 Vigan to Manila with #226 "OFFICIAL BUSINESS" blue handstamp (rare) tied 
by Apr 4 1906 duplex on legal sized penalty envelope with "PHILIPPINES CONSTABULARY" printed cc 
(ex-Warren, Oliver); 1929 registered cover Iloilo to Manila with 290 (4), 294 with "O.B. handstamps with 
appropriate cancels and registry handstamps (cover minor faults), Fine pair (see online scan) 75

1911   6        Real Photocards of Execution of "Moros Jolo" 7/21/11 3 photocards showing before, during and after, Very 
Fine, with soldier comments in upper left corner, also includes 1906 cover with interesting letter from soldier 
on expeditions seeking out Moro rebels, Fine, historically interesting first hand accounts of this troubled time.  90

1912   6        Three Japanese Occupation Covers, 1942 censored cover (handstamp and tape) with N1 tied by Manila Mar 
4 slogan cancel (date of reopening of Manila post office); 1943 FDC with N5 ("COMMONWEALTH" not 
obliterated); 1943 "turned" official cover Manila - Cebu - Manila, second use of the envelope shows N4 tied by 
scarce Cebu City double-circle duplex, usual mixed condition, Fine group (see online scan) 150

1913   6        PUERTO RICO - MILITARY STATION MARKINGS  AUG 12 98 M. STA NO 1 PORTO RICO duplex ties 
US 2c Carmine to envelope addressed to Ardmore Penn., backstamped NY City Aug 20 and Ardmore Aug 22, 
cover with bit of discoloration around edges but still a Fine cover with a very scarce station cancel 120

1914   6        PUERTO RICO - MILITARY STATION MARKINGS  MAYAGUEZ PORTO RICO / MIL. STA. No 3 
Nov 10 1898 duplex ties US 2c Carmine to envelope addressed to San Juan, backstamped MIL. STA, No 
4 W.D.C. SAN JUAN PORTO RICO / REC'D Nov 19, cover missing most of backflap, Fine 75

Puerto Rico
1915   6        Soldier's Mail / Forward Collect ms notation on cover addressed to Ohio, Utuado Pto Rico 27 Ago 98 

Spanish postmark along with partial strike of an Aug 29 1898 duplex (Wash DC military station transit 
- envelope sent 12 days before station established) with a "DUE 2 CENTS" circular handstamp (U.S. 2c 
due affixed and cancelled) backstamped NY City Sep 7 machine flag cancel and Norwalk Ohio, some 
cover wrinkling/ light soiling as often, Fine and scarce; ex-Gallagher/ Rudman 250

1916   6        U.S. SEA POST / PORTO RICO Dec 16 1916 duplex ties Neth Antilles 1913 3c Yellow block of six 
(Scott 50) on cover addressed to Chicago, straight-line "PAQUEBOT" handstamp, Very Fine and scarce; 
ex-Gallagher/ Rudman 75
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1917 5          17, 1951 ¥100 on ¥2 Rose violet, tied on piece of wrapper with C6 pair by parallel lines cancel, #17 with 
light crease top right corner, o/w Very Fine; 2016 PF certificate (Scott $1,600) 200

United Nations New York Issues
1918           P 35P1-37P1, 1955 3c-8c 10th Anniversary, Imperforate plate proofs, top right corner margin MI blocks 

of four on gummed stamp paper, 3c lathework in top margin, NH, with security fingerprint on back of 
each stamp, each with some light wrinkling, Very Fine (Scott $1,950 as pairs) 250

1919 **          38, 1955 10th Anniversary S/S, lot of six, NH, Very Fine; bonus of two unaddressed and cacheted FDC 
(Scott $502).  100

1920 **          100a, 100c, 1962 4c Housing, Black omitted, Brown omitted, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $200 for 
black omitted; the brown omitted listed but unpriced) 100

1921          E P 1973, 8c-60c Namibia die proofs with essays,  presentation folder with die proofs of NY 240-1 and Geneva 
34, as well as essays for all three denominations with Africa outlined in gold, dated 1/11/73, includes two 
letters stating that only two such folders were issued, Very Fine, die proofs are bright and clean, folder 
has small creases at the corners and tape residue on the front (Scott $1,400) 150

1922           P 247PDa, 1973 "Art at the UN" unissued 15c die proof,  within a presentation folder with 3 other die 
proofs (NY 247, Geneva 47-8), presentation folder has a label with 11/24/73 date and instructions to 
check if lettering and denominations are correct, this 15c stamp was eventually released as an 18c stamp, 
Very Fine (Scott $1,250) 130

1923           P 333-6PD var., 1980 15c Flags proof souvenir sheet,  four imperf die proofs of each flag affixed to card 
and overlaid with a printed transparency to simulate perforations, the entire sheet is affixed to a piece 
of cardboard, Very Fine, an interesting item not mentioned in Scott 100

1924          E P 441-442PD var., 1985 20c-35c International Youth Year unapproved die proofs,  both values as imperf 
proofs in separate Waddingtons Ltd. presentation folders, stamped and signed "Not Approved" 5/7/84, 
Scott notes that "five ‚not approved' essays of No. 441 and four of No. 442 have ‚N' in ‚Nations' not 
touching white frame at bottom," Very Fine (not priced in Scott) 80
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H.R. Harmer, GPN, Inc. 
Public Auction No. 3013

Second Session 
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND FOREIGN STAMPS AND COVERS

Costa Mesa Hilton 

3050 Bristol St. 

Costa Mesa  CA   92626

Thursday, June 1, 2017 at 9:00 AM (PDT)

LotNo Start Price

2001  3         1, 1840 1d Black, Plate 1b, L-L, distinctive recut sideline at left and SW corner square broken (SG Spec 
AS5h), crisp color and impression on fresh white paper, lightly canceled with red Maltese Cross, Very 
Fine and choice (Scott $325; SG 4, £375) 75

2002  3         1, 1840 1d Black, Plate 5, J-J, crisp impression enhanced by fresh white paper, very lightly canceled, 
ample to wide margins, Very Fine and attractive (Scott $325; SG 2, £375) 75

2003  3         1, 1840 1d Black, Plate 6, L-L, ample balanced margins, rich color, centrally struck red Maltese Cross 
cancel, Very Fine (Scott $325, SG 2, £375) 100

2004  3         1, 1840 1d Black, Plate 6, J-J, bold nicely struck red Maltese Cross, clear to ample margins, Fine and 
attractive (Scott $325; SG 2, £375) 90

2005  3         1, 1840 1d Black, Plate 7, L-L, lightly struyck Maltese Cross cancel in a pinkish shade, ample to full 
margins, Very Fine (Scott $325; SG 2, £375) 120

2006  3         1, 1840 1p Black,  ample margins to clear at top left, intense color, clear and attractive red Maltese Cross 
cancel, Very Fine. (Scott $320). 90

2007  3         1, 1840 1d Black,  intense color, close to ample margins, near complete and well struck red Maltese cross 
cancel, couple small unobtrusive faults not detracting from Very Fine appearance. (Scott $320).

75
2008   6        1, 1840 1d Black,  well margined single tied on envelope by light red MC, several backstamps incl London 

Dec 1840, F-VF (Scott $640; SG 2, £750) 100
2009  3         2, 1840 2d Blue,  plate 1, L-D, ample to full margins, red Maltese Cross cancel, Very Fine; signed Proschold 

(Scott $700; SG 5, £900)   200
2010  3         2a, 1840 2d Pale blue, plate 1, H-L, just clear to ample margins, cancel removed and regummed, Fiine 

appearance; 2017 RPS certificate (Scott $900; SG 6, £1,000) 75
2011   6        33, 1864 1p Rose red,   lot of 180+ covers, many different plate numbers, some condition issues but 

generally F-VF 150
2012  3         57, 1867 5/- Rose, Plate 2,  nicely centrally struck Teignmouth MY 17 80 cds, couple insignificant light 

bends, still Fine and attractive (Scott $1,200; SG 127, £1,500) 100
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2013  3         74, 1878 10sh Slate,  C-C, well centered, small faults, Very Fine centering (Scott $3,250; SG 128, £3,200)   325
2014 *          124, 1891 £1 Green,  "Specimen" overprint (type 11), o.g., Fine and scarce. (SG from £1,100).

400
2015 *          139, 1905 2/6 Lilac, l.h., fresh and Fine (Scott $260; SG 261, £350) 75
2016 **          140, 1902 5/- Carmine rose, PO fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine and choice (Scott $600; SG 263, 

£900) 200
2017 **          140, 1902 5/- Carmine rose, rich color, NH, light natural gum wrinkle, Very Fine (Scott $600, SG 263, 

£900) 150

2018  3         142, 1902 £1 Blue green,  unusually well centered, "on the nose" Jersey JY 14 04 cds, Very Fine and choice 
(Scott $825; SG 266, £825) 270

2019 *          142b, 1911 £1 Deep green, Somerset printing,  good rich color, nicely centered, o.g., some h.r., one perf 
with very light tone spot mentioned for accuracy’s sake only, still Very Fine; signed Proschold (Scott $2,000; 
SG 320, £2,000) 400

2020 *          175, 1913 10/- Indigo blue, rich intense color, o.g., light natural gum bend, Very Fine and attractive 
(Scott $1,000; SG 402, £1,200) 250

2021   6        1916 Censored Cover to USA with US Special Delivery Franking used for Forwarding Postage, franked 
with GB KG V ½d pair tied by Army Post Office 19 OC 16 cds and a Boston duplex where 2c Wash-
Franklin and 10c Special Delivery affixed to pay the forwarding postage (ms. instructions "Special Delivery" 
on envelope) and tied by Boston double ovals, backstamped Farmington Conn Nov 20, the cover was 
censored at the front and was re-addressed on arrival in the US, a little bit of wear as expected but a most 
unusual use 150

2022 **          190b, 1924 2d Deep orange, Unwatermarked, wonderfully fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine 
example of this elusive variety (Scott $1,500; SG 421a, £2,250) 500
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2023 **          224, 1934 10/- Dark blue, bottom margin single, nicely centered, NH, hinged in the margin only, fresh 
and Very Fine (Scott $750; SG 452, £550) 200

2024       S    J4 var, 1914 2d Postage Due trial color proofs in carmine, Bartlozzi brown and blue-green and overprinted 
type 23 "SPECIMEN", very lightly hinged, fresh and F-VF (SG £285) 60

2025       S    J9/17 var, 1924/31 ½d, / 2sh6d Postage Dues, "SPECIMEN" overprints, SG type 23 or 26 (2d); ½d pair 
in emerald, 1d pair in carmine, 2d pair in agate, 5d pair in brownish cinnamon, 1sh deep blue, 2sh6d 
purple on yellow, l.h., fresh and F-VF 100

2026 **          J18-25, 1937-38 ½d-2sh6d Postage Due, PO fresh, NH, F-VF, a select set (Scott $481; SG D19-26, £500)
120

2027 *   4       J18-25, 1937-38 ½d-2sh6d Postage Due, bottom margin blocks of four showing various control nos.each 
block except 1sh bottom stamps NH and top stamps l.h. or small h.r., 1sh o.g. with offset from another 
stamp on gum, 4d NH singles with light gum staining, o/w fresh and F-VF (Scott $861 as singles)

160
2028 **          J45-54, 1955-57 ½d-5sh Postage Dues, bright fresh colors, NH, F-VF (Scott $553; SG D46-55, £425)

130

2029 *          SG D54Wi, 1957 2sh6d Purple on yellow, Watermark sideways inverted,  o.g., bright and fresh, Fine, very 
scarce, with 2017 APS certificate (listed in SG but not priced) 200

2030 **          J55 var., 1961 ½d Orange, shows clear double or kiss print, NH, fresh and Fine, unlisted variety
70

2031 **          BK1, 1904 2sh Booklet, Panes inverted watermark, complete booklet with the four panes and interleaving, 
each pane NH and with full perfs all around, cover with some ink notations, one of the binding staples 
removed, still a Fine and scarce booklet (SG BA1, £500) 150

2032 5          KG V 6d Consular Service on Travel Documents, single frankings on three 1940 "One Trip Travel Permits" 
for passengers aboard the S.S. President Coolidge" covering travel from the Philippines through Hong 
Kong and on to the USA, revenue tied by a "British Consulate / Manila" date stamp and with various 
travel/ warning handstamps, Fine group 75
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The British Occupation Of The Aegean Islands

At the end of WW II British forces landed on 
the Aegean Islands which had been occupied 
by Italy since the Italo-Turkish War of 1912-13. 
The Italians had administered the islands until 
surrendering to the Allies in September 1943, 
at which time German forces took over the 
occupation. In May 1945, immediately following 
V-E Day, the British took over the islands and 
established a military government at Rhodes 
that lasted until the territory was returned to 
Greece in March 1947. 

Under the Italians, the Aegean Islands Colony 
consisted of 13 islands in the Aegean Sea plus 
Castellorizo off the southern coast of Turkey. 
Each had its own post office and postal service 
was gradually restored by the British such that 
offices were open on seven of the islands when 
the Greeks took charge. The first offices were 
opened in May 1945 on Carpathos (Scarpanto) 
and Symi (Simi), followed by Rhodes (Rodi) in 
June 1945. The seventh and final office opened 
was Castellorizo in August 1946. 

The postage stamps used in the Aegean Islands during this occupation period were British George 
VI definitives overprinted "M.E.F." (Middle East Forces) which were issued in 1942 and originally 
used in the former Italian East Africa occupied colonies. Although denominated in sterling, the 
stamps were sold for Italian lire at a rate of 
400L=£1. Postal rates were 2½d for inland letters 
in 1945 being raised to 3d in 1946. International 
letters were charged 5d and airmail to Britain 
was 1/3. 

In most cases, the mails were cancelled with 
the devices left behind by the Italians but were 
modified to excise the Roman numerals at the 
right hand side of the dateline which signified the 
number of years in the Fascist Era, i.e. counting 
from 1922. In six cases these were replaced by 
new postmarks in English that were produced 
in Cairo and introduced in April and May 1946. 
The office in Castellorizo did not open until after 
these cancels were manufactured and, hence, 
one was not prepared for it. Non-philatelic mail 
from the islands is relatively scarce from other 
than Rhodes and Leros as the other islands had 
little commercial activity. 

Civilians waving British, Greek and American flags
after the Germans surrendered

British and Indian troops sailing into the harbour Rhodes
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2033   6        British Occupation of the Aegean Islands Exhibit Collection, 19 covers arranged an annotated on pages, 
includes the older Italian and revised English postmarks, smaller towns, destinations, registered, etc., 
highlights include 1946 commercial cover to USA at reduced 1/- rate and use of the Italian old-style 
Calino postmark, 1946 cover to USA at reduced 1/- rate with British Carpathos cancel, the "MEF" postage 
due set (SG MD1-5) tied on a philatelic cover by Castellorizo pmk, 1945 censored (British and Greek) 
cover Rhodes to Athens, 1946 Rhodes to Pitcairn Island, 1946 parcel address card with single franking of 
the 2/6 MEF ovpt (SG M19), 1945 Symi to USA with a "negative" postmark, etc., usual mixed condition 
but a fine display of these elusive covers (see online scans) 800

Ex 2033
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The British Occupation Of Italian East Africa
When Italy entered WW II in June 
1940 it was no longer feasible to 
reinforce its troops in East Africa via 
the Mediterranean which, at the time, 
was largely controlled by the British 
fleet. When British and Imperial 
forces invaded from Kenya and the 
Sudan in January 1941 the countries 
of Eritrea and Somalia, along with 
most of Ethiopia, were quickly 
overrun. The final resistance in the 
Ethiopia highlands was overcome 
in November of 1941. The initial 
postage stamps used in the occupied 
territories were British George VI 
definitives overprinted "M.E.F." 
(Middle East Forces) for use in Eritrea 
and Somalia but unoverprinted for 
use in Ethiopia. 

The exhibit is generally in chronological order by territory starting with examples of military mail 
which were not charged postage except if special services as airmail or registration were required 
and then the civilian mails once postal services were resumed. Populations of Eritrea and Somalia 
at the time were about 600,000 and 2,500,000, respectively, and with low literacy rates, resulting in 
a lack of available commercial mail. 

The British occupation ended at 
different times in the three territories 
– Ethiopia upon restoration of the 
Emperor in March 1942, Somalia was 
returned to Italian control for a 10-
year trusteeship by the UN in March 
1950 and Eritrea was annexed by 
Ethiopia in September 1952. 

Italian troops "saluted" into surrender

British and Indian troops sailing into the harbour Rhodes
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2034   6        British Occupation of Italian East Africa Exhibit Collection, 28 items arranged and annotated on pages, 
array of  variety of frankings, censored, registered, postal stationery, small town and APO (incl Indian) 
cancels, etc., featuring 1941 censored cover from British Navy officer to British Naval Office in Ceylon, 
1942 civilian mail from Ethiopia, 1947 oversized registered airmail cover with 5sh, 10sh "MEF" ovpt 
franking (SG M20-21), 1948/49 covers to Denmark and Sweden, GB registry entire with scarce ""These 
envelopes used temporarily in Somalia" handstamp, GB 3d+2½d registry envelope with "BMA Somalia 40 
Cents" surcharge uprated and mailed to England, etc., usual mixed condition but overall a Fine group 
of the scarce covers (see online scans) 1000

Ex 2034
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The British Occupation Of Libya

British forces occupied the former Italian colony of Libya coastal provinces of Cyrenaica and 
Tripolitania following defeat of Afrika Korps in 1943. The initial postage stamps used in these 
territories were British George VI definitives overprinted "M.E.F." (Middle East Forces). The 
stamps had been originally created for use in former Italian colonies of Eritrea and Somalia when 
the British occupied them the previous year. These stamps were also used in connection with the 
occupation of the Italian islands in the Aegean in 1945. The Allied occupation lasted until 24 Dec 
1951 when Libya became an independent country with the three individual provinces (adding 
French controlled Fezzan-Ghadames) becoming united under the rule of King Idris I. From that 
point on, a Libyan national postal service supplanted the British postal activities. 

Populations of Cyrenaica and Tripolitania at the time were about 250,000 and 750,000, respectively, 
and each suffered from a very low literacy rate. Both factors account for the relative paucity of 
commercial mail available and, in fact, most of the covers encountered are philatelically inspired. 

British tanks line up on Tripoli‘s waterfront after capturing the city during World War II
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2035   6        British Occupation of Cyrenaica and Tripolitania Exhibit Collection, 28 covers or cards arranged and 
annotated on pages and incl array of censored, registered, commercial etc. covers highlighted by smaller 
town cancels incl Homs, Misuratam Nalut, Shahait, Suani ben Adem, Tarhuna, Tocra and Zuara Citta, 
1948 cover from a German POW still in Libya, the 1950 Cyrenaica "Mounted Warrior" set (SG 136-48) on 
cover to USA plus the 2m value single franking cover from Derna to El Marj, 1942 "M.E.F." postage due 
set (SG MD1-5) tied on a philatelically inspired cover, 1948 "B.M.A. Tripolitania" surcharged set (SG T1-
13) on registered cover to USA, 1950 "B.A. Tripolitania" surcharged set (SG T14-26) spread over three 
registered covers to USA, 1950 "B.A. Tripolitania" postage dues (SG TD6-10) tied on a locally addressed 
philatelic cover, etc., a Fine lot of these scarce covers and ideal for continuation (see online scans) 1000

Ex 2035
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2036 **          1-12, 1937 ½a-10r Dhow, PO fresh set with pristine o.g., NH, choice Very Fine (Scott $1,306; SH 1-12, 
1,200) 750

Australian States
2037       S    SG 242 var., 1885/86 £1 Rose lilac and claret, "POSTAGE" overprint, "REPRINT" overprint, very 

attractive top left hand corner sheet margin block of four, NH, usual rough perfs, fresh and F-VF, a lovely 
block of this high value 500

2038           P 110TCP, 1896 5d Victoria and Arms, Trial color plate proofs, right margin vertical pairs in olive green, 
brown, blue, red brown and dark brown on gummed stamp paper, NH, Very Fine 220

2039        R   1889 4d Yellow Defaced Reprint on white card, top margin block of four with each reprint having two 
strokes defacing the portrait, Very Fine 250

2040        R   1901 "Halfpenny" on 1d Carmine, Overprinted "Reprint.", top right corner margin block of ten with 
plate no. 1 on ungummed white card, 17mm margin break not affecting stamps, Very Fine 100

2041   6        1883 OHMS Cover to Melbourne with Commandant Local Forces/ Victoria/ Frank Stamp,  blue envelope 
with nice strike of the frank and a partial Williamstown Vic SE 14 83 cds partially overlapping, light strike 
of Victorian Naval Forces "Belt and Buckle" double oval cachet, ms 14/9/83 date inserted, backstamped 
Melbourne SE 14 83, small tear in backflap, still Very Fine, the only known cover with this naval cachet 
and though to be the first military or naval cachet from any Australian state.  By 1870, Williamstown was 
known as the major cargo port of Victoria with the Customs Department, pilots, the Victorian Navy, and 
the Harbour Trust all having established bases in the port of Williamstown. The Victorian Naval Forces 
comprised the permanent force known as the Victorian Navy, and a 300-strong Victorian Naval Brigade 
consisting of the Williamstown Division and the Sandridge (Port Melbourne) Division. The combination 
of the Victorian Navy and the Victorian Naval Brigade were known collectively as the Victorian Naval 
Forces.  In the years leading up to Federation the Victorian Naval Forces were considered the most 
powerful of all the colonial naval forces.   750

Bermuda
2042 *          SG 52be, 1920 4/- Carmine and black, Break in lines below left scroll variety, very well centered, o.g., 

fresh and Very Fine (£350) 100
2043 **          54, 1918 £1 Black and violet on red, crisp color and impression, NH, fresh and Fine (Scott $400 for 

hinged, SG 55, £325 for hinged) 150

British Honduras
2044  3         50c, 1899 25c Red brown and green, "REVE UE" variety, unobtrusive cds, small repaired fault upper left, 

Fine appearance (SG 68b; unpriced in used condition in Scott or SG) 180

Brunei
2045 *          39, 1910 $25 Black on red, crisp impression, o.g., Very Fine; 2016 RPS certificate (Scott $650; SG 48, £650)

200
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2046 *          N20, 1944 $3 on 1c Black, toned o.g. as usual, h.r., Fine and quite rare; 2016 RPS certificate (Scott $15,000; 
SG J20a, £11,000) 2500

Burma
2047  3         1-18, 1937 3p-25r Overprints,  the complete set, F-VF (Scott $1,022, SG 1/18, £900) 400

Canadian Provinces
2048   6        British Columbis 7, 1865 3p Blue,  right side "wing margin" single, Fine, perf flaws in "wing" from overlap, 

"Wells Fargo & Co. Victoria and British Columbia" printed frank. tied on cover to San Francisco by blue 
company oval, Very Fine cover. 200

2049   6        7, 1865 3p Blue,  Fine, small flaws, tied on cover to Victoria, V.I. by blue "Dietz & Nelsons" Express double 
oval handstamp, matching oval "Paid", slightly reduced and corner tear at upper right, still Fine cover, 
scarce local usage. 200

2050   6        Paid Wells Fargo & Co. Express, Victoria, British Columbia   five covers, each with printed frank, 
various 3c. 6c "small queen" issues, all tied by blue or purple company ovals, one used as "paste-up" and 
unaddressed; one to Portland Oregon; two to San Francisco: one franked with two 6c issues, other 3c 
with auxilary handstamp "Could not be found", all Fine or better, attractive group. (see online scans).

500
2051   6        British Columbia & Vancouver Island Postal History,   24 covers + cover front, circa 1860-70, both 

incomming and outgoing to Cal., mixed issues but note US 10c (68), 5c (76), 24c (78), various entires + 
various Canadian 3c "small queens", also note many auxilary and company ovals or printed franks, mixed 
condition including stamp and cover faults, as usually seen, a very close inspection is suggested. 2400

2052 **          Newfoundland 246a, 1938 3c Dark carmine, Imperforate, pair, left stamp a natural preprinting paperfold 
at the top left, NH, Very Fine (Scott $175, Unitrade C$225) 120

2053 *  6        Newfoundland Postal Cards Collection, 1873/1933, 29 mostly mint cards with most neatly arranged 
on exhibit pages and incl some extras, note UY6 mint, UY6a mint (2), UX7 mint and used, UX8 used, 
UX9 mint, UX11 mint, etc., some duplicates with different card stocks, F-VF (see online scans; Unitrade 
C$320) 100
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2054 (*)          Nova Scotia 4, 1851 6d Yellow green, lovely color, clear to full margins, unused, Very Fine sound example 
of this scarce issue; 2008 PF certificate (Scott $5,000; Unitrade C$6,500) 1200

2055 */**   4       12, 1860 10c Vermilion,  upper left sheet margin irregular block of 20, pos. 1-6, 11-16, 21-2, 31-2, 41-2, 51-2, 
includes three imprints (one top, two left side), exceptionally fresh and showing briliant color, 16 stamps are 
NH including one imprint block,  typical perfs and centering, Fine, showpiece. (Scott $380). 150

Canada
2056  3         5b, 1855 6d Greenish grey, three ample margins, just in at top, Fine; 2017 Gratton certificate (Scott $1,200)

200
2057  3         21, 24, 25, 28, 29, 1868 ½c/15c Large Queens,  five different plus a faulty #276 not figured, all fresh, 

attractive and well centered, couple small flaws/faults (trivial), still near Very Fine. (Scott $410). (see 
online scans). 90

2058 (*)          23, 1869 1c Yellow orange, well centered unused single with rich color, tiny oxidation marks in now way 
detract, Very Fine; 2016 Greene Foundation certificate (Scott $1,400; Unitrade C$2,000) 450

2059 *          23a, 1869 1c Deep orange, pair, part o.g., horiz crease across both stamps with cert mentioning "some 
oxidation of color", nevertheless a Fine and very rare multiple; 2016 Greene Foundation certificate (Scott 
$3,500 as singles) 350

2060 *          28, 1868 12½c Blue, nicely centered pair, slightly disturbed o.g. with some light even toning affecting the 
paper, Very Fine centering; 2016 Greene Foundation certificate (Scott $2,500 as singles; Unitrade C$2,800 
as singles) 1200

2061  3         30c, 1868 15c Deep violet on very thick paper, a Fine sound example of this scarce variety; 1995 APS 
certificate (Scott $1,600) 675

2062 */**   4       35a, 1873/74 1c Orange, Perf 12, block of fifteen, o.g., center horiz row plus four stamps in bottom row 
NH, others with hinging to varying degrees, F-VF, a scarce multiple of this shade; 2016 Greene Foundation 
certificate (Scott $7,200+ as singles) 900

2063 **          42, 1888 5c Grey, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine; 2011 Greene Foundation certificate (Scott $500; Unitrade 
C$900) 200

2064 **          44, 1893 8c Violet black, bottom left corner margin single, unblemished o.g., NH, Very Fine and choice; 
2014 PF certificate (Scott $550; Unitrade C$1,400) 250
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2065 **          50-58, 1897 ½c-15c Jubilee,  fresh colors, o.g., NH, F-VF, an attractive selection (Scott $2,672) 
  500

2066 * 3         51-65, 1897 1c-$5 Jubilee, 6c, $1 mint, others used, $2, $5 roller cancel, $4 light smear cancel, a few light 
wrinkles, generally F-VF (Scott $5,955) 900

2067 **   4       52, 1897 2c Jubilee, block of four with each stamp particularly well centered, unblemished o.g., NH, Very 
Fine and choice; 2016 Gratton certificate (Scott $370 as singles) 120

2068 *          54-57, 1897 5c-10c Jubilee, rich colors, l.h. or o.g., F-VF (Scott $590) 120
2069 *          55, 58, 60, 6c, 15c, and 50c Jubilee,  three singles selected for their centering, 6c and 50c with small hinge 

remnants, 15c lightly hinged, all three F-VF, an attractive group (Scott $880) 150
2070 **          57, 1897 10c Jubilee, lovely color, NH but with trace fingerprints on gum, Very Fine; 2016 Gratton certificate 

(Scott $400; Unitrade C$675) 150
2071 **   4       57, 1897 10c Jubilee, top margin block of four with part imprint, nicely centered, o.g., NH, some perf 

separations, Very Fine; 2016 Gratton certificate (Scott $1,600 as singles) 325
2072 **          58, 1897 15c Steel blue,  NH, attractive centering, bright and fresh color, 2016 PSE certificate graded VF-XF 

85 (SMQ $850) 350

2073 **          60, 1897 50c Jubilee, select single with deep rich color and excellent centering, unblemished o.g., NH, 
choice Very Fine example for the condition-conscious collector; 2016 Greene Foundation certificate (Scott 
$775; Unitrade C$1,500) 600

2074 **          71, 1897 6c Brown, lovely fresh color, o.g., NH, Very Fine and choice; 2016 Gratton certificate (Scott $350; 
Unitrade C$675) 150

2075 *   4       Unitrade 75vi, 1898 1c Grey green on vertical wove paper, Imperforate, to right corner margin block of 
four, without gum as issud, fresh and Extremely Fine (C$1,800) 475

2076   6        Hazard Powder, Black Powder, Smokeless Powder, Shells,  multi-colored illustrated advertising on cover 
to London, Ont., 1c (75) pair, Very Fine, tied by St Thomas, Ond CDS‘s, small edge nick and barely 
reduced from opening, F-VF cover. 125

2077   6        Winchester Repeating Rifles, Shot Guns,  multi-colored pictorial advertising on cover to London, Ont., 
2c (77), Fine, tied by Tillsonburg, Ont. 7/31/02, Very Fine cover.  125

2078 **          79, 1899 5c Blue on bluish, unusually well centered and with rich color, unblemished o.g., NH, Very Fine 
and choice; 2017 Gratton certificate (Scott $440; Unitrade C$900) 250

2079 *   4       79a, 1899 5c Blue on bluish horizontal wove paper, , top right corner margin block of four, without gum 
as issued, an Extremely Fine showpiece (C$1,800) 475

2080 *   4       Unitrade 82ii, 1898 8c Orange on vertical wove paper, Imperforate, bottom left corner margin block of 
four, without gum as issued, Very Fine and choice (C$1,800 as pairs) 475

2081 */**   4       84, 1900 20c Olive green, left margin block of six, five stamps NH, top left stamp o.g., right stamps VG-
Fine, left stamps F-VF (Scott $7,150 as singles) 675

2082 */**   4       85-86, 1898 2c Imperial Penny Postage Issue, single and block of four of each issue; 85 NH though one 
stamp with bit of fingerprint on gum; 86 o.g.with one stamp in block some paper adherence, F-VF (Scott 
$725 as singles) 100

2083 *          85a, 1898 2c Penny Postage, Imperforate, vertical pair still affixed on the original card, Very Fine and 
choice, only 100 pairs issued (Scott $550, Unitrade C$700) 180
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2084 **   4       92, 1903 7c Olive bistre, block of four with proof-like color, full o.g., NH, F-VF, a premium multiple; 2016 
Greene Foundation certificate (Scott $2,600 as singles, Unitrade C$1,750 as singles) 900

2085 **          Unitrade 92iii, 1903 7c Straw, lovely color, unblemished o.g., NH, Very Fine; 2016 Gratton certificate 
(C$1,400) 220

2086 **   4       Unitrade 92iii, 1903 7c Straw, right margin block of four, NH but trace of fingerprint on top right stamp, 
fresh and F-VF; 2016 Greene Foundation certificate (C$4,200 as singles) 500

2087 *   4       94, 1904 20c Olive green, block of four with fresh color and better than usual centering with the two 
left stamps being an exceptionally well centered "jumbos", o.g. or part o.g., Fine-Extremely Fine; 2016 
Greene Foundation certificate (Scott $3,200 as singles; Unitrade C$5,000 as singles) 750

2088    *   4      95, 1908 50c Purple, top margin block of four, rich color, small h.r. as perf reinforcement, short perf 
bottom left, VG-Fine (Scott $3,800 as singles) 475

2089 */**          96-103, 1908 ½c-20c Quebec Tercentenary, ½c, 2c-10c NH, others o.g. with 15c, 20c bit of gum disturbance, 
F-VF (see online scans; Scott $1,734) 325

2090 **          99, 1908 5c Champlain‘s Home, very well centered top margin single, NH but with trace fingerprints on 
gum, Very Fine; 2016 Gratton certificate (Scott $210; Unitrade C$450) 120

2091 **          101, 1908 10c View of Quebec, crisp color and impression, NH, tiny natural inclusion top right margin, 
Very Fine; 2016 Gratton certificate (Scott $500; Unitrade C$900) 150

2092 **          102, 1908 15c Champlain‘s Departure, premium single with rich color, NH, Very Fine; 2017 Gratton 
certificate (Scott $550; Unitrade C$1,050) 100

2093 */**   4       109, 110, 119, 122, 1922/25 3c/$1 Admiral, blocks of four with fresh colors, bottom stamps NH, top l.h. 
or small h.r., 20c VG-Fine, others F-VF (see online scans; Scott $1,825 as singles) 375

2094 **          111, 1912 5c Dark blue,  NH, bright and fresh color, Very Fine (Scott $450) 90
2095 **   4       116, 1912 10c Plum,  bottom margin block of four, 80% lathework type C in the margin, NH, fresh and 

Fine (Unitrade C$6,000) 600
2096 **   4       118, 1911 10c Bistre-brown,  top margin imprint and plate no 24 block of eight, fresh o.g., NH, lightly 

folded along central vertical perfs, Fine and attractive (Scott $440 as singles; Unitrade C$600 as Fine 
singles)   300

2097 **   4       136, 1924 1c Orange yellow imperforate,  bottom margin block of four with about 40% of lathework type 
D inverted, NH, Very Fine and choice (Unitrade C$2,000) 250

2098    4       136, 1924 1c Orange yellow imperforate,  bottom margin block of four with bit of lathework type D 
inverted, pristine o.g., NH, Very Fine (Unitrade C$2,000 for 40% lathework)   250

2099 *          146a-148a, 1927 5c-20c Historical Issue, Imperforate, pairs, l.h., fresh and Very Fine, only 250 sets issued 
(Scott $375) 125

2100 *          158, 1929 50c Bluenose  exceptionally fresh and bright, mostly well large and well balanced margins, o.g., 
lightly hinged, Very Fine. (Scott $225). 50

2101 *          159, 1929 $1 Parliament,  extremely fresh and exceptionally well centered for this, the most difficult to 
attain centered from this set, o.g. Extremely Fine, (Scott $300). 90
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2102 **          195c-200a, 1932 1c-8c George V, Imperforate, horiz pairs, 1c-3c unblemished o.g., NH, 4c-8c toned and 
with completely glazed over gum (not figured in catalog value), 1c-3c choice Very Fine (Scott $1,080 for 
1c-3c only) 250

2103 **          231c-236a, 1937 1c-8c George VI, Imperforate, horiz pairs, NH, 2c, 3c slightly toned gum and a bit of 
mount glaze, o/w fresh and Very Fine, only 100 sets issued (Scott $2,700) 400

2104 **          1976 Summer Olympic Games Gold-foil Issues,  10 sets of 10 different 22k gold-foil privately produced 
issues, Very Fine; original "new issue" cost C$2,000 90

2105 **          723Ab, 1978 50c Main Street, Paririe Town, Brown inscriptions omitted, the "ghost town" variety, 
PO fresh, NH, Very Fine, only 1509 recorded; 2017 Gratton certificate (Scott $2,000; Unitrade C$3,000) 1000

2106 **   4       1027a, 1249-50, 1673, 1677, 1683, 1679-80, 1984/97 1c/47c Definitives, Commems, mint sheets of 
12/100, one each except 1027a, 1249-50 (2 each), NH, F-VF (no photo; Face Value C$171) 75

2107 **          1172h, 1990 45c Pronghorn, Imperforate, pair, NH, Extremely Fine (Scott $900, Unitrade C$1,200)
270

2108 **          1190b, 1990 Flags Booklet Pane of four, Imperforate,  PO fresh, NH, Extremely Fine (Scott $1,500; 
Unitrade C$2,000) 400

2109 **          2001c, 2003 48c National Emblems, Imperforate,  horiz pair of error pairs with sheet margins each side, 
NH, bit of wrinkling in the right margin not affecting the stamps, Very Fine, only 40 error pairs reported 
(Scott $2,000; Unitrade C$2,500) 475

2110 **          2001d, 2003 National Emblems S/S, Imperforate,  NH, some typical light wrinkling/ gum bends, still 
Very Fine (Scott $1,400; Unitrade C$2,000) 250

2111 **   4       2008a, 2003 49c Maple Leaf and Samara Coil, Die cutting omitted,  block of four from an uncut sheet, 
self-adhesive, Extremely Fine, scarce in a multiple larger than a pair (Scott $300 as two pairs; Unitrade 
$400 as two pairs) 95

2112          E CL6, 1926 25c Jack V Elliott Air Service Essay, photo essay in grey on medium stock wove paper, mounted 
on small card, choice Very Fine and rare 220

2113   6        CL6, 1926 25c Jack V Elliott Air Service Essay, on cover franked with 3c Admiral mailed from Kitchener 
on March 2 1926 and addressed to Red Lake via Rolling Portage (proper dispatch, transit and arrival 
pmks), neat "VIA AIR WAY" label address side, back side with the CL6 essay affixed in center and the 
issued CL6 on top of it, both being tied by an oval Kenora Red Lake March 6 oval date stamp, Very Fine 
and rare 200

2114   6        CL42, 1927 25c Dark Blue, Yukon Airways & Exploration Co. LTD.,  the "Whitehorse Star" newspaper 
dated 4/13/28, franked with 25c (CL42), Fine, tied by Whitehorse, Yukon 4/13/28 CDS, Atlin, B,C. 
receiver, "Postage Paid" SL handstamp, newspaper paper splitting along filefold, still Very Fine and 
attractive.   90

2115 **          E4, 1930 20c Special Delivery, an essentially perfectly centered single with rich color and pristine o.g., 
NH, an Extremely Fine gem; 2017 Gratton certificate (Scott $125; Unitrade C$200) 120
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2116 5          J2, 1906 2c Violet, left margin vertical pair with full Lathework "D" tied on piece by indistinct cancel, 
bottom stamp natural se and partially off the paper to verify if regular or thin paper, Fine and scarce 
(Unitrade C$5,000 as singles) 325

Canada Revenues
2117 5          Yukon Territory, Van Dam YL13, 25c on 10c Blue, singles affixed on 25 unfolded summons for Small 

Debt Court of 1950/53, fresh and Very Fine; very scarce on full document (see online scan; Van Dam 
C$1,125 as stamps) 180

Cape of Good Hope
2118  3         4, 1857 4d Blue, three well-margined used singles, each having rich color and the usual triangular 

postmark, Very Fine (see online scan; Scott $255; SG 6, £285) 140

Cyprus
2119  3         123, 1928 £1 Deep brown and deep blue,  lightly canceled, Very Fine and choice (Scott $400; SG 132, 

£300)    120

Falkland Islands
2120 *          84-96, 1938/46 ½d-£1 George VI Definitives, o.g. or large part o.g., F-VF (Scott $428) 160

Gambia
2121  3         SG 100a, 1912 2/6 Black and red on blue, Split "A" variety, light Macarthy Island cancels do not obscure 

variety, fresh and Fine (SG £700) 150

Gibraltar
2122 *          29-38, 1889/95 5c-5P Victoria, fresh colors and incl few shade varieties, o.g. or small h.r., F-VF (Scott 

$387; SG 22-33, £300+) 75
2123  3         74-75, 1912 8sh, £1 George V, light cancels, 8sh VG-Fine, £1 Very Fine (Scott $405; SG 84-85, £405)

100
2124  3         88, 91-92, 1924/25 4sh, 10sh, £1 George V, neat cancels with 10sh a "Parcel" cds, F-VF (Scott $410; SG 

100, 106-07, £410) 150
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2125 **   4       P 837 var., 2000 30p-54p Europa,  all four values in imperf proof sheets, unissued design (without EIIR cypher), 
at top fixed on presentation cards from the printer, all stamps NH and Very Fine, rare 600

2126           P 942-5 var., 2003 30p-54p Flowers imperf proofs,  pairs of all four values on ungummed stamp paper, 
bright and fresh, Very Fine 100

2127 **   4       P 960-3 var., 2004 40p-54p Europa Vacations,  imperf proof pairs, NH and Very Fine 150
2128 **   4       P 1190-1 var., 2009 42p Princes William and Harry,  imperf proof blocks of four with coat of arms in center, 

NH, VF, only a few printed 150

Gold Coast
2129  3         127, 1938 10sh Purple and black, lot of 76 comprised of 44 singles, nine pairs, block of six and block 

of eight, most with portion of a legible oval registry cancel, usual few nibbed/blunted perfs or light 
evidence of postal use, generally F-VF (Scott $2,204; SG 132, £2,432) 100

Grenada
2130 **          SG 163c, 1943 10sh Dull carmine and bluish slate, Perf 11¾, PO fresh with no toning, NH, Very Fine; 

2013 KG VI Expertising certificate (SG £750) 200

Hong Kong
2131 **   4       203-212, 1962 5c-$1 QEII Definitives.  complete sheets of 100, all NH, some values with mostly trivial perf 

separations, bright and post office fresh, VF (Scott $5,730 as singles) 2200
2132 **          464a, 1986 Halley‘s Comet S/S, lot of 100, NH, Very Fine (no photo; Scott $3,250) 300
2133 **          464a, 1986 Halley‘s Comet S/S, lot of 100, NH, Very Fine (no photo; Scott $3,250) 300
2134 **          464a, 1986 Halley‘s Comet S/S, lot of 80, NH, Very Fine (no photo; Scott $2,600) 200
2135 **          577a, 1990 Centenary of Hong Kong Electric Booklet, lot of 100, Very Fine (no photo; Scott $3,000) 250
2136 **          738, 1996 $10 Hong Kong ‚97 Exhibition S/S, lot of 170, NH, Very Fine (no photo; Scott $1,190) 100
2137 **          742Af, 1996 Olympics S/S, lot of 100, NH, Very Fine (no photo; Scott $475) 50

2138  3         SG 1c, 1917 1c Brown Watermark sideways, rich color, unobtrusive cancel, a few shortish perfs on left 
mentioned for accuracy’s sake only, Fine example of this rare stamp (SG £3,000)    300

India
2139   6        36, 1882 ½a Green,  tied on 1896-97 cover to French journalists on round-the-world tour, paying "printed 

matter" rate, forwarded to French India then to French Indo China then to Japan then to U.S. and eventually 
being received in Mexico, some stamp/cover faults, but scarce non philatelic five country franking, Fine 
cover 100

2140 */**          150-67, 1937-40 3p-25r George VI, all PO fresh and NH less the 25r which is lightly hinged, F-VF; an 
attractive set (Scott $580 for all NH; SG 247-64, £600 for all NH) 260

2141 **          203-06, 1948 Gandhi, well centered set with no toning, NH, F-VF (Scott $307, SG 305-08, £425) 100
2142 5          203-06, 1948 Gandhi,  set tied on  piece by Calcutta G.P.O. 1 Sep 48 cancels, F-VF (Scott $104; SG 305-08, 

£140) 75
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2143   6        On Active Service: No Stamps Available ms along with censoring on cover addressed to England, two 
strikes of boxed "Postage Due  Annas", circled "T" and "2d F.B." British due marking, Macclesfield AU 26 
01 arrival cds on face, backstamped Berbera AU 9 01 and Aden Aug 10 01, some minor flaws along top 
edge from opening but Fine an attractive early example of mail from the Somali campaign The cover 
was sent by Lt H.W.B. Thorp of the Yorkshire Light Infantry to his wife. Lt. Thorp was one of the British 
officers involved in training the Somalis in the use of the Maxim guns mounted on riding camels and saw 
action at Jidballi. He went on to serve in the Boer War, where he was awarded the Queen‘s Medal, and in 
WW I, receiving the French War Cross, 200

2144   6        On Active Service in Somaililand: No Stamps Available ms on envelope addressed to England, boxed 
"Postage Due Annas", circled "T" and British 1d F.B. due markings, backstamped Berbera NO 28 02, Aden 
NO 29 02 and Oxford DE 12 02, cover a bit of soiling but still Fine.  An expedition was mounted against 
the Mahdi and during the Battle of Erigo on 6 Oct 1902 he lost so many men that he retreated into Italian 
Somaliland. During this period there were no formal postal facilities for the British so "On Active Service" 
mails were gathered and sent by camel rider to the Indian Post Office at Berbera.   150

2145   6        Somali Field Force / No Stamps Available ms on envelope addressed to England with forwarding, light 
2-line "ACTIVE SERVICE / UNPAID", circled "T" and British 1d F.B. due markings, Salisbury JA 28 02 
cds on face, backstamped Aden JA 15 03, Salisbury JA 28 03, Torquay JA 28 03,bit roughly opened at top 
with a small edge break but still a Fine and attractive cover. 250
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The Somaliland Field Force in 1901-04
The following lots show postal history of the troops that were assembled in the "Horn of Africa" to 
put down an insurrection organized by Mohammed bin Abdullah, a self-styled "Mahdi" claiming 
supernatural powers and modeling himself on an earlier insurrectionist who caused trouble for the 
British in the Sudan late in the 19th century. Starting in early 1901 British officers began to raise local 
levees in preparation for an expedition against the Mahdi and his followers. The organization of the 
effort took considerable time but once the British devoted increased resources of men and material, 
the campaign was able to be brought to a successful conclusion by 1904. 
The Indian Post Office handled civil mail in Somaliland as they had a branch office in Berbera. As 
the number of British forces in the region increased, the need for organizing military mails arose. 
Eventually, two base post offices and seven field post offices were opened during the campaign. In 
theory, civilian and military mails were charged the same 1a rate for letters sent within the Empire. 
When no stamps were available, as often out in the field, covers could be endorsed in manuscript and 
appropriate postage due was charged to the recipient. 
The lots are arranged by postmark, bases offices first followed by the individual field offices. It must 
be noted that the forces involved were modest in size relative to the campaigns of the day with about 
6,000 men involved and only a small percentage of these being literate British officers. Thus the 
number of covers available to collectors is a relatively small and this collection represents a wonderful 
opportunity for the specialist to augment and enhance their own collection. 

Somaliland Expedition, watering the camels
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2146   6        1903 Registered Cover to Calcutta, 1899 ONE ANNA on 2a6p Victoria uprated with ½a Victoria pair 
plus 3p KE VII block on back side, all cancelled/ tied by BASE OFFICE OBBIA 7 FE 03 cancels, nice 
strike of boxed "R / BASE OFFICE / OBBIA" registry handstamp, Calcutta G.P.O. 22 FE 13 arrival 
plus few some indistinct transit backstamps, an insignificant bit of aging, Very Fine cover sporting the 
only recorded example of the Obbia registration marking The British appointed Brigadier Manning 
as Commander of the SFF in Nov 1902 as part of a greater effort to put down the Mahdist threat and 
additionally an agreement was reached with the Italians for the use of their port of Obbia in order to 
block the insurgents from the east. Additional troops arrived there on 22 Feb 1903 and a special base 
military popst office was opened at Obbia from 19 Jan to 16 April 1903 when it was moved to Barbera. 750

2147   6        1903 "SOLDIER‘S AND SEAMEN‘S ENVELOPE" Cover to Scotland, 1895 1a on 9p Victoria envelope 
cancelled by "BASE  OFFICE  OBBIA" 7 May 1903 cds with a bold Edinburgh MY 24 03 arrival cds 
alongside, backstamped Aden MY 8 03, Farnham MY 25 03, cover open two sides and with a central 
vertical fold and another vertical fold/ 2cm break at left side, still Fine. The base at Obbia closed on 16 
April 1903 and the postal personnel moved to Barbera where they opened for business on the 20th. The 
Obbia cancelling device was used until the replacement Barbera canceller arrived on 1 June. This cover 
was sent by Capt. C.V. Lyne of the 16th Madras Infantry during this transition period. 150

2148   6        BASE POST OFFICE OBBIA 29 AP 03 cds ties India Victoria 1a on cover to England, ms "Bohotle Apr 26 
03/ Rec‘d May16th", backstamped Aden MY 2, Norwich MY 15 03, Very Fine use of the Obbia canceller 
in Barbera during the 7-week transition period; cover sent by Capt J.W.H. Pollard of the Royal Scots 
Fusiliers. 150

2149   6        BASE POST OFFICE OBBIA 27 MAY 03 cds ties India Victoria 1a, KE VII ½a on cover to England, backstamped 
Aden MY 2p, HArrow JU 11 03, cover bit roughly iopened at top and with some wrinkling along left edge, still 
Very Fine use of the Obbia canceller in Barbera during the 7-week transition period; cover sent by Capt H.W.B. 
Thorp of the Yorkshire Light Infantry The same Capt Thorp as in lot      ) 150

2150   6        BASE POST OFFICE BERBERA8 AU 03 cds ties India Victoria 1a on cover to England, backstamped 
Aden AU 9 03, Macclesfield AU 23 03, cover shows trivial bit of postal wear, Fine use. The Barbera office 
was opened on 20 April 1903 but did not receive their cancelling device until 1 June. The cover was sent 
from Capt H.W.B. Thorp of the Yorkshire Light Infantry to his wife. 100
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View of Obbia
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2151   6        F.P.O. No 41 22 FE 04 (Proud D5) cancels India 1883 Victoria ½a envelope addressed to Major Wynch 
(CO 37th Dogras) at Punjab India, backstamped Base Office Berbera 26 FE 04, Durgai 8 MA 04 (two 
different) Nowgong Bundelkhand 11 MA 04, envelope with light horiz fold through indicia, still Fine 
cover sent by C.W. Finch, the chief superintendant of the field post offices. As the augmented British 
forces spread out through the various regions of Somaliland, a series of numbered Field Post Offices 
were established to handle the mail. They were numbered 41-48 but there is no evidence FPO 43 ever 
arrived or was placed into service. FPO 41 was located at Berbera and functioned from 18 Feb to 17 June 
1904.  300

2152   6        F.P.O. No 41 29 JA 04  cancel on India KE VII 1903 ¼a official postal card (Assistant Pay Examiner, for Pay 
Examiner, Bombay Command imprint at bottom) cancelled by a Poona India 11 JA 04 cds and addressed 
to "Lt F.M. Ransford / 2nd Sikhs - Somaliland Field Force / Lower Sheikh", sent in error to FPO 44 and then 
forwarded to FPO 41 with the card receiving cds cancels of both offices (both are Prod type D6), Very 
Fine use and highly unusual with postmarks of two different FPO offices. Lt (later Maj) Ransford served 
in the Boer War and in the 1903-04 and 1908-10 Somaliland campaigns earning decorations in each 
theater and saw service in WW I with the 6th Gurhka Rifles. 450

2153   6        F.P.O. No 42 6 FE (no year date; Proud D5) cds ties India Victoria 1a to cover addressed to London, 
backstamped Base Office Berbera 10 FE 04, Aden FE 11 04, London FE 24 04, envelope with couple of 
light central vertical bends, Fine use; Proud gives only a tentative location and service period (approx 30 
days) for this office and this cover was considered the discovery example and the only recorded postmark 
from this office. 750

Government quarters in Berbera
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2154   6        F.P.O. No 44 2 AP 03 (Proud D5) cds and pen strokes tie India Victoria 1a to envelope addressed to 
England, backstamped Berbera AP 17 03, Aden AP 18 03, Ashford AP 30 03, Very Fine Initially FPO 44 
moved along with Brigadier Manning‘s column from Obbia and, according to Proud, was at Galadi 
when this envelope was posted.  This cover was mailed by Capt G.A. Beazeley of the Royal Engineers. He 
spent most of his career in India and was attached as a survey officer to the Somaliland Field Force in 
1903–04. On 2 May 1918 he was shot down and captured by the Turks, remaining a prisoner of war until 
16 November, just after the end of WW I. His later accomplishments led him to be known as one of the 
fathers of aerial photography in surveying, military reconnaissance and archaeology. 250

2155   6        F.P.O. No 44 6 DE 03 cds (Proud D5), three strikes on an India Victoria 1899 ¼a postal card uprated 
with Victoria ½a and KE VII 3p, addressed to England, indistinct Base Office and Aden DE 10 03 transit 
cancels on face, Fine use 200

2156   6        F.P.O. No 45 11 MY 03 cds (Proud D5) ties India QV 1a to envelope addressed to England, ms "Bohotle May 10th 03 
/ Rec‘d May 30th", backstamped Base Camp Obbia 4 MY 03, Aden MY 16 03, Norwich MY 29 03, cover a little bit of 
edge wrinkling, Very Fine FPO 45 was operating out of Bohotle from 9 May 1903 to 1 April 1904. 150

2157   6        F.P.O. No 45 15 JU 03 cds (Proud D5) tie India KE VII ½a (2) to envelope addressed to England, ms 
"Bohotle 15 June / Recs July 6th 03", backstamped Base Office Berbera 18 JU 03, Aden JU 19 03, Norwich JY 
6 03, cover with some light wrinkling affecting one of the stamps, still Very Fine 150

2158   6        F.P.O. No 45 18 FE 04 cds (Proud D5) tying each of India Victoria ½a (2) and KE  VII 1a to cover 
addressed to England, ms at bottom left "HWB Thorpe, Capt/ Somaliland FF/ 7-2-04", backstamped Base 
Office Berbera 23 FE 04, Macclesfield MR 5 04, cover with some minor faults, both Victoria stamps with 
pre-use folds, still Fine 150

2159   6        F.P.O. No 45 4 AP 04 (Proud D6) on back side on unfranked envelope addressed to England, light ms 
"On Active Service, No Stamps Available Somaliland F.F.", bold "T" and British 1d I.S.D. due markings address 
side, additional backstamps of Base Office Berbera 19 AP 04, Aden AP 20 04, Winchester AP 30 04, cover 
open two sides and back sideflap folded for display, light central vertical bend, Fine.example of this 
scarcer FPO cancel Envelope posted by Capt R.M.W. Stevens of the Royal Irish Rifles. 200

2160   6        F.P.O. No 46 6 OC 10 cds (Proud D5) ties India Victoria 1a to envelope addressed to England, ms "with 
S.F.F./ A.W. Ewing, Major S.S.D.", backstamped Base Office Berbera 7 OC 03, Aden OC 8 03, Sevenoaks 
OC 17 03, cover light central vertical fold and some backflap tears, Fine use FPO 46 was located at Upper 
Sheikh in northwest Somaliland from 29 May 1903-13 Sep 1904. 90

2161   6        F.P.O. No 46 29 NO 03 cds (Proud D5) tie/cancel an India KE VII 1a on Victoria 1883 ½a envelope 
addressed to England, backstamped Base Office Berbera 2 DEC 03, Aden DE 3 03, Macclesfield DE 13 
03, bit of postal wear/ wrinkling, Fine use 75

2162   6        F.P.O. No 47 27 SE 03 cds (Proud D5) ties India Victoria 1a on envelope addressed to England, ms 
"Fm Saps J Molland RE / Telegraph Section / Somaliland Field Force", backstamped Base office Berbera 30 
SE 03, Aden OC 1 03, cover with faults incl tears from rough opening, with enclosure written on back of 
military telegraph form mentions "on the march toward Abyssinia" and mentions they have laid 100 miles 
of (telegraph) wire, an elusive cancel 100

2163   6        F.P.O. No 48 28 JA 04 cds (Proud D5) on India Victoria 1883 ½a envelope addressed to England, ms "On 
field Service Somaliland / No Stamps Available", senders ms "NC Bannatyne 128th Bombay Pioneers" at lower 
left, backstamped Aden FE 11 04, small opening break at top and backflap with hinge-sealed tear, Fine 
and scarce.  FPO 48 moved along with the 2nd Brigade pursuing the Mahdi, who was defeated in battle 
and driven out of the upper Nogal Valley. When this cover posted the office was located at Gaolo. Lt Col 
Ballatyne was decorated for action at the Battle of Jidballi and also saw action in WW I. 250

2164   6        F.P.O. No 48 11 FE 04 cds (Proud D5) cancels India Victoria 1899 1a on 2a6p envelope addressed to 
Canada, backstamped Base Office Berera 16 FE 04, Aden FE 17 04, Toronto MAR 6 1904, Fine use, one 
of very few covers addressed to somewhere other than England or India On this date, FPO 48 was with 
the 2nd Brigade as they began to withdraw from the Nogal. 250

2165   6        F.P.O. No 48 16 MA 04 cds (Proud D6) on back side of unfranked envelope addressed to England, 
address side with ms "On Active Service No Stamps Available" plus "T" and British 1d F.B. due markings, 
backstamped with the FPO cancel plus Base Office Berbera 2 MA 04, Aden MA 30 04 and Camberley AP 9 
04, cover with some light tone spots and a light central vertical fold, Fine use. Sent by the aforementioned 
Lt Ballatyne from El Afweina where FPO 48 operated for just a few days. 250

2166   6        Inbound Mail to the Somaliland Field Force, two covers; from Natal sent April 1901 via Colombo and Aden to Lt 
Thorp c/o "Somaliland Punitive Expedition" (both stamps faulty); second cover Jan 1904 from London to the "Field 
Controller / Somaliland Field Force / Sheikh", appropriate transit and arrival markings, some usual postal wear 
but still Fine and scarce as troops in the field had little to no ability to store letters received. 200

2167   6        Used in Persia, 1912 Cover to England,  1911 1a, 2a (Scott 82, 84) tied to envelope by Jask 12 AP 12 
squared circle cancels, addressed to Bournemouth England, scarce and Very Fine. 100
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2168  3         12-14, 1922 2sh6d-10sh Dollard Overprints, unobtrusive cancels, fresh and F-VF (Scott $710; SG 17/21, 
£550) 200

2169  3         79b, 1928 10sh Somerset House Overprint, Wide "1922" variety, neat corner cancel, fresh and Fine 
(Scott $425; SG 88, £225) 120

2170  3         93-95, 1935 2sh6d-10sh Harrison and Son Overprints on Re-engraved Britannia, frsh colors, 5sh, 10sh 
very lightly canceled, F-VF, 5sh signed Calves (Scott $945; SG 99-01, £425) 270

2171           1936 Irish Sweepstakes Booklet, 11 tickets, Very Fine, interesting ephemera for Ireland specialist.  
90

Madagascar
2172 *          33-34, 1886 1d, 1½d British Consular Mail Overprint, each with the typical bit of o.g. in the corner, paper 

adherence in ungummed portion, 1d an insignificant tiny corner crease lower left, F-VF (Scott $450; SG 
33b, 34b445), £ 150

Malayan States
2173       S    Trengganu H&G 3, 4, C1, 1920/22 3c-4c Postal Cards, 10c Registry Envelope, "SPECIMEN" 

overprints,  4c card a bit of edge toning and a tiny scuff at lower left, o/w fresh and F-VF 70
2174   6        JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF MALAYAN STATES Johore "DAI NIPPON 2602" Fiscal Overprints, 

14 different issues affixed and tied on a Government Service envelope, address side with 6c and 25c 
surcharges on 1940 8c Sultan, back side with overprint on 1922/41 Sultan 5c, 6c on 1c, 6c on 5c, 10c, 
25c, 25c, 25c on 30c, 50c, $1 on 1c, $1, $2, $5, $10 (Barefoot 1/27), Fine favor item as these issues were 
for fiscal use only 75

Malta
2175  3         SG 86c, 1914 2/- Ultramarine and dark violet on blue, Nick in top right scroll variety, partial cancel not 

obscuring the variety, fresh and Fine (£375) 90
2176 *          77-84, 1922 ½d-5sh Self-Government Overprints, o.g., F-VF (Scott $415; SG 106/13, £350) 160
2177  3         82-84, 1922 2sh6d-10sh "Self Government" Overprints, 10sh a crisply struck Valletta cancel, F-VF (Scott 

$570; SG 105, 112-13, £555) 200
2178  3         92-93, 1922 2sh, 10sh "Self Government" Overprints, Script MCA watermark, lightly canceled, fresh and 

F-VF (Scott $375; SG 120-21, £345) 100

Mauritius
2179 *          138-39, 141, 146-51, 1910 2c/10R Edward VII, fresh colors, o.g., 50c few perf stains and a natural gum 

crease, o/w F-VF (Scott $266, SG 182/195, £270+) 75

Mesopotamia
2180   6        Mesopotamia Covers/ Postcards Selection, N38-39 on registered "Wilson" cover to England, also 

includes 10 ppc with subjects incl Christmas wishes from the troops in Mesoptamia, real photo ppc of 
various Kings of the region, F-VF (see online scans) 75

St. Kitts-Nevis
2181 *          52-64, 1923 ½d-10sh Tercentenary, o.g. with some values a small h.r. and/or bit of mount glaze, F-VF (Scott 

$578; SG 48-58) 220
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2182 5          112, 1914 3sh on 3m Black violet,  tied on piece by Apia cancel, trivial bit of scuffing upper left, still Very 
Fine; signed Kilian (Scott $1,500; SG 113, £1,200) 500

Seychelles
2183   6        1895 Registered Cover to Germany, 30c postal stationery envelope (H&G 3) uprated with 1890 4c pair, 

13c strip of three, 1893 15c on 16c (Scott 4, 9, 24) all cancelled/ tied by Seychelles "5" AP 13 95 cds, 
accompanying French hexagonal transit cancel, backstamped Ulm 2 Mai 95, fresh and Very Fine

75
2184  3  4       82, 1918 30c Dull violet and olive green, block of 36, light cds cancels, few perf separations, fresh and 

F-VF (Scott $576 as singles; SG £576 as singles) 75
2185   6        144, 1938 1r Yellow green, tied along with the 1r.50c Ultramarine on a registered cover to England by 

Victoria FE 1 41 cds, handstamped registry marking, 2-line censor handstamp, Very Fine, the key value to 
the set on an attractive cover (SG 146) 100

Singapore
2186 5          1959 Document with Revenue and Postage Issues Franking, "Exchange" document with GB KG VI £2.10.0 

and QE II 5s Foreign Bill (Barefoot 215, 226) plus 1955 QE II 20c (2) 50c, $2, $5 (4) all tied by assorted 
fiscal cancels, document a bit worse for wear but still an interesting mix of revenue and postal issues on 
document 60

South Africa

2187 *          24h, 1926 1d Carmine and black, Vertical pair, Imperforate on Three Sides, in a block of four with the 
right side vertical pair imperf at left, part o.g., F-VF, attractive showpiece (Scott $700; SG 31b, £1,100) 250

South Africa - Anglo-Boer War
2188   6        CANADIAN FIRST CONTINGENT, "H" Company; 1899 Cover to Belgium,  Cape of Good Hope 1d 

tied on envelope by G.P.O. CAPETOWN/ Cape Colony 30 Nov 99 cds, circled "440", ms. "3" and "30" in 
blue crayon, octagonal "T 15c" applied on arrival in Brussels where 10c, 20c postage dues affixed and tied 
by Bruxelles 25 Dec cds, backstamped Bruxelles 24 and 25 Dec, imprint of "CANADIAN CONTINGENT 
/ 1899-1900" with maple leaf on back flap, ms. notation "Rec‘d Xmas day 1899 / Nov br 25 1899 / S.S 
"Sardinien" few days / before landing", small piece of backflap missing and virtually entirely reattached, 
Fine use Sent by Donovan Osborn of "H" Company to his wife and posted five days after the "Sardinien" 
docked at Capetown, The international letter rate of 2½d should have been paid and thus 30c postage 
due was charged on delivery.  150
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2189   6        CANADA SECOND CONTINGENT; 1900 Unfranked Cover to Toronto with "EN ROUTE" 
Handstamp,  legal size envelope with crisp strike of oval "CANADIAN CONTINGENT SOUTH AFRICA 
EN ROUTE JAN 30 1900" with same marking as a backstamp, circled "T" and ms. "12c" (due recipient), 
backstamped Toronto FE 16, cover opened and bit reduced at left with portion of backflap missing and a 
vertical fold at left edge, still Fine and rare with an estimate of less than ten examples surviving; ex-Hart 
The Second Contingent of 265 troops sailed from Halifax on the "Laurentian" on 20 Jan 1900. It included 
a five member Postal Corps led by Chief Clerk W.C. Ecclestone and among its postal supplies was the oval 
date stamp. Mail that had accumulated on board prior to arrival at Cape Verde was marked with the "En 
Route" handstamp prior to transfer the following day to a ship bound for London.  750

2190   6        CANADA SECOND CONTINGENT; 1900 Cover to Quebec with Orange River Colony Franking,  envelope 
with Orange River Colony V.R.I. (raised stops) ½d on ½d pair tied by strikes of British FPO 30 
(Bloemfontein) AP 13 00 cancels, nice strike of "CANADIAN CONTINGENTS SOUTH AFRICA APR 
18 1900" handstamp in red, backstamped Sherbrooke MY 19, tiny edge break at bottom, still Very Fine. 
Upon arrival in Capetown, Chief Postal Clerk Ecclestone and two of his assistants set up shop at the 
Capetown Base Post Office. The other two clerks were sent to the 19th Brigade HQ at Modder River and 
later to Bloemfontein to process mail from troops in the field. The Canadian Contingency date stamp 
(with the "EN ROUTE" designation removed) was used from March-December 1900 as a unit cachet to 
indicate Canadian origin when the letters arrived at the Base Post Office from the field.  120

2191   6        Canadian Related Boer War Covers,  3 covers; Canada first contingent 1900 unfranked cover to Toronto with 
ms. "On Active Service/ No Stamps Available", backflap with Canadian Contingent imprint; 1901 "Soldier 
to Soldier" mail addressed to member of the Canadian Mounted Rifles with Transvaal franking and British 
FPO cancel; 1900 postal card "Soldier to Soldier" mail addressed to member of "Royal Canadian Arty" in 
the hospital with Natal Field Force cancel; Fine selection (see online scans)   100

2192   6        Australia/ New Zealand Contingent Boer War Covers,  5 covers; Queensland Contingent 1901 "Soldier to 
Soldier" mail with Transvaal franking; South Australia Contingent 1900 soldier’s "no stamps available" cover to 
So Australia with British FPO and Mafeking squared circle pmks; Victoria Contingent 1900 registered cover 
(scarce) to Victoria on GB registry envelope; New Zealand unfranked soldier’s "stamps not obtainable" cover 
(faults) to Auckland charged postage due and franked with NZ 1d postage due; New Zealand-NZ Mounted 
Rifles 1900 soldier’s cover to Dunedin; usual mixed condition, Fine selection (see online scans) 250

2193   6        Boer Occupation of Natal Province Covers Selection,  5 covers with Transvaal frankings; Veldpost ZAR 
/ Glencoe / 22 Dec 1899 blue 3-line cancel on cover to Johannesburg; Veld-Post Z.A.R. INGAGANE 14 
Apr 1900 oval on postal card; NEWCASTLE NATAL DE 27 on envelope to Durban; ALIWAL NORTH 
DE 13 99 on cover to Johannesburg; WARRENTON A DE 21 99 on cover to Johannesburg, generally 
F-VF (see online scans) 150

2194   6        Boer War Related Cards/ Covers Group. 8 items incl cover to Paris with Transvaal franking and an 
octagonal "T 15c" due marking, 1901 censored cover to England with Natal franking tied by censor 
handstamp, three ppc incl view of New South Wales cavalry, Victorian mounted rifles and map with 
portraits of Pres Kruger and Gen Joubert, VG-VF (see online scans) 60

Sudan (to 1961)
2195 *          51-59, 1935 5m-50p General Gordon, fresh colors, o.g., F-VF (Scott $181; SG 59-67, £130) 70
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2196   6        NYASALAND FF 22 SP 15 squared circle postmark on unfranked cover addressed to Wales, ms "Field Force 
"On Active Service" / J Morgan SA Rifles S Africa", ms censored at lower left, backstamped Zomba 30.9.15, 
Merthyr-Tydvil 17 NO 15, portion of right side of cover removed on opening affecting small portion of 
postmark, still a Fine military mail cover sent from the first base post office at Karonga 75

2197   6        MAHENGE G.E.A. undated temporary violet "cogwheel" cancel (another strike alongside) ties 
Nyasaland ½d, 1d KG V to cover addressed to Kanchrapara, Bengal, backstamped Army Telegraphs KL 
22.X.19 (Kilosa), Daressalaam (by train) and Kanchrapara 10 Nov. (by sea), cover open three sides for 
display, Fine and rare example of the brief transitional period of Nyasaland stamps "used abroad" prior 
to availability of the Tanganyika Mandated Territory stamps issued in 1922. 1500

(Photo = 1 162)

The Nyasaland Field Forces In World War I
The following lots shows some of the postal history associated with British troops organized to defend 
the Nyasaland colony from German attacks following outbreak of the war in August 1914 and the 
subsequent participation in the invasion and occupation of German East Africa. The force was initially 
comprised of local recruits and later augmented by men from Rhodesia and the Union of South 
Africa, the latter joining up after lessening of hostilities in German South West Africa in 1915. The 
first base post office was established at Koronga, Nyasaland and a second, after the invasion, began 
operations in Likuyu (G.E.A.). By the end of the conflict, a total of eleven numbered field post offices 
were in operation. 

At the start, military mail was charged at the same rate as civilian mail, ½d for postcards and 1d for 
letters sent within the Empire. Beginning 10 September 1915, though, free franking was permitted 
for soldiers although it did not apply for mail sent to foreign countries. Initially, postage could be paid 
by normal Nyasaland stamps, but in August and September 1916 five denominations of ½d through 
5/- Nyasaland definitives were overprinted "N.F." and introduced to pay the required postage fees, 
though the high value did not meet a specific rate and its use on cover is rarely seen on other than 
philatelically inspired covers with complete sets as franking. 

Tanganyika - Nyasaland-Rhodesia Force
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2198   6        FIELD POST OFFICE 9 15 JUL 18 double circle ds on unfranked cover addressed to Durban, ms "On 
Active Service", ms/ handstamp censoring by captain in the "O.C. Wireless Signal   Company/ NYASA-
RHODESIA FIELD" at lower left, Very Fine FPO 9 was located at headquarters in Zomba, Nyasaland from 
5 Apr 1917- 5 Febr 1919. 75

2199   6        FPO No 1 AU 15 16 light squared circle cancels tie Nyasaland strip of three 1d KG V to envelope addressed 
to USA, ms "On Active Service / Nyasaland Stamps Only" and censor initials at lower left, backstamped 
Zomba, cover with light edge wear and some light horiz folds incl one through the stamps, still Fine 
use of Nyasaland stamps after the supply of "N.F. overprinted issues had been exhausted FPO No 1 was 
headquartered at New Langenburg from June to December 1916. Sender of the cover was Lt Col (later 
Sir) Hector Duff, the Chief Political Officer under the command of the Nyasaland and Rhodesia military 
forces. In 1917 and 1918, he administered the military Government of the occupied enemy territory and 
in the latter part of 1918 and in 1919 he acted as Governor of the Protectorate. 150

2200   6        FPO No 1 SP 14 16 squared circle postmarks tie 1d "N.F." overprint pair to Nyasaland 4d registry 
envelope (H&G C3a), oval REGISTERED V.D.O. 3 NO 16 cancel, N.F.F. 1 NYASALAND registry label, 
backstamped with the same FPO 1 squared circle, Zomba M.O.B. 21 SE 1916 squared circle and Chinde 
28.9.16, some minor tone spots, Fine use 100

2201   6        R No. 82 FPO2 ms marking on a registered cover addressed to Blantyre, ms "On Active Service", 1d, 3d 
"N.F." overprints affixed for registry service but were not cancelled until arrival in Zomba where an 8 MR 
17 squared circle postmark was applied, backstamped Blantyre 9.3.17, cover with vertical fold at left, still 
Fine and unusual FPO 2 was headquartered at Wiedhafen when this letter was posted and was active only 
from 28 Feb - 9 March 1917. 150

2202   6        F.P.O. 3 2 FEB 17 double circle cancel on unfranked "On Active Service" cover addressed to Cape Town 
and forwarded to Umtali, Rhodesia, ms censor at lower left corner, Three Anchor Bay S. Africa 1 Mar 
17, backstamped Umtali Mar 17, back side with "Kaiserliches Bezirkstammt Bismarckburg" wafer seal, 
cover with a few tiny tone spots and bit of postal wear on left edge, Fine use FPO 3 was headquartered at 
Tandala from 30 Nov 1916 through early 1918. 75

2203   6        FIELD POST OFFICE 5 16 APR 18 double circle cancel on unfranked photo postcard sent by Lt. Forster 
of the Royal Engineers to the No. 2 Field Telegraphs near Namweras, a light bit of aging around the 
edges but still Fine FPO 5 was at Namweras from April to October 1918. The cover shows a postmark for 
FPO 5 earlier than the EKU listed in Proud. 150
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British soldiers in Nyasaland
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2204   6        FIELD POST OFFICE 8 5 AUG 17 double circle cancel ties 1d "N.F." overprint to cover addressed 
to "Capt C.E. Jolliffe / Cheshire Regt / British P of War (Internee) / Chinque de Colony / Territet Suisse" and 
forwarded to "Claverton Chester England", ms "On A/S" and censor ms and handstamp (2 different) at 
lower left, Territet 17.X.17 arrival/transit cancel (same as a backstamp), cover with bit of edge wear 
and a light central vertical fold, Fine use. Capt. C.E. Joliffe (1883-1931) was severely wounded and 
captured by the Germans during the Battle of Audregnies (Belgium) on 24 Aug 1914 where the British 
Expeditionary Force, and specifically the 1,000 men of the 1st Battalion of the Cheshire Regiment, came 
up against the four regiments of the German army. On the evening of the battle, only 200 men in the 
Cheshire Regiment had survived. He was awarded the Military Cross for gallantry during the stand made 
at Audregnies in the famous "Dyer charge". He was one of 32 British officers transferred to Chateau 
d‘Oex in Switzerland at the end of May 1916 and was repatriated back to England 13 Sep 1917 where he 
died of pneumonia at age 48. 150

2205   6        NYASALAND FF Squared Circle Postmarks, JA 27 cancel on a Nyasaland 1d KE VII postal card addressed 
to Blantyre, backstamped Zomba and Blantyre squared circle; 19 OC 15 cancel on unfranked "On Active 
Service" view post card (Blantyre Church) addressed to Aberdeen Scotland, latter card with bit of postal 
wear and corner bend, Fine pair from the base bost office 90

2206   6        NYASALAND FF2 JU 8 17 squared circle cancel ties pair of 4d "R.F." overprints on cover addressed to 
Capt Brown in Portuguese East Africa, Very Fine, overpaid and presumably philatelic but quite attractive 
FPO 2 was opened upon the British Army offensive into GEA in spring 1917 and was at Likuyu when this 
cover was posted. 75

2207   6        Incoming Mail to The Nyasaland Field Force, cover addressed to member of the Southern Rhodesia 
Volunteers c/o the Deputy Assistant Quartermaster General of the NFF, Rhodesia ½d, 1d "Admiral" 
tied by partial strikes of Umtali 6 Aug 17 cds, Portuguese censor handstamp, backstamped Chinde 
(Zambezia), Zomba and Blantyre, a bit of postal wear along right edge of cover just affecting both stamps 
each of which with some perf tip toning, still Fine, incoming mail to the soldiers is seldom seen as few 
letters were saved by the troops while they were traipsing around the countryside looking for the German 
army. 100
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Cheshire Regiment
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2208   6        Tonga "Tin-Can Mail" Covers Assortment, 1934 (5), 1935 (2), 1936 (2), 1937 (5 incl one slightly 
oversized cover with some small faults), 1938 (3), 1939 (2), covers with the typical wide range of "Tin-
Can" markings and cachets, Fine lot (see online scans) 150

2209 **          653 var, 1987 52s Tribal Paddlers, "57s" omitted,  full pane with error at R. 3/2, includes similar sheet 
with "SPECIMEN" overprint, NH, Very Fine (SG 969a, £350 for the normal) 100

2210 **   4       1077-74 var, 2002 Native Weaving, Imperforate plate proof,  pane of 40 in issued colors on gummed 
paper with printer‘s color bars at top and crop marks, some light staining and wrinkling plus gum 
disturbance indicative of printer‘s waste, still Very Fine and rare 75

FOREIGN STAMPS AND COVERS

 Albania
2211 **          2423, 1992 5l Columbus souvenir sheet,  lot of 30, all NH and post office fresh, VF (Scott $2,100)

200

Angola
2212   6        Angola Covers Assortment, 1918/31, 5 covers and 2 postcards incl 1918 registered to Buffalo NY; 1924 

registered to Montevideo Uruguay, 1927 registered to Washington DC, 1927 registered to Paris franked 
with 24 mostly Ceres issue to 2E, 1931 registered to Paris; mostly franked with various combinations of 
Ceres issues, usual mixed condition, Fine selection (see online scans) 150

Argentina - Buenos Aires
2213           P Buenos Aires 1880 2p/2000p Bill of Exchange Revenue Proofs, in green on thin paper mounted on ABN Co 

filing cards, 33 different denominations with each inscribed "Direccion General de Rentas de la Provincial de 
Buenos Aires", some with bit of toning from mounting glue but generally F-VF and quite rare 500

Argentina - Cordoba

2214   6        1, 1858 5c Blue, affixed but not cancelled or tied (as usual) on a folded letter datelined "Villa Nueva 
Febrero 10 de 1860" and addressed to Rosario, a little bit of aging and stamp with irregular top right corner, 
Very Fine; 2013 Moorhouse certificate; ex-Del Pont, Elicabe; these stamps were in circulation from October 
1858-May 1865 and this is one of just six covers known franked with this provincial issue, this being census 
number five in Kneitschl. 2000
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2215           P 278P/293P, 1921 1r/25,000r Definitives, Imperforate plate proofs, 15 of the 17 values (missing only 15,000r, 
25,000r brown olive) in issued colors on a gummed semi-glossy paper, fresh and F-VF 300

2216 *          278/283 var., 1921 1r/25,000r Definitives, 14 different printed on both sides on ungummed paper, F-VF 
1000

2217 *          278 var., 1921 1r Grey green, Horiz pair, Imperforate between, the right pair in a strip of three, NH, Fine
150

2218 *   4       279, 280, 283, 285, 289 var., 1921 2r/5000r Pictorials, Imperforate, blocks of four on ungummed paper 
with offset of design on back side, 5000r vertical crease, F-VF 350

2219 **          280 var., 1921 3r Carmine, Horiz pair, Imperforate between, NH, Very Fine 150
2220 **          281 var., 1921 5r Dark brown, Vertica pair, Imperforate between, NH, F-VF 150
2221 **          282 var., 1921 25r Grey, Horiz pair, Imperforate between, central pair in a strip of four, NH, Very Fine

200
2222 **          282, 284-85 var., 1921 25r/250r Definitives, Imperforate on one side, NH, F-VF 150
2223 **          285 var., 1921 250r Dark blue, Double printing, strip of three with left stamp the variety plus portion of a 

double impression in the center stamp, NH, Very Fine 350
2224 **          286 var., 1921 500r Brown violet, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, bottom stamp showing clear 

evidence of a plate crack, NH, Very Fine 300
2225 **          286 var., 1921 500r Brown violet, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, NH, light natural gum bend, Very 

Fine 150
2226 **   4       286., 1921 500r Brown violet, block of six with third stamp shopwing a cracked plate variety, NH, F-VF

100
2227 **          289 var., 1921 5,000r Dark brown, Horiz pair, Imperforate between, NH, F-VF 300
2228 **   4       293 var., 1921 25,000r Grey blue, top right corner margin block of four, left stamps double vertical 

perfs, NH, F-VF 100
2229 **   4       368, 1922 35(k) on 20,000r Lake, block of ten, NH, Very Fine (Scott $900 as hinged singles) 400
2230 **   4       387, 1922 3(k) on 3r Carmine, bottom margin block of six, NH, F-VF (Scott $210 as hinged singles)

120

Austria
2231 *          110-27, 1908/167 1h-10kr Definitives, fresh and well centered set, l.h., F-VF (Scott $286; Michel 139-56, 

€400) 75

2232 **          326. 328-30, 332-33, 336-37, 1929 10g/60g Views, Imperforate, horiz pairs, NH, fresh and Very Fine (Mi 
498 U / 509 U) 1000

2233 **          380, 1936 10sh Dolfuss, PO fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine and choice (Scott $1,100; Michel 
588, €1.400) 350
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2234 **          380, 1936 5sh Dollfuss, wonderfully fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine and choice (Scott $1,100; 
Michel 588, €1,400) 300

2235 *          380, 1938 10sh Dolfuss, very lightly hinged, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $725; Michel 588, €900) 200
2236 **          2189 var., 2009 Cellini Saltshaker S/S, Imperforate, PO  fresh, NH, Extremely Fine; one of just two 

known; 2015 Soecknick certificate (Michel Block 48 U, unpriced) 1800
2237 *          B111, 1933 WIPA S/S, fresh and well centered, stamps NH, couple tiny mounting remains in the top margin as often 

from affixing in the official folder (included), Very Fine (Scott $2,500; Michel Block 1, €3,100) 500
2238 **          B185a-188a, 1946 1sh-5sh Renner S/S, PO fresh set with sharp corners, NH, some usual natural inclusion 

or paper specks (one shows through at bottom of 3sh sheet), Very Fine (Scott $2,000; Michel 772 B - 775 
B, €2,600) 400

2239  3         P2, 1851 6kr "Yellow Mercury", on 0.06mm silk paper, very close margins three sides and wide at top 
including portion of adjacent stamp, double circle Prag "Zeitungsexpedition" cancel, faded color with a 
barely visible image, repaired, a nice space-filler for this rare stamp missing from most collections; signed 
Richter, Pfenninger; 2014 Goller certificate (Scott $13,500; Michel 7 I a, €10,000) 1000

2240 **          Italian Occupation, NN52-53, N55-56, N58-60, 1918 1c/1L Overprints, 2 each except 1c (1), NH, usual 
mixed centering but overall fresh and Fine; some signed (Scott $1,030) 300

2241   6        Austria WW I Red Cross Cards, 12 different mostly unused with assorted views of soldiers, troops, civilians, 
etc., Fine and attractive (see online scans) 150

2242   6        Austria - Carinthia and Tyrol Propaganda Items, 20 items of the 1920s/60s incl postcards, covers, cancels, 
etc., note B269-71 FDC, generally F-VF (see online scans) 100

Austrian Offices in Turkish Empire
2243   6        Austrian Office in Albania, Scutari in Albanien Osterr Post,  7.IX.09 postmark on commercial 20pa on 

10h postal card addressed to Rhodes, Very Fine and rare use 150

Azores
2244   6        Azores Postal History Assortment, 1910s/30s, 3 covers (incl 5c postal stationery envelope) and 8 

postcards mostly franked with overprinted Ceres issues, destinations include Canada, USA, Belgium, 
Portugal, Italy (censored), usual mixed condition, Fine assortment (see online scans) 200

Belgian Congo
2245 **   4       165 var., 1935 5fr Black Brown Sesquicentennial issue,  imperf block of four, NH, left sheet margin, bottom 

right stamp with an ink smear and two left stamps with fingerprints (certificate notes "bottom pair presents 
a curious impression"), F-VF, 2015 Kaiser certificate (not priced in Scott or COB) 300

Belgium
2246 *          34 var., 1869 30c Buff, Imperforate, single with full balanced margins, o.g., shallow thinning, Very Fine 

appearance; mentioned but unpriced in a Scott footnote 300
2247 5  6        Belgium Word War I Government in Exile, Le Havre (Special),  includes six covers, three post cards, one 

postal card, two fronts, all with same Le Havre (special) postmarks, addressed to Holland, Switzerland, 
England, France, nice group, most are Fine or better. 75
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2248 *          Officiel 374A-374K, 1932 "Braine-L‘Alleud 17-7-33 Collegio Card. Mercier" Overprints, fresh colors, 
o.g., F-VF (€2,260) 400

2249 **          435-45, B514, 1952 UPU Congress, NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott $264; COB 880-91, €320) 60
2250 **          B466A-466B, 1949 van der Weyden and Jordaens Artwork S/S, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $400; COB 

BL27-28, €380) 80
2251 **          B513a, 1952 Cardinal Van Roey / Koekelberg Basilica S/S, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $425; COB 

BL30, €450) 80
2252    4       P 1891 Telephone Issue Imperforate Proofs, tete-beche gutter blocks of four on ungummed paper with 

ornaments in value tablets, in beige, green, orange and ultramarine, Very Fine 150

Bolivia
2253           P c.1893 5c Allegorical Woman and Condor Die Essay, in black on india, printer unknown, reduced to 

28x34mm, Very Fine 200
2254  3         Sanabria 1-3, 1925 Semi-Official Airmails,  Scott 125 overprinted for first flight from Cochabamba to 

Sucre, Oruro, and La Paz, set of three, Oruro and Sucre with black cds, La Paz with light pen cancel, 
F-VF, a scarce set 75

Bulgaria

2255 5          13a, 1882 5s Rose and pale rose error of color, tied on a piece (piece affixed on a larger piece to enhance 
presentation) along with the normally issued 5s Green and pale green (Scott 13) by a well-struck Varna 
cds, fresh and Very Fine; a rare showpiece; 2006 RPS and 2016 Hitzler certificates (Scott $3,000) 900

2256  3         C161 var., 1987 25s Balkan Airlines, Grey omitted, favor cancel, Very Fine and scarce 150
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2257   6        Cape Verde Covers and Cards Assortment, 1903/31, 7 postcards (mostly with view) and 1 covers incl 
1903 registered cover to England, 1922 card to Morocco, 1927 view card to Sweden, etc., Fine group (see 
online scans)   150

Foreign Post Offices in China
2258   6        1905 Cover Franked with Issues of the Foreign Post Offices,   stamps and Tientsin cancels of the Japanese, 

French, Russian, German and Chinese post offices in China on envelope addressed to France, some edge 
wear with a few small breaks but still  deliciously philatelic. 250

China 1878-1949
2259   6        1901 Postal Card Shanghai to Austria,  attractive card with combination of Hong Kong QV 2c pair along 

with C.I.P. Dragons ½c pair, 2c, postmarks of Shanhia, Ligne N Fr transit, Pola, back side with a well-
executed hand-illustrated and colored caricature of two men catching moths appears on the reverse, bit 
postal wear, Fine use 200

2260   6        1910 1c "C.I.P." Postal Card to Germany,  card uprated with 1910 3c Slate green (#125) for the rate from 
Chengdu to Germany, hand-illustrated on message side along with Peking cancel, tiny nick at bottom, 
Fine and very attractive. 100

2261 *          80, 1897 "Large" 2c on 3c Red, well centered, o.g., Very Fine and choice (Scott $525) 200

2262 **   4       307-10, 1932 1c-10c Northwest Scientific Expedition,  blocks of 4, NH, each signed by expedition leader 
Sven Hedin, bright and fresh, F-VF, an attractive set of matched blocks 600

2263 **   4       C31-40, 1940-1 15c-$5 Junkers F.13 over Great Wall,  three half-sheets of 50 for each value, all NH, some 
perf separations but overall very fresh in appearance, F-VF (no photo, Scott $1,590 as singles) 400

2264 5          Wei Hai Weh, 1, 1898 2c Black on scarlet, affixed on piece, some surface abrasions at right side, otherwise 
VF; 2016 RPS certificvate (Scott $700; SG 1, £700) 200

China - Provinces
2265 **   4       49-52, 54-55, 57-60, 1933 ½c/50c Martyrs Issue of China Overprinted,  half-sheets of 50, includes either 

the top or bottom marginal imprint, NH but tropicalized gum and some perf separations (mostly trivial), 
generally F-VF (no photo, Scott $6,512 as singles) 1500
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2266 **   4       1-9, 1945 3s-10y Stamps of Japan Overprinted,  partial sheets of 80, some minor faults mostly in the 
margins, stamps themselves are fresh, F-VF, a rare opportunity to own such large multiples (no photo, 
Scott $10,120 as singles) 4500

People‘s Republic of China
2267 *          Central China; 6L57-62, 1949 $70-$1000 Liberation, Imperforatre, 102 sets, without gum as issued, Very 

Fine (Scott $2,652) 350

People‘s Republic of China - Liberated Areas
2268 *          30, 1950 $20,000 on $10,000 Red, bottom margin single with part imprint, without gum as issued, fresh 

and Very Fine (Scott $675) 270
2269 *          30 var., 1950 $10,000 Red without surcharge, the unissued stamp of East China, without gum as issued, 

Very Fine and choice (priced in a Scott footnote at $1,000) 375
2270 *          35-48, 1950 Surcharges,  without gum as issued, usual rough perfs, F-VF (Scott $508) 150

2271 **          967-80, 1967-68 4f-10f Poems of Chairman Mao, includes some margin singles (#969 with part imprint), 
NH, some tiny bits black offset on gum as often, fresh and F-VF (see online scans; Scott $3,925) 1800

2272 **   4       967-68, 978, 1967/68 4f, 10f Poems of Chairman Mao, 967 left margin single and right margin block of 
four with date imprint, 968 upper right corner margin with sheet number and lower right corner margin 
singles, 978 single, NH, some typical small bits of black offset on gum, fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,005)

300
2273 **          999, 1968 8f Chairman Mao‘s Instruction,  NH, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $275) 90
2274 *          1067-75, 1971 Communist Party 50th Anniversary, without gum as issued, the strip of three with some 

perf separations between 2d and 3rd stamps, o/w fresh and VF (Scott $452) 100
2275 **          1607a, 1980 Gu Dong Fairy Tale Complete Booklet, unexploded booklet, pane NH, Very Fine (Scott 

$900) 150
2276 **          1626-27 var., 1980 Exhibition S/S,  set of two souvenir sheets, bright and fresh, both NH and Very Fine 

(Scott $1,500) 750
2277 **          1647a, 1981 8f New Year,  complete booklet with pane of 12 stamps, NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott $300)

75
2278   6        1761, 1981 $2 Beauties S/S,  unaddressed FDC, corner of sheet tied by pictorial cancel, Very Fine (Scott 

$120 for used stamp) 75
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2279 * 3         G2/16, 1879/90 Insured Letter Stamps Assortment, mostly mint and comprised of (mint unless otherwise 
noted) G2 mint and used, G3, G11, G12 (2), G13-14, G15 (3), G16 (30), some with small pencil notations 
on face snd/or slightly rgged on the edges but overall fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,489) 150

People‘s Republic of Congo
2280           P 233, 1970 40fr Train, Artists die proof, hand-colored, Very Fine and unique 90
2281           P 284-87, 1973 30fr-85fr Locomotives, Artists signed die proofs, hand-colored, complete set, Very Fine and 

unique 300

Croatia
2282 **   4       B42-52, RA2 var., 1943 Red Cross, Imperforate, blocks of four in issued colors, in issued colors with 

"cross" omitted and in trial colors, NH, Very Fine 170

Cuba
2283 **   4   S    245S, 1910 50c Violet & black,  block of four, each with red "SPECIMEN" overprint and control punch, 

NH, fresh and F-VF 120
2284 **   4   S    239-44S, 246S, 1910 1c-1p Military leaders,  set of seven, blocks of four with red "SPECIMEN" overprints, 

NH, each stamp with control punch, some denominations with sheet margin, 5c has perf separations in 
margin, bright and fresh, F-VF 400

2285 **   4   S    E4S, 1910 10c Orange & blue,  block of four, each with red "SPECIMEN" overprint and control punch, 
NH, trivial perf separations at bottom, Very Fine, a wonderful exhibit piece 200

Dahomey
2286           P J39a, 1967 5fr Telephone/ Train Postage Due, Artists signed die proof, hand-colored, Very Fine and 

unique 120

Djibouti
2287   6        1906 Cover to France,  Harar 21 Mar 1906 blue origination postmark on buff envelope with small nick 

at lower right, Somali Coast 1c, 5c(2),  20c(2), 25c, 30c adhesives tied by 26.Mar.06 strikes to registered 
cover, Fine. 150

Egypt

2288       S    177-90 var., 1934 1m-£1 UPU Congress, Imperforate, on ungummed paper, each with "Cancelled" 
imprints on back, a fresh and Very Fine set (Chalhoub C47a-60a, $2,060) 500
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2289 *          J13, 1903 100L Blue, well centered with fresh color, very lightly hinged, Very Fine and choice (Scott $475; 
Sassone 13, €600) 100

Ethiopia
2290 * 3         1925/27 Issue Collective Proof,  Two proof sets of five of the 1925 and 1927 issues printed onto special 

presentation pages of the Atelier de Fabrication des Timbres-Poste, Paris. Colorful, attractive and unusual 
‘epreuves de luxe’ with very low printing numbers, hardly ever available on the market today. 1000

2291 **   4       179, 1928 2t Green and bistre, Tafari Coronation Overprint,  gutter block of 30 with the entire left side 
block of 15 without overprint, right-hand block with overprint, NH, some perf separations on right half 
affecting one stamp, F-VF, an unusual extraordinary exhibition item 250

Finland
2292  3         2, 1856 10kr Rose,  boxed Borgå 23 June 1857 cancel, clear to ample margins, light horizontal creases at 

top, still a Fine example; 2016 Philatelic Foundation certificate (Scott $925; Facit 2, SEK7,000) 150

France
2293           1850 10c Bistre verdrâtre, Sperati forgery, full-margined single with "grill" cancel, Very Fine; Sperati 

handstamp on back 100
2294    4       1850 10c Ceres, 1852 10c Naopleon Forgery sheet of 54 in bistre, left half of sheet the Napoleon, right 

half Ceres, each design with a "1fr" cliché error, Certes with "grill" cancel, Napoleon "DS23" in bars, 
mounted on sheet with notations, some margins stains affecting three of the Ceres designs, still a Fine 
and rare item 250

2295   6        1852 Besançon Locally Addressed Cover, folded letter with 1850 10c Bistre brown tied by "378" small 
numerals cancel with accompanying Besançon cds (also as backstamp), stamp just clear to large margins, 
cover with a light central vertical fold and a tiny edge break at top, F-VF; signed Calves (Scott $525; Yvert 
€750) 150

2296  3         1d, 1850 10c Bistre, Tete-beche Pair, vertical pair (one stamp defective) plus 1850 40c pair (one stamp 
defective) which have been lifted and replaced on the cover on which they originated, grill cancels and 
cover with Moulins-Sur-Allier cds and addressed to Issoudun, Fine and scarce; 2007 Roumet certificate 
(Scott $20,900 for the used pairs) 2700
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2297           1850 15c Green, Sperati forgery, full balanced margins and a "grill" cancel, fresh and Very Fine 
200

2298 *          1850 15c Green, Forgery pane of 48 with "GUATEMALA 18 AG 78" "cancels", mounted on quadrille sheet 
with notations, some discoloration in bottom margin and a light crease, Fine collateral item 200

2299   6        Maury 2d, 1850 15c "Vert très foncé", single with ample to large margins tied on folded letter by nice 
strike of Paris "Star" cancel and locally addressed, backstamped Paris 23 Dec 52, cover with a light central 
vertical fold, Very Fine; 2016 Roumet certificate (Maury €4,300) 1250

2300 *          3d, 1862 20c Black on yellowish Re-issue, right margin single with full balanced margins the other sides, 
o.g., Very Fine and choice; signed, 2016 Roumet certificate (Scott $400; Yvert 3f, €500) 200

2301           1849 20c Black, Tete-beche Pair, Fournier Forgery, vertical strip of three with "grill" cancels, clear to full 
margins, fold in the margin between the tete-beche stamps, F-VF appearance 150

2302   6        Maury 3i, 1849 20c Grey, tied on folded letter to Lyon by grill cancel with an accompanying Besancon 
4 Avril 50 cds, backstamped La Guillotiere the next day, stamp with ample to large margins, Fine use of 
this scarce shade; 2015 Roumet certificate (Maury €3,750) 800

2303   6        Maury 3i, 1849 20c Grey, well margined single tied on folded letter by grill cancel with a Paris 9 Nov 49 
cds accompanying, Very Fine; signed Calves, 2015 Roumet certificate (Maury €3,750) 800

2304           1849 25c Blue, Tete-beche Pair, Fournier Facsimile, horizontal pair on ungummed paper with "FAC-
SIMILE" imprints on back, fresh and Very Fine 150
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2305   6        6, 1849 25c Blue, block of four tied on large part of a folded lettersheet by "2279" small numerals with 
accompanying Nogent-Hte-Marne 6 Mar 52 cds, addressed to Marseille, margin just cutting into design at right 
and full to large the other sides,, cover with a couple of light central vertical folds not affecting stamps and 
portion of the back missing, Fine use; signed Miro and Roumet and with the latter‘s 2016 certificate (Maury €12,000) 1200

2306           1849 1fr Light carmine, Tete-beche Pair, Fournier Facsimile, horizontal pair with full balanced margins 
on ungummed paper with "FAC-SIMILE" imprints, Very Fine 200

2307           1849 1fr Light carmine, Sperati forgery, lightly "cancelled" single with full balanced margins, Sperati 
handstamp on back, Very Fine 150

2308   6        9b, 1849 1fr "Carmin brun", tied on small envelope by "3029" small numerals cancel with accompanying St 
Claud-S-Son 27 Fevr 52 cds, backstamped Confolens, stamp with lovely color and ample to full margins (just 
clear lower right corner), a Fine use; 2016 Roumet certificate (Scott $1,200; Maury 6b, €1,850) 500

2309   6        Maury 9c, 1852 10c Bistre brown, single with full balanced margins tied on locally addressed folded letter 
by Paris Star cancel with a Paris 18 Juil 58 backstamp, fresh and Very Fine; 2016 Roumet certificate (Maury 
€1,500) 400

2310 */**   4       12, 1860 1c Olive green on pale blue, bottom margin block of four with full balanced margins the other 
sides, bottom stamps NH, top l.h., typical natural gum wrinkling, horiz crease in the margin only, Very 
Fine and attractive; bottom right stamp signed (Scott $850 as hinged block; Maury 11, €1,200 as hinged 
block) 300

2311   6        Maury 14 II b, 1861 Blue on lilac, Type II, strip of four tied on folded letter to Flers-Le-Loire by"1673" 
small numerals cancels with accompanying Laval 26 Juil 61 cds, stamps ample to large margins all around, 
Fine use; 2016 Roumet certificate (Maury €4,150) 800

2312   6        16 var, 1860 20c Blue on lilac, Type II, tied by "1818" small numerals cancel on folded letter, accompanying 
Lyon 13 Mai 64 cds, backstamped Seyesse, stamp ample to full margins, Very Fine, elusive variety; signed 
Calves and Roumet with the latter‘s 2014 certificate (Maury 14b, €770) 200

2313   6        17, 1853 25c Blue on bluish, tied on printed folded letter by Paris Star cancel with accompanying Paris 
16 Avril 54 cds, indistinct backstamp, stamp ample to full margins, Very Fine; 2016 Roumet certificate (Scott 
$350; Maury 15, €525) 150

2314 5          Maury 17Af, 1856 80c "Vermillioné", strip of four with "pointillé fin" dotted cancel, ample to full margins 
all around with a small margin nick below 4th stamp, fresh and Very Fine; 2016 Roumet certificate (Maury 
€2,750) 650

2315   6        Maury 17Ag, 1856 80c "Vermilloné foncé" single with large margins (includes portion adjacent stamp 
at top) tied on folded letter to Cosnel by light strike of "1393" small numeral cancel with accompanying 
Gien 11 Janv 59 cds, backstamped Gien and Cosnel the next day, Very Fine and choice; 2016 Roumet 
certificate (Maury €1,775) 150

2316   6        Maury 17Bd, 1859 80c "Groseille", tied on folded letter by "1896" small numerals cancel with 
accompanying Marseille 30 Oct 60 cds, backstamped Montpellier, stamp full to wide margins incl portion 
of adjacent stamp top and bottom, choice Very Fine; 2016 Roumet certificate 200
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2317  3         21, 1853 1fr Lake on yellowish, full to large margins, partial small numerals cancel, Very Fine; signed 
Maury (Scott $2,575; Yvert 18, €3,250) 800

2318   6        BUREAU DU PALAIS DE ST CLOUD red 1869 cds on unfranked cover addressed to "Monsieur le 
Commandant Granderye" in Versailles, 2-line "Maison de l‘Empereur / Service de la Maison Militaire" 
handstamp, backstamped Paris and Versailles, cover with a light horiz fold at bottom, some small 
discoloration spots, still Fine and scarce; 2016 Roumet certificate 750

2319 */**   4       22, 1862 1c Olive green on pale blue, block of four, fresh color, bottom right stamp NH, other o.g. or 
l.h., Fine and attractive; each stamp signed twice incl Roumet (Scott $725 for hinged block; Yvert 19, €1,000 
for hinged block) 200

2320   6        1872 Mixed Issue Franking Cover Niort to Loudun, 1861 5c (single and pair) plus 1871 25c perfed tied 
on printed folded form by "2660" large numeral cancels with a Niort cds alongside, proper transit and 
arrival backstamps, Fine and attractive; signed Miro and Roumet plus the latter‘s 2016 certificate 200

2321 5          26a, 1862 20c Blue on bluish, Tete-beche pair, horiz pair tied on piece by "28" Paris star cancel with a 
Paris/ R. Gardin Al-Lemonne 4 Dec 67 cds alongside, right stamp some short/ trimmed perfs, VG-Fine; 
signed Scheller (Scott $1,000; Yvert 22b, €1,400) 400

2322  3         Maury 25e, 1871 1c Olive green on pale blue, "Cigarette" variety, partial cds not obscuring the variety, 
Fine; 2016 Roumet certificate (Maury €1,250) 250

2323   6        41, 1870 4c Grey black, strip of five with full to large margins all around tied on folded letter to Besancon 
by "2549" large numeral cancel with accompanying Morteau 18 Janv 71 cds, cover with some minor 
discoloration spots but still a Very Fine multiple use; 2015 Roumet certificate (Maury 41 II f, €29,000 for 
strip of five on cover) 4500
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2324 (*)          Maury 41 I, 1870 5c Yellow green, Report I, fresh color, full balanced margins, unused, Very Fine and 
choice; signed Calves, 1976 RPS and 2010 Gautré certificates (Maury €1,875) 800

2325   6        43, 1870 20c Blue, Type I, tied on folded letter sheet by "532" large numerals with accompanying blurry 
strike of Bordeaux 1871 cds, backstamped Marmande, stamp ample to full margins, cover with a tiny surface 
scuff at top, Fine use; signed Calves, 2016 Roumet certificate (Scott $900; Maury 44, €1,250) 300

2326   6        Maury 44 I b, 1870 20c "Bleu foncé", Report I, single with ample to large margins tied on folded letter 
to Monfort by "2615" large numerals cancel with accompanying Nay 29 Janv 71 cds, backstamped Pau 29 
Janv, Dax 30 Janv plus indistinct cds, cover with a small foxing spot not affecting stamp, Fine and scarce; 
signed Roumet and with his 2014 certificate (Maury €1,650) 350

2327  3         46a, 1870 30c Black brown on yellowish, full to wide margins incl portion of adjacent stamp at bottom, 
partial lozenge cancel, Very Fine (Scott $675; Maury 47c, €1,000) 200

2328   6        Maury 47b, 1870 30c "Brun foncé", just tied on folded letter to Switzerland by "ML2° lozenge with 
accompanying Marseille A Lyon 128 Fevr 71 cds, black boxed "PD", indistinct Swiss backstamp, stamp full 
to large margins with a vertical bend in the right margin only, Very Fine; signed Oliva, Brun and Roumet, 
2014 Roumet certificate (maury €625) 250

2329   6        Maury 48l, 1870 40c "Roug-sang foncé", tied on printed folded letter by large numerals "532" cancel 
with corresponding Bordeaux 26 Janv 71 cds, backstamped Blaye, stamp clear to wide margins, Very Fine, 
a scarce shade; signed by several plus 2005 and 2016 Roumet certificates (Maury €3,000) 750

2330  3         56a, 1871 15c Bistre on yellowish, Tete-beche Pair, vertical pair with light Paris "1" Star cancels, lightly 
folded between stamps with some of the perfs reinforced, one stamp repaired, Fine appearance, one 
of the rarest of the desirable French tete-beche pairs; 2015 Roumet certificate (Scott $12,000; Yvert 59b, 
€27,500) 2000

2331  3  4       Maury 60 III, 1870 25c Blueon bluish, Type III, block of eight with multiple light strikes of red Paris 
Affranchissement 11.4.76 cancels, a short perf on one stamp and a few nibbed perfs as expected, still a 
Fine multiple; 2016 Roumet certificate 300

2332  3         58b, 1871 25c Blue, Tete-beche pair, vertical pair with light "397" large numerals cancel, few short perfs, 
still fresh and Fine; signed Scheeler and with his 2015 certificate (Scott $3,000; Yvert 60Ab, €5,500) 700

2333 *          60a, 1873 15c Bistre on rose error of color, part o.g., impression from one of the signatures just shows through, 
fresh and Fine; signed by several and with 2015 Roumet certificate (Scott $2,750; Maury 55d, €6,000) 1500

2334 *          Yvert 95a, 1877 5fr "Lilas-rose sur lilas pâle", nicely centererd, h.r., Very Fine; signed Roumet and with his 
2016 certificate (Yvert €950) 200

2335   6        1886 Mixed Issue Franking Paris Locally Addressed Registered Cover, imperf 40c Bordeaux plus 15c 
Sage type II tied by Paris 15 Nov 86 cancels, framed "R" and circled "68" handstamps, backstamped Paris 
the following day, cover with a bit of light wrinkling but still a Fine and scarce use 250

2336   6        1892 Ship Mail Cover to Luxembourg with Multicolor "Sage" Issue Franking, various 3c/35c "Sage" tied 
on a bit worn cover by red "LIGNE N / PAQ. FR. No. 1" 1 Juin 92 circular cancels and accompanied by 
a red framed "R", backstamped black octagonal Ligne N . Paq. Fr. No. 1 and Luxembourg-Ville 3 7 92 
arrival, Fine and colorful 700

2337 *          121/132, 1900 40c/20fr Type Merson,  complete except for 124, all o.g., typical centering for this issue 
but generally VG-VF 126 with a 1972 APEX certificate, (Scott $1,330.50) 200
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2338 *          197, 1923 1fr Bordeaux Philatelic Conference,  l.h., bright and fresh, Very Fine with 1972 APEX certificate 
(Scott $440) 60

2339 *          246, 1929 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exposition,  h.r., bright and fresh, Fine, with 1972 APEX certificate (Scott 
$600) 75

2340   6        246, 1929 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exposition,  used on exposition cover to Indo-China (Cambodia), with 
block of four 245 (with marginal adverts), B22, and B30, Le Havre registry label, Very Fine, an attractive 
cover, with 1972 APEX certificate (Scott $750) 150

2341 **   4       256-57, 1930 50c, 1.50fr Int‘l Labor Bureau Congress Overprints, blocks of 25 from top half of pane, one 
50c with accent over "E" omitted variety, NH, F-VF (Yvert 264, 264a, 265, €1,493) 350

2342 **          256-57, 1930 50c, 1.50fr Int‘l Labor Bureau Congress Overprints, 18 sets, includes multiples, NH, fresh 
and F-VF (Scott $855, Yvert 264-65, €990) 200

2343 **   4       348, 1938 Ader, coin-date block of ten, NH, F-VF (Scott $1,500 as singles; Yvert 398, €1,800 as singles)
400

2344           P 352P, 1938 Arc de Triomphe/ Victoria Tower, engraved deluxe proof in issued color plus additional 
offset proofs of unissued denominations of same design - 55c in greenish blue and 1fr in red, each proof 
affixed on a page and included in a commemorative folder, issued stamp proof with a 3cm edge tear at 
right, o/w Very Fine (see online scans) 250

2345 **          Yvert 701A-701F, 1942 Marianne, full set, NH, few natural inclusions, fresh and F-VF; the unissued varieties 
authorized by the Free French government and printed in England (Scott $650; Yvert €960) 200

2346 **          1024 var., 1962 25c Gallic Rooster, Experimental luminescent paper,   NH, bright and fresh, Fine, a 
beautiful example of this modern rarity (Scott $750) 100

2347 **   4       Maury 1841A, 1975 80c Marianne de Bequet, Unissued variety, block of six, NH, Very Fine and rare; 2006 
Calves certificate (€19,500 as singles) 3000

2348 **   4       1903, 1983 1.50fr National Weather Forecasting, Imperforate, sheet of 50, NH, Very Fine (Maury 2297, 
€2,500) 270

2349 **   4       1923, 1984 2fr Jacques Cartier, Imperforate, sheet of 50, NH, Very Fine (Maury 2312, €1,750)
210

2350 **   4       1936, 1984 3.20fr Telecom Satellite, Imperforate, sheet of 50, NH, Very Fine (Maury 2339, €2,000)
210

2351 **   4       2017-20, 1986 2fr-5fr Minerals, Imperforate, sheets of 25, NH, Very Fine (MAury 2435-38, €3,375)
350

2352 **   4       B521-2 var., 1979 1.10fr+30c, 1.30fr+30c Red Cross,  imperf blocks of four with top sheet margin, NH, 
bright and fresh, VF (Yvert 2070-1 var., €368 as singles) 80

2353 **          B539-40 var., 1981 1.40f+30c, 1.60+30c Red Cross,  imperf blocks of four, NH, fresh and VF (Yvert 2175-6 
var., €460) 90

2354 **   4       B557-58, 1983 1.60fr, 2fr Red Cross, Imperforate, sheets of 50, NH, Very Fine (Maury 2300-01, €4,250)
475

2355 **   4       B593-98, 1988 2fr, 2.20fr Explorers, Imperforate, sheets of 50, NH, Very Fine (Maury 2521-26, €6,250)
725
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2356   6        J2, 1870 15c Black, affixed and tied on an unfranked locally addressed printed folded letter with Lyon 30 
Juin 71 cds and municipal seal, cover with portion of address with a central vertical fold, stamp cutting to 
wide margins (incorporates portion adjacent stamp at bottom) and slightly clipped top left corner, still a 
Fine and scarce use; signed Calves; 2016 Roumet certificate (Scott $1,300; Maury TT4, €1,500) 200

2357           J8a, 1871 40c Ultramarine, Sperati forgery, full balanced margins with a light town "cancel", Very Fine; 
"Sperati Reproduction" handstamp on back 200

2358           J8b, 1871 40c Prussian blue, Sperati forgery, well margined with a light central "cancel", Very Fined; 
signed Sperati on back and with Sperati Reproduction handstamp 150

France - WW II Related

2359   6        Military Air Post, Maury 5, Mauritania 3fr Green with Boxed "Par Avion / Batiment de Ligne / Richelieu" 
Overprint, tied on unmailed 1.20 fr Petain postal card by hexagonal Batiment de Ligne Richelieu 10 10 
42 cancel, with same cancelling the card, blue censor handstamp, Very Fine; signed Roumet and with his 
2017 certificate (Maury €600 as used single) 500

2360 **          Ravensburg, 1945 1pf/80pf Overprints, complete set less the rare 16pf and 24pf, NH though few lower 
values bit gum disturbance, F-VF (Mayer 1/19, €1,145) 240

2361 **          Sigmaringen; 1945 1pf/80pf Overprints, complete less the scarce 16pf and 24pf, NH though 25pf slightly 
dist gum, F-VF (Mayer 1/19, €1,145) 240
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French Consular Post in Jerusalem 1948-49
Palestine was administered as a mandated territory 
after liberation of the area from the Ottoman 
Empire. After WW II, the United Nations decided 
to partition Palestine into Jewish and Arab zones 
provoking a country-wide struggle with each side 
trying to secure the most advantageous positions. 
Because of the hostilities, the Mandate area postal 
service ceased operation after 25 April 1948. The 
French community in the city, having substantial 
business and religious interests in the area, petitioned 
authorities for a postal service connecting them with 
the home country. Such a service was provided by 
Consul General M. Rene Neuville effective 30 April 
1948. 

The only supply of French stamps in Palestine were 
in private hands and not available to the consulate. 
Two different provisional stamps, overprints on 
available Consular fiscal issues, were issued on 5 May 
1948. These issues were quickly exhausted and a 
second provisional set was issued ten days later. When supplies of a 6fr stamp arrived from France, 
these were also overprinted with the consular surcharge and placed into service. 

The Consulate General claimed that the authority to issue such stamps derived from French Consular 
regulations for the Levant dating back to the Edict of 3 March 1781, under the monarchy. Not all 
philatelic experts agree with the interpretation considering the subsequent French Revolution, the 
abrogation of the concessions by the Ottomans in 1914, the subsequent demise of the Ottoman 
Empire and the mandate to Great Britain. As a result, these issues are generally considered to be 
semi-private in nature. Nevertheless, the consular postal service existed until 31 January 1949 by 
which time Israeli and Jordanian postal operations were functioning in Jerusalem. 

Whatever the true nature of these issues the fact remains that the French Consular postal service 
existed, facilitated mail service back to France and served a postal need in the chaotic early days 
following Israel’s declaration of independence. Covers with the stamps of the French service are 
relatively scarce, especially those franked with the overprinted consular stamps. Some covers are 
known with unoverprinted stamps and some with a mixed franking of overprinted/ unoverprinted 
issues, some of which were philatelically inspired, especially once French collectors became aware 
of the consular service. 

French Consulate in Jerusalem
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2362   6        Maury 1-2, 1948 6fr, 10fr Consular Overprints, singles tied on cover to France by crisp Jerusalem / 
Postes Francaises 15 MAI 48 cds, handstamp of "Consulate General De France En Palestine / Jerusalem" 
at lower left and signed by Consul General M. Neuville, backflap with imprint of the Consulat General, 
fresh and Very Fine; unpriced on cover in Maury 2000

2363  3         Maury 2a, 1948 6fr, 10fr Consular Overprint Tete-beche Pair, vertical pair with large portion of Jerusalem 
15 MAI 48 cds (stamps with o.g.), fresh and Very Fine; only 30 pairs issued; each stamp signed Brun and with 
1956 Brun certificate (used pair unpriced in Maury; €6,500 for an o.g. pair) 1500

2364 5          Maury 3, 1948 20m Overprint, tied on piece by Jerusalem / Postes Francaises 25 MAI 48 cds, Very 
Fine (Maury €300) When the supply of first issue overprints was exhausted additional Consular fiscals 
were requested from Paris and 2,000 Consular Service issues were sent. Lifschutz Press in Jerusalem 
overprinted these stamps as they did for the first issue. The 20m denomination reflected the airmail 
letter rate in Mandate currency rather than French francs. 75(Photo = 1 190)
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2365   6        Maury 3, 1948 20m Overprint, tied on cover to Paris by Jerusalem / Postes Francaises 14 MAI 48 cds, 
cover with a horizontal fold well away from stamps and markings, still Very Fine; the cover is postmarked 
the day before the stamp was officially issued, probably due to the postal clerk failing to change the date 
on the canceller (Maury €850) 200

2366   6        Maury 3, 1948 20m Overprint, tied on cover to Pau by Jerusalem / Postes Francaises 24 MAI 48 
cds, printed cc of the Consulate General in Palestine, back side with ms "par valise diplomatique" and 
backstamped Paris Tri No 1 Depart 2-6 1948, sound stamp on a cover with faults, still a Fine use; 2001 
Behr certificate (Maury €850) 100

2367   6        Maury 4, 1948 20m on 6fr Overprint, strip of three on oversize triple-rate cover with Consulate General 
in Palestine printed cc addressed to Pau, tied by Jerusalem / Postes Francaises 10 NOV 48 cds, sound 
stamps on cover with small faults not affecting stamps, a Fine cover being especially scarce with a multiple 
franking (Maury €820) 150

2368   6        1948 Postcard to Paris with Unoverprinted French Franking, view postcard with imprint of the "Consulate 
General de France. Jerusalem" franked by France 1946 6fr Marianne (Scott 544), tied by Jerusalem / 
Postes Francaises 10 MAI 48 cds, Very Fine and rare with just eight examples of mail with unoverprinted 
stamps reported With a backlog of correspondence to be mailed the initial supply of the overprinted 
Consular stamps was quickly exhausted but citizens were allowed to use their own supplies of valid French 
postage to pay the postal charges using the Consular Post, 6fr being the surface rate. This card was sent 
five days before the second issue of the Consular overprinted stamps. 150

2369 5  6        French Consular Posts in Jerusalem Assortment. six covers and one piece with Third Provisional 
Overprint frankings alone (3 covers, 1 piece) or in combination with other issues incl the Second 
Provisional Overprint (1) or regular issues of France (1), also includes an unfranked cover with seal of 
the "Gendarmie Nationale / Detachment De Jerusalem / F.M." sent by a member of the consular guard 
which allowed free franking of mail and was handled by the Consular Post, a Fine and elusive assortment 
(see online scans) 500

France - Reunion
2370 **   4       132 var., 1933 15c Black, imperforate,  block of four with bottom sheet margin, NH, fresh and Very Fine 

(Y&T 130a, €360) 80

French Colonies (Gen‘l Issues)
2371 */(*)   4       1-6, 1859/65 1c-80c Eagle and Crown, 1c, 5c, 20c blocks of four, o.g., bottom stamps NH; 10c block of 

eight unused; 40c, 80c blocks of eight, o.g. 5 NH (40c) or 2 NH (80c); clear to large margins except just 
in on one 40c stamp, fresh and F-VF; some stamps signed (Scott $2,115 as o.g. blocks of four)

500

2372  3         14b, 1871 40c Orange on yellowish, Type II, horiz pair with lozenge cancel, large margins three sides 
including portion adjacent stamp at right, clear to just touching at bottom right, still Very Fine and rare 
multiple; 2013 Goebel certificate (Yvert 13d, €10,000 as pair) 1000

French Equatorial Africa
2373           P 1937 Trimotor Airmail Color Proof, imperforate sheet of 25 on gummed paper with design in green and 

with blank value tablet, some pencilled notations in margin, Very Fine 200
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2374 **          126-35, 1941 1fr-20fr "FRANCE LIBRE" Overprints, PO fresh, NH, #133 small natural inclusion, F-VF 
(Scott $480; Yvert 140-49, €542) 120

French Southern and Antarctic Territory
2375           P 6, 1956 10fr Elephant Seal, Trial color die proof in dark purple, deckled bottom edge, Very Fine

60
2376           P 35, 1970 20fr ILO Headquarters, Signed artist‘s die proof in dark blue, deckled edges, Very Fine, only 

26 proofs produced 120
2377           P 81, 1979 1fr French Navigators Monument, Signed artists proof in sepia, deckled edges, Very Fine, only 

26 proofs produced 90
2378 **   4       112-13, 1985 1.80fr, 5.20fr Biomass/ Whales, Imperforate, sheets of 25, NH, Very Fine 240
2379 **   4       123-24, 1986 2.10fr, 3fr Shipping, Imperforate, sheets of 25, NH, Very Fine 240
2380           P 126-7P. 1987 1.80fr-6.50fr Native flora,  large die proofs in black, die sunk on 125x160mm cards, signed 

by the artist in pencil, Very Fine 80
2381           P 136, 1988 3.50fr Ship "Le Gros Ventre", signed artists proof in red, Very Fine, only 26 proofs produced

90

2382           P 140-41, 1988 2.20fr, 15.10fr Mt Ross Campaign/ Kerguelen Isl, Artists die proofs, four different (two for 
each issue) in sepia - one the basic design and the other a "negative", Very Fine, only 26 sets produced 240

2383 **   4       146-47, 1989 5.10fr, 7.30fr Minerals, Imperforate, sheets of 25, NH, Very Fine 350
2384           P 220, 1996 1.70fr Moss, Signed artists die proof in black, Very Fine; only 26 proofs produced 90
2385 **   4       C77, 1983 25fr Abstract by Mathieu, Imperforate, sheet of 10, NH, Very Fine 240
2386 **   4       C106, 1989 5fr French Revolution Bicentennial, Imperforate, sheet of 10 NH, Very Fine 150
2387           P C120a, 1991 Institute of Polar Research and Technology, Artists signed die proofs in sepia, two proofs - 

one the basic image and the other a "negative", Very Fine, only 26 sets produced 180

Funchal
2388   6        Funchal/ Madeira Covers and Cards Selection, 1893/1930,  3 covers and 2 view postcards incl 1893 cover 

to Germany via Liverpool, 1897 registered cover to NY City, 1929 registered cover to the Netherlands, 
F-VF (see online scans)   100
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2389   6        1923 Registered Cover to France,   large franking of two of the 1922 2000r slate (#28) and 16 of the 
20,000r on 500r rose (#38) making a 324,000 ruble rate to France, some postal wear but a Fine and scarce 
commercial use during this high inflation period. 200

German States - Bergedorf
2390  3         4, 1861 3s Blue on pink, clear to full margins with all or portion of dividing line on three sides, couple 

thin spots, Very Fine appearance; signed Engel BPP (Scott $2,000; Michel 43, €2,500) 100

German States - Bremen
2391 5          7, 1861 10gr Black, tied on piece by boxed Bremen cancel, fresh and Fine; signed Thier (Scott $950; 

Michel 8, €1,200) 75

German States - Brunswick
2392  3         13, 1864 1/3sgr Black, well centered, bold diamond cancel, unobtrusive repair, Very Fine appearance; 

signed Engel BPP (Scott $2,250; Miche 13A, €2,800) 100

German States - North German Confederation
2393  3         O7, 1870 2kr Black, well centered with light cancel, Very Fine sound example; signed Engel BPP (Scott 

$875; Michel D 7, €1,100) 80

Germany - Postal History

2394   6        1872 Franco-Prussian War Mixed Country Franking Cover Metz to Paris, ‚printed folded letter (from 
bank in Metz) franked with Germany 1871 2gr Small Shield tied by Metz 15/2 72 cds with a neat sender''s 
handstamp at top left corner, France 1871 15c. 25c Bordeaux affixed and tied by Paris Etranger 16 Fevr 
72 cds, cover with some aging along a light horiz filing fold, still a Fine and attractive multicolor franking; 
2015 Roumet certificate‚ 1000
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2395  3         26, 1872 18kr Bistre, light Frankfurt 1874 cancel, reperf at bottom, Fine appearance; 2017 APS certificate 
(Scott $1,900; Michel 28, €2,800) 250

2396  3         65d, 1900 5m Slate and carmine, Type I, Red retouch at right, White retouch at left, Wiesbaden cds, fresh 
and Fine; 2017 APS certificate (Scott $400; Michel 66 III, €500) 100

2397           Mi MH11.1 A, 1919 3m Booklet, continuous lines on tabs, usual gum disturbances from interleaving (but 
not stuck), Fine and scarce (Mi €800) 100

2398  3         287a, 1923 20mil m Blackish blue, Rotary press printing, well centered single with two partial strikes of 
Wiesbaden cancels, Very Fine and choice; 2106 Bauer certificate (Scott $15,00; Michel 319 A Wb, €2,200) 375

2399 **          593A-599, 1948 2pf-84pf "Network" Overprints, NH, F-VF; most (incl key values) signed Richter (Scott $600; 
Mi 52 II - 68 II, €800) 100

2400 **          Michel I II - IX II, 1948 1pf-80pf "Unauthorized" Network Overprints, NH, 80f natural inclusion, fresh 
and F-VF; each signed Richter (Mi €1,200) 150

2401 **          670-85, 1951-52 2pf-90pf Posthorns, fresh colors, NH, few values light fingerprints on gum as often, 
F-VF (Scott $1,750; Michel 123-38, €2,200) 250

2402 **          B33, 1930 IPOSTA S/S, well centered sheet, NH and perfs intact, margin bit of trivial discoloration at 
bottom left, still Very Fine (Scott $1,250; Michel Block 1, €1,600) 150

2403 *          B33, 1930 IPOSTA S/S,  bright and fresh with no wrinkles or creases in the margin as typically seen, 
hinged in the margin only, stamps are NH, F-VF ($440; Michel Block 1, €550) 100

2404 **          B49-54, B55a, B56-57, 1933 Wagner, 20pf perf 13½x14 variety, all unblemished o.g., NH, F-VF, a select set 
(Scott $1,910; Michel 499 A /507 A, €2,400) 400

2405 **          B58, 1933 "10 Year" Sheet, attractive sheet with fresh colors, NH, stamps some small natural gum skips, 
margin with a light natural wrinkle and a tiny corner crease at bottom left, still Very Fine (Scott $5,600; 
Michel Block 2, €6,000) 500

2406 **          B58, 1933 "10 Year" Sheet,  hinged in top margin only, not affecting the stamps, bright and fresh, Very 
Fine (Scott $1,450; Michel Block 2, €1,500) 200

Germany - Berlin
2407  3         9N21, 1949 2pf Brown black with red overprint,  heavily shifted overprint (nearly perfectly divided in 

half at the top and bottom), neat cancellation, Very Fine, 2013 Schlegel BPP certificate, a very rare variety

70

East Germany
2408 **          B35a, 1958 National Memorials Construction S/S, lot of 30, NH, fresh and Very Fine (no photo; Scott 

$1,275; Michel Block 15, €1,800) 160
2409   6        Kurierdienst Official Mail,  about 40 covers and a dozen stamps, numerous different with various colors, 

an unusual many year accumulation, most are Fine or better, a nice opportunity for the specialist or 
someone wishing to start this seldom seen area (see online scans) 75
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2410 **          Kurland, Michel 1-4B, Overprints of Stamps of Germany,  complete set of five (both varieties of the "12" 
Feldpost overprint), all NH, Very Fine, signed van Loo BPP (Michel €250) 70

German - Feldpost
2411 **   4       Michel 10 B b I, 1944 Agram (Zagreb) Inselpost Overprint, bottom left corner margin block of four with 

HAN "18895 44 2", three stamps NH, bottom right stamp l.h, fresh and F-VF; each stamp signed Dr Bohn, 
Pickenpack and Rungas 100

2412           WW II Feldpost Selection, includes (Michel numbers) 5a unused signed Bohne, Pickenpack; 8 B 
II NH signed Bohne, Mogler, 8 B II mint block signed Bloch, Oertel, Pickenpack (small thins), 10 B 
b I tied on piece signed Bohne, Pickenpack, Rungas, 12 I cto on post card signed Pickenpack, Bohne, 
F-VF (see online scans; Michel €1,120) 120

2413   6        WW II Feldpost Covers Selection, 1942/44, nine covers neatly mounted and well annotated (in English) 
on exhibit pages, most franked with the ultramarine airpost issue (Scott MC1), assorted feldpost cancels, 
censor marks, etc., F-VF (see online scans) 75

Germany - War and Propaganda Forgeries

2414 **   4       Mi 22, 12 (pf) Carmine, British Forgery for Germany, block of nine, fresh original gum, NH, diagonal 
crease affecting lower right stamp, o/w F-VF, a scarce multiple; 2017 APS certificate (Mi €19,800) 4000

German Seapost
2415   6        German Seapost 1902/12 Cancels on Postcards, five cards with Seepost cancels plus a sixth card with 

map of Africa with logos of the shipping companies;   1902(?)  to London with blue Ost-Afrikanische 
Hauptlinie cds; 1903 to Berlin with Offices in China 10pf tied by Ost-Asiatische Linie "a" cds (card shows 
view of Hamburg-Amerika "Kiautschou"); 1905 to London with Ost-Asiatische Linie "f" cds (view card of 
Napoli); 1910 to London with Ostralische Hauptlinie "e" cds (view card of Suez street scene); 1912 to 
Germany with Ost-Asiatische Hauptlinie "e" cds (view card of Penang); usul bit of postal wear, Fine group 
(see online scans) 90
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2416   6        German Seapost 1905/13 Cancels on Postcards, four cards; 1905 to German New Guinea with Neu-
Guinea Zweig Linie "b" cds and Herbertshohe arrival cds; 1910 ti USA with Linie Hamburg New York  
"II" cds (view of Hamburg-Amerika "Cincinnati"; stamp with some foreign matter adherence); 1911 to 
USA with Linie Hamburg New York "XVIII" cds (view of Hamburg-Amerka "President Lincoln"), 1913 to 
USA with Linie Hamburg Amerika "XI" cds (view of Hamburg-Amerika "Amerika"); typical bit of postal 
wear; Fine group 60

2417   6        German Seapost 1906/13 Cancels on Postcards, four postcards plus two mint cards with view of ship 
passing through Suez Canal and a "Gruss vom Bord" card from "Deutsch Ost-Afrika Linie"; used cards 
1906 to Germany with blue oval Linie Hamburg-Westafrika "VIII a" cancel (card with view of Las Palmas); 
1911 to W Africa with Ost-Afrika Linie "b" cds (view card of Tenerife); 1912 to Berlin with oval Hamburg 
Westafrika ""XXXII" (?); 1913 to USA with Ost-Afrika Linie "s" cds (view card of Steamer Point Residential 
barracks, card bit of one corner off); some typical postal wear; Fine group 90

2418   6        1908 Registered Cover to England, ‚light DEUTSCHE SEEPOST AUSTRALISCHE HAUPTLINIE 1908 cds 
ties 1m Post Office to cover addressed to London, boxed ‚'Reichspostdampfer Scharnhorst", backstamped 
London 3 Mar 08, cover bit of edge wear/wrinkling and a light central vertical fold, Fine‚ 75

2419   6        DEUTSCHE AMERIKANISCHE SEEPOST / BREMEN NEW YORK 18 10 11   cancel ties Germany 
20pf Germania pair to registered cover to Moscow, appropriate registry label and French transit cancel, 
backstamped Moscow (two different, Gregorian dates of 9.10.11 or 10.10.11), ms return address of 
"Baron de Bode / S.S. Kaiser Wilhelm II / North German Lloyd / Cherbourg / October 18, 1911" on 
backflap, Very Fine Baron de Bode was an attaché to the Russian Ambassador in Washington DC. The addressee, 
Baroness de Bode, graduated from military school and was wounded during the fight against Bolsheviks in Moscow 
in 1917. She was a military volunteer of the Russian White Army and participated the Ice March. She was killed in 
action near Krasnodar in April, 1918 at the age of 21. 100

Germany - Foreign Offices
2420 5          Offices in China Forerunners; Mi V40, 42, 46, 48, "KAISERLICH DEUTSCHE POSTAGENT 

SHANGHAI" 1887/92 cancels tie stamps on fragments, Fine group (Mi €310) 75
2421  3         CHIN WANG TAO / DEUTSCHE POST portios of three undated circular cancels on 1901 3m type I (Mi 

26 I), Very Fine, an elusive cancel; signed Buhler 100
2422   6        HANKAU boxed cancel without date ties 1898 5pf overprint to piece, Very Fine; signed Buhler 75
2423 5          HANKAU boxed cancel without date ties 1898 10pf overprint to piece, accompanied by 1901 20pf tied 

to piece by Hankau 25/5 05 cds, F-VF, nice strong strikes 75
2424 5          NANLIU / DEUTSCHE POST double circle cancel without date ties 1901 3pf to piece, stamp with a short 

perf but still a Fine example of this railroad cancel in use about 10 weeks during 1902. 60
2425 5  6        1890/1909 Covers Assortment. two covers and two fronts; 1906 front addressed to Koln with Germany 

20pf Crown and Eagle tied by KDP  Shanghai cds and routing "Per English Mail"; 1903 cover to Paris 
with 1901 20pf Overprint tied by light Shanghai cds, Austro-Hungarian Consulate General seal on back; 
1906 registered cover to USA with 10c on 20pf strip of three tied by Tientsin cds with strong strike of 
boxed registry handstamp (most of backflap missing); 1909 registered cover front to Germany with 4c, 
10c Surcharges tied by Peking cds with an accompanying registry label and ms routing "via Sibirien"; some 
typical postal wear incl some stamps with trivial corner bends; Fine group (see online scans) 75

2426   6        Postal Cards Selection, four used cards; 1901 10pf postal card (Mi P11) to Berlin with Itschang 1903 cds, 
1901 10pf postal card (Mi P11) with Weihsien 1903 cds on indicia with accompanying Tschingtschoufu 
undated double circle railroad cancel; 4c on 1pf message/reply card to Hong Kong (reply card mint) 
with Kanton cds; China 1c postal card with added Offices in China 1901 10pf Overprint card to Kiev with 
nice strikes of oval Tsingtau-Weihsien Bahnpost Zug 1 cancel accompanied by Tschingtschoufu undated 
double circle railroad cancel, Fine group (see online scans) 120

2427   6        1902/12 Postcards Assortment. 4 view cards (3 mint, 1 with China franking) of Shanghai, Chefoo, 
Tongku and the ship "Admiral v. Tirpitz", six used cards with assorted Offices in China or Kiauchau 
franking, 1902 Shanghai to Hong Kong, 1902 Tsingtau to Leipzig, 198 Tientsin to Coburg, 1910 Hankau 
to Cairo and forwarded to Vienna, 1910 Peking to USA, 1912 Tsingtau to Norway; some usual postal wear, 
Fine group (see online scans) 90

2428 *          Offices in Morocco, Michel I-VI, 1899 3pf-50pf "Marocco" Overprints, fresh colors. o.g., h.r., F-VF set 
that was never regularly issued (Scott $775; Mi €1,000) 100

2429 **          Michel 10 II - 15 II, 1903 Thick "Marocco" Overprints, PO fresh, NH, F-VF; 2007 Czeremuga certificate for 
the set (Mi €3,000) 450

2430 **          Offices in Turkey, 13-20, 1900 10pa-4pi Overprints,  in pairs, NH, bright and fresh, F-VF (Scott $340.50 
as singles; Michel 12-19, €450 as singles) 100
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2431  3         KRIBI 3.7.09 11-12 V light cds cancels on 1900 1m Yacht, couple insignificant perf thins, still Very Fine, 
rare cancel in use only from 1-24 July 1909 90

2432 5 3         Cancels Collection, legible town cancels on stamps with some on piece, includes some Kamerun forerunners 
on Germany 10pf/50pf Crown and Eagle issues with additional Abong-Mbang, Akoafim, Bibundi, 
Dschang, Dume, Duala on 3m Yacht, Edea, Jaunde (2 incl one in blue), Jukaduma, Lobetal, lolodorf, 
Ukoko, Viktoria, also pair of 5pf Yachtw with Duala cancel and violet two-line "Uberwachungsstelle/ Kais. 
Schutztruppe fur Kamerun" handstamp (Austrian censor mark; Steuer certificate), a Fine and useful 
group for the specialist (see online scans) 200

2433   6        1898/1912 Postcards Assortment, 14 cards with cancels of Abong-Mbang, Buea, Duala, Jaunde, 
Kamerun (on 1898 "Gruss Aus" multicolor card), Kribi (3), Victoria (4; one on torn card), plus one 
with indistinguishable cancel, one with a partial West Afrika Seepost cancel (stamp torn from card) and 
an unused view card of factory in Bonaberi, mixed condition with some usual postal wear and/or small 
faults, still a Fine group (see online scans) 100

2434   6        Cameroun Post Cards Selection. eight cards/ postal cards; Bibundi 1907 to Hamburg, Garua 1907 to 
Germany (blue cds), Jabassi 1913 to Berlin, Jukaduma on 1912 parcel card franked with 3pf, 20pf Yacht, 
Kribi 1907 to Hamburg, 1913 to Dusseldorf,  Viktoria 1895 to Dresden, plus an indistinct 1912 cancel on 
card to Hamburg, some usual postal wear, Fine group (see online scans) 100

2435   6        1911/14 Covers Selection, five covers; 1911 Duala on a reduced registered cover, 1911 (?) Garua to Duala 
on reduced cover, 1913 Molundu to Germany, 1913 (?) oval Bonaberi-Ngkongsamba Bahnpost Z2 to Austria, 
1913 Nola on unfranked cover to Germany, 1914 Ngaundere blue cds on registered cover to Germany; mixed 
condition with some postal wear and bends/ folds and small tone spots, VG-VF (see online scans) 150

German Colonies - Caroline Islands
2436 *          1a, 1899 3pf Light brown, 48° Overprint, very lightly hinged, fresh and Fine; a fake Bothe handstamp but 

with 2016 Jäschke-Lantelme certificate confirming genuine overprint (Scott $625, Michel 1 I, €750)
170

2437 5          1a, 1899 3pf Light brown 48° overprint, tied on piece by Yap 1901 cds, well centered, fresh and Very Fine; 
signed Drahn, Friedmann, Kosack, 2016 Jaschke-Lantelme certificate (Scott $750; Michel 1 I, €850) 190

2438 *          5a, 1899 25pf Orange, 48° Overprint, fresh color, NH but with a small spot of disturbed gum, Fine 
example; signed R Steuer, 2016 Jäscke-Lanteme certificate (Scott $1,650; Michel 5 I, €1,800) 400

German Colonies - German East Africa
2439 5 3         Cancels Collection, nice assortment of town and railroad cancels on stamps (some on piece) or on 

cutout form postal card, town cancels of Amani, Bagamojo, Bismarckburg, Buiko, Bukoba, Dar-Es-
Salaam, Handeni, Iringa, Kilimatinde, Kilwa, Korogwe, Lindi, Mahenge, Mikindani, Mkalama, Morogoro, 
Moschi, Muhesa, Musoma (blue, signed Bothe), Neu-Langenburg, Pangani, Ruanda, Saadani, Shirati, 
Soga, Songea, Ssongea, Tanga, Ujidji, Usumbura, oval railroad cancel of Mittelandbahn Zug 7 and Zug 
34, Usambara Zug 4, also few handstamped seals, a Fine lot of these for the budding specialist or for the 
advanced collector looking to fill some spaces (see online scans) 300

2440   6        Postcards/ View Cards Assortment. nine unused cards with range of German East Africa views incl 
villages, Kisaki military station, two used cards   - 1893 on Germany 10pf postal card with Lindi cds 
addressed to Munchen and sent via Dar-Es-Salaam (minor faults), 1917 unfranked card to England with 
ms. "On Active Service", generally F-VF (see online scans) 75

2441   6        Belgian Liaison in Uganda Covers, ‚three covers or cards; Belg Congo 5c view postal card 1915 to Italy 
with Mbarara 9 DE 15 cds and Mombasa transit cancels; E Africa & Uganda Prot 15c KG V on cover to 
Paris with Mbarara JY 1 16 cds, officer''s ms from "Brassel Congo Belge" and backstamped Mombasa and 
Entebbe; unfranked view postcard with Msaka JL 8 16 cds and Mombasa transit, ms "active service" and 
sender''s "adjutant armee coloniale base belge Congo"; some typical light postal; wear, Fine selection A very 
small group of Belgians were in Uganda while strategy for the invasion of German East Africa was being formulated 
and mail from this contingent is seldom seen. ‚ 120

2442   6        Two Covers to Europe with Belgian Congo Franking, 5c View postal card from the commander commanding 
the Eastern front and addressed to London with Kabalo cds and light 2-line "Defense du Tanganyika * Etat 
Major / VU POUR LA CENSURE" handstamp indicating origination in German East Africa; 1917 registered 
cover to France with 1915 25c tied by Albertville cds, unusual German boxed "Karema le 24 MARZ 1917" 
handstamp and a violet "censure M" marking (cover some small faults); fine and scarce 100
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2443   6        Belgian Occupation Overprinted Issue Covers to Europe. three covers; 1917 registered cover to 
Netherlands franked with full set of the occupation overprinted issue (Scott N17-24) tied by Kigoma cds, 
one of the backstamps a British F.P.O. No 320 18 DE 17 cds;1917 registered cover to Switzerland with 1fr 
(Scott N23) tied by Kigoma 24 NO 17 cds, unusual typed "CENSURE MILITAIRE KIGOMA le 27 11 1917 
LE CENSEUR" typed onto a label, signed by the censor, affixed on the backflap and tied by Kiboma 27 NO 
17 cds;1917 registered cover to Paris with 5c, 10c (3) overprints tied by blue Tabora 25 JA 17 cds, registry 
label with ms "Postes militaire Leegerpost N1", ms censoring on backflap with transit/ arrival backstamps 
(accompanied by an unused view postcard showing Belgian troops moving into Tabora 19 Sep 1916); some 
typical postal wear but a Fine lot of these issues on cover (see online scans) 200

German Colonies - Samoa
2444 5          BEZAHLT / Kaiserl Deutsche Postagentur / Apia-28-5-1895 strong strike of the boxed postmark ties 

Germany 1899 20pf to small piece, Very Fine 200

German Colonies - Togo
2445 5          Togo Boxed Seepost Cancels, two different on small piece; "AUS WESTAFRIKA" ties Germany 1899 

20pf, "Aus West-Africa mit Hamburger Dampfer" ties Germany 1880 20pf, Fine examples, 200

2446 5          French Occupation, Michel 2H, 1914 10c on 5c Green, Vertical bisect tied on piece, top left corner 
margin strip of "2½" with bisect at left, tied on portion of envelope addressed to Dahomey by Anecho 
cds, backstamped Puerto Novo 20 Janv 15, Very Fine (Mi €4,000) 1000

2447   6        Togo Covers and Postcards Assortment, eight unused view cards, eight 1901/13 used cards (incl one "hand-
back" with an Anie French cancel tying 5pf Yacht),four 1891/1910 covers incl 1891 Klein-Popo cancel on 
Germany 10pf stationery envelope; cancels incl Anecho, Atakpame, Ho, Lome, Sokode on postcards; Klein-
Popo and Lome on covers, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 80
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2448 **   4       C5-7, 1933 30d-100d Zeppelin, blocks of four, NH, usual few tiny natural inclusions, fresh and Very Fine 
(Scott $1,300 as singles) 200

2449 **   4       C8-14, 1933 50L-50d Airmails, blocks of four, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $800 as singles) 150

Greenland
2450 *          19-27, 1945 Denmark Liberation overprints,   lightly hinged, F-VF, an attractive set (Scott $907.50)

150

Guinea
2451 *          C41 var., 1962 (200 Fr) White Spoonbill, Blue omitted (Sanabria 29B),  fresh and well centered, l.h., Very 

Fine, just 4 known; signed Sanabria; 2013 APS certificate. (1972 Sanabria 29b; $500) 150

Honduras
2452 */** 3         CO30-32, 1933 Airmail Officials varieties,  a nice grouping of interesting varities, including CO30 mint 

block of 6 w/ inverted surcharges, mint block of 4 w/ inverted surcharge, used singles w/ inverted 
surcharge (4), and mint single w/out "OFFICIAL" overprint; CO31 mint w/ inverted surcharge; and 
CO32 NH with surcharge on face and reverse, mint block of 8 w/ inverted surcharge,and mint singles 
w/ inverted surcharge (4), F-VF, an attractive collection, see online scans 100

2453           P C198-205 var, 1952 1c-5L Isabella I Anniversary, Waterlow imperforate plate proofs, in issued colors on 
gummed stamp paper with security punch, additional set of vignette proofs in issued colors, NH, some 
with bits of ink offset on gum, Very Fine and attractive 150

Hungary
2454 */**          B198A-D, CB1-1C, 1947 FDC Singles, Sheets and S/S, a set of the eight perf and imperf singles NH 

(B198A perf tiny bit paper adherence), perf set blocks of four NH, perf set in the tete-beche mini-sheets 
of four (CB1B, CB1C h.r. in the margin only), perf  (2) and imperf (1) sets of the S/S of four values, F-VF

75
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2455 **   4       137, 1925 30a on 50a Gray and bluish black,  block of six, NH, signed, post office fresh and Very Fine 
(Scott $270 as hinged; set carries a 170% premium as NH) 100

2456 **   4       229-31, 1939-45 2kr-10kr Karlsefni Statue, blocks of four PO  fresh, NH, F-VF  (Scott $800 as singles)
300

2457 **   4       O52, 1923 20a on 10a Red Official,  block of four, NH, signed, fresh and Fine (Scott $460) 50

Inhambane
2458   6        Inhambane Cavers and Cards, 1909/18,  2 covers and 3 view cards incl 1909 view card to Pretoria, 1910 

registered cover to NY City, 1915 view card to Norway, 1918 cover to USA charge postage due with 
Mozambique MR1 added, Fine group (see online scans)   100

Iran
2459   6        73, 1889 1c Pale rose, ‚ used on 6c stamped envelope to Cöpenick, Germany, with German arrival mark 

and sender mark "C. MOTTES / Instructeûr de l''Armée / TEHERAN (Perse)" on reverse, an attractive 
cover, Very Fine‚ 100

2460   6        76, 1889 7c Brown,  used on 1891 cover to Meriden, CT, missing back flap, a very attractive cover paying 
a scarce rate, Very Fine (Scott $1,500) 150

2461   6        211, 1902 5c on 10c Pale blue,  on cover from Recht to Teheran, missing small piece of flap, clean and 
attractive, Very Fine, scarce on cover (Sadri $300+) 60

2462  3         225, 1902 5c Violet, vertical strip of three pin-perf 16 x imperf initialed by Victor Castaign in red, with 
strikes of posthumous/ remainder Meched cancels, typical small faults, VG-Fine centering; 1995 BPA and 
2015 Persiphila certificates 100

2463   6        352, 357, 1902 2c Gray and 1k Violet,  six of the 2c value (two on reverse) and two of the 1k on a 1905 
registered cover to Jensen, Florida, sealed at back and opened at right, letter enclosed, typical postal wear 
and stains on front but a scarce destination, still Fine 80

2464   6        356, 1902 12c Blue,  pair on 1903 registered cover from Schimeran to Paris (via Baku), roughly-opened 
backflap and slight faults to front, Very Fine, overall an attractive cover 70

2465   6        358, 1902 2k Ultramarine,  used on waybill with 351, 357, and 402, "SISTAN" date stamp, light creases but 
Very Fine, a scarce stamp on-document (Sadri $450+) 80

2466   6        c. 1912 Senneh Rebellion Issue Cover, ‚6ch Shah (Scott 485) tied on cover addressed to Zendjan via 
Hamadan by Senneh 18.IV.12 cds with add''l strike alongside, Hamadan 23.IV.12 "Arrivee" cancel, 
rejection cachet type "a" applied over the stamp and cover returned to Senneh, a Hamadan "Depart" 
29.IV.12 cds and circled control "C" handstamp, Fine and scarce use; signed Sadri, 2015 Persiphila certificate‚

200
2467   6        1921 Cover to Meched,  1921 3c, 6c overprints (Scott 635, 637) tied by Teheran 12.VI.21 cds (same as a 

backstamp), Very Fine and attractive philatelic cover; signed Sadri and with 2015 Persiphila certificate
100

2468 **   4       676-80, 1924 3k-30k Ahmed Shah definitives,  NH blocks of four of the five high values, bright and fresh, 
F-VF (Scott $544 for hinged) 150

2469 *          C1-16, 1927 1ch-30kr Airmail Overprints, fresh colors, l.h. or o.g., F-VF, only 600 of the 10kr, 20kr, 30kr 
issues overprinted; each signed Sadri, 2015 Persiphila certificate for the set (Scott $1.005) 180

2470 **          C34-50, 1930 1c-3t Airmails, fresh colors despite o.g. with typical light even toning, NH, F-VF (Scott $415 
for hinged) 150

Israel
2471 **   4       New York Charity Labels,  two different 5c sheet of 80 and 10c sheet of 32, circa 1941, charity stamp to 

help poor and orphans, Fine. (see online scans). 50
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2472 **   4       C29-35, 1934 50c-50L Soccer Championship Airmails, blocks of four, NH, two of the 5L stamps with a 
natural gum skip, fresh and F-VF (Scott $2,780 as singles; Sassone S.17, €4,000 as singles) 500

Italian States - Parma
2473 *          12a, 1859 5c Blue green, well margined single, part o.g., with h.r., some shallow thinning upper left, Very 

Fine appearance; 2006 Sismondo certificate (Scott $3,250; Sassone 12, €6,000) 500

Italy - Postal History
2474   6        Hotel Cachets and Forwarding Agent Collection,  over 160 cards and covers from about 1890s/1920s and 

includes well over 120 Italian ppcs mostly with hotel handstruck markings, a couple dozen envelopes 
some with attached forwarding labels from "Thos. Cook & Son" or various hotels, a small part are Austria, 
Swiss or United States incoming to Italy with hotel connection of some sort,generally F-VF (see online 
scans) 100

Italy
2475           23 var., 1863 15c Emmanuel II, Type I, Plate proof in black,  on ungummed paper, clear to large margins, 

Very Fine and scarce; 2006 E Diena certificate (C.E.I. PS7, €8,500) 200
2476 *          58a, 1890 2c on 10c Olive grey, Inverted surcharge, o.g., fresh and Fine; signed A Diena (Scott $500; 

Sassone 50a, €750) 100
2477 **          280-9, C35-9, CE1-2, 1932 Garibaldi Semicentennial,   complete set of 17 stamps, NH, fresh and F-VF 

(Scott $600) 75
2478 **          349-54, C79-83, 1935 Bellini Centennial,  complete set of 11, NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott $710)

100

2479 *          834a, 1961 205l Rose lilac, Error of color,   barest trace of hinging, bright and fresh, normal stamp 
included for comparison, Very Fine, an attractive example of a striking error (Scott $1,500 for NH) 300
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2480 **          C42-47, 1933 3L-20L Zeppelin, NH, usual few tiny natural inclusions, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $330; 
Sassone S.1508, €400) 75

Italy - Occupation Issues
2481   6        Occupation of Fiume/ Kupa, 1941 "Exprès" Cover  Rozaj to Podgorica franked with 0.25d (two singles) 

with trial "Montenegro" one-line overprint along with 4d (Scott 2N6), all tied by light strikes of Rozaj 
16.VI.41 cds, backstamped next day, Very Fine; signed Ruggero Benussi and with his 1970 certificate 

80

Italian Offices in China
2482 *          9, 1917 20c Brown orange, nicely centered, part o.g., h.r., Very Fine and choice, an elusive value in the 

set (Scott $300; Sassone 8, €380) 50
2483 *          13-14, 1917 5L, 10L Overprints, bright colors, NH, fresh and Fine (Scott $455 for hinged; Sassone 12-13, 

€570 for hinged) 100
2484 *          23, 1918 $2 on 5L Blue and rose, part o.g., multiple h.r., fresh and Fine (Scott $675; Sassone 23, €800)

80

Italian Offices in Turkish Empire
2485  3         6, 1908 10pa on 5c Green, Constantinople printing, lightly struck 1910 town cancel, Fine; 2016 APS 

certificate (Scott $475, Sassone 1, €650) 120
2486  3         21, 1921 1pi on 5c Green, neat corner cancel, fresh and Very Fine; 2016 APS  certificate (Scott $475, 

Sassone 28, €600) 120

Italy - A.M.G. / Venezia Giulia
2487 **   4       1LN11-19, E1-2, 1946-7 AMG/VG overprinted stamps of Italy,  blocks of four, all NH and several with 

sheet/corner margins, F-VF, an attractive group (Scott $467) 80

Trieste -A
2488 **   4       Q26, 1954 1000L Ultramarine,  corner margin block, PO fresh, NH, one stamp natural gum speck, F-VF; 

signed Raybaudi in the margin (Scott $800+) 160

Ivory Coast
2489 **   4       10fr, 100fr, 500fr, 1000fr, 5000fr, 20,000 fr General Revenue Issues, Imperforate, full panes of 25 with 

elephant design on thick granite parchment paper, design intaglio printed with coat of arms applied by 
a second process, Very Fine and choice (see online scans) 1500

2490 **   4       10fr, 100fr, 500fr, 1000fr, 5000fr, 20,000 fr General Revenue Issues, Imperforate, Coat of Arms and 
Denominations omitted, full panes of 25 with elephant design on thick granite parchment paper, design 
intaglio printed, Very Fine and choice (see online scans) 1500

2491 **   4       500fr, General Revenue Issues, Imperforate, full pane of 25 on thick granite parchment paper, design 
intaglio printed, coat of arms applied in a second process, left column Coat of Arms and Denominatioon 
omitted, 2nd-5th column Denomination inverted, Very Fine and choice (see online scan) 3500

2492 **   4       1000fr, General Revenue Issues, Imperforate, full pane of 25 with elephant design only partially printed 
on each stamp on thick granite parchment paper, design intaglio printed, coat of arms applied in a 
second process, Very Fine and choice (see online scan) 1500
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2493   6        ‚Japan 1928/44 Soldier''s Covers Selection,'   3 covers; 1928 military card canceled FPO 1 during 
occupation of Shantung from the HQ of the 3rd Artillery in Tsingtoo-City China and addressed back to 
Japan; 1933 censored soldier’s card from FPO 2 Woosung to Nagano; 1944 soldier’s cover from the Kuril 
Islands on pre-printed illustrated field post card; Fine group (see online scans) 100

2494   6        First Flights, 1926-35,  group of 18 covers /cards, all with cachets, little, if any duplication, all annoted 
with dates & some catalog numbers, All Very Fine. (see online scans). 190

Jordan
2495 **          C26-28, 1964 150f-1d Birds, NH, fresh and Very Fine, elusive bird topical set (Scott $235 75

Korea
2496   6        Four Korean Cards or Envelopes,  mostly censored with transits through Russia, possibly from Chinese 

volunteers; a very scarce and unusual group, F-VF (see online scans) 150

Kuwait
2497 **          670-2 var., 1976 20f-45f Congress of the Non-Aligned Countries,  set of three imperf pairs, all with right 

sheet margin, NH and VF 80

Laos
2498           P 48-51P, 1958 UNESCO Headquarters,  set of four 135x120mm sunken die proofs on card, each with only 

one or two colors (different from the issued stamps), signed by the artist in pencil, Very Fine
200

Lebanon
2499 **          C149a, 1949 UPU 75th Anniversary S/S, 15 mint NH S/S, unusually fresh and Very Fine (see online 

scan; Scott $1,125) 180

Liberia
2500 **   4       P 347-9P, 1955 Sports,   imperf color proofs, sheets of 25 on gummed stamp paper, 347 is green, 348 is 

orange, and 349 is yellow, Very Fine 150
2501    4       P 1955 Sports Issue Printer's Proofs,  six sheets of proofs printed on ungummed "waste paper"; two sheets with 

one side four panes of the 12c printed at 90° angle over the light green color of the 3c; other side light green 
color of the 3c printed on remainders of pages intended for a work on processing cloth; four sheets with one side 
four panes of the 3c in red;  other side with four panes of the 10c airmail in blue (one sheet a double impression) 
printed on remainders for a MacGregor sporting goods ad; Very Fine and undoubtedly unique 100

2502           P C77 var., 1954 $5 UNESCO Airmail, Imperforate plate proof, imperforate pane of six sheets of four with 
captions on ungummed paper and on glossy gummed paper, both with printer''s crop marks in margins, 
Very Fine and scarce‚ 75

Libya
2503 **          22b, 23a, 24a, 25a, 1921 5c-25c Definitives, Center inverted, NH, typical mixed centering but Fine for 

these (Scott $500) 120
2504   6        102-11, J25-29, 1951 Surcharges for Use in Tripolitania, 1mal-240mal surcharges spread over two 1952 

registered covers and one postcard to USA (few duplicates of low values), each cover with a light Tripoli 
cds and "A.V. 2" handstamp; 1mal, 20mal postage dues on 1952 incoming cover from United Nations and 
tied by Homs cds, 2mal, 4mal, 10mal postage dues on 1952 incoming cover from Denmark and tied by 
Homs cds, F-VF and quite scarce see online scans; (Scott $482 for used) 150
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LotNo Start Price

2505   6        122-34, J30-36, 1951 Surcharges for Use in Cyrenaica, 1m-500m spread over four registered covers to 
USA, each with a Tobruk 5.IV.1952 cds, one of the covers with a US Customs "Passed" handstamp on 
address side; 4m, 8m, 20m postage dues on 1952 incoming cover from Papua New Guinea, 2m, 10m, 
40m postage dues on 1952 incoming cover from Turks and Caicos Islands, 100m postage due on 1952 
incoming cover from United Nations, F-VF, philatelically inspired but these issues quite elusive on cover 
(see online scans; Scott $767 as used stamps) 300

Liechtenstein
2506 **          1-2, 1912 5h-25h Johann II, Thick chalky paper, well centered set with fresh colors, NH, Very Fine, scarce 

so nice (Scott $900) 200
2507 *          3a, 1915 25h Dark blue, Thin unsurfaced paper, l.h., Very Fine and choice; 1999 APS certificate (Scott 

$600; Mi 3ya, €600) 100
2508 **          3b, 1915 25h Ultramarine on thin paper, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $1,550; Michel 3 y b, €1,400)

250
2509 *          11a-16a, 1920 5h-2½k Surcharges, Inverted surcharges, o.g., fresh and F-VF (Scott $420) 100
2510 *          99a, 1930 30rp Chapel at Stieg, Perf 11½x10½, slightly disturbed o.g., fresh and Fine (Scott $1,050 for 

hinged; Mi 99C, €2,000 for NH) 150

2511 **          115, 1934 Agricultural Exhibition S/S, PO fresh, NH, Extremely Fine and choice (Scott $2,250; Michel 
Block 1, €2,500) 450

2512 **          259a-60a, 1951 2fr, 3fr Monarchs, Perf 14½, wonderfully fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine and 
choice; each signed Caffaz andd with his 2000 certificate (Scott $900; 304B-305B, €1,260) 250

2513 **          O3a, 1932 20rp Deep rose red, NH but with trace of a fingerprint, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $675, 
Michel D3A, €650) 120

Lourenco Marques
2514   6        Lourenco Marques Covers and Cards, 1902/20, 3 covers and 3 view cards incl 1902 postcard to Norway 

(crease), 1917 registered censored cover to USA with Mozambique MR1 added, 1917 censored cover 
to Natal with Mozambique MR1 added, 1920 cover from American Consular Service to Cape Town, 
generally fresh and Fine group (see online scans) 100
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2515 (*)          1, 1852 10c Grey black,  ample to full margins, unused, fresh and Very Fine; signed Goebel, 2016 Böttger 
certificate (Scott $2,100) 500

2516        R   Michel 1 ND - 2 ND, Reprints of 1852 10c, 1Sgr on Watermarked paper, pairs, clear to ample margins, 
o.g., F-VF (Mi €800 as singles) 300

2517 (*)          3a, 1856 1Sgr Carmine rose, rich color, ample to full margins, unused, tiny bit of foreign matter adhering 
at upper left, Very Fine; 2016 Böttger certificate (Scott $1,250) 500

2518           3a, 1856 1Sgr Carmine rose, horizontal strip of five with black circular 9-bar cancel, ample to large 
margins all around, light horizontal crease, Very Fine appearance; 2016 Böttger certificate (Scott $1,880 as 
strip of four plus single) 700

2519    4       12, 1859 40c Red orange, block of four with few strikes of Luxembourg cancels with bottom left stamp 
a portion of a red cancel, margins to just in, small faults but still a Fine appearing and rare used block; 
2015 Böttger certificate (Scott $1,500 as two pairs; Prifix 11, €4,250 as block) 350

2520 */**          13/47, 1865/81 Issues Mint Assortment, 27 different singles or pairs includes #33,k 39b, o.g., few NH, 
generally fresh and F-VF, nice starter group of classics (see online scans; Scott $4,000+) 600

2521   6        1876 Official Cover to "Congres International Des Americanistes" in Montreal, 1875 25c Blue 
"OFFICIEL" Overprint (Scott O6)tied on a bit ratty envelope by Luxembourg 25 3 76 cds, blurry red 
New York Paid All oval transit, backstamped Montreal AP 13 76, sound stamp on a cover bit reduced at 
left and with faults, still a scarce use and the issue being rare on cover 1400

2522 **   4       60-69, 1891-93 10c-5fr Grand Duke Adolphe, corner margin blocks of 25, NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott 
$5,380 as NH singles) 750

2523 **          272-77, 1951 United Europe, NH, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $175) 60
2524 **   4       315-17, 1956, 2fr-4fr Coal and Steel,  blocks of 15, NH, all with two sheet margins with cutouts, post office 

fresh and Very Fine (Scott $825) 100
2525 **          318-20, 1956 2fr-4fr Europa, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $160) 50
2526  3         B131, 1946 Heroes and Martyrs S/S, centrally struck Luxembourg / Ville 30.1.46 date of issue favor 

cancel (sheet is o.g., NH), fresh and Very Fine; 2015 Böttger "Befund" (Scott $300) 100

Macao
2527   6        Macao Postal History Selection, 1903/33, 5 covers (incl postal stationery letter card) and 3 view cards; 

includes 1903 registered cover to Haiphong (Vietnam), 1914 registered letter card to Austria, 1924 view 
card to Argentina, 1924 view card to Belgium, 1929 registered cover to NY City, 1933 registered cover to 
USA (2), generally F-VF (see online scans) 200

2528 **   4       371, 1954 10a Centenary, full pane of 100, folded in half horizontally and vertically, NH, some typical 
light wrinkling and bends in the margin, fresh and F-VF (see online scan; Scott $1,000 as singles) 100

2529 **   4       371/431, 1954/74 Commems Sheets and Multiples, 371 pane of 100, 417 pane of 100, 420 pane of 50 
(some internal perf separations), 421 block of 50, 426 pane of 100 (2), 430 block of 4 and block of 96, 
431 pane of 100, each pane folded in half horizontally and/or vertically, 371 some typical light bends and 
wrinkles in the margin, NH, fresh and F-VF (no photo; Scott $2,950 as singles) 300

2530 **   4       414, 1967 50a Virgin Mary Anniversary, 25 panes of 50, NH, fresh and F-VF (no photo; Scott $6,562 as 
singles) 650

2531 **          415-16, 1968, 20a, 70a Cabral Issue, 2 each panes of 100, folded in half horizontally, NH, fresh and Very 
Fine (no photo; Scott $2,050 as singles) 200
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2532 **   4       415-16, 1968, 20a, 70a Cabral Issue, 2 each panes of 100, folded in half horizontally, NH, fresh and Very 
Fine (no photo; Scott $2,050 as singles) 200

2533 **   4       415-16, 1968, 20a, 70a Cabral Issue, panes of 100, folded in halh horizontally, NH, fresh and VF (see 
online scan; Scott $1,025 as singles) 100

2534           418, 1969 1p Vasco da Gama, pane of 100 (folded in half horizontally) plus block of 72 and block of 7, 
NH, fresh and F-VF (no photo; Scott $1,969 as singles) 200

2535 **   4       418, 1969 1p Vasco da Gama, pane of 100, folded in half horizontally, NH, fresh and Very Fine (see 
online scan; Scott $1,100 as singles) 110

2536 **   4       423-24, 1971 5a, 10a Dragon Masks, 9 each panes of 50 (yields 450 sets), NH, fresh and F-VF (no photo; 
Scott $1,507 as singles) 150

2537 **   4       573-76, 683, 829-32, 1988/96 Commems, one each panes of 50 except 829-32 (2), NH, 573-76 folded in 
half horizontally, fresh and Very Fine (no photo; Scott $1,067 as singles) 100

2538 *   4       RA8, 1945 15a Orange on buff, folded full pane of 143, without gum as issued, some internal perf 
separations and some typical minor margin bends/ wrinkles, F-VF  (see online scan; Scott $2,860 as 
singles) 300

2539 *   4       RA8, 1945 15a Orange on buff, folded full pane of 143, without gum as issued, some internal perf 
separations and some typical minor margin bends/ wrinkles, F-VF (no photo; Scott $2,860 as singles)

300
2540 *   4       RA8/17, 1945/61 Postal Tax Issues, includes RA8 folded sheet of 143, RA14 imperf pane of 50, RA15 

imperf pane of 50 (6), RA15 pane of 50 imperf horizontally (5), etc., without gum as issued, most of the 
sheets with some minor faults around the edges mostly in the margin but affecting some of the stamps, 
generally fresh and F-VF (no photo) 500

Madagascar (Fr.)
2541   6        1891/96 Covers Assortment,  attractive trio of 19th century covers, all single usages from Tamatave, the 

1891 25c brown (#11) sent on 26.10.93 to Birmingham, England, the 1895 40c red on straw sent on 
29.9.96 to France with manuscript 'Corps d’Occupation de Madagascar’ and the general colonies 1886 25c 
black on rose (#54) wing margin example on cover of 22.4.91 to Mauritius, usual bit of postal wear but 
overall Fine (see online scans) 300

2542   6        1917 Registered Suspended Mail Cover to Italy,  an extraordinary cover sent on 31st October 1917 from 
Diego Suarez, Madagascar to Italy, intercepted by the Italian censors at Bologna and returned to sender, 
reaching Madagascar again on 18th January 1918; the cover is festooned with censor markings and labels 
including stamped wax seals on the reverse, ope three sides for display, a fascinating and rare item of WW 
I service suspended postal history, in very good condition considering the handling by the censors and 
the approx. 10,000 miles travelled. 200

Mexico

2543 **          698-706, RAJ13B, 1934 1c-10p National University,  appealing set with fresh colors, NH though some 
with fingerprints on gum on values through the 5p, F-VF with some, incl the 10p, Very Fine (Scott $7,500) 800
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2544  3         698-703, 705-06, C54-61, 1934 5c/20p National University,  fresh colors, usual few nibbed perfs, fresh 
and F-VF (Scott $6,297) 2000

2545 *          C54-60, 1934 20c-10p University Airmails, fresh colors, o.g. or small h.r., F-VF (Scott $885) 200
2546  3         C54-60, 1934 20c-10p University Airmails, neat corner cancels, a fresh and Very Fine set to the 10p (Scott 

$885) 250
2547 **          C517a, 1975 1.60p Alfrerdo Duges, Thin paper variety,  NH, Very Fine and scarce, with normal variety 

for comparison. (Scott $400). 100
2548 **  6    S    1886 10c Green Hidalgo Entire, "Bursting Test" Specimen, large heavily embossed circular handstamp, 

surrounding a closed tear (typical> Bursting strength samples were not always marked and frequently 
done on production samples, minor mounting stain on reverse.  Very Fine  90

2549   6        Wells Fargo & Co, Mexico,  two covers with company frank, 5c & 10c numeral entires, ea. cancelled with 
purple or magenta company ovals, Very Fine covers.  75

Monaco
2550   6        1771 Stampless Cover to Marseille, ms "De Monaco", fresh and Very Fine; 2015 Roumet certificate 200
2551   6        1785 Stampless Cover to Marseille, folded letter dateline "Monaco le 12 Avril 1785" and with ms "monaco" 

on address panel, cover with filing fold and a bit of erosion at lower right corner but still a Fine early 
letter; 2015 Roumet certificate 200

2552   6        France Used in Monaco, 1871 25c Blue on 1873 Cover to France, tied on small envelope by "2387" large 
numerals cancel with accompanying Monaco 15 Avril 73 cds alongside, backstamped Lyon plus and 
indistinct cds, Fine use; signed Roumet and with his 2015 certificate 300
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2553   6        France Used in Monaco, 1872 30c Brown on 1873 Cover to Switzerland, tied on envelope by "2387" 
large numerals with an accompanying Monaco 15 Oct 73 cds, red boxed "PD", Swiss transit and arrival 
backstamps, cover some discoloration along bottom edge partly affecting stamp which has some short 
perfs due to placement, Fine and scarce; signed Brun 500

2554   6        France Used in Monaco, 1879 25c Yellow Type II on 1882 Cover to Italy, tied on small envelope by Monaco 
Principaute 9 Janv 82 cds with another strike alongside, partial arrival backstamp due to missing backflap, 
cover some light aging along the edges; still Fine; signed Roumet and with his 2015 certificate 250

2555           P 357P, 1956 5fr Eisenhower,  117x150mm sunken die proof, hand-painted and signed by the artist, light 
stain at bottom that does not effect the design, Very Fine 75

2556 **          P 357P, 1956 5fr Eisenhower,  color proof sheet of 25 on gummed stamp paper, Very Fine, also includes 
issued sheet of 25 150

2557 **          1956 Royal Wedding Deluxe S/S, sheets of five (Scott 366-70) and three (Scott C46-48), NH, fresh and 
Very Fine (Yvert Bloc 5-6, €635) 100

2558 **          Yvert Bl. Spec. 5, 1964 PHILATEC S/S,  bright and fresh, NH and Very Fine (unlisted in Scott; Yvert 
€930) 90

2559 **          Yvert Bl. Spec. 5, 1964 PHILATEC S/S, lot of 10 S/S, bright and fresh, all NH and Very Fine (no photo; 
unlisted in Scott; Yvert €9,300) 900

2560 **          Yvert Bl. Spec. 7, 1964 Olympic Games S/S, bright and fresh, NH and Very Fine (unlisted in Scott; Yvert 
€915) 90

2561 **          Yvert Bl. Spec. 7, 1964 Olympic Games S/S, lot of 10 S/S, bright and fresh, all NH and Very Fine (no 
photo; unlisted in Scott; Yvert €9,150) 900

2562 **          Yvert Bl. Spec. 5, 7, 1964 PHILATEC and Olympic Games S/S,  bright and fresh, both NH and VF 
(unlisted in Scott; Yvert Bl. Spec. 5, 7, €1,845) 180
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The following lots of Monaco imperforate trial color proofs 
represent the work of renowned engraver, Czesław Słania 
(1921-2005). According to the Guinness Book of World Records, 
Słania was the most prolific of all stamp engravers, with over 
1,000 stamps to his credit. His 1000th engraved stamp, based on 
the 17th-century painting "Great Deeds by Swedish Kings” is in 
the Guinness Book as the largest engraved stamp ever issued. 
Słania was born in Czeladz  near Katowice, Poland, the son of 
a miner. During the Second World War he forged documents 
for the Polish resistance. He entered the Kraków School of 
Fine Arts, a renowned graphics arts center, in 1945. While still 
a student, Słania was employed by the Polish Stamp Printing 
Works where he learned to engrave in steel. His first stamp 
was issued in Poland on 24 March 1951. In 1956, he moved to 
Sweden where he began employment with the Swedish postal 
authorities in 1959.  He produced stamps and banknotes for 
Sweden and 28 other countries including the United States 
during his storied career. His work was of such recognized 

quality and detail that he is one of the very few "household names” among philatelists, and there 
are thousands of collectors plus study groups specializing in collecting his work. He was the Royal 
Court Engraver of Sweden since 1972. His last work was a stamp in 2005 to commemorate the 60th 
session of the United Nations General Assembly. 

LotNo Start Price

2563           P 776, 1970 3fr Portrait of Dédie by Modigliani, Imperforate trial color proof sheet  of 10, NH, Very Fine
180

2564           P 777, 1970 1.30fr Beethoven, Imperforate trial color proof sheet  of ten, NH, Very Fine 180
2565 **   4       904a var., 1974 Bosio S/S, missing inscription,  NH, only 200 exist, rare and Very Fine (not mentioned 

in Scott; (Michel Block 7I, €1000) 150
2566           P 974, 1975 1.20fr Architectural Heritage, Imperforate trial color proof sheet of 30, NH, Very Fine

240
2567           P 991-92, 1975 2fr, 4fr Princes of Monaco, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of ten, NH, Very Fine

600
2568           P 996, 1975 60c Poodle, Imperforate trial color proof sheet  of 30, NH, some notations in left margin, 

Very Fine 180
2569           P 1035-36, 1976 2fr, 4fr Princes of Monaco, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of ten, NH, 4fr with some 

nptations in the bottom margin, Very Fine 600
2570           P 1093, 1977 6fr Honoré V, Imperforate trial color proof sheet  of ten, NH, Very Fine 300
2571           P 1135-36, 1978 2fr, 4fr Princes of Monaco, Imperforate trial color proof sheets of ten, NH, Very Fine 

600
2572           P 1187-88, 1979 3fr, 4fr Princes of Monaco, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of ten, NH,  each with 

some notations in the gutter between, Very Fine 600
2573           P 1246-47, 1980 4fr Princes of Monaco, Imperforate trial color proof sheets   of ten, NH, Very Fine

600
2574           P 1302-03, 1981 3fr, 5fr Princes of Monaco, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of ten, NH, Very Fine

600
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2575           P 1307, 1991 4fr Picasso Self-portrait, Imperforate trial color proof sheet  of 10, NH, Very Fine 240
2576           P 1338, 1982 1.60fr Creation of Archbishopric of Monaco, Imperforate trial color proof sheet  of 30, NH, 

Very Fine 240
2577           P 1339, 1982 1.40fr St Francis of Assisi, Imperforate trial color proof sheet of 30, NH, Very Fine

240
2578           P 1344-45, 1982 3fr, 5fr Belle Epoch Drawings, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of ten, NH, Very Fine

600
2579           P 1385-86, 1983 3fr, 5fr Belle Epoch Drawings, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of ten, NH, Very Fine

600

2580           P 1410-17, 1984 5c-6fr Views of Old Monaco, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of 30, NH, each sheet 
with some notations at the bottom, Very Fine 2400

2581 **          P 1436-37, 1984 4fr, 5fr Belle Epoch Drawings, Imperforate trial color proof sheets of ten, NH, Very Fine
600

2582           P 1488-89, 1985 4fr, 6fr Belle Epoch Drawings, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of ten, NH, Very Fine 
600

2583           P 1516-24, 1986 50c-5fr Views of Old Monaco, Imperforate trial color proof sheets of 30, NH, each with 
notations at bottom of sheet, Very Fine 2400

2584           P 1605-06, 1907 6fr, 7fr Belle Epoch Drawings, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of ten, NH, Very Fine
600

2585           P 1661, 1663, 1669, 1672-73, 1989 2fr/15fr Rainier III, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of 30, NH, 
each sheet with some notations at the bottom, Very Fine 1500

2586           P 1662, 1664, 1674, 1989 2.10fr, 2.30fr, 25fr Rainier III, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of 30, NH, 
each sheet with notations at the bottom, Very Fine 900

2587           P 1695-96, 1989 7fr, 8fr Belle Epoch Drawings, Imperforate trial color proof sheets  of ten, NH, Very Fine
600

2588           P 1729, 1990 3fr Piewrrot Ecrivain, Imperforate trial color proof sheet of 30, some notations at bottom of 
sheet, NH, Very Fine 240

2589           P 1821-25, 1992 60c-7fr Views of Old Monaco, Imperforate trial color proof sheets of 30, NH, each sheet 
with notations at the bottom, Very Fine 1500
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2590   6        Mozambique Covers, 1902/33, 7 mostly registered covers incl 1902 to India, 1917 registered to NY City 
with added MR1, 1918 censored to Chicago, 1925 registered to Paris, 1926 registered to London, 1928 
registered to Johannesburg (ms registry markings), 1933 registered to Germany, usual mixed condition 
but a Fine group (see online scans) 150

2591   6        Mozambique Posal and View Cards, 1904/31, 6 incl 1904 postal card to Inhambane with Zambezia 
cancels, 1907 postal card to Berlin with black and blue Tete cancels, 1913 view card to Belgium, 1914 
registered letter card to Germany, 1916 view card to USA, 1926 view card to Austria, generally Fine group 
(see online scans) 150

2592   6        Mozambique Co. Covers and Cards, 1902/06, 3 covers and 2 view cards with 1902 postal card to Natal, 
1904 registered cover to England (small faults), 1905 registered cover to Japan, 1906 registered cover 
to New Mexico (then still a territory), typical mixed condition but a Fine and elusive group (see online 
scans) 120

Netherlands Postal History
2593   6        1696 Registered Stampless Cover The Hague to Amsterdam, folded letter sheet with fair strike of "3 

stuiver" marking (Adema type H3; in use 1686/1735), the four crossed lines at lower left indicate 
registered mail - scarce thus, fresh and Very Fine, from the Ulenbroek archive 150

2594   6        18th Century Stampless Cover Amsterdam to Cape of Good Hope, folded letter sheet (unfortunately no 
content but inspection of the paper, handwriting and quality of the strike indicates the cover may have 
been sent around 1790) with nice strike of "VOC 6 stuiver" postmark, ms markings at lower left "per ’t 
schip de hertogin Bronswijck / D:G:G (De hertogin Bronswijck was the name of the ship carrying the letter 
from Amsterdam to Capetown; "D:G:G” =Door God Geleide (Blessed by God)); fresh and Very Fine. The 
cover is addressed to Tobias Christiaan Rönnenkamp (1730-1793) who worked as a slave-trader in service 
of the "Vereenigde Oostindische Companie” (Dutch East India Company) at Capetown. He was also 
"koopman secretaris der Weeskamer” (secretary of the Dutch orphanage) in Capetown. 350

Netherlands
2595 **          306-22, 1949 5c-10G Juliana, PO fresh, NH, F-VF, a select set (Scott $979) 200
2596 **          C13-14, 1951 15G, 25G Seagulls, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $460) 120
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2597 **   4       12-14, 1920 1m-10m Views, lot of 10 each and incl multiples, NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott $405 for hinged)
150

Norway
2598  3         1, 1855 4s Blue, partial town cancel, large to wide margins, Very Fine and attractive (Scott $175)

75
2599  3         1, 1855 4s Blue, large balanced margins, circular grid cancel Very Fine and choice; signed Brun (Scott 

$175) 75

2600 *          7, 1863 3s Grey lilac, unusually well centered within large margins, o.g., Extremely Fine (Scott $850) 350

Nyassa
2601   6        Nyassa Covers and Cards, 1903/21, 3 covers and 3 cards (2 are view cards) incl 1903 registered cover to 

USA via Zanzibar, 1912 registered uprated postal card to Germany, 1912 philatelic registered covers to 
the Senf brothers in Germany (2), few minor faults but generally F-VF (see online scans) 100

Panama
2602           P 220-31 var, 1921 ½c-50c Centenary, Imperforate plate proofs,  in issued colors mounted on card, 15c 

and 60c minor faults, o/w fresh and Very Fine 80

2603 *          C199-201 var., 1958 10c-50c UN Anniversary Imperforate Printer‘s Waste, pairs on ungummed paper 
with each having printing on the reverse showing other issues, Very Fine and unusual F-VF, a very scarce 
variety (unlisted in Scott; Sanabria 219a-221a) 600

Philippines
(see also our 3014 sale catalog the Richard D. Miggins Collection of The Philippines) 

2604   6        1852/86 Stampless Covers, two covers; 1852 to Cadiz via Suez, Manila 23 Nov 1852 cds and framed 
"FRANCO", backstamped with Spanish transit and Cadiz arrival; 1886 London to Manila carried outside 
the mail with sender‘s handstamps on back, 150
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2605 */(*) 3         16/179, Classic Issues Assortment, includes 16-17 unused, 39 Specimen" overprint (stained), 43-47 used, 
51 "Specimen" overprint, 53 mint (2), 71 used with portion of negative "CAPIZ" cancel, 179 block of 40 
NH, Telegraph Edifil 69 block NH, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scan) 300

2606   6        Three Alfonso XIII "Baby Head" Covers to Europe, 8c (161) on 1892 (?) cover to Hamburg via Singapore 
and Marseille; 1894 to Paris via Singapore and Marseille (handstamp) tied by Manila cds with 8c (162) 
and French paquebot cds, Ker & Co forwarder‘s handstamp on back along with Paris receiver, cover open 
three sides and partially reduced at top; 1897 to England via Singapore and Marseille (handstamp) with 
8c pair (162) tied by partial Manila cds, cover some toning and wrinkles, Fine group (see online scan)

200

2607 **          927 var., 1965 30s Kennedy, Ultramarine omitted,  NH, PO fresh and Very Fine 400
2608 **          1699-1704 var, 1984 60s-20p Olympics, Imperforate, vertical pairs, NH, Very Fine

170
2609 **          1984 Issues Assortment, comprised of 1984 Espana Exhibition S/S imperf with overprint in black, 1984 

Ausipex 3p, 3.60p specimen singles and strips of five, imperf blocks, S/S specimen, 1984 Philatelic Week 
block (four #1715a) specimen, 1984 Horses imperf pairs and S/S, NH, Very Fine and scarce, retail over 
$450 (see online scans)

100

Philippines - Japanese Occupation Issues
2610 */**  6 

4       

PHILIPPINES OCCUPATION COLLECTION, 1942-44, collection on ornate album pages, appears 
complete, o.g., most probably many NH, includes several covers, some multiples and complete sheets, 
generally extremely fresh and very Fine.   90

Philippines - Filipino Revolutionary Government
2611  3  4       Y2 var, 1898 2c Red, Imperforate horizontally, block of four yielding two pairs of the error, ms. "99" 

cancels, Fine and scarce 300
2612 **   4       YP1, 1898/99 1m Black Newspaper Stamp, bottom margin block of 50, NH, also includes the 10c revenue 

block of 20 NH, usual VG-VF (Scott $100 for hinged YP1) 60
2613 */(*)/**          Spanish Outposts, La Union Overprints Assortment, 11 mint singles incl overprints on the 1/8c / 12 

4/8c Alfonso XIII "Baby Head" issue, 2c/10c Local ovpts type A and 4c type B local ovpt, usual mixed 
condition, VG-VF, useful group (see online scan) 300

2614 * 3 6        1898/99 Filipino Revolutionary Govt Issues Assortment, includes Y2 tied on piece by Aguinaldo signature 
and a partial cancel, Y3 mint single and pair, F-VF (see online scan) 150

2615   6        Aguinaldo Period Captured Military Service Cover, unfranked envelope (made from a tax form) 
addressed to Carranglan, purple revolutionary seals of "Panguluhang Mil. Tar / Nueva Ecija" on 
each side; back side with blue "OFFICE OF ADJUTANT GENERAL / WAR DEPARTMENT / Oct 27" 
handstamp, Very Fine 200

2616 * 3         Revolution Period ("Aguinaldo") Balance. note (in no particular order) 1898 Cattle Transfer stamp mint 
single and block, 1898 10c "Recibos" revenue assortment incl mint block of 30, assorted documents with 
variety of seals, some revenue stamped paper, etc., VG-VF 60
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2617   6        "The Polish Post Office in the Free City of Danzig" Exhibit Collection, 35 covers arranged and annotated 
on exhibit pages starting with the forerunner period and continuing with the "PORT  GDANSK" 
overprinted issues on cover or card, also note some mixed franking and the use of unoverprinted Polish 
stamps, highlights include 1923 forerunner parcel card to Nowy Sacz, 1922 parcel labels from American 
relief packages into Danzig, 1925 Overprints (Scott 1K1-11" set on registered cover, 1926 registered cover 
from the Romanian Consulate in Danzig to its Legation in Warsaw, 1928/35 first flight covers mixed 
frankings with Polish airmails, etc., a Fine group for the specialist (see online scans) 
The creation of the Free City of Danzig after WW I reflected the conflict of the need to provide newly-independent Poland 
with access to the port and the fact that the population was overwhelmingly ethnic German. A compromise was reached 
such that the city was not a part of either country but the Poles would have special rights for communication and 
transportation purposes. On this basis, a Polish Post and Telegraphic Management Office opened in January 1920, 
primarily to handle incoming relief packages from the United States. The official post office was established in 1925. 
Primarily using Polish stamps overprinted "PORT GDANSK", the service commenced operation 5 Jan 1925 and 
ended upon German invasion 1 Sep 1939. There were three active postal facilities - a main office at the Helveliusplatz 
and additional branches in the harbor and main railway station. 2500

Portugal Lots and Collections
2618   6        Portugal and Colonies Cover Assortment, early 20th century covers and cards of Portugal (3 registered 

to USA or England), Angra (2 incl registered to Berlin), Horta (3 incl registered to USA), Ponta Delgada 
(2 cards to France), usual mixed condition but a Fine group (see online scans) 150(Photo = 1 232)
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2619   6        Portuguese Congo Used View Cards, 1901/19, 6 cards incl 1901 to England, 1910 to Portugal, 1915 to 
Italy, 1918 to Switzerland (scuff on picture side), 1919 to Belgium, usual mixed condition, Fine group 
(see online scans) 100

2620   6        Portuguese Congo Covers Assortment, 1913/20, 4 covers with 1913 to England, 1916 censored to USA, 
1919 to England (large part of back side of cover missing), 1920 to USA, mostly REPUBLICA overprint 
issue frankings, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 100

Portuguese Guinea
2621   6        Portuguese Guinea Covers and Cards, 1914/28, 1 cover, 1 letter card and 3 view cards with 1914 registered 

uprated letter card to Germany via Lisbon, 1916 view card to USA, 1923 view card to Switzerland, 1926 
registered cover to Germany, 1928 view card to Lisbon, usual mixed condition but an overall Fine group 
(see online scans) 100

Portuguese India
2622   6        Portuguese India Covers and Cards, 1912/17, 1 cover and 4 cards (incl message-reply card) with 1912 

postal card to France, 1912 message-reply card to Switzerland (reply card canceled in Nova-Goa but no 
address or message), 1914 view card to Austria, also a registered cover to berlin with illegible postmarks, 
usual mixed condition but  a Fine selection (see online scans) 100

Puerto Rico
2623 (*)   4       ‚1880s Alfonso XII Imperforate Printer''s Waste Selection,.' four different blocks showing multiple/

inverted impressions plus a similar from the Philippines, all on ungummed paper, Very Fine and 
attractive (see online scans) 170

Qatar
2624 **   4       107-107G, 1966 World Cup soccer,  perf and imperf sheets of 36, each containing five #107m and four 

#107n, NH, Very Fine (no photo) 100

Russia

2625  3         1, 1857 10k Brown and blue,  well margined single with light postmark, Very Fine; signed Richter (Scott 
$775) 200
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2626 *          1932 All Soviet Philatelic Exhibition in Moscow Souvenir Sheet  on thick ungummed card 158x119 mm 
(slightly reduced at right), two small areas of discoloration on front side, o/w Fine and scarce with just 
500 issued, 25 of which were overprinted; signed Schlomo Stern and with his 2001 certificate (Scott $25,000 
for full size; Michel €25,000 for full size) 3000

Russia - Offices Abroad
2627   6        CHINESE EASTERN RAILWAY; Anda Station, 1916 Postcard from Manchuli,  unfranked ppc with transit 

marking of Handaokhetze Station and 7 2 1916 receiving mark of Anda Station, Fine; Tchilinghirian 
states of the Anda cancel  "no examples have been recorded so far: RRR" 300

2628           PERSIA; Tabriz, 1915 Registered Cover to Paris,  Russia 20k Alexander I tied by Cyrillic "Tabriz Russian 
Consulate 9 5 15" cds with another strike below, corresponding Consulate Cyrillic registry label, sent 
to dealer Theodore Champion and backstamped Paris 16 6 15, cover bit worn on the edge and a small 
sealed break upper left, stamp with small piece out, o/w Fine, postmarks from Tabriz are known from 
April 1914 - Sept 1917.  100

2629   6        Russian Foreign Offices - Khanate of Bukhara Postal History‚ two covers, two cards, postmarks include 
'1895 Bukhara/ Post Telegraph Office''‚ '1912 Staraya-Bukhara'', '1910 ZakaspiiskayaOblast'' and '1913 
Bukharakiya Vladyeniya'' with rare 'Shakhrizyabz Bukharan Possessions' ("Green City") on piece with no 
examples recored in Tchilinghirian, F-VF (see online scans)‚ 200

2630 5          SINKIANG; Chuguchak, 1918 Cancels on Russia 1r   pair on piece, 21 12.18 cancels centrally struck on 
each stamp, Very Fine, the latest known use 75

2631   6        Russia Foreign Offices Cover and Card Selection; 1 cover and 5 cards; Manchuria 1905 unfranked railway 
cover to Odessa sent from railway branch and with excellent strike of "Collection Point of the Rear 
Evacuation Commissioner"; 1903 postcard Peking to Vienna with Scott #2 pair; 1907 10k overprinted 
letter card (tabs intact) Shanghai to Saigon and addressed to French naval officer; 1916 Tientsin locally 
addressed 3k overprinted postal card (probably a reply card); 1916 unfranked censored postcard Tientsin 
to Paris; 1901 10k letter card (tabs intact) Salonica to Switzerland with blue R.O.P.i.T cancel, generally 
F-VF (see online scans) 250
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2632 5          SHANGHAI POSTE RUSSE28.6.18 26½x17mm double circle (introduced 1909 but rarely used) date 
stamp ties 1c-4c overprints (Scott 50-53) to small piece, Very Fine and rare 75

Russian Offices in Turkish Empire
2633   6        Russian Offices in Turkey Covers Assortment, 8 covers, postal card, letter card and two fragments incl 

postmarks of Constantinople, Jerusalem, Smyrna, Mytilene, Chios, Trebizonde and Sinope (rare); one of 
the covers with Russia Offices in Turkey 224-26 on registered cover Constantinople to Stettin, F-VF (see 
online scans) 400

Saar
2634   6        1-17, 1920 2pf-1m Overprints, set tied on oversized cover addressed to Metz by Saarbrucken 22.3.20 

cancels, F-VF 300
2635 **          226, C12, 1950 25fr, 200fr Council of Europe, vertical strips of four, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $700; 

Michel 297-98, €880) 150

St. Pierre and Miquelon
2636 **          60-78, 1892-1908 1c-1fr Navigation and Commerce, particularly fresh colors, NH, 40c, 1fr tiny bits of 

paper adherence and couple perf thins, otherwise F-VF (Scott $412 for hinged; Yvert 59-77, €950 for NH)
100

2637 **          207/259, B9-10, J46-46a, 1941/42 "FRANCE LIBRE" Overprints Selection, 39 different NH singles still 
in the Bileski retail glassines, includes 207-08, 209-12, 223-24, 228, 244, B9-10, NH, fresh and F-VF; some 
with "KB" (Bileski) handstamp on gum (Scott $2,023 for hinged) 500

2638 **          208A, 1941 5c "FRANCE LIBRE" Overprint, fresh colors, NH, small pencil note on gum, Fine and 
scarce with just 306 issued (Scott $1,100 for hinged; Yvert 236, €1,820 for NH) 400

2639           210/J7, 1892/1942 Issues Selection, comprised of Mint 210, 218A, 224, 244, Used J7, mint stamps o.g. 
or h.r., F-VF (Scott $1,097) 150

2640 **          213, 1941 1fr "FRANCE LIBRE F.N.F.L." Overprint, PO fresh, NH, Fine and scarce with only 397 issued 
(Scott $450 for hinged; Yvert €840 for NH) 250

2641 **          216, 1941 5fr "FRANCE LIBRE" Overprint, bright colors, NH, near Very Fine, only 483 issued; 
"KB" (Bileski) handstamp on gum (Scott $425 for hinged; Yvert 244, €770 for NH) 150

2642 *          238 var., 1941 90c "FRANCE LIBRE F.N.F.L." Overorint, Inverted overprint, very lightly hinged, fresh 
and Very Fine (Maury 270a, €1,650) 250

2643 *          241 var., 1941 1.40fr "FRANCE LIBRE F.N.F.L." Overorint, Inverted overprint, fresh and well centered, 
l.h., Very Fine (Maury 273a, €1,650) 250

2644 **          260-79, 1941 10c-20fr "Noel 1941" Overprints in Red, lovely fresh set, NH, just a few values with trace of 
fingerprint as often, F-VF, seldom seen so nice (Scott $1,175 for hinged; Yvert 212A-231A, €1,820 for NH) 500

2645 **          280-99, 1941 10c-20fr "Noel 1941" Overprints in Black, PO fresh with unblemished o.g. (scarce thus), 
NH, F-VF, a select set of which only 300 were issued (Scott $2,547 for hinged; Yvert 212B-231B, €4,270 
for NH) 1500
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2646 **          J42, J44, 1942 25c, 50c "FRANCE LIBRE N.F.N.L." Postage Due Overprints, NH but each with some 
slight gum disturbance, fresh and F-VF; just 735 of the 25c and 216 of the 50c were issued (Scott $1,825 
for hinged; Yvert T52, T54, €2,800 for NH) 500

2647 **          J48-57, 1941 5c-3fr "Noel 1941" Postage Due Overprints, fresh well centered set, NH, 5c trace fingerprint 
on gum, Very Fine (Scott $642 for hinged; Yver T42-51, €980 for NH) 150

2648 **          J58-67, 1942 5c-3fr "FRANCE LIBRE" Postage Due Overprints, NH, 30c, 2fr some fingerprints on gum, 
F-VF, all but 3fr with "KB" (Bileski) hanstamp on gum (Scott $753 for hinged; Yvert T57-66, €1,190 for NH)

200

St. Thomas and Prince Islands
2649   6        St Thomas and Prince Isl Covers and Cards, 1908/33. lovely selection of 3 covers and 5 view cards with 

1908 cover to USA, 1908 view card to USA (2), 1911 view card to USA, 1914 registered cover to Germany 
with da Gama issues franking, 1927 locally addressed view card, 1933 registered cover to USA (open two 
sides), usual mixed condition but better than typically seen, Fine group (see online scans) 150

Salvador
2650 **      S    C136-40, 1935 15c-1col Central American Games,  set of five values, NH, with "Columbian Banknote Co" 

perfin, 1col with natural straight edge at left, F-VF 70

San Marino
2651 *   4       25 var., 1892 5c on 10c Blue,  block of four, bottom right stamp with "large numeral" variety which only 

appears on three positions, o.g. with h.r. on upper left stamp, two signatures and a handstamp, 2011 
Sorani certificate (Sassone 8/8x, €380 as singles) 120

2652 **   4       C51C var., 1947 5l Roosevelt, imperf horizontally,  vertical block of six, central pair imperf horizontally, 
NH, fresh and Very Fine, 2016 Colla AIEP certificate (Sassone A63ga, €2,400) 200

2653 **   4       J57, 1937 1l on 3l Postage due,  block of four with right sheet margin, NH, Fine (Scott $640) 100

Serbia
2654   6        1916 Cover from Danish Volunteer Relief Worker in Austrian Hospital in Serbia, blurry 

"K.U.K.  ETAPPENPOSTAMT/ BELGRAD" 10.IV.16 (?) cds on unfranked envelope addressed to 
Denmark, "ÜBERPRÜFT" censor handstamp and seal (back side), two strikes of "K.u.K. Reservspital 
"Brcko" in Belgrad" (plus another on back), Kjobenhavn 17.4.16 roller cancel backstamp, Fine and 
attractive 100

Slovakia - German Occupation
2655   6        WW II Period Postal Cards Assortment, sixteen cards (1 mint - Mi AAK 2) incl 10 Hlinka tourist propaganda 

cards (Mi P4) with different views incl three registered and one to USA, two 1944 1k (Mi P13), most with 
Bratislava cancels, assorted censor markings, generally Fine (see online scans) 75

2656   6        Slovakia Used Postal Cards Selection, 1939/44, seven different cards incl one with "EXPRES" label, six 
of the cards the 1.20k Hlinka with pictorial view at left (incl one uprated and with air mail label), usual 
mixed condition, Fine and elusive assortment (see online scans) 75
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2657 ** 3  4       29, 1902 10c on 50c Blue and rose, pane of 12 - 11 stamps mint and bottom left corner single with a blue 
cds, some of the stamps show partial doubling of the surcharge, o.g., stamps NH with some hinging in 
the top and bottom margins not affecting stamps, small edge break in bottom margin only, Very Fine 
(Scott $632 as singles) 400

Spain
2658 **   4       EDIFIL NE28, 1938 45c on 2c Red brown unissued overprint,   corner block of 25, NH, very slight 

discoloration in the margin, F-VF, an attractive and scarce multiple (EDIFIL NE28, €2,000) 200
2659 **   4       P 657 var., 1938 30c Dark green, "CMS" in place of "CTS",  imperf color proof, corner block of four, NH, 

issued in Deep red and with different abbreviation, Very Fine, a scarce item (EDIFIL 844Aece, €760)
80

2660 **   4       P 657 var., 1938 30c Emerald green, "CMS" in place of "CTS",  imperf color proof, corner block of four, 
NH, issued in Deep red and with different abbreviation, Very Fine, a scarce item (EDIFIL 844Aecd, 
€1,100) 120

2661 **   4       1950, 776-9, C127-30 50c-25p Stamp Centenary issue,  all eight values in blocks of four, NH, bright and 
fresh, VF, an attractive set (Scott $2,400 as singles) 650

2662           "Asociacion Beneficia De Correos" 5c-2pts Labels  in folded sheets of 100, denominations of 5c (2 diff 
colors), 10c, 25c (2 diff colors), 1pts (2 diff colors), 2pts (2 diff colors), plus "Sin Valor Postal" opposite 
value tablet, rouletted on gummed stamp paper, F-VF, nice cinderella items 90
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2663   6        Cuba and Puerto Rico Cover Selection, ‚four covers, Cuba 1866 folded letter to Bordeaux rated "10" 
with accountancy marking and French transit cds, Havana, London and Bordeaux backstamps; 1871 
stampless cover to New York with circled "SHIP 6" and Philadelphia transit cds, Puerto Rico 1867 cover 
front addressed to Humacao with ms. "R.S." (Royal Service) and seal of "Gobierno Capitanis General de 
la Isla de / Pto Rico", Puerto Rico 22 Jun 67 rec''g cancel, franked with Cuba 13 tied by Colonial parilla 
cancel,1870 stampless cover to Edinburgh with "2" rate handstamp (scarce) and backstamped Puerto 
Rico OC 11 70 (British PO) and "Edinburgh & Newcastle Sorting Tender" cds, F-VF (see online scan)‚

100

Sweden
2664 *          197-211, 1924 UPU Congress, fresh colors, l.h. or small h.r., some lower values tyical blunted/ shorter 

perfs, F-VF (Scott $666) 100
2665 *          213-27, 1924 UPU Anniversary, rich colors, l.h. or small h.r., some usual short/blunted perfs in lower 

values, 10o, 20o small thin spot, o/w fresh and F-VF (Scott $721) 100

Switzerland
2666   6        1861 Cover Bern to Frutigen, folded letter franked with 1858/62 5r, 20r Seated Helvetia (Zum 22Gc, 

25Gb) each being tied by Bern 8 Nov 61 cds, backstamped Frutigen the next day, 5r margins to just 
cutting and with portion adjacent stamp at top, 20r bottom margin single with clear to just cutting 
margins the other sides, a Fine and attractive cover; 1997 Renggli certificate 200

2667   6        195 var., 1921 5c on 7½c Gray,  gutter pair with a large punch hole (Zumstein #S15) tied on registered 
cover with Scott 196, 197, and 199 (2), cover with small piece missing and slightly reduced at bottom, 
scarce, 2016 PSE certificate 180

2668   6        B116, 1941 Semipostal S/S.  first day cover with generic cachet, souvenir sheet is cancelled but not tied, 
matching cancel on envelope, scarce and Very Fine 400

Syria
2669 *          247 var., 1934 15p Dull blue, Denomination omitted,  lightly hinged, fresh and Fine 70

Tannu Tuva
2670 **   4       45a-52a, 1934 1k-20k Pictorials, Imperforate, blocks of four, PO  fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $540 as 

singles) 250
2671 *          120, 1943 25k Slate blue, Strip of five, middle stamp misregistered with perfs cutting through top of the 

design, without gum as issued, F-VF 500
2672           120, 1943 25k Slate blue, Strip of five, without gum as issued, F-VF (Scott $900) 300
2673 *          120a, 1943 25k Slate blue on white paper, Strip of five, without gum as issued, fresh and Very Fine (Scott 

$500) 150
2674 *          120a-123a, 1943 25k, 50k Arms, Building on white poaper, without gum as issued, F-VF (Scott $405)

150
2675 *          121a, 1943 25k Black on white paper, Strip of five, unevenly applied original gum, (scarce thus), fresh 

and F-VF (Scott $600+) 250
2676 *          122-23, 1943 25k, 50k Arms, Building, pairs, without gum as issued, F-VF (Scott $360) 120
2677 *          122a-123a, 1943 25k, 50k Arms, Building on white paper, pairs, without gum as issued, fresh and 

F-VF (Scott $380) 120
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2678   6        Timor Covers and Cards, 1894/1932, 5 covers and 4 postal cards featuring 1894 postal card to Spain, 
1914 registered cover to Hungary via Macao, 1927 registered uprated postal card to Java (small faults), 
1928 uprated postal card to USA, 1928 registered cover to Lisbon (toning spots), 1929 uprated postal 
card to Switzerland, 1930 registered cover to France, 1930 registered cover to London, 1932 cover to 
USA, usual mixed condition, Fine group (see online scans) 200

Turkey
2679           TURKEY 1876 ISSUE SPIRO FORGERIES ASSORTMENT. panes of 25 of the 10pa, 20pa, 50pa 

(2 different color schemes), 2pi, 5pi, 25pi values, each with multiple strikes of an oval lozenge type 
cancel, each some minor faults and/or some perf separations but a Fine group for the specialist (see 
online scans) 3500

2680   6        1921 Registered Cover Diarbakivia Angora to Pira,  spectacular mixed franking of Hejaz railway fiscals 
and Notary Public 50pi ocher used for postage along with pair of the Turkey in Asia 5pi ultramarine with 
handstamped ovpt (#31c) and other issues making up 75 piasters triple rate, on large part cover open 
3½ sides for display and showing some wear with some folds and edge wrinkling not affecting stamps, 
registered from Diarbakir (29-11-21) via Angora (1-1-22) to Pera (15-1-22). Accompanied by ISFILA Turkish 
Philatelic Federation certificate. Very attractive and scarce franking, the 5pi ultramarine with handstamped 
overprint is one of the most important rarities of the Angora issues, (ex Plantinga), for used stamps alone 
the Isfila catalog value is equivalent of $10,000. 2500

2681 **          RA179-80, 1955 2½-10l Postal tax stamps,  bright and fresh, NH, F-VF (Scott $1,250) 300
2682          E KUSTENDJE & CZERNOWADA Danube-Black Sea Railway Company 20pa   color proofs on card 

(3 different), Very Fine and scarce Turkey and Romania railway stamp essays 100
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2683 **          55-60, 1938 5c-1.25l Archaeological Congress,  NH, very light stain on the 25c, otherwise a fresh and 
attractive set, F-VF (Scott $200) 50

Venezuela
2684 **   4       782-4, C753-5, 1960 Natural Landmarks,  complete sheets of 100, folded twice, NH, neat and clean with 

Berlin imprint in margin (np photo, Scott $1,375 as singles) 150

Vietnam
2685 **   4       7, 9, 13, 1951 1.20pi 3pi, 30pi Emperor Bao-Dai, gutter blocks of 50, NH, varying degrees of gum 

disturbance and/or light toning, still fresh and F-VF appearance (no photo; Scott $2,150 as singles; 
Michel 67, 69, 73, €8,000 as singles) 150

2686 **   4       7, 9, 13, 1951 1.20pi 3pi, 30pi Emperor Bao-Dai, 6 each gutter blocks of 50, NH, varying degrees of gum 
disturbance and/or light toning, still fresh and F-VF appearance (no photo; Scott $12,900 as singles; 
Michel 67, 69, 73, €48,000 as singles) 1000

2687 **          290A, 1966, 3pi Rose lilac and purple coil, roll of 1,000, NH, F-VF (no photo; Scott $3,500 as singles)
180

2688 **          290A, 1966, 3pi Rose lilac and purple coil, roll of 1,000, NH, F-VF (no photo; Scott $3,500 as singles)
180

2689 **   4       Mi I-II, 1967 1.5d, 10d Buddhist World Youth Leaguer Unisssued Varieties, two each panes of 25, NH, 
even gum toning, F-VF (Mi €2,500 as singles) 150

2690 **   4       389a, 1971 2pi Agrarian Reform Law, "1970" variety, lot of four full panes of 50, NH, some typical light 
gum bends and wrinkling which affects most of the stamps on one of the panes, F-VF (no photo; Scott 
$6,000 as singles; Michel 467 I; €8,000 as singles) 500

2691 **   4       389a, 1971 2pi Agrarian Reform Law, "1970" variety, full pane of 50, NH, some typical light natural gum 
bends, fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,500 as singles; Michel 467 I, €2,000 as singles) 150

2692 **   4       402-04, 1971 2pi-100pi Fish, four sets panes of 50, folded in half, some typical light natural gum bends, 
fresh and F-VF (Scott $6,700 as singles; Michel 480-82, €5,000 as singles) 500

2693 **   4       402-04, 1971 2pi-100pi Fish, lot of 84 sets in blocks of four, NH, F-VF (Scott $2,814) 280
2694 **   4       402-04, 1971 2pi-100pi Fish, panes of 50, NH, folded in half, usual few light natural gum bends, fresh and 

F-VF (Scott $1,675 as singles; Michel 480-82, €1,250 as singles) 150
2695 **   4       450, 1973 10pi Agrarian Reform, top right corner margin block of eight, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott 

$720 as singles) 150
2696 **          466, 490, 491, 501, 1974/75 Commems, "CONG-HOA / MIENNAM VIET NAM" Overprints, unofficially 

issued, NH, Very Fine and scarce 200
2697 **          466, 490, 491, 501, 1974/75 Commems, "CONG-HOA / MIENNAM VIET NAM" Overprints, unissued 

varieties, 466 (4), 490 (5), 491 (1), 501 (5), NH, fresh and F-VF, scarce(see online scan) 500
2698 **          496-500, 1974-75 25pi Surcharges, lot of 19 complete sets, NH, fresh and F-VF (no photo; Scott $1,700)

150
2699 **   4       514-16, 1975 10pi, 25pi Surcharges, three each blocks of 50, NH, some typical light gum toning or slight 

disturbance, still fresh and F-VF appearance (no photo; Scott $8,700 as singles; Michel 592-94, €9,000 as 
singles) 750

2700 **   4       514-16, 1975 10pi, 25pi Surcharges, lot of 50 complete sets, NH, fresh and F-VF (no photo; Scott $2,900)
250

2701 **   4       514-16, 1975 10pi, 25pi Surcharges, blocks of 25, NH, 515 light even gum toning, other values some small 
light tone spots, F-VF (no photo; Scott $2,900 as singles; Michel 592-94, €3,000 as singles) 200

2702 **   4       Mi V, VI, VII, VIII, XV, XVI, XX, 1975 Unissued Varieties, sheets or blocks of 50, V-VI (2 each, folded), 
NH, VII some light gum toning, F-VF (Mi €3,050 as singles) 150
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2703 **          B1 var, 1952 1.50pi+50c Red Cross Surcharge, Booklet pane of 20, lot of 20 complete booklets, some with trivial 
bit of rusting around the staple, generally fresh and F-VF (no photo; Michel 88, €4,000 as booklet) 400

2704 **          B1 var, 1952 1.50pi+50c Red Cross Surcharge, Booklet pane of 20, lot of 44 complete booklets, most 
with the pane separated from the staple, rusting around the staple, bits of toning, gum disturbance from 
interleaving, etc., VG-VF (Michel €8,800 as booklets) 250

2705 **   4       J15-20, 1968 50c-10pi Postage Dues, full panes of 100, NH, folded in half vertically, 2d some perf 
separations, fresh and F-VF (Scott $5,200 as singles; Michel 15-20, €5,000 as singles)) 500

2706 **   4       J15-20, 1968 50c-10pi Postage Dues, full panes of 100, NH, folded in half vertically, some minor margin nicks 
or bends, fresh and F-VF (no photo; Scott $5,200 as singles; Michel 15-20, €5,000 as singles) 500

2707 *          M3a, 1969 Red and green Military Issue, Booklet pane of ten, without gum as issued, folded between 
stamps 5 and 6 as usual, F-VF (Scott $700) 100

2708 *          M3a, 1969 Red and green Military Issue, Booklet pane of ten, lot of three panes, without gum as issued, 
each folded between stamps 5 and 6 as usual, fresh and F-VF (n photo; Scott $2,100) 250

Yugoslavia
2709  3         NB5-8, 1944 Homeless Relief Fund,  used, bold and attractive cds. on each, F-VF (Scott $2,400)

350
2710  3         NB9-14, 1944 Orphans semi-postals,  complete set used, attractive matching cancels, F-VF (Scott $2,400)

350
2711  3         NB15-20, 1944 Winter Relief semi-postals,  complete set used, attractive matching cancels, F-VF (Scott 

$2,400) 350

Zambezia
2712   6        Zambezia and Tete Covers and Cards, 1900/17, 5 covers and 3 cards with Tete 1904 registered cover to 

Paris via London, cover to Brussels with illegible cancels, Zambezia 1900 view card to Austria via Zanzibar 
and Quelimane (minor faults), 1902 registered cover to NY City with Quelimane registry handstamp, 
1913 (?) cover to Portugal with printed "Governo do Districto de Tate/ Gabinete do Governador" cc, 
1917 cover to Chicago with Zambezia/ Quelimane mixed franking (cover open three sides and with 
tear), mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 200

Paper Americana - Printers & Engravers
2713           Eclectic Mix of Ephemera, Circa 1850-1970,   wonderful array of interesting topics: 1956 Operation 

"Deep Freeze" advertising card for Whiskey; set of 30 photoprints Sikorsky Helicopters (circa 1970); 1864 
NH Sec. of State letter; 1919 ticket to AEF reviewing stand (Scarce); UX27 Gretch accordian advertising; 
1944 Jewelry pamplet (Zircon); 1923 Hardware pamplet; 1895 pamplet  for "Misfit Marriages"; 1850 Odd 
Fellows Constitution; UX3 with political printing on reverse; three different "Rewards" postal cards for 
stolen horses, merchandise; UX18 for dental supplies; set of 8 different photocards, black and indian 
americana; 9 photocards circa 1936 Ford Motors plants and other properties; attractive and useful bit of 
diverse americana, generally Very Fine and interesting. 300

2714           Multi-colored Cigar Box Labels, ‚  all unused and mint , a few "salesman''s samples" (untitled) , all 
spectacular and exciting, from the "golden age" of cigar making, all appear circa 1930''s-50''s, a wonderful 
and Very Fine, seldom offered group.‚ 190

2715           "Patrol Comique" 1886 Piano Music Sheet, NewYork Music Publishing Co.    for piano by Thomas 
Hindley, illustrated "black americana", some edge chipping & light tone spots but overall Very Fine and 
suitable for framing.  80

2716           1919 New Year Dinner, General Mess "USS Rhode Island"  multi-colored pamplet featuring menu for 
soldiers returning home, Very Fine and probably quite scarce.  80

2717 **   4       1939 New York Scenes, American Banknote Co., "Eaton''s Fine Letter Papers",'   complete set of 10 
blocks of 4 depicting various New York scenes, printed in 1939, NH, Very Fine, getting tough to find.

90
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2718 **   4       1960s American Astronauts,  includes a block of 9 of the 1969 "First Man On the Moon" stamp (C76) 
signed by Neil Armstrong, three 8x10" photos signed by Neil Armstrong, a 1975 USSR Apollo-Soyuz 
cover signed by Tom Stafford, Vance Brand, and Donald K. Slayton, and an 8x10" photo signed by Ed 
White, Gus Grissom and Roger Chaffee, Very Fine, see online scans 500

2719           Admiral Richard E. Byrd (American Explorer, 1888-1957),  7x9" sepia photo, autographed "To Myrtle 
Buxton / With all good wishes / RE Byrd / Dec 30, 1930", photograph shows Byrd presumably on his 
First Antarctic Expedition, dressed in furs and holding an American flag, signature is bold, photo with 
some light creases but Very Fine 100

2720           An Assortment of Autographs. a nice group of mostly live signed but also includes auto pen and printed 
signatures, on photographs, file cards, a couple of books, etc. TV and movie stars, athletes, singers, 
politicians, etc. including Neil Simon, Robert Rushworth (X-15 pilot), Marie Osmond, Moshe Dayan, 
Joan Collins and Janet Leigh; over 80 total items (few duplicates); mixed condition but generally Fine. 
(see online scans) 75

2721   6        Earhart, Amelia, American Aviatrix,  bold autograph on 1931 cover to Pittsburgh, Grand rapids 9/1/31 
machine cancel tied 5c airmail issue, handstamped "Kohler Aviation Corp" cachet seal for "2nd 
anniversary Milwaukee-Detroit route", additionally signed by "Everett Mc Millen, Chief Pilot" at bottom, 
bold signatures, Very Fine cover. 400

2722           POLITICIANS, SPORTS AND SHOW BIZ AUTOGRAPHS,   a nice group of over 50 different 
autographs, mostly on photos but includes cards and covers. All appear authentic - some have COA. 
Margaret Thatcher, Alberto Tomba, Katarina Witt, Steffi Graf, Johnny Mathis, Celine Dion, Sophia 
Loren, Brigitte Bardot, Muhammad Ali, Nadia Comaneci, Bob Mathias and Christie Brinkley. Nice group 
of older athletes, including deceased, such as cricket players, Olympic athletes and soccer stars. Mostly a 
British/European group. (see online scans)  200

Autographs - Presidential
2723   6        Cleveland, Frances Folsom (First Lady of the US, 1864-1947),   January 16, 1889 ALS, addressed to 

William P. Southworth of Moscow, NY, in the First Lady's own hand, envelope is franked with a 2c green 
Banknote as it contained personal correspondence and was not eligible for a free frank, Washington, 
DC duplex ties the stamp to the cover, letter and envelope are matching "Executive Mansion" stationery 
(the official name of the White House prior to 1901), sent just a month and a half before the end of 
Cleveland's first term as First Lady, a very interesting piece of presidential history Dear Sir, I am in receipt 
of your letter inclosing a printed copy of an acrostic which you have written on my name, and beg to express my 
appreciation of the kindly sentiment therein contained.  Very truly yours, Frances F. Cleveland 300

2724 **   4       Roosevelt, Eleanor (First Lady, 1884-1962),  plate block of the 1945 1c Blue green Roosevelt Memorial 
stamp (Scott 930), signed in black pen by the first lady, Very Fine, an attractive item 75

Colonial / Revolutionary War Period
2725   6        1749 Boston,  Bo 2/4 ("o" high), on folded letter sheet addressed to Samuel Vernon in Newport, ms. "P 

Post", light vertical file folds, Very Fine, from the "Vernon" correspondence (ASCC $750).   Samuel Vernon 
was born in Newport, Rhode Island, the son of silversmith Samuel Vernon (1683-1737). He entered into business 
together with his brother William and created the mercantile firm, Samuel and William Vernon, establishing themselves 
as prominent Newport merchants prior the Revolutionary War. Their business was active in all parts of the triangular 
trade, which involved purchasing slaves in Africa with rum from the colonies, selling the slaves in the West Indies 
for molasses, and selling the molasses in the colonies in order to buy more rum and to continue the trading cycle. The 
Vernon brothers were also known as the first Newport merchants to sell African slaves directly to the southern colonies, 
making their first sale in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1755. They were also involved in privateering during King 
George’s War (1744-1748). 90

Alaska
2726   6        Alaska Picture Postcard Selection,  lot of four ppc used from Alaska during the gold rush period with 

rare usage of Tanana River RPO in 1907, ppc used from very small town of Chignik (current population 
of 87), real photo ppc showing eskimos sent from Saint Michael in 1906 and a real photo ppc of a 
family or group of friends by a house used from Nome in 1906, Fine and very scarce (see online scan)
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2727   6        Early Alaska Airmail "Mourning" Cover,  "In Memoriam"  cachet showing pilot and plane, 5c (C20) tied by 
Hatton, Alasks 3/26/30 duplex, Very Fine and scarce. 90

2728   6        The Mission, Barrow, Alaska,   typed return address on cover to Philadelphia, 2c (554) tied by Barrow, 
Alaska, 6/3/26 duplex, typed enclosure detailing adventures in getting letters out and the problems 
encounted from pilots and postmaster regarding how the letters should be marked, an exciting bit of reading 
on early Alaska airmail, Very Fine cover and letter, carried on the first flight out of Barrow. 190

2729   6        Carried by Carl B. Eilson, Pilot-U.S. Mail,  pilot endorsed "First Trip, Alaska Air Mail"  on 2c entire, 
purple Mc Grath Alaska "M.O.B." 2/21/24 double oval CDS,  Fairbanks, Alaska 2/21/25 duplex cancels, 
scarce and Very Fine pilot signed cover. 280

2730   6        Arrival of the Winter Mail at Nome, Alaska.  private mailing card addressed to Old Town, Me., 2c(319) 
tied by Nome, Alaska 7/7/04 duplex, Very Fine and early. 90

California
2731   6        Fresno County Collection,  Group of 25 covers including Bates Dec 3, 1887 duplex tying #213 to slightly 

reduce cover, Borden Mar 18, 1878 serrated oval (EKU) on 3¢ Washington entire,  Madera Jun 19, 1884 
county pmk (EKU) on 2¢ Washington entire, Millerton Nov 9 (1870) (EKU) with #147 (cover creased 
through pmk) , Oleander Dec 6, 1881 ms pmk (EKU) with pair of #207 (cover reduced) and Sentinel Jun 
4, 1888 county pmk (EKU) with #213, generally Fine 200

2732   6        Kanawha, California Manuscript Postmark on Cover, scarce postmark from a Colusa County DPO (1871-
1879), dated Nov 21; enclosed letter datelined Nov 19, 1874, which appears to be written in same hand 
as postmark, is an order for guantlets to be delivered by Wells Fargo, franked with pen canceled #158, 
small stain at bottom, otherwise Fine condition. The addressee, George L. Kingsley, came to California in 1851. 
He was a miner and Wells Fargo agent. In 1862 he had s sheep business in Tehama county and in 1866 started a 
glove and gauntlet business in Red Bluff. 100

2733   6        San Luis Obispo County,  Two covers – a Nipomo Aug 5, 1889 county pmk on a cover franked with #213 
(cover open on bottom and small tear top edge) and a rare Root Sep 17, 1883 county pmk (EKU) on 3¢ 
Washington entire (piece of flap missing, otherwise Fine). 75

2734   6        El Dorado County Group,  Four covers – an Eldorado Feb 20, 1888 postmaster pmk on damaged 2¢ Washington 
entire, two Georgetown postmaster pmk, both franked with 1890 2¢ Washington, one Georgetown Gazette 
corner card and the other B.F.Shepherd corner card and Greenwood Oct 24, 1885 postmaster pmk franked 
with #210 3¢ Washington and Burt & Locher corner card, generally Fine 60
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2735   6        Mendocino County,  Three covers – a violet oval cogwheel Fish Rock  Sep 30 1887 county pmk (LKU) 
tying #210 2¢ Washington to cover, a partial Inglenook Mar 26 1883 postmaster pmk (LKU) with target 
killer tying #207 3¢ Washington (toning and small tear top edge of cover) and a purple oval Kibesallah 
Jun 3, 1882 county pmk with large "W" killer on 3¢  Washington entire (toning and edge/corner creases), 
overall Fine selection 60

2736   6        Marin County,  Two covers – a Novato Mar 28, 1892 county pmk (not listed in Williams) tying #220 2¢ 
Washington to cover with pre-printed North Haven, Conn address (cover is wrinkled/creased) and the rare 
Point Tiburon Jul 22, 1887 county pmk (EKU) on #U293 2¢ Grant letter sheet (stained). 100

2737   6        Contra Costa County,   Three covers – a Martinez Jul 31, 1888 (LKU) on cover franked with #210 
2¢ Washington (cover creased and repaired), a blue Pinole Dec 22, 1882 county pmk (LKU) on 3¢ 
Washington entire (postmark light and envelope trimmed into indicum) and a blue Selby Feb 6, 1888 
county pmk on 2¢ Washington entire to Philadelphia with red Registered Feb 6, 1888 county pmk (EKU) 
on back (stamps missing), overall Fine 60

2738   6        Nevada County Collection,  Group of 12 covers including Maybert Aug 11, 1888 county pmk (EKU) on 
registry bill, Nevada City Calvin R. Clarke postmaster pmks on registry bill and registered cover and Nevada 
City Leonard S. Calkins Feb 27, 1892 postmaster pmk (EKU) on registry bill. Generally Fine. 100

2739   6        Lassen County Collection,  Group of 13 covers including Addington Feb 18, 1892 unlisted first period 
pmk with #220 on cover (torn corner), Bieber Jan 16, 1896 postmaster pmk used as receiving pmk 
and Milford May 5, 1881 postmaster pmk (EKU) with star killer on #184 (cover creased and stained). 
Generally Fine. 100

2740   6        Madera County Collection,  Seven covers including Coarse Gold Gulch Mar 6, 1888 (EKU) on 2¢ Washington 
entire (soiled) and Zebra Mar 19, 1892 (EKU) on cover with #220. Generally Fine. 70

2741   6        Kern County Collection,  Group of 9 covers including two Caliente ms pmks, Greenwich Apr 26, 1881 county 
pmk (EKU) with #184 (crease thru pmk and stamp), a blue Sumner May 25, 1880 county pmk (EKU) on 
#UX5 (creased) and a blue Weldon Jul 25 county pmk (LKU) with #207. Generally Fine. 100

2742   6        Butte County Collection,  Group of 9 covers including Biggs Apr 25, 1892 county pmk (EKU) on #220, 
Cherokee undated pmk on #U10 and Wyandotte Apr 8, 1882 county pmk on 3¢ Washington entire. 
Generally Fine. 100

2743   6        Calaveras County Collection,  Group of 16 covers including Copperopolis May 16, 1881 county pmk 
(EKU) on #220, Mountain Ranch 5/2/85 county pmk (EKU) on 2¢ Washington entire, Murphy Sep 
9, 1894 county pmk (EKU) on #220 cover with Mitchler Hotel cc (stains), Sheep Ranch Aug 14, 1881 
postmaster pmk (EKU) on registry bill. Generally Fine. 150

2744   6        Los Angeles County Collection,  Group of 17 covers including El Modena Jun 28, 1888 county pmk 
(EKU) on 2¢ Washington entire, McPherson May 16, 1887 county pmk with Maltese cross killer on 
#210, San Fernando Aug 29, 1881 county pm (EKU) on 3¢ Washington entire and Verdugo May 25, 
1887serrated oval county pmk (EKU) on damaged cover with #210. Generally Fine. 150

2745   6        Humboldt County Collection,  Group of 24 covers including Camp Grant Jul 14, 1885 county pmk (EKU) 
on damaged cover with one #184 & four #207, Port Kenyon Sep 30 1886 county pmk (EKU) on repaired 
2¢ Washington entire and a purple Rohnerville Sep 27, 1878 county pmk (EKU) with star in circle killer 
on #158 (reduced with toning spots). Generally Fine. 150

2746   6        Colusa County Collection,  Group of 31 covers including a purple Butte City June 12, 1876 double circle 
pmk (EKU) on 3¢ Washington entire, Epperson Dec 3rd, 80 ms pmk (LKU) with #184, Jacinto May 30, 
1874 ms pmk on #158 cover with letter, a blue Newville Dec 14, 1879 county pmk (not listed in Williams) 
tying 3¢ Washington, Orlando May 20, 1879 octagonal county pmk (EKU) tying #184, Spring Valley May 
18 ms on soiled #U58 and a blue Willows Jan 24, 1879 county pmk (EKU) tying 3¢ Washington. Generally 
Fine 300

2747   6        Sonoma County Collection,  Group of 15 covers including Agua Caliente Apr 18, 1888 county pmk on 
#UX9, Duncan’s Mill Jan 18, 1894 county pmk on registry return receipt, Fort Ross May 17, 1892 county 
pmk (EKU) on 3¢ entire, Markham Mar 4, 1884 ms pmk with #210 (cover/stamp reduced on right) and 
Mark West Dec 22, 1883 county pmk (EKU) on 2¢ entire. Generally Fine. 150

2748   6        Tehama County Collection,  Group of eight covers including a purple Comosa Jul 4, 1882 postmaster pmk 
(EKU) with #183 & #206 (cover stained), Henleyville Jun 17, 1881 octagonal county pmk (not listed in 
Williams) with #184, Red Bluffs Oct 18, 1855 ms pmk on stampless cover and Tehama July 2 balloon pmk 
on #U59 and Tehama May 11, 1882 octagonal pmk (EKU) on 2¢ Washington. Generally Fine 150

2749   6        Tulare County Collection,   Group of fourteen covers including Alila Sep 16, 1887 oval county pmk 
(EKU) on 2¢ Washington entire, Alila Apr 4, 1888 serrated oval county pmk (EKU) on 2¢ Washington 
entire, a blue Grangeville Mar 27, 1880 county pmk (EKU) on 3¢ Washington Wells Fargo entire (right 
side torn open), purple Lime Kiln Dec 19, 1885 county pmk (not listed in Williams) tying #210, Three 
Rivers Sep 20, 1889 county pmk tying pair of #212, Traver Dec 23, 1885 county pmk on 2¢ Washington 
entire. Generally Fine. 200
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2750   6        Yolo County Collection,  Group of six covers including Capay Dec 7, 1882 oval county pmk (EKU) on 
3¢ Washington entire (rough edges), two Davisville county pmks and Madison Aug 8, 1881 octagonal 
county pmk on 3¢ Washington entire. Generally Fine. 60

2751   6        Santa Clara County Collection,  Group of five covers including Los Gatos Jun 22, 1882 county pmk, blue-
green Mountain View Sep 24, 1867 county pmk on #65 cover (reduced) and magenta Sargent Oct 11, 
1884 county pmk (EKU) on 2¢ Washington entire. Generally Fine. 60

2752   6        Sierra County Collection,  Group of seventeen covers and one front including three different Alleghany 
county pmks, three different Forest City county pmks including unlisted Dec 12, 1887 on #UX9, two different 
Gibsonville county pmks, two different Mountain House county pmks, St. Louis Oct 18, 1894 county pmk 
on front, violet Scales Nov 24, 1891 county pmk (EKU) registered cover (reduced) and two different Sierra 
Valley county pmks including Aug 28, 1888 on #UX7 (not listed in Williams). Generally Fine. 150

2753   6        San Diego Collection,  Group of five covers including violet Campo Oct 5, 1882 county pmk (EKU) on 
#UX5, Glamis Jul 9, 1887 octagonal county pmk on #UX8 (with Dem. & Los Ang. R.P.O. pmk), violet 
Julian Sep 7, 1884 county pmk on #UX7 and blue Osgood Jul 10, 1883 county pmk (EKU) on #UX7. 
Generally Fine. 100

2754   6        San Mateo County Collection,  Group of eight covers including violet Colma Station Aug 2, 1882 county 
pmk (LKU) as receiving mark and two different magenta San Mateo pmks. Generally Fine. 60

2755   6        Solano County Collection,  Group of six covers including Elmira Apr 22, 1888 serrated oval county pmk 
(EKU) on #UX7, two different Fairfield county pmks including Dec 28, 1886 double circle pmk (EKU) 
and two violet Suisun City county pmks with Maltese cross killers. Generally Fine. 60

2756   6        Shasta County Collection,  Group of fifteen covers including violet Baird Jul 24, 1883 double oval county 
pmk on #207, Cayton Feb 13, 1888 county pmk (EKU) on soiled 2¢ Washington entire, two different 
Cottonwood county pmks, Dana Oct 13, 1893 county pmk on 2¢ Columbian entire, violet Millville Sep 
10, 1886 county pmk on 2¢ Washington entire, Pinckney Mar 17, 1885 serrated oval county pmk (LKU) 
on stained cover, three different Redding county pmks (one not listed in Williams) and two different 
Roberts county pmks. Generally Fine. 200

2757   6        Placer County Collection,  Group of nine covers including Alta Jul 30, 1886 double circle county pmk on 
stained #210, Clipper Gap May 29, 1889 county pmk on reduced legal size with pair of #213, Donner Jul 
30, 1882 fancy county/postmaster pmk (not listed in Williams) on roughly opened cover with enclosures, 
Forest Hill county pmks in violet and magenta, violet Hotaling Mar 23, 1885 pmk and Pino 6/10/85 ms 
pmk. Generally Fine. 150

2758   6        Mixed County Collection,  Group of forty-four covers from counties not included above. Includes Lake 
(Bertha and Upper Lake county pmks), Merced (Plainsburg county pmk), Monterey (King City county 
pmk), Plumas (Johnsville  postmaster pmks and Prattville county pmk), San Bernardino (Chino and 
Halleck county pmks), San Francisco (Ocean View county pmk), Santa Cruz (Aptos and Felton county 
pmks), Stanislaus (Salida, La Grange and Knight’s Ferry county pmks), Sutter (Live Oak, South Butte 
and Sutter City county pmks) and Yuba (Camptonville county pmk). Generally Fine. 300

2759   6        Hiils Ferry and Sturgeon Postmarks  as receiving/transit markings on reverse of cover mailed from Santa 
Cruz, #210 tied by cds dated Oct 22, 1887 Hills Ferry (Stanislaus County) Oct 24  REC double octagon 
pmk and Sturgeon (Merced County) Oct 26, 1887 magenta serrated county pmk, small piece missing 
from corner but otherwise Fine. 60

2760   6        California Covers and Cards,  a couple hundred, mostly early to mid 1900’s, some earlier, nice variety of 
postmarks, usual mixed condition but mostly Fine. 150

2761   6        Large Carton of California Covers and Cards,  2000+ covers and cards, mostly early to 1950s, nice variety 
of postmarks – Doanes, four-bars, machines cancels, generally Fine. 300

Colorado
2762   6        CONROU, COLORADO DEC 15, 1881, violet double-circle postmark with light matching double star 

on 3¢ Bank Note. This Chaffee County DPO operated from 1881-1882. Hand stamp corner card of B.J. 
Spray, U.S. Deputy General Surveyor & Civil Engineer, Conrow, Col. (note different spelling of town). 
Violet triple-circle Le Grand, Iowa duplex receiving mark on reverse dated Dec 17, 1881. Reduced on 
left, minor soiling and small tear top edge. 75

Massachusetts
2763   6        Newburyport, Mass. Collection, 1803-25.  20 FLS's, all with interesting content, circa 1809-25, wealth of 

interesting reading, includes several "First Federal" handstamps, later CDS's include red CDS's, rates, 
etc., in need of research, also includes five other non related FLS's, circa 1840's, overall  Very Fine. (see 
online scans). 80
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2764  3         Ebinezer Drake, Massachusetts Regiment, (District of Maine),   signed letter to Wm Edgecomb dated 
"Solon Septr 19th, 1732" confirming Wm Chase (?) and his military career..."thought I had seen him in 
some Department of the Army and by inquiring found he belonged to the Provincial Troops that served in Genl. (?) 
Expedition on Newport, tis my impression I saw him there and in Providence in winter quarters....accurate details 
of the movements of our troops from first to last, if he had not been there as a soldier, could not have done it., cover 
addressed to Cortlandville (NY), Very Fine, no postal rates, in need of research. 75

Ohio
2765   6        CINCINNATI O / 3 PAID  Jan 8 cds with sl "PAID" alongside on buff envelope addressed to Morristown Ind, 

blue cameo cc for the "United States Hotel" at upper left, typical postal/ edge wear but still Fine 40

Pennsylvania

2766   6        John &.J.J. Halsted, Dealer in Law Books (Exclusively),  printed advertising circular to Girard, Pa, blue 
Philadelphia, Pa. 7/26/(51) cds with matching double-lined octagonal boxed numeral "1", bold red 
octagonal "Paid" SL, Extremely Fine cover.  A similar cover is illustrated in "The 1851 Issue, A Sesquicentennial 
Retrospective", and recently sold (2009) for over $4,000. 1000

Virginia
2767   6        To England; 1768 "DOVER SHIP LRE",  bold and well struck 2-line cancel on incoming ship letter from 

Virginia (see 1768 docketing), outer folded letter sheet without contents, ms"..Capt. Esten" at lower left, 
"21 OC" bishop's mark backstamp, major splitting along filefolds, fragile and Fine cover from the Norton 
correspondence found in Williamsburg Library, 75

Illustrated Covers
2768 **          Magnus Patriotic Illustrated Evelope Fronts,  unused, includes 25 all over designs illustrating Battles of 

Winchester, Mill Spring, Fort Donelson, Newbern, three different US Naval Expedition, two different 
Panorama of Nashville, Movement of the Army from Washington to Richmond (nos. 2, 4, 9 and 10), 
5 different Camp Scenes, 3 Washington DC related, plus several illustrating various Generals or other 
public figures and a few stock designs, F-VF (see online scans) 100
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2769   6        Per Flag of Truce,  manuscript notation on Prisoner of War cover to Waynesville, Al., 3c Rose ( Scott 65) 
tied by "Delaware City, Del. Feb 4" cds and target; CSA 10c Blue (Scott 12), tied by Richmond, Va. "Feb 
17" cds, some typical light edge wear, still a Very Fine cover (Scott $2,500) 300

Confederate States Handstamped Paids and Due Markings
2770   6        PENSACOLA Fla JUN 12  town marking with matching "PAID” in circle and "5” in circle (type C) on buff cover 

addressed to Cahaba Ala., there was originally a stamp on this cover which was removed and the cover has the 
upper corner added, otherwise Very Fine (Confederate Handbook catalogue value $750) 100

2771   6        AUGUSTA GA AUG 8  double circle town marking and matching straightline "PAID 5” on orange cover 
addressed to Bailey Springs Ala., cover with a vertical crease at the far left, otherwise Fine (Confederate 
Handbook catalogue value $200) 75

2772 5          MANASSAS GA NOV 12 1861   lightly struck town marking on orange cover with matching arced 
"PAID 10” addressed to "Mr. Wm. A. Chunn, 40th Ga. Reg’t, Barton’s Brigade, Stevenson’s Division, 
Chickamauga Tenn”, cover is a rebacked front with trivial stains, still a very scarce PAID marking 
(Confederate Handbook catalogue value as complete cover $300) 75

2773   6        WAYNESBOROUGH Ga. JAN 24   town marking at upper left and matching "PAID” at upper right 
on orange cover addressed to Berzelia Ga, cover slightly reduced at sides and with minor edge flaws 
at bottom, otherwise Fine; this town is recorded as one not using a numeral rate mark. (Confederate 
Handbook catalogue value $200) 75

2774   6        Carolina City N. C. Dec 2 5 Paid  town marking with broken rim on brown cover addressed to Ansonville NC, 
cover with minor edge flaws, otherwise Fine (Confederate Handbook catalogue value $250) 100

2775   6        HILLSBORO N.C. OCT 5 1861  blue double circle town marking and matching arced "PAID 5” (CSA 
type B) on orange cover addressed to Company’s Shops NC, cover with trivial edge flaws and light bends, 
otherwise F-VF (Confederate Handbook catalogue value $200) 75

2776   6        CHARLESTON S.C. OCT 27 1861   town marking and matching "PAID 5” in circle (CSA type E) on 
buff cover addressed to Patterson NC, cover with small stain at center, otherwise Very Fine (Confederate 
Handbook catalogue value $150) 50

2777   6        BEANS STATION TEN AUG 21  town marking on brown cover with manuscript "Due 10” addressed to 
Talladega Ala., "Capt W. S. Chapman, 31st Ala Rgt” return address at upper left, cover with minor toned 
spots, otherwise Very Fine (Confederate Handbook catalogue value $250) 100

2778   6        CLEVELAND TEN AUG 2 1861  double circle town marking on orange cover without rate marking, 
addressed to Richmond VA, F-VF; Cleveland is known as a town that did not always use a PAID or rate 
marking. (Confederate Handbook catalogue value $200) 75
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2779   6        DANVILLE VA SEP 16  town marking and matching "PAID 5” (CSA type G) on 1861 folded letter made 
from lined paper, addressed to Halifax Courthouse Va., Very Fine, signed by J.M.Bartels (Confederate 
Handbook catalogue value $200) 75

2780   6        HICKSFORD Va. JUL 20  red town marking and matching "5” on brown cover addressed "To Col. Hy. 
Stokes, Comdt. 73 Regt Va. Ma., Lunenburg Ct. House”. cover with small stain at bottom left, otherwise 
Fine; CSA Handbook does not list this marking as coming in red during the Confederate time period 
(only in green and black), the Stampless Cover catalogue lists Hicksford as using red between 1834 and 
1846. Based on the address it appears that this is a Confederate usage. 100

2781   6        PETERSBURG Va 5 cts SEP 1  blue town marking with matching "PAID” and "5” (CSA type B) on 1861 
folded letter addressed to Blacks & Whites Va, cover with light file fold through center, otherwise Very 
Fine (Confederate Handbook catalogue value $300) 100

2782   6        RICHMOND VA SEP 1 1861 town marking and matching "PAID 10” in circle (CSA type H) on orange 
cover with manuscript "Official Business” at top, addressed to Athens Georgia, cover slightly reduced at top 
and without part of backflap, otherwise Fine (Confederate Handbook catalogue value $100) 50

2783   6        RICHMOND VA OCT 17 1861  town marking and matching "PAID 5cts” (CSA type F) on brown cover 
addressed to Charleston SC, cover with trivial bends, otherwise Very Fine (Confederate Handbook 
catalogue value $100) 50

2784   6        TUDOR HALL VA NOV 20 1861   lightly struck town marking and matching "DUE 10” (CSA type E) 
on orange cover addressed to S.C., return address from a Capt. in "8th Regt. S.C.”, F-VF (Confederate 
Handbook catalogue value $100) 50

2785   6        4 Covers  1) arced PAID 10 on cover addressed to Thomasville, Geo without town marking; 2) arced 
DUE 10 on cover addressed to Macon Miss, manuscript return address at UR from 2nd Lt, Co. D. 41st 
Miss Regt Vols; 3) manuscript "Due 10" and lightly struck NEW MARKET Va. town marking on hand 
made cover addressed to Flat Shoals Ga; 4) arced PAID 3 or possibly 5 on mourning cover addressed to 
Lexington Va with indistinct town marking. Fine (see online scans) 75

Independent and U.S. Stamp Uses in the Confederacy
2786   6        HUNTSVILLE Ala MAR 22 1861   blue town marking cancels 3¢ Star Die (Scott U26) addressed to 

Crockett Texas, entire with minor flaws, otherwise a Fine  Confederate usage of US entire (Confederate 
Handbook catalogue value $250) 75

2787   6        SAVANNAH Ga. APR 9 1861  duplex town marking cancels 3¢ Star Die (Scott U27) addressed to Macon, Geo., 
Very Fine Confederate usage of US entire (Confederate Handbook catalogue value $200) 75

2788   6        CARROLTON MISS APR 9 1861 town marking ties US 3¢ dull red perforated (Scott 26) on amber cover 
addressed to New Orleans, cover with small repair at top center and usual pinholes for Carol Hoy correspondence, 
Very Fine Confederate Usage of US stamp (Confederate Handbook catalogue value $250) 75

2789   6        COLUMBUS MISS MAR 9  town marking on 3¢ Star Die (Scott U27) used during the Confederate time 
period, addressed to Demopolis Alabama, indicium cancelled with grid cancel, entire with miscellaneous 
ink through postmark, there is a green handstamp corner card for the "Columbus Life & Genl Insurance 
Company, Columbus Miss” at upper left which is of questionable status, otherwise Very Fine Confederate 
Usage of US stamp (Confederate Handbook catalogue value for a normal Confederate usage from this 
town is $250) 100

2790   6        Shell Mound Miss March 13 1861  manuscript postmark at UL of 3¢ entire (Scott U10) addressed to 
New Orleans, postal indicium with matching "X” cancel, Very Fine Confederate Usage of US entire 
(Confederate Handbook catalogue value $250) 100

2791   6        VICKSBURG MISS APR 19  double circle town marking to the left of US 3¢ dull red perforated (Scott 
26) which is tied by target cancel on amber cover addressed to Shipwiths Landing Miss, manuscript 1861 
docketing at left, cover with tiny flaws, otherwise Very Fine Confederate Usage of US stamp (Confederate 
Handbook catalogue value $250) 75

2792   6        CHARLESTON S.C. JAN 20 1861  Independent State town marking on 3¢ Star Die (Scott U27) which is 
cancelled with matching circular grid cancel, addressed to Newberry C.H. SC, Very Fine ex-David Kohn, 
also includes a portion of a letter datelined :Lauderdale Station, Miss January 30th 1861 (Confederate 
Handbook catalogue value for entire $200) 75

Confederate States General Issues Postal History; One Man's Collection
2793   6        1, 1861 5c Green  ample to large margins, rich green shade, tied by dateless WASHINGTON Ga. town 

marking on brown homemade cover addressed to Talbotton Georgia, cover slightly reduced at left and 
with a light fold at center. F-VF (Scott $300) 100
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2794   6        1, 1861 5c Green  clear to large margins, lighter green shade, tied by blue circular grid cancel on brown 
homemade cover addressed to Columbia S.C., matching but light strike of RALEIGH N.C. double circle 
town marking to the left of the stamp, cover without backflap and stamp with minor toned spots. Fine 
(Scott $300) 100

2795   6        1, 1861 5c Green,  large margins all around, darker green shade, tied by WILMINGTON N.C. 5 PAID 
intregal rate marking on buff cover addressed to Richmond, Va, cover with repair at top center and 
without much of the backflap, Fine; ex-Billy Matz (Scott $300) 100

2796   6        1, 1861 5c Green,  clear to large margins, tied by blue PETERSBURG VA 5cts intregal rate marking on 
brown homemade cover addressed to Gaston, NC, the stamp with light toning, otherwise Fine (Scott 
$300) 100

2797   6        2, 1861 10c Light blue,   large to very large margins, lighter blue shade, tied by excellent strike of 
TAWBORO N.C. town marking on brown cover addressed to Thorn Hill Tenn, Very Fine (Scott $325)

100
2798   6        2, 1861 10c Light blue,  large to very large margins, lighter blue shade, somewhat worn impression, tied 

by RICHMOND VA 1862 town marking on orange cover addressed to Petersburg Va, cover with light 
horizontal fold at center and backflap with tear, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $325) 100

2799   6        2, 1861 10c Blue,   ample to large margins, tied by ATLANTA GA. town marking on brown cover 
addressed to Buck Eye Geo., stamp with horizontal crease at top, cover with small faults, Fine (Scott $325)

100
2800   6        4, 1862 5ﾢ Blue, large margins all around, rich shade, tied by circular grid cancel on buff cover with matching 

MANNING S.C. JUN 17 town marking at left, addressed to Sumter SC, Very Fine (Scott $275)  100
2801   6        2, 1861 10c Blue,   large margins all around, tied by "CULPEPPER C.H. Va. 18 NOV” town marking 

on small green cover made from a printed flyer, stamp with light toning and cover with small flaws, 
otherwise Fine (Scott $325) 100

2802   6        4, 1862 5c Blue,  clear to large margins, tied by lighter strike of Savannah Geo town marking on orange 
cover addressed to Augusta Georgia, cover with light bends, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $275) 100

2803   6        4, 1862 5c Dark blue,  large margins all around, tied by excellent strike of double circle "EUTAW ALA 
JUN 25 1862” town marking on brown cover addressed to Mobile, Ala; cover with light fold at center and 
small cover corner repair at upper right, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $275) 100

2804   6        4, 1862 5c Light blue,  clear to large margins, tied by blue "COLUMBIA S.C. MAY …” town marking on 
1862 orange homemade cover addressed to Chester C. H. S.C.; F-VF (Scott $275) 100

2805   6        5, 1862 10c Rose,  large margins all around, tied by bold "RICHMOND Va. JUN 21 1862” town marking 
on brown cover addressed to Clinton, Georgia; stamp with very small usage creases and cover with trivial 
flaws, Fine (Scott $750) 150

2806   6        6, 1862 5c Light blue,  clear to large margins except touching at right center and into at lower right, 
tied by circular grid with 7 bars, light strike of matching Farmville Va. Jun 5 town marking with year date 
blocked out at upper left, on small ladies cover addressed to Richmond Va, stamp with pre-usage vertical 
crease and cover with light bend from contents, otherwise Fine (Scott $150) 50

2807   6        7, 1862 5c Blue,  horizontal pair, clear to large margins, tied by light strike of red YANCEYVILLE N.C. 
1862 town marking with matching strike at upper right on brown cover addressed to Hampden Sidney 
College Va, cover with minor usage bends, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $170) 75

2808   6        7, 1862 5c Blue,  two singles, left stamp with small tear at bottom, tied by Richmond Va town marking on amber 
cover addressed to Prince Edward C.H. Va., cover without some of backflap, otherwise Very Fine 50

2809   6        7, 1862 5c Blue,  vertical pair, clear to large margins, tied by double circle CHARLESTON S.C. MAR 
28 town marking on buff cover addressed to Pendleton S.C., top stamp of pair with light pre-usage 
horizontal crease, pair with light toning otherwise Very Fine (Scott $95) 50

2810   6        7, 1862 5c Blue,  horizontal pair, ample to large margins including the bottom frame line of the stamp 
above the left stamp, tied by dark blue "ASHBORO NC MAY 12” town marking on cover addressed to 
Greensboro, NC, matching strike of town marking at upper left, cover reduced at left, otherwise Very 
Fine (Scott $109) 50

2811   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  large to very large margins, manuscript cancel, matching "Wylliesburg Va April 12th 
1864” postmark at upper left, on brown cover addressed to Hollins Institute, Botetourt Springs, Va.; 
cover very slightly reduced at left, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $125) 50

2812   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  very large margins all around, tied by STATESVILLE N.C. town marking on brown 
cover addressed to Farmington N.C., manuscript "Via Salisbury” at top center of cover; Very Fine (Scott 
$125) 50
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2813   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  clear to large margins, tied by light strike of  Salisbury NC town marking on brown 
cover addressed to Lynchburg Va, enclosure discusses the problem a soldier has in taking care of his 
deceased brother’s estate, cover slightly reduced at right, otherwise Fine (Scott $125) 50

Confederate States General Issues Stamps and Covers
2814           CSA 1863 $1,000 Bond, Issue of March 23, 1863,  beautifully engraved issued bond #3528 with seven 

attached coupons, engraved by Geo. Dunn and Co., Richmond, light tone ‚speckling", Very Fine, suitable 
for framing. 100

2815   6        1, 1861 5c Green,  clear to large margins and with large inking flaw at right center tied by double circle 
"MOBILE, ALA FEB 11 1862" town marking on cover addressed to McKinley Ala., cover without  backflap 
and small portions of the top edge extended, F-VF (Scott for normal $300) 100

2816  3         5, 1862 10c Rose,  ample and well balanced margis, pretty shade, attractive town cancel, trace of small 
corner crease at upper right, Very Fine appearing. (Scott ($450). 100

2817   6        6-7, 1862 10c Blue, two covers, each frankd with horizontal pair with ample to large margins; 1)  Scott 
6, tied by light strike of Richmond, VA town marking on brown cover addressed to Washington, Ga; 2) 
Scott 7, tied by double circle Charlotteville Va town marking on cover addressed to Washington Depot, 
Danville R. Road, Va; small cover flaws, Fine (Scott $195) 75

2818   6        7, 1862 5c Blue, two covers; 1) horizontal pair, large margins all around, tied by Richmond Jan 22, 1863 
town marking on cover addressed to Aiken, SC; 2) vertical pair, ample to large margins, tied by Staunton, 
Va town marking on cover addressed to Burkes Mill Va., Fine (Scott $190) 75

2819  3         8, 1863 2c Red brown,  ample margins to close at bottom, attractive town cancel, about Very Fine. 1991 
PF certificate. (Scott $350). 100

2820 **   4       11d, 1863 10c Green,  bottom partial imprint block of 4, NH, some light gum toning, mostly affecting 
bottom margin, Very Fine, elusive shade. Photocopy  2011 PF certificate for block of 12, this being right block. 
(Scott $300 as o.g.). 60

2821   6        11c, 1863 10c Greenish blue,  large to very large margins, tied by McKINLEY ALA MAY 21 town marking 
on brown cover addressed to Columbus Georgia, Very Fine (Scott $125 as normal shade, Scott does not 
price shades on cover) 50
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2822   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  large margins to touching along the right side, tied by ATLANTA Ga. DEC 28 town 
marking on "HEAD-QUARTERS GEORGIA STATE GUARD” corner card cover (CSA type S-GA-18) 
with matching enclosure datelined Dec. 27 1863, addressed to Starkville Georgia, stamp torn along the 
left side and cover very slightly reduced at right, otherwise Very Fine (Confederate Handbook catalogue 
value $400) 100

2823   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  horizontal pair, clear to large margins, tied by MERIDIAN MISS town marking on 
reduced cover addressed to Scooba Mississippi, manuscript "O. B.” and "Due 30” at upper left; stamps 
and cover with small faults (Scott $275) 75

2824   6        11, 1863 10ﾢ Light blue,  clear to large margins, tied by blue CONCORD NC NOV 1 town marking on 
brown cover addressed to Salisbury N. Car.; cover without bottom backflap, Fine (Scott $130) 50

2825   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,   large to very large margins, tied by blurred four ring target cancel similar to 
Confederate Handbook type ANV-13 (Army of Northern Virginia field cancel)  on reverse of buff cover 
with no other markings, addressed to Rocky Mount NC, stamp with horizontal crease, otherwise Very 
Fine (Scott $135) 50

2826   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  ample to very large margins, tied by GUINEYS Va JUNE town marking on brown 
cover addressed to a Lieut. at General Hospital (No. 4) Ward (C), Richmond Va., stamp with rich shade 
and sharp impression, Very Fine (Scott $125) 50

2827   6        11, 1863-64, 10c Blue, two covers, each with single franking; 1) lighter blue shade, ample to large margins 
including a portion of the stamp below, tied by 1863 Richmond Va town marking on buff cover addressed 
to Cobham Depot (Va); 2) large to vary large margins, including portion of the stamp at left, tied by 
somewhat illegible town marking that appears to read Bristol on brown cover addressed to Pickensville, 
Ala.; Fine (Scott $250) 75

2828   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  two covers, each with single franking; 1) clear to large margins, tied by Selma, Ala Nov 
9 town marking on orange cover addressed to Wilsonville, Ala; 2) clear to large margins, tied by Grove 
Hill Ala town marking on reverse of cover addressed to Montgomery which was redirected to Choctaw 
Corner Ala. Fine (Scott $250) 75

2829   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  two covers, each with single franking; 1) large margins all around, tied by double 
circle Charlestown, SC town marking on brown home made cover addressed to Lincolnton PO, NC; 2) 
sheet margin at left and possibly at top, tied by mostly unreadable town marking attributed by the owner 
to Knoxville, TN on cover addressed to Roswel Ga. Fine (Scott $250) 75

2830   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  clear to large margins, tied by HARRISONBURG Va. SEP 19 town marking on amber 
cover addressed to Hamburg Va., manuscript "P. M. please Forward” at upper left, cover with light bends 
and small water stain at right, otherwise Fine (Scott $135) 50

2831   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  clear to large margins, manuscript cancel, matching "Junction Va. Oct 12th '63” 
postmark on buff cover addressed to Rapid Ann Sta O. & A. R.R. (Orange & Alexandria Railroad); cover 
reduced at left and without a portion of the backflap, otherwise Fine (Scott $125) 75

2832   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  just clear to large margins, tied by RICHMOND Va. OCT 16 town marking on brown 
cover addressed to Petersburg Va., Very Fine (Scott $135) 50

2833   6        11c, 1863 10c Greenish blue,  clear to large margins, tied by RICHMOND VA NOV 17 town marking 
on blue cover with oval embossment on backflap, addressed to Charleston S.C.; cover with minor toned 
spot at right and ink spot at lower left, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $125 as normal shade, Scott does not 
price shades on cover) 50

2834   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,   clear to large margins, tied by RICHMOND VA. DEC 2 town marking with year 
date blocked out on homemade cover (made from unused South Carolina printed court document) 
addressed to Pickens C.H. S.C., cover with fold at center, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $125) 50

2835   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  very large margins all around, tied by STAUNTON Va. JUN 31 town marking on buff 
homemade cover addressed to Blacksburg Va., cover with light bends, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $125)

50
2836   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  large margins all around, tied by mostly complete double circle RALEIGH N.C. town 

marking on legal sized printed "OFFICIAL BUSINESS” cover from "Adjutant General’s Office, Raleigh, 
N.C.” (CSA type S-N-12 "R” of "RALEIGH” under "n” of "Adjutant); cover toned at left and torn on reverse, 
otherwise Fine (Confederate Handbook catalogue value $400) 75

2837   6        12c, 1863 10c Greenish blue,  ample to very large margins including a portion of the stamp at right, tied 
by light Chattanooga Ten town marking on buff cover addressed to Prattville Ala, cover without side back 
flap, otherwise Very Fine (Scott for normal shade on cover is $135) 50
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2838   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  ample to very large margins including sheet margin at bottom, tied by "ABINGDON 
Va. JAN 22” town marking on brown cover addressed Mr. John K. Bennett Gordonsville, Va. Co. E. 6th Va. 
Cav., Lomax Brigade”, Very Fine (Scott $135) 50

2839   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  single, ample to large margins, manuscript cancel, not tied on Spectacular illustrated 
ad cover for B. Ammen & Sons, Fincastle, Va, Manufactures of Woolen Goods; addressed to Salem, Va., 
small cover flaws, Fine (Scott for normal cover $125) 100

2840   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  ample to large margins, tied by blue "PETERSBURG VA DEC 2” town marking on 
1863 cover addressed to Abingdon Va., enclosed 7 page letter discusses attainment of shipping of goods 
to Petersburg, cover docketing recaps contents of the letter, Very Fine (Scott $135) 50

2841   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  ample to large margins including a portion of the imprint "Note Engr” at bottom, tied 
by lightly struck "STAUNTON Va. Jan 20” town marking on cover addressed to Georgia and redirected 
back to "Capt. M E Price, Staunton”, cover with minor water spotting, otherwise Fine (Scott $135)

50
2842   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  just clear to large margins, tied by "STAUNTON Va MAR 3” town marking on small 

cover (93.5 x 60mm) with printed address for Waynesboro, Virginia, stamp with minor gum toning along 
the edges and cover with tiny erosion spot along the left edge below the stamp, otherwise Very Fine 
(Scott $135) 50

2843   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,   three covers, each with single franking; 1) clear to large margins, toned, tied by 
Goldsborough NC town marking on cover to Macon Depot, NC; 2) just clear to large margins, tied by 
illegible N. C. town marking starting with "SAL..."; 3) just clear to large margins, tied by weakly struck 
Wilmington, NC town marking; small cover faults; Fine (see online scans; Scott $405) 75

2844   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  three covers, each with single franking, each a slightly different shade, used from 
Hawkinsville and Milledgeville Georgia and Richmond Va, small cover flaws, Fine (see online scans; Scott 
$405) 75

Advertising and Illustrated Covers
2845   6        Village Blacksmith, Hand Made Butcher Knives & Tools,  multi-colored scenic illustrated overall (front 

& back) advertising on cover to Perth Amboy. N.J., 3c (600) tied by Watertown, Wis. 3/1/33 machine 
cancel, light even toning, still Very Fine cover. 90

2846  3         Early and Interesting Advertising Cards, 11 different and unusual, circa 1898-1929,   includes: shoe 
shaped leather card (used, 1905); 2 different Conover, Cable, Kingsbury Piano trade cards;  Dr. Janes 
Family Medicine trade card; 1925 card "Commander Rogers" seaplane; multi-colored "Improved Sheet 
Iron Roofing" trade advertising card; "Straiton & Storm's pinnacle (Cigar) trade card; 1915 Pan-Pacific 
"Buttrick Exhibit" card from Canada; 1909 photocard New York building, Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Expo 
with Expo Station mackine cancel, 1929 First Flight on wooden shingle, etc, a very unusual and eclectic 
group. (see online scans). 250

2847   6        Late 19th Century "Collar" Advertising Covers, four different, circa 1890's, one bicolored, includes: 
Dodd Food products; Funk & Wagnalls; Kansas Moline Plow Co.; "The Delineator" (Buttrick Pub. Co), 
few trivial cover flaws, overall near Very Fine, fresh and attractive (see online scans). 90

2848   6        1890s Advertising Covers Group, about 50 covers, includes several multi-colored, various topics, "many 
overall", mostly attractive and Very Fine; a close examination is well worthwhile (see online scans). 500

2849   6        Early 20th Century Multi-Colored Advertising Covers, eight covers/cards, circa 1893-33, mostly overall 
illustrated, includes: 1893 Whitehead and Hoag "Ribbons & Badges" mono colored; 1898 Howely, 
Haveland & Co (racist, black Americana); 1903 "Deluth Imperial Flower"; 1911" Rub-No-More" Washing 
Powder, multi-colored card (both front and back); 1933 "Village Blacksmith", undated foil card "Labor 
Day Souvenir" card, etc, expect small amount of flaws/faults but overall very presentable and Very Fine. 
(see online scans). 150

2850   6        Music Advertising Covers, 1890-1921, five different, includes: one large sized overall advertising of 
various organs,  instruments, bicycle, baby carriage,etc; others include Wurlitzer, player pianos, etc,  few 
small cover flaws, interesting and Very Fine group (see online scans). 100
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2851   6        294-95, 1901 1c-2c Pan-American,  both Fine and tied on 1c entire (U354) to Taunton, Mass. by Boston, 
Mass. Mat 1, 1901 date of issue machine cancel, Taunton, Mass 5/2/01 backstamp, Very Fine and scarce 
combination First Day Cover; 2017 PF certificate 2500

First Day Covers

View of Boston
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2852   6        323, 1904 1c Green, tied on pictorial post card showing Hoboken to Jersey City elevated train by Hoboken, 
N.J. 4/30/04 date of issue duplex cancel, couple light corner card mounting creases, still a Very Fine 
and scarce card with approximately ten FDC known and this most likely being a new discovery as it was 
recently found in a dealer box of postcards (Scott $7,500). 7500

2853   6        565, 1923 14c Blue,  May 1, 1923 Washington, DC machine cancel, serviced by Edward C. Worden, Very 
Fine, a remarkably fresh and clean cover (Scott $400) 200

2854   6        567, 1923 20c Carmine rose,  tied on legal sized First Day cover by Washington, DC 5/1/23 machine 
cancel, additional purple "Special Delivery" handstamp, small stamp corner crease and couple 
insignificant small edge tears at top, Very Fine. (Scott $600). 100

2855   6        620-21, 1925 2c-5c Norse American,  matched set of covers with 1st A.C. Roessler cachet (Planty #1), six 
different cities (Washington, DC; Algona, IA; Benson, MN; Decorah, IA; Minneapolis, MN; and St. Paul, 
MN), all addressed to Roessler and are lightly toned from having once been held in corner mounts, F-VF, 
a very attractive and desirable set of covers 725
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2856   6        620-21, 1925 2c-5c Norse American,  matched set of 7 FDCs serviced by C.E. Nickles, includes all official 
first day cities (Washington, DC; Algona, IA; Benson, MN; Decorah, IA; Minneapolis, MN; Northfield, 
MN; and St. Paul, MN), Very Fine, an attractive set of covers 200

2857   6        620-21, 1c-5c Norse American Centennial,  seven sets on FDC's, each from different official 5/18/25 city, 
all with matching "Nickles" handstamped cachet, Very Fine complete set. (Scott $350). 150

2858   6        644, 1927 2c Burgoyne,  matched set of 5 covers on Roessler cachets (Planty #5), cancelled in Washington, 
DC; Albany, NY; Rome, NY; Syracuse, NY; and Utica, NY; Very Fine, an attractive set 150

2859   6        656, 1929 2c Edison coil,  A.C. Roessler cachet in green (Planty #2), 1c Franklin and pair of Edison coil 
tied by Menlo Park, NJ 4-bar handstamps, Very Fine, an attractive example of an uncommon cachet

200
2860   6        680, 1929 2c Fallen Timbers,  matched set of 5 Bradie Buchanan FDCs (Planty #39), cancelled Waterville, 

OH; Erie, PA; Maumee, OH; Perrysburg, OH; and Toledo, OH, light toning around the edges but 
otherwise Very Fine, an attractive set 200

2861   6        681, 1929 2c Ohio River,  matched set of Bradie Buchanan cachets from all 7 first day cities (Cairo, IL; 
Pittsburgh, PA; Wheeling, WV; Cincinnati, OH; Evansville, IN; Homestead, PA; and Louisville, KY), three 
with additions to the cachet, some light toning but overall Very Fine, an attractive group of covers with 
scare cachets 200

2862   6        704-15, 1932 ﾢc-10c Washington Bicentennial,  matched set of 12 A.C. Roessler cachets, 8 unaddressed 
and 4 addressed, ½c with small piece of tape on cachet, Very Fine, a scare and attractive set (Mellone 
$300+) 90

2863   6        785-94, 1936-7 1c-5c Army-Navy,  complete set of 10 San Francisco Examiner cachets (Planty #55), some 
with minor toning but overall Very Fine, an attractive matched set of covers 200

2864   6        803-34, ﾢc-$5 Presidential Issue,   matched set of Washington Stamp Exchange cachets (Planty #58), 
blocks of 4 through the 10c and singles thereafter, $5 is a plate number single, F-VF, a very attractive set 
of covers 475

2865   6        859-93 1c-10c Famous Americans,   complete set with Louis Weigand cachets, a very few small stamp 
flaws, some light cover toning and pencil erased addresses,  presentable and near Very Fine set, quite scarce.

500
2866   6        C4, 1923 8c Dark green, First Day Cover,  Worden serviced, tied by Washington, DC 8/15/23 machine 

cancel, Very Fine cover. (Scott $400). 75
2867   6        C7-9, 1926-27 10c-20c Map Airmail,  set of three Roessler cacheted FDC, 10c natural straight edge at 

right, all Very Fine. (Scott $315)  75
2868   6        C10, 1927 10c Dark blue,  June 18, 1927 Washington, DC machine cancel on first W.F. Housman cachet 

(Planty #5), slightly oversize cover with attractive Lindbergh design, slight staining around the edges, 
stamp is lightly toned, an attractive design 150

2869   6        C10, 1927 10c Dark blue,  matched set of 4 FDCs from Washington DC, Detroit, Little Falls, and St. Louis 
on envelopes with Edward Worden corner cards, addressed to Worden, the St. Louis cover with plate 
number single and the Planty #P10 rubber stamp cachet, all are neat and clean, Very Fine, an attractive 
set of covers 200

2870   6        C10a, 1928 10c Dark blue, First Day Cover,  Nickles serviced, pane of 3 (missing tab), tied by green 
Cleveland Midwestern Philatelic Sta. 5/26/28 duplex, several appropriate backstamps, with original 
Nickles insert, Very Fine. (Scott $800).  140

2871   6        E12, 1922 10c Gray violet,  Worden serviced, tied by Washington, DC 7/12/22 machine cancel, Very Fine 
(Scott $500) 90

First Day Covers - Handpainted Cachets
2872   6        776, 1936 3c Texas Centennial, Breswick Cover Service Handpainted Cachet,  Mar 2, 1936 Gonzales, TX 

machine cancel, cachet depicting a cowboy on a bucking bronco, handpainted by Marion Fulton (signed 
"MF" at lower left), addressed in pencil to Robert F. Breswick, fresh with vivid color, Very Fine, a beautiful 
and seldom-offered first cachet (Planty 776-101, $200) 75

2873   6        1941 HAND PAINTED CACHETS, seven different "tongue in cheek" dual cancelled hand painted 
covers circa 1941 all with 3c (901), note: Eaton, Ark, & Pie, W.V. (eating pie); Adsit, Va & Becida, Minn 
(I'd sit beside her); Avery, Ca & Red House, N.Y. (a very red house); De Young, Pa & Manns Choice, Pa. 
(a young mans choice); Iota, La & Warner, NM (I ought to warn her); etc, all colorful, unusual and Very 
Fine. (see online scans). 80
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2874   6        FDR Inauguration Covers,   set of four different, all cacheted, 1933, 37 (perf tip toning), 41 
(thermographed cachet) & 45 (Staehle), Very Fine covers, also includes: advertising cover dated 3/4/21 
(Harding) and 1949 Harry Truman inauguration cover. (see online scans). 190

2875   6        1970s/80s Inauguration cover accumulation.  thousands upon thousands of inauguration covers, the vast 
majority from Nixon, Ford, Carter, Reagan, and Bush Sr., but perhaps some later, a wealth of different 
cachets and cancellations, some non-inaugural political covers appear to be interspersed, generally Very 
Fine 300

Auxiliary Markings
2876   6        1935 "Postage Due 7 Cents" Sea Post Marking,  720, 1932 3c Washington on U.S. Marshal for China 

Official Business cover, tied by double oval "U.S. SEA POST" cancel, also "U.S.T.P. Sea Post S.S. Pres. 
Hoover" Jul. 16 1935 cds and giant "Postage Due 7 Cents / Because this letter was posted in a / foreign 
port without postage of coun- / try of origin as required by Inter- / national regulations. / U.S. Sea Post 
No." boxed marking, cover slightly reduced and small tears at left but otherwise Very Fine, an extremely 
scarce marking with only a handful of examples known 75

Exposition Covers
2877   6        PAN-AM. STA, AUG. 23 1901 Buffalo NY (Bomar B01-02C, deformed dial, no killer bars)   rubber 

handstamp on front of European sized cover addressed to Vermont with two green Pan-Am advertising 
labels, franked with a horizontal pair of 1c Pan Am (Scott 294) tied by same exposition handstamp on 
reverse of illustrated 20th Century Mfg. Co. cover with small opening flaws at top, otherwise Fine; Savadge 
notes that only 40 covers are recorded with all 3 versions of this cancel combined. 100

2878   6        PAN AMERICAN STATION JUL 16 1PM &#8217;01 Barry Machine Exposition Station cancel (Bomar 
B01-08)   ties 1c Pan-Am (Scott 294) on multicolored Machinery and Transportation Building Official 
Souvenir Mailing card addressed to San Antonio Texas, card with light toning/soiling and trivial edge 
flaws, Fine and scarce; This cancel was used for a little over 2 months and Savadge notes that he has 
recorded only 11 examples of this marking and places of value of $750.00 on it 200
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2879   6        294-99, 1901 1c-10c Pan-American,  complete set on single registered cover addressed to Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, Canada; four line magenta "Registered No. 73, May 13 1901, Pan-American Station, BUFFALO, 
N.Y."  handstamp at upper left (Bomar B01-05, reported used 5/23/1901 to 8/14/1901, stamps tied 
by black oval cancels, 5c with faulty corner at upper right, otherwise F-VF; only 6 examples recorded by 
Savadge;  this cover is postmaked 10 days earlier than he had recorded 300

2880   6        PO DEPT EX (Bomar B01-12, International Machine Cancel)   on Post Office Department Exhibit 
souvenir card which given to visitors, Pan-American label at upper left, dated Aug 5, 1901, Very Fine, 
Savadge has recorded less than 25 examples of this card 100

2881   6        Pan-American Exposition Related Covers,   Three covers; 1) American Machine involute flag receiving 
mark with field of stars (Bomar B01-19, used three months) on reverse of first month of use Sep 25, 1899 
cover from Alfred NY; 2) Map of Americas cachet on cover to Ont. with blue Flag and Buffalo Pan-American 
label at LL, franked with 2c Red (Scott 279B) tied by 1900 Buffalo duplex; 3) Multicolored Map of Americas 
with Allegorical figures on cove to NYC with green building Pan-American label, franked with 2c Pan-Am 
(Scott 295) tied by Barry slogan cancel; small cover flaws; Fine (see online scans) 100

2882 *  6        1893 Columbian World's Fair Official Souvenirs,  includes a set of unused card Series 1, No. 1 to No. 10 
with an additional 1c Columbian stamp on reverse (most all stamps with faults) plus an additional No. 
7 without a stamp; a second almost complete set of unused cards without 1¢ Columbian stamp (Series 
1, No. 1-2, 4-10; eight tickets to the Fair (two Chicago Day of which one is for a child, one "Children’s 
Special Ticket”, one plain ticket, and four illustrated tickets with an Indian Chief, Lincoln, Washington, 
and Columbus), generally Very Fine (see online scans) 100

2883   6        294, 1901 1c Pan-American,   tied by "Buffalo N.Y. Sep. 7 4-PM ‚01" exposition slogan cancel on 
unaddressed cover with McKinley portrait, Very Fine, this cover is postmarked approximately 24 hours after 
McKinley was shot and one week before he died. 100

2884   6        295, 1901 2c Pan-American,  tied by Sept 5 ’01 Barry Slogan advertising machine cancel (Bomar B01-
15C) on multicolored Official Exposition cover depicting the Albright Art Gallery and with "Gross 
& Jenkins, Café-Restaurant de Paris, North Midway” corner card, addressed to Chicago, Ill, proper 
Chicago backstamp, cover with minor flaws, otherwise Very Fine 100

2885   6        295, 1902 2c Pan-American,   two separate multicolored Official Exposition covers; 1) Manufacturers 
and Liberal Arts Building addressed to Rome NY, stamp tied by Rochester NY machine cancel and cover 
reduced at right into the stamp; 2) Albright Art Gallery addressed to Ludlow Pa, stamp tied by Tonawanda 
duplex cancel and creased at right by contents; both with small flaws, otherwise Fine (see online scans)

100
2886   6        Buffalo on top of Globe showing the Americas,  two different multicolored cachets, each cover franked 

with 2c Red (Scott 279B); 1) Pan-American Exposition inscription on the Globe, no inscription at the 
bottom, stamp tied by Buffalo Jan. 9 01 duplex; 2) Globe without inscription, but red "PAN-AMERICAN 
EXPOSITION across the bottom, stamp tied by Barry slogan ad machine cancel; Very Fine (see on;ine 
scans) 100
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2887   6        Buffalo on top of Globe showing the Americas with Views of Buildings in the Background,   two 
multicolored covers, each franked with 2c Red (Scott 279B) tied by non-slogan machine cancels; 1) 
Buffalo facing left and globe without inscription, stamp and cover with small faults; 2) Buffalo facing 
right on globe with inscription; Fine (see online scans) 100

2888   6        Raynor Hubbell Stamp Co.,  two multicolored items, each all over flag design and Buffalo in circle; 1) Private 
Mailing Card franked with 1c Green (Scott 279) tied by Barry Slogan machine cancel (Bomar type B01-13/14) 
locally used to a client; 2) a similar design on unaddressed cover with Hubbell Stamp Co. return address, franked 
with a 2c Red (Scott 279B) tied by Feb 13 1900 Bomar type B01-13/14 slogan cancel, Syracuse backstamp with 
same date, small cover flaws and light toning, Fine (see online scans) 100

2889   6        Embossed Map of the Americas,  five covers, each with slightly different color or shade of cachet; three covers 
with "Return in Five Days”; two on postal stationery entires, each with different Pan-Am slogan cancel; two 
with 1c Pan-Am stamps, one with International Machine station cancel (Bomar type B01-07A) and one with 
Northampton Mass flag cancel addressed to Germany, small cover flaws, Fine (see online scans) 100

2890   6        Pan-American Exposition,   two multicolored covers; 1) Head of Buffalo above Niagara Falls which 
is above a globe, franked with 2c Pan-Am (Scott 295) tied by May 1901 Barry machine slogan cancel 
(Bomar B01-15C); 2) Buffalo on rock illustrated with the Americas, at base of Niagara Falls, franked with 
2c Red (Scott 279B) tied by Apr 1900 Barry machine slogan cancel (Bomar B01-14); small cover and 
stamp flaws, otherwise Very Fine 100

2891   6        Pan-American Exposition related covers,  three covers all franked with 2c Red (Scott 279b); 1) Black & 
white illustration of the Temple of Music on cover addressed to Dodge, NY, stamp tied by Oct 14 1901 
Barry slogan cancel; 2) Green globe and Allegorical figure over Niagara Falls cachet on cover addressed 
to Keokuk Iowa, stamp tied by July 1900 Buffalo duplex cancel; 3) Multicolored Map of the Americas with 
Allegorical Figures on cover addressed to Brooklyn NY, stamp tied by Jan 1900 Barry slogan cancel; small 
cover flaws, otherwise Fine (seee online scans) 100

2892   6        Map of the Americas on Globe with Allegorical Figures  11 covers, all but two with Pan-American slogan 
cancels, seven franked with 2c Red (Scott 279B), one each with Scott 279, 294 and 300 plus one cover to 
Germany with a pair of 2c Red (Scott 279b) and single 1c Green (Scott 279); three or four with cover or 
stamp flaws, otherwise Fine (see online scans) 100

2893   6        Exposition related covers  12 covers; includes blue Albright Art Gallery used from Greenfield Mass, unused 
illustrated Larkin Exposition Building cover, black on white cover illustrated with Elias Hardware buildings 
and outlined Indian chief pointing to Buffalo, Orson E. Yeager Hardwood Lumber corner card with 
gold medal, red and blue buffalo standing on globe (Buffalo the Electric City) addressed to Hamilton 
Ontario, boxed cachet on 2c entire, three covers with Map of the Americas and Allegorical figures on small 
monochrome globe and two covers with purple handstamps; Fine (see online scans) 100

2894 5  6        Miscellaneous group of Pan-American Exposition related covers  Five covers plus one front covers; 1) front 
only official PO Department cover addressed to Germany with Barry slogan cancel; 2) pair of 5c Blue (Scott 
280, left stamp with pulled perf) on 1899 returned cover to Mexico with Pan-American Exposition Co. 
return address; three multicolored Exposition covers, each with stamp with perf faults; Official Souvenir 
Mailing card with multicolored Temple of Music (where McKinley was shot) private mailing card cancelled 
Buffalo, NY Sep 6 10 (9 years to the day after McKinley was shot); Fine (see online scans) 100

2895 *  6        Official Souvenir Mailing Cards,  Ten unused cards (Albright Art Gallery, Electricity Building, Electric 
Tower, Ethnology Building, Machinery and Transportation Building x 2, Manufactures and Liberal Arts 
Building, Mines-Horticulture, The Stadium, and US Government Building) and two used cards (Temple 
of Music and US Government Building) each franked with 1c Pan-American tied by Pan-American Station 
machine cancel (Bomar B01-07A); few small flaws, otherwise Very Fine (see online scans) 100

2896 *  6        Private Mailing Cards and Exposition Tickets,  Grouping of approximately 35 almost all different unused 
black and white Private Mailing cards with photographic illustrations of different aspects of the fair plus 
9 unused "Rainbow City” (black and white photographic cards) with a multicolored rainbow, two unused 
cards with illustrations of Exposition labels and six tickets to the Exposition, generally Very Fine (see 
online scans) 100

2897   6        Turn of the Century Expositions, Fairs and Carnivals,  eight different illustrated advertising, all circa 
1900, include: overall 1898 Reading, Pa. Sesquicentennial; 1898 Wisconsin Semi-Centennial (2); three 
unusual Pan-American;1902 Carson City Carinval, generally Very Fine (see online scans).  120

2898 *  6        1904 St Louis World's Fair,  grouping of seven unused "Hold to Light” Official Souvenir Cards. Includes 
US Government Building, The Art Palace and Palaces of Agriculture, Education & Social Economy, 
Electricity, Liberal Arts, and Mines and Metallurgy; Electricity card with small fault, otherwise Very Fine 
(see online scans) 100

2899   6        1907 Jamestown Exposition Postcard Collection,   about 28 picture postcards, many with exposition 
cancels (either 7-bar or wavy lines), about half are official exposition postcards, some cards slightly 
stained, creased, or otherwise damaged, but generally VG-Fine, a nice selection from this popular 
exposition (see online scans) 75
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2900   6        1898 Spanish-American Patriotics,  four different, all flags but note "Maine", soldier, building, etc, Very 
Fine and attractive (see online scans). 90

WW I Patriotics
2901   6        WW I AEF and Patriotic Postcards Assortment, 10 ppc/ 2 covers with Liberty Bond promotion slogan 

handstamp "BACK THE BOYS IN THE TRENCHES/ BUY A LIBERTY LOAN BOND/ INQUIRE AT ANY 
BANK OR POST OFFICE", also includes 14 different WW I patriotic postcards with some used from 
training camps, Fine group (see online scans) 100

2902   6        WW I Patriotic Slogan Cancels and Handstamps to encourage saving food and to buy war bonds on 30 
covers and cards of the period, usual mixed condition, Fine lot (see online scans) 100

AEF Covers

2903   6        1919 Stampless POW Cover to Germany, ms "Prisoner of war Mail / Vladivostok Siberia / American Prison 
Camp / Martin Prigge No. 326" on left side of envelope addressed to Germany via New York, nice strike of 
U.S. Postal Agency / Siberia Oct 2 1919 cds, light censor handstamp with initials at lower left, Very Fine 
and choice 250

2904   6        20 AEF Picture Postcards, 12 cards (two are used) of primarily US troops with two picturing Gen Pershing 
and two picturing triumphant march through Paris, eight add'l cards with Canadian troop images, some 
with a bit of wear but overall Fine and scarce (see online scans) 100

WW II Period Covers
2905   6        899, 1940 1c Bright blue Green, "Uncle Sam Declares War on Japan"  matched set of 3 cachets: 12/7/41 

"Japan Declares War on U.S.A."; 12/8/41   "Declares War on Japan"; 12/11/41 "U.S.A. at War with 
Germany and Italy", Fidelity serviced cards, Very Fine set.  80

2906   6        Mailed in Tokyo Bay on Surrender Day,   two purple SL handstamps on non philatelic (no cachets) 
cover to Maplewood, N.J., additional Navy censor handstamp, mailed from USS Goss, with original letter, 
also research folder, cover with edge faults and light edge toning, otherwise Fine non philatelic cover.

150
2907   6        WWII POW Interned in Japan,   4 covers, one   addressed to Col. James Duckworth, military medical 

hero responsible for saving thousands of allied lives while interned (about 12 covers known), also 
includes  Japanese propaganda leaflet (very scarce), and 3 Japanese News photos showing surrender at 
Corregidor, Very Fine and unusual lot.  150
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2908   6        1945 Oak Ridge, TN Manhattan Project letters,   two letters from Private William E. Liebeck, Special 
Engineer Detachment, stationed in Oak Ridge, TN; the first letter, dated August 9, 1945 and postmarked 
August 10, opens "Now that the hubub of the atomic bomb has died down a little I guess I can find a little 
time to drop you a line..."; the second letter, dated August 19 and postmarked the following day, contains 
additional information regarding the happenings in Oak Ridge; both letters on US Engineers letterhead 
and one with contemporaneous newspaper clippings, Very Fine, perfect for the WWII or Atomic Bomb 
specialist 75

2909   6        US APO 611-14 In Iceland During WW II Cover Collection,  9 covers from APO 611 - Borgarnes (1), 612 
- Akureyri (4), 613 - Seydisfjordur (1), 614 - Budareyri (3), mostly unfranked with assorted postmarks, 
censor markings, sender's info, Fine group (see online scans) 300

Local and Private Posts
2910   6        5L1, 1844 5c American Letter mail Co.,  three FLS's: one with two singles on large FLS with content, red 

crayon cancel, one with vertical filefold (pressed); other with red brush cancel tying to FLS with partial 
contents; lastly single tied with red star cancels, a few small flaws faults, mostly mentioned on recent PSE 
certificates, Fine covers. (Scott $1,385). 300

2911  3         5L2, 1855 American Letter Mail Co.  dramatic "pre-printing"  paper fold, clear margins, pen cancelled, 
Fine. 2017 PSE certificate. (Scott $250).  80

2912   6        5L2, 1844 American Letter mail Co.,  two outer FLS's, ea. with single franking, both pen cancelled and 
not tied, both with red New York company oval handstamps, light soiling (not mentioned on certs.), Very 
Fine covers, ea. with 2017 PSE certificates. (Scott $700). (see online scans). 200

2913   6        15L13, 1850 1c Bronze,  Fine, not tied on small cover to Alexandria, Va, Blood's despatch 4/19 circular 
company handstamp, additionally franked with 3c (10A), Fine, tied by blue Philadelphia, Pa. 4/19 CDS, 
light soiling and backflap tear from rough opening, still F-VF cover. 2013 PSE certificate. (Scott $1,000 
as acid tied). 100

Independent Carriers - Express Companies
2914   6        Express Companies, 1863-86, three legal sized printed express envelopes plus an 1886 letter with express 

label, includes: 1863 Adams Express cover with green express label from Cincinnati; American Express 
cover, c.1870s with orange express label from Quincy Ill.; 1874 American Merchants Union Express Co. 
illustrated express cover; 1886 letter with shipping label attached for International Express, all Fine or 
better, attractive and unusual (see online scans) 75

2915   6        MERCHANTS Union Express from Lewiston, Ill.  label affixed on back side of an envelope addressed 
to "L.W. Ross M.C., Washington DC", manuscript "Mer Un Ex Lewiston Ill" at top, Very Fine. Lewis Ross 
represented Illinois in the House of Representatives from 1840/46, was a supporter of Stephen Douglas 
and played an important role in drafting Illinois' constitution of 1870. 50

Western Express
2916   6        North Western Express, Stage and Transportation Co.,   2c green Washington with March 22, 1889 

St. Paul, MN cds., corner card shows their general office in St. Paul, addressed to Caledonia, ND; the 
Northwestern Express Company was founded in the late 1870s and ran coaches from Bismark (later 
Pierre) to the Black Hills of South Dakota, Thomas (Western Express Companies, 2013) states only one 
corner card known (with different text), roughly opened at left and with minor tears and stains elsewhere, 
still a very scare cover from a little-known western express company 250
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2917 *  6        U277, 1884 2c Brown, Pacific Express Co Paid,  printed frank, as shown in Thomas's Book "Western 
Express Companies, listed as PAX-001, lightly toned, Fine.  90

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
2918   6        Mexican Wells Fargo & Company Printed Franks,  25 entires neatly mounted in album, circa 1890's, 

most identified by H. & G. numbers and Schimmer numbers, many company ovals, towns, etc., ideal 
for specialist collector, also includes two unused US entires, includes some research material, Very Fine 
collection. (see online scans). 100

2919   6        3c 1863 3c Pink on buff, "Paid Through"  bold blue straightline handstamp on Very Fine entire to Paris 
partial red New York "6"  transit, blue boxed "PD" and matching French receiver, Very Fine cover.

200

Pioneer Flights
2920   6        1938 Aeroviias Nacionales Flight Covers, two covers addressed to NY City, each franked with US 10c 

Lindbergh (Scott C10) and 5c/10c or 15c on 10c/20c local issues (Sanabria S1-4), appropriate cancels 
and flight handstamps of St Thomas VI, Mayaguez or San Juan PR, Fine and attractive 300

Air Mail Races

2921           Los Angeles 1910 Aviation Contest Celluloid,  6" in diameter, backed with cardboard (with a metal easel 
for display), an incredible artifact from the famed 1910 Los Angeles International Air Meet, featuring 
a wonderfully fanciful design of airplanes, dirigibles, and hot air balloons while well-dressed men and 
women look to the skies with binoculars, a label on the back identifies the piece as having been made 
by the L.A. Badge and Mfg. Co., some light spots on the face, but considering the age of the piece it is 
remarkably attractive, an exceedingly rare souvenir from one of the first and most famous air meets in 
history 800
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2922   6        Carl B. Eilson, Pilot CAM 10,  pilot signed first flight cover to Fort Meyers, Fl., Worden serviced, pair 5c 
(628) tied by 9/15/26 flight cachet cancels, Very Fine & Rare Worden cover. Pilot killed in heroic rescue 
attempt in Dec. 1929. 190

Lindbergh and Related
2923   6        Four Different Lindbergh Flight Covers,  two different covers from Haiti to Cuba, one from the Dominican 

Republic to Haiti, and one from the Dominican Republic to Cuba, all addressed to B.L. Rowe, flown on 
the last flights of the Spirit of St. Louis before it went to the Smithsonian, interesting grouping, Very Fine

100

Delayed / Interrupted Mail
2924   6        Delayed Mails Assortment, 15 mostly plane crash covers with some still in the post office envelope used to 

send the damaged contents on to the addressee; includes Interrupted Flight AAMC 300110 (2), 301222, 
551221b, 591121a (2), group of several covers from 731103 returned to IBM, 740116, also includes 1960 
"Damaged in Fire in Railway Mail Car Daggett, California" (2), 1964 "Damaged in Train Accident at 
Indio California 92201", 1974 "Damaged Due to Fire in Transit", covers typical scarring/ typical damage 
from cause of the delay, a Fine group (see online scans) 150

Transoceanic Record Flights
2925   6        T.O. 1200, First Non Stop Flight San Francisco-Hawaii,  first US Navy squadron of six patrol planes flying 

2,399 miles in 24hrs 45 min. establishing three World records, franked with US 3c + 5c issues, both tied 
by Fleet Air Base Pearl Harbor, Hawaii 1/11/34 duplex's,  with cachet, Very Fine.   90

2926   6        T.O. 1228, 1935 Navy Survey Flight, USS Nitro, First Flight Wake Island, small sized  (only 10 
known),  cacheted cover signed by pilot (Johnson), 1c coil pair tied by USS Nitro, Manila 2/26/35 
duplex, 1-½c tied by Fleet Air Base Pearl harbor, Hawaii 3/15/35 duplex, Very Fine and scarce cover, 
only 335 issued. 400

2927           T.O. 1228, 1935 Navy Survey Flight, USS Nitro, First Flight Wake Island,   legal sized cacheted cover, 
signed by pilot (Johnson), pair 2c P.I. issues tied by Manila 2/25/35 machine cancel, US 1c+ ½c issues tied 
by Fleet Air Base Pearl Harbor Hawaii 3/15/35 duplex, Very Fine cover, only 335 issued. 200
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2928   6        T.O. 1292, 1937 First Flight New Zealand to U.S.,    two nearly identical covers, ea. franked witn New 
Zealand issues paying the 4sh6p rate, ea. with Pan-American printed CC, ea. with "First Air mail Flight, 
Pan-Merican Airways, New Zealand to United States of America" boxed cachet, one additionally and 
inadvertently inadvertently struck "to "American Samoa" obliterated and type "US" , ea. signed by pilot 
(Musick), both Very Fine.  150

2929   6        T.O. 1387, 1947 Round-the World Flight "Reynolds (Douglas A26) Bombshell", record round the world 
flight 78 hrs 55.5 min., signed Reynolds, cachets and flight label, with original glossy publicity reprint, VF 
cover. AAMC notes very few known. 90

Clipper and Pacific Flights

2930   6        1934 Test Flight, Sikorsky S-42, Lindbergh, Musick & Sergievsky,  flight of August 1 (Lindbergh AAMC 
103), setting eight world records for seaplanes, 6c (C19) tied by Bridgeport, Conn 8/1/34 machine 
cancel, handstamped cachet centrally struck on immaculate and Extremely Fine cover, purported to be less 
than 200 known. 400

2931   6        Nine Mostly Clipper Related Airmal Covers,  includes three signed by Captain Edwin Musick from New 
Zealand to Pago Pago 28 June 1937, two Manila to U.S. Dec 2 1935 flights, one dated Dec 9 1935 with 
complete 6 member crew signatures, two Havana to Key West Oct 28 1927 both signed by Edwin Musick 
and pilot Wells, last are two scarce 1943 & 1943 NATS (Naval Air Transport System) flight covers, fresh 
and VFgroup,  ex-Krupnick (see online scans) 400

Polar Flights
2932   6        1930 Byrd Expedition Cover,  "busy" cover with assorted cachets for the various Byrd North and South 

Pole Expeditions plus an unusual "AUXILIARY BARQUE/ CITY OF NEW YORK" and 2-line "Aux-Bark 
"City of New York" Byrd Antarctic Expedition" cachets, cover a bit worn and small sealed break at bottom 
but still Fine and unusual 75

Alaska Flights
2933   6        Fairbanks-McGrath Flight of 5/7/24,  24c (C6) tied by Fairbanks machine cancel, additional McGrath 

duplex, both dated 5/7/24, cover addressed to New York, Very Fine cover, scarce usage of 24c issue.
180
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2934   6        Air Mail-Nome to Anchorage, 700 Miles Via Anchorage Air Transport Inc.   printed notation below 
photo cachet showing 1st airmail plane, 10c (562), Fine, tied by Nome, Alaska 5/31/27 flag cancel, cover 
addressed to his brother in Washington, DC, printed enclosure from "Northwestern Alaska Chamber of 
Commerce, Nome Alaska", signed by pilot R.H. Merrill, missing backflap, otherwise Very Fine and Rare cover. 
(AAMC unlisted).  270

2935           Alaskan Survey Flight by U.S. Army, Washington D.C. to Fairbanks, Alaska, Ten Martin Bombers,  typed 
cachet (unlisted var., unsigned) in upper left corner of airmail cover to Canton, New York, various 2c 
commemoratives tied by purple Fairbanks, Alaska 8/6/34 duplex, Very Fine and scarce cover. (AAMC 
SH 684 rel (Govt), unpriced). 90

2936   6        Emergency Alaska Flight Covers,  group of 11 interesting covers , "Honicker" serviced, circa 1935-38, 
towns include: Beaver, Big Delta, Cape Yakataga, Cordova, Ekwak, Mount Village, Pilot Point, Richardson, 
Saint Michael, Tyonek, Very Fine covers. (see online scans) 90

U. S. Catapult Flights

2937   6        Ile de France Catapult Flight & London-Stockholm Experimental Flight of August 1928,  various US issues 
tied by New York Foreign 8/17/28 double ovals on cover to Copenhagen, ms. notations "Ship to Shore, 
via S/S Ile de France", "Par Avion de Paris A Copenhague", backstamped Paris 8/23 & Copenhagen 
8/24/28. One of only 3 known, Very Fine cover. Photocopy 1928 Letter from Francis J. Field attesting to 
Rarity, listed in Muller Catalog of World Flights. Very Rare. 400

U. S. Zeppelin Flights
2938   6        Zeppelin Flight Covers Selection, 24 covers (four legal-sized) from mostly the 1929 "Round the World" 

flight with add'l 1925 Puerto Rico, 1928 US-Germany flight and 1936 Hindenburg flight., nice variety 
of frankings and all with the appropriate cancels and cachets, also includes an 11x8mm section of the 
aluminized outer fabric of LZ127 which had originally been presented to Clara Adams (the only woman 
passenger on the 1928 1st flight to the US), usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF  (see online scans) 

300
2939   6        Zeppelin Flight Covers Selection, 1928/36, 21 flown covers or cards mostly from 1928 America-Germany 

flight, 1929 Round-the-World flight or various 1936 Hindenburg flights, variety of frankings, cancels and 
cachets, usual mixed condition with some covers some minor faults, generally F-VF (see online scans)

250
2940   6        Sieger 22A, 1928 America Flight, Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen, Roessler postcard franked with 1c Franklin 

with Roessler "GRAF ZEPPELIN" unauthorized overprint plus 570, 635, tied by Lakehurst Oct 28 1928 
duplex cancels, usual flight cachet, backstamped Friedrichshafen 1.11.28, Very Fine and scarce 200
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2941   6        Sieger 64B, 1930 South America Flight, New York to Spain, C14 tied on envelope with Roessler cachet by 
Varick St Sta May 7 1930 slogan cancel, usual flight cachets, backstamped Cambio 16 May 30 plus Seville 
commercial shipper's handstamp, cover light diagonal bend LR not affecting stamp, typed address bit of 
an ink bleed, Fine 100

2942   6        Sieger 64C, 1930 South America Flight, New York to Lakehurst, C15 plate no. single (perfs cutting at 
top) tied on envelope along with C12 by New York NY / Varick St Sta Apr 29 1930 duplex cancels, usual 
flight cachets, backstamped Lakehurst May 31 1930, Fine and attractive 150

2943   6        Sieger 64C var., 1930 Soutrh America Flight, New York to Brazil, C13 (2), C14 plus C12 tied on envelope 
by New York NY May 6 1930 duplex cancels, usual flight cachets, backstamped Bahia 24.V.30 (two 
different) Very Fine 200

2944   6        Sieger 64F, 1930 South America Flight, Lakehurst to Spain, C13 tied on thick Roessler cacheted card by 
Lakehurst Jun 1 1930 duplex, usual US flight cachet, New York NY Jun 23 1930 arrival cancel on address 
side, backstamped Sevilla 7 Jun 30 roller cancel and Seville commercial sender's handstamp, stamp with 
sum gum soaks and a tiny scuff mark, still Fine 75

2945   6        Sieger 64F, 1930 South America Flight, Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen, C13 tied on postcard by Lakehurst 
May 30 1930 flag cancel, Friedrichshafen 6 6 30 and Berlin 7.6.30 cancels, usual flight cachets, card with 
trivial bits of edge wear, still Very Fine 75

2946   6        Sieger 64F, 1930 South America Flight, Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen, C13 plus 664, 667-68, C9, C10 
(from booklet pane), C12 all tied on 5c airmail envelope, Lakehurst Jun 2 1930 duplex cancels, usual 
flight cachets, backstamped Friedrichshafen 6 6 30, New York Jun 18 1930, Very Fine, an unusual franking 
to make up the necessary $1.30 75

2947   6        Sieger 64F, 1930 South America Flight, New York to Friedrichshafen, C13 tied on postcard showing 
Zeppelin between continents and hangers at Friedrichshafen; tied by Varick St Sta May 31 1930 slogan 
cancel, Friedrichshafen 6 6 30 arrival cds, usual flight cachets, Very Fine 75

2948   6        Sieger 64F, 1930 South America Flight, Lakehurst to Seville, C13 plus 664, 667-68, C9, C10 (from booklet 
pane), C12 all tied on 5c airmail envelope, Lakehurst Jun 2 1930 duplex cancels, usual flight cachets, 
backstamped Friedrichshafen 6 6 30, New York Jun 18 1930, Very Fine 75

2949   6        Sieger 64G, 1930 South America Flight, New York to Friedrichshafen, C14 tied on envelope addressed to 
France by Varick St Sta May 31 1930 slogan cancel, usual flight cachets, backstamped Friedrichshafen 6 
6 30, Aubervilliers 9 VI 30, cover with couple light corner bends LR, still Very Fine 75

2950   6        C15, 1930 $2.60 Graf Zeppelin,  Very Fine, tied on Graf Zeppelin cover to Minneapolis, Mn. by Varick St. 
Sta. 5/11/20 slogan machine cancel, appropriate American and German handstamped flight cachets, 
Lakehurst 5/31/30 green pictorial receiving backstamp, Very Fine cover. 150

2951   6        C14, 1930, $1,30 Graf Zeppelin,  Very Fine, tied on 1930 Graf Zeppelin  flight cover by Lakehurst, N.J. 
5/30/30 flag machine cancel, appropriate American & German flight cachets, Friedrichshafen 6/6/30 
and green pictorial New York 6/18 receiving backstamps, small ink stain and edge tears at top, Fine to 
Very Fine cover. (Scott $400). 90

2952   6        1933 Century of Progress Flight Covers Franked with C18, 11 flown covers incl a NY City FDC; flight cachets 
for Friedrichshafen dispatch (3) incl covers with pair and a pair plus single; Miami dispatch (1), Akron 
dispatch (3), Chicago dispatch (4) incl legal size cover with printed "...Welcomes Dr Eckener and his Graf 
Zeppelin" cachet, a few with light bit of aging but generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 200

2953   6        Sieger 241E, 1933 Century of Progress Flight, C18 block of four tied by Varick St Annex NY Oct 4 1933 
machine cancel plus indistinct duplex, German and US flight cachets, backstamped Chicago Oct 26, 
Very Fine 80

2954   6        USS Macon (ZRS 5), Flight Covers, 1933-35,  colorful collection of 77 cacheted covers from its christening 
to its crash in 1935, many Wegmann or Kreuger serviced, note  USS Grebe cover (only 25 issued, see Gordon 
#1552), all Very Fine, an impressive group. 250

2955   6        Akron/ Macon Flight/ Commemorative Covers Assortment, Akron 1931/32 covers (7) incl 1931 Akron 
1st Flight (3), 1932 Coast to Coast trip (2), Macon 1933/35 cover (10) incl 1933 Akron 1st flight, 1933 
Visit to Macon, 1933 Maneuvers with US Gleet (2), 1934 Cdr Wiley Takes Command (2), 1934 Sunnyvale 
Cal 16th Flight, 1934 with photo of ship over Albany Cal affixed as cachet, 1935 crash (2), etc., generally 
fresh and F-VF (Mellone $475; see online scans) 75

Space Covers
2956   6        Wernher von Braun Rocket Team autographed cover collection,   approximately 45 commemorative 

covers signed by members of the Wernher von Braun Rocket Team, most from the 1960s but a few later, 
Very Fine, an interesting collection 150
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2957   6        Zeppelin Flight Covers with AC Roessler Cachets Selection, three cards and one cover (two flown; two 
addressed to Friedrichshafen but without fight cachet) plus a cacheted cover with "Zeppelin Plane Mail 
via Shuttle Plane" cachet and with a Roessler label affixed on the back side (cover some light toning at 
bottom), other covers with Dr Eckener cachet (2), and the Ben Franklin cachet with designs similar to 
the 1847 and 1851 issue designs, Fine group (see online scans) 150

2958   6        1929/36 Roessler Zeppelin Covers and Cards, comprised of 1929 Round-The-World Flight flown card 
and cover, 1936 Hindenburg No America Flight cover (2; one with small discoloration at bottom), also 
a 1932 USS Akron flight on a silver foil Roessler envelope and a 1933 USS Macon 1st flight cover with 
printed Roessler cachet, Fine group (see online scans) 120

2959   6        US 1929/31 Roessler Catapult Covers, 6 covers and one card with printed Roessler cachets or on a 
Roessler air mail envelope, variety of frankings and flight cachets, card with a small edge break at top, 
o/w Fine (see online scans) 90

2960   6        FOREIGN 1929/30 Roessler Catapult Covers, France 1929 Ile de France to US with printed cachet 
(small edge break at top), Germany three covers and one card with printed cachet (card with a small nick 
at top), also includes a Canada 1928 Yukon Airways & Exploration Co flight cover serviced by Roessler, 
F-VF (see online scans) 90

2961   6        BRAZIL; 1930 South America Flight Covers With Roessler Cachets, Pernambuco to Rio card with 5,000R 
issue franking (Sieger 59A); Pernambuco to Lakehurst cover with 10,000R issue franking (Sieger 59B); 
Pernambuco to Lakehurst card with 5,000R on 20,000R Surcharge issue franking (Sieger 59G); usual 
trivial bits of postal wear; Fine group (see online scans) 200

2962   6        GERMANY, 1924/36 Zeppelin Covers/Cards With Roessler Cachets, flown cards (8) and covers (2 
1936 No America Flight, incl one with Germany/US mixed franking); flights include 1924 ZR 3 No 
America Flight, 1929 "Orient" Flight (2 incl one backstamped Jerusalem), 1929 Mediterranean Flight 
via Sevilla and addressed to Cairo, 1930 South America Flight Friedrichshafen to Sevilla leg (2), 1930 
Baltic Sea Flight - Berlin mail, 1930 Leipzig Flight; appropriate frankings, cancels and cachets; usual 
mixed condition with some usual bits of postal wear but generally Fine and attractive (see online scans)

500
2963   6        GERMANY; AC Roessler Zeppelin Covers Assortment, three flown cards; 1929 Egypt Flight on Zeppelin 

photo postcard with Roessler label affixed on back, 1930 England Flight on card with blue Franklin 
"Zeppelin Mail" cachet; 1930 South America Flight on card with Dr Eckener cachet plus 1c Franklin label 
(not tied) and franked with 4m So America flight issue (Scott C37, Michel 439; card with some corner 
faults top right not affecting stamp); Fine group (see online scans) 100

U.S. Airmail and Flight Covers Lots and Collections
2964   6        US First Flights, 1926-28,  99 First Flight covers, all franked with 8c (C4), many attractive handstamped 

cachets, includes possiby complete "point-to-point" CAM 8, all very Fine covers. (Scott $2,227, C4 singles 
on cover). 350

2965   6        FLIGHT COVER COLLECTION.  over 120 in three Lighthouse cover albums, incl. mostly first flights 
from the U.S. and a few misc. foreign, good Pan-Am Clipper flights w/1935 SF to Guam, unusual 10¢ 
Lindbergh bisect on August 1, 1928 first flight (first day of 5¢ rate), some later air-related Commemorative 
covers, misc. foreign incl. Zeppelin cards and various others 200

2966   6        FOREIGN FIRST FLIGHTS, 1924-61, 67 covers, mostly interesting First Flights but note Rocket Mail (EZ 
6C2a); 1924 "Gimbels" Trans Polar Flight; 1937 Hong Kong to San Francisco (FAM 14); 1937 "Round 
the World Flight, mixed frankings (US, Malaya, Netherlands & Brazil); etc., some FDC's include Pitcairn 
complete first issue, also includes approx. 29 US First Flights, generally Very Fine covers, something for 
everyone, close inspection suggested. (see online scans). 150

Worldwide Catapult Flights
2967   6        SS Bremen Catapult Flight Covers + Others, 1929-33,  23 covers, better include group of six catapult flight 

covers"Bremen 2.8.29", 1929 "Isle de France" catapult, pen notation "Via parachute", 1932 "Europa" 
catapult (5/16/32), also includes assortment of Zeppelin covers,  (571 on cacheted cover), 1931 "ship 
to shore Goodyear airship Volunteer", 1932 coast to coast Stratosphere Flight , C6 25 cover, etc. , F-VF 
covers, very attractive group. (see online scans). 200
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2968   6        LIECHTENSTEIN, 12/12 June 1932 "Europa" to New York, C2-4 (25rp light corner crease) tied on 
envelope addressed to USA by Triesenberg 7.VI.32 cancel, F-VF (Harms 85 LI) 100

DO-X Flights
2969   6        1931-4 DOX Flights,   five covers: 1931 "First Landing"   (Miami) 8/22/31 (Frost cat # DOX-9Ab); 

1/30/31 Dornier, Portugal to US; SS Bremen catapult 5/4/31, Germany to US (Grau #K95D); Premier 
DOX flight, Europe to S.A. 8/1/31, Brazil to Bahia (Frost cat #DOX-8Aa); SS Bremen catapult  8/29/34 
Germany to US (Grau #K200C), all with appropriate cancels and flight cachets, Very Fine. (see online 
scans). 200

Worldwide Zeppelin Flights
2970   6        Zeppelin Flight Covers Selection, 6 flown covers plus a Danzig 1934 airmail cover to Brazil and Russia 

1931 commercial airmail cover to India with 2r imperf Zeppelin stamp (non-Zeppelin); Canada 1936 
Hindenburg Return Flight (2), Russia 1930 Return Flight Moscow to Friedrichshafen franked with C13; 
1931 Polar Flight registered card Leningrad to "Malyguin" with 30k, 1r imperfs franking, Spain 1930 
South America Flight card Seville to Rio and cover Seville to New York, generally F-VF (see online scans)

180
2971   6        Flights of LZ129 "Hindenburg", 20 flown covers (13) or cards (7) with German (11) or US (9) franking 

representing 20 different 1936 flights, various frankings with appropriate cancels and cachets, some 
show typical bits of postal wear, generally F-VF (see online scans) 150

2972   6        Zeppelin Photo Postcards, various views of LZ127 (6), LZ129 (10 cards, nine different), LZ130 (1); two 
cards showing pre-1910 airships (both LZ 4? - one with inset image of von Zeppelin); the "Knabenshue" 
airship at 1907 Cambridge Fair, a photo of the USS "Pakota", a card showing Ferdinand von Zeppelin 
flanked by two views of "Sachsen" (clipped corner), also includes four flown postcards (3 different) 
showing interior of the Zeppelin (LZ129; one with some small ink marks), some of the cards are used 
with some flown, generally F-VF (See online scans) 140

2973   6        BRAZIL Zeppelin Covers Assortment, 15 flown covers or cards from assorted 1931/36 South America 
flights; variety of proper frankings, cancels and cachets, some show typical bit of minor postal wear, 
generally F-VF (see online scans) 300

2974   6        BRAZIL; Sieger 59, 1930 South America Flight, 12 covers or cards all franked with various combinations 
of the 1930 5000R, 10,000R or 20,000R Brasil-Europa or the 5000R, 10,000R :"Graf Zeppelin" Brasil-
USA overprinted issues; most with additional regular issue added franking and four of the covers with 
additional "Condor" Brazil label, appropriate cancels and cachets, some show typical bit of minor postal 
wear, F-VF (see online scans) 350
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2975   6        CANADA; Sieger 409G, 1936 Hindenburg 1st North America Flight, registered legal sized Canadian 
Pacific Railway Co envelope (imprint on backflap) with colorful franking (includes full set 1935 Jubilee) 
all tied by Montreal MY 8 36 cds cancels, American flight cachet, backstamped NY City 5-9 1936, Frankfurt 
14.5.36 Zeppelin special cancel, Montreal MY 25, Very Fine and attractive 150

2976   6        EGYPT; Sieger 105Ax, 105Az, 1931 Egypt Flight, two flown covers; C3 tied on postcard addressed to Germany 
by Caire 10 AP 31 Zeppelin cancel, Friedrichshafen 13 4 31 arrival cds on address side; C3-4 tied on envelope 
addressed to Switzerland by Caire 9 PA 31 Zeppelin cancel, backstamped Friedrichshafen 13 4 31, cover with 
a light central vertical bend and tiny edge break at left not affecting stamps, Fine 100

2977   6        GERMANY Zeppelin Covers Assortment, 35 covers or cards from various 1929/36 flights and incl 
assorted frankings (mostly Eagles, 1st Zeppelin issue or 1936 Hindenburg) and incl a few Zeppelin ppc, 
also note a 4m Chicago Flight issue on an airmail cover (non-Zepp) to USA, usual mixed condition with 
most F-VF (see online scans) 600

2978   6        GERMANY Zeppelin Covers Assortment, 40 flown covers or cards, mostly assorted Hindenburg flights but 
with some earlier America and South America flights, assorted frankings incl some of the first Zeppelin 
issue with majority the 1936 Hindenburg issue, proper cancels and cachets, usual mixed condition with 
majority F-VF and attractive (see online scans) 400

2979   6        GERMANY; 1912/13 Rhein-Main Flight Cards, four flight cards; two with 10pf flight stamp tied by 
Darmstadt 14.6 special cancels (one card with some light corner bends), one with 20pf flight stamp 
tied by Darmstadt 22.6.12 special cancel, final card with Germania stamp tied by "Luftpost am Rhein / 
Dusseldorf 21.4.13 cds and with a blue 10pf "Erste Deutsche Luftpost am Rhein" label affixed but not 
tied at left (Sieger 17b), F-VF (see online scans) 75

2980   6        GERMANY; 1912 Rhein-Main Flight,  printed flight card with 5pf Germania plus a single and pair of the 
30pf Deep green flight stamp all tied by Darmstadt 23.6.12 cancels, some mounting remains on back, 
Fine and attractive 100

2981   6        GERMANY, Sieger 34h, 1929 Germany Flight, Part II, C32 tied on flown cover by Osnabrück 17.9.29 cds, 
"On Board" 17 Sep 1929 cancel, fresh and Very Fine 200

2982   6        GERMANY; Sieger 57C, 1930 South America Flight, "On Board" to Pernambuco, C38 tied on postcard 
with Roessler printed cachet by On-Board "Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin" 19.5.1930 cds, Pernambuco 23 
Mai 30 arrival cancel, usual German flight cachet, backstamped Pernambuco 27 Mai 30 plus sender's 
handstamp, card with trivial corner bends at right not affecting stamp and with tiny scuffing in the 
address, still Very Fine and attractive 150
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2983   6        GERMANY; Sieger 57k, 1930 South America Flight, Friedrichshafen to Pernambuco, C39 tied on 
envelope with printed Roessler cachet by Friedrichshafen 18.5.30 cds, usual German flight cachet, 
backstamped Pernambuco 23.V.30 and 27 Mai 30, fresh and Very Fine 200

2984   6        GERMANY, 1931 Polar Flight, lot of three real photo postcards with image of LZ-127 outside hanger and 
image of Dr Eckener; each franked with 2m Overprint (Scott C41); two cards are dispatched from Berlin 
and dropped atr Icebreaker "Malyguin" or Franz Joseph Land; ther other card is Friedrichshafen round 
trip with drop at the icebreaker, appropriate cancels and cachets, fresh and Very Fine 150

2985   6        GERMANY; Sieger 238BaB, 1933 Century of Progress Flight, "On Board" to Miami, C45 plus 395, C31 
tied on envelope with printed CS Anderson cachet by "On Board" 16.10.33 cancels, usual German flight 
cachet, backstamped Miami Oct 23 1933, Very Fine 200

2986   6        HUNGARY; Sieger 102Aa, 102Ab, 103a, 1931 Hungary Flight and Return, 3 items with Zeppelin overprint 
and additional franking; flight card with 1p Zeppelin overprint and type II flight cachet; flight envelope 
with 2p Zeppelin overprint and type II flight cachet (tiny price tag label affixed on face); Zeppelin ppc 
with 1p Zeppelin overprint pair and type II return flight cachet; appropriate cancels and cachets, Fine 
group (see online scans) 150

2987   6        ICELAND; Sieger 114A, 114D, 1931 Iceland Flight, card with 1kr Overprint tied by Reykjavik 30.VI.31; 
registered envelope with 30a, 2kr Overprints tied by Reykjavik 30.VI.31 cds; each with appropriate 
cachets, transit and arrival cancels, card with an insignificant light bent UL, Very Fine 120

2988   6        ITALY; Sieger 208A, 1933 Italian Flight, Italian Dispatches, two postcards, each franked with 3L Zeppelin 
issue and tied by Roma cancels, one addressed to Wien, the other to Roma (this card with add'l 1932 25c 
March on Rome issue tied on back side), appropriate cancels and cachets, Very Fine 90

2989   6        LIECHTENSTEIN; Sieger 408, Hindenburg 1936 1st North America Flight, three flown covers; C15 tied 
on US 1c postal card, C16 tied on registered cover, C15-16 set tied on registered cover, proper cancels 
and cachets, F-VF (see online scans) 120

2990   6        PARAGUAY Zeppelin Covers Selection, ten flown covers; 1932 1st South America Flight; 1932 2nd South 
America Flight (card); 1932 3rd South America Flight (2 incl one card); 1932 8th South America Flight; 
1932 9th South America Flight; 1933 3rd South America Flight; 1933 7th South America Flight; 1934 7th 
South America Flight; 1935 7th South America Flight (card); appropriate frankings, cancels and cachets, 
few show trivial bits of postal wear or a few tiny tone spots, F-VF (see online scans) 400

2991   6        RUSSIA, Sieger 120Aa, 120Bb, 1931 Polar Flight, registered card with 30k, 1r imperfs tied by "Malyguin" 
cancels, registered cover with 35k, 2r imperfs tied by Leningrad cancels, appropriate cachets, transit and 
arrival cancels, Very Fine 100

2992   6        SPAIN, 1930 South America Flight Covers with Roessler Cachet, four covers; Sevilla to Pernambuco (2), 
Rio de Janeiro and Lakehurst, appropriate frankings, cancels and cachets, F-VF 200

2993   6        SWITZERLAND 1929/36 Flight Covers, five flown covers; 1929 Zurich flight on Zeppelin ppc; 1930 
Swiss flight on Zeppelin ppc (Sieger 51); 1930 Swiss flight on ppc (Sieger 66); 1933 4th South America 
flight; 1936 Hindenburg 10th North America flight, appropriate frankings, cancels and cachets, F-VF 
(see online scans) 150
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5001 */** 3         HIGH VALUE US COLLECTION TO 1977. in a Scott National album, high level of completion 
throughout, majority of classic issues are used, 20th century is mostly mint or NH, a nice selection of 
BOB including airmails, special deliveries, postage dues, parcel post, and others, early 19th century 
issues range from mixed condition to sound and centering is generally VG-VF, highlights include but are 
not limited to 1-2 used, 12 used, 27 used, 37-8 used, 86-101 used, 1869's complete used, many banknotes, 
Columbians mint to the $4 ($2 used), Trans-Miss mint to 291, 311-12 mint, large presence of mostly mint 
W/F, White Plains S/S NH, C1-6 mint, C13-15 mint, many nice special deliveries, J58 used, overall a nice 
US collection suitable to break up for retail or as a nice base collection to add to, owner's catalogue value 
is approximately $70,000, see online scans 7500

5002 */
(*)/** 

3         

EXTENSIVE U.S. COLLECTION, 1847-1961, powerful and very complete collection, offered intact, 
Used include: 1-2, 29, 33, 39 (questionable cancel), 64b, 118, 120-22, 191, 217, 261A-63, 277, Mint include: 
7, 9, 11, 24, 26, 112, 205, 212, 213, 237, 242, 245 (SE),285-89, 294-99, 323-30, 3970400A, 547,551-69, 573 
(shades), 630, C1-3, C4-6, E1-4, E8, PR77, Unused include: 17, 35, 36, 63 (x2, shades), 68-69, 72, 77, 76, 113, 
114, 115, 119, 148,  150, 160, 162, 209, 215, 221-4, 236, 238, 240-41, etc., also note good Newspaper issues, 
generally Fine to Very Fine, much mixed condition, extremely high catalog value, needs close examination to 
appreciate. (see online scans). 5000

5003 */
(*)/**  

6        

US COLLECTION, 1847-1969 impressive collection with hight catalog value present, note (all used unless 
specified otherwise): 1, 7, 9-11, 13-4, 17, 23 (pen), 24, 30A, 43-3, 36-8, 40 (unused), 69-71, 75-7, 85c, 
87-91, 92-8, 112-19, 133 (unused), 145-54, 156-65, 182-91, 212-18, 219-29, 238-9 (mint), 240, 246-61, 264-
77, 287-90, 291 (mint), 293 (mint), 294-9, 300-12, 323-7, excellent Washington-Franklin issues, many in 
complete or near complete sets, White Plains (mint), Kans-Nebr (mint), C1-6, C18, good dues and other 
back of book, better covers include: 1 (pen cancel), 9, single usage, 10,  65 patriotic, 71 to France, 73, 
112, 149 to Germany,  generally Fine or better, some mixed condition, close inspection suggested. 5000

5004 3         US COLLECTION, 1847-1971, mostly used collection in Minkus album, much of interest, note (all used 
unless specified otherwise); 1, 7, 9, 14, 17, 30A, 35-7, 68-72, 86, 89, 92, 95-8, Pictorials to 30c, Banknotes 
to 90c values, 219-29, Columbians complete to 50c, Trans-Mississippi tcomplete to $1, 294-9, 323-7, 397-
404,  good Washington-Franklin issues to $1 values, 479-80, 523-4,  C1-6, C13, C18 (unused), interesting 
Dues, Parcel Post, etc, generally Fine, some earlier in mixed condition, high catalog value present.   2800

5005 */** 3         U.S. COLLECTION, 1851/1970, desirable collection in two Mystic "Heirloom" albums, most 19th 
century used, from 1925 onward mostly o.g. or NH, note Used 15, 23, 63, 70, 71, 76 (2), grills to 15c, 
112-19, Banknotes to 90c values (fairly complete), 1st Bureau to $1, 289-90, 298-99, 1902 issues to $1, 
327, 404, 479-80, etc., Mint 214, 217, Columbians to 15c, 240, Trans-Miss to 8c, 328-30, 397-400, 570-71, 
White Plains sheet (separations), Kans-Nebr near complete, 692-701, 834, 1053, C1-6, C18, etc., some 
interesting "Back of the Book” including mixed Ducks, some Revenues, etc., generally mixed condition 
on early issues to 1920's, later fresh and attractive, offered intact as received and well worth a close look 
(see online scans) 2500
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5006 */
(*)/**          

UNITED STATES COLLECTION, 1851-1934, attractive collection, mostly mint/unused on 
Lighthouse hingless pages, many o.g., some NH, note: regumming present on many earlier issues, highlights 
include:1851-7 issues to 90c on 2 full pages, several 1c, 5c & 10c varieties; 1861 issues near complete 
to 90c including several 3c shades, 5c shades, 24c shades, 90c (x2); large assortment of 1868 grills to 
90c; 1869 Pictorials near complete to 90c, couple re-issues; all Banknotes (except grill issues) appear 
complete to 90c values;  Columbians complete;  1894-5 small Banknotes appear near complete to $5 
values; Omaha complete; unused 313, 323-30, 331-42, 397-403; several high value Washington-Franklin 
issues; 630, 551/573, Kans-Nebr complete; C13, C15; early "Dues" to 50c values; E1-7, Q1-12, JQ1-5; 
several Shanghai's including K17; interesting Officials, etc, mixed condition but many useful and attractive 
appearing, close inspection suggested, extremely high catalogue value present. 2000

5007 */** 3         US COLLECTION, 1851-1993,  extremely impressive collection in seven Scott "Platinum Series" albums 
with slip cases, 19th century used and mixed condition, mint include: Columbians to 8c, 15c, Trans-
Mississippi 5c-8c, 294-99, 324-30, 369, 397-403, 548-50, 614-21, Farley position pairs, C1-6, C18, etc, 
extremely complete 1930 onwards with much NH, high face value, generally very fresh and attractive, 
overall Very Fine collection. 1500

5008 */**          US MINT COMMEMORATIVE COLLECTION, 1893-1963, extensive collection in mounts on White 
Ace pages, earlier o.g. (some earlier regummed) but note some NH scattered throughout, includes 
1c/50c Columbians mostly complete, Omaha complete, Pan-Am complete, 323-30, 1909 issues include 
NH 2c Lincoln "blue paper", 397-400A, 401-04 (used), virtually complete thereafter including NH 630 
S/S, overall fairly fresh, some mixed condition but generally Fine or better appearing. (see online scans). 1500

5009 *          US COLLECTION, 1893-1938, pristine collection, hinge mounted on National pages, all exceptionally 
fresh and attractive with far better than typical quality throughout, all o.g. and incl 230-38, 285-90, 294-
99, 300-10, 323-30, excellent Washington-Franklin coils and line pairs (most seem to measure correctly), 
397-402, 492-97 line pairs, 524, 551-73, 578-79, 581-91, 599A, 597/606 line pairs, 614-21, 658-79, virtually 
complete thereafter including Farley position pairs, Prexies complete, etc, a Very Fine collection, catalog 
well in excess of $8,000; offered intact as received (see online scans) 1500

5010 **   4       US SHEET COLLECTION, 1920's-30's,  collection of full sheet in sheet folder, NH, includes: 683, 689, 
690, 703, 718, 720, 727, 740-48, 795, 796, 799, 800, 802,  859-63 (2), 864-68, 869-73, 874-78, 879-83, 884-
88 (2), , 889-93, C7, all fresh and well centered, expect some minor margin flaws or minor separations, 
owners Brookman catalog $4, 938.   1100

5011 **   4       LARGE US COLLECTION 1960s/90s,  housed in five albums (appears to be one or two collections), 
including a collection on White Ace pages that is nearly complete from about 1965/97, also includes 
many stock pages with plate blocks, booklet panes, coils, etc, a huge amount of stamps all of which 
appear to be NH or self-adhesive, generally F-VF, Face Value $2,200+ 1100

5012 **          US BOOKLET PANES COLLECTION, 1962/2012. essentially complete NH and self-adhesive panes in 
mounts on pages in two Scott albums, includes airmails and some premium as 1213c slogan 2, Express 
Mail, "Bugs" imperf, generally fresh and F-VF; Face Value $2,100+ ("Forever" stamps figured at $0.49) 1100

5013 **          US COLLECTION, 1890-1964. quality collection in Lighthouse hingeless album, all stamps selected for 
freshness and centering, all appear NH (a few possibly hinged/lightly hinged), much of interest include: 
225, 264-65, 269-70, 279B plate strip, 280-81, 328-30, 1909 commemoratives, 343-47, 379-80, 455 line 
pair, 466, 470, 473, 525-39 complete, 532, 534, 534A, 536, 540, 548-50, 614-21, 581-90, 692-701,   F1, 
nearly complete thereafter including specialized pages for Farley position pairs and blocks (also near 
complete), 803-34, 1053, etc., generally near Very Fine or better with very few exceptions, catalog in excess 
of $4,000 with very little cataloged beyond 1930. Exceptionally attractive and useful collection. (see online 
scans).   1000

5014 */**          US MINT COLLECTION 1893/1998. in four Davo hingeless albums with slipcase, from Columbians 
(1c/50c present) through modern commems (post-1970 face value about $700) also including 1929 
Kansas Ovpts NH, C13 mint, 1933/98 S/S, some 1936/51 Duck stamps, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 
with plenty of NH, well worth a close look 1000

5015 */** 3         MULTIPLE US COLLECTIONS TO 2001.  in 7 Harris albums, appears to be several collections each 
stopping around 2001, an assortment of used stamps throughout but each has a significant amount of 
mint (mostly NH), generally F-VF, Face Value $2,000+ 1000

5016 */**          US MINT COLLECTION 1939/2008.  on Scott pages, very nearly complete with only a handful of empty 
spaces, single stamps are generally hinged while blocks and sheets are in mounts, note better items 
including imperf Bugs Bunny sheet and recalled Legends of the West sheet, generally F-VF, a very neat 
and clean collection, Face Value $1,700+  900

5017 */** 3         US BACK OF BOOK COLLECTION, AIRS/DUCKS   attractive collection in Scott Specialty album, 
better include (mint unless specified): C1-6, C18, complete thereafter (many NH), E1-6 (used), E7, 
E11-12, complete thereafter (many NH), F1 (used), J23-5, excellent run of "Dues", mostly used, Q1-6, 
Q10 (used), Q12 (used), QE1-4, JQ1-5, recent Officials appear complete (NH), RW1-79 mixed condition 
and in need of close evaluation, generally fresh and overall Fine, but some mixed condition, should be closely 
evaluated. 900
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5018 */
(*)/** 

3         

US COLLECTION BALANCE, 1851-1984, attractive balance in Harris Liberty album, mostly used to 
1893 then mostly o.g. or NH thereafter, better used: 9, 32-3, 36, 68-71, 112-117, better mint include: 
190 unused, 230-40, 285-91, 305-9, 369, Kans-Nebr complete, Farleys complete including position pairs, 
nearly complete thereafter, decent amount of face present, good Airs include C18 (NH), Q10, Q12, 
Ducks complete to 1984 (mixed), etc., generally F-VF, useful and attractive collection. 800

5019 */** 3         U.S. COLLECTION, 1847-1975,  decent collection in Scott album, 19th century used to Columbians, 
mixed to 1929, them mostly o.g. or NH thereafter, highlights include: 1, 68-9, 73, 76-7, 87, 97, 116-7135, 
151, 189, 215-16, 226-8, Columbians complete to 50c (mostly used), Trans-Mississippi complete to 10c 
(used), 293 (used), 294-9 (used, 5c, o.g.), good showing of Washington-Franklin issues; mint include: 
614-21, 656 pair (NH), 704-15,  good Farley's (including some position pairs), 803-34 (NH),  C1-6, C18 
(used), etc, generally Fine or better with much useful and attractive, owner catalog $9,341. (see online 
scans). 750

5020 */**          US MINT COLLECTION 1957/2013.  housed in seven White Ace albums, very nearly complete for the 
years listed, stamps are all hinged or self-adhesive, generally F-VF, Face Value $2,200+ 750

5021 **          US MINT COLLECTION 1990/2012.  housed in seven White Ace albums, very nearly complete for the 
years listed, apparently all NH or self-adhesive, F-VF, Face Value $1,850+ 750

5022 **          US MINT COLLECTION 2000/08.  housed in two Lighthouse albums, virtually complete throughout 
with some light duplication, many complete sheets, apparently all NH, F-VF, Face Value $1,375+ 700

5023  3 6        3c BANKNOTE SPECIALIZED CANCEL COLLECTION,  few hundred mounted on collector pages, 
sorted by colors and cancels, note crossroads, geometrics, shields, stars (many different types), various 
grid types, Maltese crosses, hearts, leafs, etc, also includes several covers, attractive collection, sure to 
please the cancel specialist, generally Fine. 700

5024 **          US MINT COLLECTION 1965/99.   housed in three Lighthouse albums, very nearly complete 
throughout with some light duplication, apparently all NH, F-VF, Face Value $1,350+ 650

5025 */** 3         CLASSIC US REGULAR ISSUES COLLECTION TO 1922, mostly used collection on 5 black stock 
pages, includes (used unless notated): 63, 68, 69, 70, 73, 76-78, 145-55, 156-66, 178-79, 182-91, 205-11, 
219-29, 246-63, 264-78, 279-84, 300-13 (mint to 15c), 331-41, 374-82, 405-07, 414-21, 422, 424-40, 462-80, 
498-518 (mint), 551-73 (mint to $1), includes some early Special Delivery, Q1-12, generally Fine or better 
in mixed condition, many attractive and useful, high catalog value, inspection suggested.(see online 
scans) 600

5026 **          US FACE VALUE ASSORTMENT.  various sheets, blocks, booklets, etc. from about the 4c/32c periods, 
many USPS commemoratives still in their original packaging, apparently all NH or self-adhesive, 
generally F-VF, Face Value $1,100+ 550

5027 */** 3         US COLLECTION 1847/2001.  housed in four Shaubek hingeless albums, begins with a used 1 (faulty) 
and continues with a handful of classics, picks up in the 20th century and its relatively complete from 
about the 1920s, appears to be all mint from about 1930 (with all stamps except a couple of earlier issues 
NH), also includes a small selection of BOB, generally F-VF, a very nice collection with a lot of potential, 
Face Value post-1940 $750+ 500

5028 */**          US COLLECTION 1852/2004.  19th and early 20th centuries mint, NH from about 1930, note mint 9, 
11, 63, 145-6, 156-8, 182-4, 205, 211, 215-7, 226-7, and other better items, generally F-VF, a sizable amount 
of face value post-WWII, viewing is recommended 500

5029 */** 3         US COLLECTION 1857/1977.  housed in a Scott album, a handful of early classics but the majority 
faulty, very nearly complete and mint from about 1925, including Kansas/Nebraska complete and C1-6 
mint, many stamps NH and a significant amount of face value, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 500

5030 */** 3         US COLLECTION TO 1970.  in Scott album, a smattering of classics including 113-6 used and Trans-
Miss to 50c used, generally used to 1925 and mint thereafter (many NH), very nearly complete from 
about 1940/70, small selection of BOB, generally F-VF, a neat and clean collection 500

5031 * 3         US MOSTLY USED COLLECTION TO 1969.  on Scott National pages, primarily used with a few mint 
singles and coil pairs throughout, highlights include 11 used, a handful of better W/F coils used, E3 
used, E10 used, RW1 mint, and RW6 on piece, generally VG-VF, many items that catalogue $10-40 500

5032 */**          US MINT BACK OF BOOK COLLECTION.  all mint unless otherwise stated, note better items including 
C1-6 NH (C1 small gum skips), C7-12, C16-138, E1, E6-8, E10-23, Q1-12, JQ 1-5, and QE1-4, also a nice 
collection of ducks including RW 9, 15 used and RW 13-14, 17-78 mint, as well as an album of mint 
postcal cards from 2003/8, stamps are generally F-VF, a very nice collection with most stamps apparently 
selected for their centering and freshness 500

5033 **          AIRMAIL MINT SHEET GROUP.  fresh group of early NH airmail sheets from 1927/60, incl. Scott C10 
Lindbergh, C11 Beacon, C17 8¢ Winged Globe, C25-31 Transports complete, plus 20 others, generally 
F-VF 500

5034 **          US MINT COLLECTION 2009/14.  housed in two Lighthouse albums, very nearly complete throughout 
with some light duplication, F-VF, Face Value $940+ 475
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5035 **          MINT US COLLECTION 1984/98.   housed in 22 USPS Commemorative Stamp Club albums, light 
duplication for some of the years listed, nearly all singles or blocks but some complete sheets, apparently 
all NH, generally F-VF, Face Value $900+ 450

5036 */** 3         US COLLECTION 1857/1995. housed in two Mystic Heirloom albums, starts with a decent selection 
of classics (mostly from the Banknotes onward), good selection of W/F including some better used 
blocks of four, from about 1940 a mix of used and mint (mostly NH), also includes some BOB including 
airmails, postage dues, and parcel post, generally VG-VF but some classics have serious condition issues, 
owner's catalogue value $4,250+ 400

5037 **          US NEVER-HINGED COLLECTION 1919/1998.  housed in White Ace albums, very nearly complete 
from 1924 (only the White Plains sheet, Zepps, and a few other stamps missing), apparently all NH or 
self-adhesive, generally F-VF, Face Value $850+ 400

5038 ** 3         US COLLECTION 1954/96.  housed in four hingeless albums, all but a handful of stamps are NH, a very 
neat and tidy collection, generally F-VF, Face Value $800+ 400

5039 **          US COMMEMORATIVE COLLECTION 1989/2008.  nice run of the American Commemorative series 
as put out by the USPS, contains most issues for the period listed, includes the album pages with mounts 
and the stamps in their original packages as issued by the fulfillment center, generally VF, Face Value $900+ 400

5040 **          US MINT COLLECTION, 1994/2004. 29c/37c singles, blocks, etc., NH or self-adhesive in three Lindner 
hingeless albums, includes commems, definitives, booklets and panes, etc., mostly VF; Face Value $750+ 400

5041 **          US UNCUT PRESS SHEET COLLECTION.  includes Marilyn Monroe, Audrey Hepburn, Judy Garland, 
Cary Grant, James Cagney, Insects & Spiders, Distinguished American Diplomats, American Ballet, Lewis 
& Clark, All Aboard, Four Centuries of American Art, Xtreme Sports, Daffy Duck (x2), Roadrunner, 
Aquarium Fish, Sonoran Desert, Pacific Coast Rainforest, Northeast Deciduous Forest, and Celebrate 
the Century 30s, 60s, 70s, 80s, and 90s, some creases and faults as is expected, generally VF, Face Value 
$790+ (office viewing only) 400

5042 **          U.S. AIRMAIL COLLECTION & OTHER BACK OF BOOK (C1/PN18),  extremely attractive collection 
in "like new" Lighthouse hingless album with slipcase, all appear NH, includes complete Airmails to 1993 
(less C13-15); E7, E11-23; Officials appear complete 1983-99, Q1-7, Q11; QE & JQ complete, later and 
recent ducks include several plate blocks, etc., decent Very Fine collection, cost of album new is quite high. (see 
online scans). 400

5043 */
(*)/**          

US MINT COLLECTION 1930s/2002.   in 9 White Ace volumes, ranging from moderately to very 
complete, early stamps hinged but the vast majority NH or self-adhesive, note a few better items like C10a 
(NH but some perf separations) and C18 no gum, generally F-VF, Face Value $700+ 350

5044 ** 3         US MINT COLLECTION 1944/2011.  in two Harris Liberty albums, apparently all NH or self-adhesive, 
nearly complete to the 1990s, sporadically filled from that point onwards, generally F-VF, Face Value 
$725+ (Forever stamps calculated at 49c) 350

5045 **  6        1969/71 SPECIAL DELIVERY ISSUES COLLECTION. 18½ exhibit pages exploring primarily the uses of 
the 45c and 60c special delivery issues (Scott E22-23) but also some mint examples showing "freak" perfs, 
ink smear, gutter snipe, etc., also some relate material incl Seattle experimental booklets and an early 
Express Mail label (a service which effectively ended Special Delivery), wonderful assortment of uses incl 
domestic and foreign 45c single franking without added postage and marked postage due, mixed franking 
on cover from Japan with the 45c added to ensure immediate delivery in the US, assorted domestic uses incl 
first class postage unpaid and charged postage due, on business reply mail, improper uses, rate changes, 
on certified mail, other issues paying the special delivery fee, foreign destinations incl Bahamas, Spain, 
England, Canada, Germany, Trinidad, etc., F-VF, ideal for continuation; ex-Markovits (see online scans) 350

5046 **          US BOOKLET AND PANE COLLECTION 1917/95.  mixture of panes and booklets (some incomplete), 
light duplication, also includes airmail booklets including C10a NH, significant catalogue value in the 
early issues and face value in the later issues, generally F-VF, see online scans 350

5047 */
(*)/**          

US COLLECTION, 1851-1929 useful collection on pages or hingeless pages, many attractive and useful, 
note good run of used classics include: 68-9, 70-1, 73, 116-7, 119, scattering of Banknote issues to 30c, 
Columbians complete to 30c, 330, good showing of Washington-Franklin issues, etc., noted mint include 
572-73 (both VF and NH), 614-21, C2, C4, etc., also includes small Canal Zone collection, generally Fine 
or better. 300

5048 ** 3 

6        

US COMMEMORATIVE ALBUM COLLECTION.   consisting primarily of Postal Commemorative 
Society albums and folders from the 1980s/2000s, topics include inaugurations, National Parks, etc., a 
small selection of FDCs but the majority contain mint stamps, F-VF, Face Value $625+ 300

5049 */**   4       US BETTER BLOCKS COLLECTION.   large blocks of 1920s and 30s commemoratives, including 
Aeronautics, Sullivan, Clark, Yorktown, and more, as well as blocks of 1932 Bicentennial and 1934 Parks, 
and many other items of interest, many desirable items, generally F-VF, see online scans 300

5050 **   4       SPECIALIZED COLLECTION, GUTTER PAIRS & BLOCKS FROM PRESS SHEETS, 1994-98,  appears 
mostly complete on Scott specialty pages, includes gutter pairs, blocks cross gutter blocks, etc, all NH and 
very Fine, high catalog and decent amount of face value.  300
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5051 */** 3         US AIRMAIL COLLECTION 1918/2011 + BONUS.  airmails complete 1918 to 1980, note C1-6 mint, 
C10a NH, C13-15 used (C13 and 14 light creases), and C18 mint, from 1946 onwards apparently all NH, 
also a small assortment of other BOB including E2 used, E7 mint and JQ1-4 mint, generally F-VF with 
many airmails selected for their centering (see online scans) 300

5052 */** 3         U.S. COLLECTION, 1851-1940   worthwhile collection on Harris Liberty pages, most 19th century 
used, mixed condition, includes: 11A, 69-71, 72, 76-7, 112-15, 117, strength in Banknote issues to 30c, 205-
17, Columbians to 10c (1c-8c o.g./unused), 10c & 50c used, 287-90, 296-9, 326-27, 330, 397-404, mint 
include: 614-21, 630 (margin nick), 656 pair; Farley sheets complete, etc., 20th century  generally Fine 
or better, useful and attraction collection. 250

5053   */** 3         US COLLECTION BALANCE.  several stockbooks with mint and used US, primarily 20th century with 
moderate duplication throughout, significant face value in mint plate blocks and singles, some BOB 
including revenues, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 250

5054 **          US MINT SHEET COLLECTION 1937/2010.   a few complete sheets from the 1930s/60s but really 
picks up in the 1970s, a good deal of useful denominations (29-37c period), includes Legends of the 
West recall sheet in its original USPS envelope, apparently all NH or self-adhesive, generally F-VF, Face 
Value $450+ 250

5055 **          US PRESS SHEET COLLECTION 1994/2007.  incl. Legends of the West, Marilyn Monroe, Civil War, 
Olympics, Pacific 97 Triangles, Trains, Space Souvenir Sheets (2), American Illustrators (2), Star Wars 
(3) all rolled in tube, a few minor bends, generally Very Fine (Scott $1,233) 250

5056 */**          US MINT COLLECTION, 1936/93.   highly complete for period in Lindner hingeless pages in five 
binders (the pages in good shape; binders somewhat worse for wear); includes definitives, airmails (some 
early issues used), special delivery, assorted booklets and booklet panes, mostly NH and some premium 
incl 803-34, 839-51 pairs NH, 859-93, 1030-53, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; Face Value $475+ 200

5057 */** 3         19th and 20th CENTURY COLLECTION.  mint and used collection on Minkus pages in three binders 
incl. Scott #1, various Banknote issues, Commemoratives, some Farleys, C1-6, C18, Parcel Post complete 
etc., condition varies 200

5058 */**   4       US MINT BLOCKS COLLECTION, 1940/85. approx 790 mint (nearly all NH) blocks plus a couple 
of S/S in mounts on Naribo pages in two binders, a few minor faults but generally fresh and F-VF; Face 
Value $295 200

5059 */**          BETTER US MINT STOCKBOOKS.  three stockbooks full of mint stamps from the 1920s/30s onward, 
many blocks, including Farley positional pieces, note some better (including special deliveries), many 
NH and generally F-VF, see online scans 200

5060 */**   4       US MINT AIRMAIL COLLECTION WITH PLATE BLOCKS 1918/85.  parallel singles and plate blocks 
from the 1930s/80s, better stamps including C1-2, 4, and 18 NH and C3 and 5 mint, better blocks 
including C7-8 mint, C20-22, 24, 31 NH, owner has meticulously catalogued each item, generally F-VF, 
owner's catalogue value $1,150+ (see online scans) 200

5061 */**          US AIRMAIL, BOOKLET PANES & LATER ISSUES COLLECTION, interesting collection on White Ace 
pages, o.g., or NH, better noted: C1-6, C13, C18, 1938 Prexie's complete including coil pairs, 1053, many later 
booklet panes, fair amount of Face value present, generally Fine or better, useful for specialist of later issues. 200

5062 */** 3         U.S. BACK OF BOOK COLLECTION, 1879-1993,  attractive collection on Scott pages, overall quite 
appealing and useful, several better sections include Airmail: C1-3 (used), C4-6 (o.g.), fairly complete 
and NH thereafter (no Zeppelins); Special Delivery include: used E1-8, E10-11; Special Handling: QE1-5 
(o.g.);  good mix of Postage Dues include some earlier used, later issues mostly o.g. or NH; Parcel Post: 
Q1-12 JQ1-5, mostly used and complete;  scattering of Officials including 20th century issues, appearing 
complete and NH; Ducks: include used RW2, other $1-$5 values mostly used, 1988-99 appear complete 
and NH, owner catalog $2,000 (2004). 200

5063 */**          US MINT COLLECTION 1933/1971.  in mounts on pages in some "like-new" Scott albums, a handful 
of earlier issues but the collection really picks up around 1933, mostly blocks of 4 or plate blocks,also 
includes a sheet folder with predominantly 1960s sheets and multiples incl some 1331-32, the vast 
majority NH, generally F-VF, a very neat and organized collection, Face Value $340+ 170

5064 **          US MINT COLLECTION 1945/91.  in five albums, mixture of singles and plate blocks, apparently all 
NH, albums ranging from fairly complete to sparsely filled, generally F-VF, Face Value $350+ 150

5065 */**          US BOOKLET PANE COLLECTION, 1910-1958. attractive collection on Scott pages, mostly NH, a few 
with possible light hinging in selvedge, includes: 375a, 405b, 424d, 425e, 462a, 463a (with plate number), 
501b, 502b (side arrow at top right), 583a (o.g.), 632a, 634d, 720b, C10a, all Fine or better, remarkably 
fresh. (see online scans; Scott $1,035) 150

5066 */** 3         US COLLECTION, 1870/1984. mostly mint in three Mystic "Heirloom" albums, starts with an assortment 
of used Bank Notes to 15c value, small group of used 1890/1919 issues, 548-50 mint, 614-29 mint (some 
NH), 632-42 (less 634A) NH, 2c "Reds" mint with most NH, 692-701 mint (most NH), mostly complete 
mint (majority NH) after 1930 (834, 1053 used), starter groups of airmails and special deliveries, usual 
mixed condition in early issues, mostly F-VF 100
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5067 */**          US MINT COMMEMORATIVE COLLECTION TO 1952.  in White Ace album, sparse in the early issues 
but picks up around 1930, note mint White Plains S/S, fairly complete through the 1940s and early 50s, 
mixture of mint and NH, generally F-VF 100

5068 ** 3  4       US MINT COLLECTION WITH SHEETS AND PLATE BLOCKS.   small selection of older sheets 
including 703 and 894, a handfull of sheets from the 1990s/2000s, stockpages with mint singles, and an 
album of plateblocks from 1925/2003 (note 617 and 693 mint), also a small collection of used US singles 
from about 1995/2005, mint stamps are nearly all NH, generally F-VF, Face Value $190+ 100

5069 **          US AUTOGRAPHED SHEET COLLECTION.  sheets signed by the artist, including 1994 Civil War (2), 
Marilyn Monroe, Legends of the West (single sheet with first day cancellations and uncut press sheet of 
6), Classic American Aircraft, World of Dinosaurs, Humphrey Bogart (2), American Indian Dances, 1996 
Atlanta Olympics (2), and James Dean, some with USPS COA's, Very Fine, an interesting and scarce group 100

5070 **          US BOOKLET COLLECTION.  45+ booklets ranging from about BK93/129 and BKC2/23, note some 
better including BK108, all are F-VF, total Scott $800+ 100

5071 (*)          US COLLECTION, 1851-1977 useful collection in two Liberty albums, mostly used and mixed condition 
on some earlier, best section is 1920-40 fairly complete, includes some later postage, generally F-VF; good 
starter collection 80

5072 */
(*)/**          

US COLLECTION TO 1974, starter collection in a Scott Minuteman album, scattering of used 
earlier issues then appearing NH and near complete from 1935 onward, face value should exceed our 
conservative estimate, also includes 1938 Scott Specialized catalog. 80

5073 **          1991/93 MINT NH COLLECTION. nearly complete in a Davo hingeless album including high values, 
Columbus S/S, etc., F-VF; Face Value $154+ 80

5074 */** 3         US COLLECTION TO 1940.  on 1930s Sargent pages, sparse and generally used to 1920, fairly strong in 
the 1930s commemoratives, note C18 mint, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 60

5075 ** 3  4       US COLLECTION IN TWO VOLUMES.  first volume runs from 1959/73, mixture of used and NH, 
as well as a complete set of the 1934 Parks plate blocks, second album is an airmail collection from the 
Transports through 2012, singles and plate blocks, generally Very Fine, Face Value $100+ 60

U.S. PLATE BLOCK COLLECTIONS
5076 */**          US PLATE STRIP COLLECTION, (246/283),   approx. 180 plate strips of 3, on stockpages by Scott 

number, mostly o.g., many NH, includes 246 (38), 247 (50), 248 (4), 250 (26), 252 (7), 253 (6), 254 (2), 
267 (3), 269, 270 (21), 272, 273, 279, 280, 281 (11), 283 (2), mostly about Fine but some better, owner 
catalog  over $53,000,  impressive and sure to please the specialist.   4250

5077 **   4       1990/2010 US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION.  on Minkus pages, nearly complete with very few empty 
spaces, includes the Legends of the West recall sheet, includes many high values, apparently all NH or 
self adhesive, generally F-VF, Face Value $1,850+ 900

5078 **   4       US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION 1932/98.  in four Harris albums, sparse through about 1940, then 
fairly complete through 1998, apparently all NH, F-VF, Face Value $1,400+ 700

5079 **   4       1931/1989 US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION.   on Minkus pages, sparse throughout the 1930s but 
really picks up around 1940 (very few spaces left unfilled from that point on), also a small collection of 
BOB plate blocks (airmails mostly with some special delivery and postage dues), apparently all NH, note 
some better items including Farley imperf parks, 1942 China Resistance, Liberties complete (including 
$5 Hamilton), Transports complete, generally F-VF, a very nice collection, Face Value $850+ 400

5080 */** 4         US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION 1948/61 + BONUS  Scott Specialty plate block album, a few better 
early issues including 615, 617, and 629 NH, 1934 Parks complete perf and imperf, nearly complete plate 
blocks from 1948/61, followed by five White Ace albums with NH blocks of four 1950/94, fairly complete 
throughout, generally F-VF, Face Value $600+ 350

5081 **   4       US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION, 1935/79. nearly 700 NH Scott #772/1802 plate blocks in two Scott 
albums, generally fresh and F-VF; owner's 2012 Scott $1,300; Face Value $315 270

5082 **   4       US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION, 1926-64,  attractive collection in three Minkus plate block albums, 
all in mounts and appear NH, highlights include:1053, C7-9, C10, C11, C20-22, C25-31, C46, etc, all 
remarkably fresh and Very Fine throughout. 250

5083 */** 4         US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION, 1952/75. 600+ plate blocks in mounts in a Scott album plus 
additional plate blocks in sleeves in a photo album, includes Liberties to $1 and Prom Americans to $5, 
majority NH, F-VF ; Face Value $270 220

5084 **   4       US ZIP BLOCK COLLECTION 1964/85.  on Minkus pages, nearly complete with only a small handful 
of gaps, apparently all NH, generally F-VF, Face Value $400+ 200

5085 */** 3 

6 4       

US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION + BONUS.  primarily a US plate block collection from about the 
1940s/70s on White Ace pages, also includes some FDCs and other singles/blocks of four, generally F-VF, 
significant face value 150
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5086 **   4       4c-50c PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION/ACCUMULATION,  nearly all plate blocks of 4 in oblong red 
dealer box, circa 1958-1992, all in glassines, some duplication, NH, Very Fine, fair amount of face present. 150

5087 **   4       US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION 1940s/80s.  hundreds of various plate blocks, blocks of four, strips 
etc., from 1940s/80s, NH and F-VF, high face value 120

U.S. POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTIONS
5088 *  6        EXTENSIVE POSTAL CARD ACCUMULATION.  over 31,000 cards in total, beginning with UX7 and 

continuing through UX627 (the vast majority are to about UX177), as well as UXC1-26 and a few Canal 
Zone postal cards, nearly all are mint or unused, note better items including UX7 mint (26), UX10 
mint (18), and other better USPCC-listed varieties, every card has been meticulously catalogued and 
inventoried by the owner (inventory available upon request), duplication to 1,200+ but most under 300, 
generally F-VF, perfect for the postal card specialist or dealer, 2015 USPCC value $39,600+ 3250

5089   6        SPECIALIZED USED POSTAL CARD COLLECTION.   total of 14,800+ used postal cards, beginning 
with UX3 and continuing through UX646 (also some UXCs and UZs), includes better items in the $5-20 
range, mixture of postal uses and FDCs, duplication ranging from a handful to several hundred of each 
issue, the entire collection has been catalogued and inventoried by the owner (inventory available upon 
request), perfect for the postal card specialist or postal stationery dealer, 2015 USPCC value $12,600+ 1000

5090 *          US POSTAL REPLY CARD ACCUMULATION.  total of 3,750+ mint and unused postal reply cards, all 
unfolded, beginning with UY4 and continuing through UY40, cata, mixture of postal uses and FDCs, the 
entire collection has been catalogued and inventoried by the owner (inventory available upon request), 
perfect for the postal reply card specialist or postal stationery dealer, 2015 USPCC value $12,400+ 1000

5091 *          SPECIALIZED MINT AND UNUSED POSTAL REPLY CARD COLLECTION.   total of 1,800+ postal 
reply cards, all folded, beginning with UY1 and continuing through UY40, includes better items such as 
UY1 sep. 1 (15), UY1 sep. 2 (7), UY1 sep. 4 (3), UY1 sep. 5 (5), UY1 sep. 6 (4), UY5 sep. 1 (1), UY6 sep. 
3 (1), and others, the entire collection has been catalogued and inventoried by the owner (inventory 
available upon request), perfect for the postal reply card specialist or postal stationery dealer, 2015 
USPCC value $7,050+ 600

5092   6        SPECIALIZED USED POSTAL REPLY CARD COLLECTION.   total of 2,950+ postal reply cards, 
beginning with UY1 and continuing through UY41, includes better items in the $20-45 range, mixture of 
postal uses and FDCs, the entire collection has been catalogued and inventoried by the owner (inventory 
available upon request), perfect for the postal reply card specialist or postal stationery dealer, 2015 
USPCC value $5,300+ 450

5093   6        1000+ 1870s/1960s U.S. POSTAL CARDS ASSORTMENT. nice variety of postmarks plus advertising, 
uprated, postage due (foreign and domestic), special delivery, censored, air mail, territorial, etc., usual 
mixed condition but generally Fine, well worth a close look. 250

5094   6        SEVERAL HUNDRED POSTAL STATIONERY ENTIRES.  ranging from Nesbits to modern but mostly 
pre-1930; great variety of markings and usages; mostly letter size, commercial and personal, advertising, 
illegals, lettersheets, a few later mint and a few officials; typical mixed condition but generally Fine; must 
see to appreciate. 200

5095 *          MINT POSTAL STATIONERY ACCUMULATION. 100s of virtually all post-1950s mint postal cards and 
envelopes, generally F-VF; Face Value about $400 100

5096 *          US MINT POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTION IN ELBE GOVERNOR ALBUMS.  mostly ranging 
from the 1930s/90s, no great rarities but a decent amount of cut squares, envelopes, postal cards, and 
aerogrammes, the bulk of the value in in the albums which retail for $500+, generally F-VF 75

5097   6        MINT AND USED POSTAL STATIONERY ACCUMULATION.   envelopes, postal cards, and 
aerogrammes from about the 1950s to 1990s, mostly mint or FDCs but a few postal uses mixed in, 
generally F-VF, Face Value $250+ 75

U.S. REVENUE COLLECTIONS
5098 */(*)/ 

**          

U.S. FEDERAL DUCK COLLECTION, 1934-2001,  near complete in two special albums, on pages with 
history of each issue and artist, all are  NH except: RW1, thin; RW3 without gum; RW4 disturbed o.g.; RW5, 
thin; RW8 disturbed o.g.,  generally Very Fine or better. all extremely fresh. (Scott $4945). 600

5099 */(*)/ 
**          

U.S. FEDERAL DUCK COLLECTION, 1934-2007,   mostly complete and only lacking couple later 
souvenir sheet varieties, most earlier issues without gum and catalog as such, earlier mid issues lightly 
hinged, later issues NH, RW5 lightly signed, a few other duplicates signed, generally Very Fine although 
expect some unseen faults. (Scott $3,600). (see online scans). 600

5100  3         U.S. FEDERAL DUCK COLLECTION, 1934-85,   complete, less RW50, mostly signed, couple earlier 
appear unused and unsigned, all bright and fresh, attractive Very Fine collection. (Scott  $1,355). (see 
online scans) 290
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5101   6        FEDERAL DUCK STAMPS ON LICENSE, 1936/80. several hundred in glassine folders or loose, circa 
1936/80, all on state licenses, many with appropriate State issues, including many with additional fishing 
stamps, various states, note some pre stamp issues, circa 1912 onward, usual mixed condition and expect 
some filefolds, etc. generally F-VF;  a very unusual group, sure to please the specialist. 200

5102  3         US DOCUMENTARY STAMP ACCUMULATION.  several hundred type of 1940 documentary revenues, 
all cut from documents and still on piece, most without overprints but some Series of 1947, 1949, 1950, 
and 1953, a mixture of manuscript cancels and dated handstamps, mainly lower values but note 20 $30 
stamps, 3 $50 stamps, 9 $100 stamps, and 1 $500 stamp, generally F-VF 100

5103 */**          ECLECTIC REVENUE COLLECTION,   neatly mounted on specialty pages, includes: Documentary, 
better include: R644-5 (NH), R673-8 (NH): Stock Transfer: RD323-7 (NH);   Firearms RY3, large 
assortment of Wines (Series of 1941); extensive group of 1941 Playing cards with various company 
overprints; Snuff series of 1953, also includes Porto-Rico Rectified Spirits (16 different), an extremely fresh 
and attractive group. 100

5104 3          FIRST ISSUE REVENUE ACCUMULATION,   several hundred, mostly perforated issues sorted by 
denomination, most in useful quantities, unchecked for varieties, generally Fine or better, also includes 
small amount of other revenues include 2nd Issue, 3rd issue "Consular fee" stamps, note RK2 (4, cat. 
$480), also small group of 19th century foreign revenues, couple interesting covers, etc. 90

5105 * 3         US REVENUE COLLECTION 1862/1941.  on Scott album pages, a BOB collection of which the vast 
majority of the value is in the revenue section, begins with a nice selection of 1st issue perforated stamps, 
continues through the types of 1940, mostly common stamps but a few with $10+ catalogue value, 
generally F-VF 50

5106  3         THOUSANDS OF PRECANCELS.  Bureaus and locals on pages, in cigar boxes and glassines and loose, 
a few perfins and foreign precancels and a 1998 Edition of the PSS Town and Type catalog; generally 
Fine; if you can read between the lines, this is the lot for you! 200

5107  3         LOTS OF PRECANCELS,  including mounted bureau collections with a couple thousand stamps, empty 
SCPC California T&T album pages and sparse Ohio T&T album pages.  Stockbook, stock pages, mounted 
pages and loose with a few thousand locals and bureaus. Generally F. 100

5108   6        500+ PRECANCEL and PERFIN COVERS. Mostly 1920's to 1950's with some some earlier, Precancels 
include locals and bureaus, some stationery and postage dues, Perfin covers with and without corner 
cards, appears mostly legal size commercial covers but some letter size, over-size and postcards, usual 
mixed condition but generally Fine; must see to appreciate 100

5109   6        PRECANCELED POSTAL STATIONERY ENTIRES.   450+ envelopes with some duplication, mostly 
legal size and most with corner cards, two different Ann Arbor, MI local types and one from Livingston, 
TX, generally Fine. 75

UNITED STATES GROUPS AND ASSORTMENTS
5110 */**          HIGH GRADE DEALERS BLACK STOCKCARD LOT,  several hundreds, neatly mounted on individual 

stockcards, and well described, all graded and priced accordingly, many NH, from Columbians to about 
1940, all set and ready to be sold, ideal for new dealer looking for all the "bread and butter" issues, all sound and 
ranging from F-VF to EF,  issues, owners approx. catalog value well over $60,000 10000

5111 */** 3 BETTER US STOCKBOOK.   neat little stockbook loaded with better grade material from a dealer who 
knows what he is doing, all very fresh and attractive, usual small amount of mixed condition but majority 
well centered and readily saleable, note (mint unless noted otherwise): 9 (2, used), 65 (green cancel), 
89, 115 (used), 117 (red cancel), 189-90, 209b (used, PSE certificate), 547,569-70 (NH blocks of 4), 591 
(NH),  C13, PSE certificate,  etc., generally fresh and F-VF or better, owners catalog of over $21,000. 3600

5112 */** 3  

4       

PREMIUM UNITED STATES STOCKBOOK.   stockbook containing several hundred mint and used 
stamps and blocks, only a few used items throughout, note items such as Columbians through 239, small 
group of regular issue and revenue proofs, many W/F issues, 330 mint block of 4, 570 NH block of 4, 571 
NH (3), C1 mint block of 4, C4 NH (2), C6 NH, O3 NH, some imperg and misperf coils, small collection 
of Federal Ducks (Face Value $445+), condition ranging from F-VF, many items in the $25-100 range 
and total catalogue value in excess of $16,000, perfect for the internet or show dealer, see online scans 1200

5113 **   4       US MINT SHEETS ASSORTMENT. primarily 29c/44c (mostly 32c/37c) period with a few odd values, 
some minor duplication and a handful of sheets with some light margin bends or slight separations, NH 
or self-adhesive, generally fresh and F-VF; Face Value $1,700+ 750

5114 **          US BOOKLET AND PANE ASSORTMENT.  mostly 22c/42c period, nearly all complete booklets and 
individual panes, some airmails and odd values, minor duplication, NH or self-adhesive, generally F-VF; 
Face Value $1,600+ 700
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5115 */** 3         US BALANCE with BONUSES. four starter collections in albums, two stock books, a folder and large 
glassine envelope of misc material (good amount of "postage" and more recent on paper commems and 
definitives) plus nine empty Lindner 18-ring binders with slip case and group of misc mostly common 
foreign stamps, sifting through the US  material note some premium 1920s/30s mint issues (many 
NH) and incl 735 signed by James Farley, C2-3 mint, C18 mint (2), among the albums note 113-18 
used, assorted used Banknotes to 30c, 296-97 mint, 330 mint,1910s/30s mint commems (some NH), 
commems highly complete 1940s/mid-1990s plus 1980s/90s definitives incl some high values, C4-6 mint, 
in stock books note assortment of used Banknotes to 30c, 400 NH, 614-21 mint group with some minor 
duplication, etc., usual mixed condition incl numerous pre-1930s regums, VG-VF, inspection a must 650

5116 */
(*)/** 

3  4       

US BALANCE.  group of 24 singles + four blocks of 4, used highlights include Used 30A, 36, 72, 2c/24c 
1869 Pictorials, 293, 312; Mint or Unused 228, 276, 238, 242, 291-92, 524, C13, C16, etc., usual mixed 
condition, generally F-VF; a high catalogue value group needing close examination (see online scans) 600

5117 **   4       US MINT BLOCK ASSORTMENT.   mostly 25c/Forever period, some higher value airmails, minor 
duplication, mostly blocks of 4 (some plate blocks), some singles, NH or self-adhesive, mostly VF; Face 
Value $1,400+ (Forever stamps calculated at 47c) 500

5118 **          EARLY MINT SHEET GROUP.  excellent NH assortment of 2¢ Reds, early 3¢ Commemoratives and 
Overrun Countries complete, incl. Scott 649-50, 657, 680, 681-3, 688 (2), 690, 702 (2), 703 (3), 716 (2), 
717, 718-19, 733, 736, 737 (2), 852 (3), 853, 894, 904, 909-21 and 922-3, fresh and generally F-VF 500

5119 **          US BOOKLET AND PANE ASSORTMENT.  mostly covering the 13c/Forever period but some low and 
high values, primarily complete booklets but some loose panes, minor duplication, NH or self-adhesive, 
generally F-VF; Face Value $1,250+ (Forever stamps calculated at 47c) 500

5120  3         19th CENTURY BALANCE (12/278),  nine different, all with small faults/faults, including alterations, 
filled thins, etc. includes: 12 (rebacked and painted in), 14 (altered to appear as 16), 27 (probably 
reperfed),  38, 75, 101, 261A, 263, & 278, many Fine appearing. (Scott $9,750). (see online scans). 475

5121 **          US MINT STAMP ACCUMULATION.   an eclectic mixture of stamps, ranging from about 6c/42c 
with everything in between, includes complete sheets, blocks, and singles, some souvenir sheets with 
moderate duplication, a useful assortment of postage, all NH or self-adhesive, generally F-VF; Face Value 
$850 (non-denominated stamps not counted) 375

5122 */**          US 32c/39c PERIOD ASSORTMENT. commem and definitive singles, blocks, mini-sheets, S/S, some 
high values and booklet panes, etc. in two albums with some duplication, nearly all NH or self-adhesive, 
mostly VF; Face Value $750+ 350

5123 */** 3         U.S. BETTER ISSUES GROUP.  includes 9 used (3), 18 used (2), 68-69 used, 71 used (2), 76a used, 77 used, 
92 used, 97 used (2), 149 used (2), 152-53 used, 155 used, 218 used, 302-05 mint (2 each), 328-30 mint, etc., 
usual mixed condition and centering generally in the VG, VG-Fine and Fine realm (see online scans) 300

5124 **          US MINT GROUP. generally 1980s/90s singles and sheets mostly in PO year sets or various 
commemorative editions, some in stock book or in mounts on pages, few duplicates, 1986 Ameripex S/S 
(25 sets in envelopes), NH or self-adhesive, bonus of some PO date of issue ceremony programs with full 
sheets cancelled by date of issue postmarks plus dozens of empty PO Year set folders and assorted PO 
souvenirs, mostly VF; Face Value $650+ 300

5125 */** 3         US DEALER BALANCE + BONUS.  about a dozen albums, mostly sparsely filled, a smattering of classics 
but what's there are mostly more modern issues, also included are a few albums of souvenir pages and 
FDCs, several albums of UN and a nice selection of Canada, even if there's no gems there's a decent 
amount of postage, generally VG-VF, view to see if this lot is for you. 200

5126 **          US BOOKLET PANES GROUP. 1960s/90s complete booklets, mostly $5, $5.80 booklets with some 
minor duplication, generally fresh and F-VF; Face Value $475+ 200

5127 * 3 6        U.S. POSTAGE DUE BALANCE COLLECTION, STAMPS/COVERS (J1/J20)  useful balance of first 
design Postage Dues on pages, used includes: J1-7 complete, J1 block of 4,  J16, J18-20; twelve covers: 
mostly domestic usages with various rates and aux. markings, note 10c (J5, J19) on incoming covers 
from Sweden, 2c (J16) questionably bisected, etc., generally Fine or better, covers mixed condition, an 
interesting group. (Stamps catalog $480).   200

5128 **          US MINT BOOKLET PANES GROUP. mostly 32c/42c period (mostly 37c) with some minor duplication, 
NH or self-adhesive, generally fresh and F-VF; Face Value $350 150

5129   6        ECLECTIC ESTATE BALANCE,   eight different items, all interesting and esoteric: "WAR OVER" 
8/15/45 "The Call Bulletin" (San Francisco) complete newspaper; Prexy cover to Gen. MacArthur paying 
65c newspaper rate; used U198 entire with Wells Fargo printed frank; O60, O64, on cover with bad PF 
certificate; two large sized unused multicolored cards of Jamestown Expo; 1c (219) used on overall scenic 
view of Cotton States Expo.; 3/19/25 Worden cacheted FDC with all 1½c issues, interesting group. 150

5130 */** 3         UNITED STATES DEALER STOCKBOOK 1857/1985.  begins with a handful of classics but picks up in 
the 1920s, high degree of completion through the Transportation coils, most early stamps are used and 
some have serious condition issues, from WWII onwards a mixture of mint and used (most mint are NH), 
a significant amount of postage, generally VG-VF, dealer's retail value well above $3,000 100
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5131 **   4       1940s ISSUES FULL SHEETS ASSORTMENT. approx 145 sheets (20 different), NH, some with bits of 
selvage missing, also includes C76 sheets (3), F-VF; Face Value $225+ 100

5132 */** US ASSORTMENT. includes 1987-89 PO year sets (plus some 1974/2001 year set folders/ books without 
stamps), "postage" incl 50c-$5 Americana plate blocks, $5 Washington &  Jackson plate block, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF 100

5133 */(*) 3         SPECIALIZED PHILIPPINES COLLECTION, well over 100 singles, pairs on album pages, somewhat 
specialized, includes 19th century lottery cut squares (14), 1909-14 issues color/cancel study (55), 1910-
20 series with various National Bank overprints (51), several revenues, Post Office seals (16), etc, eclectic 
and unusual, sure to please the specialist.    90

5134 */** 3         US CONSIGNOR BALANCE,   tidy but useful balance of mid-20th century issues in glassines, dealer 
cards, etc, note: Prexie coil pairs, Overrun Nations in name blocks, approx. 60 "Sipex" SS's (NH), bag of 
mint dues in multiples (NH), later Airmails, many plate blocks, FDC's, etc., worthwhile balance. 80

5135 * 3 6        US BALANCE. most value in generally post-1980s covers with slogan postmarks of numerous topics, also 
includes box of 1960s/80s space covers incl Mercury, Apollo, Skylab, satellites, etc., handful of early 20th 
century covers, some California real photo postcards, also includes couple small boxes filled with used 
US stamps in glassines filed in Scott order and a couple of starter collections also noting some foreign 
stamps added in, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 75

5136 */**  6 

4       

US COLLECTION BALANCE.   a small collection of plate blocks from the 1950s/70s, small topical 
collections of Olympics and NYC, airline first flights from the 1980s, and other miscellany, generally 
F-VF, Face Value of mint postage $140+ 70

UNITED STATES ACCUMULATIONS
5137  3         19th CENTURY BANKNOTE ISSUES AND OTHERS TO 15c IN LARGE QUANTITIES,  small box of 

neatly sorted pages, various issues in large quantities, issues include: 3c (26, several 100), 1c (63, approx. 
200), 3c (65, several hundred), 10c (68, few hundred), 2c (73, well over 400), 2c (93, approx. 35), 3c (94, 
approx. 200), 3c (114, about 500), 6c (148, over 300). 1c (156, well over 500), 2c (157, near 400), 6c (159, 
near 300), 1c (182, over 400), 2c (183, well over 1,000), 6c (186, about 300), 15c (189, about 300), 1c 
(212, well over 500), condition varies, noted fancy cancels include NYFM, excellent assortment for specialist 
collector, extremely high cat value present, inspection a must. (Scott approx. $100,000). 2000

5138    */**    3 US DEALER STOCK/ACCUMULATION,  few hundred #102 cards with various issues, majority are NH 
or o.g., scattering of used, some cards with mixed issues and will have to be looked at closely, lot also includes small 
collection on Lighthouse pages, several black stockcards with interesting and higher grade issues, note: 
nice used assortment 1851-7 issues to 30c; 1869 issues to 30c with duplication including 10-15c issues; 
Columbians to $1, o.g./unused; Omaha to 50c in quantities; excellent groups of Washington-Franklin 
issues, much NH; 1c AEF booklet with back cover (faulty); 630 SS (x3); C5 FDC; large assortment of 
Ducks include RW1-2 in quantities; etc., mixed condition ranging from faulty to Very Fine or better, much 
hidden value and will require close examination.  2000

5139 */**          US MINT SHEET AND BLOCK ACCUMULATION.   a sprawling assortment of mint sheets, partial 
sheets, blocks, etc., housed in mint sheet folders, envelopes, and stockbooks, primarily from the 10c/20c 
period but much earlier and later, moderate to heavy duplication throughout, apparently all NH but 
some sheets and blocks are sticking together (not counted), generally F-VF, Face Value $4,000+ 2000

5140 **          US MINT SHEET ACCUMULATION.  housed in 15 mint sheet files, the vast majority ranging from the 
13c/37c periods, apparently all NH or self-adhesive, F-VF, Face Value $3,000+ 1500

5141 */**          POSTAL COMMEMORATIVE SOCIETY, PREMIUM ISSUE FOLDERS,  35 deluxe folders offered to 
their better customers, all with better issues, sealed in mounts with historical information about the issue, 
all  are mint except: 2, 113-4, 116-7, condition is not available unless removed from folders, includes: 2 (used), 
73, 113-4 (used), 116-17 (used), 219/26, 230-37 (2), 238-40, 241, 242, 279/84, 285-90 (2), 291, 293, 294-
99 (2), 300-08, 323-7 (3), 328-30 (2), 397-400,  551-71, 630, 658-79, 803-34, 2561a, C1-3, C4-6,  C18 (2), 
E1 (3), Q1-9, CSA 8, condition (centering only) runs from about Fine to near very Fine, close inspection is 
needed, rolling the dice on this one could prove rewarding. (Scott $15,000+). 1250

5142 **          18c, 20c, AND 22c ACCUMULATION.   singles, blocks and sheets, very nearly all 18c, 20c, or 22c, 
apparently all NH, F-VF, Face Value $1,900+ 900

5143 */**          U.S. BOOKLET & BOOKLET PANE ACCUMULATION, a small box crammed full of panes, each 
carefully and identified in individual glassines with some better position pieces, better incl: 319g (2), 
319h (missing top selvage), 331a pos B, 332a (2), 374a, 375a (3), 405b, 406a, BK42 (2), BK54, BK56, 
BK66 (2), BK75, C10a booklet, C10a, plus some dummy and postal insurance booklets, generally F-VF, 
view to appreciate. 900

5144 **          US BOOKLET, BLOCK AND SHEET ACCUMULATION.  dozens of booklets (some complete, some 
missing panes), miscellaneous blocks on stock pages, and sheets and blocks (mostly 33c/42c), apparently 
all NH or self-adhesive, F-VF, Face Value $1,700+ 850
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5145 **          US 29c/37c FACE VALUE ACCUMULATION.  singles, blocks and sheets, nearly all from the 29c/37c 
peroids, apparently all NH or self adhesive, F-VF, Face Value $1,300+ 650

5146 **          US 3c/15c FACE VALUE ACCUMULATION.  singles, blocks, and sheets ranging mostly from the 3c/15c 
periods, but some higher values, apparently all NH, F-VF, Face Value $1,350+ 600

5147 **          US MINT SHEET ACCUMULATION.   the vast majority in the 29c/Forever period, many in their 
original USPS shrinkwrap, light duplication throughout, apparently all NH or self-adhesive, F-VF, Face 
Value $1,150+ (Forever stamps counted at 49c) 550

5148 **   4       US FACE VALUE ACCUMULATION.  housed in 8 albums and a stockbook, ranging from about the 
1940s/90s, consisting of singles, plate blocks, booklet panes, etc, very nearly all NH, generally F-VF, Face 
Value $1,300+ 500

5149 **          US 11c/FOREVER MINT SHEET ACCUMULATION.  the vast majority 11c/Forever but a few lower 
values, light duplication, many useful values in the 29c/33c range, all NH, generally F-VF, Face Value 
$1,050+ 500

5150 */
(*)/** 

3  4       

ECLECTIC ESTATE BALANCE.  about 84 different on black stock pages, mostly 19th century, includes 
Used 22, 32, 67, 91, 277 (x2),  several better Newspaper stamps including PR80 (with certificate),  better 
1st issue revenues, RD309, CSA 5c (4) block of 4, Unused or o.g.   4P3, 23, 25, 39,  69, 73, 116, 238, 
656 plate block, small group of Washington-Franklin coils (many appearing legitimate), E1,  etc., usual 
mixed condition, generally F-VF; signigficant catalog value here and close inspection suggested. 500

5151 */** 3  

4       

US MINT AND USED ACCUMULATION.   large accumulation with over 30 stockbooks, albums, 
collection remainders, and various others, highlights include a stockbook containing US plate blocks, US 
possessions including mint and used CZ, Hawaii, Philippines, etc., set of Famous Americans plate blocks, 
hundreds of dollars in mint postage, mint and used W/F, postage dues, Federal Ducks, E3 mint, 531 
plate blocks, revenues, coil pairs, and many other useful items, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 500

5152 */** 3         VARIED UNITED STATES ACCUMULATION.  misc. group of 19th and 20th Century mint and used 
in a box, incl. used Scott #64b, 165, 190, 276, 276A, 300-11, 345 pairs, 578-9, 669-78, selection of J1/44, 
O29, O100, plus other Officials and BOB, mint incl. 285, 290, 298, 402, E7 all NH, 402-3, J22//101 (some 
NH), O81, O88, O92, few Confederate, some duplication, condition varies, owner's Scott $7,000+ 500

5153 **          COIL ACCUMULATION, 1920-1950 AND LATER,   mostly in part rolls, nothing scarce but large 
quantities, completely unorganized and in need of effort, owner approx. catalog value $3,900, ideal for 
bourse or ebay dealer. 500

5154 */**          US MINT ACCUMULATION 1975/2000.  assortment of stamps, plate blocks, and sheets, apparently 
all NH with the exception of a small group of sheets that were unstuck (still usable), items are in a 
stockbook, mint sheet file, album, glassines, and plastic sleeves, generally F-VF, Face Value $1,100+ 450

5155 **   4       US 13c/FOREVER FACE VALUE ACCUMULATION.  mostly blocks and coils, ranging from about 13c 
to Forever stamps but some higher and lower values, all apparently NH or self-adhesive, generally F-VF, 
Face Value $1,100+ (Forever stamps calculated at 49c) 450

5156 **          US MINT ACCUMULATION.  1920s/80s mix of 2c/22c singles, blocks, and sheets, mostly NH but some 
damaged stamps not counted as postage, VG-VF, Face Value $900+ 400

5157 */**   4       US MINT ACCUMULATION.  group of mostly 3¢ sheets and other misc. items, incl. complete Overrun 
Countries Flag sheets w/extra Luxembourg and Korea, Yorktown, Red Cross, Arbor Day, plus Parks perf 
and imperf blocks of four, Farley souvenir sheets etc., generally F-VF, sheets only face value $300+, worth 
inspection 400

5158 */**          US MINT AND USED ACCUMULATION.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in a small carton with 
stamps and souvenir sheets on album pages, stock pages and cards, glassines etc., better BOB incl. Scott 
#J1-3 mint, J21, Officials, Parcel Post set, Airmail, etc., condition varies 400

5159 **   4       US MINT ACCUMULATION.  an assortment of coils, sheets, souvenir sheets, and plate blocks, ranging 
from about the 6c/Forever eras (along with some higer values), moderate duplications of some issues, 
all apparently NH or self adhesive, generally F-VF, Face Value $950+ 400

5160 **          USPS COMMEMORATIVE YEARBOOK ACCUMULATION.   includes commemorative yearbooks 
1992/2001, commemorative year sets going back to about 1972, as well as various other commemorative 
books published by the USPS (mostly WWII commemoratives), some books with no stamps but the 
majority either have stamps mounted or unopened packets, generally F-VF, Face Value $900+ 400

5161 */** 3 

6        

US FACE VALUE ACCUMULATION + BALANCE.  sizable collection of plate blocks (1930s/70s) and 
other blocks (mostly irregular sizes), some more modern issues as well, very nearly all NH, also a balance 
that includes a smattering of FDCs, postal cards, used stamps, and other philatelic miscellany, appears 
the collector stopped in the early 1970s, generally F-VF, viewing a necessity, Face Value $670+ 350

5162 **          US COIL ACCUMULATION.  ranging from the Transportation coils through 2013, heavy duplication 
for most issues, sorted by Scott number in glassines, mostly in strips of 5, all apparently NH, generally 
F-VF, Face Value $950+ (including $270+ in non-denominated issues) 350
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5163 */**   4       US FACE VALUE DEALER BALANCE.  an eclectic mixture of stamps ranging from the 2c period to the 21st 
century, includes several albums and stock pages of mint stamps, as well as full sheets, souvenir sheets including 
731 (5), 735 (10), 750 (1), and 26 sets of the Bicentennial sheets, plus a large amount of singles and blocks from 
all eras, mint stamps a mix of NH and hinged, generally F-VF, viewing a necessity, Face Value $700+ 300

5164  3         19th CENTURY, HIGH VALUE CONSIGNOR BALANCE, several hundred used singles neatly organized 
in two stock books with most issues somewhat heavy duplication, highlights include 10/11 (27, includes 
pairs and strip of three), 26 (41 incl shades), 114 (12), various 10c Banknotes (27), 216 (21), 222 (21), 
224 (6), 225 (31), 226 (18), 233 (15), 236 (81), 237 (6), 289 (63), 298 (59), various 1st issue Bureaus to 
10c in similar quantities, F1 (10), also includes a small group of early revenues (also note several pages 
foreign revenues), a small bit of US face in presentation folder, generally fresh, clean and attractive, an 
overall Fine and useful group for the mail order or ebay dealer. 200

5165 **          MINT SHEET ACCUMULATION.  mostly 3c issues of the 1930s/50s but some 1c/5c of the same period 
noted, all apparently NH, generally F-VF, Face Value $500+ 200

5166 **          RECENT US BOOKLET ACCUMULATION, (BK115/BK234),   over one hundred mostly different 
complete booklets, NH, F-VF; approx. $400 face value, also includes glass paperweight from Columbian 
Expo. (Machinery & Transportation Bldg.). (Scott $1,100). 180

5167 **          US YEAR SETS 1970s/2000s.  contains year sets and promotional albums from the 1970s to 2008, most 
still in original packaging, Very Fine, Face Value $550+ 180

5168 */(*) 3         DEALER STOCKBOOK, 1851-1921,   several hundred, neatly aranged by issue, mostly used but good 
mix of o.g. present, especially on later issues, of note: Banknote issues, Columbians in various quantities 
to 15c, small Banknotes to 10c, Omaha in various quantities to 10c, Pan-American in quantities , several 
complete sets, 1902 issue to 15c, at least 3 sets Louisiana Purchase, 330 (3), Pan-Pacific to 10c, good 
Washington-Franklin issues including coils and coil pairs, mixed condition, a close look is suggested. 150

5169 */** 3 

6        

US MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTION BALANCE.   a truly random assortment of material, including 
dozens of stamps on dealer cards (with prices ranging from $1-75+), a handful of common FDCs, several 
albums with primarily common issues, and more, most appears to be run-of-the-mill material but there is the 
potential for better discoveries to be made, generally F-VF, a careful and thorough viewing is recommended 150

5170    4       1976 IPSA (INDEPENDENT POSTAL SERVICE OF AMERICA) WHOLESALE GROUP.  85 partial sheets of 40 
(NH, face value $3,570) including the "0c" Protest stamp and issues featuring famous social pioneers and inventors 
such as Elihu Burritt (started the 1c Ocean Postage), Paul Julius Reuter (founder of Reuter's News Service), Galileo 
Galilei, Susan B. Anthony, and Charles Lindbergh, these private locals were issued as a plea to the American people 
by Thomas Murray, founder of the Independent Postal System of America, to stop litigation and legislation by "Big 
Government" and the Postal Union to shut him down, this was the last effort from this little postal carrier to appeal 
to the American people to write to their congressmen to protest this government monopoly. 150

5171           US MYSTERY BOX 100
5172 */** 3         US COLLECTION BALANCE.  an assortment including everything from postal stationery to FDCs to 

a stockbook of BOB, assorted Newspaper issues, a small album of souvenir cards from stamp shows, an 
ecclectic mix, generally F-VF, Face Value $150+ 80

5173 */** 3 

6        

US COLLECTION BALANCE.  includes several empty albums (including two unused Scott Nationals), 
a few dozen FDCs from the 1980s, a handful of 1970s mint sets, a box of glassines with mint and used 
stamps from the 1930s to present, a random accumulation, which at the very least has a bit of postage in 
it, generally VG-VF, view to see if this lot is for you 50

UNITED STATES STOCKS
5174 */**   4       BETTER US PLATE BLOCK DEALER STOCK.  three small stock books with individually priced plate 

blocks, jam-packed with better items including 225, 232, 370, 379, 424, 425, 426, 513, 528, 528A, 537, 
540, 647, 715, and RW36, a few of the early blocks are hinged but the majority are NH, generally F-VF, an 
exceptional stock with many premium blocks, see online scans (owner's Scott value $25,701) 3750

5175 */** 3  

4       

US DEALER'S STOCK,  bourse dealers stock, offered intact as received, on dealer pages in 19 three 
ring binders + 2 small boxes and several mint sheet files, circa 1851-1970, much duplication, both mint 
and used, very mixed condition on earlier issues to 1900, nice run of 2c "reds", Parks, Army-Navy, Famous 
Americans, all better than usual centering and with potential of receiving higher grades, also includes 
back-of-book including Special delivery, Officials, Dues, Revenues, Ducks, Match/Medicine, CSA, good 
later face value in sheets and larger multiples, huge catalogue value present, our estimate is extremely conservative 
and lot is in need of close scrutiny. 2500

5176 **   4       OLD TIME IMPERF ISSUES, DEALER HOARD, (342/611),   multiples of part sheets in quantities, some 
with plate blocks , all NH, includes: 343, 482, 576, 611, Extremely Fine, owner catalog close to $10,000. 1500

5177 **   4       MASSIVE US PLATE BLOCK DEALER STOCK 1920s/2010s.  housed on #107 cards in 9 red file boxes, begins 
with a handful of 1920s issues but picks up in the 1930s, many thousands of plate blocks with light duplication 
throughout, also includes BOB, apparently all NH, generally F-VF, an enormous catalogue and face value 1300
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5178 */**          US MINT BLOCK AND COIL STOCK.   ranging from the 3c to Forever periods, arranged by Scott 
number in glassines, a large number of 3c plate blocks (heavy duplication), from the Americana series 
on mostly blocks of 4 but some singles, coils ranging from the Prexies to the Transportation series, some 
stamps have toning or damaged gum but nearly all are NH, generally F-VF, Face Value $2,500+ 1200

5179 */
(*)/** 

3         

HUGE DEALER STOCK BOOK ACCUMULATION, ten stock books of mostly US, from classics to mid-
1940, loosely organized with much duplication between the books, useful run of classics in most books in 
need of close examination, Washington-Franklin issues, mint 369, several mint C18, etc., expect usual mixed 
condition, generally F-VF, fair amount of catalog value present, excellent opportunity for specialist or dealer. 800

5180 */**   4       U.S. DEALER STOCKBOOK,  several hundred in useful quantities, mostly o.g., many later NH, 19th 
century mostly used, highlights: 72 (mint), 95, 96, 116, 155, all used, 210, 211, both mint, Columbians 
to 30c, mixed but mostly mint, Pan-American, at least three mint sets, mint 323-27, 326 pair (NH), 
mint Pan-Pacifics to 10c, with duplication, good Washington-Franklin issues, mostly mint, many NH 
include coils (mostly Rotary) and NH, 597-606 in quantities (including line pairs), all NH, 614-21 in NH 
quantities, 692-701 in quantities (at least 2 sets), 704-15 in quantities (4 sets), etc, an excellent stock for 
bourse or ebay dealer, generally very fresh and attractive inventory. 600

5181 */** 3         US DEALER BALANCE.  about a dozen albums and stock books with mint and used US material, as well 
as several boxes of glassines with a significant amount of postage, note C10 booklet, generally F-VF, Face 
Value into 4-figures 500

5182 **   4       US 6c/29c PLATE BLOCK DEALER STOCK.  sorted by Scott number in glassines, apparently all NH, 
generally F-VF, Face Value $1,000+ 400

5183 */**          US BACK OF BOOK DEALER STOCK   including B1/4, C7/134, CE1-2, E15/22, J80/104, and 
O127/148, light to heavy duplication for most issues, arranged in glassines by Scott number, nearly all 
are apparently NH, generally F-VF, Face Value well into the 1000's 300

5184 */**          US MINT STOCK 1909/58  sparse on the early issues, some W/F, completeness picks up around 680 
and continues through 1117, early stamps hinged or no gum, most stamps from the 1930s on are NH, 
moderate to heavy duplication for most issues, generally F-VF, dealer's retail $1,900+ 150

5185 **          DEALER US COILS STOCK BOOK (843/2529)   several hundred singles, pairs, line pairs etc, all neatly 
arranged in good sized stock book, mostly in useful quantities, excellent stock of transportation coils, 
NH, Very Fine; fair amount of face value present, unchecked for plate numbers, pre-cancels, color or 
tagging varieties, a useful stock. 150

5186 **          DEALER STOCKBOOKS. fresh and attractive stock between Scott #909/3080 neatly arranged in two 
good sized stock books, mostly commemoratives in useful quantities, also includes attractive group of 
later Airmails, again in useful quantities, all appear NH and Very Fine, fair amount of face value. 150

5187 **          TRANSPORTATION PLATE NUMBER COIL STRIPS, STOCK BOOK, (1898A/2609)  useful dealer 
stock aranged by Scott numbers in large stock book, many different plate numbers, both strips of 3 or 5, 
NH, Very Fine, useful for specialist of this series. 150

5188 */** 3         US DEALER STOCK BALANCE.   in small binders on individual sales pages, many priced from $5-80 
(pricing is optimistic at times), strong in the early 20th century, additionally a stockbook with a mixture 
of mint and used US, generally F-VF, close viewing could pay off 75

UNITED STATES FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTIONS
5189   6        QUALITY FIRST DAY COVER DEALER STOCK (551/ 938; C10/CE2),  2,450+ FDC in 5 oblong cover 

boxes plus small binder of SS's, all filed by Scott number, many different cachets, etc, generally Very Fine. 
terrific opportunity for dealer or collector; Owner catalog of $36,000+ 1500

5190   6        U.S. FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTION (551/720B; C7/E15), classic group of 62 First Day covers, note 
several better cachet makers present, includes: 551/576 combo, 553/582/598 combo, 558, 562, 603, 604, 
610 (2), 611, 612 (Nickles), 612, 614-16 (3 sets on covers, Nickles, 2 Ward), 614 block of four (Nickles), 
617-19 (3 sets on covers, one Nickles), 620-21 (2 sets on covers, one Nickles), 628, 629, 632 (Gorham), 
633 (Gorham), 642, 643 (Mauck), 646 (Klein), 647 (3), 647-48 (first C.W. Best), 647-48 set of two covers, 
651 (2), 655, 656 (M. Sanders), 671 (Herget), 682 (Beazell), 704-15 set of 12 (Gorham), 718-19 (Truby), 
720b pane of 6, C7-9 set of 3, C11 (Mauck), C11, C16, C21 (Max Caspers), C22 (Max Caspers), C21-22 
(2), E15, all Very Fine, ideal collection starter or enhancer (see online scans). 900

5191   6        A.C. ROESSLER FIRST DAY COVER BALANCE,  38 Roessler First Day covers, includes 614-16 (5 sets 
on covers, various cities), 620-21 set, 628 (2), 630 (2), 643, 647, 647-48, 649-50 set, 650, 649-50 (2 sets 
in blocks of 4), 654 (3), 656, 684, 687, 702 (5), 720b, 718, 733, C12 (4), C19 (single), all Very Fine; 
considerable retail value (see online scans) 900

5192   6        A.C. ROESSLER FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTION, 99 selected FDC's in cover album, mostly different, 
circa 1926-36, includes: 628, 629, 630, 644 (2), 646 (2), 647-8, 654 (3), 657, 681 (2), 684 (2), 685 (3), 686, 
688 (3), 689 (3), 690 (5), 703 (5), 710-15 (separate covers), 716 (6), 717 (2), 727 (2), 728, 729, 734 (2), 
Army-Navy (2 sets), C10, C11, C22, CE1, mostly Very Fine, useful and attractive collection of these covers 
from Roessler; significant retail value (see online scans). 500
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5193   6        US FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTION 1929/2011.  includes a handfull of 1930s commemorative issues 
including some National Parks, also note Famous Americans and Overrun Countries with  a high level of 
completion through about the 1990s but the vast majority are uncacheted or common cachets, mixture 
of addressed and unaddressed, hundreds of covers all of which have been meticulously catalogued by the 
collector, generally F-VF but with this many covers some condition issues, owner's catalogue value $3,350+ 400

5194   6        FIRST CACHET MAKERS FDC COLLECTION.  group of 30 covers, each sporting a cachet maker's 
first design, includes: 627 (Baxter), 643 (C.Lynn Wood), 630 (Otto Lampe), 643 (Gerow), 644 (Hunt), 
645 (Ganser, A. Bert), 651 (Emeigh, only 30 made), 651 (Shockley, Ioor, Plock), 702 (U.S.E.), 704-15 set 
singles plus full set (Y. Souren), 718 (Stanton), 725 (Grant), 726 (Anderson), 853 (Artcraft), all Very 
Fine, attractive and elusive selection (see online scans). 400

5195   6        E.C. WORDEN FIRST DAY COVER GROUP,  17 different FDC's + Bermuda first flight, all serviced by 
Worden, includes: 554, 555, 557, 560, 561, 564, 585, 586, 588, 589, 590, 615 (4/18/25 First  Flight to 
Bermuda), 622 (North Bend, O., only 500 serviced), 621, 628,C8, C9, all Very Fine. (Scott $1,790 + first 
flight). (see online scans).  300

5196   6        US AND UN MEDALLIC FIRST DAY COVERS.  85+ first day covers from the 1970s, mostly UN but two 
albums of US as well, each with a sterling silver medallion encased in plastic, VF, with the current price 
of silver there is a significant melt value here 200

5197   6        THOUSANDS OF FIRST DAY COVERS.  ranging from the 1930s to modern with a few earlier, mostly 
cacheted noting 18 1939 Baseball issue with variety of cachets, a few hand painted or colored, earlier 
mostly addressed, some unofficials, combinations and United Nations, generally Very Fine.  200

5198 **  6        US FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTION 1930s/90s + BONUS.  sprawling lot consisting primarily of an 
Artcraft collection from the 70s/90s, 500+ 22kt gold FDCs from the 70s and 80s, a handful of earlier FDCs, 
also includes such items as USPS yearbooks 1993-8, two albums of USPS souvenir cards, and other assorted 
miscellany, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended, consider the high shipping cost if purchasing this lot 100

5199   6        SIZABLE US FDC ACCUMULATION.  several thousand FDCs, the majority of which appear to be from 
the 1940s/80s, as well as various other commemorative covers, a small selection of space topical covers, 
appears to be all common material but with this much there's the chance of something better being 
tucked away, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 100

5200   6        US CACHETED FDC ACCUMULATION 1940s/2000s.  2,000+ covers, all cacheted and unaddressed, 
ranging from about 1947 to 2001, the majority are common cachets (Fleetwood, Artcraft) but many 
smaller cachet-makers as well, generally F-VF 100

5201   6        US & UN FIRST DAY COVER ACCUMULATION.  over 1,300 US FDCs from the 1930s/90s, mixed 
with and without cachets, mostly addressed, additionally over 3,700 UN FDCs, ranging from early issues 
through about the 1990s, mostly cacheted and unaddressed, generally F-VF 100

5202   6        ADDRESSED, UNCACHETED FDC ACCUMULATION 1930s/2000s.   many 100s of FDCs, ranging 
from approximately 1934 to 2002, nearly all are uncacheted but addressed, includes a complete set of 
Prexie FDCs including the dollar values, generally F-VF, perfect for add-on cachets 75

5203   6        FIRST DAY COVER ACCUMULATION.  many hundreds of covers, heavy emphasis on the 1940s/70s, 
mixture of addressed and unaddressed, as is typical there's a lot of Artcraft, but also some more interesting 
cachets (including a good number by Frederick H. Mandabach), in addition there are small collections 
of Great Britain, UN and Vanuatu FDCs, some event covers and space topicals, generally F-VF, could be 
more than meets the eye to this lot 75

5204   6        US CACHETED FDC ACCUMULATION 1930s/1980s.  appears to be more than 1,000 covers, nearly all 
of which are cacheted and addressed, mostly Artcraft and Fleetwood, generally F-VF 50

UNITED STATES POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS
5205   6        EXCEPTIONAL US POSTAL HISTORY BALANCE, group of 27 mostly 19th century better covers 

highlighted by 12c (17) diagonally bisected (from the Detroit find) tied by grid across bisect, some cover 
repairs; bold "Adams Express Co, Louisville, Ky 7/28/61" cds on cover front with 3c (26) pair; 5c (67) 
pair to Philadelphia, tied by blue Sonoma, Ca. cds; 24c (70a) on cover to England; 2c (146a) pair, one 
diagonally bisected to make 3c rate, tied across bisect; 12c (151) single on cover to New Brunswick; 24c 
(153) used with 3c to France; 24c (153) single on "busy" cover to Indian Ocean and then forwarded 
back to New Bedford, various forwarding markings and rates; CSA 10c (2e) four margin single with red 
Greensborough, NC cds; etc., expect usual cover/stamp small flaws/faults, many attractive, overall Fine 
group of covers, many impressive and scarce usages and offered intact as received by consignor. 3000

5206   6        TREMENDOUS ACCUMULATION OF 20TH CENTURY POSTAL HISTORY.  Thirteen cartons filled 
with a wide range of covers, mostly from 1900 to the late 1950's (some later); commercial and private, 
various rates and markings, destinations, DPOs, groups of Nebraska postmarks, a small amount of FDCs 
and military, usual mixed condition, a Fine lot offered intact as received and a great lot for breaking 
down and selling. 1500
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5207   6        A.C. ROESSLER SPECIAL EVENT COVER COLLECTION,   79 interesting or unusual Roessler 
cacheted special event or Airmail covers, including several "Winged Letter" cachet covers circa 1919-20, 
various Washington-Franklin issues; 1930 "Sir Thomas Lipton" cachet; 1928 Lindbergh cards/covers with 
various cachets; 1930 "Heinen Air Yacht" cachet; 1925 "Los Angles"  flight covers to Bermuda & Porto 
Rico; several Admiral Byrd South Pole covers; several attractive foreign covers include good Canada, 
Mexico, Haiti, George VI Coronation, etc, specialized and desirable collection from this cachet maker, generally 
Very Fine or better, plenty of retail potential (see online scans). 900

5208   6        US POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT  of 120 pieces that were all accumulated by a specialist for their 
unusual nature or usage; covers mainly the early to WWII period and has a great diversity of usages like 
earlier destinations include Korea, Burma, China, Malta, etc., territorial usages of Utah and Dakota, some 
really unusual postage due usages with the majority have stamps applied, several from better countries, 
several 1920’s commercial special delivery covers franked by large blocks of imperfs of the period and 
often with RPO cancels, zeppelin mail, 2nd issue air mail on special delivery cover, rocket mail, WWI and 
WWII, China station and others with commercial covers and a few from the marines, registered and so 
much more; a truly scarce holding of the type of specialist material often sought for re-sale or for the 
collector of the unusual (see online scans) 550

5209 6          US POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT,  well over 2,000 covers in two boxes, circa stampless to turn of 
century, nearly all from small to medium towns with strength in Mid-West and Western states, also notice 
good New England and Southern states, most probably many DPO's, some advertising, ephemera, etc., 
missing from lot are all the major cities, expect cover/stamp flaws/faults, overall extremely useful, ideal 
for town collector, in need of much research. 500

5210   6        19th and 20th CENTURY ACCUMULATION.   over 300 various covers incl. Classics, Bureau Issues, 
Commemoratives, Washington-Franklins, Airmail, early FDCs, postal stationary and cards, vintage 
postcards etc., also attractive 1932 Washington Bicentennial complete on Burnett multicolored FDC and 
other worthwhile items noted, condition varies but generally VG-VF, well worth inspection 400

5211   6        A.C. ROESSLER SPECIAL EVENT COVERS, 29 different, both US and Foreign, better include: 1919 
First Day of 6c Airmail rate, "Roessler "Wings" cachet; 1925 USS Patoka/ Shenandoah flight cover; 1925 
"Los Angles" flight to Puerto Rico (2 different); 1925 Seattle Washington/ Victoria BC Seaplane Mail 
cachet; 1927 "First Airmail Steamer to Shore, USS Leviathan Off Fire Island"; 1927 "US Navy Plane to 
USS Leviathan at Sea"; 1929 French Catapult Mail "Via Ile de France; 1930 "Shamrock" Sir Thomas 
Lipton cachet; 1931 Sudan Airmail cover to Texas; several interesting "Byrd” covers and cachets; couple 
Canada flight covers with Semi-official issues; C2 (3) with Roessler cachets (various), etc., generally Very 
Fine and quite attractive, useful selection from this popular cachet maker (see online scans). 400

5212 6          FIRST FLIGHTS, SHIPS, MOBILE POST OFFICES, ETC, 1932-80,  well over 250 covers in three FDC 
albums, many cacheted, includes early "Maiden Voyages" USN Ships, Pan-Am and TWA flights of 1950-
60, Experimental Flights, etc, good mix of covers, sure to please the specialist or ebay dealer.  400

5213   6        SMALL TOWN POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION.  well over 3,500 covers, postcards and postal cards, 
the vast majority of which are from small towns, ranging from the late 19th century well into the 20th century, 
mixture of hand and machine cancels, usual mixed condition, close inspection could prove rewarding 350

5214   6        US POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT. 25 interesting or unusual covers, mostly 19th century, highlights 
include: 1c (9) tied by arc "Paid"; 3c (64, possibly a "Pigeon Blood" Pink, certificate not available), 3c 
(65) on attractive "Patriotic"; several 3c (65) with fancy cancels; 5c (75) on fls to Spain; pair of 10c 
Banknotes to Switzerland with NYFM cancel; 2c Blackjack grilled on printed circular to England; couple 
attractive advertising, early Airmail, etc., usual mixed condition but an overall Fine assemblage, close 
examination should prove rewarding (see online scans). 350

5215   6        US POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION.  many hundreds of covers, mostly from the 20th century but 
plenty of classic material as well, note a strong emphasis on states such as Nebraska, Oklahoma, Kansas, 
and California, a wealth of small towns and DPOs, generally VG-VF but some faults to be expected with 
the 19th century covers, a thorough search could prove very rewarding for a dealer 300

5216   6        POSTAGE DUE, SPECIAL DELIVERY, AND AUXILIARY MARKINGS ACCUMULATION.   about 
400 special delivery covers, 350 postage due covers, and 700 covers with auxiliary markings (registered, 
return to sender, etc), primarily 20th century, mixed condition but generally F-VF, perfect for a cover 
dealer to price individually 300

5217 6          19TH AND 20TH CENTURY COMMERCIAL MAIL ACCUMULATION.   over 5,500 covers ranging 
from the end of the 19th century to the end of the 20th century, a range of different rates and frankings, 
the vast majority is commercial with very few philatelic creations, mixed condition but generally VG-VF, 
viewing is recommended 250

5218   6        ½c-3c PREXIES COVER COLLECTION,  about 210 items in two binders, mostly various combinations 
and rates, destinations, aux. markings, unusual, generally F-VF (see online scans) 250

5219   6        EVENT AND SPECIAL CANCELLATION COVERS.  ranging from about the 1930s to 1980s, over 3,500 covers 
in total, includes pictorial cancels, event covers, and other philatelic inventions, a wide range of topical appeal, 
light to moderate duplication, perfect for a cover dealer to sort out and price individually, generally F-VF 200
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5220   6        POSTAL CARD AND POSTCARD ACCUMULATION.  over 1,500 used postal cards, ranging from the 
early issues through the late 20th century, many advertising cards, all appear to be postally used with 
few (if any) FDCs, also an accumulation of over 5,000 postcards, mixture of mint and used, with many 
modern cards in heavy duplication, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 200

5221   6        1944 17c SPECIAL DELIVERY ISSUE (Scott E18) COLLECTION. 25 covers, a mixture of FDCs and 
commercial uses, several postage dues and mixed frankings, generally F-VF, ex-Markovits (see online scans) 180

5222   6        1909-1940 U.S. Navy Ship Covers,   450+ covers or postcards with U.S. Navy ship named postmarks; 
classics include the  New Hampshire,  Minnesota,  Michigan,  Hancock,  Olympia,  Scorpion,  Saint 
Louis, Panther, Constellation, Colorado, Vermont, Connecticut, Albany and Galveston;  small group of 
1920s and there are a few 1945 postmarks referencing Tokyo Bay; large group of several ships with Aruba 
between killer bars, some with Curacao franking (toning issues on some of the Aruba covers); generally 
Fine, view to appreciate 100

5223   6        INTERESTING US POSTAL HISTORY GROUPING.   approximately 70+ covers, including mixed 
frankings, Hawaii postal stationery, airmail flights, etc., perhaps the most interesting is a legal cover with 
20 examples of 314 (including blocks of 10 and 6), overall an above-average grouping, VG-VF but some 
with faults, careful viewing could prove rewarding 150

5224   6        US 20th CENTURY COVERS SELECTION. approx 30 generally better with 1914 2c Washington used 
from Vera Cruz Mexico, 1934 postcards (2) with "Fleet Air Base Pearl Harbor" pmks; 1969 Registered 
cover with 10 $1 Airlift issues, 1991 Dept of Navy registered cover with officials franking incl $1 strip of 
four, etc. plus nice assortment of Prexy single frankings incl 1943 24c Calif to Pearl Harbor, 1947 25c to 
Sydney, 1954 50c to Beirut; usual mixed condition, generally Fine (see online scans) 100

5225   6        PLATE NUMBER COILS ON COVER ACCUMULATION. many 100s of single frankings mostly on 
payment envelopes to water companies, nearly all 1990s covers and with plenty of 25c and 29c Flag issues, 
duplication, unchecked for scarcer numbers, Fine group. 100

5226 *  6        US EVENT COVER AND POSTAL STATIONERY ACCUMULATION.   approximately half the lot is 
mint postal stationery envelopes, ranging from low bulk-rate denominations through more useful values, 
the other half is a cover collection ranging primarily from the 1930s/80s, many event covers and FDCs, 
generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 100

5227   6        US POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION FEATURING MILITARY COVERS. over 60 items including 
about 30 different hand selected APOs APO #1 Special Troops Jun 8 1944, Sep 8 1946 Atomic Bomb 
Test, USS NAVY with Noa in Philippines and several early in Caribbean, Mission to Venezuela and 
Turkey, Forces in Thailand and Trinidad, a dozen AEF ppcs mostly real photo including Occupation 
of Luxembourg, last is a group of WWII different Ration Stamps, most are Fine or better, diverse and 
interesting military group (see online scans) 100

5228 6          LARGE GROUP OF MILITARY COVERS,  over 2000 covers, mostly Army and Navy postmarks with the 
bulk from WWII although WWI, Korean War, Vietnam War and later will be found. Much correspondence 
included. Condition mixed as to be expected.  100

5229 6          ECLECTIC COVER BALANCE, 1894-1955,  quite an assorted group of 16 covers/cards, better noted: 
overall Pan-American Expo illustrated cover (Bison); couple early "uprated cards, one 1912 to Russia; 
1930 First Flight, Canal Zone-Uruguay; 1936 Hindenburg flight; 1940 censored cover to non occupied 
France; couple Lindbergh flights, 12/17/55 "Damaged in Plane crash", etc, all Fine or better interesting 
covers. 90

5230   6        WESTERN TERRITORIES COVER ASSORTMENT.   eighteen covers/cards, c.1857/1912, includes: 
Ariz. Terr.(5): Phoenix, Ray, Roosevelt, San Carlos, Williams; Dakota Terr. (1): Fort Meade; Indian Terr. 
(1): Claremore; Kansas Terr (3): Leavenworth City (2), Topeka; Montana Terr (2); Clarence, Whitehall; 
Nevada Terr. (1): Elko; New Mexico (5): East Las Vegas, Las Vegas, Rosewell, Santa Fee, Silver City, 
generally F-VF (see online scans). 90

5231   6        NATIONAL AIR MAIL WEEK AND C23 FDCs,  over 400 covers mostly for National Air Mail Week but 
includes several first day covers for Scott #C23, generally Very Fine.  75

5232   6        MILITARY OFFICIAL BUSINESS COVERS,   several hundred military penalty envelopes, mostly pre-
1945, mostly Navy ship cancels but Army sprinkled throughout, primarily legal size envelopes, generally 
Fine.  75

5233   6        PENITENTIARY/PRISON COVER ACCUMULATION,   over 800 covers mailed by inmates from 
federal, state and county institutions mostly from 2002-2003 to the Voice of Prophecy, most have an 
auxilliary marking stating the mail is from an inmate and stating from which facility it is being mailed; 
Fine and unusual 75

5234   6        MODERN OFFICIAL COVER EXTRAVAGANZA,  hundreds of mostly legal-size covers, various frankings, 
land and ship based postmarks; includes an Express Mail envelope with official franking ($5x2 + $1x5), 
several pieces of official stationery including one postal card, generally Fine. 75

5235  5         HUNDREDS OF PARCEL TAGS.  almost all registered bank tags from the Liberty era with vast array of 
franking combinations; usual mixed condition but generally Fine.   75
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5236   6        ADVERTISING METER MAIL ACCUMULATION, hundreds of covers, cuts from envelopes and meter 
labels promoting various products and services, movies, radio shows and patriotic themes, most are 
legal size covers and date from 1930s/60s with a few into the 90s, some international mostly cut from 
envelopes, generally Fine. 60

UNITED STATES EPHEMERA
5237           ASSORTED EPHEMERA.   box of many hundreds Post Office official notifications, various subjects, 

meant to be delivered to inform postal customers, duplication, all unused and in quantities, also includes, 
5 boxes ephemera, letters postcards, trade cards, magazines, old newspapers, etc, much research needed and 
will most probabaly prove rewarding. 200

5238   6        SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE & FIRE OF 1906, wonderful collection of well over 100 cards 
depicting various scenes of destruction in two cover albums, many postally used, a few photocards, some 
2nd generation cards, etc., includes cover dated San Francisco 4/21/06, accepted and delivered without 
postage, an interesting and attractive F-VF collection. (see online scans). 150

5239   6        LABELS & SEALS ON COVER,  about 150 different covers, circa 1900-83, all with company seals, some 
Christmas, Easter seals, organizations, etc., also include 150 covers with comical small town cancels, etc.; 
scrapbook with 1934 newspapers showing pictorial scenes from WWI, etc., interesting and unusual. 100

5240   6        COLLECTION "TOURNAMENT OF THE ROSES" with BONUS   wonderful collection of mostly 
multicolored advertising covers/cards, about 38 different, circa 1901-55,   Bonus includes 8 different 
unused 1893 Columbian Expo cards, Louisiana Purchase used official postcard with expo cancel, 1934 
photo  "employee pass'' for 1934 Words Fair, etc., attractive and overall Very Fine. (see online scans). 100

UNITED STATES PICTURE POSTCARDS
5241   6        SPRAWLING POSTCARD ACCUMULATION.  thousands of postcards, mostly from the US but a decent 

amount of worldwide, a heavy emphasis on holiday postcards (Christmas, Thanksgiving, Easter) and 
floral/embossed designs, note many useful DPOs and small towns, much research to be done for a postal 
historian, generally VG-VF, viewing is highly recommended 250

5242   6        US 1910s/20s PICTURE POSTCARD COLLECTION.   approximately 200 postcards, apparently all 
from the 1910s/20s, many of which are RPPCs, note interesting topics such as WWI (including many 
of Camp Kearny), aviation (WWI planes including Curtiss), motorcycle races, as well as a good number 
from Texas and Southern California, generally F-VF but a few small faults throughout, much topical 
appeal and overall very attractive (see online scans) 200

5243   6        VINTAGE POSTCARD COLLECTION.  hundreds of vintage postcards in plastic pages in three binders, 
incl. American Indians, Japanese Geishas, Military real photo, holidays, San Francisco Earthquake etc., 
condition varies but generally VG-VF 200

5244   6        HUGE ACCUMULATION OF PICTURE POSTCARDS,  thousands ranging from private mailing cards 
through chromes, most from 1907 to 1940's, mostly U.S. with broad range of topics including holidays, 
real photos, humorous, scenics, etc, most are used with a nice range of postmarks including flag cancels, 
Doanes and four bars, usual mixed condition but generally Fine; Viewing highly recommended 200

5245           LONG BEACH EARTHQUAKE OF 1933, 34 unused real photo cards depicting various sections of 
destruction of the city and damage to buildings, original estimates of damage in excess of $25 million, all 
appear unmailed, includes additional pamphlet and envelope, all Very Fine, sure to please the local historian 
or historical society. (see online scans). 100

UNITED STATES AND OTHER COUNTRIES
5246 */(*) 3         SMALL ALBUM - BIG VALUE.  1863 Appleton album with many 100s of classic stamps of the world, 

includes USA to early Bureaus with some "Specimen" overprints, postal stationery cut squares, revenues, 
locals, etc., noted, Europe and colonies, British Empire incl "Penny Black" and GB Victoria £1 used, 
Latin America incl Brazil "Bullseyes", Asia, etc., virtually every page with premium stamps though a few 
forgeries noted (e.g. Confederate States, Hawaii, Basel "Dove", early Reunion, etc.), good number are 
heavily hinged to the page or practically stuck down and the overall condition is decidedly mixed, Good-
Very Fine; viewing an absolute must.  (see online scans) 6000

5247 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION in 22 MINKUS SUPREME/MASTER GLOBAL ALBUMS. to 1990s issues 
with US incl 1869 24c used, useful 1970s/90s postage incl booklets, "back of the book" with useful airmails 
and revenues incl recent mint "Duck" stamps, also note better Latin  America with better Argentina, Brazil 
and Nicaragua, Australia 1980s/90s mint, Canada incl 46-47 used, 89-95 used, 101-02 used, Germany and 
German area, Great Britain, Hong Kong, Hungary topicals, Italy, New Zealand incl recent mint, Spain, 
Switzerland, etc., also includesd a small box of some Canada, GB, New Zealnd, etc. "new issues", pre-1950s 
issues mostly used and post 1970s generally mint, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, well worth a look. 3000
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5248 * 3         31 SCOTT INTERNATIONAL ALBUMS - 1840 to 1997,  appear complete and virtually new. Original 
pages - not reprints. Sparsely filled with stamps - most in first three volumes (1840-1949). Owner says 
about $300 in US face. Retail on album pages is over $6000 plus the cost of the binders. First three 
volumes will be available for viewing at the auction. Other twenty-eight volumes are office viewing only. 750

5249 */** 3 

6        

SPRAWLING WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION.   a massive amount of material, ranging from Cape 
triangles (several with APS certs) to a US dealer stock to worldwide albums, several dozen binders with 
individual stamps or sets on sales pages, a small post-WWII South America collection, stock books and 
pages loaded with worldwide issues (note an emphasis on British Commonwealth), appears to be mostly 
unsorted so there's no telling what's to be found, generally appears to be VG-VF, with this much material 
there's potential for close inspection to pay off, viewing is a necessity 500

5250 */** 3 

6        

SIZABLE COLLECTOR BALANCE.   several albums of commemorative covers (American Revolution 
Bicentennial, Statue of Liberty, History of Flight), 1984 Olympics FDCs, World Refugee Year 
commemorative covers, UN FDCs, US mint and used postal cards (owner's catalogue value $200+), USPS 
souvenir pages, German and Berlin first day sheets, several dozen US flight and postal history covers 
(viewing is required, perhaps something better), worldwide FDCs 1950s/80s, two albums of Israel, and 
a small collection of Peru 1862/1975 (owner's catalogue value $375+), also some USPS year sets and 
other commemoratives that add up to $60+ postage, generally F-VF but with this much material mixed 
condition is to be expected, view to see if this lot is for you 500

5251 */**  6        US and FOREIGN CHRISTMAS SEAL and CINDERELLAS COLLECTION, comprised of ten albums 
and a stock book; six of the albums with progressive color proofs of U.S. and Canada Christmas Seals and 
the normal Bermuda issue from 1927-39, 1951-69, 1 album contains various U.S. locals from hospitals 
and charities, 1 album with sheets from 1927-78, some  covers,  and a mostly complete set of normal 
Christmas Seals from 1909-1950's, 1 stock book of Western Europe Christmas Seals; condition and 
centering appears generally sound and F-VF or better; a fantastic collection for the specialist looking to 
begin or continue their Christmas Seal collection. 250

5252 */** 3 

6        

US AND WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.   contains several hundred dollars in face value 
(booklets, blocks, sheets), as well as several dozen US, Canadian, and Australian first flights, US FDCs 
from the 1940s on (mostly addressed and cacheted), UN FDCs, and other worldwide miscellany, generally 
F-VF, much variety here so viewing is recommended 200

5253 */** 3         US AND WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE  albums, stockbooks and shoeboxes filled with mint 
and used stamps, about 50/50 US to worldwide, including a large stock of used US stamps from about 
the 1980s to present, a lot of work required to sort this lot but a close inspection may pay off, generally 
F-VF, viewing a necessity 200

5254 */** 3         ESTATE BALANCE.  19th and 20th Century mint and used on stock cards, in glassines and plastic bags 
etc., incl. British, Europe, Middle East, also some covers and vintage postcards, condition varies 200

5255 */** 3 

6        

US AND WORLDWIDE MISCELLANEOUS ACCUMULATION.   including everything from several 
worldwide albums (all sparse), hundreds of 3c/4c plate blocks, commemorative pages and panels, FDCs 
(many gold replica stamps), and other material awaiting a close inspection, generally F-VF, viewing is 
recommended, a random mixture of material that seems to contain a moderate amount of face value 150

5256 * 3         US AND WORLDWIDE ALBUMS.   mostly albums from the 1930s/40s, as well as some stock books, 
ranging from nearly empty to moderately filled, heavy emphasis on US commemoratives (heavy 
duplication), VG-VF, viewing is recommended 150

5257   6        US AND WORLDWIDE COMMEMORATIVE POTPOURRI.  USPS souvenir pages and souvenir cards, 
US and worldwide FDCs (some oversized), and other commemorative items from the US and other 
nations, much of topical appeal, generally F-VF, perfect for a dealer to sort through and price individually 150

5258 */** 3         US & WORLDWIDE STAMPS AND EPHEMERA BALANCE.   several albums of worldwide stamps, a 
few hundred FDCs, also a fair amount of ephemera including stock certificates, engravings, picture 
postcards, etc., note some better items including Columbian Expo embroidered silk ribbons, generally 
an interesting lot that requires close inspection 150

5259 */** 3         US and WORLDWIDE BALANCE. incl mostly mint sets, singles and S/S in glassines noting France C21 
used (2), Switzerland B105 lh, "Dunes" topicals NH incl imperfs, sheet folder with assortment of UN NH 
mini-sheets incl 1988 Forests (6), 1992 Clean Oceans (6), 1992 Mission to Planet Earth (6), a US starter 
collection (mint stamps stuck down), starter US and worldwide collection to 1920s in Scott Jr Int'l album, 
etc., usual mixed condition, most F-VF 100

5260 */**  6        US AND WORLDWIDE MISCELLANY.  a truly ecclectic mixture of material, including a US album, a 
wealth of US used singles in glassines, country collections in manilla envelopes, large blocks of Christmas 
seals and an album of cinderellas, a cigar box and shoebox filled with assorted US and worldwide stamps, 
not many covers but note a 1929 Graf Zeppelin cover, appears to be mostly common material but a close 
inspection may prove rewarding, generally VG-VF 100
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5261 */** 3         US & WORLDWIDE ECLECTIC ACCUMULATION.  includes a large number of UN commemoratives 
and a nicely filled UN album (including 38 NH), a Scott International Junior album that is sparsely filled, 
a good number of USPS commemorative products, US postal stationery (including mint U218-9 entires), 
and other assorted philatelic miscellany, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended to see if this is for you 75

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS
5262 */

(*)/** 

3 6 

4       

U.S. POSSESSIONS BALANCE,   interesting and unusual balance of various possessions, highlights 
include: Cuba: unused 71, 173 block of 10 (NH), mint J4, DWI: 6/47 in small quantities, about $500 
catalog,  Guam: unused 11a,   mint E1,  Puerto Rico:   mint 47,  95 pair (NH),  149-54 (NH), mint J3a, 
Phillipines:  several used in Marianas, etc, also includes several very interesting or unusual covers in mixed 
condition, note stereo-optic card "USS Maine", ideal for specialist, generally Fine but mixed condition.  200

5263   6        US POSSESSIONS POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION,  well over 700 covers cards, circa 1900 to 
1950, mostly Canal Zone and Philippines but note good Hawaii, includes interesting frankings, rates, 
routes, towns, Military, APO's, censors, etc., generally Fine or better, expect usual amount of small flaws/
faults but generally Fine or better; much of interest to the specialist. 180

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - CANAL ZONE
5264 */

(*)/**          

CANAL ZONE COLLECTION, 1904-71,   fairly complete and extremely attractive collection on Scott 
Specialty pages, mostly mix o.g. or NH, includes: 1-2 mint (dubious overprints), 3 used, 4-8, 37, 42-45, 
49-51, 58-59, 60-66, 70-81, 84-95, 97-99, 120-35 (NH), C2 (NH), C15-20, CO1-7 (NH), etc, generally Very 
Fine. (Scott $3,767; see online scans). 500

5265 */
(*)/** 

3  4       

CANAL ZONE ACCUMULATION, 1904-1939,  very fresh group, on Hagner pages, mint include: 4, 6, 
7 (2), 9-13, 19, 20 (+pair), 28, 37 (2), 47, 52-4, 53a, 54, 58, 68-69, 70-74, 71e (without tab), 76, 77, 78, 
84-93,  95 (3), 96 (plate block),  97, 117a, 80 (no gum), 120-35 (2), C2, C15-20, J2, used include: 6, 25 
(pos. 50), 47(3), CO1-7, J2-3 (2), O1-6, also includes: couple covers and "Postal Stationary of Canal Zone" 
(Schwartz, 1985, UPSS), a very useful and attractive group.  (Scott $3,000). (see online scans) 400

5266 */
(*)/** 

3         

CANAL ZONE COLLECTION, 1904-1978,   attractive collection in deluxe stockbook, all aranged by 
issue, mostly NH, some interesting varieties on small stockcard, highlights include: 6 (mint), 7 (2 mint, 
1 used), 8 (mint & used), 18-9 (used), 80 (mint), 84-95 (mint, no 94), 106a (NH), 120-35 (NH), better 
coil line pairs, C1-3 (mint), C6-14 (mint), C15-20 (NH), J1-3 (used, 2 sets), etc, couple interesting covers, 
overall a very fresh and attractive collection. 350

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - HAWAII
5267 *          HAWAII 1864/99 ISSUES ASSORTMENT.  54 different (nearly complete), mostly bright and fresh, o.g., 

some with small h.r.'s, generally Fine, attractive, (see online scans; Scott $3,000) 400
5268 5 3         300+ HAWAIIAN TOWN CANCELS and KILLERS.  on stamps, cut square or tied to piece, a very nice 

accumulation and useful assortment of stamps and incl wide variety of postmarks with duplication, 
generally F-VF; great for the specialist (see online scans)  300

5269 */(*) 3 

6        

HAWAII ACCUMULATION,1854-1897,  group stamps/covers on Hagner page, mint include: 31a (imperf 
proof), 53b (2, NH), 61, O1; unused include: 53, 66, 67, 68, used include: 35, O1; mint stationary include: 
U10, UX8, UX9 (2), also includes: four 1959 (C55) FDC's on 19th Hawaii postal stationary ("Boerger" 
serviced), Seigel sale 507 with priced realized. nice group for collector. Owner catalog about $1,400. (see 
online scans). 200

5270 */(*) 3         HAWAII ASSORTMENT. neat group of approx. 48 different issues on a stock page, mint includes 10,  28-
29, 32 unused, 34, 58, 61-62, 72-73, better used includes: 36, 40, 44-45, 48-49, O16, etc., some small flaws/
faults as usual but generally Fine or better (see online scans) 150

5271  3         HAWAII COLLECTION, 1853-1899,   impressive collection on three nearly full album pages, used 
(unless specified otherwise) includes: 20 (unused, small faults), 24 (unused, small faults), 26 (unused), 
29 (unused), 1871-75 appears complete, 1882-4 appears complete, Provisional Govt. fairly complete, 
O1-6 (lacking O4), also includes early "specimens", a few interesting cancels, generally Fine or better.  100

5272   6        HAWAII COVERS SELECTION.   nice assortment of over 60 covers including commercial, air mail, 
censored, U.S. Navy and a private mailer postmark from Aiea, mostly 1930s/40s, generally Fine, view to 
appreciate (see online scans) 100

5273   6        HAWAII COVER BALANCE.   five covers/cards, includes: 2c (75) pair + 1c (74) on cover to Santa 
Barbara, Cal.; U5 entire to Germany, UY2m, 3 cards, two to Germany, other to Cal., some small cover/
card faults but overall Fine or better. (Scott $595). (see online scans). 100
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5274   6        PHILIPPINES - US ADMINISTRATION PERIOD POSTAL HISTORY GROUP. over 90 covers and 
postcards with some mounted and annotated on exhibit pages, includes US Navy ship cancels, official 
mail, slogan cancels, war ballot envelopes, foreign destinations incl Italy, registered mail, few FDC, etc., 
usual mixed condition but a desirable assortment (see online scans) 500

5275   6        JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF THE PHILIPPINES POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION. scores of 
covers incl postal stationery and FDC, philatelic uses, POW mail, etc., variety of censor marks, frankings, 
postal markings and cancels, even some stamps, mint stationery and immediate-post occupation items, 
generally F-VF (see online scans) 500

5276 * 3         PHILIPPINES REVENUES, "BACK OF THE BOOK" and EPHEMERA GROUP. "stack of stuff" incl 
Spanish period stamped paper, note sweepstakes tickets incl some Spanish period lottery tickets, cattle 
registration ownership and transfer documents, assorted seals, cigarette package labels, revenues on 
checks, money orders, cash tickets, "giro" revenues, revenues incl (Warren nos)  553+555+557a on 
fragment, 584/599 assortment, 657a punch cancel, 740 block, etc., usual very mixed condition, VG-VF, 
inspection a must 400

5277 */**   4       PHILIPPINES SHEET and MULTIPLES ACCUMULATION with BONUS. in three large sheet folders 
- one for Japanese Occupations issues and incl some ephemera as V-Mail envelopes, cigarette wrappers, 
another for 1930s/40s issues incl small "COMMONWEALTH" overprints to 1p, final binder for some 
back of the book incl dues, "O.B", some cinderellas and ephemera, etc., bonus consists of US 1991/95 
29c/32c WW II Anniversary sheets and part sheets (Face about $75), usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view 
to appreciate 300

5278 */** 3         PHILIPPINES BALANCE. note O1-4 corner blocks of four NH; Specimen ovpts on 190, 293, 298, 384 
block; OX2 mint; "MANILA P.I. " ovpts on 284, 290-92, 290 block, 297, 299; Internal Revenue 1c-20,000p 
set of 20 with red "SPECIMEN" overprint and punch, WW II civilian/ soldier surrender pass, pamphlet 
"Philatelic Souvenir of the Inauguration of the Second Philippine Republic. October 14, 1943", usual 
mixed condition with most F-VF, view to appreciate 250

5279 * 3         PHILIPPINES "OB" OVERPRINTS ASSORTMENT. 100+ incl some blocks arranged on stock sheets, 
includes O5a used, O15a used, O25a used, O25b mint, O27a used (2 mint, 1 used), O31a mint plus some 
Bandholtz "OB" and other handstamped issues, usual mixed condition with most F-VF (see online scans) 200

5280 * 3 6        PHILIPPINES OFFICIALS AND "O.B." ISSUES ASSORTMENT. selection of singles and covers with 
"small" and "large" overprints plus some penalty envelopes, unoverprinted official mail envelopes or 
official envelopes with regular issue franking, domestic and used to US as expected incl 1906 front 
Laguna to Manila with 227 pair, 230 each with ms. "O.B", but also note 1912 cover from Bureau of 
Science to Germany with #270, stamp highlights include O27 shifted overprints mint, assorted Bandholtz 
overprints, etc., usual mixed condition but a Fine group for the specialist (see online scans) 200

5281 *  6        PHILIPPINES POSTAL STATIONERY SELECTION. couple dozen postal cards or envelopes incl 
Envelopes U11 1902 to Arizona Territory, U19-20 mint (UPSS 28, 30), Postal Cards UX 5 mint, UX7+227 
1906 to Germany, Reply Cards UY1 mint folded (2), UY1 1903 to USA, UY3 mint folded, Wrapper 
UPSS W6 mint (2; each light bends), usual mixed condition with most F-VF (see online scans) 200

5282 */**   4       PHILIPPINES 393/504, 1936-45 1p-10p ISSUES ASSORTMENT. ,  mostly commemorative multiples, 
mostly NH, includes: 353 single, (o.g), 393 plate block of 6 (NH), 394 plate block of 6 (NH), 424 plate 
block of 6 (NH), 445 single (o.g.), 446 plate strip of 4 + block of 4 (NH), 495 single (NH), 502, two 
"Specimens" from ABNC archives, all Very Fine or better. (Scott $1,000+). (see online scans) 180

5283  3         PHILIPPINES PRECANCELS ASSORTMENT. 23 2c/P1 singles incl issues of HE Heacock Co (Warren 
types 9 and 12), CL Aikan (Warren type 8), Camera Supply Co (Warren type 10), Rambler Shoe Co 
(Warren type 7), generally F-VF (see online scans) 150

5284 **          PHILIPPINES WORKING DEALER STOCK.  ranging from 598/1794 (not complete), then onto semi-
postals and airmails, sensible duplication, almost without exception in complete sets, generally F-VF, 
careful viewing will benefit the eBay or bourse dealer 120

5285   6        PHILIPPINES AIRMAIL and FIRST FLIGHT COVERS GROUP. 45 covers incl couple of 1926 flight 
covers (AAMC 11), Clipper mail (note a Dec 29 1941 to USA marked "SERVICE SUSPENDED"), some 
airmail FDC, 1941 1st flight to Singapore with censor handstamp, etc., mostly F-VF (see online scans) 100

5286           PHILIPPINES CHRISTMAS and OTHER SEALS COLLECTION. 1940-41 "Elizade" seals incl sheets of 
five and on cover (1940 tied); assorted seals (incl Christmas) and cinderellas incl some on cover, some 
vintage Christmas cards, etc., mostly F-VF (see online scans) 75

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - PHILIPPINES
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5287 **          MARSHALL ISLANDS MINT NH COLLECTION, 1984/98. in a like-new Palo hingeless album with 
very few empty spaces and incl S/S and some mini-sheets, as a bonus note 1900 3m Yacht (l.h.) issue of 
German colonial period, generally fresh and VF; Face Value about $455 100

UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS
5288 */** 3 

6        

MASSIVE UN ACCUMULATION.   a huge variety of mint and used stamps, blocks, sheets, postal 
stationery, and FDCs to about the 1990s, both loose and in albums and stockbooks, generally F-VF, 
viewing is recommended for this lot, both Catalogue and Face Value well into the $1,000s  300

5289 */** 3 

6 4       

COMPREHENSIVE UN COLLECTION TO 1999.   includes parallel sets of singles and block from 
1951/99, apparently all NH, a high degree of completion throughout including 38, also includes postal 
stationery, about 17 albums of FDCs, year sets for much of the 1990s, offices in Geneva and Vienna, etc., 
generally F-VF 250

5290 ** 3         UN MINT AND USED COLLECTION TO 1990.  housed in seven stockbooks, starts at the beginning 
and runs through about 1990 (appears fairly complete), a mixture of mint and used singles as well as a 
decent number of blocks and complete sheets, all mint stamps are apparently NH, note two 38 sheets, 
generally F-VF, a very clean collection (owner's catalogue value $6,750) 200

5291 */** 3         SIZABLE UN COLLECTION TO THE 1990s.  main collection is mostly NH singles, as well as several 
additional albums of sheets, blocks, used stamps, Geneva/Vienna issues, postal stationery, covers, etc., a 
very nice holding of material with light to moderate duplication throughout, note two 38 NH, generally 
F-VF, a perfect collection for continuation or for a dealer to break down 200

5292 **          MASSIVE UNITED NATIONS ACCUMULATION.  housed in several White Ace albums, covering the 
first issue through about 1994, as well as an album of stock pages with blocks and partial sheets, 8 mint 
sheet files full of more modern issues, apparently all NH and a high degree of completion throughout, 
all F-VF, massive catalogue value, viewing is recommended 200

5293 */**   4       UN COLLECTION 1951/2010.  housed in Scott albums, nearly complete from 1951 to 2010, note 2x 38 
NH, also includes offices in Geneva and Austria, postal stationery, Kosovo 2000/11, most single stamps 
are hinged while blocks are mounted, generally F-VF, an excellent starter collection of UN 150

5294 **          UN MINT COLLECTION 1951/2002.  in three albums (New York 1951/2002, Geneva 1969/2002, and 
Vienna 1979/2002), apparently all NH, only a few stamps away from completion, includes #38 S/S, 
generally F-VF, an excellent starter collection that requires little effort to finish 150

5295   6        UN FDC ACCUMULATION TO 2010.   over 1,500 covers, mixture of cacheted/uncacheted and 
addressed/unaddressed, includes #38 and Offices, generally F-VF 75

5296 **   4       UNITED NATIONS COLLECTION 1951-1977,  collection of NH singles and inscription blocks from 
1951-1966 (Scott #1-163, minus #38 S/S), partially filled with both singles and blocks from 1967-1977, 
also a complete set of airmail NH singles and inscription blocks from 1951-1977, generally F-VF 50

5297      FDC     UNITED NATIONS FIRST DAY COVERS,  several albums with over 600 UN FDCs (New York, Geneva 
and Vienna); mostly unaddressed; generally Very Fine. 50

PHILATELIC LITERATURE
5298           White, R.H., "Encyclopedia of the Colors of United States Postage Stamps",  Vol. I-IV in issued binders 

with slipcase, also includes "The Papers and Gums of United States Postage Stamps, 1847-1909" in issued 
binder with slipcase plus an additional Vol. IV of the color guide in a binder (some toning spots on 
the edges not affecting any of the color photos), some mild collector use showing in the binders and 
slipcases but pages essentially as new 450

5299 * 3         SCOTT INTERNATIONAL ALBUMS 1976-96.   12 volumes, with pages apparently complete for the 
years listed and devoid of stamps, as well as three additional volumes (Afars through Greece) sparsely 
filled, retail value well into four-figures, nice overall condition (office viewing only) 150

5300           STAMP SPECIALIST Complete Set 1939-1948,  complete run of 20 volumes of the Stamp Specialist from 
1939-1948, plus a duplicate of the Maroon volume, spines have faded but the books are generally in very 
good condition 90

5301           US SPECIALIST + BONUS  the US Specialist in bound volumes, complete from 1977-91, plus 1998-2000, 
2002, and 2006, as a bonus a copy of Sloane's Columns, a 1936 TIPEX exhibition catalogue, and a copy 
of 1954 Life Magazine "World's Rarest Postage Stamps," a nice literature lot for the US collector, Office 
Viewing Only 90

UNITED STATES TRUST TERRITORIES
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5302           The Official History of the Tennessee Centennial Exposition, Nashville 1897,   Herman Justi, editor 
(Nashville, TN: Centennial Committee on Publications, 1898)., hb; 494 pgs plus 1 pgs index/ appendix; 
no. 477 of a limited print run, inscribed "Mr and Mrs C. H. Lee / Compliments of your nephew / Robt E. Lee 
Jr.", illustrated comprehensive history of the exposition with an attractive color frontispiece showing the 
Fine Arts Building - a full scale replica of the Parthenon, binding faults and some small tone spots on end 
papers but spine and pages intact, Fine work  90

5303         L  ISRAEL RELATED JOURNALS, PAMPHLETS and MISCELLANY,  includes "The Holy Land Philatelist" 
Vol. 1-7 (1954-61) bound into three volumes plus the cumulative index, "Israel-Palestine Philatelist" / 
"Israel Philatelist" Vol. 1-19 (1949-68) bound into five volumes plus the cumulative index, "Israel Philatelist" 
Jun 1976/ Aug 1989 (42 unbound journals), "Judaica Philatelic Journal" Spring 1982/ Fall 1988 nearly 
complete, Levison "The Plate Blocks and Tabs of the Doar Ivri Issue" (1976), Nachtigal and Fixler "Cancellations 
of the Israeli Post, 1948/94" Vol 1-3, light to moderate collector use, Fine and useful; office viewing only 90

5304           EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF LITERATURE AND SUPPLIES.  includes a substatial run of Japanese 
Philately from about the 1970s/90s, as well as runs of Rossica, Philatelic Bulletin, GB Journal, Portu-Info, and 
others, several boxes of catalogues (Facit, Michel, SG, etc) from the 1970s and 80s, also a couple dozen 
albums and supplements, including better brands like Ka-Be and Davo, please take into account the high 
shipping cost before bidding, office viewing only 75

5305           HIGGINS & GAGE WORLD POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE.  complete with price supplements, 
fresh photocopied pages in official H&G binders, a very nice set of this popular work (Office Viewing Only) 75

5306           MASSIVE ALBUM SUPPLEMENT ACCUMULATION + BONUS.  several hundred album supplements 
from Harris, Scott, White Ace, Minkus, Lighthouse, etc., a huge range of countries and years, fills two 
two-drawer file cabinets plus several large boxes, additionally includes a number of binders, albums, 
philatelic literature, stock pages, and other miscellaneous supplies, a huge amount of material perfect 
for an online or brick and mortar store, a huge amount of material so take into account the enormous 
cost of shipping, office viewing only 50

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND AREAS
AUSTRALIAN STATES

5307 * 3         AUSTRALIAN STATES DEALER STOCK & COLLECTION.  includes one primary collection with some 
better items (note Victoria B2 mint, amongst others), as well as a sizable amount of material on stock pages 
and in glassines, the vast majority is used but some mint stamps mixed in, some postal stationery and BOB 
included, generally VG-VF but note some condition issues, a close inspection could prove rewarding 250

AUSTRALIA
5308 * 3         AUSTRALIA and STATES PLUS NEW ZEALAND  hundreds of classics casually displayed on Schaubek 

pages yet with lots of better items incl Australia ‚Roo official perfins to 10/- used, Tasmania #1 and #2 with 
postmarks, then lots of Chalons inc. 1865 6d blue gray mint, 6d perf 12 and perf 11½ mint, New Zealand 
chalons imperf to 6d and perf to 1sh, through Lighthouses and postal fiscals, Queensland chalons to 
20/- used, 1882/85s 2sh and 10sh mint, £1 used, South Australia from imperfs onwards incl 1872 9p 
mint, Victoria 1850 first issues mixed assortment, incl shades on the 1d, 2d and 3d pairs, etc, through to 
stamp duty to £1 (two types) incl 10sh brown on pink postally used, as well as Western Australia with lots 
of early swans from unused #1 onwards, incl 1861 1d rose mint, typical very mixed condition, VG-VF, a 
nice collection well worth studying (see online scans)   1500

5309 * 3         AUSTRALIA AND STATES ASSORTMENT. most of the value in a mostly used collection of Australia 
and States on pages with some better New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria, Western Australia plus 
Australia to the 1960s with some premium scattered throughout, also includes a 1983 PO Year Set, a 
stock book with many 100s of stamps fro the States and Australia and finally a near-new (but empty) Scott 
Specialty album for Australia and States, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, owner's Scott about $5,300 500

5310 */** 3         AUSTRALIA COLLECTION TO 1960s. sort of two collections in one - to 1965 in a set of Lindner 
hingeless pages and an adjunct collection on homemade pages; note numerous better issues as 7 mint, 
73a mint, 132 mint, 142-65 mint, 177-79 mint, 218-21 mint, 374-79 mint, 400

5311 */**          AUSTRALIA COMMEMORATIVE COLLECTION 1927/66.   generally mint to the 1940s, most NH 
from the 1950s onward, nearly complete for the years listed, plus some early airmails, note 95a (some 
stains), 132, 144, 151, 166-79, and C4 mint and 221 NH, generally F-VF, see online scans 350

5312 **          AUSTRALIA MINT COLLECTION 1968/99.  main collection is in two hingeless volumes, very nearly 
complete for the period, apparently all NH, additionally about a dozen yearbooks from 1982/98 and 
several dozen presentation packs, F-VF, Face Value A$600+ 200
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5313 */** 3         BARBADOS COLLECTION, 1852/1977. attractive collection neatly arranged and annotated on 
quadrille pages, useful assortment of used Victorian period incl 1873 5sh used, 1882 5sh mint, 1897 
Jubilee mint, 20th century good deal complete mint noting 1906 Nelson mint, 1916-19 Colony Seal mint, 
1920 Victory mint, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, view to appreciate (see online scans) 600

CANADIAN PROVINCES
5314 5          SASKATCHEWAN REVENUES ON DOCUMENTS GROUP. 700+ on apparently all 1920s/40s assorted 

documents, a quick glance shows various to the $1 value but not all documents checked, mostly F-VF, 
seldom offered in such quantity 150

CANADIAN PROVINCES - NEWFOUNDLAND
5315 */(*) 3         NEWFOUNDLAND COLLECTION. on Scott pages, note (mint unless otherwise indicated) 1 unused, 15A 

unused, 18-21, 28-30, 37-40 used, 65-74 used, 98-101, C6-9, C13-17, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 600
5316 */(*)          NEWFOUNDLAND MINT COLLECTION. in mounts on pages with variety of premium sets and 

singles as 27 unused, 34 mint, 46-49 unused, 55, 61-74, 115-26, 131-44, 145-59, 172-82, 212-25 incl perf 
14 varieties, C6-11, C13-17, etc. some bits of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia added, usual mixed condition, 
VG-VF (see online scans) 500

CANADA AND PROVINCES
5317  3         CANADA and PROVINCES USED COLLECTION, 1851/1948 extensive collection on Scott pages and 

loaded with better issues too numerous to mention individually (see the scans for a full picture) but a 
few teasers would include Canada 1-2, 7, Large and Small Queens, ½c-$5 Jubilees complete ($2-$3 roller 
cancel), 1897-1902 Victoria complete, 1903-08 KE  VII  complete, 1908 Quebec, highly complete incl 
"back of the book" for 20th century issues, New Brunswick 6-11, Newfoundland 61-74, 87-101, mostly 
complete 1911/47, C6-18, etc., usual mixed condition in classics but better than typically found, mostly 
F-VF, ideal for expansion 3500

5318 */** 3         LARGE CANADA DEALER STOCK ON #102 CARDS.  housed in three red file boxes, begins with a 
nice selection of provincial stamps before beginning with Canada proper, continues to about 2002, also 
a sizable stock of BOB, hundreds of cards in the $5-20 range (with some significantly higher), mixture of 
NH, mint, and used throughout, generally F-VF, ideal for the dealer as the work of sorting and pricing 
has already been done, total catalogue value approx. $18,600 1500

5319 */** 3         CANADA COLLECTION 1859/1978, Lighthouse hingeless album with generally used in the 19th 
century and mint (many NH) for the 20th century, features Used 14, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 27, 40, 46, 47, 73, 
84, 95, Mint 50-57, 96-103, 135, 149-159, 162-177, 217-227, 241-245, many NH from about 1950 forward, 
also nice selections of Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, generally F-VF, a very nice collection (see online 
scans) 600

5320 * 3         CANADA and NEWFOUNDLAND COLLECTION tidy collection mostly on Scott pages to 1939 plus 
some oddments of other provinces on pages or in stock sheets, surprising number of better 19th century 
used incl Canada Large and Small Queens with the 20c and 50c used, 1897 ½c-50c Jubilees used, 1897-
1902 Victoria complete used, 1903 KE VII 7c mint, 20c-50c used, 1928 1c-$1 mint, 1930 1c-$1 mint incl 
coils, generally F-VF (see online scans) 500

CANADA
5321  3         EXCEPTIONAL CANADA USED COLLECTION TO 1917 on Scott pages and featuring a specialized 

section of the Small Queens issue, note 1851 1d, 6d, 1855 6d, 1857 ½d, 7½d, 1859 10c-17c, 1864 2c, then 
four pages of the 1859/64 issue (3 pages just for the 5c) with assortment of shades and cancels with 5c 
(58 incl a misperf single with imprint at bottom and wide range of cancels and shades), 10 (7), 12½c 
(3), 17c (1), 2c (4), Large Queens 1c-15c plus page of extras with ½c (1), 1c (3 incl pair), 2c (2), 3c (5), 
6c (4), 12½c (2), 15c (4), Small Queens 1c-50c plus additional 16 pages of extras with dizzying array of 
shades and cancels plus some multiples highlighted by 45 block of four (ex-Bowen), 45a block of four 
and eight (each ex-Bowen), 45b block of four (ex-Bowen), various 1c (11), 2c (7), 3c (4), 4c (4), 5c (60), 
6c (61), 8c (43), 10c (49), 20c (6), 50c (12 incl two precancels), 1897 ½c-$5 Jubilee ($2-$5 roller cancel), 
1897-1902 Victoria complete, 1908 Quebec complete, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, an outstanding 
opportunity for the specialist (see online scans) 6000

BARBADOS
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5322 * 3         STRONG CANADA COLLECTION TO 1970s. in a Scott album and noting nice assortment of varieties 
and multiples, with 1 used, 4-5 used, 17-20 used, assorted mint and used Large Queens, 5½ pages of mostly 
used Small Queens with shade varieties, different cancels, etc., 56-57 NH, 59 NH, 60 mint, 62 mint, 71-73 
mint, 74 plate no strip of five NH, 82-84 mint, 96-103 mint, 149-59 mint with an extra 50c mint, mostly 
complete mint post-1930s incl air mails, officials, etc., generally F-VF, view to appreciate (see online scans) 4000

5323 * 3         POWERFUL CANADA ARRAY. mostly mint sets or singles in stock sheets or "102" cards but also incl some 
larger multiples, note impressive assortment of pence and early "cents" issues, Large and Small Queens, 
Jubilees, Admirals, useful; KG V and KG VI commems and definitives, etc., usual mixed condition but 
bit better than usually seen, generally F-VF, a must-view group with a Scott value of over $60,000, partial 
inventory available (see online scans) 3500

5324 * 3         SUBSTANTIAL CANADA COLLECTION, 1859/1965, in a well filled Minkus album and bursting with 
better issues as Used 17-19, Large and Small Queens with some varieties, 50-58, 66-84, 89-95, Mint 96-103 
(7c, 10c regum, 15c, 20c NH), Admirals incl coils, imperfs and War Tax issues (incl the 20c and 50c with 
"WAR TAX" overprint) complete mint, 149-61 NH, 162-83 NH, mostly complete mint NH after 1935, etc. 
plus strong mint airmails, special delivery, postage dues, officials, etc. with good number NH, some 19th 
century minor faults as usual but overall F-VF (see online scans) 3500

5325 */** 3         CANADA PREMIUM SELECTION. selection of better sets and singles in "102" cards in a binder, includes 
4 pair used, assortment of mostly used Large and Small Queens, 50-60 mint with some duplicates, 82-
83 mint, 92 mint (3 shades), 95 mint, useful Quebec Tercentenary incl 20c mint and used, assorted 
Admirals mint with better items incl $1 NH (2) plus some coils and booklet panes, 159 mint (3 incl two 
NH), 209 block NH, F1-3 used, etc., some minor faults/ few regums but generally fresh and F-VF; owner's 
estimated catalog/retail about $22,000 (see online scans) 3000

5326 */**          GRAND CANADA SELECTION. almost everything a premium set or single of the 1890s/1930s on six 
stock sheets, virtually everything a highlight but a few teasers would include 58 NH, 79 mint block, 91 
NH, 95 mint (2), 102-03 NH, useful Admirals incl well centered coils, 158 NH, 203 block NH incl one 
stamp with short "X" variety, etc., a couple of regums bit overall fresh and F-VF or better, well worth a 
closd look; retail over $15,000 (see online scans) 2500

5327 */** 3         CANADA MISCELLANY. classics through the early 1950s (mostly to mid-1930s) with majority being 
premium issues, flipping through note 103 mint, Admiral coils mint, 158 mint (4 incl two NH), 159 NH, 
203 block NH, etc., some small faults in earlier issues but mostly F-VF, view to appreciate 1800

5328 */** 3         CANADA DEFINITIVE COLLECTION 1888/1993.  on White Ace pages, starts with 41-47 and 66-72 
used, otherwise generally mint to 1945 and NH post-1945, note 94-95, 104-122, 139-40 149-159, and 162-
177 (all mint), appears complete or very nearly so for the QEII period, a large amount of face value in 
later issues, generally F-VF, see online scans 1250

5329 * 3         CANADA ASSORTMENT. various mostly premium sets and singles including 20 unused (light tonng), 
72 mint, 73 used, 80-81 used, 82-83 used (2), 84 used, 96-103 mint mostly stuck down in card, 96-103 
blocks of four (small faults), 261 block NH, C1 block of six NH, C2 block of six mint (5 stamps NH), C3 
block of six NH, VG-VF; Scott $7,600+ 800

5330 */**          CANADA MINT COMMEMORATIVE COLLECTION 1897/1982.   issues to 1940 are generally mint, 
post-1940 generally NH, appears very nearly complete for commemorative issues from the years listed, 
also includes airmails, note mint 50-53, 58-60, 85-86, 96-103, 135, and C2, generally F-VF, see online scans 750

5331  3         CANADA USED COLLECTION, 1897/1950.   in mounts on pages and incl 1897 Jubilee to $2 (50c, 
$2 roller cancel), 1897/1902 Victoria definitives to high values, 1903 KE VII complete, 1908 Quebec 
complete, KG V period highly complete (few  dues) incl high values, etc., usual mixed condition incl 
some early reperfs, mostly F-VF (see online scans) 750

5332 */** 3         CANADA COLLECTION, 1859/1942.   in mounts on Thorp and Martin pages highlighted by (mint 
unless otherwise noted) 14-15 used, 17 used, useful Large Queens used, 46-47 used, 50-60 (50c unused), 
122 NH, 146-48 NH, 149-61 (some NH incl 50c), 174-77, 217-27 NH, 243-45 NH, 261-62 NH, E2, E3-4 
NH, E5, mostly F-VF (see online scans) 700

5333 */** 3         CANADA COLLECTION TO 1983.  housed in two Scott albums, note better including used 2, 17-19, 26-
27, 59, 95, mint 24, 28-30, 56-7, 100-02, as well as others, high degree of completion from the 1930s and 
primarily mint from about 1935 (most post-WWII issues NH), second volume is primarily QEII issues but 
a small collection of Newfoundland as well, generally F-VF, a neat and clean collection 500

5334 */** 3 

6        

CANADA MISCELLANY. mosty more recent NH stamps, S/S, three 1988 Calgary Olympics packs, some 
booklets, high values incl $10 Whale NH (2), some provinces, etc., generally F-VF and with significant 
face value 500

5335 **          CANADA FACE VALUE ACCUMULATION.  includes a collection on White Ace pages 1989/96, as well 
as a very large number of booklets from about the 1950s/90s, apparently all NH, F-VF, Face Value $1,000+ 400

5336 */**          CANADA BETTER MINT STOCKBOOK.  loaded with many choice mint stamps including 99, 100 (2), 
102 (2), 158, 159 (2), and more, some BOB and Newfoundland, many NH stamps, generally F-VF, see 
online scans 300
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5337 **          CANADA PO YEAR SETS SELECTION. 1974 (particulalrly scarce), 1981-86, 1987 (2), 1988-93, 1995-99, 
VF; Face Value C$448 250

5338 */**          BILESKI ACCUMULATION.  group of mint mostly NH plate blocks and specialized officials in original 
shipment envelopes with literature from K. Bileski of Winnipeg, also some Liberia and other countries 
present, collector paid hundreds of dollars for this material in the 1960s, generally Very Fine, possibly 
some sleepers here 150

5339 **          CANADA MINT 1990s COLLECTION.   includes annual yearbooks from 1990/99 (missing 1993), as 
well as an NH album from 1994/96, F-VF, Face Value C$350+ 120

5340 */**          CANADA 1960s/90s MINT GROUP. sets, singles, some S/S and mini-sheets plus assorted booklets, 
minor duplication, overwhelmingly NH, generally fresh and F-VF (Face Value approx C$325) 100

5341 **          CANADA LUNAR NEW YEAR PRESS SHEETS 1997/2002.  clean group of nine press sheets 1997-2002, 
two each for 1997-99, one each for 2000-02, NH, rolled in mailing tube, Very Fine 100

5342   6        CANADA POSTAGE DUE COVERS ASSORTMENT, 1907/79. 45 covers spanning each of the postage 
due series with incoming foreign mails (US, England, Canal Zone) and domestic uses, usual mixed 
conditon, Fine (see online scans) 100

COOK ISLANDS
5343 **          COOK ISLANDS 2010-14 ISSUES STOCK.   33 different sets and S/S incl Flower Definitives (Scott 

1305-22) with average Scott value per set over $38; ten each commems, definitives, S/S, etc. apparently 
complete for period and with colorful topicals incl Royal Wedding, Olympics, Year of the Snake, 
Christmas, Insects, etc., NH, VF; Face Value equivalent $6,450+; Scott $12,300+ 600

EGYPT
5344 */** 3         EGYPT DEALER STOCK 1860s/1990s.   nearly all are used throughout, well-stocked pages with 

light to moderate duplication, all identified by Scott number, some BOB, generally VG-VF, viewing is 
recommended 75

FALKLAND ISLANDS AND DEPENDENCIES
5345 */**          FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCIES 1946/85.   on hand-drawn White Ace pages, apparently 

complete including cross-gutter pairs, the vast majority NH but a few early issues l.h., generally Very Fine 
(owner's catalogue $585+) 100

GAMBIA
5346 * 3         GAMBIA COLLECTION to 1980s.  hundreds of different incl 4d imperf #2 unused, perf embossed QV 

to 6d, lots of KEVII to 3/- incl scarce 4d dented frame variety, KGVI 1938 elephants complete to 10/-, 
1953 complete to £1, 1963 complete to £1, etc, mostly F-VF (see online scans)  300

5347  3         GAMBIA USED COLLECTION.   approx 100 stamps from the classics onwards on pages incl 1869 
imperf 6d blue (four margins with red cancel), 1880 4d brown, 1886 1sh violet, useful KE VII, KG VI 
1938 Elephants complete to 10sh, etc., mostly F-VF; SG over £1000 200

GIBRALTAR
5348  3         GIBRALTAR KE VII PERIOD USED ASSORTMENT. Scott #39-47, 49-63 on page, 1903 2sh some light 

wrinkling, F-VF (see online scan; Scott $2,103) 450
5349 **          GIBRALTAR MINT COLLECTION 1969/99.  virtually complete for the years listed, apparently all NH, 

F-VF, Face Value £500+ 250
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5350  3         GREAT BRITAIN VICTORIAN TO EDWARD VI USED ASSORTMENT 1840/1912.   mostly used, 
beginning with Penny Black #1, then quantities of 2p Blue perfs & imperfs (including a strip of 3), 1p 
Rose Red imperf selection, useful group of surface printed including a good number of higher values, 
1883 2/6 (13), 1884 5sh (5), Jubilee assortment, etc., previous owner has labelled with prices in British 
pounds, many into the hundreds of pounds each (accurate) but fanciful the material is in mixed typical 
condition, VG-VF; plenty of value to dredge out of here with hundreds of items, and an enormous 
catalog value running well into tens of thousands of dollars. 1500

5351  3         GB USED COLLECTION, 1840/1964, on Scott pages with better as 1, 3-4, 27-28, 48, 57 (toned), 64-65, 
73, 78-87, 94-95, 98-107, 108-09, 124, 126, 127-41, 179-81, 222-24, mostly complete for KG VI and QE II 
periods, usual mixed condition through 1910s with most F-VF (see online scans) 1000

5352 */** 3         GREAT BRITAIN COLLECTION 1840/1951.  on Lindner pages, several used 1s and 2s but most faulty, 
overwhelmingly used throughout with moderate to light duplication, but some mint and NH in the 20th 
century, note many better stamps in the Victorian period but many with small faults, generally VG-VF, 
high catalogue value and some nice stamps to be found (see online scans) 500

5353 **  6        GREAT BRITAIN 1970-75 POSTAGE DUE ISSUE COLLECTION. neatly arranged on quadrille pages 
and incl full set in NH cylinder no blocks of six plus an array of uses on 39 covers, F-VF, ideal for 
continuation (see online scans) 300

5354 */**  6        GREAT BRITAIN MINT COLLECTION 1960s/90s + BONUS.  primarily a mint collection from the 
1960s to about 1998, almost all NH, as well as Royal Mail Presentation Packs 1988/99, additionally several 
albums of Commonwealth commemoratives and covers for events such as the 1981 Royal Wedding and 
Silver Jubilee, generally F-VF, a significant amount of face value 250

5355 **   4       GREAT BRITAIN 1990s/2000s "1st" DENOMINATAION FULL SHEETS GROUP. a total of 1,020 "1st" 
denominated issues in sheets of 10 or 20 with attached labels and embracing a wide number of topics, 
NH or self-adhesive, a few duplicates, fresh and Very Fine (Face Value £ 250

5356 */** 3  

4       

GREAT BRITAIN POSTAGE DUES COLLECTION, 1914/75. mostly mint and neatly arranged on 
quadrille pages, note 1914 5d control no block of six (stamps NH), 1924/31 3d on experimental paper 
used block, 1954-55 NH, 1955/57 2sh6d-5sh NH, 1959-63 complete NH incl shades and some var. plus 
the 1½d folded sheet of 240, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 250

5357 **          GREAT BRITAIN BOOKLET COLLECTION.  dozens of booklets, nearly all post-1971 to about the 
1990s, light duplication, all F-VF, Face Value £325+ 150

5358 */** 3         GB ASSORTMENT. collection of used pre-decimal/ decimal Machins on pages, assorted classic/ more 
modern mint and used on stock sheets, 1986, 1997 PO year sets, etc., generally F-VF 80

HELIGOLAND
5359 * 3         HELIGOLAND SPRCIALIZED COLLECTION. written up on quadrille pages in an album, a few 

hundred stamps including postal history and unusual in that virtually all are genuine and is not full of 
reprints and forgeries as usually seen, the 1st page with assorted mint incl 1867 ½sch #1 die I (2) and die 
II, 1sch (2), 1869/73 ½sch assortement representing 8 different printings, then the used with postmark 
studies on the next three pages incl roulette ½sch die I and scarce die II, 1sch (8), 6sch (5) and several 
½sch 1869/73, scarce ¾sch, etc., then 1873 ¼sch mint with error printed in reversed colors (3), different 
printings on the 1sch, 1½sch margin block of four, 1875/90 3pf both printings, 20pf with eight different 
printings, two printings on the 1mk perf 13½x14½ and lower margin block of six of the 5mk, as well as 
the scarce perf 11½ 1mk and 5mk with two examples of each! the 1875/90 used section has 3pf x4 incl 
both printings, followed by 20pf printings incl single usage on cover, 1mk 1879 printing (2) and 1889 
printing (4), plus the 5mk (3), condition far above the standard normally encountered, generally Fine or 
better, a collection formed in the good old days and offered intact as received (see online scans) 3000

HONG KONG incl. OFFICES IN CHINA
5360 */** 3         HONG KONG STOCK. Victorian through 2009 issues in "102" cards in two file boxes, loaded with better 

sets and singles with most of the post-1970s mint being NH, usual mixed condition in the early period but 
generally F-VF, viewing highly recommended; Scott over $14,000 1800

5361 */**         HONG KONG COLLECTION, 1953/80. in a set of Lighthouse hingeless pages with most spaces filled 
(commems complete), NH sets include 203-17, 237-38, most of the post-1972 issues, generally F-VF; Scott 
$1,700+ 300

GREAT BRITAIN
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5362 **          HONG KONG COMPLETE BOOKLETS STOCK, 1973/96. on sales pages and incl SG SB10 (6), SB11 
(4), SB16b (2), SB18 (5), SB21 (11), SB25 (9), SB36-38 (5), generally fresh and VF; 2011 SG £1,850+ 250

5363 * 3         HONG KONG SELECTION. 16 stamps hinged onto a small sheet, mostly used and incl  1862 18c used, 
1863 6c mint, 1865 96c Brown used, etc., very mixed condition, VG-Fine (see online scan) 120

INDIA AND STATES
5364 * 3         INDIA GROUP. Victorian to more modern and incl officials all in a stock book, mostly used and with 

some duplication, usual mioxed condition but mostly F-VF, worth a look 200
5365 */** 3         INDIA AND STATES DEALER STOCK 1850s/2000s.  on well-stocked pages, begins with a few Victoria 

issues but picks up with George V onward, the vast majority are used but there are some mint and NH 
stamps interspersed, also about a dozen stock pages of Indian States, generally VG-VF but some condition 
issues noted in the classic period, viewing is highly recommended 100

INDIA - FEUDATORY STATES
5366 * 3         JAMMU and KASHMIR 1870s/90s "NEW RECTANGULARS" MASSIVE ACCUMULATION. impressive 

array which formed the basis of a plating study and includes over 60 unused sheets of 15 or 20 incl 
duplication of the ½a and 1a Black on white wove, ½a Red on yellow; other values and paper combinations 
also present as sheets in addition to a multitude of mostly unused examples in singles and multiples, 
includes some plating diagrams illustrating characteristics of each position, usual mixed condition but 
mostly F-VF or better, a formidable lot for the student (see online scans) 1600

IRELAND
5367 */** 3         IRELAND RETAIL STOCK. neatly arranged in "102" cards in two file boxes,from Scott #1 through issues 

of the 1990s and incl many NH throughout incl some of the better 1950s commems, generally F-VF, 
plenty of retail potential, owner's Scott $17,000+ 1500

MALTA
5368  3         MALTA USED COLLECTION, 1922/28. complete for period (Scott 97-183) less 1926/27 5sh (Scott 

146), F-VF; , excellent basis for expansion - elusive in used condition (see online scans; Scott $1,592) 600
5369 */** 3 

6        

EXTENSIVE MALTA COLLECTION 1880s/1990s.   includes used and mint collections (note better 
stamps including 14 mint and 15-18 mint with "SPECIMEN" overprint), fairly comprehensive from about 
the 1960s to 90s, modern material is apparently all NH, also an assortment of FDCs, presentation packs, 
stockbooks, etc., additionally two albums of NH Sovereign Military Order of Malta and a selection of 
FDCs, generally F-VF, viewing is highly recommended 250

MONTSERRAT
5370 */**          MONTSERRAT MINT COLLECTION 1935/1997.  housed in six albums, virtually complete from 1935 

through 1997 (missing only a handful of items), a few early issues are used but the overwhelming majority 
are NH, also includes a small balance of sheets and specimen stamps, F-VF, a very nice starter collection 200

NEW ZEALAND
5371 * 3         NEW ZEALAND COLLECTION to 1998. in two nicely filled Minkus albums, mixed mint and used and 

for post KG VI period often parallel mint and used, assorted used Chalon head in usual mixed condition, 
range of side-face definitives incl shades, 1898/1907 pictorials incl premium, better 20th century as 124 
used, 145-59 used with duplication, 185-98 used, 288-301 NH, etc. plus useful "back of the book" with NH 
Health sheets, C1-3 used, officials incl O76-86 mint (2), postage dues incl J9 mint, usual mixed condition 
with majority F-VF, owner's Scott $14,000+ 1500

5372  3         NEW ZEALAND REVENUES HOLDING.  2-volumes with well over 1000 used QV and early-20th century 
postal fiscals and other back of the book (some railways), a "raw" mass of material with many of the 
earlier QV issues on piece, usual mixed condition, VG-VF; the range appearing casual because there is so 
much here - but don’t be mistaken, there is enormous potential value here (see online scans)  1000
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5373 * 3 6        NEW ZEALAND SPECIALIZED ACCUMULATION OF   thousands of stamps contained in four large 
stuffed stock books (1 entirely mint and the rest mixed mint and used) and a medium stock book 
amassed by a specialist using the CP catalog; starts with some mixed Chalons as usual, but then goes on 
with a strong holding of QV through the 1990’s with mint and used throughout, a lot of multiples, some 
varieties noted and others waiting to be found, modern cover specialized with many esoteric items, health 
issues with multiple cachets with several better, private post issue stamps and some covers, booklets, other 
specialized items, like cancel interest, more covers etc. A great opportunity for the specialist in this very 
popular area, combining a high catalog value with much specialization. 950

5374 */(*) 3         NEW ZEALAND COLLECTION to 1930s.  mostly mint on SG pages with assortment of used Chalon 
issues, useful 1874/92 Victoria used incl high values, 1899/1900 5sh mint, 1902/07 5sh used, 1906 
Christchurch mint, 1931 "Smiling Boy" without gum, few postal fiscals as incl 1903/15 £1 used, etc., usual 
mixed condition especially in earlier issues, mostly F-VF (see online scans) 750

5375 */**          NEW ZEALAND COMMEMORATIVE COLLECTION 1901/67.  1940s and earlier generally mint, post-
1940s generally NH, nearly complete for the years listed, plus some semipostals (mini sheets apparently 
complete to 1967), airmails, and life insurance stamps, note 122-25, 165-70, 179-81, 185-98, 229-41, 320, 
C1-3, C5, and C6-8 mint, generally F-VF, see online scans 300

5376 *          NEW ZEALAND MINT COLLECTION, 1909/58. neatly arranged on homemade pages and with good 
number of better as 1909/12 ½d-1sh KE VII, 1920 Victory, 1925 Christchurch, 1926 2sh-3sh Admiral incl 
shades, 1931 "Laughing Boy", 1931-34  Airmails, 1935 Jubilee, 1935-36 ½d-3sh Definitives, 1936-453 ½d-3sh 
Definitives incl perf varieties, 1940 Centennial incl Officials, etc., fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 250

PAKISTAN
5377 */** 3         REMARKABLE PAKISTAN COLLECTION TO 1990s. beginning with the Nasik ovpts complete to 25rps 

KGVI used, also large multiples mint showing different settings, early KGVI postal history not just FDCs but 
also registered and commercial, including a study of thick and thin printings, also noticed KGVI used in 
Dubai, special presentation packs, multiples including a sheet of 100 of SG#41 (cat. £2,200), imprint blocks 
of four of the 1948 second definitive 25rps NH, perforation varieties, interpanneau pairs, postal history of 
the late 1940s with some very well-travelled covers, a good range of KGVI official o/ps to high values, errors 
such as albino overprints, color varieties, inverted service ovpts, double overprints, with and without ovpt 
pairs, much more, collection ends in the 1990s with some interesting imperf multiples of the state building 
definitive series without denominations including further service errors etc, F-VF (see online scans) 2000

5378 */**  6        PAKISTAN POST-1940s SPECIALIZED COLLECTION.  an exceptional exhibition collection written-
up on pages (in German) with many hundreds of stamps covering an array of errors and printers archival 
material as well as much postal history, including 1958 15r Coconut Palm imperf blocks of four normal 
and shifted, the 1958 Scout Jamboree section incl ovpt printed on reverse only, missing colors errors 
incl 1969 15p Ghalib Centenary, 1981 von Stephan 1r imperf block of four, through to 1999 Saiing 
Championship strip of five missing magenta (without 'Pakistan’), reversed and inverted watermarks in 
complete sheets, spectacular pre-printing paper folds in large multiples, 1999 Eid Mubarak corner block 
of four printed on gummed side, etc, generally fresh and VF; a holding that would be extremely difficult 
to replicate, with many rare items unlisted even in the specialised catalogs (see online scans) 1000

SAMOA
5379 * 3         SAMOA COLLECTION to 1910s. arranged on quadrille pages noting "Express" assortment incl reprint 

sheets, Palms (incl surcharges) issues with perf varieties and multiples, 1893 5d on 4d (Scott 22) block of four, 
block of six mint (incl a "kiss" print double surcharge), single franking cover to USA, 1914 5sh-£1 Overprints 
mint, usual mixed condition with most F-VF, nice start to a specialized collection (see online scans) 1000

SINGAPORE
5380  3         SINGAPORE USED COLLECTION, 1948/96. highly complete on locally printed album pages and incl 

the 1969 Founding S/S, 1970 Osaka S/S, 1971 Festival S/S, etc., F-VF (see online scans) 600

SOUTH AFRICA
5381 * 3 6        SOUTH AFRICA 1926/54 "1d DROMMEDARIS" ISSUE EXHIBIT COLLECTION. 64-page exhibit of 

the issue showing stamps, trials, covers, myriad of print varieties, etc. neatly arranged and annotated on 
pages, highlights include Waterlow and Pretoria imperf trial color proof blocks, various 1920s Waterlow 
and Pretoria printings including blocks with marginal markings, "Darmstadt" trials frame and vignette 
proofs, trial color proof blocks, various constant flaws plus minor printing errors and varieties, exploded 
booklets and partial booklet pane sheets, JIPEX S/S with and w/o serial number, etc., usual few minor 
faults, generally F-VF (see online scans) 500
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5382 *  6        SOUTH AFRICA POSTAL STATIONERY EXHIBIT COLLECTION. 64 pages of postal cards, letter 
cards, envelopes, registry envelopes, airletters and wrappers, note some early 20th century items "mixed-
country" frankings with stamps/ stationery of Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Transvaal, Orange River 
Colony, etc., useful assortment of mint but the variety of used the highlight of the collection with variety 
of domestic and foreign uses, postmarks, uprated frankings, registry handstamps, censored, etc., usual 
mixed condition but generally Fine or better, a must view for the specialist (see online scans) 500

TONGA
5383 **  6        TONGA COLLECTION, 1984/2013.  extensive collection of sets, singles, S/S, sheets and mini-sheets, 

covers and FDC, proofs and specimens arranged in nine binders, includes commems, definitives, airmails 
and officials with numerous premium as 1984 Definitives and Officials mint and specimens with multiples 
and a few covers plus the 1984 3pa "OFFICIAL" overprint not officially issued (approx 40 exist), 1991 
John Wesley unissued set specimens incl sheets, imperf plate proofs, bromide proofs, 1985 Mutiny on the 
Bounty strip of five NH plus specimen strip and two specimen sheets, 1986 Halley's Comet sheets, 1986 
Scout Jamboree sheets, 1987 Canoe Race artwork, 1987-88 Coronation printer proofs, 1987 Christmas 
printer proofs, 1998 Aviation specimen sheets plus 3p on cover to Iceland, 1989 UPU Congress perf and 
imperf with and without Specimen overprint, 1991 Telecommunications imperf assortment, 1992 WW II 
Anniversary sheet imperf plus imperf strips and single proofs, 1995 5pa-10pa imperf sheets of ten, 1995 
Visit So Pacific Year overprint proof sheets, 1996 WWF sheets of 20, 1997 New Year setenant gutter block, 
2013 Bird officials, etc., generally PO fresh and Very Fine, enormous retail value (see online scans) 750

5384 */**          TONGA COLLECTION to 2000s. on homemade pages in two binders and incl issues for Niuafo'ou, 
replete with complete sets incl the oddly shaped self-adhesives, topicals, S/S and mini-sheets, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF; owner's 2002 Scott $5,800+ 600

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS
5385 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH "A-C" COUNTRIES GROUP. some Victoria / KG V mixed mint and 

used with most value in mostly mint (many NH) KG VI / QE II period sets and singles in No.1 glassines 
in a file box, nearly all different and includes highlights as Antigua 94-95 used, Bahamas 143-47 used, 
Bahrain 52-61A NH, 72-80 NH, Basutoland 72-82 NH, Bechuanaland 180-93 NH, Bermuda 55-69 mint, 
71-79 mint, KG VI keyplates used assortment, 143-62 NH, Brit Antarctic 1-15 NH and used, 24 NH (3) 
and used, 25-38 NH and used, Br Guiana 253-67 NH, Burma O26-27 used, Cayman Isl 153-67 NH, Cyprus 
168-82 NH, 183-97 NH, generally F-VF, substantial catalog value - view to appreciate 4000

5386 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH "D-K" COUNTRIES GROUP. mostly mint KG VI / QE II issues in No 1 
glassines in a file box, note better Dominica, Falkland Isl, Fiji, Gambia, Gibraltar, Gilbert and Ellice, Gold 
Coast, Grenada, Hong Kong, India, Ireland, Jamaica, KUT, Kuwait, etc., plenty of better sets and singles 
with good number NH, generally F-VF, well worth a good look 1000

5387 */**          BRITISH COMMONWEALTH "M-S" COUNTRIES GROUP. mostly mint KG VI / QE II period sets 
and singles in No 1 glassines in a file box plus a handful of mostly used Victoria / KG V, good range of 
premium from Malta, Montserrat, Norfolk Isl, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Pitcairn, St Helena, mostly 
F-VF 1000

5388 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH "S-Z" COUNTRIES GROUP. substantial array of mostly mint KG VI / 
QE II period sets and singles with many of these NH, also includes selection of mixed mint and used 
Victoria / KG V, all in No 1 glassines filed in a box, highlights galore with special mention to St Kitts-
Nevis 37-51 mint, St Lucia 76-89 mint, Singapore 1-19 mint, 62-69 NH, 101-06 NH, 107-11 NH, So Africa 
241-53 NH, 254-66 NH, 269-77 NH, B9-11 NH, So Georgia 1-15 NH and used, 17-30 NH and used, So 
Rhodesia 81-94 NH, 95-108 NH, SW Africa 266-80 NH, Trinidad and Tobago 72-83 NH, Tristan da Cunha 
1-12 NH and used, 28-67 NH, Turks and Caicos 121-35 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, catalog value 
well into five-figures 3500

5389 */** 3         GB, AUSTRALIA, CANADA and NEW ZEALAND ASSORTMENT  of mostly mint KG VI / QE II period 
sets and singles in No 1 glassines in a file box, also includes mix of mint and used Victoria / KG V sets, 
part sets and singles, replete with premium sets and singles (many NH) as GB 179-81 used, 292-308 NH, 
317-33 NH, 1960s phosphors NH and used, Australia 374-79 used, L8-18 NH, Canada 46-47 used, 50-60 
used, 94-95 used, 96-103 mint and used, 104-22 mint, 241-45 NH, 268-73 NH, New Zealand 288-301 NH, 
etc., usual mixed condition in earlier issues but mostly F-VF, substantial catalog value 3000

5390 * 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH STOCK of many 1000s filed in "102" cards filed by country in 8 red file 
boxes, the full range of Commonwealth countries represented generally to about the early 1980s with 
pre-1960s mixed mint and used and later issues mostly mint and incl NH sets and singles, most of the 
value in post KG VI issues, the majority are singles, part sets and assorted sets with cat values to about $15 
though do note some better Br Africa, generally F-VF, total owner's Scott over $20,000 1500
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5391 * 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH MISCELLANY.  well over 1000 predominantly mint stamps from 19th to 
mid-20th century, inc. good British Guiana with 1889s complete, British POs in Levant KEVII mint with 
varieties on the high values, Seychelles 1938 to £1, Brunei Japanese Occup overprints to $1, varieties on 
Malaya-Borneo Exhibition 1922 overprints, various Canada 1897 Jubilees, KG V to $1, useful Vancouver 
Island mint and used, etc,, usual mixed condition with majority F-VF (see online scans)  1000

5392 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTION 1841/2013.  housed in a variety of different albums, most 
of which have been meticulously catalogued by the collector, mixture of used and mint throughout, a 
handful of classics but primarily mid-to-late 20th century issues, note better countries including GB and 
New Zealand, generally VG-VF but early stamps have some condition issues, owner's catalogue value $7,250+ 750

5393 */(*) 3         GB, CANADA and "A" COUNTRIES GROUP.  counter book of some better issues on sales pages plus 
red file box of "102" cards, mostly used through about the 1940s and then mix of mint and used QE II 
period to 2000s issues, highlights include GB 1 used, plus useful assortment of used line engraved and 
surface printed issues to 2/6 value, 127-41 used with few duplicates, assorted 2/6, 5sh "Seahorses" used, 
Canada 10 used, 100-03 used, 158-59 used, etc. plus useful section of Australia, usual mixed condition 
(especially in classic period) and VG-VF, owner's Scott about $26,000 750

5394 * 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTION to 1960s.  many 1000s of stamps from QV to QEII with virtually 
everything stopping in the 1960s "A-Z" all housed in 16 albums, assortment of high values noticed in every album 
incl KGV to 10/-, as well as a good range of Q V/ KE VII through to intermediate shilling values, KG VI/ QE 
II generally higher values and some complete sets, better areas include India Convention and Native States, 
Malayan States incl Straits Settlements, British Africa, useful one country collections incl Falklands, Gibraltar, 
Sarawak, Seychelles, Australia, New Zealand, etc.generally F-VF and well worth a close look    500

5395 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH MISCELLANY. mostly mint QE II period sets and singles in glassines in 
a file box, note useful Australia, Brit Antarctic, Canada, Cyprus, Falklands, Gibraltar, GB, Hong Kong, 
Ireland, Tristan, etc., generally F-VF, well worth the viewing time 400

5396 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH "FUN" HOLDING.  material from popular areas like New Zealand with 
many better items contained on stock cards, glassines and a stock book, better Palestine holding with 
well over a thousand stamps, mint and used, with a lot of overprint issues awaiting review for varieties and 
many multiples (MNH), a nice holding of QEII UK with many blocks and some gutter pairs and well over 
70+ booklets, some better, with face well over £200+ and pretty much all MNH, a stock book full of mainly 
Pitcairn from first issues in MNH multiples and some better used and some varieties noted, and then a 
lot of modern stamps, sets, s/s and booklets from various colonies that saw mainly limited printing runs. 
An unusual lot that was accumulated by a specialist collector with an eye for varieties 375

5397 */**          BRITISH COMMONWEALTH MODERN MINT ACCUMULATION.  mostly mint accumulation in a large 
box in bags, glassines, stockbooks, on stock cards and dealer pages etc., incl. hundreds of singles, sets, blocks, 
souvenir sheets incl. KGVI Coronation set complete, and pre-QEII material, generally F-VF, worth inspection 250

5398 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH ACCUMULATION.   several cigar boxes and a stockbook of assorted 
British Commonwealth issues, appears to be mostly mid-20th century but some earlier, mixture of mint 
and used throughout, generally F-VF, perfect to replenish a dealer stock 150

5399   6        BRITISH COMMONWEALTH POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION.  numbering well into the 100s 
of covers, mostly 20th century, including Great Britain, Canada, Australia, British Africa, and British 
Asia amongst others, many individually priced between $3-30, generally VG-VF, a perfect opportunity to 
replenish your Commonwealth postal history stock 150

5400 **          GB and AUSTRALIA MINT NH ASSORTMENT.  1960s/90s sets and singles and incl some gutter pairs, 
NH, mostly VF, Face Value GB (decimals only) £100, Australia A$160 120

5401 */**          MODERN COMMONWEALTH ACCUMULATION.  a collection of albums containing mostly modern 
Commonwealth material, very nearly all NH, not an insignificant amount of face value for Isle of Mann, 
Guernsey, Australia, etc, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 100

5402 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH BALANCE.   small worldwide collection that is primarily British, on 
several stock pages and sales pages, some items individually priced from $30-150, generally F-VF, viewing 
is recommended 75

5403   6        BRITISH COMMONWEALTH FDC COLLECTION.  shoebox with dozens of British Commonwealth 
FDCs, mostly common issues from the 1970s/80s, but note some better items from the 1930s/50s 
including sets on registered covers, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended and could pay off 75

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OMNIBUS ISSUE COLLECTIONS
5404 */** 3         1935 SILVER JUBILLEE with BONUS. complete mint incl the additional designs (no Egypt, India 1¼a 

used, other values mint) with NH sets of Bechuanaland, Jamaica, Leeward Isl, Montserrat, Trinidad 
& Tobago, Canada, includes Hong Kong set tied on piece by date of issue cancel, mostly o.g. or small 
h.r. with some light even gum toning as often, bonus of 1937 Coronation cplt mint (Canada used), 1948 
Wedding low values used assortment, 1946 Peace nearly complete mint, 1953 Coronation mint incl extra 
designs, generally F-VF 600
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5405 **   4       1978 QEII CORONATION ANNIVERSARY.   two complete sets of 21 mint sheets (including Fr. New 
Caledonia), each consisting of four uncut souvenir sheets, NH and Very Fine (Scott $376.80 as S/S) 75

5406 **          OMNIBUS ISSUE COLLECTION 1945/1967.  on White Ace pages, includes Peace 1945, UPU 1949, 
University 1951, Coronation 1953, Royal Visit 1953, West Indies Federation 1958, Freedom From Hunger 
1963, Red Cross 1963, Shakespeare 1964, ITU 1965, International Cooperation Year 1965, Churchill 
1966, Royal Visit 1966, World Cup 1966, WHO 1966, and UNESCO 1966/7, apparently all complete and 
NH, F-VF, a very attractive and clean collection (Scott $1,730+) 250

BRITISH AFRICA
5407 **          BRITISH AFRICA SHEETS AND S/S GROUP.   mostly 1990s/2000s issues in sales sheets with S/S 

sometimes accompanied by the singles from the set, excellent topical appeal with sports, flora and 
fauna, entertainers, royalty, Disney, transportation, art, etc., note some useful Gambia, Lesotho, Malawi, 
Sierra Leone incl Exploration of Mars sheets, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe, etc., 
generally fresh and VF 375

BRITISH AMERICAS
5408 **          BRITISH CARIBBEAN AND SOUTH AMERICA SHEETS AND S/S GROUP.   100s of mostly 

1990s/2000s issues in sales sheets with S/S sometimes accompanied by the singles from the set, strong 
topical appeal with sports, art, wildlife, Disney, transportation, royalty, entertainers, etc., note Grenada 
Mars Exploration sheets, various gold and silver foils, etc., generally fresh and VF 475

5409 */** 3         BRITISH AMERICAS COLLECTION 1860s/1970s.   in a Minkus album, includes most areas minus 
Canada, some earlier issues, souvenir sheets, and complete mint sets, mostly a mixture of mint and used 
with some NH stamps assorted throughout, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 75

BRITISH EUROPE
5410 */** 3         GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND STOCK.  1000s of stamps from classics to the 1970s chronologically 

organized in glassines, mostly NH with numerous sets, we note Q V 1d red imperfs and perf plates, 
early QV line-engraved to 6d, KEVII 1/- (20), useful mint KG V incl multiples, through 1960s sets with 
and without phosphor bands, postage dues, a section on se-tenant defins and labels, as well as Channel 
Islands, etc., Ireland with useful booklets and postage dues, mostly F-VF, great potential here 1000

BRITISH PACIFIC
5411 **          BRITISH PACIFIC 2012-14 NEW ISSUES.  123 different sets, ten each commems, definitives, S/S, mini-

sheets etc. from Samoa, Penrhyn, Tonga/ Niouafo'ou, Cook Isl, Aitutaki, topicals galore incl JFK, Royal 
Wedding, Year of the Snake, Olympics, Christmas, Birds, Butterflies, Pandas, Peonies, Ships, Insects, etc., 
NH, VF; Face Value equivalent $21,000+; Scott $40,500+ 1500

5412 **          AITUTAKI, PENRHYN and SAMOA NEW ISSUES, 2010-14.   44 complete sets and S/S with Scott 
averaging over $40 /set; ten each and apparently complete for period with commems, definitives and 
S/S, useful topicals incl Year of the Snake, Pope, JFK, Royal Wedding, Peonies, etc., NH, VF; Face Value 
equivalent $6,500+; Scott $12,300+ 550

5413 */**          BRITISH PACIFIC MINT COLLECTION 1938/67.  early issues generally mint, 1950s onward a mix of 
mint and NH, note better stamps including (mint unless otherwise noted) Solomon Islands 67-79, 89-
105 NH, Cook Islands 112-4 NH, 116-24 NH, Fiji 117-31B, Gilbert & Ellice Islands 40-51 NH, 61-72, Niue 
89A-D, Papua New Guinea 122-36, C5-9, and Pitcairn Islands 1-8, 20-31, generally F-VF, a very nice starter 
collection for the years listed (see online scans) 300

BRITISH WEST INDIES
5414 */** 3         BRITISH WEST INDIES COLLECTION ANTIGUA-BARBUDA.  on Palo pages, a few early issues used 

but the vast majority of stamps mint (and many later stamps NH), includes Antigua very nearly complete 
from 1/182 (less 64), note 1, 9, and 17 used and 30, 38, 41, and 67-76 mint; Barbuda 1-11 mint; and 
Bahamas nearly complete from 27/184 (less 43, 56, 84, E1, and MR1-5), note 32 used, generally F-VF, a 
very clean and attractive collection that is ideal for continuation (see online scans) 1000
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5415 */** 3         BRITISH WEST INDIES COLLECTION BARBADOS-BERMUDA.   on Palo pages, a few early issues 
used but the vast majority of stamps mint (and many later stamps NH), includes Barbados complete 
from 60-286 (only missing a couple of postage dues), a handful of used stamps and the rest mint or NH, 
note 62, 68, 70-80, 81-89, 91-102, 125-6, and 127-39 mint; and Bermuda nearly complete from 1/217 (less 
10-15, 53-4, 96-7, AR1), note 1-6 used, generally F-VF, an exceptional starter collection (see online scans) 1000

5416 */** 3         BRITISH WEST INDIES COLLECTION DOMINICA-JAMAICA.  on Palo pages, some early issues used 
but the vast majority of stamps mint (and many later stamps NH), includes Dominica 1874/1967, Grenada 
1861/1966, and Jamaica 1860/1960, fairly complete throughout minus some high values, many desirable 
stamps and sets, generally F-VF, a very clean and attractive collection that is ideal for continuation (see 
online scans) 1700

5417 */** 3         BRITISH WEST INDIES COLLECTION BRITISH GUIANA-CAYMAN ISLANDS.  on Palo pages, a few 
early issues used but the vast majority of stamps mint (and many later stamps NH), includes British Guiana 
1863/1966, sparsely filled in the early issues but picks up in 1889 and is nearly complete to 1966; British 
Honduras 1872/1973, high degree of completion throughout, missing primarily high values; Cayman 
Islands 1900/1966, high degree of completion throughout excluding some high values; generally F-VF, 
an attractive collection that is ideal for continuation (see online scans) 1800

5418 */** 3         BRITISH WEST INDIES COLLECTION LEEWARD ISLANDS-SAINT LUCIA.  on Palo pages, a few 
early issues used but the vast majority of stamps mint (and many later stamps NH), includes Leeward 
Islands 1890/1954, Montserrat 1876/1966, St. Kitts-Nevis 1935/66, St. Lucia 1902/66, all with a high 
degree of completion throughout, full of better stamps and sets, generally F-VF, nice and clean collection 
that is perfect for futher continuation (see online scans) 1400

5419 */** 3         BRITISH WEST INDIES COLLECTION ST. VINCENT-VIRGIN ISLANDS.  on Palo pages, a few early 
issues used but the vast majority of stamps mint (and many later stamps NH), includes St. Vincent 
1861/1968, Trinidad & Tobago 1913/61, Turks & Caicos 1900/66, and Virgin Islands 1866/1966, high 
degree of completion throughout minus some high values, many desirable stamps and sets, generally 
F-VF, a very clean and attractive collection that is ideal for continuation (see online scans) 2400

5420  3         BRITISH WEST INDIES USED COLLECTION TO 1966.  housed in Scott Specialty album, all colonies 
to about 1966, a smattering of classic issues throughout and generally strong in the George VI/QEII 
periods, every stamp used, some mixed condition but generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 500

WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS

AUSTRIA
5421 */** 3         AUSTRIA MINT AND USED COLLECTION 1850/1996.  housed in two Scott Specialty albums (one 

mint and one used), begins with a nice selection of classic issues, mint stamps appear to be primarily NH 
post-WWII, also includes BOB, Lombardy-Venetia, Bosnia Herzegovina, and postal stationery, generally 
VG-VF, a nice starter collection of Austria, viewing is recommended 2600

5422 * 3         AUSTRIA COLLECTION to 1930s. primarily mint sets and singles on pages and with a specialized 
section of 1890s/1900s mint issues and good deal complete for the desirable 1920s/1935 issues including 
charity issues and airmails plus a strong group of "back of the book" issues incl some occupation sets and 
Lombardy-Venetia, also note used 1850s Arms with some shades and a 1kr printed both sides, 1850s/50s 
Franz Josef and Arms (incl corresponding L-V issues), 1883 50kr mint, Lombardy-Venetia 1850 5c used 
(3), additional Offices in Crete, Offices in the Levant, 1918 Italian Occupation issues, etc., usual mixed 
condition but considerably better than usually found, generally F-VF (see online scans) 1500

5423 *          AUSTRIA COLLECTION, 1871-1945. highly complete on Minkus pages and incl 1871 2kr-50kr Franz 
Josef coarse and/or fine print, 1890/1907 Franz Josef issues complete with and w/o varnish bars, 1908-16 
1h-10kr, 1910 Jubilee, 1925-30 Airmails, 1929-32 Views, 1931 Rotary, 1932 Artists, 1933 Ski Federation, 
1933 WIPA, 1933 Catholic Congress, etc., also includes postage dues incl 1925-34 1g-10s, newspaper 
issues, military issues incl 1915 overprints, 1918 1h-1k, some occupations incl Serbia 1916 Overprints 
(both sets), Bosnia & Herzegovina, etc., fresh colors throughout, generally F-VF or better, an attractive 
collection ideal for continuation (see online scans) 1000

5424 * 3         AUSTRIA COLLECTION TO 1950s.  many hundreds in 2 Borek albums - one for mint and one for the 
used, the latter with first issues imperfs to 9kr, plenty of useful "whiskers", bit of Lombardy-Venetia, etc,, 
the mint with 1890/96 complete mint (#51/69), 1916 5kr bister on grayish paper, later complete series 
incl 1922 Composers, 1923 Cities, 1924 Welfare, 1930 Miklas, 1931 Rotary, 1931 Poets, 1932 Artists, etc, 
as well as overprinted Hitler high values NH (signed), etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 600
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5425 * 3         AUSTRIA/ BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA COLLECTION.  many hundreds of different, mostly used, on 
Safe hingeless pages and mostly 1860-1938, a nice run of with lots of $1-$5 sets and a few much higher 
to $100 and more, highlighted by Used 12-16, 17, 19-21, 22a, 27-32, 34-39, 51-65, 70-85, 326-39, B11-29, 
J10-21, Bosnia 1, Mint J181-99 NH, J64-74 NH, Bosnia 10, 46-61, etc. uusal mixed condition, mostly F-VF, 
needs a good exam for possible better types/varieties, Scott $2,500+ 325

5426 * 3         AUSTRIA and LOMBARDY-VENETIA CLASSIC IMPERFS ASSORTMENT.  challenging "mass" of 1850s 
issues on stockcards, approx. 300+ of the coats of arms types, the vast majority with four wide margins and 
with nice array of postmarks with many central well-struck legible strikes noting red cds cancels on the 
9kr blue. Lombardy Venetia "Centes" issues also seen to the 45cts blue, completely unchecked for better 
types, generally fresh and F-VF, must be viewed carefully to be appreciated (see online scans) 300

5427 */** 3         AUSTRIA ACCUMULATION. many 1000s of mostly 20th century with duplication mostly sorted in 
glassines, commems, definitives, "back of the book" and even spotted a few black proofs, usual mixed 
condition, VG-VF, huge catalog value 300

5428 * 3         AUSTRIA 1850/1900 ISSUES COLLECTION. 71 mostly used stamps on two Scott pages, highly complete 
for period with premium issues and a variety of cancels, generally F-VF (see online scans) 250

5429 */** 3         AUSTRIA COLLECTION 1867/1969.   mostly NH in mounts, well-filled with definitives and 
commemoratives (no BOB), often running parallel used, mostly F-VF 250

5430 *          AUSTRIA MINT COLLECTION, 1945-99. essentially complete (less the Rennner S/S) on Minkus pages 
incl the various 1945 "Oesterreich" overprints, 1948-52 Costumes, charity issues, 1950-53 Bird airmails 
NH, postage dues, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 250

5431 **          AUSTRIA MINT COLLECTION, 1945/1980s.   in a Lighthouse hingeless album and seemingly 
complete NH including the 1948/58 Costumes with the different printings, 1950 Voters, 1950/53 Birds 
high values, etc, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 250

5432 **          AUSTRIA MINT NH COLLECTION, 1945/2001  neatly arranged in three stock books, highly complete 
for period with many of the desirable post war issues, incl definitives, commems, some airmails, S/S, etc., 
generally fresh and VF 180

5433 */** 3         AUSTRIA MINT AND USED STOCK TO 1980s.  neatly arranged by Scott number on stock pages, many 
complete sets throughout, mixture of mint and used with many NH, also includes BOB, F-VF, viewing is 
recommended 100

AUSTRIAN OFFICES ABROAD
5434 * 3         AUSTRIAN OFFICES ABROAD STOCK. 100s in a stock book plus a handful of quadrille pages with 

some issues for the Levant region, the stock book with issues organized by office, mix of mint and used 
with useful variety of cancels noting  various types of Constantinople plus assorted Smyrna, Jerusalem, 
Jaffa, Mersina, Canea, etc., note some better issues as Offices in Crete 1904 50c, 1fr, 4fr all used,some 
duplication and, as usual, a few dubious cancels, generally F-VF, view to appreciate 1500

5435  3 6        AUSTRIA - OFFICES IN THE LEVANT COLLECTION. neatly arranged and annotated (in French or 
German) on pages with cancels of Jerusalem and Jaffa; note issues of Lombardy-Venetia with Levant 
cancels, Offices in Crete with Jerusalem cancels, extensive array of Austrian Offices in the Levant issues 
with assortment of cancels, high values, perf varieties, postage dues, etc., usual mixed condition but 
better than typically seen, generally F-VF, excellent basis for expansion (see online scans) 1300

AUSTRIA - LOMBARDY VENETIA
5436  3         LOMBARDY-VENETIA 1850/61 ISSUES COLLECTION. 22 used stamps on Scott album page, imperf 

issues well margined and incl few shade varieties of the 5c, 10c, a few minor faults as usual but better 
condition than most, generally F-VF (see online scan) 300

BELGIUM
5437 * 3         BELGIUM COLLECTION to 1935. mostly mint on pages and with not too many empty spaces, note 

useful group of used Epaulettes, 1860s/90s mostly mint incl some high values, 1919 Helmet mint, 1921 
and 1924 Brussels Exhibition sheets mint (stamps NH), 1928 Orval Abbey Overprints mint, 1929 10fr-
100fr Albert I mint, 1932 Cardinal Mercier mint, 1933 Anti-TB mint, 1933 Orval Abbey mint, 1933-34 
Ant-TB mint, 1935 Brussels Exhibition S/S used, also 1921 20fr Parcel Post mint, generally fresh and 
F-VF (see online scans) 500
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5438 */** 3         POWERFUL BELGIUM & COLONIES COLLECTION 1849/1992.   housed in five Scott Specialty 
albums (Belgium mint, Belgium used, Belgium BOB mint, Belgium BOB used, and colonies), the mint 
volumes in particular are impressive (some post-WWII issues NH), very strong in the semi-postal issues, 
note better items including 26, 35, 36, 73, and 121 mint, the vast majority of 1893/1913 issues with 
labels attached, the used albums have a significant number of postal history covers interspersed, colonies 
mainly focused on Congo but others included as well, generally F-VF, overall a wonderful collection that 
is ideal for continuation  5000

5439 */** 3         BELGIUM STOCK TO 2010.   housed in three albums of stock pages, well-sorted by Scott number, 
mixture of mint and used with many NH, a good deal of duplication among the early issues deserving of 
close inspection by the dedicated collector or dealer, also sizable selections of BOB and Belgian Congo, 
generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 300

5440 * 3         BELGIUM COLLECTION 1849/1973.   in well-populated Scott album, mixture of mint and used, 
includes many sets of both regular issues and semi-postals, also includes other BOB and Belgian Congo, 
F-VF, a neat and attractive collection 150

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
5441 */** 3         BOSNIA and HERZEGOVINA COLLECTION to 1918.  exhibition collection of eagles and later issues 

from the end of the 19th century to 1918, including 1900 series perf 12½x6½ complete mint never 
hinged marginal examples, imperf proofs on thin 'Japan’ paper complete to 5k and 1901/04 series 
imperf proofs complete, 1904 postage dues complete die proofs, 1906 views perf 9¼x6½ compound 
(#30f/45f) complete used and mint, 12½x9¼ compound series virtually complete incl 2k and 5k mint 
never hinged (#44c/45c), scarce die proofs of the 10h and 1k, 6 different sets of color trials on the 1917 
semi-postals incl double prints, 1916/17 Franz Josefs imperf color trials complete series of 18 to 10k, 
1917 Karl I series complete imperfs mint never hinged and rare die proofs of the 10k frame and center, 
as well as attractive postal history, Fine or better, an exceptional collection of this popular country (see 
online scans)  2000

CAMBODIA
5442 */**          P CAMBODIA RETAIL DEALER'S STOCK.  appealing selection of issues to 1970s on sales pages in four 

binders and incl mostly mint sets, singles, S/S, imperfs, deluxe proofs, etc., note better as 1-17 NH (5 
incl two NH), 18-37 NH (17 incl blocks), 18-37 imperf NH, 38-52 NH (6 incl blocks), 53-58 imperf NH, 
90a-b NH (12), 101-108 imperf blocks of four NH, 105a NH (38), 132-34 imperf blocks NH, 152-56 
imperf blocks NH, 231-33 imperf blocks NH, 234-36 imperf blocks NH (2), 237-39 imperf blocks NH, 
243-45 imperf blocks NH, 249-51 imperf blocks NH (2), 252-54 imperf blocks NH, 309-14 imperf block 
NH, B1-7 imperf NH (2), C10-14 imperf NH (5 incl pairs), C14a NH (3), J6-9 imperf blocks NH, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF, retail value into 5 figures 1200

5443 */**          CAMBODIA COUNTRY COLLECTIONS. four collections of mostly NH and complete 1951/74 issues 
in stock pages and incl S/S and better issues, some earlier issues a bit of typical gum toning but generally 
fresh and F-VF 300

5444 */** 3         CAMBODIA STOCK. mostly mint and NH arranged on stock pages in two binders, issues to 1980s and 
incl some Scott unlisted, sparse until about 1957 and then good deal complete through the 1970s, usual 
mixed condition but better than usually seen, mostly F-VF, useful stock from this underappreciated area 150

CHILE
5445 * 3         CHILE DEALER STOCK.  useful and very well organized stock in four thick binders to 1990s issues plus 

two small black binders containing three collections featuring nice array of earlier issues; the main stock 
in the four binders include mint and used all arranged on manila stock sheets in Scott number order 
with additional mint and used sets in glassines affixed on the backside of the stock pages, includes soem 
NH later issues, "back of the book", some of the footnote mentioned S/S, very manageable duplication, 
usual mixed condition but much better than typically seen, a turn-key stock ready for retail sales owner's 
2013 Scott about $16,000 1500

5446 * 3         CHILE DEALER'S STOCK, 1853/1930.  mostly used neatly arranged in a small stock book and incl a few 
airmails and telegraphs, begins with 1-3, 15-19, and forward, incl some early that appear unused, usual 
mixed condition and you will have some work to ascertain identifications, best guess is Scott about $1,500  180

BELGIUM AND COLONIES
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5447 * 3         CHINA SPECIAL DELIVERY ISSUES COLLECTION.   very specialized collection of 1909 onwards 
Chinese Imperial Post express letter labels, mostly the 10cts 'wild goose’ type, including 8 five-part se-
tenant strips and more than two dozen used 'singles’ with a plethora of cancels, we note #E10 unused 
(4), #E10 demonetised by red printed ovpt and violet handstamps, #E4 used (2), etc., generally F-VF, an 
excellent collection of seldom seen material (see online scans)  3000

5448 */** 3         REPUBLIC OF CHINA BETTER S/S ASSORTMENT.  a small stockbook containing better ROC souvenir 
sheets, includes 471 mint (1), 1091a mint (2), 1114a mint (1), 1126a mint (4), 1135 mint (4) and used (1), 
1136 mint (3) and used (1), and B9a mint (6), some mint sheets have hinge remnants, others with light toning 
or trivial creases, generally F-VF, a desirable selection of premium sheets, see online scans (Scott $3,245) 800

5449 * 3         CHINA UNSORTED MIX. scores of mostly used pre - WW II issues (incl revenues) somwhat crowded 
into a stock sheet and we even noted a Japanese stamp with Korean cancel, usual mixed condition and 
inspection highly recommended. 375

5450   6        CHINA POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION,  100+ covers and postcards, includes airmail, registered, 
a postage due cover, PRC postal forms and a cover to Guam; mostly 1930/50 era with a few earlier and 
some later, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 200

5451   6        CHINA (TAIWAN) COVER ASSORTMENT. 1950s/70s FDC, philatelic covers, postal stationery, etc. plus 
some PO presentation folder with mint stamps enclosed, generally fresh and F-VF 90

5452 **          CHINA (TAIWAN) MINT NH ASSORTMENT. 1960s issues incl 1479-82, 1558-59, NH, F-VF (see online 
scans; owner's Scott about $450) 80

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
5453   6        PRC COVER GROUP.  approx. 50 various covers, postcards and postal cards, incl. commercial mail from 

the 1940s, also scarce 1959 10th Anniversary of PRC Scott #456 FDC, condition varies but generally VG-
VF, viewing is recommended 250

5454 */**          PRC AND ROC MINT ACCUMULATION.  mint accumulation of singles, blocks, strips and some sheets, 
incl. 1989 and 1992 PRC Year Sets and other misc. items, some ROC, generally F-VF, worth inspection 150

CROATIA
5455 */**          CROATIA MINT STOCK.  mostly pre-1991 mint singles, sets and souvenir sheets mostly in quantities 

of 1-10 each and a few up to 50 or more, many $1-$10 items rising to about $30, also has a few extra 
imperfs,  transistional printings, etc. (many noted but unvalued in Scott), mostly NH with earlier hinged, 
highlights include: 26-29 (12), B25-7 (9), B31 (4), B37 (3), B39 (50), B40 (10), B41 (32), B42 (40), B52-
55 (9), B63 (21), C2 (40), etc., mostly F-VF 900

5456 */**          CROATIA COLLECTION, 1941/44.  sets, singles and S/S on quadrille pages, quite complete for period 
and incl (Scott nos.) 1-8 NH, 9-23, B1-2 NH with (2) and without labels, B11-12 NH, B25-27 sheets of 9 
NH, B73-75, B76 without gum (dubious and offered on its own merits), J1-5 NH, etc. plus good number 
of charity issue full sheets with labels, mostly NH, F-VF (see online scans) 500

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
5457 * 3         CZECHOSLOVOKIA COLLECTION, 1918/75.  one album bulging with 1000s of stamps being nearly 

all used to 1960 and nearly complete from 1925 onward,  then many parallel mint and used, quality 
throughout with a plethora of perf varieties, shades, and types to keep the specialist going for a long 
time, also a few philatelic covers and souvenir items, mostly F-VF; great base for expansion. 650

CZECHOSLOVAKIA - BOHEMIA AND MORAVIA
5458 * 3         BOHEMIA and MORAVIA SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. neatly presented holding of between 3000-

4000 mint and used stamps including comprehensive range of plate number blocks, as well as se-tenants 
and gutter blocks etc, including many scarce varieties with cited Michel catalog for individual items 
reaching several hundred euros each, F-VF (see online scans) 1000

5459 * 3         BOHEMIA and MORAVIA FULL SHEETS GROUP.  well over 60 nearly all different complete sheets 
with 1000s of stamps including officials with some better issues, NH, fresh and F-VF; an impressive 
accumulation (see online scans)   300

CHINA
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5460 * 3         DANZIG COLLECTION.  hundreds of mostly used stamps on album,  featuring lots of genuine postally 
used examples on some difficult stamps as opposed to the typical favor cancels usually seen, note (used 
unless otherwise stated) first series complete to 5mk with extra varieties on the high values, 1920 blue 
and red diagonal 'Danzig’ ovpts, burelage surcharges assortment, etc, generally F-VF; inspection of this 
good old time collection recommended (see online scans)  500

DENMARK
5461 * 3         DENMARK and DANISH WEST INDIES COLLECTION. to mid-1930s issues on pages highlighted by 

(mint unless otherwise noted) Denmark 1851 2s Blue used, 1870 2sk perf 12½, 1870-71 16s, 48s, 1875-
79 30-100o, 1882 5o, 20o "Small Numerals", 1907-12 King Frederik, 1912 5k Post Office, 1913-28 King 
Christian, 1915 5k Post Office, 1918 27o Surcharges, 1924 Postal Service blocks, 1925-29 Airmails, useful 
"back of the book incl parcel post, officials and newspaper stamps, Danish West Indies 1970s Numerals 
used assortment, 1905 1k-5k Harbor, etc., some typical mixed condition in classic period but overall 
condition better than usual, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 800

5462 * 3         DENMARK STOCK, 1933/80.  a fairly neatly arranged mint and used stock of several 1000s on about 70 
stock cards, mint appear to be about evenly split between hinged and NH, an average of about 1-5 mint 
and 5-20 used for each issue, a few better include Mint 239-43, 252-56, C6-10, Used C6-10, etc., followed 
by a mass starting at minimum value, but much is $1-$5 catalog items, mostly F-VF.  525

5463 * 3         DENMARK STOCK.  starts with quantities of Scott 4 used (22), 7 used (40), 9 used (6), etc nearly all 
nice quality with cds cancels, followed by a few used 26-31 (one each mint & used #31), from there mostly 
mint with scattered issues 226/470 (from 1-10 of each - more NH towards the end), generally F-VF  475

5464  3         DENMARK USED COLLECTION.  100s of used stamps from #1 to 1960s issues on Borek pages, plenty 
of classics including several 'Fire RBS’ in a variety of shades and six different numeral postmarks, later 
imperfs to 8sk green, the 1864/68 Emblems complete, first numerals to 16sk, 1875/79s complete to 100o 
with extras incl inverted frames, 1882 small corner numerals, 1904/05 Christian IX complete, 1912 5kr 
GPO Building, better 1918 surcharges incl perf 13 27o on 5o blue, etc, generally F-VF (see online scans) 300

ECUADOR
5465 5  6        ECUADOR 1860s/70s POSTAL HISTORY SELECTION. 12 covers or fronts with various combination 

frankings of the 1865/72 Coat of Arms issue incl several with Peter Holcombe certificates, legal size or 
larger with most folded vertically at the edges, includes front with ½r plus 1r strip  of five (frame flaw on 2nd 
stamp) with 1867 Riobamba cds; 1r strip of three (2 diff shades) with Riobabmba 1866 (month inverted) 
cds; ½r, 1r strip of three with undated Ambato cds; etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 5000

EGYPT
5466           SUEZ CANAL REFERENCE COLLECTION. An excellent reference collection of the 19th century Suez 

Canal steamship locals, organized by printings, including Englehardt-Fohl, Kamigata and Fournier types, 
the latter in blocks of 12, many of the postmarks here appear extremely convincing, please inspect (see 
online scans) 750

ETHIOPIA
5467 * 3         ETHIOPIA ACCUMULATION  about 300 #3 glassines packed with thousands of issues of 1895-1955, 

many cataloguing $5-$20 each and some noted over $100, strength in 1890s/1930’s with a nice variety 
of surcharges, overprints, varieties, etc., mostly F-VF; good chance of significant finds if you invest the 
specialized work required 2000

FINLAND
5468 * 3         INTACT FINLAND COLLECTION.  hundreds of stamps on pages from the first issues of 1856, old-

fashioned write-up in ink on quadrille pages including 175+ serpentine roulettes (typical very mixed 
condition) mostly used with a diverse range of cancels, then the 'penni’ issues with 1875s mint to 25p 
rose, used to 1 mark violet with useful assortment of cancels, 1881s to 1mk used (4), 1889/90 to 10mk 
mint and used (2), typical VG-VF, view to appreciate (see online scans)    2000

DANZIG
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5469 * 3         FINLAND 1873-75 SKARSGARD STEAMSHIP LOCALS COLLECTION.   highly specialised collection 
written up for exhibition on quadrille pages with many very attractive color trials incl multicolor sheet of 
28 different types se-tenant (incredibly rare and perhaps unique), then plate studies of the issued stamps 
both imperf and perf, different identified plate positions, incl scarce 10p mint block of four and used line-
roulette etc., also seen used examples of the 50p and much more, F-VF and colorful (see online scans) 2000

5470 * 3         FINLAND COLLECTION. several hundred mint and used on Scott pages, a challenging viewing with 
stamps loaded on top of each other from the classics onwards starting with more than 30 serpentine 
roulettes of different types with mint examples and several attractive used including the 1 mark with blue 
cds cancel, then 1870s/80s 'penni’ types again with some varieties incl perf 11 2p Grey, 5p Orange, 20p 
Ultra and 32p Carmine mint, the 1mk perf 11 unused, 1885 10mk used, 1889/92 complete mint incl 
shades on the 25p, Tthunderbolts 1891/92 3½r black and grey used, 1901 10mk used, 1903 10mk used 
(3), 1916 10mk used, etc, usual mixed condition though better than usual and with many select used 
examples, VG-VF (see online scans) 1000

5471 * 3         FINLAND COLLECTION to 1935 on pages, mostly mint and incl 1856 10kr on piece with town cancel, 
useful assortment of used "Serpentines" incl 1mk (2), 1870s/80s Arms issues mint incl both perfs of 1m, 
1885 5m-10m mint, 1891 1k-7r mint incl few shades, 1930 Zeppelin overprint used, etc., earlier issues 
usual mixed condition but far better than typically seen, generally F-VF (see online scans) 750

5472 */** 3         FINLAND COLLECTION, 1860/1993. in Scott album and plus about 75 later NH issues in a glassine, 
incl Used 5, 7, 9, 11, 36, etc. plus useful section of the popular Red Cross charity issues (mostly mint), 
earlies typical very mixed condition but generally F-VF 120

FRANCE
5473 * 3 6        POWERFUL FRANCE 19th CENTURY ISSUES ASSORTMENT. two albums, small in size but substantial 

in value, with classic period stamps and covers from the first issue through "Sage" (also note a handful 
of later) and incl multiples, postage dues, newspaper issues, etc., useful assortment of covers - domestic 
and foreign uses and many with certificates, variety of cancels, usual mixed condition but an overall F-VF 
trove for the classic Francophile; retail value over €45,000 (see online scans) 15000

5474 */(*) 3         POWERFUL FRANCE COLLECTION, 1849/1935. mostly mint on pages with plethora of better sets 
and singles, the list of highlights would fill the page but some "must mention" would include 1853 1fr 
used, 1869 5fr used, 1873 10c tete-beche pair mint, 1876 10c type II mint 1877 5fr mint, 1900 2fr grey 
violet and yellow mint, 1917-19 War Orphans mint, 1925 Paris Exhibition S/S mint (stamps NH), 1927 
Airmail Overprints mint (both signed), 1929 Le Havre Exhibition mint, postage dues include 1882-92 
1c-5fr mint (less the 50c), few French Colonies general issues, etc., better condition than usually seen, 
generally fresh and F-VF, a desirable collection with substantial catalog value (see online scans) 2000

5475           P FRANCE 1849/1876 ISSUE PROOFS and ESSAYS EXHIBIT COLLECTION. approx 240 proofs neatly 
arranged and annotated (in Dutch) on exhibit pages, includes 1849 issue color proofs, 1852 essays, 
various Napoleon issue proofs and color proofs and incl a 25c proof used on 1853 cover, 1866 "Renard" 
essays, 1869 "Joubert" essays, Bordeaux issue proofs and essays, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online 
scans) 2000

5476 **          FRANCE 1927/38 ISSUES MINT NH GROUP. singles and blocks arranged on stock pages with plethora 
of premium issues and attractive topicals incl 1924 Paris Expo, 1930 BIT Congress, 1931 Arc de Triomphe, 
1934 Peace Dove, 1937 Winged Victory, etc., generally PO fresh and F-VF; Maury cat value about €12,000 
(see online scans) 1600

5477          E FRANCE 1863/70 NAPOLEON "LAUREATED" ISSUE ESSAYS COLLECTION. 2c, 4c and 30c values 
neatly arranged and annotated on homemade pages, includes trial colors, different color and types 
of papers, printed on both sides, printer's waste, crude impressions, couple of fabricated "covers" and 
pieces using these essays and an unusual piece with perforated 10c plus 30c rose privately perforated 
color trial  (1943 RPS cert), a Fine and attractive collection for the specialist (see online scans) 1200

5478   6        FRANCE 1900/1920 POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT incl WW I COVERS. approx. 115 covers and 
cards/ postcards incl censored with variety of markings and censor tapes, ppc of military camps and 
bombed cities, "Armee de la Republique" postcards (some unused) and letter cards, bureaus in Africa, 
1918 registered cover with French (1918 Red Cross issue)/ German mixed franking, etc., usual mixed 
condition, a Fine lot of these (see online scans) 700

5479 **          FRANCE 1970s/80s IMPERFS ASSORTMENT. 72 different sets or singles in "102" cards, includes some 
airmails and officials, NH, VF (see online scans) 600

5480 */**          FRANCE 1960s/90s DEALER STOCK.  well organized on stock sheets or in stock books, overwhelmingly 
NH with just a few earlier hinged, generally to about 10 each, generally fresh and F-VF or better; owner's 
Scott $6,000+ 400

5481 */**          FRANCE MINT STOCK.  hundreds of 20th century commemoratives, dues, officials, and better airmails 
(including C7, 11, 18-21, 34-6, 37-40 (2), 43, etc) neatly arranged in a stock book, generally F-VF, mix of 
NH and mint, previous owner's Scott value $3,350 375
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5482   6        FRANCE POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT. 19 19th century covers or cards plus 1937 Victory tied on 
Louvre art cards, useful group of classic covers incl 1848 stampless folded letter with scarce black Paris 
"5c LEVEE" marking, 1856 cover to USA with 80c imperf (Scott #20) single franking, 1862 unfranked 
stampless cover with nice strike of "Maison de l'Empereur/ Grand Chambellan" and addressed to officer 
in British navy, 1869 folded letter sheet to Berlin with disinfection pin holes applied by Prussian postal 
service1876 cover to Ireland, etc., usual mixed condition, Fine group (see online scans) 350

5483 * 3         FRANCE COLLECTION, 1853/1963.  several hundred used (70%) and unused hinged (30%) on KABE 
pages with a good degree of completion through 1950 or so, a large number of used highlights as 11-13, 
19, 20, 22, 24, 30, 36, 50, 51, 52, 60, 63, 67-70, 74-75, 77, 83, 89 (2), 94, 96, 102, 109-32, 137(2), 185-96, 
294, 315-20, 349, B54-59, C18-21, C36, Mint 220-25, 256-57, 328, 347-48, 372, 373, 388, 396, 414, B2, 
B16-18, B69-70, B74, B76, B78-81, B83, B89, B90-91, B93, B97-100, B101-02, B104-07, B117-28, B135-46, 
B147a, B161-66, etc., condition a bit mixed on the earlies, Mostly F-VF, Scott about $3,000 325

5484 * 3         FRANCE COLLECTION/ACCUMULATION.   starts with imperfs #8//19, 22//63, 64//108, etc., 
various issues from 1853/1948 on album pages, usual mixed condition, VG-VF; owner's Scott about 
$2,500 300

5485 * 3         FRANCE MISCELLANY.  Group of selected better items including Napoleon 1ct bronze green on blue 
(#12a) with huge margins incl portions adjoining stamps at top and bottom (signed), 1936 "Banknote" 
airmail used, etc, mostly F-VF (see online scan) 300

FRENCH COLONIES
5486 **          FRENCH AREA S/S and SHEETS ASSORTMENT.  mostly 1990s/2000s issues in sales sheets with S/S 

sometimes accompanied by the singles from the set, wide topical appeal with sports, flora and fauna, 
transportation, art, space, Diana, etc., note preponderance of independent Africa (e.g. Chad, Djibouti, 
Gabon, Guinea, Mali, Niger, Senegal, Togo, etc.) plus some Fr Polynesia, Monaco, New Caledonia, St 
Pierre & Miquelon, Wallis & Futuna, and some issues of France, generally fresh and VF 450

5487 */** 3         FRENCH COLONIES STOCK 1859/2001.   begins with a decent selection of general issues, then 
arranged alphabetically by colony, most of which begin with the Navigation & Commerce issue, many 
colonies are sparse but there is still a large amount of material here, nearly all used, generally VG-VF, a 
close inspection may be rewarded 150

5488 * 3         FRENCH COLONIES USED COLLECTION.  housed in four Scott albums, as well as several circuit 
books and a box of glassines, particularly strong in the 1930s/40s, the vast majority used but a fair 
number of mint stamps interspersed, generally F-VF, an attractive collection, viewing is recommended 150

FRENCH COLONIES - French Polynesia
5489 **          FRENCH POLYNESIA NH COLLECTION 1955/89.  arranged in glassines by Scott number, from about 

180/506 and C17/191, all NH, F-VF, a very attractive and desirable collection, owner's Scott $3,030 900
5490 */**          FRENCH POLYNESIA 1958/93.  in Ka-Be hingeless album, all stamps are mint and nearly all are NH, 

only a couple of stamps away from being complete, generally F-VF, a perfect starter collection with many 
attractive stamps, owner's catalogue value $3,300+ 500

FRENCH COLONIES - French Southern and Antarctic Territory
5491 **          FRENCH SOUTHERN AND ANTARCTIC TERRITORY COLLECTION 1955/81.  arranged in glassines 

by Scott number, from 1/94 and C1/48, all NH, F-VF, attractive and desirable, owner's Scott $2,448 800
5492 */**          FRENCH ANTARCTIC MINT COLLECTION.  extensive mint collection in Lindner hingeless album 

with everything from about 1976 NH, as well as much of the earlier material including 1966 20fr 
Albatross, 1956 Penguins, etc., a handful with some light gum toning, generally fresh and Very Fine (see 
online scans) 750

5493  3         FRENCH ANTARCTIC USED SELECTION, 1956/69. on couple of stock sheets and incl 1-20, 22, 25-28, 
C1-4, C12-13, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans; Scott $680, Yvert €960) 120

FRENCH COLONIES - Togo
5494  3         TOGO COLLECTION 1957/75.   housed in two White Ace albums, nearly all CTO, beginning with 

first Republic issues, sparsely populated with most of the contents dating from the first two decades of 
independence, a nice starting place for a dedicated collector, also includes stock pages holding additional 
material, generally F-VF 75
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5495  3         QUALITY GERMAN STATES USED COLLECTION.  well over 300 stamps of Thurn and Taxis, both 
Northern and Southern Districts, Prussia and North German Confederation housed on overfilled 
album pages, note some varieties, multiples, many well-struck postmarks, combinations on piece, etc., 
the Northern District with 1858 1/3sgr, 1sgr black on dark blue with '29’ target cancel and another with 
blue cds, 1859/60 5sgr lilac and 10sgr orange used (both signed), 1862/63s complete, 1865 and 1866 
rouletted series plain and colored lines complete (some dubious as usual), Southern District similarly 
complete, including non Scott listed cut-squares and other back of the book, Prussia 1860 6pf orange 
with Munster box cancel together with red cds (signed) and another with well-struck Neheim cds, 1866 
10sg and 30sg on wax pelure paper both four margins cds examples, rouletted 18kr pair with signatures, 
1868 ½s lilac brown with four different shades incl lovely violet brown, scarce 1869 18kr (signed) with an 
"on the nose" cancel, etc., similarly a well-rounded range of NGF; some small faults as to be expected but 
quality is much better than typically seen, VG-VF, must be viewed to be appreciated (see online scans) 1000

5496 */(*) 3         GERMAN STATES COLLECTION. enticing collection on pages or in stock sheets with issues of most 
of the various states and especially strong in Bavaria, Brunswick, Hamburg, Oldenburg, Thurn and Taxis 
plus Wurttemberg, notables include Baden 1860 18kr used, Bavaria 1870 1kr, 3kr postage dues used, 
Hamburg 1859 ½sh used, Mecklenburg-Strelitz 1864 2sg used, Wurttemberg 1851 18kr used, 1875 2m 
vermilion on buff mint, etc., usual mixed condition but of higher quality than typically seen, typical VG-
VF and deserving of a careful inspection (see online scans) 750

GERMAN STATES - HAMBURG
5497           HAMBURG AWARD-WINNING POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION. neatly arranged and annotated (in 

English) on quadrille pages in three binders, mostly stampless covers starting with a 1773 folded letter to 
Bordeaux with "HAMBOURG" straight-line and continues with approx. 105 additional covers covering 
the period to 1871, note an impressive array of cancels, uses, transit mails through Hamburg, destinations 
incl USA with 1862 cover to Salt Lake City, Utah Territory, etc. from the various administrators of the 
post incl Thurn & Taxis, French Occupation period, the Swedish, Prussian, Mecklenburg-Schwerin and 
Danish offices Stadtpost and North German Confederation, Very Fine collection winning the Grand 
Award and Lagerloef Trophy at Garfield-Perry in 1959 (see online scans) 6500

GERMANY AND GERMAN AREA
5498 */** 3         GERMANY "OLD TIME" STOCK.   parallel mint and used stock of several thousand stamps 

chronologically organized in 12 cram-packed old-time stockbooks making a challenging viewing, on a 
quick inspection we note German States classics, small and large shield eagles, mint Germanias to 5mk, 
lots of useful mint never hinged Third Reich incl sets and better issues, through to Soviet Occupation 
Zones, Allied occupation posthorn overprints, West Germany Welfare sets, add'l Danzig, Saar, Colonies, 
etc., generally F-VF; fantastic potential when explored properly 1200

5499 */** 3         GERMANY and GERMAN AREA RETAIL STOCK. neatly organized on sales pages in six conter books 
and including Germany, Berlin and DDR plus some States (some dubious as usual), mostly premium 
sets and singles incl (mint unless otherwise noted) Germany "Small" and "Large" shield mostly used 
assortment, Inflation period (some dubious cancels), 657 imperf pair (2), 669 NH, used (3), 698-701 
NH and used, B56-57, B68a-d, B79-81 NH (8), B91-92 NH (2), B104 used (3), 1N14-17, 1N38-41, DDR 
114a, 146a perf and imperf, 187-204 (2), B21a NH, etc., usual mixed condition in classic period issues, 
generally F-VF, significant retail value and well worth a close inspection 750

5500 */** 3         GERMAN STATES & GERMANY COLLECTION 1849/2006.  starts with a nice German States collection, 
some better items but also some questionable id's, continues with a Scott album of Germany, a few 
classics but really picks up with the Inflation period and Third Reich, also includes Lindner albums of 
Berlin 1948/90 and Germany 1983/91, mixture of mint and used throughout, with modern mint issues 
primarily NH, generally VG-VF but a lot of early stamps with condition issues, meticulously catalogued by 
the owner so you can tell quickly if this lot is for you, owner's catalogue value $5,000+ 500

5501 * 3         GERMANY and GERMAN AREA ACCUMULATION.  various collections (incl in a Lighthouse hingeless 
album for 1949-85) and balances plus assortments in stock books, includes Germany plus DDR, Berlin, 
some Foreign Offices, post WW II Zones, plebiscites, etc., note some better as B105 NH, B119 used, 
Fed Rep mostly complete NH 1955-85, Berlin mostly complete NH 1960-89, etc., note nice sections of 
Inflation period, 3d Reich, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 450

5502 * 3         GERMANY GROUP.  two red file boxes filled with "102" sales cards containing a variety of mostly 20th 
century issues and incl handful of States, Berlin, DDR, colonies, etc., useful sections of Inflation, 3d 
Reich, early Federal Republic noting Germany B313 used, B327-30 used, Berlin 9N40 used, etc., usual 
mixed condition, mostly F-VF, owner's Scott about $5,250 250

GERMAN STATES
(please see Heligoland collection in lot #5359)
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5503 */** 3 

6        

GERMANY COLLECTION BALANCE.  about 11 albums, including modern FDCs, Weimar and Third 
Reich semi-postals, Allied occupations, and much more, a good deal of which is on annotated pages, 
generally F-VF, a wealth of material here, viewing is recommended 250

5504 */** 3         GERMAN AREA MISCELLANY. collections/ assortments of used West Berlin mostly in hingeless pages, 
Danzig with some premium mint sets incl charity issues, "General Governement" mostly mint in hingeless 
pages, finally a general accumulation of Fed Republic on stock sheets, mostly F-VF 200

5505   6        GERMANY WWI II PERIOD, POST-WAR LOCALS and SOVIET ZONE "KARL HENNIG" COVERS 
SELECTION with BONUS. approx 65 "philatelic" covers with complete sets, special postmarks, etc. 
with nearly all addfressed to Hennig (label or typed), bonus of some post-war locals mostly mint sets 
and singles of Lubbenau, Glachau, Strausberg, Falkensee, Saulgau, etc., some of the covers with some 
small tone spots, Fine lot of these from the notorious dealer producing covers with genuine stamps but 
generally considered fantasy items or solely produced for collectors with no philatelic legitimac (see 
online scans) 150

5506 */** 3         GERMANY COLLECTION TO 1980s.  on Minkus pages in two albums, sparse through the states and 
early issues but picks up around the inflation period, fairly complete Third Reich through the early 
1980s, also includes WWII occupations, DDR, Plebiscites, etc., mitxture of mint and used throughout, 
many NH, generally F-VF 150

GERMANY
5507 */** 3         GERMANY 3rd REICH PERIOD ACCUMULATION.   power-packed quality accumulation of 1000s 

sorted by Michel number and housed in a large bulging stock book with majority of the issues present 
both mint (many NH) and used, we note Chicago Flight zepp 2m-4m used, Wagner including 20+10pf 
blue NH (2), and 40+35pf NH (2), 1934 Airposts complete NH (less 40pf), 1938 Brown Band NH 
(2), 1939 Nuremburg NH, through to fieldposts and other back of the book, note varieties such as 
authenticated 2mk Lilienthal on vertical ribbed paper (Mi 538Y, €4000), etc., generally F-VF; enormous 
retail potential (see online scans)  5000

5508           GERMANY - 3rd REICH PROPAGANDA CARDS and COLLATERAL.  one man’s collection representing 
an outstanding range of postcards and collateral material housed in two large volumes, with more than 
170 items, categorized into sections covering the gamut of themes, with anti-Hitler cards issued in France 
incl Goethe and Beethoven asking a blood-soaked Hitler "What have you done to Germany?", also seen 
authentic fabric Star of David "Jude" and '"Jood" and prisoner armbands, warship and air-warfare map 
game cards, propaganda cards from the war in Africa, photographic cards of Hitler and the other leading 
Nazis, cards from Nuremburg and other rallies, Hitler youth, photographic and color-tinted card with 
Saar church tower and superimposed flags with "the Saar stays German for all time", grim-faced soldiers 
saying "We died for you! And you?" and many more evocative and rarely seen cards, overall VF; some 
extraordinary items here from a lifetime of collecting propaganda (see online scans) 5000

5509 */** 3         GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1940s. .extensive collection approaching 2000 mint and used stamps 
on overfilled hingeless pages, noted are "Large Shield" to 7kr and "Small Shields" to 7kr, Germanias with 
varieties, interesting inflation issues, better NH as 1928 50pf Arms (B27) and 1929 Arms  (B28-32), add'l 
mint with Zeppelins incl Polar Flights, Third Reich se-tenants and S/S, etc., some mixed condition as to 
be expected with majority F-VF, view to appreciate (see online scans)  2000

5510           GERMANY - 3rd REICH PROPAGANDA CARDS GROUP.  diverse holding of about 150 cards, plus 
several dozen collateral items, some of the many better propaganda cards include items with Afrika 
Korps troops being reviewed, scarce teutonic mythology cards incl Parsifal slaying dragon, "O heilig herz 
der Volker, O vaterland", Nuremburg rallies, Hitler youth, many Nazi flags and related icons, etc., mostly 
VF, a far better range of this material than usually encountered (see online scans) 2000

5511 * 3         GERMANY "ZUSAMMENDRUCKE" COLLECTION.  intense "turn-key" accumulation of approaching 
2000 mint and used stamps, all in se-tenant multiples neatly displayed by Michel numbers in one volume 
with hardly any duplication. Includes excellent ranges of Germanias, airposts, Personalities, "Nothilfe" 
town shields and views, Wagner, Hitler with message labels, etc, generally F-VF; huge catalog value with 
many individual items Michel value to several 100 euros each. (see online scans) 1500

5512 * 3         GERMAN STATES, EMPIRE and 3rd REICH COLLECTION.  intact collection of many hundreds of mint 
and used stamps on homemade album pages, note Empire eagles/shield with over 50 different to 18kr 
used, 1872 10gr gray and 30gr blue mint (both signed), 2½gr and 9kr surcharges used, 'pfennige’ and 
'pfennig’ complete used with varieties particularly on the 50pf; the early 20th century with useful mint 
through to Nothilfe semi-postals, through to 1927 I.A.A. NH, 1928 2m, 4m Zeppelins mint, South America 
flights mint, Chicago complete mint, 1933 Wagner used, etc., among the German States are Baden #1 
on thin paper used, Bavaria 1854 18kr yellow with large margins and "on the nose" cancel, 1862 18kr red 
used, etc., condition occasionally varies as to be expected in collections formed decades ago, however 
predominantly far better than normally seen, most F-VF; viewing recommended (see online scans) 1000

5513 **          GERMANY MINT NH COLLECTION, 1949-79. complete for period in a Lindner album, fresh and F-VF 
(see online scans) 1000
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5514 * 3         GERMANY and GERMAN STATES COLLECTION.  parallel mint and used collection of German States 
and early Germany in a Lindner hingeless album, several hundred stamps with lots of premium, for example 
useful 1872 Eagle and Shields including used small shield 2kr(2), 18kr (#8, #11) and the scarce large shield 
18kr (#26), the 1874 surcharges (#27/28) - the 9kr on 9kr with particularly attractive postmark, "back of the 
book" with the Alsace/Lorraine Occupation with several dozen including 25c network points up mint and 
used (N7, signed) and points down with two of the 25cts brown mint (N14), etc, also bits of Baden, Bavaria, 
Wurttemberg, etc., usual mixed condition but better than usual, mostly F-VF (see online scans)  750

5515 */**          GERMANY MINT ASSORTMENT. primarily 3rd Reich sets and singles with vast majority being NH, 
some duplication, a quick glance reveals (NH unless otherwise noted) 415-31 (2), , B145, B148-59, S1-11 
(5), etc., generally fresh and F-VF 650

5516 */(*) 3         GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1935. mostly mint on pages plus an assortment of mostly used Eagles 
on a stock sheet, better throughout incl  (mint unless otherwise noted) 1872 18kr small shield used, 1872 
18kr large shield block NH, 1900 2pf-3m Reichspost, 1901 5m type I (red and white retouch) and type II, 
1930 OSTROPA S/S without gum, 1933 Wagner and assorted 1930s charity sets, etc., some typical minor 
faults in earlier issues but generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 600

5517 */** 3         WEST GERMANY MINT COLLECTION.  mostly NH in a Lighthouse hingeless album highly complete 
mint (mostly never hinged) often in parallel with used, virtually all the better sets included with all 1949 
issues complete NH and used, 1951/52 Posthorns mint, Marienkirche NH and used, etc., generally fresh 
and F-VF (see online scans) 600

5518 */** 3         GERMANY THIRD REICH COLLECTION.  housed in a Palo album, begins with a small selection of 
Reich coins and paper money, virtually complete from 1933 through 1945 (missing several Zepps, but 
including officials, newspapers, etc), a few used stamps but the vast majority mint or NH, note better 
including B91 NH, used, and on cover, B92 NH, used (2), and on cover, B105 NH, some issues including 
B58 with fake cancellations, B58 mint but reduced, and B68 with severe acidic damage, generally F-VF, a 
beautiful collection with many desirable NH sets, viewing is recommended 500

5519 */** 3         GERMANY POST-WWII COLLECTION 1945/91.  in about 15 albums, includes one album of German 
Empire (no Third Reich), but the bulk of the collection is Federal Republic, DDR, and Berlin, nearly all 
hingeless albums, some are parallel mint/used, while others are apparently all NH, generally F-VF, a very 
nice starter collection of post-WWII Germany 500

5520 */** 3         GERMANY OFFICIALS ISSUES STOCK. comprehensive stock of 1000s neatly sorted by Michel number 
(no heavy duplication) in one volume, parallel mint and used  to Third Reich period, the mint virtually 
all NH, most F-VF (see online scans) 500

5521 */** 3         GERMANY COLLECTION TO 1990s. mostly mint, arranged in seven stock books and including some 
Berlin and DDR, vast majority of the value in post-WW II issues with many of these present both mint and 
used/cto, some better items including (mint unless otherwise noted) Germany 1949 Welfare NH, 1950 
Bach NH, 1951 Marienkirche NH, 1951 Wuppertal NH, 1951-54 Welfare NH, 1954 Heuss NH, Berlin 
1949 UPU NH, 1949 Goethe NH, 1951/53 "Bells" sets NH, 1952-53 Portraits NH, usual mixed condition 
(NH sets no fingerprints) but generally F-VF. 400

5522  3         GERMANY USED COLLECTION 1949/90.  housed in a Schaubeck hingeless album, complete for the 
period listed with regular issues, a few missing spaces in the vended postage and booklet panes pages, the 
vast majority postally used with just a few first day cancels, generally F-VF 210

5523 */** 3         SIZABLE GERMANY ACCUMULATION.  tens of thousands of stamps in glassines, stock pages and a 
stock book, some 19th century but the bulk is in 20th century post-war issues and a lot of modern used 
sorted by year up to 2012, definitives, commemoratives and semis are all present, some better noted on 
the stock pages such as C46-56 used but the bulk is in the expected lower range, there are thousands 
of Germania issues sorted between pre-war and wartime printings. Also included are several hundred 
covers/postcards in a large shoe box, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 210

5524  3         GERMANY USED COLLECTION TO 1980s. housed in two Scott Specialty albums, the first two with 
Germany from 1872/1990 including BOB, occupation areas and Berlin, second volume DDR to 1986, all 
used, note strength in Weimar and 3rd Reich periods but fairly complete throughout, F-VF, an attractive 
used collection with some useful stamps 200

5525 */** 3         GERMANY THIRD REICH COLLECTION. on hand-drawn pages in an Elbe album, parallel mint and 
used for most of the collection, far from complete but many better items including B91-2 and B105 used, 
several booklet panes and se-tenant pairs/strips, etc, generally F-VF, a nice starter collection for this area 200

5526 */**          GERMANY MINT COLLECTION. neatly organized holding of several hundred predominantly NH 
stamps, issues of the 1940s onwards with lots of Michel-listed varieties, particularly "zusammendrucke", 
incl better ad labels, tete-beche gutter blocks, printing varieties, etc, F-VF (see online scans) 200

5527 */** 3         WEST GERMANY COLLECTION. parallel mint and used collection in a Lindner hingeless album; the 
used appears to be complete twice over including the good Welfare sets, Marienkirche, etc, also better 
NH as Stamp Centenary, Welfare, etc., plus Heuss incl setenants, generally F-VF (see online scans)  200

5528 */**          GERMANY 1930s/40s S/S ASSORTMENT. mostly mint and incl 664a NH (2), B91-92 NH, B102 NH, 
B104 used, B105 mint, B106 used (corner stains from mounts),B294-95 mint, 10NB11 mint, 14NB16c 
used, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,129) 150
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5529 */**          GERMANY MINT COLLECTION 1949/93.  housed in a Scott Specialty album, complete to 1993 with 
pages running to 2001, stamps are generally hinged to 1960 and NH thereafter, include posthorns mint, 
B316-7 NH, and B318-9 NH, generally F-VF, very clean pages ready for continued collecting 150

5530 */** 3         GERMANY AND BERLIN COLLECTION 1949/87.  on hand-drawn pages, very nearly complete for the 
years listed, apparently only missing a handful of early issues, overwhelmingly NH except for some early 
stamps that are used or mint, also includes an album of Berlin from 1949/87, generally F-VF, an excellent 
starter collection with an inventory included 150

5531 * 3         GERMANY COLLECTION 1872/1932.  on hand-drawn pages in an Elbe album, begins with a handful 
of large and small eagles and continues through 1932, overwhelming majority of stamps are used, 
moderately complete including officials and airmails, generally F-VF, a nice starter collection of pre-
WWII Germany 100

5532 */** 3         GERMANY POST WW II ISSUES GROUP.  assorted stock books plus some album pages with mostly 
mint issues of Fed Republic plus some Berlin and DDR (incl Russian Zone), some useful 1950s used incl 
1950 Bach used (5), 1951 Marienkirche used, 1952 Welfare used, 1953 Transport Exhibition used (2), 
1953 IFRABA used (2), 1953 Welfare used (2),  various 1960s/90s NH,  etc., mostly F-VF 100

5533   6        GERMANY 1947/52 COVER COLLECTION.  28 covers from the immediate postwar years, on annotated 
pages, sent by a philatelist living in Germany, note many better stamps and sets on cover including 669, 
B306-8, B309, B314-5, B316-7, B318-9, and B320-1, many covers overfranked and obviously philatelic, still 
attractive and desirable, generally F-VF, high catalogue value 100

GERMANY - WW I OCCUPATIONS
5534 */** 3         GERMAN WW I OCCUPATION OF BELGIUM ASSORTMENT.  holding of WW I occupation overprints 

with approx 450 mostly mint NH, we note 3pf brown scarce printing NH (2; Mi 119II, both signed), 
1916/18 series complete used, HAN plate numbers with better including on 2fr.50cts gray blue, 50cts on 
40pf pair and block of four, 6f.25cts on 5mk HAN number pair mint (#25II HAN), etc., then the without 
'Belgien’ complete set on piece plus HAN blocks on the 10c and 20c, the latter in mint and used corner 
blocks of 10, 1fr.25cts NH (2, both signed twice) and much more, excellent quality overall, F-VF (see 
online scans)  500

GERMANY - WW II OCCUPATIONS
5535 */** 3         GERMANY - WW II OCCUPATIONS ACCUMULATION.   parallel mint and used accumulation of 

1000s of stamps organised by Michel in a stock book with a majority of the mint being NH, including 
provisional ovpts of Sewen on Alsace Hindenburgs on piece, Estonia, Pernau, French Legion, General 
Gouvernement, Guernsey with paper and shade varieties, Kurland, Latvia, Lithuania, Sudetenland, 
Bohemia and Moravia, etc., generally F-VF, worth a close look (see online scans) 750

GERMANY - OCCUPIED ZONES
5536 */** 3         GERMANY OCCUPIED ZONES COLLECTION 1945/8.  high level of completion throughout, nearly 

all mint (many NH) with only a few used stamps included, some better including 6NB6a mint, generally 
F-VF, a clean exhibit collection from a bygone time 75

GERMANY - ALLIED ZONES
5537 */** 3         GERMANY ALLIED ZONES COLLECTION 1945/9.  two albums filled with complete sets, blocks, etc, 

a few covers and postal stationery items, mixture of mint and used throughout with many NH, generally 
F-VF, viewing is recommended 100

GERMANY - BERLIN
5538 **          BERLIN MINT NH COLLECTION.  complete NH collection in a Safe hingeless album, includes the 

Black and Red Overprints, UPU, "Bells", Curreency Reform S/S, etc., fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 800
5539 */** 3         BERLIN COLLECTION.   housed in a Lighthouse hingeless album with hardly any empty spaces, 

including 1949 Black ovpts NH, and 2m-5m used, Red ovpts NH (less 1mk; all signed twice) and used (all 
signed), "Bells" to left and center NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 500

5540 */**          BERLIN COLLECTION 1948/90.  on Lighthouse pages, early years are hinged but 1957/90 appears 
to be all NH, ranging from 9N1/592 and 9NB4/285, including 9N10 and 9NB4-5 NH, generally F-VF, 
owner's catalogue value $2,515 200
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5541 **          INCREDIBLE NH DDR COLLECTION 1949/90.  collection housed in 14 Lindner hingeless albums, 
complete for regular issues 1949-90 and se-tenant combinations, highlights include 805B strip of 
10, 1074-9 zd complete set, and 1039-44 zd complete set, also includes a folder of booklets with SMHD2 
and several varieties, one volume is dedicated to DV and DZ corner inscriptions, also included are some 
booklet combinations, plate flaws, and sheets, generally F-VF, owner’s total catalog value is €20,000+ 2100

5542 **          DDR MINT NH STOCK. NH sets, singles and S/S in glassines, includes some Soviet Zone issues but 
is somewhat sparse in the premium period, generally fresh and F-VF, when inventoried in 1990s total 
Michel value was approx DM7,800 (inventory available) 600

5543 */** 3         DDR COLLECTION 1949/89.  housed in six Lindner albums, mostly used to the early 1960s when it 
switches to NH, note better including 82-84 used, 114a and 116a perf & imperf used, 129 mint, 264a 
mint, and B21a used, generally F-VF, a very nice collection ready for continuation, owner has carefully 
catalogued 2,400+ mint stamps and 700+ used stamps for a catalogue value of $3,250+ 400

5544 */** 3         EXTENSIVE EAST GERMANY COLLECTION. about 1000 stamps in a KaBe hingeless album with 
nearly every space filled, often with mint and used together, includes 1950 Bach Year used, Debria S/S 
NH and used, Mao complete used, 1953 Marx S/S imperf and perf NH and used, etc, also note useful 
non-Scott listed varieties identified with Michel numbers, generally fresha and F-VF (see online scans) 250

5545 */** 3         DDR COLLECTION 1945/1990.  in three Davo albums, begins with a few Soviet Zone issues, moderately 
complete during the first few years of DDR but picks up around 1953, mixed throughout but generally 
earlier issues are used or mint, and later issues are primarily NH, generally F-VF, a nice and clean 
collection 100

GERMAN COLONIES AND FOREIGN OFFICES
5546 * 3         GERMANY - FOREIGN OFFICES and COLONIES COLLECTION on SG pages or stock sheets and 

including some related areas incl Saar and Danzig, numerous premium sets and singles with (mint unless 
otherwise noted) Cameroun 1900 Yacht, Caroline Isl 1901 Yacht, Danzig 1920 Surcharges with Burelage 
points down (Scott 26a-30a), 1920 2pf-3pf, 50pf Overprints (Scott 31-33, 43), plus an assortment of 
1921/23 airmail issue imperfs (many signed Kessler), German New Guinea 1901 5m Yacht, German 
Southwest Africa 1899 Overprints, 1900-19 Yachts complete, German Offices in China 1898 3pf 45° 
overprint, German Offices in Turkey 1903 5pi on 1m, 1905 25pi  on 5m, 1906 15pi on 3m used (signed 
Richter), German Offices in Morocco 1906 2p50c on 2m NH, Kiauchau 1900 Yacht, 1905 1c0$1 Yacht, 
1905-16 Yacht, Mariana Isl 1900 Overprints, 1901 5m Yacht (2), Marshall Isl 1901 5m Yacht (2), Togo 
1900 Yacht, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1000

GERMAN OFFICES IN CHINA
5547 5 3         GERMANY - OFFICES IN CHINA CANCELS COLLECTION. 36 items incl forerunners and ship 

cancels, forerunners include Shanghai and Tientsin; town cancels on assorted Offices in China issue 
include Amoy, Canton, Futschau, Nanking, Peking (incl on a few Kiautschou issues), Schanhaikwan, 
Tientsin, Tongku, Tschingtschoufu, Tschinkiang, Tschinwangtau, Tschoutsun, Tsinanfu plus Deutsche 
Seepost Shanghai-Tientsin, Deutsche Seepost Yangtse Linie, usual mixed condition but an overall Fine 
lot (see online scans) 250

GERMAN COLONIES
5548 */**          DESIRABLE GERMAN COLONIES COLLECTION. in mounts on Scott pages and brimming with 

better issues as Cameroun 6 NH, 7-19 (20pf-2m NH), 20-25 NH, Caroline Isl 7-18 NH, 21-23 NH (5m 
Sismondo cert), German East Africa 11-21 NH (less 2pf, 2r hinged), 22-29 mostly NH, 31-41 NH (less 
60h, 3r hinged), German New Guinea 5 NH, 7-19 NH (less 25pf, 40pf, 1m hinged), 23 NH, German 
SW Africa 3 NH, 18 NH, 24-25 NH (5m Sismondo cert), Kiauchau 17-19 NH, 20 mint (Sismondo cert), 
22 mint, 27 NH (Sismondo cert), 29 mint (Sismondo cert), 40 NH, 42 NH (signed Dr Oertel, Sismondo 
cert), Mariana Isl 17-28 NH (25pf hinged), 31 NH, Marshall Isl 27 NH (Sismondo cert), Togo 7-15 NH, 
16-19 mint, 20-23 NH, fresh and F-VF; ideal for continuation; Scott $5,400+ (see online scans) 1100

EAST GERMANY
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5549 5 3         GERMAN COLONIES TOWN CANCELS COLLECTION. single stamps or on piece plus some postal 
card cutouts with legible town cancels, includes Caroline Islands Palua, Ponape, German New Guinea 
Berlinhafen, Maron, Namatamai, Stephansort, German SW Africa Grootfontein, Okombahe, Windhoek, 
Kiauchau Litsun, Syfang, Taitungtschen, Tsangkou on 1905 $1½ Yacht, Tsingtau, Schatsykou, Tsingtau-
Tapautau, various Bahnpost, Mariana Islands Saipan, Marshall Islands Jaluit, Deutsche Seepost Jaluit-Yap 
oval, Samoa Apia incl some forerunners and on 1900 2m Yacht, Fagamalo, Mulifanua on 1900 3m Yacht, 
Salaiula, Salelavalu, plus Vavau Tonga on a Samoa 3pf Yacht, Togo Agbeluhove (signed Mansfield), 
Anecho, Klein-Popo, Kpandu, Nuatja, etc., some typical minor faults but generally fresh and F-VF, well 
worth a careful inspection (see online scans) 400

5550 */** 3         GERMAN COLONIES COLLECTION.  on SAFE pages, mixture of mint and used throughout (some 
NH), strongest in the yacht issues, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 150

GERMAN COLONIES - German Southwest Africa
5551 5 3 

6        

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA CANCELLATION COLLECTION.   an old-time, well-organized 
town postmark collection, over 100 stamps arranged alphabetically (some on piece), seven covers, rarer 
towns noted such as "AROAB," "EKUJA," and "OKATJOMBOA," generally F-VF, an exceptional starter 
collection with many better items to be found, see online scans 3500

GREECE
5552 */** 3         GREECE COLLECTION 1861/1987.   housed in two Scott Specialty albums, begins with a very nice 

selection of classic issues (mix of mint and used), mint stamps are NH from about 1960, for much of the 
20th century appears to be parallel mint and used, also includes BOB and a handful of miscellaneous 
FDCs and other covers, the second volume is entirely occupation stamps, generally VG-VF, a nice 
collection ripe for continuation, viewing is highly recommended 2500

5553 * 3         GREECE CLASSIC PERIOD COLLECTION.  starting with several dozen Hermes head imperfs on old-
time album pages incl many wide-margined "on the nose" cancelled examples as well as some useful mint, 
organised by the different printings including first issues Paris and Athens printings to the 80L carmine, 
usual mixed condition but far better than usually seen, Fine or better, inspection recommended to 
appreciate the quality throughout, seldom seen so nice. (see online scans) 750

5554 * 3         GREECE COLLECTION to 1935. mostly mint on pages incl nice assortment of mostly mint (some 
unused) large and small (incl perfed) Hermes heads, 1896 2d-5d Olympics mint, 1900-01 Surcharges 
mint (Scott 159-63), 1901 1L-5d mint, 1902 Hermes mint, 1917 1L-25dIris mint, 1927 25L-25d mint, 
1927-28 Navarino mint, 1933 Zeppelin mint, 1933 50d-100d mint, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see 
online scans) 400

5555 * 3         GREECE "HERMES HEADS" ASSORTMENT.  40 imperfs waiting to be incorporated into a collection 
apparently all having been selected for quality, including irregular multiple of 7 used of the 1880/82 40 
lepta violet (Scott #58), coarse Athens printings to 80L, 1861 Paris print 80L mint with four margins and 
fresh color (#6), fine first Athens printing 1861 2L bister mint, 1876 Paris printings with the 30L olive 
brown mint (#49) and a premium quality 60L green used (#50) with full margins, etc., Fine or better, well 
worth close inspection (see online scans) 300

5556 * 3         GREECE MIXED ASSORTMENT.  on stockpages, a thousand stamps or more some in duplication up to 
20 or so, some Hermes heads, other earlies, mostly through the 1940’s, looks like a lot of $1-$2 stuff, but 
not much order here, so anything possible, noted a few better, including Mint 382, 780-87, C1-4, Ionian 
Islands NRA3a (6), NRA1 (6), Used 121-24, 335-37, 536, 568-73, mostly F-VF.   240

HAITI
5557 * 3         P HAITI 19th CENTURY ISSUES SELECTION.   collection of a few dozen 19th century stamps on 

quadrille album pages, incl 1887 General Salomon imperf plate proofs, assorted cancels incl Dutch 
packetboat cancels, lovely Gonaives cds, as well as a good study of the 1890 'Deux Cents’ surcharge mint 
and used, VG-VF (see online scans) 250
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5558 * 3         HUNGARY 1919 OCCUPATION ISSUES COLLECTION.  specialised collection of the 1919 occupation 
overprints well written up on quadrille pages, hundreds of stamps, mostly mint, loaded with varieties, 
incl 1st Transylvania gold ovpton 20f Charles, missing 'bani’ on newspaper stamp, 2nd Transylvania on 
15b violet with white numerals used, 1st Debrecen ovtps on 2f olive yellow 'Turul’ mint, War Relief 10f 
rose and 15f violet, Harvester 20f gray brown mint, Parliament complete to 10k incl 3k red, blue and 
black ovpts and on 10k koztarsasag used, inverted and double ovpts, 2nd Debrecen issues again with lots 
of errors, similarly with French occupations, 'Banat Bacska’, Croatia 'SHS’ ovpts incl blocks on cover, 
Romanian occupations, Baranya, Lajtabansag, even good postal history incorporated into the collection, 
probably a few dubious as nearly always in collections of this difficult area but remarkable in scope and 
most worthwhile for the specialist see online scans) 1000

5559 */** 3         HUNGARY COLLECTION. nicely filled Minkus album with 486 NH, B94 NH, C80 NH, strong 1950s/60s 
issues, topicals, etc., mostly F-VF 350

5560 */** 3         HUNGARY COLLECTION 1871/1948.   in a Ka-Be album, mix of used and mint throughout, mint 
stamps are primarily hinged but a few are NH, note better including 4 used, 7-12 used, 486 NH, B18-34 
mint, B80-87 mint, B94 NH (crease), C24-25 mint, and C34, generally F-VF, a very clean collection that 
is ripe for continuation 100

ICELAND
5561 */(*) 3         ICELAND COLLECTION, 1870s/1930s. mostly mint on pages with most value in mint early Numerals 

issues, highlights include (mint unless otherwise noted) 1873 2s, 4s perf 12½, 8s, 1876 5a perf 12½ 
unused and used, 16a, 20a used, 40a used, 1882 20a blue, 1897 3a Surcharges mint (3) and used (1), 
1920 1k-10k Christian X, etc. plus assortment of "I Gildi" overprints incl officials and inverted ovpts, 
generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 600

5562 * 3         ICELAND COLLECTION.  several hundred stamps on Scott pages with often multiple stamps in the 
same space with mint on top of used indicating more here than initially meets the eye, we note (mint 
unless otherwise stated) 1873 4sk rose (#2), 1876 16a brown (#12), 20a light violet used (#13a), 1892 50a, 
100a (#19/21), 1902/04 Christian IX complete (#34/44B), 1921/25 surcharges incl 30a and 50a mint 
and used (#137/138), 1925 Views mint and used (#144/148), 1930 Parliament to 1kr (#152/163), 1931 
Zeppelins (2) (#C9/C11), through to officials and other "back of the book", etc., usual mixed condition 
in the early issues but better than usually seen, mostly F-VF (see online scans) 500

5563 * 3         ICELAND COLLECTION. Mint and used collection of hundreds of stamps from the first issues up to 
the 1980s with better items as #1 2sk ultra mint (small faults), 3sk gray mint with some irregular perfs, 8sk 
brown used, the 16sk yellow used (short corner perf), 1876 5a blue used, 8sk red lilac official used, 'prir’ 
surcharge, useful 'Gildi’ ovpts, 1907 5k used, 1911 Sigurdsson complete used, 1931 Zeppelins complete 
mint and later 20th century comprehensive mint, generally Fine or better (see online scans)    500

5564 * 3         ICELAND COLLECTION, 1900/97. approx 430 stamps in a Scott album, Scott #38/851 plus some "back 
of the book" issues, includes some better as 240-45 mint, C15-20 used, CO1 mint, etc., generally F-VF; 
owner's 2014 Scott approx $1,100 120

INDONESIA
5565 */** 3         SPRAWLING INDONESIA RETAIL STOCK. 1950s/90s (strong through 1970s) issues arranged by Scott 

number on sales pages in 18 counter books, mostly mint with majority NH, retail values to about $20 
with some higher and loaded with topicals, note premium as (mint NH unless otherwise noted) 359-61 
(19), 362-67 (14), 401 (50), 406-09 (36), 414-17 (25), 418-20 (29), 421-23 (24), 432-35 (39), 516a (30), 
550-73 (38 plus glassine envelope with set of blocks of 45), 795-96 (4), 797-99 (11), 800-02 (10), 810-12 
(13), 819-21 (19), 823-27 (24), 828-30 (21), 831-33 (15), 834-36 (5), 842-44 (7), 859-61 (7), 1673 sheets 
(40), B69-76 (9), B210a (20), B213a (11), B223-25 (7), etc., generally F-VF, Scott for just the NH items 
alone over $19,000   1000

5566 *          INDONESIA COUNTRY COLLECTIONS. five highly complete mint collections on pages in Scott or 
Minkus albums, includes complete to 1976 on Minkus pages; nearly complete to 1976 on Scott pages 
less a few early issues; complete mint to 1976 on homemade pages; complete to 1983 on Minkus pages; 
complete to 1987 on quadrille pages in two binders; each collections includes the Riau overprints and 
West Irian issues complete; generally fresh and F-VF; huge retail value and ideal for resale 750

5567 */**          INDONESIA - RIAU and WEST IRIAN ISSUES RETAIL STOCK. on sales pages in counter book, some 
premium incl Riau 1-22 (2), 1-22 (2; less #11), 1 (4), 3 (3), 17, 18-22 blocks, 24 (4), 27A NH, 30 NH (4), 
West Irian 1-19 NH (5), 40-47 blocks NH (2), 48-49 blocks of 10 NH, etc., some typical light gum toning, 
generally F-VF; Scott $4,750+ 450

HUNGARY
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5568 *          INDONESIA 1950-92 MINT COLLECTION. complete incl S/S, charity issues, dues, Riau and West Irian 
issues in a Minkus hingeless album, predominantly l.h. but note few later S/S NH, F-VF; Scott $5,000+ 
for NH (see online scans) 200

IRAN
5569 * 3         IRAN COLLECTION to 1920s.  on Scott pages and incl assorted 1870s Lion imperfs, 1882 5s-10f used, 

many of the problematic 1890s/1920s period with majority reprints or forgeries though undoubtedly 
some genuine examples to be found, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 1000

5570 **          IRAN 1960s/70s MINTS SETS STOCK.  1000s of mint sets mostly from the 1960s and '70s stacked in 
envelopes in multiple format from a new issue supplier of that time, NH, F-VF, substantial retail value 
(see online scans).  500

ISRAEL
5571 * 3         ISRAEL REVENUES COLLECTION. 500+ mostly mint and incl Federal, Navy, medical, radio, passport, 

etc. issues, some errors and varieties, generally F-VF; substantial retail value (see online scans) 900
5572 */**          MINT TAB COLLECTION 1948/99.  attractive mostly NH collection in mounts on Minkus pages in 

three binders, nearly complete 1948-99 (less Scott #7-9, 28-30, J1-5), highlights incl. 1-6, 10-14, 25, 33-
4, 35-6 (tab blocks signed Szyk in margins), 55, C1-6, J6-11, also souvenir sheets, some booklet sheets, 
booklets etc., generally F-VF, huge catalog value and a great opportunity, inspection will prove rewarding 750

5573 * 3 6        ISRAEL INTERIM PERIOD COLLECTION.  nice assortment of covers (incl hand-backs), stamps, S/S, 
errors and varieties, multiples, etc. usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, significant retail value (see online 
scans)  500

5574 **  6 

4       

21st CENTURY NEW ISSUES GROUP.  new issues from 2004-10 in 38 original Israeli Post packages 
(with invoices totaling $4,000+), appears to be nearly complete issues for the period, incl. tab singles, full 
sheets, souvenir sheets, booklets, special P.O. sheets, souvenir leafs, special cancels and FDCs, nice group 
of harder to find recent issues, post office fresh and Very Fine 500

5575 **          ISRAEL BOOKLETS COLLECTION. over 150 different incl Bale 7-37 and some special event booklets 
and souvenir cards, generally fresh and F-VF; retail over $2,000 (see online scans) 450

5576 **          ISRAEL MINT SHEET COLLECTION.   several hundred sheets in eight Scott binders ranging from 
1951/2003, all fresh and NH, F-VF, great lot for the specialist 400

5577 */** 3         ISRAEL ERRORS and VARIETIES COLLECTION.  over 100 different items with assortment of missing 
colors, misperfs, reference forgeries, print varieties, double perfs, etc., generally F-VF, well worth a close 
look (see online scans)  400

5578 **          ISRAEL COLLECTION TO 1978.  mostly complete NH singles in a nicely-filled set of White Ace pages 
with post-1952 issues having tabs, including 8-9, 16, 31-2 tab NH, 35-6 tab NH, etc, generally F-VF 375

5579   6        ISRAEL 1960s/70s OFFICIAL MAILS. approx 45 covers showing variety of censor marks, registry labels, 
town cancels, etc., accompanied by another 19 covers of the same time period mostly with the triangular 
censor mark incl some with the 1969 300m "Jet label" and a Red Cross inquiry form, generally F-VF or 
better, nice foundation collection of these elusive covers (see online scans) 300

5580 */** 3         ISRAEL COLLECTION TO 2009.  housed in two KaBe albums, three White Ace albums, and several 
mint sheet folders, ranging from the earliest issues through about 2009, a great number with tabs, the 
majority NH but some mint and used as well, moderate degree of completion throughout, generally F-VF 200

5581 */** 3         ISRAEL DEALER STOCK 1948/2010.  sizable Israeli dealer stock in about 10 albums, including several 
collections and several stock books filled with mint (both hinged and NH) and used issues, generally 
F-VF, dealer's retail value well in excess of $5,000 200

5582 */**          ISRAEL MINT COLLECTION 1948/84.  all mint, mostly complete collection of singles (without tabs) 
in mounts on Minkus pages in two binders, incl. first coin issues complete (Scott #1-9), first postage dues 
(J1-5), later mostly NH incl. souvenir sheets, some booklet sheets and booklets etc., generally F-VF, clean 
and worthwhile 150

5583 */** 3         ISRAEL BALANCE. mostly mint in some stock pages which have unfortunately fallen out of organization and 
are floating around on the pages, note some premium 1950s issues, some minor duplication, etc., mostly F-VF 120

5584 **          ISRAEL COLLECTION 1948/70.   in a single volume on White Ace pages, does not include the first 
issue, otherwise very nearly complete for the years listed (appears to only be missing one or two stamps), 
includes a few better items like 16 and J5, apparently all NH, F-VF 75

5585   6        ISRAEL EARLY FDC COLLECTION.  collection of more than 150 cacheted, mostly clean unaddressed 
FDCs in a binder, incl. 1948 Scott #1-9, 1951 JNF and 1000p menorah both w/tabs, also three covers 
signed by designer Arthur Szyk, generally Very Fine 60
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5586 */(*) 3         ITALIAN STATES COLLECTION. useful collections of Modena, Napes/ Neapolitan Provinces, 
Romagna, Roman States, Sardinia, Sicily and a strong section of Tuscany on pages or in stock sheets, 
note Roman States 1868 3c used (signed), Sardinia 1851 40c unused, 1853 40c used (2), Tuscany 1851 1s 
(2), 2s and 60cr used, etc., usual mixed condition but better than usually seen, typical VG-VF, inspection 
highly recommended (see online scans) 500

ITALY AND ITALIAN AREA
5587 */** 3         STRONG ITALY & COLONIES COLLECTION 1862/1983.  housed in 4 Scott Specialty albums, the 

main collection (one album front of book, one album BOB) is parallel mint and used, ranging from the 
earliest issues through the early 1980s, also includes two volumes of Italian colonies, states, and other 
areas, a good number of postal history covers included as well, adding to an already comprehensive 
collection, generally VG-VF, many better early issues, viewing is highly recommended, see online scans 8500

ITALY
5588 */(*) 3         ITALY COLLECTION, 1862/1935. mostly mint on pages with better sets and singles throughout 

highlighted by (mint unless otherwise noted) 1877 10c Blue, 40c Carmine (each signed Calves), 1878 2c 
Surcharges mint or used, 1879 5c-30c (some signed Calves), 1L used (signed Brun and Diena), 1890-91 
2c Surcharges (Scott 58-66), 1901-26 40c Brown, 50c Violet, useful assortment of 1920s/30s mint sets incl 
charity issues and airmails (5L Manzoni stuck down), 1921/23 "BLP" Overprints assortment with some 
signed, 1922 Philatelic Congress Overprints (10c-25c signed Raybaudi), etc. plus 1884-1903 50L-100L 
Postage Dues, 1884-86 Parcel Post, and more, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1500

5589 * 3         ITALY COLLECTION to 1940s.  Old-time collection of 100s in a well-filled Borek album, predominantly 
used from the classics onward with (used unless otherwise stated) Neapolitan Provinces imperfs including 
the 20g orange yellow with full margins (#26b), embossed Victor Emmanuel II first issues of unified Italy 
with the 80cts orange on piece (#21), 1863 first postage due (#J1), Humbert I issues virtually complete 
including the 1879 30cts brown (#49), 2L vermilion (#51) and 1889 5L (#57), as well as a highly unusual 
misperforated pair on piece of the 10cts claret (#46), parcel posts complete (Q1/Q6), 1890 'Valevole’ 
surcharges complete (#58/63), 1891/96 5L (#72), the 1901 2cts orange brown block of four with large 
'Taxe 5’ surcharge handstamp in violet not listed in Scott, 1922 Trieste Philatelic Congress ovpts complete 
on piece (#142A/142D), 1924 'Crociera’ 2L on piece (#174G), many of the better series of the 1930s 
such as 1930 Virgil with 10L+2.50L commercially used (#256), 1932 Dante (#268/279), 1932 Fascist 
complete (#290/305, C40/C41, E16/E17), 1933 Zeppelins (#C42/C47), 1934 Soccer (#324/328, C62/
C65), Rome-Buenos Aires (#C52/C54), Rome-Mogadishu 5L (#C76), 1936 Horace (#359/366, C84/
C88), etc, as with most collections of this type there will be some dubious cancels and close inspection is 
recommended, generally F-VF (see online scans) 1000

ITALY - FOREIGN OFFICES
5590 * 3         ITALY - FOREIGN OFFICES COLLECTION on SG pages or in stock sheets, mostly mint and loaded 

with premium with some signed, incl General Issues ("Estero" overprint incl 1874 5c Green), Offices 
in Africa issues for Benghazi and Tripoli, Offices in China issues for Peking and Tientsin incl special 
delivery and postage dues, Offices in Crete, Offices in Turkey incl the 1909-11 issue complete sets of 
Durazzo, Janina, Jerusalem, Salonika etc. plus Somalia 1924 Manzoni, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, well 
worth careful viewing (see online scans) 1500

ITALIAN COLONIES
5591 * 3         ITALIAN COLONIES COLLECTION.   old-time collection of hundreds of mint and used stamps 

including Eritrea 1892 mint 5cts (#3), 10cts (#4) and 5L (#11, no gum), 1895 5cts mint (#21), the 
scarce 25cts blue and 40cts brown mint (#24/25) with fresh appearance, through to 1903 50L yellow 
postage due mint (#J12) and other non-Scott listed 'servizio commissioni’ issues, then Somalia 1908 
60cts postage due used (#J7), 1934 Abruzzi complete mint (#156/163), Post Offices in Africa (Bengasi 
and Tripoli) complete mint, Libya 1929 semi-postals complete mint (#B17/B22), Tripolitania 1930 semi-
postals complete mint (#B50/53), etc, mostly F-VF (see online scans)  1200

ITALIAN STATES
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5592 * 3         SPECIALIZED FIUME COLLECTION. . a highly specialised range of more than 150 stamps, seemingly 
almost nothing but errors, particularly on the Arbe and Veglia overprints, highlights include #103a 
mint signed Diena, #104a with surcharge normal, 25cts on 10cts (#114) mint never hinged horizontal 
pair imperf between, 5L on 10cts (#120) mint (2, both signed), 'Arbe’ inc. double ovpts on #111a, on 
lire surcharges not listed in Scott (three different, all signed), large type to 25cts complete both mint 
and used (#122a/125a) and another large type on 25cts seen with extra vertical row of perfs used on 
piece (signed Diena), and yet another on mint inverted ovpt #113a, similar prime quality for Veglia 
incl large type on 5cts mint (signed, #128a), 10cts used on piece and 20cts used (#129a/130a), the 
special deliveries incl #E4/E5 mint and used (2), #E6/E7 mint (2), #E7 pair one missing 'Arbe’ used on 
piece (signed), #E8/E9 mint (2) with multiple signatures, etc, also important 'valore globale’ surcharges 
double, inverted and on imperfs, as well as the 25cts on 25cts blue double print of the stamp design mint, 
1921 'Governo Provvisorio’ on 1L black mint and used (#143), etc, generally F-VF, ideal for continuation; 
Ex-Harry Graetz (see online scans) 2000

JAPAN
5593 */** 3         DESIRABLE JAPAN COLLECTION to 1963. mostly mint (often with an accompanying used example) 

on White Ace pages and incl (mint unless otherwise noted) assorted 19th century used with some typical 
dubious, 155-58 NH, 198-201, 257-79, C1-2 (3s signed), C3-7, C8 (stamps NH, margin corner crease), 
Offices in China 32 favor cancel, Offices in Korea 15 (thin spot), etc. plus extensive group of National 
Park sets and S/S, highly complete mint (much NH) after 1940, generally fresh and F-VF, a lovely 
collection and worthy of close inspection (see online scans) 2500

5594 * 3 6        JAPAN COLLECTION.  specialised collection of the  late 19th and early 20th century chrysanthemums 
with well over 200 singles identified by perforation etc.. also seen postal history including 2sn green 
block of five on advertising cover, as well as mixed franking making same rate on red stationery of the 
same company both sent in 1904 from Kioto to Germany, stamps used on color postcards incl geishas, 
etc, perfin study and perfins used on cards, etc,, usual mixed condition but Fine overall and worthy of 
careful inspection (see online scans)    1000

5595 */** 3         JAPAN STOCK, 1966/99. neatly filed and arranged in "102" cards in three file boxes, includes some of 
the prefecture issues and "back of the book", usual mixed condition but overwhelmingly F-VF; owner's 
Scott $3,200+ 400

5596 **   4       JAPAN 2004/10 MINT COLLECTION.   singles and sheetlets on Minkus pages, very nearly complete 
with only a few scattered empty spaces, apparently all NH, generally F-VF, Face Value ¥150,000+ 400

5597 */**          JAPAN 1940s/50s DEALER STOCK.  nice selection with many better issues from the 1940s and 50s, light 
duplication, most apparently NH, generally VF, a premium grouping of stamps 300

5598   6        JAPANESE POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION 1880s/1970s.  several hundred covers ranging from 
about 1889-1976, a wealth of interesting frankings, markings, destinations, etc., a close inspection may 
reveal some hidden gems, generally VG-VF, viewing is highly recommended 250

5599 */** 3         JAPAN RETAIL STOCK with BONUS. to 1970s issues in 6 counter books (incl one for S/S and mini-
sheets) with retail values to about $5 though do note a few better incl 712-23 NH (18 incl blocks), bonus 
of 4 counter books of Ryukyus (3 for singles, 1 for S/S and mini-sheets) with 14 NH (2), 15 NH, 18, 
mostly F-VF 200

5600 * 3 6        JAPAN STAMPS AND COVERS,  hundreds of unsorted mint and used stamps in glassines, a little bit of 
everything; covers are mostly first days but there is some commercial and private mail, a couple of Japan 
used in Korea and a small stack of advertising postal cards; usual mixed condition but generally Fine or 
better; a thorough review might provide some surprises. 100

KOREA
5601 */** 3         KOREA STOCK WITH S/S, 1950s/2000s.  many hundreds of stamps from about the 1950s to 2001, 

mostly used but the occasional mint or NH stamp mixed in, light duplication throughout, also includes 
an album with many dozens of 1960s and 70s souvenir sheets, nearly all of which are NH, many useful 
issues, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 200

5602 */** 3         KOREA COLLECTION 1940s/60s WITH S/S.   on Minkus pages, collection really picks up around 
1954 and runs through 1967, with the majority of stamps from about 1963 are NH, also includes a 
nearly complete run of souvenir sheets from 1960 to 1967, note only a small handful of empty spaces, 
apparently all NH, many desirable issues, generally F-VF, a nice collection ready for continuation 100

ITALIAN COLONIES - Fiume
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5603 */**          P LAOS IMPERFS, PRESENTATION S/S and DELUXE PROOFS ASSORTMENT. 1960s/70s NH issues 
on sales pages in two counter books, includes Imperforate 74-76 (3), 81-84 (6), 92-95 panes of four, 109-
11 (3), 133-36 (5), 137-44 (2), Presentation S/S 77-80 perf, 77-80 imperf on card (4), Deluxe Proof 209-
11, 251-+52+C118, B6-8 (2), C91-93, etc., generally fresh and VF; marked retail $7,200+ 750

5604 */** 3         LAOS RETAIL STOCK. mostly mint NH sets to 1975 issues arranged on sales pages in two counter books 
plus some add'l S/S and booklets, note 1951/52 issues S/S in complete booklets (3) plus a group of the 
S/S removed from the booklet but with glassine interleaving stuck to the gum, 1-17 mint (11), 25-26 
mint, 27-29+C20-21 (10 incl four NH), 30-33+C22-23  NH (16), 66-69 NH (10), 246-48+C116 (8), B1-5 
NH (8). C120-21 used blocks, also includes mint "Pathet Lao" issues Michel 1-8 (3), 9-17 (2), some earlier 
issues lightly toned gum or minor gum disturbances as often, generally fresh and F-VF; Scott $3,000+ 300

5605 **          LAOS 1963/68 SOUVENIR SHEET STOCK. comprised of 87a (48), 91a (131), 95a (23 incl 3 in 
presentation booklet), 99a (13 incl 6 in presentation booklet), 111a (16 incl 6 in presentation booklet), 
114a (16), 128a (38), 136a (6), 140a (33), 162a (20), 167a (8), B8a (45), B11a (8), B45a (19), B45a 
imperf (6 incl 2 in presentation booklet), C53a (6), NH, some earlier with light even gum toning as 
usual, generally fresh and F-VF (Scott $2,600+) 250

5606 */** 3         LAOS DEALER'S STOCK TO 1992 ISSUES. . neatly arranged by Scott number in stock pages, very 
strong in the pre-1975 period (less S/S) with majority of the mint being NH, some sets duplication to 
100+ though most less than 50, earlier issues some with bit of gum toning or disturbances as usual, mostly 
fresh and F-VF, considerable catalog value 300

LATVIA
5607 * 3         LATVIA COLLECTION.  attractive old-time collection on Schaubek pages with just two empty spaces, 

includes 1923/25 5L green on green mint, B27 imperf mint, 1932 Pioneers of Aviation mint, 1933 
Aviators’ Tombs mint, Latvija-Afrika ovpts mint (C9/C13), Wounded Aviators imperfs mint (CB21a/
CB24a), etc, mostly F-VF (see online scans) 400

LIBERIA
5608 */** 3 

6        

SUBSTANTIAL LIBERIA COLLECTION/ ACCUMULATION.  somewhat organized collection of 1000s 
of stamps, S/S, mini-sheets, etc. in four binders, mostly mint post-1940s (strongest 1950s/60s) issues 
and replete with errors incl color missing, varieties, proofs incl trial colors and progressive, airmails, 
officials, registry, colorful topicals - UN, sports, celebrities, wildlife, etc. browsing through the pages note 
useful groups of 1909/12 5c Ship proofs, imperfs, inverted center, 15c, 20c inverted centers, 1944/45 
Revalued Airmails used assortment plus $1 on 50c on a reg cover to USA, 1947 Centenary imperf pairs, 
1947 US Stamp Centenary S/S incl imperfs and specimens, 1948 1st Flight Airmails imperf blocks and 
spider press proofs, 1948/50 Presidents imperfs, frame and vignette proofs, errors incl 3c "Double Date" 
on cover, 1949 UPU Anniversary incl S/S, imperfs and specimens, 1953 Birds incl imperfs, part-perfs 
and color missing errors, 1954 UNICEF airmail incl S/S, imperfs, mini-sheets, proofs, 1955 Sports incl 
imperfs and proofs, 1956 FIPEX proofs (incl perf and imperf black proofs) and S/S imperfs, 1982 US 
Presidents Anniversary incl imperfs and S/S, etc. generally fresh and F-VF, includes a copy of Rogers 
"A Century of Liberian Philately" and set of photocopies of von Saleski "Liberia 1975 Specilaized Catalog"; a 
delightful and diverse collection containing much which is unusual and scarce (see online scans)  1500

5609           LIBERIA REFERENCE COLLECTION; "ex-RICHTER".  excellent old-time reference collection with 
about 200 stamps from 19th century to 1920s, includes dozens of the first issues in singles and blocks of 
four, unused and with cancels, 1892/96 series to 32cts with specimen overprints, lots of official overprints 
from the 1892 small types onwards, "Ordinary", surcharges of the 1910s, etc, with some genuine, F-VF; a 
fascinating holding for the specialist to explore (see online scans) 1000

5610 ** 3         P LIBERIA 1949 YEHUDI ASHMUN SPECIALIZED COLLECTION.   100s of items with virtually 
everything connected with the issue here - essays, proofs incl trial colors and progressives, specimens, the 
issued stamps, errors, varieties incl misperfs and color shifts, multiples incl gutters (some signed by artist 
Arthur Szyk), etc., generally fresh and F-VF, huge retail value (see online scans)  500

5611 * 3         LIBERIA ASSORTMENT. to 1950s issues with many still in the Bileski retail packaging, note errors and 
varieties, some proofs, specimens, "back of the book", highlights include  B9 strip of four with the two 
central stamps imperf between mint, F10a w/o gum (corner crease), F15 pair imperf between NH, O65 
inverted center and "OS " omitted NH, O69 pair each stamp double "OS" ovpt w/o gum, O70 imperf 
pair w/o gum, O70 imperf between pair w/o gum, 1952 Ashmun set incl imprint blocks NH, specimen 
ovpts NH, assorted trial color proofs, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 250

LAOS
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5612 ** 3 

6        

LIBERIA 1957 DIRECT AIRMAIL SERVICE ISSUE SPECIALIZED COLLECTION.  includes blocks of 
four with "SPECIMEN" overprint, imperfs (incl multiples and sheets) and/or color missing, trial colors, 
die proofs, etc., generally fresh and Very Fine (see online scans)  150

5613 */** 3         LIBERIA MISCELLANY. a group of 100s with errors, proofs, specimens, imperfs, etc. in six stock sheets 
and incl some S/S, minisheets, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 120

5614 */** 3 

6        

LIBERIA BALANCE.  note neat starter collection to 1976 in mounts on quadrille pages in two volumes 
with some 1950s/60s errors and varieties incl S/S, assortment of 1949 Ashmun issue specimen incl 
progressives, short stack of 1953 Birds and 1958 Tubman Visit sheets (not complete sets), some miscellany 
in a manila envelope incl 1992 US Presidents S/S, Apollo 17 imperf sets, etc., stock book of mint (many 
NH) and used with strength in 1950s/60s issues, etc. plus assortment of topicals, imperfs, etc., usual 
mixed condition, mostly F-VF 100

5615 */** 3         LIBERIA 1953 ROAD BUILDINGS ISSUES SPECIALIZED COLLECTION.   100s incl imperfs incl 
sheets, die proofs, used sheets, etc., mostly VF (see online scans)  100

LIECHTENSTEIN
5616 */** 3         PREMIUM LIECTENSTEIN COLLECTION, 1912/45. mostly mint sets and singles in Dual hingeless 

pages, replete with better as Used 62-69, B7-10, Mint 1a, 2a, 3b, 56a, 60a, 62-69, 82-89, 102, 102a, 103, 
104, 104a, 105, 108-13, C1-8, C14-23, O2c, O6a, O8-10, Mint NH 57a, 74-80, 98a, 114, 116-31, 159a, B7-10, 
C9-13, O11-20,etc., a handful of regums but overall fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1800

5617 **          LIECHTENSTEIN MINT NH COLLECTION, 1970/2008. essentially complete in three Dual hingeless 
page albums, generally PO fresh and VF (Face Value about Fr1,450 ) 750

5618 */**          LIECHTENSTEIN MINT COLLECTION, 1945/69. highly complete and mostly all NH in Dual hingeless 
pages, includes (NH unless otherwise noted) 227-35, 238, 243-45, 247-63, 264 l.h., 266-86, 287-88 l.h., 
B18a, virtually complete NH after 1955, generally fresh and Very Fine (see online scans) 300

5619 */** 3         LIECHTENSTEIN COLLECTION 1912/72.  on Scott pages, includes some complete sets and a few 
souvenir sheets, mixture of mint and used throughout, also includes additional stamps on stock pages in 
the back of the album, F-VF, a very clean collection for someone looking to begin this country 75

LITHUANIA
5620 * 3         LITHUANIA COLLECTION.   "collector’s collection" of over 1000 mint and used stamps in an old 

fashioned album including dozens of early issues sorted by first, second and third Kaunas printings, then 
1919 White Knight issues again sorted by printings including imperfs, 1921/22 50sk corner margin mint 
block of 8 imperf, many complete series of the 1930s perf and imperf mint, etc., mostly F-VF (see online 
scans)  600

5621 * 3         LITHUANIA COLLECTION, 1919/40.  mint and used collection on old-fashioned Schaubek album 
pages, good deal complete including first issues with 2nd Vilnius printing complete used, 1920 Grand 
Duke high values used, useful gold overprint semi-postals and quite complete to end, mostly F-VF (see 
online scans)   500

LUXEMBOURG
5622 */** 3         LUXEMBOURG MINT & USED COLLECTION 1852/1996.  parallel mint and used collection in Scott 

Specialty album, begins with a nice selection of classics and really picks up around 1912, includes a nice 
selection of BOB, early mint issues are hinged or have no gum, but apparently all NH from about WWII, 
generally F-VF, an ideal collection for continuation, see online scans 1400

5623 * 3         LUXEMBOURG COLLECTION, 1852/1935. mostly mint on pages and with numerous premium as 
(mint unless otherwise noted) assorted used 1852 Imperfs incl 10c (6), 1fr (6), 1859 25c Brown unused 
(signed Calves), 1866 37½c Bistre (signed Calves), 1877 12½c Rose (signed Senf), 1906 10c William 
IV S/S (vert fold), 1921 Charlotte sheet of five used, mostly complete 1920s/30s incl charity sets and 
1935 Intellectuals, earlier issues typical mixed condition but better than usually seen, generally fresh and 
F-VF (see online scans) 400

MEXICO
5624 **          MEXICO "EXPORTA" ISSUES ASSORTMENT.  interesting and diverse range of several hundreds of 

mint exporta issues housed in an album and a stack of album leaves, as well as stockcards with numerous 
varieties,. NH, genrally VF, huge potential for the specialist (see online scans) 1500
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5625  3         MEXICO USED MIX.   in several degrees of completion: 161/948 and C4/335 identified in glassines, 
maybe 4,000 stamps or so, in quantities of 5-20 of each issue, mostly inexpensive but some better to $5 or 
so catalogue per stamp; second section is a couple hundred different face designs in glassines, including 
earlies, probably 5,000+ stamps in this section; then a shoebox full of old-fashioned bundleware, just a 
few different low-value issues but lots of stamps (5,000+), in addition a bunch of small plastic containers 
with sorted and semi-sorted issues (some by varieties), finally a pile of mixed used with fairly good variety, 
generally VG-VF, a ton of stamps here and value to be found if you work it patiently 230

5626 */** 3         MEXICO STOCK.  classics to modern in ten stock books incl airmails with "Exporta" issues id'd by Bill 
Shelton, strongest in mostly used classic period with better issues, 1940s sets incl airmails with some NH, 
useful airmails from beginning through assorted "Exporta" issues, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly 
F-VF; excellent retail potential.  200

5627 */** 3         MEXICO USED COLLECTION AND DEALER STOCK 1850s/1990s.  the main collection is in a Minkus 
album, overwhelmingly used but the occasional mint or NH stamp mixed in, moderately complete from 
about the 1930s minus the high value issues, a good deal of BOB, also includes several dozen well-stocked 
pages covering about the same period, moderate duplication throughout, generally VG-VF, perfect for a 
dealer to add to their stock 150

5628 ** 3         MEXICO MIX.  a big pile of about 3 pounds of 90% NH (10% used), mainly in large blocks and partial 
sheets, many issues in quantity, includes commemoratives and airmails, mostly from the 1970s-80s, most 
are cheap, a few better (up to about $5, some varieties might be better), generally F-VF, a close inspection 
could pay off with probably 5,000+ stamps 150

MONACO
5629 **          P MONACO PROOFS and IMPERFS ASSORTMENT. 20th century issues in a stock book and also including 

some regularly issued commems and definitves, some premium imperfs, trail colors and deluxe proofs 
noting assortment of 1948 Olympics imperfs, 1949 UPU imperfs, trial colors and deluxe sheets, 1956 
Wedding deluxe sheets NH and deluxe proofs, 1964 Olympics imperf S/S NH, 1999 Monacophil imperf 
sheet of 4 NH, C8-9 imperf NH, few 1955/57 Bird Airmail trail colors plus C42a NH, C44a lh, generally 
fresh and VF (see online scans) 1700

5630 */**          MONACO MINT COLLECTION, 1930s/80s.  well over 1500 stamps in a stock book with nearly all NH 
incl the Birds airmails with all perf varieties, generally fressh and VF (see online scans) 750

5631 */** 3         MONACO MINT COLLECTION TO 1978.  in a Scott album, overwhelmingly mint or NH with only a 
handful of used stamps as space fillers, high degree of completion from the 1930s to 1960s, many useful 
issues including 2-4 mint, 7 mint, and 159 NH, generally F-VF, significant catalogue value, see online 
scans 300

5632 **          MONACO MINT NH COLLECTION, 1960/80.  highly complete for period neatly arranged on stock 
sheets in a Ceres binder, commems, definitives, Europas and other S/S, few booklets, etc., generally fresh 
and VF 180

5633 **          MONACO MINT NH ASSORTMENT, 1900/2000.  100s of NH sets and singles arranged in a stock book, 
mostly post-1960s and incl some precancels and S/S, colorful topicals, etc., generally fresh and VF 100

5634 */** 3         MONACO DEALER STOCK TO 1985.  well-stocked pages, beginning with the first issue and continuing 
to about 1985, strongest from the 1940s/60s, mixture of used and mint (with many stamps NH), includes 
semi-postals, airmails and dues, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 75

MONGOLIA
5635 * 3         MONGOLIA CLASSIC PERIOD ISSUES SELELCTION. 26 stamps (incl 3 pairs) on stock sheet and incl 

1-7 used, 32/43, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF; Scott $1,000+ (see online scan) 200

NEPAL
5636   6        NEPAL 1970s USED REGISTRY ENVELOPES ASSORTMENT.   31 examples of the 40p+6p regis. 

envelope (van der Wateren #2) each with three to ten (a colorful array) stamps added, noted registry 
labels (12, nine different), registry handstamps (8 different), and ms. registry markings (13, 11 different), 
F-VF, nice for the specialist (1995 van der Wateren catalog $465++ for envelopes alone) (see online scans)  75
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5637 * 3         NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES COLLECTION to 1930s. mostly mint sets and singles on SG pages, 
premium throughout including numerous high values and better sets, highlighted by (mint unless 
otherwise noted) Netherlands 1, 4 (2), 6 used (2), 9-12 used, 27, 32 (thin), 53, 83-85, 86 used, 90-101, 
104-05, 133-34, 161-63, J1-2, O16-19 blocks, Netherland Antilles 1-12, J1-10 (25c is used), Netherlands 
Indies 1 used (2), 3-30, 59-80, 102a-123a, 151-57, GY1-7, Surinam 39-42, 44-60, 61a, 62a, 109-15, J15-16, 
etc., usual mixed condition but better than usually seen, generally F-VF (see online scans) 1200

5638  3         NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES 1864/1986.  housed in Scott Specialty album, sparse through the 
first few issues but picks up around 1898, colonies are moderately filled throughout, very neat and clean 
collection, generally F-VF, an ideal album for continuation 350

5639 */** 3         NETHERLANDS and COLONIES COLLECTION. to late 1960s neatly arranged in a stock book and 
incl Netherlands 1 unused, 4-9 used, 1-3 used (2), 332-39 NH, 361-64 NH, B54-57 NH, B144a-145a mint, 
B214-23 NH, B229-53 NH, B259-404 NH, etc. plus some useful Neth Antilles, some typical minor faults 
in earlier issues but better than usually seen, mostly F-VF 150

5640  3         NETHERLANDS & COLONIES USED COLLECTION AND STOCK 1852/2000.  collection on Minkus 
pages, begins with 1-3 and runs through about 1965, some useful stamps but missing the high values 
throughout, includes airmails, semi-postals and postage dues, also an album with stock pages from the 
1860s through about 2000, as well as colonies, practically all used and light duplication throughout, 
generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 100

NETHERLANDS
5641   6        NETHERLANDS STAMPLESS COVER EXHIBIT COLLECTION. 60 covers neatly arranged and 

annotated (in English) on pages, note 1773 "3 stuiver" marking on locally addressed Amsterdam cover; 
1826 Beest to Heusden with 2-line "LEERDAM FRANCO" postmark; 1830 Amsterdam to Providence R.I. 
(USA) with Boston forwarding agent handstamp; 1834 Kaldenkirchen (Germany) to Grave with legible 
"Duitschland over Nymegen" backstamp; 1847 Batavia to Amsterdam via Alexandria, disinfected in Malta 
then via Marseille; wonderful array of postal markings, foreign and domestic uses, manuscript markings, 
etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 750

5642  3 6        NETHERLANDS 1852 1st ISSUE EXHIBIT COLLECTION. old-time exhibit of used singles and 
multiples plus assortment of covers neatly arranged and annotated (in English) on pages, Used Singles 
5c (8 in various shades including pair), 10c (7 in various shades and including two singles with "Horn on 
Forehead" variety and a strip of three), 15c (1), Single Franking Covers 5c (2), 10c (6), Other Covers incl 
1857 Wormerveer to Bordeaux double rate cover franked with 10c singles (3) and strip of three, 1861 
cover to Belfast with 10c, 15c (2) singles, generally F-VF (see online scans) 600

5643  3 6        NETHERLANDS 1864 ISSUE EXHIBIT COLLECTION. neatly arranged and annotated (in English) 
on pages and comprised of Used 5c (4 incl pair), 10c (1), 15c (1), Single Franking Covers 5c-15c (1 
each), Other Covers 1866 Rotterdam to Coblenz with 5c singles (2; cover fold through stamps), 1867 
Monnikendam to Berlin with 5c strip of four, generally F-VF (see online scans) 200

5644  3 6        NETHERLANDS 1867 ISSUE EXHIBIT COLLECTION. neatly arranged and annotated (in English) 
on pages and comprised of Used Singles 5c, 10c (17 incl 3 pairs and some assorte4d cancels and perf 
varieties), 15c-50c, Single Franking Covers 5c (2), 10c (20, 20c (2), Other Covers 1871 Groningen to 
Locarno with 10c (single and pair), 20c; generally F-VF (see online scans) 120

5645  3 6        NETHERLANDS 1869/88 COAT OF ARMS, WILLIAM III ISSUES EXHIBIT COLLECTION. neatly 
arranged and annotated (in English) on pages and incl 1869/71 ½c-2½c Coat of Arms used plus 1c, 2c 
imperf proofs in issued colors, 1872/887 5c-2G50c William II used incl shade or perf  varieties of the 10c, 
12½c, 15c, 20c, 25c, 50c and a page of 5c used (11) showing different cancels, two 12½c single-franking 
covers with 1884 Harlingen ("49" numeral cancel) to USA and 1886 The Hague ("44" numeral cancel) to 
Bombay with stamp tied by "OVERLAND POSTAGE DUE" cds, generally F-VF (see online scans) 100

5646  3 6        NETHERLANDS 1876/94 NUMERALS and WILHELMINA ISSUES EXHIBIT COLLECTION. arranged 
and annotated (in English) on pages, includes the 18786/94 Numerals issues complete used with some 
shade/ perf varieties, 1891/94 Wilhelmina issue complete to the 5G with few varieties, covers being 1894 
to London multicolor franked with 1c (2), 2½c Numerals, 3c, 5c Wilhelmina all tied by Amsterdam cds 
plus uprated William II postal card, 5c postal card to Prussia, 5c postal card to Switzerland forwarded to 
Vienna, 1898 cover to USA, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 200

5647 * 3 6        NETHERLANDS 1898/1924 WILHELMINA EXHIBIT COLLECTION. neatly arranged and annotated 
(in English) on pages, mostly used and incl complete set of the 1898/1924 ½c-60c low values and incl 
7½c tete-beche pair mint block and used, 50c single franking special delivery cover Baarn to Amsterdam, 
1898/1905 1G-10G used incl some type/ perf varieties of the 1G-5G, 1922 5c, 10c imperf blocks mint, a 
few minor faults (1905 10G a small thin spot) but generally F-VF (see online scans) 200

NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES
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5648 */** 3         NETHERLANDS COLLECTION 1852/1987.  housed in a Scott Specialty album, mint and used parallel 
collections, begins with a nice selection of classics, early mint stamps are hinged or no gum but post-
WWII is primarily NH, also includes BOB and a small selection of miscellaneous FDCs and other covers, 
generally VG-VF, a nice collection that would be perfect for continuation, viewing is highly recommended 1000

5649  3         POWWERFUL NETHERLANDS USED COLLECTION, 1852/1969 commems, definitives, charity issues 
and airmails in a well filled Davo hingeless album with apparently the onl;y missing stamp being #1, 
generally fresh and F-VF; owner's Scott $8,600+ (see online scans) 800

5650 * 3         NETHERLANDS COLLECTION.  many hundreds of mostly used in a bulging Schaubek album, very few 
empty spaces from the imperf first issues through to the 2000s with some intriguing early 20th century 
and mint Eurozone period sheetlets, generally F-VF (see online scans) 400

NICARAGUA
5651 */** 3         NICARAGUA DEALER STOCK 1860s/1980s.   an album of well-stocked pages, beginning with the 

earliest issues and running all the way through about 1986, light to moderate duplication throughout, 
mostly common stamps, also includes some BOB, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 75

NORWAY
5652 */(*) 3         NORWAY COLLECTION, 1855/1916. mostly mint on pages and incl 1855 4s used (2) incl one with "on 

the nose" Frederikstad cds, 1857 2s Yellow mint and used, 4s-8s unused, 1863 2s unused, 3s used, 4s mint 
(2), 8s mint (signed Richter), 1868 3s mint and used, 4s-8s mint, 1877-78 1o-2k mint (less 20o), 1882-93 
1o-25o mint incl both shades of 12o, 1893-1908 1o-60o mint, 1905 1k-2k Surcharges mint, 1909-10 1k-2k 
Die b mint, etc., typical mixed condition in classic period but much better than usually seen, generally 
fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 750

PANAMA
5653 * 3         PANAMA STOCK 1880s/1990s.  many 100s of stamps, overwhelmingly used but some mint and NH, 

light to moderate duplication, sparse to moderately complete, also includes some BOB, generally VG-VF, 
viewing is recommended 50

PARAGUAY
5654 */** 3         PARAGUAY STOCK 1870s/1990s.  many 100s of stamps on stock pages, sorted by Scott number, mixture 

of used, mint, and NH, light to moderate duplication, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 75

PERU
5655 * 3 6        PERU 1883/95 "TRIANGLE" OVERPRINTS SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. 100s of stamps plus 

24 covers (incl postal stationery) neatly arranged and annotated (in Spanish) on quadrille pages, full 
range of overprints in different colors plus overprint errors and varieties, mint incl multiples, used with 
assortment of cancels, reference forgeries, cover destinations include domestic, France (4), USA (5), 
England, Germany (4), Austria, used as postage due on an incoming postal card from USA, etc., mostly 
F-VF (see online scans) 3000

5656 */** 3         PERU DEALER STOCK 1860s/2000s.   arranged by Scott number on stock pages, light to moderate 
duplication throughout, some classics but the vast majority is 20th century, overwhelmingly used but the 
occasional mint or NH stamp, BOB included as well, generally VG-VF 75

PHILIPPINES
5657 */(*) 3         PHILIPPINES BALANCE. classic to modern and incl revenues cut from revenue stamped paper, 217A 

unused (reperf, PF cert), 217A block mint, 223 unused (reperf, PF cert), 223A mint (reperf, faults, PF 
cert), 915-18 sheets of 50, 1699-1704 "Specimen" overprints, 2651-65 incl imperfs and offsets on back, 
large part of a 1925 De Pinedo "round-the-world" flight cover (AAMC 7), WW II period related soldier's 
covers, NB3 block NH, NO4 block NH, couple of collection balances, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, 
view to appreciate 250

5658 * 3         PHILIPPINES "BACK OF THE BOOK" ISSUES COLLECTION. an unusual assortment of Spanish 
and US  administration revenues, telegraph, post office seals, newspaper and even a couple pages of 
Aguinaldo Revolutionary Govt stamps all mounted on pages, revenues include Giro, Documentary, 
General Revenue incl 1930/34 values to 1000P, etc., usual mixed condition but a Fine and desirable 
collection (see online scans) 250
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5659  3         PHILIPPINES USED DEALER STOCK 1860s/2000s.  begins with a handful of classics and picks up 
around the US Administration, high degree of completion post-WWII, light to moderature duplication 
throughout, stamps appear to be all used (or very nearly so), also includes BOB, generally VG-VF 200

5660 * 3 6        PHILIPPINES BALANCE. miscellany incl page of US Military Station cancels, 1910s/50s covers, some 
Spanish period stamps incl #20 used, 35 on cover, 51 used (3), 59 unused, 219 mint, N6-7 mint, Y3 
mint, plus revenue stamped paper, document concerning pardon for Jose Rizal, etc. plus Peterson and 
Lewis "Postal History of the Spanish Philippines 1565-1898" and Nutmeg Auction catalog for the 1999 
Gallagher/Rudman Puerto Rico sale, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 200

5661 * 3         PHILIPPINES PARALLEL MINT AND USED COLLECTION 1895/1932.   mint stamps generally 
no gum or with tropicalized gum, note 253, 260A, 281, and 288D mint, generally F-VF, owner's Scott 
catalogue value $2,000+, see online scans 180

5662 * 3 6        PHILIPPINES 19th CENTURY ISSUES ASSORTMENT. includes 1859 domestic cover with #10 (pos 1) 
tied by blue Manila rec'g cancel; #34 unused pair; 1898 Alfonso XIII mint blocks incl 4m mint 4c block 
of 10 NH, block of 4, partial page from the Fournier album with 1897 surcharges, 1898 Alfonso 60c/2p 
perf and imperf, cancels and US Admin 2c, 8c Ovpts, generally F-VF (see online scans) 150

5663  3         PHILIPPINES USED COLLECTION, 1946/61. on Afran Stamp Co annotated pages and begins with a 
"Last Day" cover of the Commonwealth and is virtually complete thereafter (missing 1946 Rizal "Electric 
Eye"), note 1961 2nd Boy Scouts issue error (only 500 can exist), 1956 Leyte Landing "LIBFERATION" 
variety in a block of four, 1961 "Rizalpex" sheet (5,000 issued, unlisted in Scott), etc plus approx 30 
assorted FDC of the period, generally F-VF, inspection suggested 150

POLAND
5664 * 3         POLAND COLLECTION AND STOCK 1918/1990s.   collection from 1918/80 on Minkus pages is a 

mixture of mint and used, additionally two albums of stock pages from 1919 to about 1999, overwhelmingly 
used and moderate to heavy duplication, many thousands of stamps in total, generally VG-VF, perfect for 
the dealer looking to replenish his stock 300

5665 * 3         POLAND COLLECTION TO 1930s.  hundreds of mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets in an old 
Safe album, including a presentable used example of the #1, then a range of 'Poczta-Polska’ overprints 
and later Germania surcharges, as well as better miniature sheets with the 1938 Exhibition S/S imperf 
and perf used, 1938 Stratosphere Balloon S/S mint, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 300

PORTUGAL AND COLONIES
5666  3         PORTUGAL AND COLONIES USED COLLECTION.  in two Scott Specialty albums, first is Portugal 

1853/1987, second is colonies to about 1970, moderate through the classic period but really picks up 
around the 20th century, all stamps used, generally VG-VF, many useful stamps and sets throughout, 
viewing is recommended 200

5667 **          PORTUGAL and COLONIES SHEETS ans S/S ASSORTMENT.  mostly 1990s/2000s issues, some of the 
S/S accompanied by the single stamps from the set, strong in topicals as transportation, sports, cultural 
themes, Europa, flora and fauna, Diana, space, art, etc. and incl Portugal and former colonies of Angola, 
Cape Verde, Madeira, Mozambique, St Thomas & Prince, etc., NH, generally fresh and VF 120

PORTUGAL
5668 */**          PORTUGAL MINT COLLECTION. 1930s/40s sets, singles and S/S in stock sheets and loaded with 

premium as 528-33, 534-39, 549-54, 561-69 (10e, 20e NH), 571-94, 595-602 NH, 602a, 605-14, 614a NH, 
650-57 NH (3.50 e speck of mount glaze), 662-69 NH, 667a, 670a NH, 674a NH, 675-82, 682a NH, 717-20 
NH (2), C1-10, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 850

5669 * 3         PORTUGAL COLLECTION, 1853/1950.  well-filled and substantially complete for period in an old-style 
Scott springback album, nearly all used on pre-1910 in usual mixed condition, mixed mint and used after 
1910 and the condition picks up to F-VF and mostly sound, some highlights as Used 3, 5 space filler, 7-10, 10a, 
13, 15, 18-19, 24, 27, 29-33, 37, 42-43, 46-47, 52-56, 74a, 104, 154, 189, 196, 217, 298K, 298U, 314-55, 371, 373, 
396, 397A-K, 422-36, 437-52, 487, 595-602, 694-701, 717-20, 800-03, C10, etc., mostly F-VF; 2017 Scott $7,000+ 700

5670 */(*) 3         PORTUGAL COLLECTION, 1853/1936. substantial collection of mostly mint on pages teeming 
with better sets and singles as (mint unless otherwise noted) 1853 5r used (2), 50r used, 1855 5r used, 
1860s/80s Luiz mostly mint incl high values and reprints, 1892/93 Carlos mint incl some reprints, 1894 
Prince Henry, 1920s Camoens and Independence sets, 1930s commem sets, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 
(see online scans) 600
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5671 * 3         PORTUGAL COLLECTION to 1980.  100s of nearly all used on Schaubek pages, starts with the 1855 
imperfs followed by a range of the 1856/57 imperfs, then the 1862 definitives to 100r, range of perforated 
Luiz definitives to 300r plus the 1000r, nice 1875/84 period, well filled 20th century including back of 
the book, usual mixed condition, VG-VF . 450

PORTUGUESE COLONIES
5672 */(*) 3         PORTUGUESE COLONIES COLLECTION to 1930s. mostly mint on pages with especially strong sections 

of Angola, Azores, Madeira, Portuguese Guinea, Portuguese India, plus St Thomas and Prince Isl, replete 
with better sets and singles incl various Crown sets, Luiz, King Carlos incl the various overprints and 
surcharges, Ceres, Vasco da Gama, etc. and also note Azores 1894 Prince Henry mint, 1895 St Anthony 
used, Lourenco Marques 1895 St Anthony mint, etc., usual mixed condition but much better than usually 
seen and with virtually no toning, generally fresh and F-VF, ideal for continuation (see online scans) 2500

5673 * 3         PORTUGUESE COLONIES ASSORTMENT. arranged by country in a stock book, mostly colonial period 
issues of Angra, Horta, Funchal, Ponta Delgada, Azores, etc. with some better scattered throughout, 
usual mixed condition but generally fresh and F-VF 300

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Macao
5674 */**          MACAO MINT COLLECTION, 1884/1992. neatly arranged on stock sheets in a binder and highly 

complete for the period (no S/S) and with about 75% being NH, includes airmails, postage dues and 
postal tax issues, notables include essentially complete 1884/1974 (missing only about a half-dozen 
issues) with 268-88, 324-35, 341-347A, 361-63, C1-20, J1/58, far above average condition, generally fresh 
and F-VF; approximate Yang catalog value HK$224,000 to 1974 issues (see online scans) 3000

5675 */**          MACAO MINT COLLECTION, 1884/1983. neatly arranged on stock sheets in a binder and highly complete for 
the period (no S/S) and with majority NH, includes airmails, postage dues and postal tax issues, highly complete for 
period missing only a handful of issues 268-88, 324-35, 341-347A, 361-63, C1-20, J1/58, far above average condition, 
generally fresh and F-VF; approximate Yang catalog value to 1974 HK$215,000 (see online scans) 3000

5676 */**          MACAO MINT COLLECTION, 1884/1975. neatly arranged on stock sheets in a binder and highly complete 
for the period (no S/S) and with majority NH, includes airmails, postage dues and postal tax issues, highly 
complete for period missing only a handful of issues 268-88, 324-35, 341-347A, 361-63, C1-20, J1-58, far above 
average condition, generally fresh and F-VF; approximate Yang catalog value HK$244,000 (see online scans) 3000

5677 */(*)          MACAO MINT COLLECTION, 1894/1936. on pages and good deal complete for period incl definitive 
sets, the various overprints and surcharges, commems, etc., many premium highlighted by 1884 50r 
Green perf 12½, 1884 5r-10r Surcharges, 1887 5r-20r Surcharges, 1888 5r-300r (80r internal tear), 1894 
5r-300r, 1895 "Provisorio" overprints, 1898/1903 ½a-78a, 1902 Surcharges, 1911 1a-2a, 1913 "Republica" 
overprints and surcharges, 1913 ½a-3p Ceres, 1924 1p-5p Ceres, 1931-33 Ceres Surcharges, 1934 da 
Gama, etc., some usual minor faults but condition much better than usually seen with only traces of 
toning on some issues, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1000

5678   6        MACAO 190s FDC and PO ANNOUNCEMENTS GROUP. approx 155 cacheted mostly unaddressed 
FDC with duplication to 3 each, includes sets, singles and S/S; also included are a few 100 of the PO 
announcements with general information concerning the issue and about half of these with the relevant 
stamps or S/S affixed and tied by a date of issue cancel, fresh and F-VF 150

ROMANIA
5679 * 3         CLASSIC ROMANIA COLLECTION.  well over 100 19th century classics on old-time album pages incl 

the 1859 40pa blue and 80pa red Moldavia bulls used (#9/10; the latter signed and with impressive large 
margins), several attractive Moldavia-Walachia bull and eagles mint and used, 1865 Prince Alexandru 
series mint (#22/24), Prince Carol comprehensive to 1880 incl 1871/72 15b red used (#46) and 1872 
50b blue and red used (#49) and several dozen imperfs on album pages concentrating on the 1868 and 
1869 issues with lots of varieties and some strong postmarks on attractive stamps, typical VG-VF but better 
than typically seen (see online scans)  1000

5680 */** 3         ROMANIA COLLECTION 1872/1979.  in two Minkus albums, mixed mint and used 1872/1939, then 
mostly complete and nearly all mint from 1940/79 (with most valuable sets hinged), includes 204-6 used 
and 230-9, 384-402, B26-39, and B44-54 mint, generally F-VF, previous owner's Scott about $4,200 525

5681 */** 3         ROMANIA COLLECTION 1865/1999.   begins with a nice assortment of classic issues, moderately 
complete from the 1920s/40s and a high degree of completion from the 1950s/70s, including many 
airmails, semi-postals, and postage dues, owner has catalogued 3,000+ stamps (about 1/3 of which are 
mint and 2/3 of which are used), later mint stamps tend to be NH, generally F-VF, owner's catalogue 
value $3,750+ (see online scans) 400
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5682 */** 3         ROMANIA STOCK 1860s/1990s.   thousands of stamps on stock pages in two albums, begins with a 
handful of classics (some with dubious id's) but really picks up around 1900, overwhelmingly used but 
some mint and NH, moderate duplication throughout, also includes BOB and souvenir sheets, generally 
VG-VF, perfect for a dealer to replenish their stock, viewing is recommended 150

RUSSIA AND RELATED AREAS
5683 */** 3         RUSSIA AND SOVIET REPUBLICS 1858/1975.  housed in three Scott Specialty albums (two of Russia, 

one of Soviet Republics), a nice selection of classics but sparse through much of the early 20th century, 
picks back up post-WWII, early stamps are a mixture of mint and used, some later issues NH, interspersed 
are a handful of postal history covers, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 2000

5684  3         RUSSIA AND RELATED AREAS USED COLLECTION TO 1930s.  Scott Specialty album with the Baltics 
and Russia, all used, strongest in the 1920s/30s, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 75

RUSSIA
5685 */** 3         OLD-TIME RUSSIA COLLECTION, 1850s/1950s.   Schaubek album with extensive mint and used 

collection with paucity of empty spaces, starting with #1 used, four margins, 1858 first perf series complete 
used to 30k pink and green, 1863 5k mint signed, 1884 high values without thunderbolts 3r used (signed 
twice) and 7r mint, 1906 high values 5r and 10r mint, republics incl assorted Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Batum, 1922 semi-postal vertical ovpts complete mint with the scarce 1k orange signed Mikulski among 
others, 1923 metallic surcharge semi-postals incl bronze 1r+1r on 10r NH, 1933 Leningrad Philatelic 
Exhibition surcharges mint, useful airposts incl 1935 Moscow - San Francisco mint (signed Mikulski), 
1937 1r imperf souvenir sheet of 4 mint and much more, usual mixed condition with most F-VF, view to 
appreciate (see online scans)  2500

5686 */** 3         RUSSIA DEALER STOCK 1860s/2000s.  arranged on stock pages by Scott number, ranging from a nice 
selection of classics all the way through the 21st century, light duplication, mixture of mint and used 
throughout (with most modern mint stamps NH), many CTOs as is expected, some Russian Republics 
included as well, mixed condition in the classic period but generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 300

5687 *          RUSSIA 19th CENTURY POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES COLLECTION, 1868/90. 84 mint 
entires with some duplication of indicia incl different sizes, papers, etc., a few tone spots here and there 
but generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 300

5688 *          RUSSIA 19th CENTURY POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION, 37 incl formula cards and letter cards and a 
bonus of a seven wrappers, some duplication, generally F-VF (see online scans) 200

5689 */** 3         RUSSIA COLLECTION TO 1983.  housed on Minkus pages in two albums, the overwhelming majority 
used (mostly CTO), a handful of earlier issues but really picks up around the late-1940s, high degree of 
completion from the 1950s to 1983, with empty pages through 1996, generally F-VF 200

5690 */**          RUSSIA; ACCUMULATION OF 1970/81 ISSUES.   five sheet folders jam-packed with sets, singles, 
multiples, etc. of a wide range of the colorful commems and topicals issued during the period - sports, 
art, space, etc., generally NH, fresh and F-VF, huge retail value  200

5691 * 3         RUSSIA COLLECTION 1917/89. .  many 100s of mostly used neatly arranged on Yvert quadrille pages, 
strongest in post-1950s issues, generally F-VF, excellent foundation collection 150

UKRAINE STOCK
5692 */**            extensive and diverse holding, owner attempted to order such stamps by districts, not just Odessa, also 

Kharkiv, etc, virtually all annotated and categorized, also accompanied by back of the book and non-Scott 
listed, generally F-VF, a challenge for the specialist 1000

SAAR
5693 */** 3         SAAR STOCK.  an outstanding accumulation of thousands of stamps often parallel mint and used and 

sorted by Michel number in a stock book, including 1920 1st Ovpts NH with the key stamps each with 
several signatures, mint Ludwig III high values again with many signatures incl 3m, 10m NH, 1921 Views 
incl 25m NH (2) and used, 1921 Surcharges NH (2), 1922 Views NH, 1927 Welfare NH (2) and used, 
useful 1929/32 Welfare sets incl NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, excellent retail stock (see online 
scans) 2000

5694 *          SAAR COLLECTION, 1920/35. on pages and incl 38, 68-154, B9-15 (most NH), etc., generally fresh and 
F-VF (see online scans) 250
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5695 * 3         SAN MARINO 1877-1973.  in a Scott album, mostly mint but the occasional used stamp mixed in, many 
useful stamps, moderately complete throughout, also an album with stock pages of mint and used stamps 
for about the same period, overall a nice collection with potential for growth, generally VG-VF 100

SAUDI ARABIA
5696 */** 3         VALUABLE SAUDI ARABIA COLECTION. to 1950s issues in mounts on pages (mostly Palo) with useful 

assortments of Hejaz, Nejd and Republic issues incl errors and varieties, a few highlights would include 
(mint unless otherwise noted) L14-19, L16c, L22-23 NH, L48a, L55e, L71-73, L77 NH, L80a (Sismondo 
cert), L81a, L84, L92, L98, L100, L105, L121a, L125a, L129-31, L142-59, LJ17a, LJ18, LJ22, LJ26-34, 
30-34, 59-68, 138-49, 159-72, O1-6, etc. usual mixed condition and doubtless some dubious overprints 
though many signed, VG-VF , a must-view (see online scans) 5000

5697 * 3         SAUDI ARABIA - NEJD ASSORTMENT. 30 stamps plus a couple of covers on stock sheets, mostly better 
and incl 9, 22, 24, 39, 39b, 40, 40a, 41, 41a, 45, 46, 50-51, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online 
scans) 250

SHANGHAI
5698 * 3         PREMIUM SHANGHAI STOCKBOOK.  begins with a handful of large dragons and several dozen small 

dragons, continues through the 1893 Jubilee issue, also includes a small selection of postage dues, the 
majority are mint but a few used stamps mixed in, generally VG-VF, view online scans 1500

SPAIN AND COLONIES
5699 */** 3         SPAIN AND COLONIES STOCK 1850s/2000s.   housed in three albums of stock pages, the first 

includes Spain regular issues from 1850 to about 2005, mostly inexpensive stamps, moderate duplication 
throughout, mostly used but many mint and NH stamps as well, the second album is BOB and the third 
is Spanish Colonies, generally VG-VF, many useful issues for a dealer, viewing is recommended 200

SPAIN
5700 */(*) 3         SPAIN COLLECTION, 1850/1936. mostly mint on pages replete with better issues as (mint unless 

otherwise noted) assortment of used and unused 1850s/60s Isabella, 1872 4p-10p Amadeo (each 
signed Calves), 1874 4p-10p Espana (10p part og signed Calves), 1905 Cervantes, 1929 Seville-Barcelona 
Airmails imperf, 1930 Columbus Airmails imperf, 1930 Spanish-American Issue Airmails imperf NH, 
1931 1c-10p Montserrat, etc., better condition than usually seen though classic period some usual minor 
faults, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1200

5701 */**          SPAIN MINT COLLECTION, 1920s/70s. .  "Collector’s collection" of approaching 2000 mint mostly 
NH stamps in a packed Lighthouse albums with some extra varieties, we note 1930 and 1931 airposts 
complete NH (#C50/C57, C68/C72), 4pts Spanish-American (#446), 1935 de Vega complete (#552/555), 
etc, as well as useful souvenir sheets throughout, including non Scott listed, generally fresh and F-VF (see 
online scans) 750

SPANISH COLONIES
5702 * 3         SPANISH COLONIES COLLECTION to 1930s. mostly mint on SG pages with some better as (mint 

unless otherwise noted) Cape Juby 1-2, 3-6, Elobey 16-17, Fernando Po 1, 12, 128-29, Span Guinea 8, 
etc. plus useful section of classic period Philippines (includes some US administration) and Puerto Rico, 
usual mixed condition but better than typically found, generally F-VF (see online scans) 300

SWEDEN
5703 */(*) 3         SWEDEN COLLECTION, 1855/1935. mostly mint on pages with (mint unless otherwise noted) 1855 

24s used (signed Calves), 1858 30o, 1866 17o (signed Bloch), 20o, 1872/77 50o, 1rd (signed Oliva), 
1877/79 30o, 1k, 1886-91 2o-1k, 1891-1904 20o-1k, 1903 5k Post Office, 1916 Charity surcharges, 1924 
UPU used, 1924 UPU Anniversary mint, strong section of mostly mint postage dues and officials, better 
condition than usually seen, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1200

SAN MARINO
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5704  3 6        SWITZERLAND COLLECTION OF USED AND COVERS, 1834/1948. neatly arranged and annotated 
(in German) on quadrille pages, wonderful array of postmarks, covers incl stampless, postal stationery, 
postcards, perfins, assorted stamps and S/S, etc., generally F-VF and ideal for continuation (see online 
scans) 850

5705 */(*) 3         SWITZERLAND COLLECTION, 1850/1935. on pages and starting with Geneva 1850 5c "Poste Locale" used 
(signed Calves) followed by predominantly used Rayons, Seated and Standing "Helvetia" and Numerals incl 
1855 1fr used, strong 20th century mostly mint incl 1908 3fr, the 1914/30 3fr-10fr Views (1930 10fr NH), 1934 
NABA S/S, few dues and officials incl 1922-30 5fr-10fr "SOCIETE DES NATIONS" used, etc., classic period 
some typical minor faults but nicer than usually seen, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 800

5706 */** 3         SWITZERLAND COLLECTION TO 1981.  housed in a Scott Specialty album, parallel mint and used, 
begins with a handful of Rayons and classic issues, picks up around the turn of the 20th century, also 
included are a small selection of covers interspersed throughout the album, moderately complete 
throughout, many post-WWII mint stamps are NH, generally F-VF, a nice collection for further 
continuation, see online scans 800

5707 * 3         SWITZERLAND COLLECTION 1850/1940.  on Scott pages, mixture of mint and used with all stamps 
being hinged, note several better stamps in the early issues, also includes a small selection of semi-postals 
and airmails, some classics with faults but generally VG-VF, owner's 2011 catalogue value $6,100, see 
online scans 750

5708 */** 3         SWITZERLAND ALBUM 1854/1978.  housed in a Minkus album, picks up around 1862 and a fairly high 
degree of completion throughout, note many better used semi-postals and mint 226, parallel mint and 
used through about the 1960s, many desirable stamps and sets, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 400

5709 */** 3         SWITZERLAND ASSORTMENT.   hundreds from 1907/1970s, strong in the 1920’s-40’s on various 
album and stock pages, some good early used including 181-85, B3, B25-28, J1-9, etc., mostly F-VF 240

5710 */** 3         SWITZERLAND COLLECTION. to 1970s in a Davo album plus some extras in another binder on Scott 
pages, etc., note better as 302-03 used, 406-09 NH, B105 NH, C1-2 mint, C3-12 NH, 1O9-16 mint, 2O65-
67 used, 3O80-82 mint and used, etc., generally F-VF 150

THAILAND
5711 **          THAILAND MINT BOOKLET ACCUMULATION 1981/91.   183 unfolded booklets (55 different), 

including 1273a (2) and 1362a, generally F-VF, owner's catalogue value $1,179 150
5712  3         THAILAND USED DEALER STOCK 1882/2007.  thousands of stamps, high degree of completion from 

about the 1950s, light to moderate duplication, apparently all used or very nearly so, generally F-VF 100

TURKEY
5713 * 3         LOVELY TURKEY COLLECTION.  wonderful mint and used old-time collection of approx. 600 classics 

written up in ink on quadrille pages, highly specialised, beginning with almost 200 tughras, for example 
the 1863 thin paper 5pi mint/unused of the rare first printing (2) and then the second printing (5) 
followed by thick paper 20pa mint (5), tete-beche pairs, lots of postage dues, etc.. then an excellent 
array of crescent and star issues with highlights including 1865 25pi orange mint (2) and used (3) one 
of which has a teriffic strike of the blue Nazareth postmark, other highlights are a 25pi imperf pair tied 
on piece by Bulgaria postmarks, as well as lots of errors and varieties not listed in Scott such as the rare 
1pi olive yellow error of color in singles and a pair used accompanied by two 1930s RPS certs, also essays 
incl the 25pi, etc, through 1867s with rare unissued 25pi unused  (2) followed by 1869s complete mint, 
the 1870/71s mint 10pa examples, through the 1pi yellow mint (2), 1873 10pa dark lilac mint, etc, also 
further postmark interest as well as bisects and quadrisects used on piece and much not listed in Scott, 
typical VG-VF; an exciting collection put together by a discerning philatelist several decades ago, offered 
intact as received.(see online scans) 4000

5714 * 3         TURKEY 1860s/80s ISSUES COLLECTION.  challenging specialised collection specifically for star and 
crescent types annotated on quadrille album pages, well over 400 stamps on complex areas including 
imperfs, lots of bisects on piece, extensive local overprints, many postage dues of the period including 
used in combination with bisects on piece and diverse local handstamps, generally F-VF; viewing a 
pleasure (see online scans) 2000

SWITZERLAND
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5715 * 3         TURKEY "OLD-TIME" COLLECTION OF 19th CENTURY CRESCENT TYPES.  the 1876/1890s types 
written up on quadrille pages, over 350 stamps with highlights including the 5pi (#57) mint with inverted 
background, imperfs, 50pa (#55) lower margin block of four with extra vertical perfs, 1880/81 'piastre’ 
and 'piastres’ 1pi mint (#62/63), as well as 'piastr’ and 'piastri’ errors, then the 1884/86 5pa unused, 
used (2) incl blue cancel and used on piece (#66), 1886 25pi black and pale gray unused and used (3; 
#73), a page of the private bisects, 1888 25pi used (2; #86), followed by the 1890 1pi blue and gray mint 
block of four (#89); also a fascinating page of the 1890 Baghdad provisional bisects (not listed in Scott) 
including two commercial single usages on cover, as well as an excellent range of red, blue and black, 
circular, triangular and rectangular local overprints in 11 different series of 5, etc., typical VG-VF; an 
engaging in-depth collection with many scarce items, a recommended viewing (see online scans) 2000

5716 * 3         TURKEY NEWSPAPER ISSUES COLLECTION, 1891/1901.  about 200 stamps on quadrille pages with 
the 1891 1pi mint and used (4) with red handstamp (#P12/P12a), 2pi yellow used (#P13), 10pa with blue 
and red handstamps used (#P10b/P10c), 1pi with blue handstamps (2; (#P12a), 20pa red handstamp 
(#P11c), etc., then the 1892 newspapers with several dozen used incl three examples of the scarce 5pi 
pale violet (#P29), as well as 1901s mint piaster values inc. shades on the 5pi (#P42), etc., usual mixed 
condition with most F-VF (see online scans)  1000

5717 * 3         TURKEY 1865/76 CRESCENT and STAR ISSUE COLLECTION.  a few hundred mint and used issues 
written up on quadrille pages, including three used examples of the 25pi red orange (#13), the 1869 
10pa yellow error of color used (#20e), 1870/71 10pa brown/lilac issues, etc., generally F-VF; inspection 
highly recommended (see online scans)  500

5718 * 3         TURKEY COLLECTION, 1905/1920s.  hundreds on overstuffed old album pages with almost no empty 
spaces and most filled with more than one stamp, note 1905 newspaper overprints complete incl 2pi and 
5pi mint, 1908 5pi newspaper mint, 1909 regulars with 25pi dark green used (3), 50pi brown used (2), 
1909 2pi postage due mint (signed) through to1913 GPO 50pi brown mint and used, 1914 5pa Leander’s 
Tower with red ovpt not listed in Scott, 1924 Lausanne Treaty complete mint, bit of Turkey in Asia, etc, 
generally F-VF (see online scans) 500

5719 * 3         TURKEY 1923/25 ISSUE SPECIALIZED COLLECTION.  several hundred mint and used stamps well 
annotated and identified on quadrille pages, starting with the mint series to the 100pi with fresh colors 
and with varieties such as 10pi dark blue Ottoman Public Debt Administration printing and a 10pi in 
unusual greenish slate shade, the 500pi green high value used (3), through to multiples to the 100pi, 
mostly F-VF; highly specialized and interesting (see online scans) 500

5720 */** 3         TURKEY COLLECTION AND STOCK 1865/1994.   main collection has a smattering of classics but 
picks up in the 1930s, from which point it is moderate complete, mostly used but many mint and NH 
stamps mixed in, additionally two albums with stock pages, light to heavy duplication throughout and 
overwhelmingly used, also a decent selection of BOB, generally VG-VF 250

TURKEY IN ASIA
5721 * 3         MAGNIFICENT TURKEY-IN-ASIA COLLECTION.  old-time specialised collection written up on album 

pages, there are approaching 400 stamps mint, used and on cover, including multiples and a wealth of 
errors and varieties meticulously identified, highlights include 1921 mint 3pi on 6pa blue ovpts in black 
and red both signed (Scott #8/9), '1920’ ovpts on revenues with 500pi orange religious tribunals (#16) 
used and signed, court costs 100pi brown (#22) mint and used (signed), the scarce notary public (#24) 
mint and used (the latter signed), '1921’ ovpts incl pairs used on piece showing different types se-tenant, 
the 1pi ultra justice mint block of four showing two types (#34 varieties), foreign affairs 5pi green mint 
(#41), land registry 2pi ovpt (#40) mint (3) and used (4), etc, also excellent Adana ovpts incl on two 
different 5pa ocher newspaper stamps used and on the postage dues complete used (#75/77), etc, this 
is just a quick summary of the wealth of material contained in this stellar collection, a must-view for the 
specialist (see online scans)  4000

5722   6        FOREIGN OFFICES IN TURKEY COVERS/ CARDS SELECTION. seven Ottoman period items from 
French offices, (4), Italian offices (1), Austrian offices (2), plus two Turkish cards with Jerusalem or 
Galata cancels, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 100

URUGUAY
5723 */** 3         URUGUAY DEALER STOCK 1866/1998.  stock pages arranged by Scott number, begins with a decent 

selection of classics and a fair degree of completion to the 1970s, moderate duplication, mixture of mint 
and used throughout (some mint are NH), generally VG-VF 75
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5724 */** 3         VATICAN CITY MINT COLLECTION 1929/1980.  housed in two albums on White Ace pages, from 
1929 to 1960 complete minus the 1934 overprints and every stamp mint or NH except for one used, from 
1961 to 1980 only a few stamps away from completion, also includes an additional album with a small 
stock of mint and used Vatican issues for about the same period, generally F-VF, a very nice collection 
with many desirable stamps 200

5725 */** 3         VATICAN CITY ASSORTMENT. mostly mint with much NH in a stock book, through issues of the 1980s 
and with some minor duplication, note 41-46 mint, airmails, etc., generally F-VF 180

5726 */**          VATICAN CITY MINT COLLECTION 1919/1998.  spotty for the early issues but very nearly complete 
from 1940 (and apparently all NH from about 1945), generally F-VF, a perfect starter collection for this 
country 100

VENEZUELA
5727 */** 3         VENEZUELA COLLECTION AND STOCK 1859/1998.   includes a collection through 1968 on Scott 

pages, primarily used but some mint and NH, moderately complete throughout, also includes an album 
of stock pages of additional material, ranging from the classic period through 1998, light to moderate 
duplication with most stamps used, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 200

VIETNAM
5728 */** 3         SUBSTANTIAL VIETNAM STOCK. neatly arranged by Scott number on stock sheets in 8 binders 

plus some overflow in an additional binder, replete with better sets and singles including (mint unless 
otherwise noted) 1-13 (7 incl three NH), 39-50 NH (7 incl strips of five), 54 NH (22), 63-67 NH (22), 
420a-424a NH (19), 439-40 NH (16), 448-50 used (5), 450 NH (2) and used (4), 496-500 NH (5), 514-16 
NH (2), J15-28 NH (7), M1-2 assortment of imperf and printing varieties, M3 used (9), etc., duplication 
in some sets to 300+ with some others 100+ with majority less than 50 and post-1970s issues less than 20, 
some earlier issues with typical gum toning or disturbances but overall fresh and F-VF, 2017 Scott value 
in excess of $20,000 just for the NH sets alone 2500

5729 **   4       TROVE OF VIETNAM MULTIPLES and FULL SHEETS.  mostly full sheets of 1950s/70s issues with 
better sets and singles and some duplication, most with some typical gum toning and/or minor faults 
though most of the later issues fresh gum and colors,  note 14-16 sheets of 80 (2; disturbed gum), 20-26 
blocks of 25 (3; brown or toned gum), blocks of 50 (4; brown gum), folded sheets of 50 (brown gum, perf 
separations), 512-13 sheets of 50 (3), 515-16 blocks of 50, J1-6 sheets of 50 (disturbed gum), J21-24 blocks 
of 100, M1 sheets of 60 (3; without gum), M1 imperforate sheets of 60 missing inscriptions (2; without 
gum), etc., usual mixed condition, viewing a must; Scott $18,000+ 1000

5730 */**   4       VIETNAM BLOCKS and MULTIPLES STOCK. 1950s/70s issues, overwhelmingly NH and with 
numerous premium as (blocks of four unless otherwise noted) 20-26 NH (4, toned gum), 150-53 NH (7), 
358-61 NH (8), 385-88 NH (8), 402-04 NH, 420a-424a gutter blocks NH, 436-38 NH (8), 439-40 NH (5), 
450 NH (4), 478-79 NH (21), 496-500 NH, 506-08 NH (4), 509-11 NH (6), 514-16 NH, C11-14 NH (4), 
J15-20 NH (6), etc., some earlier issues some gum toning or some disturbed gum but vast majority PO 
fresh and F-VF; 2017 Scott over $10,500 1000

5731 */**          VIETNAM COUNTRY COLLECTIONS. seven nearly complete and almost all NH 1951/75 issue 
collections in mounts on pages (mostly Minkus or Scott), includes postage dues, military issues, etc., 
some earlier issues gum toning and/or disturbance to varying degrees but overall fresh and F-VF and 
perfect for resale 800

5732           P VIETNAM 1959/75 DELUXE PROOFS GROUP. comprised of 124-27 (2), 197-200 (2), 258, 436-38 (6), 
460, 501-03 (20), F-VF 500

5733 */**          VIETNAM MINT COLLECTION, 1951/75. essentially complete and nearly all NH in mounts on pages, 
1954 Crown Prince with brown gum and a handful of early issues a trivial bit of gum toning or disturbance, 
includes unofficial 1975 issues, postage dues, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 250

5734 **   4       VIETNAM 1972/75 MINT SHEETS GROUP. comprised of 389-91, 411-12 (2), 415-16 (2), 441-43 (2), 
445-46, 454-56 (3), 472-74, 487-89, 490-92, 493-95, 501-03, 509-11 (3), some with trivial margin faults, 
light toning spots and/or bit of disturbed gum, generally F-VF; Scott $5,600+ 250

VATICAN CITY
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5735   6        YEMEN COVERS GROUP. 2,000+ covers of the 1990s/2000s with domestic and foreign uses, majority 
sorted by town cancel and with postmarks of dozens of different towns and cities, variety of colorful 
frankings and including many of the Republic of Yemen 1993 surcharge issues (scarce thus), some 
showing some postal wear but generally sound and F-VF, wonderful opportunity to acquire some elusive 
postal history of the region. 1000

5736 */** 3         YEMEN ASSORTMENT.  group of sets, singles, some covers, etc. in stock sheets or on pages, generally 
1940s/60s issues and incl a range of S/S, multiples incl mini-sheets, errors, varieties, topicals, etc., mostly 
F-VF (see online scans)  250

5737 ** 3         YEMEN COLECTION, 1926/60. a largely parallel NH and used collection for the period on pages 
plus an assortment of space topical covers and later period "yet to be mounted" material in stock pages, 
includes better 1930s/40s NH sets, 1960 Olympics S/S imperf NH, topicals, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 200

YUGOSLAVIA
5738 * 3         YUGOSLAVIA; CROATIA-SLAVONIA FORERUNNER ISSUES COLLECTION.   125 overprinted on 

Hungarian issues, mostly mint on Elbe quadrille pages and incl some duplication with overprint errors 
and varieties, some multiples, etc., some dubious as usual, mostly F-VF (see online scans) 75

5739 * 3         YUGOSLAVIA USED STOCK 1921/89.   fairly complete throughout, light to heavy duplication, 
overwhelmingly used but some mint and NH stamps as well, also includes a bit of BOB, generally VG-VF, 
viewing is recommended 75

BRITISH AND FOREIGN COVERS AND POSTAL HISTORY
5740           US and WORLDWIDE "KITCHEN SINK" OF COVERS. 1000s of   20th century covers ranging from 

FDC to "designer" covers, events, philatelic, commercial, etc., must be viewed for full appreciation. 2000
5741   6        WORLDWIDE COVERS ASSORTMENT.  a wonderful holding of well over 100 covers of the 1920s to 

1950s sent from all over the world mostly to George Herzog of Nassau Street, plenty of FDCs, first flights, 
etc. with strength in Latin American airposts incl Uruguay Pegasus surcharges and seagull imperfs on 
postcard, Surinam surcharges on censor cover 1945, North Africa and mid-East, especially Lebanon, 
Palestine ovpts on Egypt, early Saudi Arabia, etc, Italy and area inc. Rhodes Garibaldi covers, AMG-FTT 
FDCs, etc, Spanish North Africa and Spain incl Stamp Centenary imperfs FDC, etc, a handful with some 
tonong issues, generally F-VF; many scarce covers present, please inspect. (see online scans) 1500

5742   6        LARGE WORLDWIDE POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION PART 1,  thousands of worldwide covers, 
offered intact as received excluding China and Japan; huge variety of frankings and markings; usual 
mixed condition; careful examination could reveal some gems. 1000

5743   6        LARGE WORLDWIDE POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION PART 2,  thousands of worldwide covers, 
offered intact as received excluding China and Japan; huge variety of frankings and markings; usual 
mixed condition, careful examination could reveal some gems. 1000

5744   6        WORLDWIDE COVERS SELECTION. approx 50 primarily better noting (in no particular order) GB 
1d Mulready letter sheet 1844 use, fourteen covers from FAM 19 of 1941, Belgium 1952 UPU set on 
2 FDC (1 cover with faulty 2fr stamp), Penrhyn Isl 1923 registered cover to USA, Canada 1946 cover 
to Barbados charged 100 centimes postage due and 17 Barbados ½d dues affixed, San Marino 1951 
200L UPU Anniv imperf sheet on cover to USA, Germany B316-19 on cover to USA, assorted German 
States covers and stationery, Bermuda 2/6 KG VI Keyplate single franking 1952 cover to Philippines, etc., 
usual mixed condition, Fine group (see online scans)  500

5745   6        SCANDINAVIAN VOLUNTEERS IN FINLAND DURING THE 1939-40 "WINTER WAR" EXHIBIT 
COLLECTION. 23 covers arranged and annotated on pages with covers from the various volunteer units 
of Sweden (11 covers), Denmark (9 covers) and Norway (3 covers), nice assortment of frankings, cancels, 
military and censor markings, etc., a Fine group of this elusive material (see online scans) Finland had 
been an independent nation since the end of WW I but it was assigned to the Soviet zone of influence 
under the Molotov-Ribbentrop Agreement of August 1939 which divided northeastern Europe among the 
two countries. The Finns naturally demurred and on 29 Nov 1939 the Red Army launched an attack, thus 
starting the "Winter War". The Finns resisted strongly for three months and inflicted heavy losses on the 
Russians who, reinforced by additional troops, were able to break through Finnish defenses. This fighting 
caused both sides to be exhausted and in need of an armistice which was reached on 13 March 1940. The 
Finns were supported by numerous organizations, including the League of Nations, and individuals but 
there was no official aid from any outside nation. However, the Finnish cause did attract volunteers, mostly 
from Scandinavia. The covers in this exhibit show the mail service from the volunteers of Sweden (largest 
contingent), Denmark and Norway (smallest contingent with only a handful of covers surviving) 400

YEMEN
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5746   6        EUROPEAN POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION.   several hundred covers, mostly 20th century, 
including (but not limited to) Germany, Italy, Denmark, Greece, Norway, Sweden, Hungary, and 
Yugoslavia, many individually priced between $5-30 but some up to $100, generally F-VF but variable 
condition is to be expected in lots like this, a great way to replenish a postal history dealer stock, viewing 
is recommended 200

5747   6        ECLECTIC WORLDWIDE COVER BALANCE,   18 worldwide covers +   8 unused German WWII 
patriotic cards, better noted: 1923 French airmail labels on registered cover, all tied by Montpellier 
Aviation 8/2/23 CDS's; 1921 Memel Airmails on registered cover; Denmark first issue airmails (cat. $475 
off cover); 1938 Polish "Balloon" SS on registered cover (cat. $65), Poland 1938 SS (B29C, cat. $120); 
1951 Hungary "1st stamp" SS set of 3 (cat. $215); etc, generally very Fine, also includes small group of 
"hand painted" covers, mostly relating to 1936 visit to Baltimore by the German cruiser Emden. (see 
online scans). 200

5748   6        AN ECLECTIC MIX OF COVERS. 14 20th century items incl Ethiopia 1974 official cover to GB with 
"Haile Selassie Naval Base" cc (2), Japan WW II illustrated patriotic card from Manchuria, Latvia 1921 
postcard to Riga with Wentspils dispatch cds (Latvia-Soviet war), Lebanon 1942 censored cover to USA 
from the American mission in Beirut (2), Luxembourg 1940 "Service des Prisonniers de Guerre" cover to 
USA, Portugal 1953 postcard (shows map of Azores) Terceira to USA, Sweden 1941 special forces military 
card mailed to Stockholm, Switzerland 1915 cover to Bern with military rubber stamp cc, 1934 cover to 
USA with Swiss soldier stamp on back side, Fine group (see online scans) 200

5749   6        WORLDWIDE POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION.  many hundreds of covers, mostly 20th century 
from all corners of the globe, some philatelic contrivances but appears to be primarily commercial 
or personal mail, many items in the $5-20 range but a close inspection might turn up more valuable 
covers, generally VG-VF but with this much material some flaws are to be expected, viewing is highly 
recommended 150

5750   6        1950s/60s "COLD WAR" RELATED incl NATO COVERS ASSORTMENT. about 60 covers mostly being 
1950s NATO related philatelic covers and FDC, from primarily US and European countries, note Greece 
1954 NATO FDC, Portugal 1952 NATO cacheted FDC (2), some NATO commemorative and slogan 
cancels, etc., F-VF (see online scans) 150

5751   6        WWI WORLDWIDE CENSORED COVERS,   45 different, all circa 1914-19, various tapes, censor 
handstamps, aux. markings, etc.,all addressed to various cal. banks,  better countries noted: Australia, 
Ceylon, Greece, India,   Italy, Netherlands, Nicaragua, Norway, Portugal, Russia, Switzerland, etc, 
generally Fine, mixed condition, priced at retail of $924, seems resonable. 150

5752   6        POSTAL HISTORY OF SCANDINAVIANS IN EARLY 20th CENTURY WARS. eight covers on exhibit 
pages and incl cover from Swedish doctor (head of Swedish ambulance corps) in the Ottoman/ Christian 
War in 1912/13, two covers from Swedish doctors in Austria-Hungary or Germany serving in WW I, the 
Finnish War of Independence Swedish volunteer covers and aninbound cover to Norwegian Ambulance 
Corps, F-VF and unusual (see online scans) 150

5753   6        LATIN AMERICA POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION.  several hundred covers, mostly early 20th 
century but some earlier and later, including (but not limited to) Mexico, Venezuela, Bolivia, Nicaragua, 
Guatemala, Chile, Costa Rica, Argentina, and Cuba, many individually priced between $5-25 but some 
higher, generally F-VF but with this many covers some condition issues are to be expected, perfect for the 
eBay or bourse dealer, viewing is recommended 150

5754   6        THOUSANDS OF US & WW COVERS,   two cartons containing a mix of covers from around the world. 
Commercial, personal and philatelic. Mixed condition but generally Fine 100

5755   6        ASIAN POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION.   several hundred covers, primarily 20th century, 
including Thailand, Hong Kong, Korea, PRC and others, many already priced individually, generally 
VG-VF, viewing is highly recommended 100

5756   6        WORLDWIDE FDC ACCUMULATION.  three shoeboxes containing several hundred covers, primarily 
1950s/80s and a heavy focus on Germany, Scandinavia, and French and Dutch colonies, primarily FDCs 
but some other covers mixed in as well, generally Very Fine, close inspection could prove rewarding 75

5757   6        POLAR and ANTARCTIC COVERS GROUP. approx 110 1940s/80s philatelic covers incl FDC, note 
frankings of USA, New Zealnd incl Ross Dependency, Argentina, Seychelles, Japan, Russia, GB, Australian 
Antarctic Terr, Jersey, Falkland Isl, British Antarctic Terr, French Antarctic, Spain, Norway, etc. generally 
F-VF (see online scans) 75

AFRICA
5758 **          INDEPENDENT AFRICA SHEETS and S/S ASSORTMENT.  mostly 1990s/2000s issues of independent 

Africa and former French colonies in sales sheets with S/S sometimes accompanied by the singles 
from the set, plenty of topical interest with, animals, transportation, local culture, art, sports, Diana, 
entertainers, space, etc., also note better from Central African Rep., Congo, Liberia, Somalia, Zaire, etc., 
generally fresh and VF 180
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5759 */** 3         AFRICA DEALER STOCK.   three albums of stock pages, includes such nations as Algeria, Uganda, 
Congo, Cameroun, Ethiopia, Chad, Somalia, etc., mixture of used, mint, and NH, many of the stamps 
from the mid-20th century having great topical appeal, light duplication throughout, generally F-VF, 
viewing is recommended 150

ASIA
5760 */** 3         ASIA COLLECTIONS 1913/2000.  PRC 1949/79, early issues are mostly the usual reprints but note 

better including 30 used (2), also includes China 1913/49, Japan 1956/2000, Mongolia 1958/81, Tannu 
Tuva 1927/35, Korea 1959/96, and North Vietnam 1958/94, generally F-VF, mostly catalogued by the 
collector 300

5761 */** 3         SIZABLE ASIA AND MIDDLE EAST DEALER STOCK.  includes such nations as Bhutan, Tannu Tuva, 
Laos, Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan, UAR, Cambodia, Brunei, Malaysia, Jordan, etc., mixture of used, mint, 
and NH with a good deal of the stamps from the mid-20th century having great topical appeal, light 
duplication throughout, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 150

EUROPE
5762 */** 3         MASSIVE EUROPE DEALER STOCK.  includes stock books of Hungary (1871/2001), Italy (1863/1994), 

Monaco (1885/1997), Liechtenstein (1912/1998), Vatican City (1929/1998), Poland (1918/2005), 
Greece (1861/2002), Turkey (1898/1998), Yugoslavia (1919/1998), Switzerland (1862/2001), Spain 
(1850/1997), Luxembourg (1860/2005), and Czechoslovakia (1918/2001), some sparsely filled but 
many complete sets, bulk of the value is probably in Italy, Switzerland, and Greece, early issues generally 
mint or used, later stamps NH or used, mixed condition but generally VG-VF, dealer's retail value 
$60,000+, viewing is a necessity 2500

5763 */** 3         EUROPE RETAIL DEALER'S STOCK. mostly mint in sales pages in 11 counter books, issues through 
the 1960s, primarily better items with premium sets and singles throughout incl (mint unless otherwise 
noted) Austria 6 unused (signed Schlesinger), 17 used, 23, B57-65 NH, C57 used, Belgium assorted 
"Epaulettes" used, B485-91 NH (3), B513a, B520-21 NH, B662a NH (9), Denmark 17-19 used, 65-69 used 
(2), France B66-67, C29-32, Greece used Hermes Heads assortment, Iceland classic numerals (some 
dubious cancels), 232-35, C1-2 NH, Norway 104-10 mint (2) and used, 145-48 NH, 158-61 NH, 177-
80 NH (7), 246 NH, B5-8 (5), B9-10 NH (6), Poland 314-16 (2), Romania B26-30 (9), B279-88 sheets 
of 9 (stamps NH), C49-52 with Brussels Fair Overprints incl inverts NH, Russia 1306 block NH, C37-
39 used (5), Sweden 19th century used (usual mixed condition), 218-24 used, 251-62 (2), Switzerland 
19th century used assortment (typical mixed condition), 184, B4-14 mint and used, B80 NH, B178 NH, 
B206, C1-2, J28 used (2), etc. with some add'l Finland, Liechtenstein, Monaco, generally F-VF, substantial 
catalog/ retail value and viewing highly recommended 2000

5764 */(*) 3         EUROPE COUNTRY COLLECTIONS ASSORTMENT. mostly mint starter to intermediate level 
collections to 1930s issues for Albania, Fr Andorra, Bulgaria, Crete, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Hungary, 
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Monaco, Romania, Serbia, Turkey and Ukraine with better classic issues 
and some premium 20th century sets and singles, usual mixed condition but better than typically seen, 
generally fresh and F-VF, view to appreciate (see online scans) 1000

5765 * 3         EUROPE RETAIL STOCK in 32 COUNTER BOOKS. mostly mint on sales pages with issues to the 1960s 
from 26 different countries, mostly retail values to around $20 with some higher, note useful 1950s/60s 
Albania incl imperfs, Bulgaria classic period, Denmark used classics, Finland charity sets, France classic 
and 1930s periods, German area in six binders, Greece 1960s/80s NH sets, Liechtenstein post 1960s NH 
sets, Luxembourg B55-59 mint (2) and used, Monaco 1960s topicals NH, Romania and Russia topicals, 
San Marino S/S (many NH), Switzerland pre-1950s used, Vatican City 1236 NH (12), etc., usual mixed 
condition, mostly F-VF, useful starter stock with plenty of retail value 800

5766 * 3         CENTRAL EUROPE COLLECTION TO 2000s.  includes a Scott Central Europe album to about the 
1970s, as well as individual collections of Switzerland 1858/1972, Austria 1850/2000, Liechtenstein 
1973/2004, Hungary 1871/2000, and Czechoslovakia 1918/95, overwhelmingly used but some mint 
stamps included as well, nearly all catalogued by the collector (included in the albums), generally F-VF, 
owner's catalogue value $6,000+ 750

5767  3         CLASSIC PERIOD USED STOCKS OF ICELAND, NETHERLANDS and SWEDEN. neatly sorted, 
counted and filed in glassines, duplication to 29 each and incl Iceland 10 (10), 15 (17), 91 (6), 121 
(13), O5 (21), O10 (12), O36 (15), Sweden 20 (17), 24 (8), 34 (15), etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF; 
meticulously inventoried (available) with a Scott value of $17,500+ 600

5768 * 3         SIZABLE EUROPE COLLECTION TO THE 1970s.  housed in an oversized album on hand-ruled pages, 
most European countries are included, albeit in a somewhat random arrangement, appears to have been 
added to through the early 1970s, mixture of mint and used (sometimes parallel), generally VG-VF, with 
this many stamps close inspection could pay off, as some better items (1896 Greece Olympics, Berlin 
overprints) are noted 600
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5769 */** 3         EUROPE COLLECTION 1840s/1990s.  mostly post-WWII including France 1956/96, Spain 1956/93, 
Yugoslavia 1956/82, Netherlands 1953/98, Poland 1918/94, Belgium 1851/1980, Portugal & colonies 
1858/1970, and Russia 1956/91, the majority of the value appears to be in Poland and Belgium, a 
mixture of used and mint throughout with some NH stamps, generally VG-VF but some condition issues 
in the classic period, viewing is recommended 500

5770 */** 3         EUROPEAN DEALER STOCK.  sizable dealer stock of Europe in glassines and stockcards, arranged by 
country and Scott number, from Austria through Switzerland with most major countries represented, 
mixture of mint and used, years ranging from early issues to about the 1970s, prices from a few pennies 
up to $5-10, moderate duplication, generally F-VF 150

5771 */** 3         MISCELLANEOUS EUROPEAN DEALER STOCK.   includes such countries as Danzig, Luxembourg, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Saar, and others, ranging from the classic period to about the 1990s, primarily 
used but some mint and NH stamps as well, appears to be some better countries like Luxembourg, 
generally VG-VF, a close inspection may pay off 100

5772 */** 3         EUROPE SOUVENIR SHEETS COLLECTION.   dozens of sheets from Czechoslovakia, France, 
Germany, DDR, Hungary, Romania, and Russia, mostly 1950s/80s but some earlier, note better sheets 
including both Hungary Roosevelt sheets NH and Russia 1964 Olympics green souvenir sheet used, 
generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 100

5773 */** 3         SMALL BETTER EUROPE STOCK.  a small box with dozens and dozens of glassines, nearly all from 
Europe and many better issues, mix of NH, mint and used, note strong Baltics (including Lithuania), 
Russia, Spain, DDR, and others, some stamps and sets with significant catalogue value, generally F-VF, 
viewing is highly recommended 100

LATIN AMERICA
5774 */(*) 3         LATIN AMERICAL COUNTRY COLLECTIONS to 1930s. on pages or on stock sheets with most value 

in Argentina plus some Buenos Aires, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Panama and Uruguay and all in 
a quality that is considerably nicer than what is frequently encountered and with many sets and singles 
not typically seen in such collections with many of the classics signed, too many better to list but a few 
highlights include Argentina 1888 20c-50c mint, 1916 ½c-20P mint, Cuba 1860s/80s mint or unused incl 
high values, Dominican Rep 1860s issues assortment, 1905 1P black and grey mint, Ecuador 1928-20 
50c-3s "PROVISIONAL" Airpost overprints complete (41° and 45° ovpts) incl registry issues, Panama 
1910s/30s mint sets and singles, Uruguay 1856 1R unused (3, signed Roig or Calves), 1858 240c brown 
red mint (signed Calves), etc., generally F-VF, a nice collection which should not be missed and an ideal 
basis for continuation (see online scans)  1200

5775 */** 3         MASSIVE LATIN AMERICA DEALER STOCK.  includes stock books of Brazil (1850/2002), Venezuela 
(1871/1998), Chile (1858/2001), Argentina (1858/2000), Cuba (1855/2002), and Mexico (1864/1998), 
some sparsely filled but many complete sets, early issues generally mint or used, later stamps NH or used, 
mixed condition but generally VG-VF, dealer's retail value well into the 5-figures, viewing is a necessity 500

5776 */** 3         LATIN AND SOUTH AMERICA BLOCKS and S/S GROUP.  two file boxes of "102" cards plus stack of 
mostly post-1960s NH sales sheets/ stock sheets with large blocks and S/S, strongest in Mexico issues and 
with some useful topicals, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Honduras, Nicaragua, Venezuela, etc., generally F-VF, 
excellent retail potential.  400

5777 */** 3         SMALL BUT INTERESTING LATIN AMERICA SELECTION.  about 30 items nearly all of which are 
better, including Costa Rica C66 o.g., Guatemala 291 o.g., Argentina 175 o.g. and imperf proof on card, 
Uruguay 384 o.g., and Mexico 386, 388-90 imperf pairs o.g., F-VF, definitely worth an inspection, see 
online scan 50

MIDDLE EAST
5778 ** 3         COMPREHENSIVE SAND DUNES COLLECTION.   six Minkus British Asia albums with 1960s/70s 

Sand Dune issues, many hundreds of stamps with apparently a very high catalogue value, all appear to 
be NH or CTO, generally F-VF 100

SCANDINAVIA
5779  3         SCANDINAVIA USED COLLECTION TO 1986.   in two Scott Specialty albums, moderately complete 

throughout, many desirable sets and stamps for all countries included, generally F-VF, a particularly neat 
collection, viewing is highly recommended 650

5780  3         SCANDINAVIA ASSORTMENT. many 1000s of overwhelmingly used in glassines, stock cards appearing 
to be mostly early to mid -20th century Finland, Denmark and Sweden and incl plenty of duplication in 
some issues, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 300
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5781 */** 3         DENMARK, FINLAND, AND SWEDEN COLLECTION TO 2003.   includes Sweden 1924/2003, 
Denmark 1851/2001, and Finland 1954/94 (as well as a small collection of Channel Islands), most of 
the value appears to be in classic Denmark, owner has catalogued 1,450+ stamps, generally F-VF, owner's 
catalogue value $1,750+ (see online scans) 200

WORLDWIDE AIRMAIL AND FLIGHT COVERS
5782   6        CONCORDE FLIGHT COVERS 1970/85.  210+ covers housed in four albums, including many British 

Airways and Air France first covers, as well as other commemorative flight covers, generally Very Fine 300
5783   6        GERMANY and USA CATAPULT FLIGTH COVERS GROUP. 1929/35 "Bremen" and "Europa" flights 

with German (24) or US (15) franking, variety of flights, frankings, cachets, etc., usual mixed condition 
with some showing somwe postal wear but generally a Fine lot (see online scans) 200

5784   6        ZEPPELIN FLIGHT COVERS ASSORTMENT. mostly 1936 Hindenburg flights between Germany anf the 
US with German franking (21), US franking (3), Brazil franking (1), also includes US cacheted event covers fort 
arrival of Hindenburg at Lakehurst (2) and "In Memorium" covers (3), finally a 1924 ZR III flown cover Germany 
to USA, usual mixed condition with some showing bit postal wear or slight toning/aging, Fine (see online scans) 75

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS
5785 */** 3         WORLDWIDE BIRD TOPICAL COLLECTION.  housed in 9 stockbooks, worldwide in scope with a 

heavy emphasis on Asia, Europe, and European colonies, mixture of NH, mint, and used depending on 
the issue, apparently many items in the $10+ range, note dozens of Western Australia swans including 
some early issues, also includes US RW1-9 mint or NH (RW1, 3, 5, 6, and 7 are plate number singles, 
with RW1 NH), generally F-VF, perfect for a dealer or someone looking to start a collection of birds from 
around the world, viewing is recommended 750

5786   6        US BOY SCOUT EVENT COVERS.  over 350 covers, primarily from the 1960s/70s, all sleeved, neat and 
clean, each has a cachet, commemorative cancel, or BSA stamp, generally VF 75

5787   6        DISNEY 1930s/40s POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION a couple hundred covers, ranging from about 
1939/49, most addressed to Oliver B. Johnston or Walt Disney Productions, includes covers from the US, 
Argentina, Australia, GB, Spain, and others, nearly all with interesting Mickey Mouse corner cards or 
cinderellas, also a selection of Disney stamps from Togo, Lesotho, Anguilla, etc., a Fine assortment and 
ideal for the Disney topical collector; Ollie Johnston was one of Disney's "9 Old Men" and worked on 
such films as Fantasia, Snow White, and Bambi (see online scans) 150

5788 **          EUROPA CEPT 1956-67.  on White Ace pages, complete and apparently all NH, generally F-VF 150
5789 **          1963 FREEDOM FROM HUNGER TOPICAL COLLECTION. extensive apparently all NH sets, singles and 

S/S incl the British Commonwealth and French omnibus common issue complete in mounts on White Ace 
pages, also note Cambodia imperf sheets of four and deluxe proofs, GB phosphors, Israel complete booklet 
and booklet pane sheet of 16, Laos imperf sheets of four and deluxe proofs, fresh and F-VF or better 200

5790 **          JOHN F KENNEDY TOPICAL COLLECTION. bountiful assortment of 100s of apparently all NH 
1960s sets, singles, S/S, mini-sheets, assorted imperfs and proofs, etc. in mounts on Minkus pages plus 
some additional still in original retail sales glassines, numerous premium as Monaco perf and imperf 
deluxe sheets plus deluxe proof, assorted Qatar sets incl 1966 ICY Year sheets and S/S incl imperfs and 
overprints, 1966 new currency surcharges, incl issues of French Africa and Liberia, the various "Dunes", 
Latin America S/S incl imperfs, etc., generally fresh and VF, huge retail value 500

5791 */**  6        1962 ANTI-MALARIA TOPICAL COLLECTION.   on handwritten pages, includes commemorative 
issues from around the world as well as FDCs, souvenir sheets, and other collateral material, stamps are 
all mint and mostly NH, generally F-VF, a nice starter collection 50

5792 **          SPACE TOPICAL COLLECTION. considerable number of virtually all NH sets, singles, S/S, etc (note 
a handful of cto or FDC) mostly of the 1960s/70s but with some earlier (e.g. Belgium 251-53), all 
still in their retail sales glassines, various sub-topics incl spacecraft, astronauts, satellites, Copernicus, 
Int'l Geophysical Year, World Meteorological Organization, observatories (incl 1956 Korea S/S), 
satellite dishes, etc., numerous premium incl various French Colonies ITU and Concorde issues (incl 
Fr Antarctic), Brit Commonwealth ITU common design apparently complete, Fr Africa and "Dunes" 
imperfs and "Gold Foil" issues assortment, Latin America incl S/S and imperfs, Monaco 1964 JFK imperf 
single and deluxe proof, generally fresh and VF, huge retail value 750

5793 */** 3 

6        

WORLDWIDE ROTARY COLLECTION.  9 volumes including a mix of mint and used stamps, some 
FDCs and souvenir cards, mint stamps mixed hinged and NH, enormous catalogue value for Belize, 
Guyana, and Tonga (sheets and multiples), generally F-VF, a nice starter collection 150

5794 */** 3         SPACE TOPICAL ASSORTMENT.   mostly 1960s NH sets and S/S in stock cards or glassines, note 
"Dunes", E Europe, Vietnam, Cuba, Dominican Rep, Ecuador, Haiti, etc., some premium and note some 
imperf varieties and few duplicates, mostly F-VF 350
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5795 */** 3         SPACE TOPICAL ACCUMULATION.   space topicals on album pages, stock pages, stock books, etc., 
appears to be mostly from the 1960s/70s, mixture of used (some CTO) and mint, generally F-VF, much 
sorting to be done, but the makings of a nice collection (or dealer stock) 100

5796 **          1949 UPU ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION.   in a White Ace album, very nearly complete throughout 
(including almost all of the British and French omnibus issues, with better sets such as Hong Kong), 
apparently all NH, some sets in glassines waiting to be mounted, F-VF, an attractive collection with a high 
catalogue value that would not take much effort to complete 200

5797 * 3         TOPICALS COLLECTION in 18 STOCK BOOKS.  extensive collection with a representation of virtually 
every topical under the sun, there are many 1000s of stamps here from categories such as flowers, birds, 
aviation incl balloons, gliders, zeppelins, animals again with many separate sub categories for example under 
L, lemurs, lions, leopards, etc through to monkeys, butterflies, sports such as rowing, soccer, swimming, 
table tennis, famous people from explorers, composers, poets, from the 19th century through to the 1970s 
with nothing beyond, most countries of the world represented here and every page nicely filled, generally 
F-VF viewing highly recommended with so much material here and no duplication whatsoever. 1500

5798 **          MASSIVE WORLDWIDE TOPICAL ACCUMULATION.   thousands of stamps and sheets in 50+ 
albums, mostly modern issues from liberal-stamp-issuing entities (many African and Caribbean nations), 
arranged alphabetically by country, an incredibly vast range of topics represented including animals, 
planes, automobiles, royalty, and Disney, all appear to be NH or self-adhesive, generally F-VF, dealer's 
retail value $30,000+, viewing is a necessity 1000

5799 */** 3 

6        

ACCUMULATION WITH TOPICAL APPEAL.  mostly covers but a good number of stamps as well, mostly 
commemorative items for the US Bicentennial, Olympics, Christmas, and other events, several albums of 
Christmas seals, and other miscellany with strong topical appeal, generally F-VF, viewing is a necessity 100

WORLDWIDE EPHEMERA AND PICTURE POSTCARDS
5800           SPRAWLING WORLDWIDE TRADE CARDS COLLECTION. approx 1,460 cards of the late 19th/ early 

20th century with virtually all picturing stamps in the ad, scores of different stamps of Europe and the 
colonies, Africa, Asia, etc. incl cards for chocolate, national costumes (incl military uniforms) and views, 
national postal services and uniforms, etc. and incl some Liebig cards, separated by publisher/ topic and 
mostly mounted on assorted scrap book pages, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, retail abour $23,500; a 
colorful array and well worth a close look (see online scans) 3500

5801           1910s/20s POSTCARDS.  over 200 WWI-era postcards with extensive ranges of "upside-down" reversible 
cards, French and British puzzle cards with scenes of the trenches, Naval warfare, etc, interactive cards 
including pulling the Kaiser’s nose, naked ladies making up famous profiles and much, much more, 
an extraordinary holding of scarce material put together over a lifetime of postcard collecting, must be 
viewed to be appreciated (see online scans) 750

5802           PRE-1920s "PSYCHIATRIC" POSTCARDS.  of over 230 colorful postcards concentrating on the theme of 
psychiatry, including WW I shell-shock caricature with poem "It’s not used acting barmy….those doctors in 
the army, they know too much", dreams and psychoanalysis, joke phrenological brain maps, etc, collection 
has been assembled over a lifetime and some of these items are extremely scarce (see online scans) 750

5803           PRE-1920s HUMOR POSTCARDS.  over 230 cards, mainly, if not all, pre-1920s and with most in series, 
including famous poetry quotations with ironic illustrations, "How To Behave – For Children" and "-For 
Ladies", theater caricatures, roller skating, soccer, womanizing sailors, German complete series of 6 WW 
I anti-British and anti-Italian propaganda cards with original wrapper, costumes/national caricatures 
including highly unusual illustrations incorporating postage stamps with Austria, Costa Rica and India, 
etc., desirable assortment put together over a lifetime of collecting, a joy to view (see online scans) 750

5804           EARLY 20th CENTURY POSTCARDS.  collection of about 150 virtually all pre-WW I color postcards, 
the vast majority are in series format, including 'the sublime and the ridiculous’,"Pproverbs Illustrated", 
"Hhow Men Propose", "Racecourse Impressions", etc, difficult to find so complete, these have been 
assembled over a lifetime of collecting 500

5805           EARLY 20th CENTURY "HUMOR" POSTCARDS.  175 color postcards of the 1900s/10s in an album 
with virtually everything in series format, incl "Anybody Here Seen Kelly’, "I Love My Wife, But Oh You 
Kid’, "In The Stone Age", "Superstitions" and much more, all would be difficult to reassemble again, 
please inspect carefully.(see online scans) 500

5806           EXHIBITIONS POSTCARD COLLECTION.  over 300 different cards in an art-nouveau period postcard 
album, focussing on the early 20th century International Exhibitions, at least half colored including an 
attractive series of more than 30 of the pavilions and sights of the 1910 Japan British Exhibition, similarly 
with the 1901 Glasgow, 1904 Bradford, 1905 Earl’s Court, 1909 Imperial International Exhibition, 
London, 1911 Scottish, Coronation and Festival of Empire Exhibitions, etc, through to the 1924 British 
Empire Exhibition, Wembley, as well as some US material including a color series for the 1915 Panama-
Pacific International Expo, San Francisco. A wonderful old-time collection.(see online scans) 500
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5807           POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT.   approx. 250   mostly alll different pre-1940s, with many patriotic and 
propaganda including over a dozen US "Stars and Stripes" including embossed all-over colored with lady, 
lots of British WW I anti-German propaganda, Singer sewing machine costumes of the world, a scarce 
trio of Dutch caricature cards showing the reduction in English imports from the North and Baltic Seas 
due to the 1937 German blockade, as well as royalty, art, embroidered, pretty ladies, etc. A very colorful 
holding with many scarce cards present (see online scans) 500

5808           POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT.  Approx. 250 loose, some in series such as military uniforms of the Belgian 
army, also good early aviation and burning zeppelin subtitled "End Of The Baby Killer", also portraits 
of authors, actors and comedians, colonial caricatures, WW I propaganda, military caricatures, Russo-
Japanese war, lots of British regimental cards, patriotic and humorous war propaganda poem cards, etc, 
collected over many years with many scarce items, please inspect (see online scans) 500

5809           PRE-1940s POSTCARDS SELECTION. approx. 250 mostly different cards and most in color, among the 
many better items seen include hand-colored German propaganda card showing Japanese and English 
troops being blown up in a "Fruitless Attack…at Tsingtao’ used as fieldpost in 1914, French anti-semitic 
Dreyfus cards, early flying machines and aviators, poetry cards incl mock German accent "Der Kaiser to 
Gott: Mein Freindt, to me you vos not true!", "The Kaiser’s arrival in hell on a tank", also African scenes 
incl French colonial cards with racist themes, interactive cards, etc., a most interesting holding (see 
online scans) 500

5810           MID-20th CENTURY POSTCARDS ARRAY. approx 250 mostly all different postcards being 
predominantly color cards of patriotic and propaganda themes, incl Roosevelt "The American people 
must think, speak and act together", a rare French WW I series of five by Visé of scenes on the frontlines, 
dozens of national anthem cards, incl.. British, American, Dutch, Italian, German, Swiss, Belgian, 
Swedish, etc, French "Women Soldiers" series incl Italy and Serbia (the latter subtitled "Revenge or 
Death"), various kinds of interactive cards, etc.; wonderful evocative material with many scarce individual 
items (see online scans) 500

5811           c.1930s FRED BUCHANAN HUMOR POSTACRDS GROUP.   well over 120 postcards of the 1930s 
and earlier, all the illustrations by Fred Buchanan representing series for Tuck’s company including 
"Taking The Waters" complete series with original wrapper, "Economy Hints", "Car For Sale", "Football 
Illustrated", "Seaside Humour", "Gardening Hints", etc, a pleasure to view. (see online scans) 400

5812           WW I ERA POSTCARDS SELECTION.   over 100 WW I era color postcards, many humorous and 
almost all in series format, including caricatures of difficulties for Scottish soldiers at the front, blackout 
enforcement officers and lady’s silhouette in window, series of six Do It Now" slapstick situations with 
original packet, mothers-in-law through the ages, etc (see online scans). Start: $250 250

5813           8,700 PICTURE POST CARDS,  appears circa 1900-1960, Worldwide, mixed used and unused, many 
colorful topics include: scenes, cities People, animals buildings, events Hotels, restaurants, monuments, 
famous people, women, includes some premium: leather, wooden, squeakers, furry, etc., wonderful 
opportunity for flea market or post card dealer, all in bundles of 200 (just price bundles, ready to go), Very Fine, 
clean group. 200

5814           EARLY 20th CENTURY HUMOROUS CARDS.   over 100 colorful humor cards concentrating on 
cautionary sayings from pre-WW I Canada, Australia, England and U.S., virtually everything here is part 
of a series, for example "Cheer Up" with advice for optimism, "Don’t…’, two different series of pretty 
ladies with declarations of love in mirror-writing, etc, few duplicates, view to appreciate (see online scans) 200

5815           POSTCARD ASSORTMENT of MOSTLY NAPOLEON and NELSON.  well over 400 postcards relating 
to the two most celebrated protagonists of early 19th century Europe, the majority pre-1920s and virtually 
all different, including a series of scenes of the life of Nelson the admiral, as a young man fighting with 
a polar bear, also seen is a long series of Napoleon’s campaigns with grim scenes of the Grande Armée 
in the Russian winter, Belgian caricatures of Napoleon on St. Helena, etc, A desirable holding of these 
ever-popular themes, with many scarce items (see online scans) 200

5816           WORLDWIDE POSTER STAMPS ASSORTMENT. 200+, incl WW  I  "Delandres", with others incl 
German, Red Cross, Christmas, Anti-TB, etc., generally colorful and F-VF (see online scans) 100

5817           HUMOR POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT.  Collection of several dozen almost all different "Wagger" cards 
with springs attached for animal tails and other humor purposes (the majority with the springs intact), a 
neat collection of these scarce cards and are seldom seen with such diversity (see online scans) 100

WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS AND VARIOUS
5818 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE "BONANZA" OF STAMPS AND COVERS. two stock books of primarily pre-1920s 

European items incl German and Italian States stamps and covers, Austria, Belgium, Colombia incl 
postal stationery, Liechtenstein 1910s covers, Russia, Spain, Swiss Cantonals and "Rayons", etc., usual 
mixed condition with few dubious as usual, VG-VF, view to appreciate; huge catalog value and a retail 
value of over €40,000 (see online scans) 15000
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5819 */** 3         MASSIVE WORLDWIDE DEALER STOCK ON #102 CARDS.  housed in 25 red file boxes, all corners 
of the globe represented, ranging from classic issues through about 2000, mixture of used, mint, and 
NH throughout, many useful sets throughout with nearly all cards cataloguing between $2-20, generally 
F-VF, total catalogue value in excess of $130,000, a dealer's dream as all the work of sorting and pricing 
has already been completed 10000

5820 * 3         WORLDWIDE CAVALCADE OF STAMPS. 100s of mostly better sets, singles and S/S on 100 6¼x4½" 
stock cards, worldwide in scope with European, North America, British Commonwealth 19th and 20th 
century issues, some dubious as to be expected but a trove of value, inspection a must (see online scans) 6500

5821 * 3         CONSIDERABLE WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT.  nearly all better mint sets and singles to 1940s issues 
in a stock book, exceptional strength in European issues primarily in Germany, Austria, Belgium, Spain, 
Sweden, etc plus a considerable number of Great Britain (incl foreign offices) and British Commonwealth 
with useful Malta, Ireland, some Australia with £ ‚Roo specimens, additional Egypt, Japan, and much 
more, condition generally fresh and F-VF throughout, a premium lot with huge catalog value; ideal for 
the on-line retailer of better foreign material, viewing a must (see online scans) 5000

5822 */** 3         CONSIDERABLE WORLDWIDE AIRMAIL STOCK. primarily mint, with a large percentage NH, 
European 1920s/40s singles and sets (including numerous blocks) arranged in a stock book, the premium 
issues far too numerous to list but highlighted by Argentina C1-19 "MUESTRA" overprint, Cyrenaica 
C12-17 blocks NH (2, some toning), France 348 NH blocks (4), Greece C1-4 (15 with some NH), C5-7 
(13, most NH), C8-14 NH (5), Italy C42-47 NH (10 incl blocks, some toning), C95-105 NH (10, some 
toning), Lithuania 1932/33 issues NH incl blocks and imperfs, Sweden C-13 blocks NH, Tripolitania C21-
26 NH blocks (2, some toning), etc., some toning on some most notably on the Italy and colonies issues, 
generally fresh and F-VF or better, huge retail potential and well worth careful viewing (see online scans) 5000

5823 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE "CORNUCOPIA" PART I.   better sets, singles and covers - a last minute arrival (see 
online scans) 5000

5824 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE "CORNUCOPIA" PART 2. better sets, singles and covers - a last minute arrival (see 
online scans) 5000

5825 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE "CORNUCOPIA" PART 3. better sets, singles and covers - a last minute arrival (see 
online scans) 5000

5826 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE "CORNUCOPIA" PART 4. better sets, singles and covers - a last minute arrival (see 
online scans) 5000

5827  3         SUBSTANTIAL WORLDWIDE USED COLLECTION.  two very well-filled Ideal albums for issues to 1935 
with issues of Abyssinia to Zambesia, well over 15,000 used highlighted by Austria 1863 2kr yellow and 3kr 
green perf 14 and Franz Josef to 50kr brown, useful Lombardy Venetia, Bavaria imperfs to 18kr yellow and 
18kr red, Brazil 30r Bullseye and 1861 430r yellow, Bulgaria 1879 10c, 50c, Dominican Republic 1868/69 1r 
pelure paper shades, Greece 1868 80L rose carmine, Hungary 1871 litho 3kr green, Iran imperf lions and 
complete 1882/84 set, Italy 1891 5L blue and rose, Russia from #1 onwards incl rare 1884 3.50r without 
thunderbolts on horizontally laid paper (pinhole lower left), through to Uruguay 1858 120c, 180c Suns, 
etc.; usual mixed condition on the classics as to be expected; VG-VF (see online scans)  3000

5828 */** 3         WORLDWIDE S/S and MINI-SHEETS HOARD.   an amassment of "cherry pickings" of 1930s/2000s 
issues; many hundreds here in albums, stockcards, album pages, etc, requiring a careful inspection to 
discover what is present; we note Germany 1935 Ostropa unused (better quality than usual), 1933 10-Year 
sheet (2, one creased yet another almost pristine mint), various 3rd Reich S/S incl various Hitler S/S 
NH, Allied Occupation Currency sheets imperf and perf NH and French Zone Baden and Wurttemberg 
range, DDR Marx imperf and perf NH, etc., also Netherlands B144a-145a NH, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, 
Bhutan embossed issues, Switzerland incl 1952 Pro Juventute butterfly tete-beche sheet NH and used, 
better Belgium, Monaco, Portugal etc.; generally fresh and F-VF, a holding with enormous retail potential 3000

5829 */** 3         WORLDWIDE RETAIL STOCK ON #102 CARDS.  housed in 10 red boxes, many thousands of stamps 
and sets, the vast majority appear to be post-WWII, some used but most seem to be mint or NH, generally 
F-VF, many useful issues throughout (owner's catalogue value $30,412) 2500

5830 **          1970s/2000s WORLDWIDE BOOKLETS. many many 100s from scores of different countries and with 
very little, if any duplication, much of this is in the "good" currencies, particularly Great Britain, Canada, 
Eurozone, Scandinavia, Australia, etc, F-VF; enormous total face value, a must view  2500

5831 */** 3         WORLDWIDE HIGH CAT. VALUE STOCK. issues from 31 different issuing entities neatly sorted and 
counted in glassines, duplication from 1-150 each with most in quantities of less than 50, a few highlights 
include Cilicia 114 mint (4), France 28 used (12), 251 used (150), 348 used (32), French Off in China 
10 used (5), Indochina 20 used (90), Italy 106 used (114), 110 used (102), Liechtenstein 264 used (7), 
Netherlands 33 used (2), etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF; meticulously inventoried (available) and 
with a Scott value of $51,000+ 2200

5832 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION TO 1966.  housed in two Supreme Global albums and a Master Global 
album, moderately complete throughout minus the high values, early issues are generally used but a 
good number of mint stamps throughout (all hinged), generally VG-VF, overall a very nice worldwide 
collection, viewing is highly recommended 2000
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5833 */** 3         VOLUMINOUS WORLDWIDE STOCK.   mostly used singles and short sets plus some full sets on sales 
pages in 160+ binders, classic period through 1990s issues, mix of used and mint (later issues tend to be 
mint with some NH), many attractive topicals and some premium though majority is common material, 
note better Belgium incl B662a NH, Brazil, China incl PRC 767-81 used, Czechoslovakia, France and 
colonies, Germany and German area, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Liberia, Macao 1939 NY 
World's Fair Airmail overprint mint, Mexico, Monaco, Netherlands and colonies, Poland, Romania, 
Russia, Spain and colonies, Sweden, Vatican, etc. very mixed condition especially in the classic period (a 
good percentage are faulty to some degree), VG-VF, substantial catalog value 2000

5834 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ALBUM COLLECTION TO 2000.  includes four Scott International albums to 1955, three 
Harris albums from 1956/1979, and one album of 1980/2000, nearly all of which have been carefully 
catalogued by the collector, overwhelmingly used but some mint/NH stamps also included, many thousands 
of stamps, generally VG-VF, view is a necessity for this lot, owner's catalogue value $11,000+ 2000

5835 * 3         WORLDWIDE MYSTERY LOT. Very interesting, must be viewed to appreciate!    2000
5836 */** 3         WORLDWIDE AIRMAILS CILLECTION.  a one-volume holding of premium airpost issues and related 

back of the book, incl Germany 1912 Leipzig Fair shades NH, "Luftpost Gelsenkirchen" handstamp in 
violet tying Germania margin se-tenant pair on piece (signed), Regensburg 10pf, 20pf flight issues, 1926/27 
German eagle "zusammendrucke" incl 20pf with St. Andrew’s crosses used block and 10pf rose tete-beche 
NH, additioanl issues of Russia, Italy incl Balbo strips of three with six different mint and used, as well as 
better Brazil zeppelins mint, Mexico inverted ovpt and the scarce 50p slate and lake eagle used, and much 
more, generally F-VF, a most worthwhile range deserving careful inspection (see online scans)  2000

5837 *          WORLDWIDE AIRPOST ISSUES COLLECTION. mint sets and singles primarily of the 1930s/50s 
neatly arranged in a stock book, mostly European and with a few duplicates, brimming with better issues 
as Brazil C1-16 (less C6A), C17-30, Bulgaria C3 (3), Denmark C1-5 (1kr NH), Egypt C1a NH (even 
gum toning), C2, Greece C1-4 NH (2), C5-7 (3), C8-14 (3), C15-21 (2), Hungary C24-25 NH, C26-34, 
Iceland C3 NH (6), C4-8, C9-11 (2), Italy C1-11, C28-34, C42-47, C66-99, Japan C14-24, Liechtenstein 
C1-6, Monaco C44a, New Caledonia 180-81, Poland C1-9 (4), Reunion C1, C40-47, Russia C45-49, San 
Marino C11-20, C63-71 (2), C78, C91 (2), Spain C97 signed (2), C127-30, CB6 signed, etc., generally F-VF 
(see online scans) 1500

5838 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE "BALANCE OF THE STAMP ROOM". 1000s and 1000s of stamps swept up into over a 
dozen cartons, absolutely no rhyme or reason to the accumulation - just a huge pile of US and Foreign 
stamps on and off paper, sorted and unsorted, album pages, stock sheets, folders, small boxes, etc., VG-VF 1500

5839 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION to 1930s.  many 1000s of mint and used stamps, strong in 19th century 
with better sections noticed include German Colonies, Saar, Italy, Bosnia/Herzegovina, Scandinvavia, 
etc, condition overall far better than normally encountered for collections of this kind, VG-VF, definitely 
worth going through page for page (see online scans)   1500

5840 */** 3         WORLDWIDE DEALER STOCK ON AUCTION PAGES.  several hundred pages with worldwide singles 
and sets, all priced according to Scott, most in the $5-50 range but a good number from $100-150, 
worldwide in scope but a heavy emphasis on British Commonwealth and some US, generally VG-VF but 
some condition issues noted particularly on classic issues, owner's catalogue value $25,500+ 1200

5841 * 3         WORLDWIDE "COLLECTIONS and VARIOUS". tens of thousands of stamps in an assortment of 
albums ranging from sparsely filled beginner to individual country albums with add'l stock books, stamps 
loose or in envelopes, album pages or stock sheets sorted into folders, etc., truly worldwide in scope and 
in leafing through note GB in two SG "Windsor" albums which includes #1-2 used, France to 1980s in two 
Scott Specialty albums incl useful 1930s/50s charity issues, C16-17 used, assorted Scott Int'l albums, etc., 
usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, inspection highly recommended 1000

5842 *5 3         WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION. tens of thousands of mostly used US and Foreign stamps of the early 
to mid-20th century though some classic and later period noted, ten cartons and includes unsorted on 
and off paper, stuffed into glassines, approvals, sales pages, circuit books, sorted into cigar boxes (note 
box of Hong Kong KG VI and QE II definitives and Malayan area incl Straits Settlements), an envelope of 
a couple hundred Philippines 1911/31 10P (unsorted) definitives used, some album pages, stock sheets, 
etc., undoubtedly some better and premium items lurking within and a careful inspection is well warranted 1000

5843 */(*) 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION to 1920   in three large and heavy (45 lbs.) Schwaneberger "Kosmos" 
albums (pages intact with handful torn out but album cover/spine/binding faults), some better sets 
and singles scattered throughout with best from Australia, Austria, Balkans area, Canada incl Large and 
Small Queens, Denmark, France, Germany and related areas incl occupations and colonies (e.g. German 
SW Africa 31-32 used), Great Britain, Greece incl Hermes heads, Hungary, New Zealand, Poland, Russia, 
Spain, etc. plus Latin America, European colonies in Africa, usual mixed condition, many of the Asia 
country pages with stamps stuck down, VG-VF, huge catalog value and well worth a close look 1000

5844 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ALBUM COLLECTION.   approximately four dozen albums, mainly from Western 
Europe but some Central/South America as well, much of the material is 1960s/70s issues but some 
earlier stamps, better areas include Scandinavia incl better Iceland, Belgium, and Netherlands, modern 
issues are generally NH while older issues are used or mint, many in hingeless albums, generally F-VF, a 
huge wealth of material that is ripe for continuation 1000
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5845 */** 3         ASIAN and AFRICAN COUNTRIES RETAIL DEALER STOCK. on sales pages in nine counter books 
includes Afghanistan, Guinea, Iran (typical early dubious and reprints), Saudi Arabia, Somali Coast and 
Togo, generally to about $15 retail value but with some better items as (mint unless otherwise noted) Iran 
871-75 (3), 910-14 NH, 1276-81 NH, 1290-93 NH, 1488-90 NH (4), Saudi Arabia 187-91 NH (2), 192-93 
NH (2), 196-97 NH (4), Somali Coast C42-48 (10 incl one NH), etc., generally F-VF, plenty of retail potential 900

5846 */(*) 3         WORLDWIDE COUNTRY COLLECTIONS ASSORTMENT. starter collections/ assortments to 1930s 
issues for Belgian Congo, China, Ethiopia, Iran, Japan, Liberia, Somali Coast and Thailand, note some better 
issues as (mint unless otherwise noted) Belgian Congo 1908 10fr, China 1878 1c unused, 3c-5c used, 1921 
Airmails (some typical gum disturbance), Iran strong section of mixed mint and used for the 1970s/1930s 
including some of the ubiquitous reprints and forgeries, Japan 1896 Victory, 1916 10s Ceremonial Cap, etc., 
usual mixed condition but better than usually seen, generally F-VF (see online scans) 750

5847 */** 3         WORLDWIDE CARTONS OF "STUFF". two cartons filled with covers, cards, 1000s of stamps, S/S, mini 
collections, a box of stamps in #1 glassines, etc., highlights too numerous to mention but note stock 
card of GB with 1 used (2), 2 used and much more for a total cat value of about $2000, much is NH, 
some used, some CTO and who knows what else, usual mixed condition and well worth a look, should 
be a viewing delight for the WW collector looking to fill many album spaces and a great lot for the eBay 
retailer or any dealer looking for the odd and unusual.   750

5848 */** 3 

6        

MASSIVE WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.   a huge amount of material from around the 
globe, note better countries including Switzerland, Portugal & Colonies, Belgium, PRC, and Yugoslavia, 
also several binders of QSL cards, 1960s/80s Russia S/S, glassines and sales cards of numerous countries, 
also several dozen worldwide starter collections sorted by country, generally F-VF, a lot definitely worth 
spending some time viewing 750

5849 * 3         GERMAN STATES ASSORTMENT. 14 items of mostly German area and incl Bavaria 14 mint, 29a mint 
(2), Brunswick 18 unused, Lubeck 5 used (signed Richter), Hamburg 1 used (signed Pfenninger), 7 used 
(signed Bloch), Hannover 24 used (faults), Lombardy-Venetia 3 regummed, PR1 unused, New Britain 51 
mint, Samoa ½d on 3pg with fraction bar omitted on piece, Saxony 7 mint (signed Buhler), usual mixed 
condition with most F-VF (see online scans) 750

5850 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION in 8 SCOTT JR. INTERNATIONAL ALBUMS. starter "+" collection to 
1960s issues with some useful Europe and colonies, Brit Commonwealth, Latin America, some Asia, etc., 
generally F-VF, ideal for expansion 600

5851 * 3 6        LITTLE GOLD MINE OF US AND WORLDWIDE stamps and covers, a casual glance reveals (in no 
particular order) GB #1 on cover, US #25 on cover (Weiss certificate), 116 Star of David cancel, France 
250 coin-date block NH, UN 12 die proof, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 600

5852           WORLDWIDE POSTMARKS COLLECTION. few dozen quadrille pages with few thousand nearly all pre-
1940s stamps incl some 19th century with vast majority selected for quality and legibility of the postmark, 
neatly arranged by country from Australian ‚Roos to Wurttemberg and with precious little duplication, note 
useful Austria, GB, Greece, Italy, Panama, Russia, Spain, etc., generally Fine or better (see online scans) 500

5853           WORLDWIDE TREASURE TROVE.   thousands of stamps, mostly in glassines and sorted by country, 
mixture of used, mint and NH, from all parts of the world, note some better countries like Italy, 
Honduras, Serbia, and Yemen, generally VG-VF, total catalogue value well into four-figures, perfect for a 
dealer looking to refresh his stock 500

5854 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT. mostly SE Asian area and incl (in no particular order) Hong Kong "The 
History of the Hong Kong Post Office 1841-1941" (2 in slipcase), 1995 PO Year sets (3), Vietnam extensive 
1951/75 mint collection on stock sheets with many premium sets and singles plus some miscellany on 
sales sheets or cards incl 290Ab booklet, 411a booklet (7), 450 NH and used, 514 NH (50), M3a mint), 
Macao few mint airletters, Indonesia 1950s/2000 miscellany in a stock book, Bulgaria 843a NH, Belgium 
B662a FDC, B745a booklet (2), etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF 500

5855 * 3 6        MYSTERY BOX 500
5856 * 3         WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT. eight disparate albums including Scott Int'l "L-N", "P-R' and "V-Z" albums 

to 1970s issues, a Balkan area collection of mostly used to 1920s issues, three Davo albums with starter 
"+"collection of Scandinavia to 1970s issues with useful Iceland, Norway and Sweden; finally a folder with 
some Liberia on pages incl C69a frame proofs in different colors and nice group of 1920s/50s issues incl 
officials, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 400

5857 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE CONGLOMERATION.  a two carton lot of topicals, misc worldwide, mini collections of 
Italy and "Europa" and a bit of nearly everything else, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, viewing a must. 400

5858 */** 3         WORLDWIDE COUNTRY COLLECTIONS.   dozens of legal-sized envelopes organized by country, 
some almost empty but others overflowing with material, perfect for a dealer to price and resell, material 
ranges from the classic era to nearly the present day, generally VG-VF, view to see if this is a lot for you 400

5859 */** 3         MASSIVE WORLDWIDE STOCK.  several dozen binders filled with overflowing stock pages, all eras and 
parts of the world seemingly represented, with stamps going back to the classic era through about 2000, 
a mixture of used, mint, and NH, moderate duplication, huge topical appeal, generally VG-VF, a truly 
prolific number of stamps perfect for a dealer looking to replenish their worldwide stock 400
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5860 */** 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION "B TO Z".  a worldwide collection missing only the "A" countries, mostly 
consisting of three-ring binders with Minkus pages (90+ volumes total), the vast majority of countries 
sparsely filled but some exceptions including Bulgaria, Russia (thousands of CTOs from the 1950s 
onward), San Marino, Turkey, and Japan, additionally Scott International volumes 1-3 and a small 
selection of other miscellaneous albums (most sparsely filled), generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 400

5861   6        WORLDWIDE PRE-WWII COVER LOT.  group of over 375 mostly pre-1945 covers, vintage postcards and 
used postal stationary, features Europe, Latin America, some British etc., incl. Germany 2M Zepp on 1928 
commercial postcard to NYC, Wilkins-Ellsworth 1931 North Pole cover, Italy 1839 SFL Milan to Genoa, 
Canal Zone Scott #U9 entire, Mexico 1896 registered cover to NYC, Macao 1931 small cover (with original 
photos enclosed) to missionary in China w/nice back stamps, condition varies, inspection recommended 400

5862 */**          WORLDWIDE MULTIPLES, SHEETS and S/S ASSORTMENT.   100s of nearly all NH 1990s/2000s 
issues with plenty of topical appeal and some premium issues, leafing through note some premium 
as Guyana 580 sheets of 25 NH (7), various gold foil issues of Chad, useful Netherlands, Russia and 
former republics, Scandinavia, Belgium, topics incl otary, sports and personalities, animals, art, Diana, 
transportation, etc., gnerally fresh and VF, owner's Scott about $6,275 375

5863 * 3         WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT ON SALES SHEETS. mostly 20th century sets, singles, short sets, etc., 
with good number of premium items, Brit Commonwealth, some topicals, etc., usual mixed condition 
with majority F-VF; Scott $5,500+ 350

5864 * 3         WORLDWIDE AIRMAIL COLLECTION.  on Scott airmail pages in 12 albums, countries ranging from 
sparsely filled to nearly complete, many useful sets throughout, mixture of mint and used, generally F-VF, 
a nice way to kickstart a worldwide airmail collection, viewing is recommended 300

5865 * 3         WORLDWIDE MISCELLANY IN A STOCK BOOK. includes useful assortment of cinderellas, labels, 
souvenir items with numerous Belgium and topicals plus some better Belgium and Germany Flemish 
Legion issues, mostly F-VF (see online scans) 300

5866 * 3         WORLDWIDE SELECTION.  mostly modest priced (up to $5 SCV) in 26 retired APS sales circuit books, 
mixed mint hinged, NH, used, some souvenir sheets, booklet panes, etc., mainly from the 1950s/80s, all 
from Grenada, Ghana, St Lucia and New Zealand, mostly F-VF, owner's Scott over $3,000 300

5867 */** 3 

6        

MASSIVE WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.  the balance of a dealer's stock, includes several 
dozen albums of varying degrees of completeness, boxes of loose stamps, both mint and used, a small 
number of covers, with this much material a close inspection may pay off, generally VG-VF, viewing a 
necessity, take into account shipping costs before buying 250

5868 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION to 1990s in 26 SCOTT INTERNATIONAL ALBUMS. starter collection 
of 1000s in sparse (mostly post-1980s), lightly or moderately filled albums with Vol. 1 (1840-1940) a bit 
battered and missing back cover, representation from good number of the world's countries and the 
occasional better item in the earlier volumes, generally F-VF, viewing recommended 250

5869 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION IN MASTER GLOBAL ALBUMS.  30 volumes to about 1998, ranging 
from sparsely filled to fairly complete, mixture of mint and used throughout, many useful issues, generally 
VG-VF, viewing is recommended 250

5870 * 3         COUNTRY COLLECTIONS ASSORTMENT. useful collections of 20th century Switzerland, Newfoundland, 
Greenland and Ryukyu Islands, mostly mint and with some premium sets and singles as Greenland 1-9 mint, 
10-18 mint, Ryukyus C1-13 mint (C4-8 NH), etc., some earlier typical minor faults, generally F-VF 220

5871 */** 3 

6        

WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION,  six cartons full of material including topicals (noticed flowers and 
windmills), covers, albums, remnants and loose. A nice set of National Wildlife Federation albums and 
stickers that appear complete from 1953 to 1982. One carton has UNICEF albums. A nice lot for an 
online seller. 200

5872 **          A TO Z SOUVENIR SHEET STOCK.   a couple hundred small-format souvenir sheets on individual 
dealer pages, each priced, apparently all NH, the majority in the $2-10 range but some higher, strongest 
in the 1950s/80s but some earlier, generally F-VF, owner's catalogue value approximately $1,750 200

5873 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE BALANCE.  most value in a Hungary starter collection which includes 25 WW I related 
postcards, 1986-87, 1989 PO year sets with special S/S, stock book with useful assortment of early issues 
incl 1871/72, stock books of misc worldwide with "Sand Dunes" and Disney topicals, couple starter albums, 
some 1940s Navy covers, album of Holocaust related items, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 150

5874 */** 3         A TO Z WORLDWIDE DEALER STOCK.   thousands of glassines arranged alphabetically by country 
from Aden to Zambezia, all individually priced, most ranging from pennies to a few dollars but a good 
number are in the $5-10 range (and up), a mixture of mint and used stamps with modern issues typically 
NH, condition varies but generally VG-VF, viewing a necessity 150

5875 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT. mostly NH sets and singles of the Antarctic (and Antarctic topicals) and 
British Pacific areas in three binders with useful Kiribati, New Zealand incl Ross Dependency, Papua New 
Guinea, Argentina, French Antarctic, Russia, Australia, Tuvalu, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 150

5876 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION TO 1900.  on Scott pages, the vast majority used, moderately full but 
decidedly mixed condition throughout, viewing is recommended, perhaps some hidden gems 150
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5877 */**          WORLDWIDE PREMIUM MINT SELECTION. includes Australia 166-79, Fr Equatorial Africa B10-11, 
Iceland O23e NH, Jordan N18-22 "Palestine" overprint inverted NH (1m-20m double ovpt inverted), 
Newfoundland 115-26, Somali Coast J21-28 NH (some thins), J29-38 NH, etc., generally F-VF 120

5878 * 3         WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT. Spain and Colonies (very sparse), Canada and British Europe albums 
plus a couple of boxes of miscellany, flipping through note GB 1840 1d Black used (no margins), 1884 
10sh mint (creased), etc., usual very mixed condition, VG-VF 100

5879           WORLDWIDE MYSTERY LOT 100
5880 ** 3         WORLDWIDE 1970s/80s ACCUMULATION.  most stamps used (many CTO) but some NH, includes 

countries such as Djibouti, Poland, Romania, Argentina, Germany, DDR, Sierra Leone, Burkina Faso, 
Czechoslovakia, and others, moderate duplication (between 3 and 10 of each stamp), huge topical 
appeal, also includes several dozen Tonga self adhesive sheets, most if not all stamps appear to be from 
the 1970s and 80s, all stamps are neatly identified by spreadsheets that accompany them, generally F-VF, 
high catalogue value that goes well into 4-digits 100

5881 */** 3         SIZABLE WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION.   on stock pages in five large albums, as well as a small 
accumulation on loose stock pages and glassines, most of the world appears to be represented with most 
of the stamps from the mid-20th century, nearly all are low-value stamps but there is a significant amount 
of volume here, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 100

5882 */** 3         WORLDWIDE SOUVENIR SHEET STOCK.   an accumulation consisting primarily of worldwide 
souvenir sheets and singles, many with topical appeal, the vast majority appear to be NH but some CTO 
as well, mainly modern material but a note a few older items mixed in, generally F-VF, viewing is highly 
recommended 200

5883 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE BALANCE.  disparate group of stamps and covers incl a small stock book of 1970s/90s 
mint Russia, group of 14 1972 Greenland Arctic Supply covers, stock sheet of 1932 Mongolia NH issues, 
Switzerland 1873/85 used postal card collection (144 items) and finally two sheet folders with Germany-
French Zone first issue NH multiples incl sheets and gutter blocks, New South Wales 104 sheet of 120, 
1960s France, Iran 2310 perf and imperf blocks of four panes, etc., mostly F-VF 90

5884 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION W/ FRENCH TERRITORIES.  includes dozens of glassines, sorted by 
country, with worldwide issues, mixture of mint and used, appears to be primarily post-1950, additionally 
a mint sheet folder inclulding several sheets of Hitler heads and 1990s PRC issues, as well as a stockbook 
consisting of French Polynesia and French Southern and Antarctic Lands, many issues in the $2-5 range 
with some $10-15, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 75

5885 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE BALANCE. note Taiwan 1196-99 mint, Philippines Y2 on cover, Philippines 1947/50 
10P revenue proof, Bolivia 1894 newspaper wrapper to Paris with 1894 5c, 10c issue franking, Italy 1901 
"For the Poor of Sorrento" mint commemorative postal card (H&G CC39), Italy 1929 flight cover Genova 
to Alexandria, etc., Fine group 75

5886 */** 3 

6        

A CONFUSING CONGLOMERATION, mint and used, on and off paper, U.S. and foreign and ranging 
from the interesting to the sleep-inducing; just a whole bunch of stuff - take a deep breath and dive in! 75

5887 */** 3         WORLDWIDE DEALER ACCUMULATION.  unsorted dealer stock offered exactly how we received it, a 
huge range of US and worldwide stamps in glassines, stock pages, envelopes, cigar boxes etc., generally 
VG-VF, view to see if this lot is for you 75

5888 * 3         SCOTT INTERNATIONAL JUNIOR ALBUM TO 1940.  nearly all used, pages ranging from sparsely 
filled to nearly complete, generally VG-VF, appears to be almost exclusively low-value stamps but a patient 
dealer or collector may find some surprises 75

5889 */** 3 

6        

WORLDWIDE MISCELLANY.  including a collection of China, Disney topicals, train topicals, and more, 
generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 75

5890  3         MODERN WORLDWIDE USED COLLECTION.  several hundred glassines filled with modern (mostly 
post-1950) used stamps, arranged by country, most parts of the world represented, many 1000's of stamps, 
generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 75

5891 */** 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTOR BALANCE LOT.   includes several small boxes of glassines arranged by 
country, including a significant amount of modern used US, some better items including DDR 724/38 
souvenir sheet mint, a handful of miscellaneous covers, generally F-VF, close inspection may reveal 
something interesting 50

5892 */** 3 

6        

WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION.  mostly 1970s/80s issues, an assortment of mint and used stamps, 
FDC, and postal stationery, note countries such as Jersey, Liechtenstein, and Italy, generally F-VF, close 
inspection may reveal something interesting 50

5893 * 3         WORLDWIDE AND BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTION.  includes a Minkus Supreme Global 
E-H album, sparsely to moderately filled throughout, as well as a small wooden box full of (mostly used) 
Commonwealth stamps, primarily George VI/QEII periods, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 50
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Corinphila Netherlands
Fine Stamp Auctions since 1974
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The Global Philatelic Network
Sell your stamps where your stamps sell best!
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Terms and conditions
B I D D I N G
BIDs Below The lIsTING sTarT PrIce wIll NoT 
Be accePTeD
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as 

numbered in the printed catalogue. h.r. harmer, as agent for the consignor 
or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner 
in which the bidding shall be conducted. harmers reserves the right to 
withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser 
or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or 
more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid 
believed not made in good faith.

2. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. should a 
dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor bidder 
and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, consignor or vendor), 
the auctioneer alone shall determine who is the successful bidder and 
whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. should a dispute arise after the sale, the 
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. on all lots sold, a commission 
of 18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer.

3.  (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and 
consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in 
executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or 
omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer. 
•	 (b) all lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer may 

implement such reserve price. The auctioneer may implement such 
reserve price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. 

•	 (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been advanced 
monies against the sale of their stamps and harmers therefore has 
a security interest over and above the normal auction commission. 

•	 (d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own 
lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax 
as applicable. 

•	 (e) agents are responsible for all purchases made on behalf of their 
clients, unless other arrangements have been confirmed in writing 
prior to the auction. 

•	 (f ) hr harmer further reserves the right to ban any bidder from 
participation in its’ sales for any reason deemed appropriate in its’ sole 
discretion.

•	 (g) hr harmer retains the right to demand a cash deposit from anyone 
prior to bidder registration and/or to demand payment at the time 
the lot is hammered down to the highest bidder, for any reason 
whatsoever.  In the event that any buyer refuses or fails to make 
payment in cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, the 
auctioneer reserves the right to reoffer the lot for sale to the highest 
bidder.

PaY M e N T  F o r  P U r c h a s e s 
4. (a) subject to any extension of credit (which shall be made in accordance 

with harmers’ credit policies and requested prior to the commencement of 
the auction), payment for lots shall be as follows: 
•	 (i)  Floor Bidders. all floor bidders must register prior to the beginning of 

sale. all invoices to Floor Bidders shall be  due on the day of the auction.
•	 (ii)  Mail Bidders. a successful mail bidder will be notified of lots 

purchased. Payment is due within ten (10) business days of auction. 
Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by 
harmers of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute 
delivery. all charges for handling and delivery shall be added to your 
invoice. all shipments sent by harmers are fully insured against loss in 
transit unless otherwise requested.  

•	 (iii)  where an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, 
payment is still due within ten (10) business days of auction. we will 
hold the funds while we send the items to the recognized authorities. 

(b) Payment is accepted in the form of
•	 (i) check in U.s. dollars drawn on a U.s. bank. If payment is made by 

check, harmer’s reserves the right to hold shipment/delivery for up to 
ten (10) business days while it clears.

•	 (ii) By wire transfer. harmers will credit your account with the actual 
UsDs credited to our account net of any fees.

•	 (iii) By credit card (Mastercard, Discover or Visa). Payment by credit 
card is accepted as payment but will be subject to a 3% convenience 
fee.  This fee will be added to the total of the invoice including hammer 
price, buyer’s premium, shipping and other applicable taxes and fees.

T I T l e ;  D e FaU lT
5. (a) subject to the fulfillment of all of the conditions set forth herein, on 

the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot will pass to 
the highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer, and such bidder 
thereupon (a) assumes full risk and responsibility therefore, and (b) will pay 
the purchase price as set forth in conditions of sale 4. 

(b) In addition to other remedies available to us by law, we reserve the 
right to impose from the date of sale a late charge of 2% per month if 
payment is not made in accordance with the conditions set forth herein. 
Unless otherwise agreed by harmers, all property must be removed from 
our premises by the purchaser at his expense not later than 10 business 
days following its sale. 

(c) If any applicable conditions herein are not complied with by the 
purchaser, the purchaser will be in default and in addition to any and all 
other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including, without 
limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the total purchase 
price, including all fees, charges and expenses more fully set forth herein, 
we, at our option, may (x) cancel the sale of that, or any other lot or lots 
sold to the defaulting purchaser at the same or any other auction, retaining 
as liquidated damages all payments made by the purchaser, or (y) resell 
the purchased property, whether at public auction or by private sale, or 
(z) effect any combination thereof. In any case, the purchaser will be 
liable for any deficiency, any and all costs, handling charges, late charges, 
expenses of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our regular rates, 
legal fees and expenses, collection fees and incidental damages. we may, 
in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of sale then due or thereafter 
becoming due to the purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any 
payment made by the purchaser to us or any affiliated company, whether 
or not intended to reduce the purchaser’s obligations with respect to 
the unpaid lot or lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to 
us or any affiliated companies. In addition, a defaulting purchaser will be 
deemed to have granted and assigned to us and our affiliated companies, 
a continuing security interest of first priority in any property or money of 
or owing to such purchaser in our possession or in the possession of any 
of our affiliated companies, and we may retain and apply such property or 
money as collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any affiliated 
company of ours. we shall have all of the rights accorded a secured party 
under the california Uniform commercial code (Ucc). 

(d) Payment will not be deemed to have been made in full until we have 
collected good funds. any claims relating to any purchase, including any 
claims under the conditions of sale, must be presented directly to harmers. 
In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of the total purchase price 
for any lot and harmers nonetheless elects to pay the consignor any 
portion of the sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that harmers 
shall have all of the rights of the consignor to pursue the purchaser for any 
amounts paid to the consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under these 
conditions of sale.

e X h I B I T I o N  a N D  I N s P e c T I o N  o F 
loT s ;  Q Ua l I T Y  a N D  aU T h e N T I c I T Y
6. (a) on Premises Inspection and Postal Viewing. ample opportunity is given 

for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written 
request and at harmers discretion, for inspection by postal viewing (all as 
detailed elsewhere in this catalogue). 

(b) each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual 
description as modified by any specific notations in this catalogue, including 
but not restricted to the section entitled “Key to cataloguing”. 

(c) Quality. any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described 
may be returned to harmers within two weeks of its receipt by such 
purchaser (“returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is 
received by harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction; however, 
harmers may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. 
If an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, the period of 
time within which a lot must be received by harmers will be extended in 
accordance with condition of sale 8. In the event that a dispute cannot be 
resolved by reference to a generally recognized authority, and harmers 
thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot with a description identical 
to the description disputed, the returning Purchaser shall be liable for 
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the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the returning 
Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well 
as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all 
incidental damages. any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be 
returned intact in the condition received by the purchaser. The following 
lots are not returnable except at the discretion of harmers: (i) lots from 
purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by 
postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated 
in this catalogue; (iv) lots described as having repairs, defects or faults—for 
any reason; (v) U.s. stamps (through 1918) for reasons of paper inclusions, 
(vi)no encapsulated stamps unless originally offered in this condition. (vii) 
Multiple stamp/item lots including sets of 15 or more stamps, collections, 
large lots and group lots, whether certified or not, as sold “as Is” and are not 
returnable for any reason. 
(d) authenticity. any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a 
generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received 
by harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a 
generally recognized authority declines to express an opinion is normally 
grounds for the return of a lot. 
(e) expenses incurred in the submission and the return of a lot under 
conditions of sale 7-9 are not refunded.

 

e X T e N s I o N  o F  T I M e 
7. all lots to be sent out on extension must be paid in advance and submitted 

by h.r. harmer.
(a) If a lot is certified by a generally recognized authority to be other than 
as described: 
(i)  the sale (and the invoice with respect thereto, if outstanding) will be  
cancelled; and, 
(ii)  to the extent set forth in condition of sale 9, payment of the expense 
of certification will be made to the purchaser. 
(iii)  in the event any item “not as described,” the buyer will be refunded 
the purchase price and  certification fee up to $500 unless otherwise 
agreed.
(b) any lot with a P.F. or Pse certificate issued in the last six years is not 
eligible for extension. 

 

e X P e N s e s  o F  c e r T I F I c aT I o N 
8. expenses of certification shall be borne by the purchaser except where a lot 

is certified other than as described and is returned to harmers in accordance 
with condition of sale 8. 

 

s a l e s  TaX 
9. calIForNIa resIDeNTs wIll Be charGeD sales TaX as well as 

BIDDers who PIcK UP aT The lIVe aUcTIoN VeNUe or oUr oFFIce 
wIThoUT a ValID resale cerTIFIcaTe. 

 

shIPPING oF PUrchaseD loTs To 
aDDresses oUTsIDe The UNITeD sTaTes
10. lots will be shipped by Federal express (street addresses) or by UsPs express 

Mail (Po boxes) with a minimum fee of Us$50 per shipment. If you wish to 
have your purchases delivered by another method, you must make your 
request in writing before the sale. You will need to prepay your invoice in 
full and guarantee that once the package is accepted by the postal service 
or other courier that hr harmer, GPN Inc. is not liable for any loss or damage 
to the package, and that should any loss or damage take place, hr harmer, 
GPN Inc. is not obligated to make refund or restitution.

 

JUrIsDIcTIoN, VeNUe, choIce oF law:
11. (a) Dispute resolution shall occur in orange county, california, Usa. 

The provisions of the conditions of sale will be construed and disputes 
determined by application of california law.

(b)Notice, service of Process: Buyers agree to accept all notices and service 
of process relating to dispute resolution at the address provided by Buyer 
on any registration forms required to be executed as a condition of bidding 
in our auction.

(c) Dispute resolution: all disputes and claims arising out of or relating 
to events and actions covered herein, brought by or against us, shall be 
resolved by mediation or binding arbitration in accord with the procedures 
set forth below. This provision does not apply to claims brought by the 
Buyer directly against the consignor, including, but not limited to any 
action brought pursuant to the rescission provisions noted above.

 

MeDIaTIoN aND arBITraTIoN ProceDUres
12. (a) within 30 days of written notice that there is a dispute, the parties or 

their representatives may meet at a time and place mutually agreed upon, 
to mediate their differences. If the parties agree, a mediator acceptable to 
the parties shall be selected. The mediator shall be an attorney, trained 
in mediation techniques and familiar with commercial law and the Ucc. 
The mediator’s fees shall be shared equally and paid by all parties. at the 
mediation, all parties shall have actual authority to settle the dispute. any 
statements made during, and all aspects of, the mediation process shall be 
kept confidential and shall not be admissible in any subsequent arbitration 
or judicial proceeding. any resolution shall be confidential.

(b) If the parties cannot agree to mediation, or if mediation does not 
resolve the dispute, or in any event no longer than 60 days after receipt 
of written notice referred to above, the parties shall submit the dispute for 
binding arbitration before a single neutral arbitrator jointly selected, or 
absent agreement, selected from the panel of arbitrators provided by the 
american arbitration association (aaa). If, within 15 days, the parties cannot 
agree on an arbitrator, then aaa shall select one (1) person as arbitrator in 
accord with aaa rules. The arbitrator shall be an attorney, experienced in 
commercial law and with the Ucc. The arbitrator shall be required to follow 
the law in making his award, and the award shall be in writing and shall set 
forth findings of fact and legal conclusions.

(c) The arbitration shall occur within 60 days of the selection of the 
arbitrator, in orange county, california, unless the parties agree to another 
location. Discovery and the procedure for the arbitration shall, unless 
otherwise agreed to by the parties, follow the procedures and policies of 
aaa governing commercial arbitration, subject however to the following 
modifications:

1. all arbitration proceedings shall be confidential. None of the parties 
nor the arbitrator may disclose the existence, content or results of the 
arbitration without the written consent of all parties.

2. The parties shall attempt to agree on the issues to be arbitrated, or 
identify the disputed issues in writing no later than 45 days prior to 
arbitration. 

3. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, discovery, if any, shall be 
limited as follows: (a) requests for no more than 10 clearly identified 
categories of documents, to be provided to the requesting party within 
14 days of written request therefore; (b) Depositions: No more than two 
(2) per party, provided however, the deposition(s) are to be completed 
within one (1) day; (c) compliance with the above shall be enforced by 
the arbitrator in accord with california law.

4. each party shall have no longer than eight (8) hours to present its 
position. The entire hearing before the arbitrator shall not take longer 
than three (3) consecutive days, unless all parties agree otherwise in 
writing.

(d) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30 days following 
the end of the proceeding. Judgment upon the award rendered by the 
arbitrator may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. each 
party shall bear its own attorney’s fees and costs in connection with 
the proceedings and shall share equally the fees and expenses of the 
arbitrator.
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Customer No.   Paddle No.   
 
Name
   
Address

Phone  Day   

Phone Evening

Bidders outside the United States must provide 
a street address and their daytime telephone number

Email

Dealer References

California Resale Number

A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the hammer price of each lot.

H.R. HARMER
2680 Walnut Ave., Suite AB

Tustin, CA 92780
800.782.6771  •  +1.714.389.9178

Fax: 714.389.9189
Email: info@hrharmer.com

Website:www.hrharmer.com

May 31 - June 1 & 3, 
2017

Public auction 3013

Please limit my total purchases to:

           $

(not including Buyer’s Premium)
Note: Limits of less than $1000 are

respectfully declined.

You may increase my bids by the following
percentage if necessary to win a lot (circle 

one)

10%          20%          30%
 

I understand that bids so increased will be
reduced to conform to normal bidding

intervals and that a Buyer’s Premium of 18% 
will be added to the total of all purchases.

Please supply shipping address if different from above.

Please bid for me in accordance with your Terms and Conditions 
of Sale, which I have read and agree to. I have indicated below my 
maximum bid for each lot. I understand that you will execute my bids 
at one bid increment over the next highest bid and that you will not 
use my maximum bid unless necessary to secure the lot.

I agree to pay for all purchases immediately upon notification.

I understand a buyer’s premium of 18% will be added to the total of 
my purchases.

Signed______________________________________________

Please charge my purchases to my Master/Visa/Discover Card

Credit card payments will be subject to a 3% convenience fee.

# _________________________________________________

Exp.___________________________CCV#________________

Billing Zip Code:  ______________________________________

BIDs Below The lIsTING sTarT 
PrIce wIll NoT Be accePTeD

loT BID loT BID loT BID loT BID loT BID
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r e M o V e  o r  M a K e  P h oTo co P Y  F o r  a D D I T I o N a l  B I D s

A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the hammer price of each lot.

Up to $100 . . . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $5
$100 to $300  . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $10
$300 to $725  . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $25
$750 to $1,450 . . . . . . . . . Increase by $50
$1,500 to $2,900. . . . . . . . Increase by $100
$3,000 to $7,250. . . . . . . . Increase by $250

$7,500 to $14,500. . . . . . . Increase by $500
$15,000 to $29,000. . . . . . Increase by $1,000
$30,000 to $72,500. . . . . . Increase by $2,500
$75,000 to $145,000  . . . . Increase by $5,000
$150,000 to $290,000  . . . Increase by $10,000
$300,000 and up . . . . . . . . Increase by $25,000

Bidding Increments

Fax: 714.389.9189

loT BID loT BID loT BID loT BID loT BID

Minimum Shipping Charges
U.S. Addresses up to 2 lbs.          $20
U.S. Addresses over 2 lbs.            $30

Canada and Mexico        $30
All Other Countries         $40

These are minimum charges – additional fees are charged based on 
size, weight and/or value of the purchase
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EDITION D´OR®

Documenting a collection in EDITION D´OR will be a recognition of a philatelist´s life work. Your 
Large Gold, Grand Prix or Champion of Champions winning collection will leave a tangible and 
unforgettable legacy when published in the EDITION D´OR series. Make your collection accessible 
to future generations of collectors !

SUCCESSFUL SELLING BEGINS LONG BEFORE CONSIGNING !
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10 Years JubileeThe EDITION D´OR series of books 
is intended to make the most significant 
stamp collections of our time accessible to 
future generations of collectors.

The presentation of your collection in the EDITION D´OR series 
will offer you the following benefits:

•	 Your collection will be preserved in its very own character as a complete book

•	 Your collection will be available for research and viewing to a broad public

•	 Collectors worldwide will be able to study the collection in detail and find the 
pieces they are missing in their own collection

•	 Your collection will become a ‘standard’ Handbook for your specific collecting field

•	 Your name and your work will become a Provenance for generations to come

Please contact
Charles Epting (Marketing/Philately)
Phone 714.389.9178
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